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Message 1: Who are we Heartdwellers of Jesus?  Mission of Clare & 

Ezekiel du Bois Unification of the Body of Christ & Living in Divine 

Intimacy 
 
 
Dear Heartdwellers 
 
We are a loose-knit community of souls, of all ages, who live for Jesus and have found our rest in His 
Heart. In our thirty years of ministry, to Evangelical, Protestant, Nondenominational, Catholic and 
Orthodox, we have found that the common driving ethic that unites us together in active ministry, is 
our deep love for Jesus and the salvation of souls. 
 
We have stepped outside denominational/nondenominational walls to enter into the folds of His Heart, 
into a place where His love and a burning desire to do His will, have dissolved the walls that once 
divided us. 
 
Living in His Heart, where the flames of love consume all our impurities and make us burn with the 
loving desire, to please Him, and bring relief to other souls, brings us into a unique relationship where 
His love draws us beyond all natural boundaries that limited what we were capable of doing, and 
where we were able to go, in the past. 
 
Our purpose and passion is to give up ourselves completely for the kingdom of God on earth. Our 
hearts burn with God‘s compassion for the alienated, lost and confused who are the victims of this 
world‘s corruption, especially in these times approaching His Coming… 
 
It is our heart and purpose to encourage and share this passion with souls who want ‗more‘ of Him. 
We have discovered that hidden in our hearts, is a deep seated conviction that we are not worthy of 
Divine Intimacy, that somehow, we are not beautiful to God just the way we are. This is often 
accompanied by false guilt even though the sins of the past are under the blood and are forever 
buried in the ocean of His mercy. 
 
Some of us have been steeped into the 'you have to earn it' mentality from childhood. The idea that 
anything as beautiful and fulfilling as God‘s intimate fellowship is a free gift, to anyone who wants it, is 
still hard for us to accept. 
 
Consequently we can come to a state where we are living on a daily merry go round powered by guilt, 
trying to ‗do more, pray harder, be better‘ for God, and never forgiving our past. Finally arriving at the 
sad state of compromise, we ‗settle‘ for a Christian walk that we sense has fallen far short of what it 
could have been. 
 
To add to this interior resignation, is the tendency to disguise this undefined emptiness with a flurry of 
'meaningful busyness' in the Name of Christ. The busyness of attending conferences, Bible studies, 
multiple weekly services, Christian TV, the latest books and music. 
 
All of this stimulation and inspiration from outside sources is meant to do only one thing, bring us face 
to Face, heart to Heart, intimately with Jesus, sharing with one another on a most profound level, 
drinking deeply from the fountain of His wisdom, resting tenderly in the security of His arms, breathing 
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in the very breath of God that recreates our soul into something beautiful for God, something that 
brings healing to empty hurting souls. 
 
But paradoxically, the very busyness of this striving after inspiration, leaves no room for long lingering 
fellowship, companionship and taking into our being the very essence of God Himself. 
 
We all need rousing inspirational Christian music and worship, but it can only take us part of the way, 
the rest is done in the profound sweetness of the Holy Spirit saturating us, drawing us with cords of 
love into the place where our Beloved‘s whisper permeates our soul and severs every cord attaching 
us to the world. A place where He permeates us until we are totally yielded, inebriated in His very 
Being, in a place where we know God. 
 
We know His nature, His desires, His workings, His faithfulness, and we are not ashamed to step out 
onto the water or say to that mountain, ―Be thou removed.‖ In the Scriptures, to know a woman was to 
have an intimate union with her, where the two became one flesh. 
 
We know Him through His Word, through His Body, through Communion, but when He takes over our 
faculties in that profound place of spiritual intimacy, we are no longer with God, we are in God and He 
is in us, we know Him even as He knows us. 
 
It is a mystery and the Song of Songs is its allegory, describing the delight our God finds in us and we 
find in Him. It is not a carnal union, but a supremely transcendent spiritual union where bodies exist 
only as a shadow, and all of our substance is in Him. 
 
In this world we experience the reverse principal, our bodies seem to be our substance and our souls 
are but a shadow. Here we find our complete meaning, we are infused with God and He is infused 
with us, without doing or saying anything. 
 
We see the activity of the Holy Spirit in this movement of soaking prayer as a way to rescue us from 
the merry-go-round of our own efforts to draw nigh unto God. It completely dismantles this nervous 
self effort that interferes with deep, meaningful, one on one communion with the Lord. Be still and 
know… that I am God. 
 
In Dwelling Prayer, which is a slight variation on the same theme, we are opening the eyes of our 
hearts, entering into that interior place, where Jesus lives, and entering into His Heart…a doorway to 
Heaven, as it is written ―for through Him and in Him all things have their existence.‖ That is why many 
have experienced glimpses of Heaven during Dwelling Prayer. We are relaxed, quiet and completely 
open to the tender movements of the Holy Spirit over our spirits. 
 
When we take a vacation, a time away from our usual work, oftentimes we choose a place where we 
can swim and soak in the rays of the sun. After a stressful day, we love to soak in a hot tub or jacuzzi. 
When we want to remove hard-to-get-at dirt from an object, we soak it. 
 
Dwelling Prayer accomplishes all those things, the contamination of the world, the media, the news, 
fear, tends to cling to our minds and muddy the waters of our thinking, soaking in the presence of God 
can cleanse every bit of that tension and needless worry from our souls, and leave us sparkling clean 
and clear headed. 
 
After a stressful day, there is nothing more refreshing and innocent than standing in a hot shower and 
letting our whole bodies relax and let go of the day‘s tensions…or if you are lucky enough to have a 
tub or jacuzzi, soaking in that hot water has a way of completely releasing all the pent up tension in 
our bodies. Similarly lying in the sun, soaking in the rays, leaves us rested. 
 
It is just so with basking in the rays of God‘s love. We leave behind our self-effort, our constant 
petitions and concerns, even our preoccupation with praising Him... 'I‘m in His presence, I need to tell 
Him how much I love Him.' 
 
There is indeed an important time for that, if not continuously being in worship from a heart of 
thanksgiving, but just as there are seasons of rest for the earth, there are seasons of rest for the soul. 
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Time when the roots of our tree can truly rest from the efforts involved in growing during the summer; 
a time of deep, deep rest, that will prepare us for the lush new growth of spring. 
 
From this place He often reveals, instructs, brings fresh vision and renews our enthusiasm for the life 
He‘s given us with its many tasks. From this place creativity flows, love flows, courage flows and our 
cup becomes full so that we may pour it out on the souls of those who hunger and thirst for Him. 
 
From this place we let go of the things that hamper our relationship with Him, we fall so in love with 
Him as He reveals Himself to us, that the cares and agendas of the world that preoccupy us, become 
empty and meaningless. 
 
From this place we let go of our self will and self effort and embrace, willingly, joyfully, His will as He 
works through us. Unless we abide in the vine, we can bring forth no fruit, Dwelling Prayer and 
abiding in the Vine are synonymous. 
 
As we make this prayer a habit in our life, many deceptions vaporize, deceptions about who we are, 
who He created us to be, what undiscovered gifts and talents we possess. We will see ourselves in a 
whole new light, as a beautiful Bride without spot wrinkle or blemish. 
 
His masterpiece that He has already completed, and with this will come healing from word curses 
accumulated throughout our lives, so often from parents, teachers and peers, and our own profound 
lack of self esteem. 
 
So much is accomplished in this kind of prayer that it is impossible to enumerate everything. Let‘s just 
say that He‘s the Divine Artist and each of us is His masterpiece. He creates holiness in us, layer, by 
layer, by layer, and because of our intimacy with Him, we find giving up our vices for victories 
becomes so much easier, because we are truly Abiding In The Vine and it is His nourishment flowing 
through us that accomplishes a harvest of sweet, ripe fruit. 
 
Our Mission is to bring the Body of Christ together as One, even as it is One in Heaven under One 
Head, Jesus Our Lord. 
 
When we are united by the common cause of knowing, loving and serving Our Lord, from within His 
Heart, we lay aside our individual ‗denominational/doctrinal‘ agendas, so that we can embrace the 
Lord‘s agenda to be fishers of men, able hands united in one purpose, the salvation of souls. 
 
This is the portion He has given us to share with the Body of Christ. It is to encourage divine intimacy, 
the espousal relationship between God and man. We do this through our teachings, prayers and 
music empowered by the Holy Spirit and the prayers of our faithful prayer warriors. 
 
Our goal is not to keep supplying souls with music and teachings, it is to help them connect, 
permanently with the Lord in an intimate meaningful way, so that they may all be ‗taught by God‘ 
daily, and have very little need for the wisdom of man which is only the reflection of God‘s wisdom in 
each of their lives. In other words, to be truly connected to Christ as your heavenly Bride Groom, puts 
you in the position where you are taught and nurtured by God Himself. 
 
We are not putting down Bible studies, conferences, books or music, they are highly inspirational, but 
they are limited in what they can impart to your soul, His Presence is not. The nourishing manna you 
receive from Him each day, the security of His arms holding you, the worship, appreciation, and 
thanksgiving you express to Him with a passionate sigh of longing, mean all the world to Him and 
serve to make you a Rock in the midst of the swirling seas of desperate humanity. 
 
In today‘s world there is so much fear and insecurity due to economic and moral decay. We see this 
as part of God‘s plan to draw our hearts away from the things of the world into the things of eternity. 
As this decade continues to resemble the times described by Jesus in Matthew 24, our natural human 
tendency is to become insecure and fearful. 
 
But there is a great move of God sweeping the world to bring us into such great intimacy with God 
that these things seem trivial compared to the Joy of His presence and the Peace He imparts that 
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defies every circumstance surrounding us as well as bringing us miraculous breakthrough provision 
when it is needed. 
 
We believe He is preparing us for these end times and its harvest, by prying our affections off passing 
things and onto His eternal agenda and the urgency of saving souls. As world conditions deteriorate, 
souls are searching for consolation and security, sometimes in the worst places disguised by an 
outward appearance of ‗self‘ created peace. 
 
People are looking for real answers that bring tangible comfort, and if they don‘t see it in the conduct 
of the Christian community when the world is in turmoil, they won‘t want what we have. 
 
We cannot bring that comfort to them unless our relationship with God is deep, intimate and so 
absorbing that it utterly overshadows the world and our preoccupation with ‗what shall we eat, what 
shall we wear, where shall we sleep‘. 
 
To have this kind of all consuming passion we must immerse ourselves in His Heart until all that 
passes away and is not of His Kingdom, is no longer our day and night concern. To be in this place is 
to dwell in His Heart, to be a Heart Dweller, may we all be of comfort and inspiration to one another 
living and acting from this holy place. 
 
From His Heart, 
Clare & Ezekiel du Bois 
www.heartdwellers.org EN (Clare's official Website) 
www.jesus-comes.com DE & Other Languages (Translations of the Lord's Messages 
 
 
 
 

Message 2: Why was I left behind in the Rapture? 
 
 
October 7, 2014 
 
Jesus says... I'm calling out to you, speaking comfort to your Heart - I've not left you nor will I ever 
leave or forsake you. I know acutely the terrible Loss you feel. At times even a sense of betrayal 
overtakes you. All your questions of why and where and why am I still here and why was I left behind 
and what am I ever to do now? 
 
You must resist the temptations to simply dive back out into the world and get very busy and to take 
advantage now of so many so called new and exciting opportunities and careers, due to the mass 
vacancies in every aspect of industry, business and all around money ventures. 
 
No, even in your pain and bewilderment draw back from these things, pull back away from your 
unstable world and seek Me with all your Heart ten times the more, strongly come up to Me in true 
repentance and a sincere change of Heart and I will help you, I will calm your fears and welcome you 
back with open arms. 
 
You are not lost, in the coming days you will see more and more, just how much I still truly love you. If 
a mother forsakes a child, I will not abandon you, I am forever here to save you - you are still My 
Child, so very very precious and cherished by Me. You are still My Treasure and I am with you, even 
now. 
 
The question burning in your mind, but why, oh My Lord why? Why, why was I left behind? My Child, 
you were never meant to be excluded from the Rapture. It was My mercyful pervision for all of My 
Children, indeed My Church, My Body, My Bride, you were to be part of the Evacuation, that took 
place, to keep you from having to live in and witness the most horrible time of suffering upon the 
earth, that has ever been or ever will be. 

http://www.heartdwellers.org/
https://www.jesus-comes.com/
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You began well, however in time, you began to become more and more intrenched in the world, 
though still a Christian in Name and Affiliation, you began to draw more and more away, often to 
many distractions in past times, the time we used to share, became less and less. 
 
You knew, that you were beginning to compromise more and more with the world over your Faith and 
so you stopped speaking to Me, that combined with your new relationships and your new liberal ways 
of thinking caused you to begin looking at other souls around you and judging them. You began to 
look down on them and the things that they held dear, even going as far as holding in scorn and 
contempt the Joy they expressed at the nearness of My Coming. 
 
And by the time I arrived, all you could do was stand in fear and shame for the very thing, which you 
have destined to believe, had just happened right in front of you, because you did not believe and you 
did not watch and pray and I came as a thief in the night and you were not prepared. I could not take 
you. 
 
You ask of Me, what now? Stay close, stay ever so close to Me now. Pray for the Grace to have Me 
always in your Heart and Mind, My Name ever on your Tongue, you must hold tightly to the Hem of 
My Garment and never for a second let Me go again. Develop the habit of thanking Me always and 
everywhere. 
 
Have Me ever before your Mind's Eye. This you must pray for also and I will give it. I'm with you 
already as it is, but you need to be able to sense Me, feel Me and interact with Me, speaking to Me 
always as your most trusted Friend. I am keenly interested in your every thought and feeling, so long 
as you strive to stay lowly and humble, being very little in your own eyes. I will forever be your most 
trusted Friend and Confidant. Nothing draws Me more closely, than very small and childlike souls. 
 
I stay closer to them than their own skin and I will be with you. I know, that you are still in a great state 
of bewilderment and the rest of the world around you is in a terrible state of disarray. But I also know, 
that you are already beginning to feel an inexplicable, supernatural peace and calm within. 
 
I will continue to give you this gift and you will be able to think and reason with remarkable clarity. Do 
not worry about your needs, as you can see, I have provided for you in every way, people will 
continue to give to you everything that you will need, seemingly out of the blue and you will quickly 
begin to experience, just how truly beautiful a real Life of Faith is, even through these extraordinary 
circumstances. Nothing is out of My Control and nothing is allowed without My Consent. I have made 
every provision for you ahead of time. 
 
You have no need to be anxious at all, only keep your Heart and Eyes on Me, you are My precious, 
precious Child and I will not allow anyone or anything to harm you. I have set My Angels all about you 
to watch over you day and night. Not only will you be provided for but you will know My loving Care 
and the surety of My Faithfullness, as I bring an over abundance to provide for Others. 
 
You will begin to meet Others who like you have repented as well and through their own brokenness 
have been fully restored in profound humilty and whose Hearts are soley for Me and the Kingdom of 
God alone. I will gather again My People as a Mother her little Children and I will bring them through 
this time of trial and testing victorious. 
 
They will shine like the Stars in the Firmament of Heaven - twice refined. They will rule and reign with 
Me as they have persevered and come through gloriously - through the time of Tribulation. 
 
 
 
 

Message 3: INVITATION FROM JESUS... Come, I lead you thru the 

Prayer of Surrender 
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March 14, 2016 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... ―I am speaking now to you lost Ones. You do not have to live in terror of your enemies. 
When you give your life to Me, I protect you. I assign angels to care for you. I meet with you everyday 
and instruct you, if you give Me that time. I watch over you in all your ways and plan surprises for you, 
good surprises, callings and giftings you never knew you had. Things that will be a source of 
unending fulfillment and joy. Things the enemy kept you from by throwing you into despair and a 
violent lifestyle.‖ 
 
―This lifestyle, while it gives you a very fleeting impression of importance, is empty and without eternal 
rewards. It begets more violence, sickness, bitterness and death. It can never satisfy your need for 
Love, the genuine article.‖ 
 
―Yes, I know all about you and I still love you, I still want you in Heaven with Me. Yes, I know how 
cruel and dark your life has been, but I am promising you a home in Me. Yes – living with Me, where 
every new day is full of opportunities, every month full of growth, every year yields greater and greater 
happiness.‖ 
 
―Yet, you must turn from the wicked ways you have followed all your life, turn your back on them, 
come to Me and give Me your life. I will take you by the hand and lead you to victory. You will 
overcome what always overcame you before. You will be filled with meaning and purpose, where in 
the past you had only disappointment, incarceration, oppression, and darkness to embrace you day 
after day.‖ 
 
―Yes, I have come to rescue you, My child. I have come to break the yoke of bondage you‘ve been 
living under. I have come to heal the wounds without number your heart is stricken with. I know what it 
is like to be despised and hated. I know what it feels like to be beaten almost to death. I know what it 
feels like to be kicked in the face by those you meant only good for. I have lived through all those 
extremes of life and conquered them with Love. And I will empower you to conquer and be 
empowered by Love.‖ 
 
―I will remove the bitterness and condemnation of the past and run to place a coat upon your back 
and a ring upon your finger. I have come to give back to you the very life that was stolen from you 
when you were born. Yes, I will restore you to someone you never knew you could be. Yes, I will set 
you free! Yes, I will protect you and bring you to Heaven with Me.‖ 
 
―All you need to do is turn to My loving arms and say ‗Yes, Lord. Today I give You my life, such as it 
is; today I surrender my soul to You. Forgive me for the wicked life I have led, forgive me for what I 
have done to others and help me forgive what they have done to me. Come into my heart, Jesus, take 
over this mess I call my life. I surrender it to You.'‖ 
 
―Say this, My child, from the heart and I will embrace you and bring you into a glorious new future. 
Yes, I make this promise to you: give Me your life and I will give you My hope. The scales of 
blindness, the knives of bitterness still in your heart, I will remove. I will heal these wounds and set 
you on high above your enemies. You will conquer and overcome the devils of the past and their 
terror will terrify no more.‖ 
 
―Come, place your hand in Mine. Come, you are Mine now. Let us together walk out of this prison of 
the past and into the glorious light of a new day... Come.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 4: Meditation with Jesus… MY CHILD... YOU ARE FORGIVEN 
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April 3, 2015 
 
Clare began... I'd like to share with you a very beautiful blessing the Lord gave me in prayer. And He 
told me that He wanted me to do this with you. 
 
As usual, I came into worship, and as I was worshipping Him I saw Him standing on a bridge over a 
beautiful, crystal clear stream. 
 
It was a narrow stream, perhaps about 8 feet wide, with an arch-shaped bridge with a railing. And the 
Lord was standing on the bridge with me, and He was holding me. We were listening to the music. I 
was so aware of my shortcomings and my sins and my failings…As we were worshipping, my mind 
would kinda drift off into another place, and I‘ve really been concentrating lately on forgiveness. Very 
painful memories would come up. Even though the Lord was holding me and I was just resting with 
my head on His chest, I would have these memories of things that were very painful that were done to 
me. And I would make an act of the will to forgive... 'Lord, I make an act of the will to forgive them.' 
 
These memories kept coming up. And then things that I had done, especially things like wasting time, 
lavishing time on foolish things for myself rather than lavishing that time on souls. And just this really, 
really deep sense of remorse came over me and I just started crying and crying. Different things 
would come to mind that I had done, and how I had failed Him. And each time something would come 
to mind, I would see a shadow. Something would come floating down the river and pass right under 
the bridge, and there would be blood on top of it. 
 
What it was, it was that package of sin that I‘d been holding onto, and the Blood of Jesus was like a 
covering over it. Or a red shadow that would float down this crystal clear water. The water was just so 
pristine and beautiful most of the time, but every time I thought of something that I had done, and how 
I had failed Him, I‘d see this red shadow floating down the river and really flowing all the way down 
the river and into the sea of Mercy. The Sea of God‘s Mercy. The Lord let me understand that I was 
forgiven, that it's GONE! It‘s under the Blood. That‘s done with! 
 
So, this continued on for probably a good 20 minutes and I just continued to come up with things that I 
was holding, that I felt really bad about, that I had failed Him. And He just kept holding me and the 
sweet praise music was playing in the background. These packages would just keep coming until I 
finally got the idea. 
 
And He said, ―All. All has been forgiven. Everything has been forgiven. There‘s nothing left to forgive, 
Clare – it‘s all gone! It‘s ALL been forgiven.‖ 
 
And there was such a tremendous sense of release afterwards and an understanding that He‘d 
forgiven me. He wanted this water, this crystal water to be flowing freely, perfectly clear in my heart. 
These rivers of living water flowing so clear, without any stains, without any remorse, without any 
unforgiveness, with no shadow and no stain of any kind – just pure, pure Living Waters. He wanted 
me to experience that. And He wants YOU to experience that. 
 
So, tonight He wanted me to do a meditation with you, to help you envision that, and to be able to 
release the things that you‘re holding on to that you‘ve done, or that others have done to you. To 
release them into the Lord‘s ocean of Mercy. Let Him sweep those things away, let Him cleanse you 
with that perfectly clear water. So that He can help you let go of the things, the failures, the 
disappointments and wounds of the past. And those waters can flow clearly through your hearts again 
– just as a newborn infant‘s. Pure, sparkling, clear water. 
 
So, find a place, someplace in the house where you can have privacy, where you can be real quiet – 
no one will interrupt you. Just settle down for a moment into a comfortable place. 
 
It‘s probably best to close your eyes. And this beautiful, park-like atmosphere with trees, flowers and 
beautiful green grass. It‘s a warm afternoon with gentle shadows and gentle sunlight filtering in 
through the trees. 
 
Not too far away is a stream, you can hear it gurgling. And this stream is amazingly clear water. I‘ve 
just never seen water this pristine – just absolutely crystal all the way to the bottom. Beautiful white, 
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sandy bottom. There‘s a bridge across the stream, 10 feet wide. It ‗s a small stream but it‘s very deep 
and the bridge is an old-fashioned arch-shaped bridge with a railing. 
 
Now, I‘d like you to take a moment and recall to mind your very, very favorite – most favorite image of 
Jesus. The one that really comes alive to you in your heart. And I‘d like you to see yourself standing 
with Jesus in the very center of the bridge over the stream. He‘s holding you very tenderly and your 
head is on His heart. And you feel so much comfort being with Him. His arms are around you and 
He‘s just holding you gently, but securely. And you feel such peace. 
 
The water is so clear, you can see moss on the bottom and shells, beautiful different colored shells. 
But mostly, it‘s a white sandy bottom – pure, crystal clear water. 
 
And now you‘re going to begin just worshipping Him. You don‘t want anything to pollute that water. 
That water represents your stream of consciousness and your heart, what‘s in your heart. You‘re His 
Bride. By His grace it‘s crystal clear but there are things that you need to forgive people for, because 
they‘ve hurt you. As you‘re worshipping your mind kind of drifts off when something comes to mind 
that really hurt you. And at the same time that you‘re resting your head on the Lord‘s heart, you can 
see the waters of this stream. And the waters are crystal clear with a white sandy bottom. For it is 
written that ‗out of our innermost, living waters will flow.‘ (John 7:38) And this is Living Water, nothing 
to cloud it. 
 
But as the Lord is holding you, Holy Spirit allows to come to mind what really hurt you deeply and with 
the memory of that person that Holy Spirit has brought to mind, this pain in your heart just floods over 
you and you remember what happened. You‘re hurt so terribly inside and you‘re looking upstream. 
You see there‘s a red cloud floating in the crystal clear water, and no longer can you see the white 
sandy bottom. It‘s moving towards you, murky, murky red. The murky part is the pain and the incident 
and what happened and how you were hurt. And the red part is the blood of the Lord, covering the 
whole situation. 
 
And as it gets closer, the memory becomes more painful, the person becomes more clear. You tell 
the Lord, ―Lord. I release them, I forgive them. I make an act of the will to forgive them. Bless them. I 
forgive them, Lord.‖ And as you say that, this murky red cloud passes underneath the bridge where 
you are standing with the Lord. The water becomes crystal clear again and the white sandy bottom is 
showing. And that murky red cloud continues to flow downstream, until it reaches a big body of water. 
And that body of water is the Ocean of God‘s Mercy. That memory and that person passes into the 
Ocean of Mercy to be lost and never seen again. And you ask the Lord to bless them. ―I forgive and 
bless them.‖ 
 
And the Lord gently says to you, ―You may have forgiven them, but you still have the pain. It‘s okay to 
hurt. It‘s okay to have the pain, but that doesn‘t mean you haven‘t forgiven them. You HAVE forgiven 
them.‖ 
 
And then He brings another person to mind. And you tell the Lord, ―I forgive them, Lord. I make an act 
of the will to forgive them. Bless them, Lord. Please bless them.‖ 
 
And again, that red shadow begins to approach from upstream and it comes towards you and it goes 
underneath the bridge and out into the Ocean of His Mercy. And the Lord is smiling very gently, and 
holding you. And He‘s so happy with you. So happy. 
 
Just meditate on these things for a few moments, allow Holy Spirit to bring to mind those people who 
have deeply wounded and hurt you. 
 
It is written... 'Forgive us our trespasses as we forgive those who have trespassed against us.' And 
now that we‘ve allowed the Lord to take us through our memories and expose some of the things that 
we haven‘t forgiven, now it‘s the time to come to Him and ask Him to forgive us. For the ways that 
we‘ve failed Him and failed our brother. 
 
And just as we experienced, the cleansing power of His love, as we forgave others, now as we come 
to Him – He‘ll forgive all of the things that we‘ve done. Again, they‘ll be going downstream into His 
Ocean of Mercy, where they‘ll be forever and ever and ever buried in the very bottom of the Ocean, 
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until they are no more. And we can walk in freedom and joy and anticipation that soon there will be 
the Midnight Cry and the words, ―Behold! The Bridegroom approaches!‖ And the shofar will sound and 
we will forever be with the Lord in Heaven. 
 
It‘s simply not His wish at all for us to be downcast and fearful until He comes. He wants us to be set 
free. He wants us to look up to the sky joyously! He doesn‘t want to see a Bride that‘s all crumpled up 
and remorseful. He wants to see a Bride who‘s victorious by the Blood of the Lamb, that has covered 
Her sins and Her faults. And she can look up to the sky with joy and complete confidence that her 
Lord is coming for her. And forever she shall be with Him. 
 
So, let‘s do the exact same thing now for ourselves, with our own sins. Let‘s enter into that place with 
the Holy Spirit and allow Him to bring to the surface those things that we have great sorrow over. And 
let them be carried down to the Ocean of His Mercy, never to be seen or thought of again. 
 
My precious, precious Child... You are forgiven. 
 
 
 
 

Message 5: Who is the Bride of Christ? Let's take a Look into His 

Mirror 
 
 
September 3, 2014 – Explications from Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... You know world events are unfolding very quickly. Obviously the time is now when 
things are coming to a head. The Lord has asked me to be very clear and straight with you about 
certain things. Especially, about our identity as His Bride. Who is the Bride of Christ? Who is going to 
be taken in the Rapture? Now the Lord has asked me to define more clearly who His Bride is. 
 
Who is He looking for? What are the characteristics of His Bride? How can we recognize the true 
Bride of Christ? This is so important because there are standards. The Lord is not going to marry a 
harlot. He has some very important and intentional standards by which He chooses His Bride, His 
spouse. We want to be chosen by Him, we want to assure that we are going to be His Bride. There 
are some things we need to take a hard look at. 
 
If we just lightly skip along and say… 'Well I‘m a Christian, I received the Lord, He‘s my Lord and 
Savior, I‘m going to be raptured', then we are kidding ourselves. We really don‘t want to have our 
heads in the sand right now. We really want to know where we are at with the Lord. Are we the bride 
of the world or the Lord‘s Bride? So, what I want to talk here is how can we recognize the Bride of 
Christ, the true Bride of Christ. 
 
The first thing I want to say, which is very important I believe, is that the Bride of Christ is not the 
beautiful people. The Bride of Christ is not the financially successful, well dressed, well-heeled 
Christian people. There could be a Bride of Christ amongst those people, but that is not what He is 
looking for. That is not the sign of the Bride. 
 
The sign of a Bride is really the crown of thorns. The Lord is looking for someone who resembles Him. 
Think about it for a minute: isn‘t it true that when you‘re looking for a spouse, you are looking for 
someone who has the same values that you have? They will have the same agenda in life, the same 
goals, a compatible personality, and a heart that will be totally in love with you and no one else. An 
uncompromising and faithful heart. These are some of the things the Lord wants in His bride. 
 
And there are some people who are beautiful on the outside and financially well off who are His Bride 
and the Lord recognizes their crown of thorns and that circumcision from the world to God and the 
holiness in their hearts. I‘m afraid right now in the Christian church, the Bride of Christ is more pointed 
at being the successful, dynamic, ground-taking people rather than the meek, humble, and lowly. 
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You read the Beatitudes and immediately you get a clear picture of who His Bride truly resembles. Let 
me read that for you... Matthew 5:1-12 The Beatitudes read... Now when Jesus saw the crowds He 
went up on the mountain and sat down. His disciples came to Him and He began to teach them. He 
said, Blessed are the poor in spirit for those is the kingdom of God. Blessed are those that mourn for 
they will be comforted. Blessed are the meek for they will inherit the earth. Blessed are those who 
hunger and thirst for righteousness for they will be filled. 
 
Blessed are the merciful for they will be shown mercy. Blessed are the pure in heart for they will see 
God. Blessed are the peacemakers for they will be called children of God and blessed are those who 
are persecuted because of righteousness for theirs is the Kingdom of God. 
 
Blessed are you when people insult you, persecute you, and falsely say all kinds of evil against you 
because of Me. Rejoice and be glad because great is your reward in heaven. For in the same way 
they persecuted the prophets who were before you. 
 
So, here the Lord was giving us quite a teaching on who He considered blessed on this Earth. And 
that‘s really a different picture than the successful, beautiful, wealthy, and prosperous dynamic 
church. It‘s a way different picture. 
 
The first one is Blessed are the poor in spirit for theirs is the Kingdom of Heaven. Well, I don‘t know 
how you are, but I know when I had an excess or an abundance of money when I received an 
inheritance, the ―poorness of spirit‖ just changed a little bit. 
 
I found myself doing really stupid things, like looking at someone else‘s car and saying... 'Wow that 
car is not as nice as my car'. Just things I never thought about doing before. Absolutely outrageous for 
me. And I looked and I thought... 'What has gotten into your head? What is the matter with your 
thinking that you should think like that?' 
 
I became more impatient and less tolerant of people, more judgmental, and I realized that having this 
kind of money in this situation was actually very toxic to my spirit. It led to a certain kind of pride and 
arrogance that was just totally disgusting. Thank the Lord that situation passed quickly. I really 
couldn‘t understand it. To be honest with you, the Lord told me to basically dispose of it all as quickly 
as possible, because it was toxic. So we did the best we could with it. 
 
There‘s the illustration of being poor in spirit. It‘s very difficult for wealthy people and self-sufficient 
people to be poor in spirit. It‘s much more common for someone who is wealthy to feel exalted in the 
spirit and to look down upon those that don‘t have. I‘m not saying it is impossible, because there are 
those that are wealthy who are extremely meek. You would never think that looking at them that they 
are as wealthy as they are. 
 
The next Beatitude is Blessed are those who mourn for they shall be comforted. 
 
Blessed are the meek for they will inherit the Earth. This is beautiful. When we think of landowners, 
meekness is the last thing in the world we think of. Landlords, people who own property, ranches and 
so on…meekness is the last trait that we associate with a landowner. But here the Lord is saying they 
(the meek) are the ones who will inherit the Earth. I can‘t help but think that when He returns, it will be 
the meek that are entrusted with the great wealth of the land because they‘ll be looking out for others. 
 
Blessed are those that hunger and thirst for righteousness. My goodness, not hunger and thirst for the 
beautiful things of this world but for righteousness, for they will be filled. I believe that if you‘re 
hungering and thirsting for more things and nicer things: The latest Iphone, the latest Ipad, the latest 
computer programs, and latest upgrades, you‘re not hunger and thirsting for righteousness, you‘re 
hunger and thirsting for the latest goodies and what a terrible distraction that is. It does leave you 
empty. Here He is saying... 'Blessed are those that hunger and thirst for righteousness, for they will be 
filled.' I would like to propose that cursed are those that hunger and thirst for more bigger and better 
things, because they‘ll never be filled, they‘ll never have enough. At least that‘s been my experience. 
 
Blessed are the merciful for they will be shown mercy. How many times people in positions of power, 
authority with money and power and influence don‘t feel the necessity for being merciful sometimes? 
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I‘m not saying everyone is like that. The more independent you are, the more you think that there is 
not a need for mercy. You‘re stricter. The more judgmental, the more confining you are in what you 
expect of other people. There‘s not an amount of mercy for someone who is merciful. In the world 
money, influence, and power put you in that place of feeling independent and you have less of a 
tendency to be merciful to others, because you feel like you don‘t need mercy. Blessed are the 
merciful for they will be shown mercy. 
 
And blessed are the pure in heart for they will see God. I think that‘s the biggest complaint, the 
biggest desire, and the biggest prayer of many Christian hearts… ―I want to see God. I want to see 
you Lord. I want to gaze upon you Lord.‖ Here the Lord is saying what the prerequisites are; He is 
asking us to be pure in heart. In other words, not to be attached to the passing things of this world and 
the passing fancies, not to be looking out for ourselves and our own agenda…constantly climbing 
higher and grasping for more, but to have our hearts set on God and to have our agendas set on the 
things of God – not the things of the world. 
 
I believe those are the pure in heart and they will see God. I found that to be true in my own life. It‘s 
more difficult for me to communicate with the Lord and to see Him when I‘m wrapped up in the world. 
My whole Christian life has been a process of cutting the tentacles to the world and putting my heart 
and mind more on Him and purifying motives. The vision of Him has become so much clearer. It‘s a 
beautiful thing. It‘s something I encourage in everyone. 
 
Blessed are the peace makers for they will be called the children of God. When you‘re in the world 
and you have agendas, you have things that you want. And whatever you‘re involved in with the 
worldly affairs, making peace is not the top priority. The top priority is getting your own way. Having 
things go the way you need them to go. You‘re own blessing for your own sake or the sake of your 
family. 
 
Blessed are those who are persecuted because of righteousness. For theirs is the Kingdom of 
Heaven. So, how many have turned away from the agendas of the world and are looked down upon, 
are marginalized, are not chosen for positions, but are over-looked because they are not wealthy and 
they‘re not well-heeled? They chose a simple, pure life, turning away from the lures of the world and 
they‘re not interested in impressing anyone but the Lord and making Him happy. Many times they are 
overlooked and persecuted. Then there‘re many who are persecuted in their families and that goes for 
wealthy and poor alike, because of our devotion to the Lord, because of the standards that we set to 
please Him, we‘re persecuted and put down. 
 
Blessed are you when people insult and persecute you and falsely say all kinds of evil against you 
because of Me. Rejoice because they persecuted the prophets who were before you in the very same 
way. I believe that the Lord has given us a look into His heart of what He is expecting in His Bride. 
What kind of person she is going to be. 
 
In short, I believe the Lord is looking for someone who bears His image in their heart. He is looking for 
the man or woman who internally is wearing that crown of thorns, who is meek and humble in heart, 
and who looks after the needs of others. I have to say I don‘t see that in the modern church. I see it in 
some people but it‘s not the thing that is applauded. It‘s not the gross national product of Christianity. 
It just seems the GNP of Christianity is success, prosperity, good health, and all the things that come 
with it. Those who don‘t have those things don‘t measure up to the standards of the successful 
Christians so they‘re looked down upon. 
 
Who do we want to please? Who do we want to be with? Do we want to be left behind with the world 
or do we want to be chosen by Christ as His Bride because we resemble Him. This is the time right 
now for us to get really serious about who we are before the Lord and who we are not and how deep 
our attachments to the world go in our lives… how much we‘re controlled by the world. 
 
I entreat you, take time and ask the Holy Spirit to show you the areas of your life that are not 
circumcised, the ways in which you don‘t resemble the Lord. Truly, it‘s time for us to be very serious 
about finding out whether or not we‘re going to be taken in the Rapture, because it can happen at any 
time, any moment. 
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I know a pastor in town here, who‘s now with the Lord. He had a very intimate relationship with the 
Lord in his last year and the Lord had told him the very same thing he had told me... 'I am at the door 
and it can happen any moment…Any moment.' 
 
So we want to be ready. We want to be chosen to be His Bride. We want to be worthy to be His Bride. 
I‘m not saying we have to be perfect but we have to be worthy in the sense that we‘ve accomplished 
everything. 
 
If our hearts are riveted on Him and on pleasing Him, He‘ll make up the difference. If our hearts are 
still attached to the world we‘re going to be tethered. We‘re going to see other people going and 
leaving and we‘ll be left behind tethered to our earthly agendas. 
 
Seriously, is that what we want? Are we sure we are living for God and for God alone? Or are there 
questions in our heart? Has the Holy Spirit been dealing with us and bringing up metaphors like the 
wise and foolish virgins? Has the Holy Spirit been nudging us that we are not ready? 
 
If we don‘t get ourselves together and get ready quickly, we stand the risk to be left behind in the most 
horrendous time in history, the most horrible, horrible time that this Earth will ever see. Is it worth it? 
That is the choice you have to make and that I have to make. 
 
I can feel the Holy Spirit grieving when I make foolish choices with my time, with my money, with my 
thoughts, and my prayers or lack of prayers. I feel that grief and I know that time is very short and I 
don‘t want to be left behind, so I have to look at these things about myself every single day and 
measure my intention, examine my heart, examine my conscience and see that I‘m truly crucified with 
Christ. 
 
I pray you‘ll do the same and we‘ll all meet in the air. The Lord bless you. 
 
 
 
 

Message 6: Jesus says... I am looking for Those who resemble Me... 

They are My Beauties 
 
 
September 1, 2014 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) The Lord is calling His Bride, or His potential Bride to repentance. She‘s not ready for the 
Rapture. And He is wanting to prepare her. And, as I have shared in a previous teaching, part of the 
reason the economy in America is slumping – and the Lord is allowing it – is to get His Bride back 
from the world. To get her mind off of the things of the world and onto Him. 
 
So, you know, we have a lot of prosperity Christians in this country, people who talk about prosperity, 
that you‘re not really a successful Christian if you don‘t have the faith to be prosperous. Nothing could 
be further from the truth, because prosperity and money was the last thing on the Lord‘s mind in the 
New Testament. In the Old Testament, it was sometimes a mark of favor from God, but in the New 
Testament, the Lord set a standard. 
 
He didn‘t choose to be born as a king, or a prince, or to live like a king or a prince. He chose a simple 
life, an unpretentious life. A life that was not entrenched of the things of the world. So, He‘s looking for 
a Bride who resembles Him. 
 
Jesus began... "The beautiful people, as a group, are not My Bride. I‘m looking for the lowly, contrite 
and devout. Those persecuted for the sake of righteousness. I am looking for those who resemble 
Me. That is what My Bride looks like. I want to give great hope to the lowly and marginalized. They 
are My beauties. They are the ones who most resemble Me on the Earth. I‘m sorry to say it, but many 
of My Christians resemble the beauty queens of Babylon – or in your day, Hollywood. 
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"I know you get tired of Me saying it, but this is not Hollywood – this is Heaven. And the souls here 
bear no resemblance whatsoever to the ones you call great on this Earth. 
 
"I summon My Bride and My people to repentance. I am by no means saying that a lovely person by 
the worlds‘ standards cannot be My Bride – but in her personal life, she will resemble Me. 
 
"Crucified, rejected, passed over, scorned. Bearing the scars caused by the callous contempt of 
others in her heart. My heart is drawn to such as these. They carry their pain with quiet dignity, yet 
from the outside, you would never recognize them. These are My chosen ones. Along with the little, 
the frail, the rejected, and the marginalized. 
 
"I know I‘m repeating Myself – but this couldn‘t be more relevant, more important. I want all to know 
that, what I am looking for in a potential Bride, is NOT the well-groomed christian. 
 
"Rather, the very, very little ones. Bring to Me all those who have deemed themselves unworthy of My 
Crown. Instill in them a quiet confidence that they indeed belong to Me and are worthy. They are My 
Bride. They are My Chosen Ones. 
 
"And those who are still standing around waiting to be hired are VERY important to Me. They will 
indeed be paid the same wage as those who were chosen first, and ahead of all the lowly and 
undesirable ones." 
 
(Clare) That‘s the Lord‘s message right now to His Bride and to His Church. 
 
 
 
 

Message 7: Jesus says… My Bride is not responding! The Response on 

Youtube speaks for itself... 
 
 
September 28, 2014 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... ―It‘s so good to be with you. Oh how I wish My faithful ones could understand how 
eternally grateful I am to them for heeding My call to spend time with Me, to keep on trying, to keep on 
confessing.‖ 
 
(Clare) The more I see of myself, the more I am perplexed as to why You love to spend time with me, 
why You have called me so close to Your Heart. (I have spent several days repenting for my pride 
and presumption, and still, I know I haven‘t gotten it all. Jesus Your grace is my only hope.) 
 
(Jesus) ―That‘s beside the point. I can do anything with one, just one that is willing. And here I have 
two who are willing. How wonderful is that for Me? You just don‘t see or understand and there is much 
I must keep secret from My prepared Brides or they would indeed be ruined. But suffice it to say, I am 
most grateful that they have given Me all they have, that they are so willing and eager to please Me 
and do My bidding no matter how little return they get from the world. This is a rare quality, giving 
without getting any reward, without seeing any fruit, still giving, giving, giving.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, You are my reward. 
 
(Jesus) ―And that is as it should be. Just be My faithful plow horse, pulling, pulling, pulling, even when 
you‘re tired and hurting, still you are pulling. All of My faithful ones do Me great honor by their 
obedience in these supposedly small things.‖ 
 
―Yet I tell you the truth, they have gathered much fruit for the kingdom of God by their simple 
unflagging obedience. Much fruit. So do not be alarmed at what others call a lack of fruit. Do not 
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concern yourselves with these petty things. Those who have obeyed have brought forth much fruit 
although at this hour it remains hidden.‖ 
 
―I am speaking to the Bride now... You have pleased Me. That is all that counts. You have taken quite 
a bit of calumny from those closest to you, but others see the pearls in My Kingdom that you are. But 
even if you were fortunate enough that no one could see, still, you have born much fruit by your 
simple obedience, detached from worldly rewards. And without self-seeking, rather at all times, 
seeking Me and My approval alone. This is what I have meant, this I will reward and still you will stay 
small and safe. Tucked away in My Heart, abounding in love and grace, much to My glory. There are 
yet many surprises for My Bride, as she grows in lowliness, I will entrust her with more gifts and she 
will prosper in her work.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh Lord, are You going to be delayed that long? 
 
(Jesus) ―You‘re a clever one, you are! Trying to get it out of Me huh? Well let Me tell you a little 
secret…I don‘t know any more than you do.‖ 
 
(Clare) That‘s impossible! 
 
(Jesus) ―Would I deceive you?‖ 
 
(Clare) Good grief NO! 
 
(Jesus) ―Good, then take it at face value, I‘m waiting too. I am indeed waiting and while I have an over 
view of the condition of My Church, I do not know when The Father will say, ―Enough!‖ All I know is 
that we are at the door and waiting for the word. We truly are. 
 
―I told you, My Bride is not ready yet. But that does not mean that He will continue to tolerate those 
who are not working to catch up. If the apathy continues… well, you can figure that one out.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, I don‘t understand, really, forgive me, but how can You, God, not know anything? Truly 
this mystifies me and makes it so difficult to take Your word at face value. 
 
(Jesus) ―I know, I understand. May I say that I have chosen not to know? Do you know how painful 
this is for Me? I am indeed too close to My Bride, and have so many expectations for her. But she is 
not living up to them, she‘s not responding to the life I‘m pumping into her. You can see it by the 
response to the Youtube Videos. What you and others have done to nourish her is extraordinary in 
these dark times. But she pays little to no heed. This is why I suspect that the sign to commence the 
Rapture may come in spite of her lack of readiness. 
 
―Can you understand? How much I love her, how much I long to see her completed in Me? Oh, how I 
long for her. I have so much to give her, but she‘s not responding, Clare. Pray that she will respond.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, You know how to make her respond, I‘ve seen it time and time again in our own lives. 
You are amazing. 
 
(Jesus) ―Indeed I do, but free will ties My hands, and if I must tell you all, I am tired of seeing the 
suffering of those who are paying close attention and have made themselves ready. That means 
more suffering for them, and frankly, I‘m tired of seeing My gifts ignored while My Bride goes blithely 
along ignoring the signs of My coming. The fresh life I give her is wasted because of her 
preoccupation with the world.‖ 
 
(Clare) But Lord, you have the antidote for that. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes and it involves more suffering for those who are faithfully waiting.‖ 
 
(Clare) Compared to Your suffering for us, can we ever suffer in patience enough, for just one more 
soul? 
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(Jesus) ―Well, it isn‘t hopeless, but it is nearing that point. All I can say is... Be READY. At any time, 
any time, My Father could call a halt to this, any time Clare.‖ 
 
(Clare) Wow…really? 
 
(Jesus) ―Really. Now I have explained to you why I have chosen not to know, please do not hurt Me 
by your unbelief.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 8: Jesus explains... My Advice for a healthy and happy 

Marriage & Spiritual Partnership 
 
 
October 19th, 2014 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... Tonight, He wants to address the issue of husbands and wives. This is an important 
issue, because our failure or success of marriage and in the spiritual life depends on understanding 
God‘s spiritual order of things. I have to say I‘ve been a very rebellious female; I‘ve not honored my 
husband or men in general in my life. I‘ve always looked at men as equals. 
 
In a sense I don‘t see anything wrong with that. Paul said, ―There‘s neither male nor female except 
God has established the male for the covering of the wife in marriage (Galatians 3:28).‖ This is a 
prophetic message and these are the Lord‘s words. At the end of the message I will talk about the 
ways I‘ve dishonored my husband. 
 
Jesus began… ―Clare, I want you to address this area of covering and discernment in marriage. I‘m 
serious about this. I know you are reticent, but I need you to trust Me.‖ 
 
―Many women are ahead of their husbands. That‘s the nature of the world and things, but many don‘t 
see what is behind. What I mean by that is, they don‘t see Me in their husbands. How can you nourish 
what you don‘t see? They‘re looking for some story-book, spiritual giant when I inhabit the lowly and 
the hidden. Men are easily intimidated by their wives. They don‘t always let on to that effect, but they 
are. I guarantee that.‖ 
 
―Intimidation forces a man to withdraw and relinquish ground he suspects he should be taking. A 
man‘s duties in the world keep him preoccupied with providing for his family. When he comes home, 
he is tired and the last thing he wants to do is press into time with Me. He sees his wife taking the 
lead, partially because she has the time to study and pray. He knows he can‘t compete and he steps 
back to do what is easiest with him. I‘m more concerned about him, because this pattern of 
relinquishment is detrimental with his relationship with Me and with his wife. She grows; he stagnates. 
Unless he is a very unusual man with a strong desire for Me. At this point, I must tell these ladies – 
recovering a lost man is an art form. It‘s a delicate job that requires much introspection of a wife and 
much submission and much, much work.‖ 
 
(Clare) You mean, measuring our words and ultimately our attitudes? 
 
(Jesus) ―That‘s correct. The words are merely superficial manifestations of a heart attitude. My 
counsel to all women who find themselves in this place: see Me in your husband and cultivate Me, so 
I can dominate Him. So it‘s safe for Me to come out and take the lead. You know what you‘ve gone 
through and you can share some of that.‖ 
 
(Clare) So, Lord, you mean my struggles with having things done my way? 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, and in other things, secret criticisms. Little foxes that nip at the man‘s ego. Things you 
may not say out loud, but he perceives it in your attitude toward him. I know you are still struggling 
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with this and I am helping you, but because it is fresh in your mind, you do have something solid to 
share with them. Keep reminding them that demons are at work 24/7 to undermine a man‘s honor in 
the home and in the world for that matter.‖ 
 
―That is why men are so prone to adultery. A woman comes along at work and makes him feel 10 feet 
tall. He comes home and his wife makes a remark about him leaving his shoes in the middle of the 
floor. It‘s not just that one remark; it‘s 15-20 years worth of remarks that make an ‗I am bad‘ button in 
his heart. Touch it lightly and all the other remarks kick in, too, and he feels badly about himself. 
You‘re lucky – you have married a sensitive man, so you can see this dynamic right out in the open. 
Most men cover it up with an ugly remark right back or just withdraw into their TV program, sports, or 
shops. You ask why are the demons so committed to dishonoring a man? Because man is the 
covering.‖ 
 
―This is the correct order. When they don‘t rise to the occasion, the demons can sift a woman, lead 
her astray, get into her prayer times, and get into her false words. Leading them on a wild goose 
chase and eventually convincing them that they need a more spiritual man. The children see all of this 
and this disrespectful behavior is replicated in them. So, it‘s a belittling cycle of men that continues on 
into the next generation. The man has a very sensitive understanding of order. Very often I work 
through him to recognize something is off but because he doesn‘t want to face the wrath of Kahn or 
any other threatening behavior, he finds it more convenient to let it slide. And slide it does: down, 
down, and further down yet.‖ 
 
―This is where their lives are run with her spiritual insights with no governor except perhaps other 
female friends who are living the same way. That‘s no help to her, either. It‘s the blind leading the 
blind. I put that man in that position to bring up the hard things and confront the things that are 
suspect, but because they don‘t want to deal with their wives‘ reactions – be it tears or deprecations – 
they let it slide until they are useless in covering their wives and protecting them. This teaching is not 
for all, only the ones who are willing to humble themselves to have a good marriage.‖ 
 
―I‘m telling you ladies, I‘ll use your husbands in ways I‘ll never be able to use you. That‘s why you 
were married; not just to have children and a stable home, but to have a holy, productive life lived in 
truth and not deception and to produce holy offspring. With Adam and Eve you can see this at work. 
Adam knew it was wrong to eat from the tree but he was comfortable, complacent and didn‘t want to 
make a big issue with Eve and he partook as well. You men are not as strong as you appear to be; 
brawn and strong are not synonymous.‖ 
 
―Strong means thinking ahead and making good, strong decisions. Even when they go against what 
your wife wants. Strong means, ‗Okay, Lord, I‘m willing to endure the strife and pain that will ensue 
from opposing my wife – what she really wants, what she demands, etc. I‘ll stand for what I believe 
and that you are leading me, no matter what the cost.‖ 
 
―That is a strong man. That doesn‘t mean beating or abusing her. No, that‘s for sissies – not for a real 
man. Love your wife as you love your very own self, because how well your life goes depends on how 
well you treat your wife. I didn‘t put you together to be harsh and mean to her. If you‘re doing that, you 
can expect the world to pay you with the very same treatment. I put you together to love one another 
and to do what‘s right. So, by your patience and endurance you will win her over.‖ 
 
―By the way, ladies, a man does not have to be spiritual by your definitions to hear My ways and My 
will for your family. I plant it deep inside of him. Yes, it is wonderful when he seeks it out in Scripture 
but that‘s not the determining factor of whether he is spirit led. In many cases he will have a deep 
down feeling and a conviction about something, because I, in him, gave it to him – even without the 
trappings of Bible studies, Wednesday night services, or even Sunday services. I dwell in him and 
what‘s missing in your marriages is that you are not honoring Me in your husbands.‖ 
 
―See, a man will step aside when a woman outdoes him in a gift. So many men have done exactly 
that and have given up the helm to the one that seems to have all the answers.‖ 
 
―So, I‘m making a formal appeal to all who hear these words. Honor Me in your husband, no matter 
what his spiritual condition. If you will do this, I will do my part and cause him to begin to stand tall. It 
will take time and it won‘t happen overnight, but you will see different layers of responsibilities rise up 
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in him; spiritual responsibilities. Build him up and show him My love, not yours. My love reaches way 
beyond shoes in the middle of the floor or towels that are crumpled up by the shower. Humble 
yourselves and take a long look. Make a mental list of all the ways you show preference to your own 
opinion, your own agenda, and your own ways. Watch yourself in the days to come.‖ 
 
―Carry your cross. You are partly responsible for his passiveness toward Me, so deny yourself; pick 
up your cross and follow Me in what will prove to be a wonderful marriage. The marriage you should 
have had and always wanted. I can do this if you will cooperate. These instructions are for those of 
you who know you married the right man. If I didn‘t bring you together with this man, you can still grow 
in humility and I will remove him in My time. Until then you‘ll become more holy, deeper with Me and I 
will be a husband unto you. You will not lack from authentic companionship. Remember, Pride is the 
root of this evil and it cannot enter into Heaven. So, My blessed ones do not fear humiliation and 
lowliness. It is only your pride that will suffer and that, for you, is a bonus.‖ 
 
That was the end of His Message. Here now a few of my experiences... 
 
(Clare) What I want to do now is share with you some of the ways I‘ve dishonored my husband and 
you can measure them against your own ways. There are plenty more examples, it‘s just that these 
are the ones that came to mind. 
 
For instance, he wants to go for a walk with you and you are busy with your work, your spiritual 
things, or other things so you can have time for your spiritual things later and you turn him down. I‘ve 
done this and that‘s wrong; that‘s not honoring him. 
 
Another example is in making a decision to go to dinner. I‘ve insisted on my own way in the past. 
What movie should we see? I‘ve made my case strong instead of seeking what he wanted and 
yielding to him. 
 
More examples... honoring the way things are arranged in his private space, his office, his shop, or 
bathroom space; not moving things or leaving a mess or cleaning to the point where things are out of 
place. I‘ve done that to him. Ignoring him when he wants you to take time out for him. If you are so 
wrapped up in your own doings and plans, you may feel like putting them aside is too hard and you 
end up putting him off or sending him out alone. I‘ve done that. 
 
I made him wear clothes he wasn‘t comfortable with. I‘ve insisted he look a certain way when we went 
out rather than giving him a gentle nudge, ―Honey, I want to wear something special for you tonight.‖ 
Or ―I really loved that green shirt you wore the other day.‖ That‘s different than making him feel ugly or 
intimidated. 
 
I can just hear it now… some of you are saying... 'Oh, I‘m way ahead of you, Clare, we do all those 
things.' Well bravo, ladies, I commend you. 
 
Now I‘ll tell you just how serious the Lord was with me. Just before he released me into public ministry 
on Youtube, my computer all of a sudden went down and black, nothing. It wouldn‘t work, boot up or 
anything. I finally gave up in tears thinking... 'Oh my gosh, this is the end of my ministry.' There was 
no way I could afford to have this fixed. No way at all. All the teachings, songs, artwork and filming I 
planned on using, were gone. I had no tools to carry out the ministry, He‘s been training me for and 
He‘s called me to do. 
 
This is what He said to me... 'Your ministry for Me is absolutely useless without you honoring your 
husband as you honor Me. Honor your husband as you honor Me, or I can‘t use you, Clare'. That is 
the stark truth, guys, and that‘s what He said to me. I was just crestfallen. My whole world just fell 
apart, because frankly He‘s been training me for this mission for 33 years. I knew this was coming 
later on in my life. Here I‘m in this place now and He has given me so many rich things to share with 
others and now He is telling me that none of that training and experiences have any meaning to Him, 
as long as I‘m not honoring my husband; really honoring him. Ouch! 
 
For days I was completely petrified with sorrow, self-pity more than Godly sorrow, until He began to 
show me how controlling I was. I became horrified at who I had become. He told me that many times 
He wanted to lead me through my husband, but He couldn‘t, because I didn‘t honor him. 
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For instance, the dishes... My husband wanted me to retire some of the mugs, plates, and silverware 
so I wasn‘t always so backed up on dishes. For several years he has been asking me to do this and 
for several years I withstood him. Then I realized what I was doing. 
 
After several years, I retired two-thirds of our silverware and dishes and lo and behold the dishes are 
a 20 minute job instead of an hour and a half. It‘s made a huge difference! And the Lord was wanting 
to do this with me all this time, but because the kitchen was my domain and I thought I knew what 
was best, He couldn‘t do a thing with me. The Lord tried to use my husband, but in my pride I wouldn‘t 
listen. 
 
Moving on to the computer, after three days of darkness (no pun intended) I thought maybe now, 
since I‘ve really repented, maybe the Lord will have mercy on me. I walked over and lifted the lid of 
my computer and all of a sudden it started working perfectly again. That was several months ago 
now. I haven‘t had any problems with it since. It was obvious that it was an act of God. That‘s exactly 
how serious the Lord is about me honoring my husband. All my gifts are useless to Him without 
honoring my husband. 
 
 
It could very well be, that you ladies, who listen here, may not be in this place at all. But if you even 
suspect an inkling of this attitude in your lives, perhaps you would like to pray this prayer with me... 
 
'Lord, I beg of You, change us and show us how we are stifling our husbands and overshadowing 
them, and causing them to go back into the shadows. Give us the grace to conquer our pride with 
your humility. Expose our crooked ways and make them straight. Please, Lord, give us courage and 
raise up our husbands into the calling you have for them and help us to truly be their help-mates as 
they awaken to Your call. Help us to truly love, honor, and respect them as we love, honor, and 
respect You. Lord I believe you will answer this prayer, because I know it is Your will for us... Amen.' 
 
 
 
 

Message 9: Jesus says… Receive My transforming Kisses & Be healed 
 
 
October 31, 2014 – Words from Jesus to Sister Claree 
 
(Clare) He does want to kiss us, and dance with us, and explore the beauties of Heaven with us. He 
loves to be kissed. The pure exchange of hearts that He longs for from His Bride. He will kiss us in the 
Spirit, because we are all so dear to Him, His Bride-to-be and there will be nothing carnal about it. 
 
Jesus began... ―These kisses from Me transform you from merely clay vessels to golden vessels of 
divine love, soaking in transforming love for you. I heal the woundedness, the scars, the empty places 
that were once filled with joy but betrayed and lost forever. Deep, painful fissures in your souls that I 
pour the oil of joy into. I bring you to fulfillment and overflowing with living waters, so that every thirsty 
soul you encounter may drink deeply of. But this will never happen if you avoid Me and believe the 
excuses and lies that the enemy has attempted to sabotage our relationship with.‖ 
 
―Do you have friends that are devastated by divorce?‖ 
 
―Those fissures of pain can be healed once and for all by My love if you are willing to seek Me until 
you find Me, to enter into My rest and allow the oil of joy and gladness to penetrate deeply into the 
wounds.‖ 
 
―Are you sorrowing over the loss of a loved one who died a painful death from cancer? This fissure 
also can be healed and filled with understanding and love so you may pour out this balm on other 
hurting souls.‖ 
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―Are you confused and disappointed over your failures? Your unfulfilled dreams? And facing a bleak 
future with no purpose?‖ 
 
―Sit with Me. Allow My love to restore your hope. Allow Me to penetrate these dark and lonely places 
with My love and I will bring you up and out of it. I will lead you into life pastures with crystal springs 
and show you the destination of your dreams where all your gifts and talents and dreams will be 
manifested by My powerful grace working through you.‖ 
 
―I tell you the truth, there is no wound too deep, no dream too impossible, no life unattainable. I will 
bring you into the fullness of your life, doing the very things you were created for.‖ 
 
―And fulfilling your life beyond your wildest dreams. And best of all, I will be your constant companion. 
You will never feel alone again. I will never abandon you and at the end of your life, the fireworks will 
go off as you ascend in my arms into the most perfect place that I‘ve created just for you. Again I say, 
beyond your wildest dreams.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 10: Jesus explains... The nuclear Annihilation of Miami & The 

Rapture shortly thereafter 
 
 
November 3, 2014 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... The dream that I had of the nuclear annihilation of Miami and the message and the 
promise that came with this, just a few days afterward. 
 
I dreamt that I was on a white, sandy beach on a sub- tropical ocean and a fishing dory was nearby 
with fishing nets and primitive looking implements. It was obvious to me I was not in America. It was a 
sunny day, perhaps midmorning or early afternoon and I was occupied cleaning a fishing net when I 
turned and looked behind me, over my right shoulder across the ocean, and saw a fist sized cloud on 
the distant horizon. It quickly began to swell, getting bigger and bigger and I realized that a city in the 
distance, though I could not see it, had just been struck with an atomic bomb. I cried out... 'Oh, my 
God!' and awoke from the dream. 
 
Immediately, I knew the dream had been from Holy Spirit. All I could do was pray for mercy. Later I 
looked for the location of the city and determined that it was either Houston viewed from the eastern 
coast of the Baja, or Miami viewed from a Cuban beach. I‘m pretty sure now, looking back on it, that I 
was looking northward, so it would have been Miami. 
 
Lord, I want to know more about what‘s going to happen in the world and what I can do to help. You 
know I did not want to pry into things that are far beyond me. 
 
At that point, this was during my prayer, before me was a beautiful white and sandy beach, edged 
with aquamarine waters. There‘s something strange, though. All the way down the beach, as far as 
the eye can see, large grey masses have been thrown up along the shoreline. As I looked more 
closely, I realized they were human bodies. It was so gruesome I dared not look any more closely. I 
turned to the Lord and asked solemnly... 'Where are we?' 
 
Jesus answered... ―Nassau in the Bahamas. There will be carnage such as has never been seen. Do 
you remember the message you were given many years ago? 'Do not fear death, O righteous 
inhabitants of Earth.'‖ 
 
(Clare) I do, I remember that, and I will share it with you at the end of this message. 
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We were now suspended above Earth between the Bahamas and Miami. Jesus was weeping and I 
was in shock. It was one blackened mass. At once we could see up close and there was not a 
survivor stirring. 
 
(Jesus) ―Are you listening to Me?‖ 
 
(Clare) Numbness engulfed my entire being and I simply could not comprehend what I was seeing. 
 
(Jesus) ―You will still be on the Earth when this happens, but very quickly afterwards I will whisk you 
both away in the Rapture.‖ 
 
(Clare) I asked… 'How soon after this happens will You take us, Lord?' 
 
(Jesus) ―Within a week.‖ 
 
(Clare) Seven days? 
 
(Jesus) ―At maximum. There‘s no reason for you to be here past that point.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, I don‘t know what to say. 
 
(Jesus) ―Such carnage as this has never before fallen upon the Earth. Never was it possible for a man 
to inflict this kind of damage on My Creation. Were not the End soon approaching, I would intervene – 
but it must happen this way for the fulfillment of Scripture. Because you are leaving so quickly, you 
will finally understand... there‘s no need to store up anything. Nothing to worry about, no shortage or 
lack.‖ 
 
(Clare) And as an aside here, this is very interesting to me. I was starting to, well you know we have a 
food bank, I was ordering extra food to store up and the Lord rebuked me for doing that. 
 
(Jesus) ―No, I don‘t want you to do that.‖ 
 
(Clare) And so I gave all that food away and stopped doing it. I couldn‘t understand why, but He 
explained it to me here. I‘d like to leave food for other people, but out of obedience I‘m not going to do 
it. 
 
One thing is certain – the Scriptures must be fulfilled. Mercy leaves boundless room for God to 
intervene but certain things must take place. It is in His hands and in the prayers of our hearts to see 
to it that the greatest mercy possible could be shed on the world and the souls of those involved in 
these events. Especially the grace of conversion to these souls that don‘t know him. Later on in this 
vision He continues… 
 
(Jesus) ―Tell them for Me, those who are destined for the sword, if you are caught in the midst of 
these events and are innocent of the sins of this culture, are repentant and reformed in Me, you will 
wear a martyr‘s crown and great glory will be yours in Heaven, because you survived with your soul 
intact, and remained faithful to Me in a wanton, reckless, ungodly generation. You have suffered for 
your faith, everything from ridicule to exclusion. I have been present with you each time you suffered 
reproach for My Name‘s sake and your recompense is on the way.‖ 
 
―Understand that once this time of unparalleled suffering begins, the living will envy the dead. For at 
that time, there will be great Tribulation such has not been since the beginning of the world until now 
nor ever will there be. There‘s great Joy awaiting you and your reception into Heaven will be the 
occasion of feasting and merriment. Your time of exile is almost at an end.‖ 
 
(Clare) Now, going into the message that He gave me several years ago. I was on a mission trip in 
South America and I beheld the vault of the deep blue sky as if from a space shuttle. The Earth was 
clearly before me and there were missiles being launched from one continent to another. They 
seemed to originate in the Middle East and landed in America. When they hit, smoky gray clouds 
hovered over the area and spontaneously something like fourth of July fireworks shot up into the 
heavens all the way to the Throne of God. The fireworks ascending to the Throne of God were the 
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souls of the just. I heard this… 'Do not fear death, O righteous inhabitants of the Earth.' Then the Lord 
began to speak… 
 
(Jesus) ―See, I will bring devastation on this Earth, not by My design but by your own, O wicked men 
among mankind. You who have perverted the truth and robbed the poor: you, too, shall lament and 
wail; for what you have engineered to destroy others shall be your own undoing.‖ 
 
―Truly it is written of you… Those who have dug the pit shall be the ones who fall into it. And those 
who set the snare shall themselves be caught in it.‖ (Proverbs 26:27) 
 
―Woe, Woe, Woe to you wicked amongst mankind. For the hour of your great undoing is upon you, 
but my righteous shall shine like the stars in the firmament. Fear not the hour of your death, for that 
day you shall be with Me in Paradise, and inherit your eternal reward – for to you I have given a crown 
of Victory.‖ 
 
―For those who have had a hand in planning the demise of the poor and helpless of the world, while 
making arrangements to save themselves, it is written Isaiah 28:15-18… Because you say... 'We have 
made a covenant with death, and with the netherworld we have made a pact; when the overwhelming 
scourge passes, it will not reach to us; for we have made lies our refuge, and in falsehood we have 
found a hiding place.' Therefore thus says the Lord God... 'See, I am laying a stone in Zion, a stone 
that has been tested, a precious cornerstone as a sure foundation... He who puts his faith in it shall 
not be shaken. I will make a right measuring line of justice... a level. Hail shall sweep away the refuge 
of lies, waters shall flood the hiding-place. Your covenant with death shall be cancelled, and your pact 
with the netherworld shall not stand; when the overwhelming scourge passes, you shall be trampled 
down by it.'‖ 
 
(Clare) And that was the end of His message. So, it‘s an encouragement to believers and a warning 
to those who‘ve planned all these things. Without going into the details, it‘s all over the Internet – the 
kind of intrigue and plots and planning that have happened in order to prepare us for this time, 
prepare themselves for this time and to wipe out and annihilate so much of America and so much of 
the world population. 
 
But the Lord shall take those who are righteous and they mount up into Heaven like stars ascending 
to the Throne. 
 
 
 
 

Message 11: Nuclear Annihilation of Miami will precede the Rapture 
 
 
Dream of Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) This Video contains the narrative of two dreams... one vision from above the earth and one 
Rapture message. They were given at different times but I believe, fit together like a puzzle, given the 
lukewarmness of many Christian hearts in America. 
 
The progression is as follows... nuclear annihilation of Miami followed by nuclear attacks on American 
cities, I was not shown other parts of the world except that the attacks were in some way instigated 
from North Eastern Europe (Belgium?) and the missiles originated in the Middle East. Whether they 
were fired from there or were operated by Middle Easterners was not clear. 
 
One thing I did not mention was a long dream about Russian and Korean occupation of the 
Southeastern United States. It seems that Cuba and Venezuela may very well be staging areas to 
bring this about after the bombing. 
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I believe the Lord spoke with me and said that He would Rapture the Bride within seven days or 
perhaps the very day, of these attacks. 
 
I believe this word has a great deal of merit because we all know there are many Christians who are 
simply not ready for the Rapture, I for one, feel that way, because every day the Lord is revealing 
another sin for me to repent of, another person to forgive, another way I could have been like Jesus 
and wasn‘t, another way I could have given but was instead very selfish. We can also deduce that 
because He has not Raptured us yet, there is a very good reason. Knowing His nature of Mercy, it 
seems obvious. 
 
Taking that into account, a devastating war on our soil could turn many lukewarm American hearts 
back to God in crushing repentance. Many seem to agree that 911 was a warning shot that America 
no longer enjoys the protection of Almighty God, because of her sins. That in mind, I believe there will 
be many who recognize the judgment of America in its destruction, and will turn back to God in 
authentic repentance for their participation in these sins. This one event, heart wrenching as it is, I 
believe, is capable of taking thousands of luke warm hearts and restoring them to God, literally 
overnight. 
 
In Ezekiel‘s Rapture Dreams 2/4 he talks about a sweeping line of warriors that came out from behind 
the luminous cloud that Jesus was on. These warriors were descending to earth as we were 
ascending into Heaven. 
 
In Matthew 24, the Lord talks about times of unequaled distress on the earth, 'the sun will be 
darkened, and the moon will not give its light; the stars will fall from the sky, and the heavenly bodies 
will be shaken.' Certainly the fallout from such an attack will darken the sun and obscure the moon in 
smoke. And for all of us these will be unparalleled times of agony. 
 
But the Lord says... "Do not fear death oh righteous inhabitants of earth." Because He has made 
detailed merciful plans for those who 'die by the sword'. He also rebukes the ruling elite who have 
planned this atrocity and mentions that even their underground cities will be breached and flooded 
killing those who thought they had their own personal survival secured. 
 
I would like to mention here that we cannot imagine the agony this is causing Jesus. He already 
suffered and died to redeem a sinful world and to see this happen to men, women and children as 
well as His creation is heart breaking beyond our ability to understand or feel. I do believe, and hope 
that the Lord will lessen the suffering of humanity in these events, that He will provide a provision 
where we will leave our bodies and ascend to Heaven before we have a chance to really suffer. In 
fact one of the visions is of souls ascending to the throne of God like fireworks on the fourth of July 
except from Earth to Heaven. 
 
We cannot calculate the love Our God has for us, but we certainly can calculate the hatred Satan has 
for the Creation and all mankind…surely this event makes his motives clear. 
 
With this information, we can be armed in prayer and pray that God‘s mercy will intervene in millions 
of ways as the destruction is underway. That He will indeed deliver the tender souls from the suffering 
that could have been theirs had they lived more than a millisecond after the explosions. Oh Dear God, 
have Mercy on us. 
 
 
 
 

Message 12: Jesus says… They will be Left Behind, because they 

rejected Me & My Counsel 
 
 
November 4, 2014 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
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Jesus began… ―There will be many left behind.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, I feel such sorrow for those who are left behind. For all we tried to tell, those in my 
family, those who had contempt for this message. 
 
(Jesus) ―All will resolve itself to My glory.‖ 
 
I weep for the innocent and the ignorant, the obtuse, the wicked. All who have ignored or rejected 
You, Lord. And the poor children who are victims of prostitution. Can‘t you take them, too? I know you 
love them more than I can imagine. And what about good Christians? 
 
I asked these questions because it arose in the original Rapture dream that my husband Ezekiel had 
about the group that was being taken, because it was so small, it was alarming. 
 
(Jesus) ―There will be many left behind.‖ 
 
(Clare) As Jesus spoke these words to me, I resisted Him and I didn‘t want to hear what He was 
saying. He spoke solemnly… 
 
(Jesus) ―Do you want to listen?‖ 
 
(Clare) I replied… ‗Forgive me, Lord.‘ He began weeping… 
 
(Jesus) ―I don‘t want to leave anyone. But those, who have continually rejected Me and spurned My 
counsel, cannot be taken. There are those who are in seasoned ministry, and have decades of 
experience serving Me. They hear My voice, they arrange their messages for others – but do not 
themselves heed My counsel.‖ 
 
―I cannot pour new wine into an old wineskin. I cannot build My new Church on corruption. There must 
be a complete letting go of all bitterness, rancor and pre-conceived ideas, as well as false value 
systems and a religious spirit. My Church is corrupt – she must be purified. And what is soon to befall 
her is My provision for her purification. I have set before you many examples.‖ 
 
(Clare) At that point, He then began to list them by name. And with each person my heart sank, 
because I remember the grieving of the Holy Spirit within me, as they one by one went their own way. 
 
(Jesus) ―There are faithful ministers whose lives have been full of these same examples. They‘ve 
loved each one, they‘ve taught them, suffered for them, but in the end, they went the wrong way. Over 
and over again they have borne the crushing blow in their hearts without bitterness and malice. Shall I 
not reward them for this?‖ 
 
―Shall I not reward them for this? Shall I not have a voice in the wilderness crying out and preparing 
the way? I tell you the truth – those who have spurned the wise counsel of My faithful ministers shall 
at last open their ears and hear their voice. But it will be too late for them to avoid the trials that are 
coming upon the Earth to try all souls.‖ 
 
―The Mark of the Beast will be the beginning of their sifting in earnest. It will begin with self-denial in 
little things and get right down to the vital basics. There will be a sifting as has never been before 
experienced in believers.‖ 
 
―The world has caught them up into a lifestyle and theology that did not exist in My early church.‖ 
 
―Their very sense of being will be critically threatened and called into question until they realize Who I 
AM and who they are in Me, and what it truly means to bear My Name, My Cross.‖ 
 
―To live in Me and I in them. Then they will discover their worth and reject completely all the world has 
offered and held for them. This must be done through a process, it doesn‘t come overnight. That is 
why I am leaving them behind.‖ 
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Message 13: Jesus says... NOW or NEVER, My Bride! Where is your 

Allegiance? 
 
 
December 13, 2014 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... "Are you willing to go into your prayer closets and comfort Me, or will you be with the 
rest of the world shopping, selling, celebrating, when it all comes down. Where will you be? In the ark 
or at the high places, paying tribute to the world?" 
 
"Where is your allegiance? Is it to Me? To yourself? Or to the World and Satan? Where are the things 
that most matter to you? In the bank? With your family? Friends? With Me? Where is your allegiance 
My Bride? Where will you be when the flood waters suddenly rush in upon you?"" 
 
"I am calling you now to make that decision. I am calling out to My Bride tearfully, please, please 
come with Me into the ark of My Love, there you will find Me suffering, and there you will find My 
protection. Yes, I am suffering, and will continue to suffer until evil is no more. Yes I weep over My 
Bride who has gone to the mall to sell herself once again, abandoning Me for the glitter of this world." 
 
"This is a simple message, there is nothing complex about it, I need her company, I need her comfort, 
I long to be held tenderly and loved, to have the salve of her sweetness greet my eyes, the purity of 
her voice lull me into a sleep taking Me far away from what I must see and hear every day." 
 
"Please My Bride, abandon your ways with the world in this Holy Season, and come into Me, into the 
secret place, the Ark of My Love. Nourish and tend to My wounds, make Me forget those who have 
walked away cold hearted, caring nothing for My plight." 
 
"You have no idea what one glance from My Bride means to Me. Just imagine yourself in a crowded 
ballroom, a gala to celebrate the King‘s Birthday. Everyone is parading their beauty through the door 
and onto the dance floor, to be noticed and ogled over. Everyone is caught up in their next 'catch'. 
The game that never ends, power, position, wealth, and fame." 
 
"Then suddenly there is the fanfare, all turn towards the door, and in walks the King, reading the 
minds of every single person in the room. It is an irritation to them to stop and acknowledge Him as 
the fanfare goes on. They were so caught up in the lust of the moment, to break from it is painfully 
annoying. And there He stands, in regal attire, the sovereign of their whole world. As He glances over 
the crowd, unknown to them, He reads the thoughts and feelings of everyone in the room." 
 
"There in the corner sits a little wallflower. She has no interest in the pomp and splendor, the game or 
the catch. She is caught up in the beauty of the King and nothing more. Stunned by the beauty of her 
soul, and amazed that she is so different from the others, He graciously walks over to her, lifts her to 
her feet and places her hand on his arm, and announces... 'I have found the one worthy to be My 
Queen.'" 
 
"All the others are shocked and incredulous, their mouths drop open, silence is deafening, she is an 
absolute nobody! Look at her shoddy attire, and her family is not even royalty?" 
 
"As I glance over you, My Brides, what am I forced to see? What will be in your thoughts, your heart? 
Will you be impatient with Me because you have a long shopping list and it‘s getting late… you just 
can‘t wait to get to he mall? Or will you be overcome with emotion, your King is in your midst? This is 
the Bride I am looking for, she is so in love with Me she has no time or interest in shopping, only in 
being with Me. She‘d rather drink from My bitter cup than dine sensuously with her friends." 
 
"I am here, covered in sorrow over the plight of your world… yes I say Your world because it doesn‘t 
bare any resemblance to My world. I am in sorrow for what is to come upon you so suddenly, that 
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there will be no escaping it. I have sought My Bride, I‘ve gone to the malls, the dining rooms, the 
galas, and I have found her flirting with other men, engaging in lewd sexual conduct, reveling in the 
filth Satan has offered up for her enjoyment." 
 
"Now I am weary of calling, searching, begging, I am so very weary. If you‘re going to come back 
you‘d better do it quickly, there‘s hardly any time left for you, it is now or never My Brides. Now or 
Never. Now or Never." 
 
 
 
 

Message 14: The Hell on Earth! You wanted Satan's Rule & Here it is... 
 
 
December 13, 2014 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) This message is out of the norm for me. It‘s a very difficult message. Tonight as I was with the 
Lord and the music was playing, I noticed that there were tears streaming down from the Lord‘s eyes. 
I turned the music off to sit with Him and He began… 
 
(Jesus) ―Hell on Earth. Literally, hell on Earth. Not to be believed beyond any horror movie Hollywood 
could dream up or invent. No one knows the gravity of what‘s coming; so many left by the wayside.‖ 
 
(Clare) I‘m going to interject here for a minute. When He said that, I saw a man walking along a 
sidewalk in the middle of the city, from a building to a skyscraper. He was a businessman. He‘d been 
thrown down on the ground and he was just dazed. He was looking up and leaning against this 
cement wall. The expression in his eyes was one of almost being vacantly overpowered and in 
amazement. Just out there, like he had no idea; no clue as to what had happened and how it all came 
down. 
 
(Jesus) ―So many innocent, blind, lame, and without a clue... clueless. The learning institutions are 
known to keep them dumb and programmed, to be empty and dumb to what is to transpire. Oh, Clare, 
please tell them for Me... This is not what I wanted for My children on Earth. This is not what I wanted. 
Not what I planned, not at all. No, I had planned a paradise for My people, My children a literal 
Paradise. I had to give reign to free will, because free will carries consequences and all must learn 
through consequences to call upon Me and choose Me above and beyond the learning institutions 
and the pop culture of their generation.‖ 
 
―They must go deeper. I have called them deeper and deeper. Deeply I have planted My Word in 
them. Deep in their consciousness, I left have My calling card of love and warning. They‘ve gone 
unheeded, supplanted by the glitter of your culture.‖ 
 
―The living will envy the dead but the (RFID) chip will not allow them to die. There is the technology to 
keep people alive through the chip. They will search for death, but it will elude them.‖ 
 
(Clare) I interrupted Him at this point and said… I understand, but they could jump off a bridge? 
 
(Jesus) ―Could they? Not with mind control in place. You have no idea what is coming or what has 
been engineered by Satan to cause indescribable suffering to humanity; to those I created in My 
image, to those I love with My life. He cannot destroy Me, but He can hurt Me by making men suffer. 
Unspeakable horrors… yet will My mercy triumph, Clare. Yet will My mercy snatch the souls from their 
bodies who call out to Me.‖ 
 
(Clare) But, Lord, I thought there was no redemption once you get the chip? 
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(Jesus) ―That is what is written, but am I to have no mercy? Too late for them. Too late for them but 
death will indeed be a relief and I will separate soul from body. I will mercifully remove the soul, the 
spirit, and out of the grasp of this evil generation of Satan worshippers.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, what do I make of this? It‘s so out of the ordinary for a message. 
 
(Jesus) ―Just take it very seriously. Very, very, very seriously. The living will envy the dead. What this 
evil and wicked generation has bought into is a complete lie. What they have been sold is a bill of 
goods. There is no resemblance to the reality that is to fall upon them. They do not realize they are 
being used by Satan for their own destruction. It is fitting in their greed that they, too, should perish in 
the plagues and pestilences that they have given birth to on the Earth. It is fitting that they should be 
swallowed up in liquid fire in their lush and extravagant underground cities. It is so fitting.‖ 
 
―Nonetheless, I did not bring man onto the Earth for such a time as this. Never, never did I plan this 
desolation for them, but because of their arrogance and rebellion, they‘ve been given over to the 
father of lies – and he has done his job well. They are expecting a Brave New World of super-
intelligent, super-elegant living. Rather they shall die in their fiery graves along with many of the 
deceivers. Do you understand? When I return, there will be utter chaos? There will be monstrosities of 
nature that will have to be slain in order to safeguard the Earth.‖ 
 
(Clare) But, Lord, what about the three days of darkness at the end of the Tribulation and the fire that 
is to cleanse the Earth? 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, I shall indeed cleanse by fire, but not all will die. There will be those that come up from 
the pit; monstrosities of nature without souls, that must be destroyed. The demons will be bound but 
what they have created with artificial intelligence and body parts – mixed man with animal – those will 
still walk the Earth and need to be eradicated. Justify it to say, the world will be a waste. And yes, I 
will regenerate it. But there will be much work to do.‖ 
 
―What I am weeping over is the suffering of the multitudes that would not listen. They chose to turn 
their back and they stopped up their ears for it was inconvenient to stop their lives to hear My 
message. Not until the holocaust will they turn to Me, and too late to be saved from the fire and the 
wrath of the Father. They will not turn to God in righteousness but in selfish ambition to be delivered – 
and yet deliverance shall escape them.‖ 
 
―I want you to say this was never My plan for mankind. I created the Garden for My sons and 
daughters. Never did dream of what is to come. All of this has been engineered by Satan and his 
minions. Try to understand – this was not My plan. You see, too many write off evil unto Me, because 
they do not want to take responsibility for their own defeat. They want to see all of Creation turn 
against Me, were it possible – which it‘s not.‖ 
 
―This generation living needs to know I never intended this of man and this is not my plan; it‘s Satan‘s. 
You may choose to blame it on Me, but you will find out – I never planned this. You, Mankind, sided 
with evil and evil brought this forth, not I. Nonetheless, Men will lift their fists to the sky and curse Me 
for what they have done to the Earth, but let it be written... it was not I who devastated the Earth. It 
was you, Mankind.‖ 
 
(Clare) But Lord, You are the one pouring out the vials. (Revelation 16) 
 
(Jesus) ―And in the vials there would be nothing to pour out if Satan hadn‘t engineered it. You wanted 
the rule of Satan on Earth and here it is.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 15: I have called My true, virgin Brides out of the World 
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January 9, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… ―I have some Brides who are called into My chamber, whose ministry is one of 
comfort, wholeness, and peace. These are those I have called out of the world and its daily drama. 
These are those to whom I go when My heart is heavy, when I can no longer bear the burden of 
seeing this world‘s sins. 
 
―I long for a Garden of peace and accord where I may rest My weary head and repose. These golden 
Vessels unto Honor have a very special and singular job to accompany Me in such a way that I am 
consoled by My own Creation. These souls are not to get caught up in the continuing dramas of this 
sinful world. Rather, they are called out ones to minister to Me alone, just as the virgins of Solomon‘s 
Temple were called to serve.‖ 
 
―I do not take lightly to them peeking behind the veils of purity I have provided as a sanctuary for My 
heart. When they do this, they pick up contamination, which later grieves My heart as I come into their 
garden to repose in the beauty and purity of My Creation.‖ 
 
―That is why it is written, ‗Blessed are the pure, for they shall see God.‘ Matthew 5:8 Because I come 
to them to bathe in the sweet aroma of sanctity. The sweetest nectar of this world is the presence of 
these Virgins for Me.‖ 
 
―I am not speaking of those who are virgins only of body, no. This is highly misunderstood. When I 
say Virgins, I mean those who have wiped every trace of the world from their hearts and live purely to 
bring Me pleasure, day in and day out. The soul can regain her virginity after it has been wasted on 
the passing things of the Earth, simply by turning her whole heart, her whole soul, and strength and 
body back to Me and Me alone.‖ 
 
―I long for these precious flowers in My garden, but how am I to find them when this age is so prolific 
in communication? These are discriminating souls, who no longer want to satisfy their curiosity with 
vain things. Many of you are almost there. Just a little more effort on your part and you will make Me 
the happiest Man in Heaven. It is because of your great curiosity and love of knowledge that you seek 
these things out and are so easily enticed. You know I reprove you out of the utmost love, for I am 
indeed and truly a jealous God and I want your bosom all to Myself — nothing of this world to be 
resting in the secret place.‖ 
 
―Beautiful Bride of Mine, I long to take you to Heaven with Me, but first you must cultivate obedience 
to My known - and especially in your conscience - Will. Please curtail your curiosity. I need your sweet 
vessel of purest oil to pour over the wounds I suffer daily at the hands of the wicked. I need this place 
that you, yourself have cultivated for Me and Me alone.‖ 
 
(Clare) O Lord, You know this is impossible for me. Truly it is. Only You can do this. I hunger to know 
what is going on in the world. Please, put a stop to this. I don‘t want it. I don‘t want to need to know 
this or know that and satisfy my curiosity. But I have no idea how to stop. It will have to be an act of 
God. 
 
(Jesus) ―All right then, God will act.‖ He smiled firmly… ―I was waiting for your permission.‖ 
 
(Clare) So I asked Him… Where do I draw the line? 
 
(Jesus) ―Stay out of world affairs.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oooh. Ouch! 
 
(Jesus) ―Stay out, because all day I deal with this, and when I come home to My spouse, I want an 
uncontaminated place to lay My head. Please, stay out.‖ 
 
(Clare) But Jesus, how can I pray for those things if I don‘t know what‘s going on? 
 
(Jesus) ―May I be honest with you?‖ 
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(Clare) Of course! 
 
(Jesus) ―You are more curious than wanting to pray, you know that, right?‖ 
 
(Clare) Yeah, that‘s true. 
 
(Jesus) ―I‘m not saying you have to do this. I‘m asking, so you may fulfill your calling and I may inhabit 
you more fully, more peacefully, more substantially.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh Lord, this is going to take a lot of work. 
 
(Jesus) ―I‘m up for the task. There will be times when there is something you need to know. I will 
either point it out in prayer or lead you to it. But other than that searching, searching and searching is 
not My Will for you, My Bride.‖ 
 
(Clare) Have I really been doing that, Lord? 
 
(Jesus) ―A little, and you stop because you feel My displeasure.‖ 
 
(Clare) Wow, Your displeasure. That really registers. It‘s not just conviction, but You are displeased. 
That surely brings it down to a more intimate and accountable level for me. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, that is what you‘re feeling. My grief. The cleaner, fresher and purer My garden, the 
more repose I can take on your bosom. It‘s an inverse law – the more you get involved in the world, 
the less comfort you bring to My heart. This is why many in convents have such sweet, sweet spirits. 
They have put aside their fascination with the world in favor of meditating on Me and My Perfections 
and Glories. You can do this even just at your home. You can accomplish the very same things with a 
little determination and a lot help from Me.‖ 
 
(Clare) OK, Lord, I will put forth the effort, but I feel like the son saying, ‗Yes, I‘ll go off to work in the 
fields.‘ 
 
(Jesus) ―I know what you feel like – your heart is divided. But at least I have your permission, consent 
and agreement of will. That other thing you feel is a demonic compulsion. I will rid you of that if you 
will cooperate with Me.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, I am not ready to promise that I can. He sighed… 
 
(Jesus) ―It is for Me, Beloved, for Me. I need your pure heart and your ministry may move forward as 
you are more pure and obedient.‖ 
 
(Clare) I don‘t want to do this out of selfish motives. 
 
(Jesus) ―I understand. Maybe you should go back and soak in the slime until you‘re sick of it.‖ 
 
(Clare) That‘s attractive! 
 
(Jesus) ―Oh, My Bride!‖ He threw His hands up in the air. ―Patience. This will take great patience.‖ 
 
(Clare) Well, yes, I know part of it is a real attraction to catch the latest news. To see more signs of 
Your coming. But I also know that when I really feed on world news after awhile it gets very old. The 
same stuff over and over and over again. Drama after drama after drama – even from the really good 
sources. Lord, I don‘t want to hurt or disappoint You. 
 
(Jesus) ―Well, let‘s leave it at that.‖ 
 
(Clare) OK. I‘m sorry. 
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(Jesus) ―Show me that you‘re sorry. I want to see your demonstration of faith and obedience. You do 
want to warm My heart, don‘t you? Is it not enough that I must be present at these horrific events? 
Can you not make a clean and peaceful space in your mind just for Me? Some place far away from 
the ugliness of sinful man? Can‘t you do this much for Me, My Bride?‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes. Yes I can, with Your Grace. I believe I can. I‘m at your Mercy, Lord and totally from the 
heart at your service. 
 
 
 
 

Message 16: Rapture, Events, Nibiru, Yellowstone & Bred Creatures 
 
 
March 2, 2015 - Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... ―The Destroyer will not come until the end. The things you have been shown are to 
happen after you are taken. This will be a record for some that they not lose hope but see clearly that 
I am in control, they can take Me at My word, and it is not hopeless.― 
 
―I want mankind to have confidence in Me and My Mercy. That is why I have foretold these events, at 
least in part. To have some kind of roadmap will give them security, they can see things unfolding and 
will know I foretold and am in control. I already said that, didn‘t I?‖ 
 
―Well, I am repeating it because it is so important that men not fall into despair. The temptation to fall 
into despair will be very powerful and by this the Devil will snatch many away in his grip.― 
 
―You must know, Remnant of Earth, there will be an end to the tragedy and the day will come when all 
is restored in pristine purity and evil is harnessed. In those times whatever evil emerges will be from 
the hearts of men, not demons. And there will be a baptism by fire to cleanse the Earth and the hearts 
of men. It will never be forgotten by those remaining alive. And yet as time goes by, men will forget as 
they did at the waters of Meribah and again I shall be forced to purify the evil from Earth – this time for 
good. 
 
―The Destroyer (The planet Nibiru) will not come until you are removed, My Brides. There will be a 
season of chaos directly after you leave in which nations will conquer nations and Marshall Law will 
be installed under Shariah principles (Islamic Law). All that do not renounce Me will be slain. All that 
take the Mark of the Beast, well, they will perish. Know that My Mercy shall know no boundaries for 
those who call to Me in these times.― 
 
―Rise up, My People and call unto Me, and I will save you. Trust Me, trust Me, even with your heads. 
What you suffer on Earth will be nothing compared to those with the Mark. The beasts you questioned 
Me about are being bred inside the Earth. They, too, will come forth to wreak havoc at the appropriate 
time.‖ 
 
―The living will envy the dead. This goes for every species, not just man. Do I not love each and every 
creature with tenderness and devotion? Do I not provide for them every day: water to swim in, food to 
eat, sun to warm… My providence abounds. But, they will come to Me during the worst part, as many 
already have and are happily with Me in Heaven. Clare, I love all creatures. I know how to ease their 
suffering. Trust Me.‖ 
 
―All of creation is suffering for this sinful generation, All. It is the consummation and pinnacle of evil 
from the very beginning.‖ 
 
―Things are going to gradually deteriorate as the planet gets closer and satan will be in a hurry to 
impose his agenda on mankind. There will be desperate attempts to force the Mark (Mark of the 
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Beast) and the suffering of those with families will be devastating. But, I will be with them to give them 
strength – only just endure to the end, for the Crown of Victory awaits you.― 
 
―When people have gotten to the point where they believe there is no more hope, that is when I will 
come and restore all things. Right then, at the very darkest hour, I will come. As in Ezekiel‘s dream, 
there will remain remnants of technology that functions. I have protected this because there will be a 
need for communication. I will continue to use the internet, radio and other media to reach My People 
with a message of hope. All will not disintegrate as you suppose. And I have not allowed for the E-
bomb that fries all technology.‖ 
 
―No, it is much more like the movie (10.5 Apocalypse), you saw.‖ 
 
―The Rapture will be the beginning of the end. All are awaiting that. Not only Christians, but the evil 
ones as well. They will take advantage to install their system because of the disappearance of many. 
Yet it will take time. There will be intervals of peace. Your country (America) will not be completely 
destroyed, land masses, earthquakes, the separation of the continent will not happen until the end. In 
the meantime, there will be war on your soil. I have told you about Miami. Do not listen to other 
voices. What I told you is accurate. Believe it or not.‖ 
 
―Even now Russia is planning to strike your country. Even now they are seriously stalking the 
American continent. They have many in place here in America. Weapons are hidden in the forests. 
Underground entrances will be opened up on American soil for artillery and other weapons to emerge. 
It will be for the most part a conventional war.‖ 
 
(Clare) Will New York City be nuked or flooded by tsunamis? 
 
(Jesus) ―Nuked.‖ 
 
(Clare) But what about all these ideas of tsunamis and quakes, etc. 
 
(Jesus) ―What will be left will go down underwater, it will actually happen simultaneously with the 
bombs. It will be both.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh Jesus, all the innocents. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, My Love. All the innocents. Remember, Clare – I love them more than you can possibly 
imagine. I will take them quickly and mercifully. It will be for those who remain a hell-on-earth 
scenario.― 
 
―You saw the Koreans and Russians. They will be in many areas, as well as American Muslim recruits 
– that will be treacherous. People will lose faith in humanity because of the betrayals of their own.― 
 
―These recruits have been convinced they are doing a good thing by killing every man woman and 
child in the name of Allah. They will find a vent for their anger at mankind and the hard lives they lived 
because of the selfishness of many – the inequality, being rejected and looked down upon. They will 
be dazed with blood lust. And there will be no stopping them without lethal force.― 
 
―Yet, I will have My pockets of survivors, those who have not bent the knee to Baal. I will protect them, 
but they will suffer much. They will be tried by fire and when I come – be found worthy. This will be a 
very small percentage of mankind. Your family will be among those survivors. Much of what you 
taught them growing up was preparation for this time. There will be much brokenness and repentance 
among them.― 
 
―What you left behind for them will be a goldmine of instruction, but My Spirit will be with them and 
much that they do will be what they learned from you growing up. They will be healed of their 
bitterness and judgments as the realization dawns on them that you were both for real.‖ 
 
―Most of these things you have known as I have spoken to you along the way. Much of what you think 
are your thoughts are Mine. They are weighed and balanced with much consideration of truth. Truth is 
your plumb line and as long as you hold to that you will not err.‖ 
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(Clare) What about Yellowstone, Lord. It has the capacity to destroy America? 
 
(Jesus) ―There is a pattern with Yellowstone. The main caldera will erupt but it will be on a much 
smaller scale than is anticipated. This will be My doing. My Mercy. However, there will be many new 
outlets for the magma, much like Kilauea. The magma will bubble up from underground for many 
miles, just as you have seen in the vision.‖ 
 
―I still have plans for America. I will break and humble her, but I will also restore. I wound and I bind 
up. Yes, this land is corrupt and has led many into heinous crimes, but still there is a remnant of 
goodness which I shall increase. I will not totally destroy her, only severely break and reorder her 
thinking.‖ 
 
―Yes, there are groups of militants that will fight for liberty. They will be much like My people when 
they conquered enemy territory. I will be with them, I will fight with them and protect them 
supernaturally, because of what they stand for. They will be the backbone of this country when she is 
restored. There will be many heroes and saints among them.‖ 
 
(Clare) But, I thought You viewed this whole thing like in the movie ‗the Mission‘, where you just allow 
yourself to die rather than take up arms? 
 
(Jesus) ―Not so. I will empower these men and be with them. Again, for what they stand for. There will 
be skirmishes and wars round about. I have some very talented warriors planted among them. They 
will rise up at the appropriate time. They will be endowed with supernatural wisdom because they will 
rely on Me, not on their own devices.‖ 
 
―The cities will not be safe. The wilderness will be much safer. Yet, there have been prepared 
creatures that will seek out humans and hunt them down in the forests and ravines. This is where 
great wisdom is called for. Many will use My Name to defend themselves from these creatures and I 
will work on their behalf. Monstrosities of nature, bred and tailored to seek out and destroy.‖ 
 
(Clare) Here is a real life episode from two young men in a young adult group, and what they did 
when a Grizzly charged them. The one man had just been saved the day before. It was spring time, 
and he and his brother went for a hike. They just rounded a bend when they heard the unmistakable 
sound of a grizzly sow, who they assumed was protecting her cubs. She was at a full charge only 
about 40 feet away. They said, ―All we knew to do was call on the Name of Jesus, so in that moment 
we both simultaneously said, ‗In the Name of Jesus, STOP.‘ And in that moment, she halted 
immediately,throwing up a cloud of dust. She then grunted and lumbered off in the direction she had 
come from. 
 
So use the Name of Jesus, to stop these monsters as well. It may be your only recourse. 
 
 
 
 

Message 17: Yellowstone, My Mercy, My Plans & My coming Kingdom 
 
 
March 4, 2015 - Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... ―I do believe the word about Yellowstone is important to share.‖ 
 
―People are expecting the worst and given the circumstances, I can say that is logical. What they are 
not counting on is My Love for America and the Mercy I will show her. Yes, among all the nations She 
is one I love and still have great plans for, after she has been humbled completely and restored. 
Then, again I will use her.‖ 
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―She is very much like My Bride and even as I exiled My people to Babylon, never did I plan on 
completely abandoning them. And so it is with America. Never were My plans to reduce her to 
nothing, without the hope of future glory. She will be used by Me again. One thing that truly has not 
dawned on the people of this country is her beginnings. Many of the founding fathers were Masons 
and spiritually corrupted. The entire estate of Washington (District of Columbia) was laid out on pagan 
principles and now these principles have come to fruition – she is reaping what she has sown. I will 
destroy what has been and is corrupted about her and restore to her the true heritage of her God, and 
she will once again be a force for the good in the world.‖ 
 
―Clare, when I come to rule there will be equality and justice around the world. Never again will I allow 
governments to repress and denigrate a human being of any race, color or creed. Although the 
knowledge of Me will fill the Earth and it will be her glory, still the selfishness of man will arise to take 
the liberties of others for the sake of greed. I will not allow this and it will be the turning point – greed 
will be the hinge from which the good will turn to evil. But, until that time, you have much beauty and 
peace to look forward to. The generations will flourish in an atmosphere of good will. The true faith 
that I intended for mankind will bring all into the light of My Glory and living for Me will be as easy as 
breathing. Joy will abound within families, villages and even cities, because the knowledge of Me and 
My Love for mankind will be readily available and openly professed.‖ 
 
―The Western United States will remain for the most part intact. And from this place will the new 
government arise. This is one reason why I will spare Yellowstone, that it not completely destroy the 
West and Southwest. Both farming and technology will arise based strictly on Godly principles and 
enforced by My Angels and those entrusted with governing – those who have proven themselves 
worthy and fit to care for all without selfish ambition and underhanded motives. This so contrasts what 
you have today springing from the occult motives instilled in Rome from the beginning. When I speak 
of Rome I speak of the government, not the Church.‖ 
 
―The restructuring of My Church will arise very organically from those chosen to lead in every village 
and township. They will be kept small except for the exceptional gatherings I, Myself shall attend, to 
impart new understandings, revelations and ways of living in peace and love with one another. And 
yet, from the onset there will be those who will shy away and search for alternatives to what I have 
established. These will be the seed of discontent that cannot bend the knee. They will be the 
forefathers of those who will incite the rebellion. Greed and Pride will always exist, Clare, until I 
remove the evil from within.‖ 
 
―I want to impart to you the Hope for the Future that I have. It will be a long, dark and bloody road until 
My Kingdom comes to this Earth, and I want all to know it will come. It will. There is great hope for the 
generations yet to come. Peace will be established in mutual brotherly love and though nations shall 
retain their own identities, there will be no quarreling or squabbling for resources or power. It simply 
will not be allowed. Much in the nature of man continues to tend in that direction but I will enforce true 
liberty and justice for all. No one will be overlooked. Not one, not even the littlest one, for My Spirit will 
search the Earth and see to it that wrongs are righted and justice is done to the poor, the little, the 
marginalized.‖ 
 
―You will be part of this, My Spouse. I will have so much joyful work for you to do. Your happiness will 
stretch from sea to sea. Yes, the country will be divided. Yes, it will be quite a distance from one side 
to the other, not something you can take a ferry to cross. There will be distinctly different climates, 
culture and industry. There will be trade between the two halves of the country. Never again will men 
squabble over petroleum, for the new energy system will be installed almost immediately after the 
purification. Communication will be simpler than ever. Pollution will be a thing of the past. No one will 
be allowed to carry on operations destructive to My Creation or to humanity. Yet, in their foolishness, 
men will toy with over- throwing the beautiful lives they live, and I will allow them to accumulate and 
band together that they may be no more on the face of the Earth.― 
 
(Clare) Lord, I really want to understand the whole Alien agenda and how You are going to deal with 
it. 
 
―The technology they possess and have developed is deviant and cruel in the most grotesque ways. 
All is motivated by greed, hatred, lust for power and complete disregard for all that is good. I will 
totally destroy and wipe every single one out. There will be no more influence from these treacherous 
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demons and their perverted technologies that vie with Me and declare they are capable of creating 
life. They are only capable of destroying life. Period.‖ 
 
―What your government has bought into will cost them irreparably... their lives, their souls, their 
offspring. And never again will they rise to power. The whole world will be turned upside down and 
emptied of all evil. This I will see to when I come. The three days of darkness will come just before I 
do. This is when all men will be on the brink of despair that there is no longer any hope at all. This is 
when I shall dispatch My angels to bind and destroy every wicked agent and agenda of terror and 
destruction.‖ 
 
―Life will be so new at the end of that period that it will seem that Eden has been restored to the whole 
Earth and the brightness of those days will declare My Mercy and Glory. And spontaneous 
regeneration will occur in many places on the Earth. It will truly be a new dawn where wickedness 
reigns no more. People will look for violence and wickedness, but all will be put to rest.― 
 
(Clare) But what about adulterers, liars, thieves etc. – that cannot enter the holy city? 
 
(Jesus) ―There will be massive attempts to rehabilitate those with twisted lives. My love, My kindness 
and My Mercy will cleanse those who are willing and they shall be healed. I will spare no resource to 
help them into a new life. But sadly, many will still hold to their old ways of doing things and eventually 
be punished. I cannot allow evil men to reproduce evil in My Kingdom, they will be stopped before 
they can corrupt those who are following what is right and good.‖ 
 
―Transportation will not be only for the rich anymore. All will have an equal right to the things needful 
to fulfill their own destinies. Those who have succeeded in the past and hold to My Laws, they will be 
put in the position of raising up others who will rise to fulfill the very thing they were born to do. There 
will be no hindrances, no politics, no favoritism, no bribery – nothing of the sort will be allowed to exist 
in My Kingdom. All will have their share and what is needful for a happy life. You see, communism 
had these ideas as well, but because of the corrupted nature of man, it was bound to fail. Nothing of 
the sort can thrive, grow and last without My Law and Order. Man will always tend towards 
selfishness and those who are succeeding will be trampled down by others who are stronger and 
want to steal what they have built up.‖ 
 
―These are important things I want to tell many to help them persevere in the darkest hours of 
humanity.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 18: Aliens, Clones, Planet X, Tribulation & How to stay under 

God's Protection  
 
 
March 5, 2015 - Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… ―I have been listening to your heart and you are dealing with many forms of demons 
posing as ET‘s. And Clare, I must tell you to stand convinced, not one of them is good. They are all 
fallen angels working against Me and humanity. Some put up the facade of being good, but don‘t be 
fooled – their agendas are just as wicked. They just manage to get more deeply entrenched because 
they are disarming. They are far more dangerous than the grays.‖ 
 
―Oh, how I hate this subject. None-the-less, I do not want you to remain ignorant. Every single one of 
them are extremely evil. There is not one good thing about them except that I can use them to make 
My people more holy and stronger. They actually are My vassals. Thinking they are doing things 
independently, they are carrying out what has been planned from the beginning of time.‖ 
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―They come in different shapes and sizes as well as ships that are different from one another. You 
were thinking the ship that was sighted over Phoenix and Arizona came from Nibiru to look around on 
Earth. That‘s not so. That was a government exercise, that‘s why the military didn‘t get involved even 
though there was so much time for them to act.‖ 
 
―The people are still misinformed about what they are dealing with. They (the demons disguised as 
ET‘s) are very crafty and able to take advantage of people‘s weaknesses. They blithely invite them in 
not realizing that they are a force to be reckoned with. And putting a few ‗grays‘ down to impress them 
is nothing, except the opportunity to pull the wool over their eyes and convince them that they are 
benign.‖ 
 
―Much of the mass confusion that is going to fall on the Earth will be the newness of all these different 
breeds of clones.‖ 
 
―The confusion they sow, by being many and varied, they will take advantage of. And yes, they do 
have the capability of destroying planet Earth. But remember, they are dogs on a chain and 
permission will not be granted. Clare, I love the Earth, she is beautiful, a masterpiece – and I will not 
allow her to be destroyed.‖ 
 
(Clare) But what about a new Heaven and a new Earth? 
 
(Jesus) ―I will make them new and what once was, will no longer exist or be remembered.‖ 
 
―It will change instantaneously according to the vision in My Heart. And all men shall see the Glory of 
the Lord. What was will be no more, all things will be made new.‖ 
 
(Clare) What about all the sea creatures? 
 
(Jesus) ―There will be lakes, everywhere. No more need for violence, no more violence in the 
atmosphere, because there is no more rebellion of man. Everything will be a pristine Garden of 
Eden.― 
 
―Men will mine the Earth, but not in a destructive way. On the Earth every metal and substance 
necessary will be available to man. All hearts and all projects will be directed to glorifying God.‖ 
 
"You are going to come to believe Me more and more as these months go by. You will be shocked by 
how clearly you have been hearing Me but didn't recognize it. A little more repentance goes a long 
way, but mostly MY Love, more confidence in Me." 
 
(Clare) Thank You, Lord. 
 
(Jesus) "Alright, so Yellowstone is just one instance of My Mercy at work. The prayers of the Christian 
people have mitigated much that satan wanted to do to completely annihilate the Earth. Not only that, 
but they have had an effect on those who are going to be taken and saved. Silence is deadly right 
now, it is time to shout from the roof tops... 'Your King is coming, your King is coming!'" 
 
"By the time planet X becomes visible, it will be too late for mankind to do anything about it. They will 
be at the complete mercy of happenstance (something that happens by chance) and of course My 
Mercy, which most will not engage. Those who shall survive in the rocks, crevices and ravines, I will 
supernaturally protect and provide for. Their spiritual growth will blossom exponentially because all 
that they do will be reliant on My Provision. There will be multiplication of food, healings, water and all 
manner of protection for those who turn completely to Me for protection." 
 
"By the time I come and it is over with, they will truly be purified like gold and silver shining in My 
kingdom as saints. I have chosen them for this hour and most have a premonition that something 
much bigger than their lives have been is coming for them. Some have prepared, others are just 
awaiting circumstances. Most are not as yet Christians, they do not know Me, although they have 
heard My voice in their hearts. The legalisms of churches have kept them from Me, along with their 
fondness for freedom from laws and rules." 
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"But all that will change when I come for you. There will be searing conviction amongst the relatives 
and especially the children and spouses of those I take. It will go deep, deep into the depths of their 
hearts and divide bone and marrow. Then, as the purification of Earth advances, more and more will 
have a passionate love for Me and righteousness - it will blossom and overtake them on the way." 
 
"Many will cease to care about living and be ready to die to be with Me. They will be envious of those 
who have been raptured. But, not for the common motive of escaping suffering, rather for the burning 
fire of love they feel for Me. Yet, they will persevere in what is laid out before them. The more My 
children rely on Me during this time, the more miracles they will see. The more they rely on their own 
flesh, the more in danger they will be. I operate best with total faith. It causes a vacuum that only I can 
fill, whereas providing for themselves will weaken My ability to intervene. More and more they are 
going to rely only on Me. More and more things will become more desperate and they will have little 
choice. The sooner they come to terms with that, the better it will go for them." 
 
"I will not give them over to defeat, rather I will be with them as I was with David when he fought 
Goliath. As they pour over the Old Testament, they will find example after example of battles where 
My people were outnumbered 10 to 1 and yet My right arm won them the victory. And as they confide 
their trust in Me, I will bring it to pass." 
 
"There will be traitors among them. You must learn to know one another by the Spirit. Many will 
attempt to join your ranks. But I warn you now, do not accept anyone I do not approve, no matter how 
dire or urgently they present their request. You see, they will use good will against you, to pry open 
the group. Then, because they are not of like mind, they will undermine everything that you do. Do not 
allow anyone into your ranks that I have not approved of. Use the system of lots and pray Holy Spirit 
to choose, put your confidence in your flesh completely to death. Put your confidence in Me 
completely. I alone know the hearts and motives of men and women and even children." 
 
"The Devil is underhanded, he will use your goodness against you. Rely on Me and not your own 
human reasoning. There will be times when you will look at each other and say... 'We're going to die'. 
And yet, because you put your hope and trust in Me, I will move on your behalf and rescue you. I will 
make you invisible to the enemy, and fearful to the beasts that will be bent on destroying you. 
Remember always to use My Name. There will be times when the enemy is combing the forest 
looking for you and they will walk right over you and not even know it. I will make you invisible to 
them. There will be times when I will cause panic in the ranks of the enemy and completely turn them 
off your trail. I have many ways, My children, of saving you. Many, many ways. There will even be 
times when the ground will open up to hide you." 
 
"Never give up, trust in Me and My love for you, for I will be with you. The power of the Blood, plead 
My Blood... 'The Blood of Jesus cover and protect us, make us invisible to the enemy.'" 
 
"Those who are well equipped and prepared will have no advantage over those who have put their 
total trust in Me. This is one reason why I have not allowed you, Clare, to lay up for the future. I will 
provide everything necessary. Only listen very carefully for My voice. There will be times when I will 
prompt you to do something that seems out of order, but it will be your salvation. Prayer will be your 
weapon, a weapon that no one and nothing can defeat. Pray in tongues. Much wisdom will infuse 
your minds and bypass your intellects which have been trained in the thoughts of the world. My ways 
are not your ways, My ways are not the world's ways." 
 
"Prayer will be your greatest weapon. Pray and listen very carefully. Expect Me to instruct you, give 
you visions, answers, understanding. Expect it and learn to discern it early. The sooner you embrace 
this wisdom, the safer you will be. I will lead you and teach you the way you should go. Use the Bible 
for Rhemas, listen for Scriptures that float into your mind. I will be speaking to you in so many ways, 
only be alert and pay attention. Do not allow anything to escape your notice. I will send you signs and 
images to alert you of danger ahead." 
 
"My children, I love you dearly and if I could have taken you with your loved ones, I would have. But 
for your own reasons you resisted Me. Now you must learn to open your hearts and minds to receive 
Me without resistance, without doubt, in total trust. When it seems that nothing is going to work say... 
'Jesus, I trust in You'. Say it over and over again, visualize Me as you say it to Me, so it fills your inner 
man with confidence that I will act and spurs Me on to act because of your faith in Me." 
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"Remember when you have no other recourse, you have ME. Remember, also, that you with the 
Father, Myself, and Holy Spirit are greater than any force on Earth. You and I are a majority. There 
will be times when you see angels protecting you. I will open your eyes... Believe." 
 
 
 
 

Message 19: After the Rapture... Who I can protect and who not  
 
 
March 6, 2015 - Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… "Humility, self-control, honesty, and charity are absolutely essential if you want Me to 
walk with you. If you are used to leading and getting your own way, you won‘t do very well as a 
leader. If you are unsure of yourself and know that you need Me more than ever, you will excel as a 
leader. My children, the ways of the world that you have learned are totally inappropriate here. I 
protect those who humble themselves before Me. If you are prancing around proudly with all the 
answers, you are bound for destruction." 
 
"I am counting on your breaking when you realize all you‘ve been taught by friends and family has just 
come to pass before your very eyes. I am counting on you face flat on the floor begging forgiveness 
for your pride and arrogance. I am laying the ground work for you to survive the trials that are now at 
your door, both body and soul." 
 
"If you humble yourself before Me, I will most certainly be with you. Even if you are in a long standing 
habit of pride and arrogance, and are aware of your sin and want to be delivered, I will work with you. 
But if you insist on your own wisdom, I can do little for you. It is of the utmost importance that you put 
others before yourself. When I came into the world, I did not lord it over others. No, I bent the knee 
and humbled Myself, washing the feet of My disciples. That is what a leader does – he, or she, looks 
after the interests of others." 
 
"Some of you have come from very humble families and have seen what I am talking about. Others 
will have a struggle because they did not have good examples. Don‘t let that discourage you. I am 
dedicated to you and your make over. I will not abandon you to your arrogance; rather I will instruct 
and lead you as you come to Me sincerely wanting to change. Much, even your survival and the 
survival of your loved ones will depend on your total reliance on Me and My ways. I will always, 
always provide a way out for those who have humbled themselves and relied on Me." 
 
"Though the mountains shake and the seas roar, I will be with you and never abandon you. You will 
know them by their love and humility. You will recognize those who are sincere by whether or not they 
are authentically humble. Anger, back biting, strife, insisting on your ways, those are the ticket to 
defeat." 
 
"Above all, preserve your souls by giving your life to Me. The very first step in the ladder of humility 
that leads to Heaven is recognizing you have failed with your life. You have sinned, you have hurt 
others, made foolish and immature decisions, and neglected those you owed respect and support to. 
And those who you should have listened to, you discounted, especially your elders." 
 
"So, having made a mess out of your life, you need to give it to Me, unconditionally. 'Lord I have 
sinned, and sinned, and sinned, I am not worthy of You, but I beg your forgiveness. I repent of the 
selfish and arrogant life I have led, forgive me. Wash me clean with Your Blood, deliver me from the 
evil within. I want to be born again... fresh, new, and in Your Image. I give You my life, 
unconditionally. Receive me, lead me, save me.' Along with that pray the Our Father I have taught 
and expect Me to make immediate adjustments to your character." 
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"Learn of Me, for I am meek and humble of heart. I have left you innumerable love letters – read them, 
believe them, allow them to take root in your heart. There is no joy that is compared to knowing and 
loving Me. This knowledge of Me and My love for you, unworthy as you are, will sustain you through 
every trial. No matter what you go through, I will be there on your right, holding your hand, speaking to 
you, comforting you. Nothing can separate you from My Love. Nothing." 
 
"Not anything on the Earth or above the Earth, not aliens, not death, not even when you fall – still I am 
by your side to pick you back up. Nothing can separate you from My Love. ‗So, don‘t be afraid when 
you fail. Expect that you are going to make mistakes along the way, expect that you will fail, and know 
that I will lift you back up. Do not run when you fail, turn to Me. Do not run away, rather run to Me. I 
will take you into My arms in a full embrace and wipe away your tears. I do not condemn you, I am not 
a man that I should judge you. No, I love you. I know before you even fail that you will fail and I 
already have a provision to raise you back up." 
 
"Know, understand in full knowledge, that I never, ever will forsake you. Even when you cannot feel 
Me, I am there supporting you, ready to come to your aid, to forgive and restore. With this knowledge, 
I want you to go forward now in total reliance on Me. From this day forth, your life is not your own, it is 
Mine to cherish, guide and bring to glory with Me in Heaven.― 
 
―Fear nothing, for I am with you always. And where I am, you too shall be, for I have gone ahead of 
you to prepare a place for you. A place uniquely your own, where we will be together forever. I am not 
a man that I should love you as a man. I am your God, and never will you find the limit to My Love for 
you, because there is none. I am eternally yours and you are now eternally Mine.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 20: Hammer of Judgment, Demoniens, Alien-Agenda, 

Volcanos & human Sacrifices  
 
 
March 8, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... ―Let‘s talk about volcanos. Recently Yellowstone has become more active and what is 
anticipated is the destruction of much of America. And yet I have told you I will moderate this 
outpouring so that it is not catastrophic. Not many believe or will believe this, for much of the world 
still relies on what is sensational and the worst possible scenario, simply because they don‘t believe in 
God or what I can do to save your/My country… for it is My country, too, you know.‖ 
 
(Clare) Even though they‘ve rejected You, Lord? 
 
(Jesus) ―It is only the foolish. But in America there are many, many Christians and though they 
haven‘t completely come to terms with their Masonic capital, My Spirit is with them and on their 
hearts. Especially as things begin to heat up, many more will return to Me whole heartedly.‖ 
 
(Clare) I was thinking something… He shook His head in the negative. I flinched and thought, but 
everyone says that, good prophets… 
 
(Jesus) ―Clare, it‘s not going to happen. You hesitate because of the embarrassment it might cause 
you if you are wrong. May I say that if you are wrong in hearing Me, a revival would totally obscure 
your negative prophecy. There is no revival coming to America until the Rapture. I‘m sorry, that‘s the 
way it is going to be, that is My agenda.‖ 
 
(Clare) Who can argue with God? 
 
(Jesus) ―You, My Love. All the time, as a matter of fact.‖ 
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(Clare I laughed. 
 
(Jesus) ―You are a stiff necked one, you are.‖ 
 
(Clare) Is that why my neck hurts Lord? 
 
(Jesus) ―Undoubtedly.‖ 
 
(Clare) OK, but this is not a laughing matter. Many prophets have said there would be a revival before 
the Rapture, but I felt a check in my spirit, and now I wonder about… 
 
(Jesus) ―The destiny of those who would have repented?‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes. 
 
―I have given ample opportunity for turn-arounds in this country – ample opportunity. I will not have My 
revivals met with scorn and contempt again. Something must soften the hardened hearts in this 
country, those who have made materialism their God. That is why I am waiting.‖ 
 
(Clare) What about the economic collapse? 
 
(Jesus) ―That will be coming after the Rapture as well.‖ 
 
(Clare) Wow. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, Wow! A time of unparalleled suffering. But this will break the backs of those have 
nothing but scorn and contempt for the little ones, the simple ones, those whose God means 
everything to them. And they do not live for what they can get – they live for Me, because getting Me 
means everything to them.‖ 
 
―And so I am not about to make life more miserable for them. I will wait until they are up and gone, 
then the hammer will fall.‖ 
 
(Clare) Hammer? 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, the hammer of judgment on this nation. It will come all at once. Which by the way fits in 
with the agendas of the ruling elite. They will have more control when there is no recourse for people 
to get food, other than the government. You have noticed slowly the squeeze is being put on the little 
food banks, those not in step with the government. The alternative groups, the ones that are more 
independent.‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, I‘ve wondered about that. 
 
(Jesus) ―I do fill you in, you know. But getting back to volcanoes. I have targeted the areas of the 
world that deal in human trafficking, drug running, and gross injustices against mankind. Earthquakes 
and volcanoes will take many lives and destroy much. It is not My wish to see any suffering in 
humanity, but you have no idea the atrocities against mankind these areas are involved in. The blood 
of their slain cries out to Me from the Earth. I will not delay, I will bring justice.‖ 
 
―Also these volcanoes are entrances to the underworld, direct channels to the bowels of Hell, and as 
Hell fills up, the Earth expands. This is no private thought of yours, I have given you this 
understanding, it came from Me.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh, Lord that is horrible! 
 
(Jesus) ―There is also an increase in activity before demoniens demon/aliens make their public 
entrance on the Earth. Everything is orchestrated to bring forward the last kingdom that will rule the 
entire world, synchronistically.‖ 
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―They, the demoniens as you call them - actually I like that tag, it establishes what they truly are - will 
be enlisted by that government to search out and destroy communities of resisters, along with clones 
that will come forth from every corner of the Earth. Even now small pods of such creatures inhabit 
even the most remote areas of the world, waiting for the word to come forth to search and destroy 
resisters. This new government would not be possible were it not for the help of these clones.‖ 
 
―The skies will be so full of demoniens that people will be beside themselves with shock and awe. In 
the very beginning they will be led to believe they are benign. Then, without warning the supposed 
evil ones will ‗invade‘ and a war in the heavens will break out. This is only a staged event to galvanize 
all the countries into one government.‖ 
 
(Clare) May I have a vision, Lord? 
 
(Jesus) ―Very well.‖ 
 
(Clare) I was expecting a multicolored scene, but the skies, somewhat polluted, were filled as far as 
the eye could see with discs and other vehicles of strange proportions, all very monotone and 
metallic. 
 
(Jesus) ―It is no coincidence that volcanoes and sin are in proximity to one another. There are 
connections to demonic activity, increased in an area where the portals are open. This is also a fact in 
Hawaii. Oh, My Love. There is so much you are ignorant of, stop trying to make it fit in your logical 
mind and just type what you hear. Will you?‖ 
 
―OK. So, there is a correlation between the volcanoes and demonic activity, that is ‗sin.‘ Also 
superstition and strange rituals, almost always involving human sacrifice. Those movies you saw as a 
child were not just movies, they were based on fact. And you can be sure that where human sacrifice 
is involved, satan is right there with them, under the guise of their local deity.‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, I remember the Incas, and the Polynesians in those movies. 
 
(Jesus) ―Every culture has their own brand of satanism. All, however, lead back to him.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh, that is so gross, what I am thinking. (The life in the sperm is taken when it is not 
discharged properly, and implanted in the egg of an abducted woman or in an incubator) This is SO 
sci-fi! 
 
(Jesus) ―But you are right on target. You‘ve seen just enough on the internet to know how they create 
life.‖ 
 
(Clare) But what about a soul? 
 
(Jesus) ―They are soul-less, occupied by demon entities. They only take the seed. Demons have a 
similar pattern to angels and humans. The uncreated light is a characteristic of life being present. 
Whether it is demonic or angelic or human, it is a life form.‖ 
 
(Clare) But doesn‘t the soul come from You when the egg and sperm are united? 
 
(Jesus) ―Indeed they do. But I have not given them a soul, I prevent it. Rather, they have hundreds of 
thousands of demons waiting for a body.‖ 
 
(Clare) At that I was picturing what the process was like. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, Yes…‖ 
 
(Clare) So the demons take form when they are given a vacant body? 
 
(Jesus) ―That‘s correct.‖ 
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(Clare) But what about the inter-dimensionality of these creatures. Is it like Your glorified body? God 
forbid… 
 
(Jesus) It is inter-dimensional, that is it can take form in different dimensions without losing its 
substance.‖ 
 
(Clare) Wow! That‘s over my poor little head, Lord. 
 
(Jesus) ―I know, and you are blessed because you are following Me without editing anything to suit 
your human understanding. You see this is how inventors work as well. I put ideas in their heads, they 
work them out and a new discovery of science comes forth. All has been done and allowed to bring 
humanity to this climax you are approaching now, this critical hour.‖ 
 
(Clare) Whew! 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, I know. You see, that is why demons cannot be destroyed, only bound. And in the end 
all will be fed into the Lake of Fire for eternity – that is, forever, and ever, and ever. Do you see? Life 
cannot be destroyed, but it can be confined. The bodies they inhabit can be destroyed, but not the 
demon within. At least I have not provided that option.‖ 
 
―There will be so many lessons to learn. You‘ve heard of tough love in the penitentiary, right?‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes. 
 
(Jesus) ―Well, there will be visitations to behold the lake of fire for the sake of understanding the 
destiny of those who choose evil.‖ 
 
―All things spoken by Me shall be fulfilled. The Earth will be full of the Glory of the Lord. No longer 
shall evil have any place to inhabit, all will be regenerated according to My eternal design.‖ 
 
―That‘s enough for tonight, My Love. I know there are some that will scoff at this, but don‘t trouble 
yourself about them and I won‘t either.‖ 
 
―In their own time their eyes shall be opened. What I am giving you is for those who can receive it with 
understanding, that in the end they will see that good shall triumph and there is much to look forward 
to. These records are being given to you that others not fall into despair. Had the church been doing 
her job, this would not be necessary. But due to political pressures, much has been suppressed – but 
now is the time for them to be revealed.‖ 
 
As it is written in Daniel 12:9... 
He said... Go your way, Daniel, for these words are concealed and sealed up until the end time. 
10―Many will be purged, purified and refined, but the wicked will act wickedly; and none of the wicked 
will understand, but those who have insight will understand. 
 
 
 
 

Message 21: The World shall mourn & We will dance as My Judgment 

falls 
 
 
March 10, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... Lord, I don‘t understand why I am wearing a black sequined evening gown and yet 
dancing so gracefully with You as if I were at a ball of sorts… 
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Jesus answered... ―Because the whole world shall mourn and you shall mourn with them, but have 
deep inner joy, which the world cannot take away from you. We will dance through the times to come, 
as My judgment falls upon this nation and the world. We will behold it with one eye, while beholding 
Heaven with the other.‖ 
 
―As things come to a close here in America and around the globe, you will draw closer and closer to 
your Heavenly homeland. I know, Clare, you sense in your spirit that time is short – and indeed it is, 
My Love. Soon, I will be taking you away with Me forever and ever and ever. I will lavish on you all My 
gifts of Love and we will live happily ever after.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh, Lord – that is so precious and exciting and my inner man trembles in hopes that it truly is 
You and truly will come to pass soon. 
 
(Jesus) ―What have I told you about doubting? And trusting?‖ 
 
(Clare) I guess I have no experience to compare it with, to hold on to, it is so far away from my 
experience. It‘s too good to be true. He smiled... 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, My Love, I know well how you feel… but it is true, Clare, just as surely as I AM. It is true 
and I know it‘s beyond what you can imagine – and that delights Me even more because I love to see 
you surprised and overwhelmed with My loving provision for you.‖ 
 
(Clare) So, the world will mourn but we will have one eye in Heaven and one on Earth. 
 
(Jesus) ―That‘s right.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, how can I be happy knowing what mankind is suffering on this Earth and how You suffer 
with them? I really question this, as well as… 
 
(Jesus) ―Coming back to help?‖ 
 
(Clare) YES! 
 
(Jesus) ―You are going to enter into My Rest – you have labored and now you are going to rest. I 
have not called My Bride to be any part of this judgment that is coming. I am not removing you so you 
can watch from Heaven and suffer. Is that clear? I‘m not. Your job is done here until I return. I will 
come to you for comfort, but I will not expose you to the horrors of Earth. I cannot and I will not.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, can I question Your wisdom on this? 
 
(Jesus) ―Why not, you always do! Why should today be different from another day, hmmm?‖ 
 
(Clare) Well, this is no laughing matter but you are making me laugh. 
 
(Jesus) ―We can have fun together sometimes, even when it is hard and heart wrenching for us both. 
In My Divine plan, I have limits to what each one must undergo. I have purposes and I have limits. My 
love, do not question. Just accept. Just receive the gift of freedom from the alienation and troubles of 
this world.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, my gut feels funny. 
 
(Jesus) ―It‘s unbelief Clare. My Love, many think it‘s heroic virtue to come back and be present for the 
chastisement. They don‘t know what they are talking about. My angels have been prepared for what 
is to come, they alone will be a part of what is to happen.‖ 
 
(Clare) But what about our prayers from Heaven when we see You praying…surely we will pray too? 
Our children! How can we not respond to that? 
 
(Jesus) ―There will be times when you will pray for them, but your knowledge will be so far above what 
it is now, that even then, what you pray will be for their best. No longer will you be dramatically tied 
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into them, rather you will see them as I see them – as a part of humanity that must be purified from 
sin. It will not lessen your affection but it will change your perspective to one of seeing from Heaven.‖ 
 
(Clare) So I won‘t be pulled into an emotional whirlwind? 
 
(Jesus) ―Exactly. You will love them…from a distance and yet, as their mother. It will all make sense 
to you then, My Love. It truly will.‖ 
 
(Clare) So we will not be returning during the Tribulation or get to see all the things going on here on 
the Earth. 
 
(Jesus) ―No. You will not. You will touch in from time to time, to give them courage but you will not be 
a part of the drama…rather more like an apparition that speaks encouragement, but not engaged in 
the painful realities. You see, your reality is going to be so much more different. In a sense, it will be 
impossible for you to get emotionally involved on the same level you are on now, in your body, on 
Earth. Your whole world and reality will be so different.‖ 
 
―I know it is hard for you to grasp this concept, although I do see a little light breaking through. You 
see, things are so different in Heaven, even now you cannot compute how you will react or see Earth 
from Heaven. It is the true reality. What you are in now is only a mist. When you‘ve been distanced 
from it… well, there‘s just no way for Me to explain it, you have to experience it, My Love. But, you 
can take My word for it, will you?‖ 
 
(Clare) I have a deep peace, Jesus, that You are speaking the truth to me, and that it shall be as You 
have said. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, very much like My Mother experienced. In her apparitions around the world she came 
as a messenger to bring hope and exhortation as well as warning. But in no way was her reality 
immersed in yours. She was still in Heaven, her true reality, but she was permitted to return and 
exhort. That‘s what I mean.‖ 
 
(Clare) A lot of people don‘t believe in her apparitions, even when there are photographs, conversions 
and healings that seem to testify that this is a holy event. In looking at the fruits, they testify to 
something extraordinary and that You are with her. 
 
(Jesus) ―A lot of people will have a lot of surprises. You have chosen to go deeper, to look without 
prejudice, that is how you discover truth. There will be unequivocal signs in the sun, moon, and stars 
that she is My Messenger and the spouse of the Holy Spirit. Your viewpoint doesn‘t make you 
Catholic, it makes you an impartial observer basing your opinion on the facts.‖ 
 
―Moving on. There are many who will be disappointed that they cannot come back and be a part of 
the drama. To you I say... Please, take My word for it, you would only get in the way. You would suffer 
what was intended for the reprobate. You have proven your love for Me and I will not have you go 
through these things with those who have shown scorn and contempt for Me.‖ 
 
―However, you will get your chance when we return together. Then you will have your assignments 
and all will be new, full of expectations and opportunities for you to use your gifts. Oh, the plans I have 
for you, My Brides – they are so exciting! So wonderful! And you will be fully equipped to do all that is 
in your heart that you have longed to do.‖ 
 
―Yes, you will be perfectly equipped. Your music will flourish, your playing will be nothing less than 
perfection, and the anointing will bring hearts to Me, to heal and restore. You see, that is what you are 
all expecting, you‘re just getting ahead of Me by thinking it will be during the chastisement.‖ 
 
―You will all have the opportunity to do everything that is in your heart and so, so, much more that I 
have planned for you. No longer will you labor and see no results because of the hardness of hearts. 
No, hearts will be wide open to receive all that you have to give.‖ 
 
―Oh, REJOICE MY BRIDES!! Rejoice! Great is your reward, and great shall be your assignments. 
Rejoice! Look forward to this. Yes indeed, you will dance in the black dress, one eye on Heaven and 
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one on the Earth, but your reality shall be in My Arms, not in sackcloth and ashes. Well, are you 
satisfied now, My Love?‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh, yes Lord, I believe I am. I believe in You Jesus, You speak only the truth and I have come 
to understand that You truly are preparing us for what is to occur very quickly. 
 
(Jesus) ―Thank you My Love, thank you for receiving. My heart leaps for joy that finally you have 
settled this question in your heart, and you truly have heard the voice of your Shepherd. And I have 
told you I will never cease to work in you to bring you into the reality of My faithful voice. It is I who will 
do these things, and all that I need from you is what you just gave Me.‖ 
 
―Thank you My Love, thank you ever so much for believing in Me. I adore you, Clare, I have spoken 
My words through you and I will continue to speak them until the day you come Home with Me.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 22: Day of the Rapture... When the Bombs fall & Miami is 

nuked and annihilated 
 
 
March 12, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... Lord, I just don‘t understand how I can accomplish everything You‘ve said I would do 
before the Rapture. 
 
Jesus answered... ―Can we talk about it?‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, that would help me immensely. 
 
(Jesus) ―I never told you the time frame in which you would get this done. I just told you that you 
would complete everything I‘d given you to do. But I didn‘t say when.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, You inferred before the Rapture. And also, You‘ve told me that You had thrown up 
obstacles to give Your Bride more time. Now I am very, very confused. 
 
(Jesus) ―Let me clear the clutter. First of all, I did promise that all would be accomplished. I know you 
thought it would be before the Rapture, but I didn‘t give you any time frame.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh… Help me Lord, you can see I‘m falling into a trap. 
 
(Jesus) ―Steady as she goes, My Love. Hold on. You must be patient. There‘s going to come a time 
when everything you have wanted to do which I have put in your heart, is going to be completed. After 
the Rapture.‖ 
 
(Clare) After? 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, after.‖ 
 
(Clare) But You said you were giving Your Bride more time? 
 
(Jesus) ―I just did give her more time.‖ 
 
(Clare) But, I sensed or felt you meant years – like a couple of years or three years. 
 
(Jesus) ―Well, I never clarified that for you because I am still waiting for My Father‘s word. There is 
timing involved, acute timing involved.‖ 
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(Clare) I‘m stumped. 
 
(Jesus) ―There goes that unbelief again.‖ 
 
(Clare) Yep, guilty as charged, oh help me Jesus! At this point I needed to make a fire and heat 
dinner up for Ezekiel, and it was a welcomed break. I knew that if I went to him he would help me out 
of my confusion. Am I being toyed with or is this truly Jesus? I‘m back, it is Jesus. 
 
(Jesus) ―Well, are you satisfied and at peace?‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, Lord. 
 
(Jesus) ―You asked Me to help you. He (Ezekiel) is My mouth piece and protection for you, sweet 
Bride.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh, Jesus – how can you call me sweet when I question You so? 
 
(Jesus) ―I‘m not offended. Your irascibility only gives Me the opportunity to display My meekness and 
humility for My children. In other words, if I can be meek and humble with Clare, surely you can be 
meek and humble with one another. You see, I make good use of your stubbornness.‖ 
 
(Clare) You truly are gentle and forgiving Jesus. Thank you for being so patient with me. 
 
(Jesus) ―It wasn‘t difficult. I love you and I understand your struggles, which by the way are universal 
to all men. But now that we‘ve settled that, I need to fill you in.‖ 
 
---- 
 
Here an Excerpt of the Lord's Message and Clare's dream from November 3, 2014 
 
Clare began... The dream that I had of the nuclear annihilation of Miami and this message and 
promise were only a few days apart. 
 
I dreamt that I was on a white, sandy beach on a sub-tropical ocean and a fishing dory was nearby 
with fishing nets and primitive looking implements. It was obvious to me I was not in America. It was a 
sunny day, perhaps midmorning or early afternoon and I was occupied cleaning a fishing net when I 
turned and looked behind me, over my right shoulder across the ocean, and saw a fist sized cloud on 
the distant horizon. It quickly began to swell, getting bigger and bigger and I realized that a city in the 
distance, though I could not see it, had just been struck with an atomic bomb. I cried out... 'Oh, my 
God!' and awoke from the dream. 
 
Immediately, I knew the dream had been from Holy Spirit. All I could do was pray for mercy. Later I 
looked for the location of the city and determined that it was either Houston viewed from the eastern 
coast of the Baha, or Miami viewed from a Cuban beach. I‘m pretty sure now, looking back on it, that I 
was looking northward, so it would have been Miami. 
 
'Lord, I want to know more about what‘s going to happen in the world and what I can do to help. You 
know I did not want to pry into things that are far beyond me.' 
 
At that point, this was during my prayer, before me was a beautiful white and sandy beach, edged 
with aquamarine waters. There‘s something strange, though. All the way down the beach, as far as 
the eye can see, large grey masses have been thrown up along the shoreline. As I looked more 
closely, I realized they were human bodies. It was so gruesome I dared not look any more closely. I 
turned to the Lord and asked solemnly... ‗Where are we?‘ 
 
Jesus answered... ―Nassau in the Bahamas. There will be carnage such as has never been seen. Do 
you remember the message you were given many years ago? ‗Do not fear death, O‘ righteous 
inhabitants of Earth.‘‖ 
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(Clare) Yes I do. We were now suspended above Earth between the Bahamas and Miami. Jesus was 
weeping and I was in shock. It was one blackened mass. At once we could see up close and there 
was not a survivor stirring. 
 
(Jesus) ―Are you listening to Me?‖ 
 
(Clare) Numbness engulfed my entire being and I simply could not comprehend what I was seeing. 
 
(Jesus) ―You will still be on the Earth when this happens, but very quickly afterwards I will whisk you 
both away in the Rapture.‖ 
 
―Such carnage as this has never before fallen upon the Earth. Never was it possible for a man to 
inflict this kind of damage on My Creation. Were not the End soon approaching, I would intervene – 
but it must happen this way for the fulfillment of Scripture. Because you are leaving so quickly, you 
will finally understand: there‘s no need to store up anything. Nothing to worry about, no shortage or 
lack.‖ 
 
--- 
 
And now back to the Message from March 12, 2015... 
 
(Jesus) ―Well, because the time is short, I have you both on the fast track to wrap up these messages 
and prepare yourselves for that day. Only in prayer and steadfastness will you weather the terrifying 
storm that is about to hit America and the world. Each day, I want the two of you to make sure you are 
solid and prepared at any moment.‖ 
 
(Clare) How will we know that we are prepared? 
 
(Jesus) ―You‘re going to feel a deep peace. It‘s been edging up on both of you, just continue to keep 
your focus and understand there‘s no time to waste. Please, buckle down and work hard to organize 
your messages and leave behind what I have given you. Clare are you listening?‖ 
 
(Clare) I‘m foggy. 
 
(Jesus) ―It‘s the sugar. Just bear with Me. There is going to be a limited nuclear exchange, enough to 
throw the world into a panic and set the stage for Obama to take the reins of peace and be declared 
as the hero.‖ 
 
―Your country will be in pandemonium and communications will be knocked out temporarily. But in 
order to enforce Martial Law, communication will be necessary. After all, how can the victor enjoy his 
victory without broadcasting it all over the world? Your country will recover from this devastation more 
quickly than anyone would expect, because everything is in place with full knowledge of what is 
coming.‖ 
 
―Your country will no longer be a world power. She will have massive issues of reconstruction and 
contamination to deal with. Make no mistake, those underground cities will contain the important 
people while everyone else struggles on the surface. Law and order will be out of control, criminals 
will take full advantage to rape and pillage, life will be a mess.‖ 
 
―That‘s when I‘m coming for you. Lift up your heads and watch the sky, I am coming for you that same 
day. Let Me repeat Myself, lift up your heads, I am coming for you that very day. Do not fall into 
despair, do not panic. I have warned you over and over again, your redemption draws nigh. This is 
the moment of eternity you‘ve been waiting for.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, I‘m speechless. 
 
(Jesus) ―Well, it‘s coming. As surely as I AM, it is coming. Do not give in to fear. Stand your ground, 
raise your eyes to the Heavens, I‘m coming.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, help us. 
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(Jesus) ―I‘ve already placed my angels to help you, you will not stumble or fall, all is in place.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 23: Prepare Packages for your Loved Ones, in case that the 

Internet is gone 
 
 
March 13, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... Today we experienced the internet down. I felt isolated and frustrated. Then I began 
thinking about how others will feel when the internet is not running, how isolated, fearful and confused 
they will be too. That was heavy on my heart when I came to prayer. 
 
Jesus answered... ―It is very important for you to leave behind prepared packets for your loved ones. 
This thought is not from you Clare, it‘s also been on My heart all day, and the communication outage 
pinpointed it very well.‖ 
 
―Dear Children, if these messages have ministered to you, I would like you make copies and put them 
where they will be found by loved ones when you are gone. This is only a precaution because the 
sites you visit may no longer exist after the Rapture. Those in a position of power have made note of 
who is a danger to their agendas. When you find something that touches you and gives you an 
enlarged viewpoint that secures your peace, download it and keep it where it will be found.‖ 
 
(Clare) Should we make CD‘s or DVD‘s? 
 
(Jesus) ―Whatever is more stable and convenient. Even two copies would not be excessive in case 
something happens to the first one. The devils will be in a hurry to destroy anything holy and 
instructional so they can isolate those left behind.‖ 
 
(Clare) Well we have pdf‘s available for download. (Clare's Website heartdwellers.org / Jackie's 
Website jesus-comes.com) 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, printed is best, easy to read and useful when there are power outages and the internet 
is gone, which it will be for quite some time until facilities are rebuilt. These packages should be 
accompanied by a very loving letter. Stay away from causing guilt, which will either make them mad 
or lead them into despair. Be constructive, be positive, be hopeful. But especially be loving. They 
know very well they blew it, you don‘t have to rub it in. Rather you need to strengthen them because 
their knees will barely support them.‖ 
 
―Leave behind a will of some sort, or list of how things are to be given away. This will help to prevent 
arguing. Be fair in the distribution; be especially kind to those who don‘t deserve it. Your whole 
attention right now should be on their salvation. I am a loving God, but with My Wrath on mankind, it 
will be difficult to convince many of this. But remember, those I predestined I also foreknew.― 
 
―Be plain in your speech to forgive them. Ask for forgiveness, and recount how you have sinned 
against them, ask for pardon. They will need these graces to cleanse the past and leap into the future. 
Believe Me it will be a leap. The most difficult transition anyone could ever imagine, but I will be with 
them.― 
 
―Encourage them to have soaking/dwelling prayer and to reach out for My hand, to grasp. I will lead 
them skillfully and comfort them lovingly. But they must enter into an approachable prayer. Yes, 
praying on your knees in supplication is very effective, but much better to have a personal, intimate, 
holding- God‘s-hand- relationship… then all the rest follows naturally. I want them to know that I love 
them, I‘m with them, they have a future, whether they die now or live through the Tribulation. I want 
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them to know that all is not lost, all is not ended, no, their lives are just beginning. And though it is a 
journey fraught with dangers, it will be deeply rewarding as they draw closer to Me, see My miracles, 
and experience the depth of My love for them.― 
 
―This is something they‘ve been skating through their whole lives. All the things they should have 
been doing these years, but weren‘t, will have to be done now, in this season. Those who lose their 
lives shall find them, those who grasp theirs tightly will lose them. It is a paradox that revolves around 
faith and trust. Hopefully the fulfillment of the signs and Scriptures from the Bible will turn them 180 
degrees around.― 
 
―But sadly, some will choose – in full knowledge of impending consequences – to go ahead their own 
way. They have lessons to learn and some day you will see the true depths of their rebellion, and fully 
understand why consequences had been so dire.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, will we ever see what happened during the Tribulation? 
 
(Jesus) ―There will come a time for 'reviews' – in other word, you will be shown what is necessary for 
you to understand. Towards the end – the climax before we return – you will be shown much and 
prepared for going back to rule and reign with Me. But before any of that there will be a time of great 
orientation, training, equipping and preparation for your stations in life on Earth.‖ 
 
―What you think of now as unbearable, from Heaven will look much different in its context. None the 
less, there will be a honeymoon and I will not spoil it by bringing in the sufferings of mankind on 
Earth.‖ 
 
(Clare) Forgive me Lord. 
 
(Jesus) ―Go ahead, every night it is something, but I do understand.‖ 
 
(Clare) I find it so very difficult to imagine that we won‘t be able to see and help our families. This is a 
real sticking point for me. 
 
(Jesus) ―That‘s because you are too attached and do not understand the road of sanctification each 
must travel. That is why I told you last night, you would only get in the way. Do you think your 
presence in their lives is more useful to them than Mine?‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh No! But both, would be my leaning. 
 
(Jesus) ―Do you see why I will not allow that?‖ 
 
(Clare) I can only imagine how much trouble I would be if I were with them. 
 
(Jesus) ―Clare, there will be times when you are allowed to touch in with them for courage, but no 
more than that. I have to do this My way.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, I accept Your way, but I need to wrap myself around it. Please help me. 
 
(Jesus) ―It‘s already on the way, and in Heaven, My Love, you will be a very busy woman indeed, that 
will help to quell your fears.‖ 
 
(Clare) This may be a silly question but can the enemy affect our thinking in Heaven? 
 
(Jesus) ―No. He is not allowed. And you will experience such freedom in thought in Heaven, that you 
will come to understand the horrendous pressure you were under from the dark forces.‖ 
 
(Clare) So whatever disordered thinking comes up is entirely our own? 
 
(Jesus) ―Clare, in Heaven, there IS NO disordered thinking. Only truth and clarity. It has to be 
experienced to be believed, so don‘t even try to imagine it.‖ 
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―I don‘t want you to fret or worry, everything is going to unfold very naturally. All has been prepared 
and made ready for your new life in eternity.‖ 
 
―Tell your listeners there is not much more time. They need to prepare their packages for their loved 
ones. And for those who do not have a loved one, make packages up for those around you. Not that 
you need this kind of incentive, but much grace will be dispensed by thinking of others and preparing 
them for what is to come. By this act of kindness you will. And they will later thank you for being their 
one point of sanity in all the confusion.‖ 
 
―Please be faithful. Please prepare. I love you.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 24: Your Country is entering troubled Waters... There are 

Warriors & Brides 
 
 
March 15, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... ―Troubled waters. Your country is entering troubled waters, as we speak. 
Arrangements are already in place for the actions to take place, after an assault on your land. 
Appointments have already been made, trainees are waiting in the wings to be called upon and what 
is ahead is going to be a very well-orchestrated set of events to bring this nation down to its knees.‖ 
 
―Many who have not wanted to listen to any ‗bad news‘ are going to be caught completely off guard 
and blind-sided. Many have no idea just how corrupt the leadership is and they consider those who 
blame the New York City (9/11 - Twin Towers) debacle on your own government to be kooks and 
conspiracy mongers. They will be among the most confused and blind-sided because their life 
revolved around comforts and maintaining the status quo. Never in a million years would they believe 
what is actually being done to them, while their attention is totally off what is really moving forward at 
an alarming speed.‖ 
 
―There will be mass confusion and mass panic as the bombs fall. The disappearance of so many 
family members will cause some of them fatal heart attacks and suicides.‖ 
 
―However, there will be a remnant that will finally get off the fence and stand up to defend their rights. 
Too late. Their rights have already been taken away. What needs to be done now is to secure their 
future in Heaven... their salvation, their repentance and their total reliance on Me. Those who take up 
arms with a mind to do it on their own without My help will fail. Only those men and women who knew 
all along and belong to Me, are called by Me to defend what is right in this country, only they will 
succeed against all odds.‖ 
 
―So, if you are thinking about going it alone, you are sadly mistaken. Come under authority and work 
with those who have been prepared.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, if those who have been chosen to defend this country, You say are Yours, why weren‘t 
they raptured? 
 
(Jesus) ―That is a very good question. Do you understand the character of My Bride?‖ 
 
(Clare) I think I do. 
 
(Jesus) ―Is she war like?‖ 
 
(Clare) Not at all. She‘s like the priest in the movie The Mission who walked straight into the 
mercenaries that were firing away and killing everyone in sight. 
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(Jesus) ―That‘s correct. Those were My Brides coming to meet Me. And that is the character of My 
Bride. She is a lover, not a warrior. The only war she makes is on her own sins.‖ 
 
(Clare) But in an earlier message You talked about those who are chosen to fight. 
 
(Jesus) ―My Love, that is the character of the soul. Were that soul that is a fighter to become a lover, 
he or she would be raptured as well. But some souls are very, very strong in the warrior instinct and 
they, too, have a part to play and a place in My kingdom. In the end, they will understand the way of 
love. My angels understand well the ways of love, but they of necessity have risen up to defend My 
honor and My kingdom, and when this is all over, and I do mean ALL over, they shall cease to fight, 
for there will no longer be anything to defend. But that time is a long way off.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, I don‘t understand something. Why didn‘t you do all this after the last cycle of destruction 
with Atlantis, etc? 
 
(Jesus) ―For you My Love, this is not necessary information right now. But in Heaven all will be 
understood clearly, OK?‖ 
 
(Clare) You, Lord, are so sweet to ask me if it‘s OK… 
 
(Jesus) ―You are also My little girl, and I don‘t in any way want to discourage your questions, as you 
are growing up. So, back to the plan.‖ 
 
(Clare) The plan? 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, the nefarious plans of the ones skilled in intrigue and selfishness, their conscience 
seared shut, and wholly eaten up with corruption and greed. What they fear shall come upon them. In 
no way will they escape the conflagration of what is yet to come. In their ignorance and self-
sufficiency they believe the scenario will play out as planned. They have no concept of how far off 
they are from the truth. They have no idea of what awaits them as plan after plan backfires and brings 
the dire consequences of their near-sighted greed and atrocious sins against humanity, against those 
I created in My very own image. Sad will be the day.‖ 
 
―Mostly My Love, I want to warn those left behind that to act on their own, to take up arms and strike 
out on their own will have dire consequences for them and their families. But for now, I want to say 
that this will be a time of banding together, praying together, and encouraging one another in the face 
of all that is to come.‖ 
 
―It is a time of banding together in hope, love and security and yet there will be traitors. Only by the 
Spirit will souls be known to one another – the flesh lies and deceives, but the Spirit bears witness to 
the truth. That is why it is of absolute importance for them to pray and have a relationship with Me. Do 
nothing without first consulting with Me, accept no one without first consulting with Me, for I will 
expose what is hidden in the hearts of men, their evil agendas.‖ 
 
―So, to sum this message up: band together, put prayer in its foremost place, for without it you will be 
groping in the dark. Do not rely on human wisdom, lean on Me and My Spirit will instruct you. Not a 
mighty wind but a still small voice, gently prodding you on in the right direction. Remember: it is not 
important if you lose your body, that is but a temporary and fleeting event. But your soul determines 
your eternity – whether you will see your children or parents again, your animals, and innocent ones.‖ 
 
―Whether you will be tortured in the fires of torment I created, (not for you, but for the rebellious 
angels), or whether you will settle in the Land of Promise and Joy for all of eternity. Be not mistaken, 
what you have lived for on Earth is nothing compared to what you will live for in for eternity. Nothing is 
worth the loss of your soul to eternal damnation.‖ 
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Message 25: Why must the Book of Revelation be fulfilled!? 
 
 
March 16, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Oh Lord, what is it? Sometimes I feel it so strongly that you‘re coming any moment, then other 
days it fades off into the distance and it‘s business as usual? 
 
(Jesus) ―It‘s human nature.‖ 
 
(Clare) I don‘t like it. Oh, it is painful not knowing when. 
 
(Jesus) ―It is painful for Me knowing what I have to. I do not want the book of Revelation to be fulfilled, 
but it has to be so that I can come and rule the Earth. It is not My will but My Father‘s will that must be 
done, even though I fully realize the necessity for it all. Nonetheless, it is so very deeply painful to Me 
that these things must come to pass. But they are not meant for your eyes, My Love, you don‘t need 
to be convinced the way the rest of the world does. My Brides have already gathered to My side 
awaiting My coming for them. It is the obstinate ones, full of pride and self-reliance and self-
satisfaction, blinded by various desires and lusts – they are the ones Revelation must be fulfilled for.‖ 
 
(Clare) Wow Lord, they must be serious hard cases, for all you have to go through to convince them. 
 
(Jesus) ―Anyone who would use the bowels of the Earth to breed dreadful animals, plagues and 
pestilences such as they have done for the control of the world, well, yes… they need serious attitude 
adjustments. Nothing short of what I have planned will work for them.‖ 
 
―Don‘t you think that the Father and I have pondered all the different options and come up with the 
least damaging?‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, I suppose so. Although being God you don‘t have to ponder… 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, well… we do have conversations, we truly do. There are so many things to take into 
consideration. Looking at just one... I gave them clean technology decades ago – but rather, they 
chose something they could fight over.‖ 
 
―Selfish ambition is so strong in them, they are totally blind to even their own good and the good of 
their children. So many of the world‘s problems revolve around this one thing, and they couldn‘t 
accept a free energy source. No, they had to suppress that and take that source to make a weapon of 
war and destruction with it – but deprive mankind of the benefit of energy, free energy. Do you see 
how perverted they are?‖ 
 
I do, Lord, but it is a shame that innocent mankind must suffer. 
 
―But mankind is not innocent, from the highest to the lowliest. Pornography, slave labor, sex trade, 
stealing from the poor what little they have and the poor stealing from each other. The whole barrel is 
rotten from the bottom up. It is the selfish nature of man that must be regulated by God. Man cannot 
regulate man because he is so prone to corruption, so weak and easily persuaded to do what is 
wrong for his own gain.‖ 
 
―So, you see, it must come down to this. I must return and replenish the whole Earth, destroying the 
rot and corruption, pollution and degradation that man has created for himself. It won‘t be long now. 
Please hang in there, My little one, it won‘t be long.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh Jesus, it seems like forever. And every day I grow older and more disillusioned by the 
burgeoning corruption found everywhere.‖ 
??? 
(Jesus) ―I know. But I have given you stamina and you will hold up under these things as you have 
been. I will not let you fall or collapse – I hold you up, My Love.‖ 
 
(Clare) So what did you want to talk about tonight? 
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(Jesus) ―The necessity of consequences. So many attribute to Me what should be attributed to man 
and satan.‖ 
 
(Clare) It‘s not fair! 
 
(Jesus) ―I know that, but for some reason they just can‘t bring themselves to see how responsible 
every human on Earth is for the approaching consequences. It is like a drunkard who continually 
blames his problems on others, when in fact his problems have been created by him and him alone. 
So, rather than point out the culprits, it‘s just easier to blame it on Me.‖ 
 
(Clare) They always site the way you had the Israelites kill every man woman and child as they took 
over the Promised Land. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, because they were not present when the demons mated with the women, when the 
babies were offered up into the red hot, brass cauldrons for their God, Moloch – or satan. They were 
not present when these little infants screamed the horrors of pain. They were not present when 
everything they owned was consecrated to satan. They did not see that a cancerous, spiritual disease 
was implanted in every man, woman and child. At least the innocent children are in Heaven with Me. 
Had they grown up, they surely would be in hell with the rest of their family for torturing and brutally 
murdering innocent children. There is so much the world doesn‘t see or know.‖ 
 
―No, it‘s much easier to just blame ‗God‘ and go on with a sinful lifestyle, having justified their choices 
because ‗God‘ is not just or worth listening to or obeying. Not all have this mind set. Some are living a 
righteous life but still condemn me for religious wars and the like. They don‘t see the real set of fingers 
pulling the strings.‖ 
 
―But the ones who love Me do. They recognize the difference between good and evil. They know Me 
well enough to trust that if I lay the sword to a group of people, it is because those people are hell 
bent on living for satan and propagating his way of life. And even at that, the Israelites still embraced 
pagan ways and even incorporated them into My Temple, and thus their downfall. You cannot mix 
good and evil – they cancel one another out. It was bound to happen that the Pharisees would be 
crooked, because for the sake of money and influence, Solomon and others allowed them to build 
secret chambers that honored their ‗god.‘ It was bound for destruction with the first pagan woman 
Solomon took as wife. Let that be a lesson to you, how one bad apple can ruin the whole barrel. 
There is nothing quite like the beauty and comfort of a woman – it has shaped the course of history 
and been the downfall of many a civilization.‖ 
 
―So, when I am blamed for the evil in this world, it is out of ignorance and pride. Man does not know or 
understand what he has done to himself. And of course, he does not want to be frustrated or 
corrected so he kicks against the goad. He blames Me, to justify his continuing sinful life. This, My 
Love, is why I must fulfill the prophecies in book of Revelation. Man must see what he has done to 
himself and where it has finally led him.‖ 
 
―Nothing I do is out of wrath, in the sense that man experiences wrath. For him it is retaliation. For Me 
it is education, painful education – but the bed they made they must sleep in. Even at that there are 
so many things I have prevented that would have been horrendous, but for My mercy they were 
negated. So much will become clear to you in Heaven, you will come to understand so much.‖ 
 
―So, just be aware what is coming was not My choice, it was theirs. It was not My retaliation, it was 
their consequences. It was not done out of hatred for man, but out of love – to bring them to their 
senses. Everything I do has LOVE for its motive; not one thing is done for any other reason.‖ 
 
―Even conscripting souls to hell; this is what they wanted, this was their choice to make. Who am I to 
override free will? I gave it to man so he could be free to choose good from evil. What more could I 
do? Nothing. Absolutely nothing.‖ 
 
(Clare) It‘s a pity people are so blind that they can‘t see You are not the author of their problems. 
They are – along with satan‘s help. 
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(Jesus) ―So now we have come to that decisive point in history where all things must be made right 
again. Pride and arrogance must be exposed, corruption must be purged, men must be given again a 
new chance to choose right from wrong.‖ 
 
―I am coming, it is time.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 26: Come My Brides! Persevere in your Dance with Me... 
 
 
March 21, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... ―I know that many of you are deeply troubled for your loved ones. The loved ones who 
have turned away from Me, that is obvious, and the less obvious, those who have grown cold and 
lukewarm, running from Me, filling their time with emptiness to avoid coming to terms with where they 
are at. Many of you are married to those in that state.‖ 
 
―Do not trouble yourselves anymore on their behalf. I have a plan for them, it will begin after the 
Rapture, and, in the end when you meet again, you will not even recognize them so on fire for Me 
shall they be. This is My promise to you, release them into My care, bless them and move on. These 
shall be perfected in the furnace of affliction. I will present them to you without spot, wrinkle or blemish 
on that day when the whole world will rejoice in My reign. So My Beloved Brides, take a deep breath, 
and rest.‖ 
 
―Just know that as things escalate, that evil forces are behind what will soon overtake your world. 
None the less you are not to be subject to them. Do not be afraid. Even as things wane and increase, 
I am in complete control. Don‘t you see? This must come to pass, so just be ready from moment to 
moment, day to day. I am very pleased with the souls who have visited this channel and taken it to 
heart. I am very pleased that many of you have turned your hearts more and more away from the 
world.‖ 
 
―Please persevere in your dance with Me. Don‘t give up so easily. It wounds Me when My Bride does 
not take Me at My Word. If you have discerned that it truly is My Word, don‘t give up! I will come to 
you, I will dance with you, all of this is in My plan to prepare you for the evil that will arise. Together in 
My arms We will be strong and nothing will frighten you.‖ 
 
―As for My words to Clare about fear, why do you doubt? Am I without feelings for My Creatures? Am 
I indifferent to what lies ahead? Do I not love you deeply, so deeply that not one sparrow falls to the 
ground without My grief, and yet, I rejoice to pick it up and tuck it into My Bosom where Heaven truly 
dwells, and all creation rejoices? So know and understand that I dread the day misfortune will fall 
upon you, yet I will not let you despair I will lift you up to my bosom where you will find eternal joy.‖ 
 
 
―I want YOU to be confident. Stand firm My Love, all that I have prophecied through you is about to 
come to pass. Pay no attention to nay sayers, no, I say, they will have their reward. Rather 
concentrate on these little ones I have sent you, I love to see them dancing with Me. I will bless them, 
they will grow in intimacy, just as you have prayed and desired from the beginning.‖ 
 
(Clare) When Lord, when? 
 
(Jesus) ―Very soon Clare, very soon.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh You know how I feel about that word 'soon'! 
 
(Jesus) ―And you know how I feel about you asking 'when'!‖ 
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(Clare) Deep sigh, let down. 
 
(Jesus) ―Chin up, the word means the same to you as it does to Me.‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, but in the face of eternity…. 
 
(Jesus) ―It still means 'soon'.‖ 
 
(Clare) I see I‘ve gotten nowhere with You. 
 
(Jesus) ―On the contrary, you have made Me very, very happy because now there are Brides who 
truly believe and want to dance with Me. I was beginning to feel like a wallflower.‖ (Here He made a 
sad face) 
 
(Clare) Oh that‘s too funny. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, but it is true, the music plays, I sway, but My Bride runs away!‖ 
 
(Clare) OK, now You are making rhymes. 
 
(Jesus) ―That‘s right, and some will not forget those words and press in. OK?‖ 
 
(Clare) Makes sense to me Lord. 
 
(Jesus) ―Good, now we are agreed, no longer will I be a wallflower.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 27: Set yourself apart from the World... Receive My Peace & 

My Calm 
 
 
March 24, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... ―Peace. I speak Peace to you My Bride. Your heart is full of apprehension and 
expectation, many knots tied here and there, Oh how I wish for you to rest in Me and have My Peace. 
I do not want you to pass that apprehension on to My Children, rather Peace, Rest and calm.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord I don‘t know how to do that? 
 
(Jesus) ―Well when I hold you in My arms you let out deep sighs, and My Peace, flowing like a river 
from within Me, finds its place in you. And then you bring that peace to My children. That is why this 
time is so very important to Me to Us before you write. What are you feeling right now?‖ 
 
(Clare) Peace. 
 
(Jesus) ―That‘s exactly right, this peace and calm is from Me. Each day you need to function more 
and more on this level, because I will use you to minister peace. This is important to Me. Don‘t 
underestimate the power of the enemy to derail the faith of many simply because they were filled with 
worldly anxiety. 
 
―There are plenty of people on the internet talking about all the threats coming upon the world 
especially for Christians. My People need to find Me and My Peace. Your channel is to be about 
finding peace in Me, I am their refuge, come to Me and be enveloped by Me, rest in Me. 
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―Clare they are troubled by so many things, decisions, fears, apprehensions, will I suffer? I cannot 
promise that this time will be free of all suffering, every day has its issues. But I can promise that they 
shall not feel My Wrath, they will be taken before that happens. But you know how you get tied up in 
knots over doing this or doing that and things seem so complicated, sometimes you have to fight your 
way out of a web just to be here with Me. 
 
―Well many, many, many of My Brides have not simplified their lives and cut off things that bind their 
time. Many. I want this to change, I want them to begin to live right now as they will in Heaven. Yes 
there are duties to attend to, but if they re-assess these things they will find ways to cut their time in 
the world by at least half.‖ 
 
―So many things are taken for granted, like going to the store. You know what you‘ve experienced 
there, putting it off, and off, and off, until finally, it HAD to be done. Well this is a good thing because 
the stores are very fracturing, very disruptive to the deep peace I impart to each one in their quiet 
time, in their involvement with the world, be it a seemingly harmless TV show, a trip to the store, a 
magazine, all these things are fraught with ideas that stick in their heads and rob them of peace. It is 
so important to have a pure heart AND a pure mind. The mind can only handle so much and if it is 
secular in nature it erodes what takes place in My presence, it clutters the mind so there is no room 
for Me.‖ 
 
(Clare) But after a while Lord, don‘t we need a break to keep our perspective? 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, but make it a break that is simple and pure. Like a walk in the field, noticing the buds on 
the trees, the grass peaking through, the playful antics of cats and dogs, don‘t trouble yourselves with 
long distance planning. Don‘t engage in ‗I‘ve gotta fix this, I‘ve gotta fix that.‘ These are the devil‘s 
ploys to draw you into projects that will tire you and deplete you of your spiritual peace. They very 
often require trips to the store or shopping on the net. This is very, very, very detrimental to a spiritual 
person and alas they don‘t pick up on it, they think it is just innocent work that has to be done. But 
Satan knows better so he commands his demons to work on guilt over projects that should be done… 
'you‘re irresponsible, you should have done that last year, etc. etc.'‖ 
 
―I don‘t want their minds in this place. I don‘t want your mind in that place. I want everyone focused on 
Heaven and My coming for them. Part of the foolish virgin‘s problem was that they were so tied up in 
the world it didn‘t occur to them to bring oil for their lamps, projecting from there, they thought, well, I‘ll 
just be a little while and back to work. 
 
―Their minds were on what was waiting for them to do at home, not really on Me or My agenda, very 
much like Martha. But the wise virgins, like Mary, thought they could wait, and wait and wait for Me, it 
wasn‘t a waste of time, it was bliss, because all they had on their minds was Me, everything else was 
a burden and so they were happy to think, 'He might be delayed, good, then I can just be quiet and 
wait.' 
 
―I‘m serious here Beloved. I want to get a concept across, the foolish virgins were carnally minded, 
taken up with the doings of the world, they considered having to wait a waste of time. You‘ve been 
there, you know what I‘m talking about. You‘ve struggled with this all your life, and it‘s only been very 
recently that you‘ve for the most part overcome yourself.‖ 
 
(Clare) That‘s very, very true. I used to look forward to spring time, planting, gardening, making things 
‗nice‘ but now, I put it off because I am so involved in ministry with You that‘s all I care about. Going to 
the store is something I hate, to a fault I‘m afraid. 
 
(Jesus) ―Do you see how far you‘ve come?‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes Lord, You have done this thing in me. 
 
(Jesus) ―And you cooperated.‖ 
 
(Clare) Well I can see one thing, that the enemy has tried to drag me into spring cleaning projects and 
getting deeper into cleaning, etc. And somehow I‘ve managed to suppress that urge. 
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(Jesus) ―I‘ve been watching over you and helping you recognize the traps.‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, indeed they are traps. 
 
(Jesus) ―May I say to you all, you don‘t have time for this, keep your minds strictly on Heaven, My 
coming, and what simple thing you can do for your neighbor in a spirit of brotherly love. Draw the line 
My Brides, I‘m coming, don‘t get seduced into any worldly endeavors that take attention off of Me. 
Keep your eyes on the Prize, military people do not get involved in secular affairs. Do only what is 
necessary as a matter of duty, and when I say necessary, I mean ‗get by‘ necessary, not throwing 
yourself into projects that will deplete your energy or attention and make you weak. 
 
―When you are in a weakened state, the enemy is nearby. Like wolves that study the herd to see 
which are most vulnerable, the demons study you and wait until you are tired, overworked and 
exhausted, then they pounce on you with doubt, fear, insecurity, unbelief. Don‘t allow yourselves to go 
there, stay vigilant, stay alert, stay centered on Me, keep your eyes open and don‘t walk into any traps 
set for you. When I say traps I mean an urgent phone call where someone is asking for your help, and 
you can see it‘s going to wear you out. That‘s not Me, that‘s not brotherly love, that‘s demonic, luring 
you into being worn out so in your weakened state they can tempt you to sin.‖ 
 
―Another trap is, ‗Oh I just HAVE to do that!‘ something you‘ve been putting off. Stay calm and really 
look at the problem, is there a way around it without you diving in head first? Clare, that‘s why I‘ve 
been holding you back on the front house, this is a HUGE temptation to cause you to collapse in 
fatigue. So far you have been wise to sidestep it and think of ways around it. That e-mail was a trojan 
horse unleashing all kinds of ‗have to‘s.‘ You have been trained in seeing that so you didn‘t fall for it, 
but it was a BIG temptation to pull you off of Me and your ministry. 
 
―You stayed calm and deliberate. That‘s what I‘m talking about, My Brides, stay calm and deliberate, 
assess the situation and do only what is absolutely necessary. Make sure it‘s not a trap that will suck 
the life out of you and draw you away from prayer. Right now, none of you can afford to drift off, I 
need your full attention on Me. I will help you. You are not alone. My Spirit will whisper in your ear, 
‗don‘t do it‘ and you will feel a check in your spirit. Obey that, do not toy with the idea, follow what you 
know is My path.‖ 
 
―In the world there are endless invitations to get this or that done. Don‘t be foolish, let the world bury 
the world, but you follow Me.‖ 
 
―I am with you My Brides, time is wrapping up, I‘m coming. Don‘t collapse in worldly fatigue on your 
doorstep. Stay vigilant and save your time and energy for Me and Me alone. You will never regret it.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 28: Another Soul for Heaven... Another Jewel in your Crown 
 
 
March 25, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... "My Dove, even as I dealt with the kingdom of Israel so shall I deal with this wicked, 
wicked world. And yet even as you have read about the remnant, so shall I save a people for Myself. 
People who have been through the fire and been found worthy escaping the wrath I have poured out 
upon all nations." 
 
"Your children shall be among them, I make this promise to you for your fidelity, even to the point of 
being alienated from them for your belief. There is still much spirituality in them and I shall increase it 
and modify even their dna to be a match more to mine. You shall see My Glory over them, and they 
will walk in My ways all the days of their life and you shall find much pleasure in them. What was 
broken in your heart, I Myself shall mend, anoint and bring forth in the beauty of holiness." 
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"Shall I not have mercy too on the sons of My Bride. Yes they too will shine like silver refined in the 
fire. Many who seemed hopeless will come forth from the refiners fire with My Glory on their faces. So 
take heart, have courage Christopher and Brendan too will rise from their soul deadened state." 
 
(Clare) I believe this word is for all of us to take to heart. The Lord knows how we have suffered 
rejection from our families and He is faithful to bring them around. 
 
(Jesus) "As many have taken My previous words to heart, I am continuing on. Oh how proud I am of 
My Faithful little ones who have taken My words to heart. I will continue to bless and instruct until that 
very day and very hour." 
 
(Clare) See, I‘m not asking when. 
 
(Jesus) "And I‘m not telling either. Some things are better left unsaid." 
 
(Clare) Like, 'soon'? 
 
(Jesus) "Exactly. I‘m just playing with you. But I do want to say that as things near the end, that is the 
end of your time here on earth, it will get more and more intense, yet I will be with you to protect, 
nurture and strengthen. The birth pangs will be closer together. Just hang on Clare, we‘re bursting 
through!" 
 
"The weapons of our warfare are not carnal but spiritual and as things heat up Christians will find 
themselves more and more challenged in their faith. More attacks against Faith and Hope are on the 
way. Heads up! You know what I have told you, I‘ve confirmed it many, many times, I want you to hold 
onto that for dear life and don‘t question it, no matter what‘s going on around you." 
 
"Mind you, the jewels in your crown will be added daily." 
 
(Clare) Oh I know what that means. Crowns mean suffering and overcoming it. 
 
(Jesus) "Don‘t be dismayed by attitudes of scorn and contempt, work with them, some are holding it 
down just under the surface for the sake of civility, and when it breaks forth do not take it personally. 
They are weak and being used by the enemy to try and undermine and confuse you." 
 
"Don‘t allow it My Dove, come to Me and be strengthened, be gentle with them and restore them to 
the right path. Mainly in this time preceding My coming for you, I am adding gems to your crowns, all 
of you. You are going from glory to glory and in the meantime your challenges and sufferings I shall 
take as fast offerings for the conversion of more and more souls." 
 
"Scorn, contempt and persecution await all my faithful Christians. How can I reward unless trials are 
passed successfully. And in the meantime teachings will come forth that will assist those left behind. 
All serves a purpose, everything, every little thing, take it as a test of virtue, another fast offering and 
this will keep your attitude pure and grateful." 
 
"What is going on behind the scenes in this country is indeed awful. You have seen glimmers here 
and there (like the legalization of beheading 1996 in Georgia) but the groundwork is continuing to be 
laid for the great persecution. You are not going to be around for this, calm yourself. But you will see it 
clearly coming on the horizon and I don‘t want you to be frightened." 
 
(Clare) Yes, I have reacted with fright. 
 
(Jesus) "I want to say this again, you are not going to be beheaded, you will not be here for that. I 
don‘t ever want to have to tell you that again. I want you to rest in that. But for those who are, I will be 
with them and they may suffer fear for a short time, but My promise is that in the blink of an eye they 
will be with Me in Heaven, greeted with cheering in the Heavenly courts." 
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"So many martyrs suffered no pain, because I took it upon Myself on the cross. Yes, even the horrors 
of martyrdom, I took upon Myself to relieve those who were too weak. Mercy is My nature, and to 
each I grant the courage they need. They need not face death alone, I will be with them." 
 
(Clare) Lord I think I‘m a coward. 
 
(Jesus) "I think you are beautiful. You have suffered many martyrdoms of a different sort, don‘t kid 
yourself what you suffered for Me was equally as valid. Especially when you met your persecutors 
with forgiveness and charity." 
 
"Intimacy with Me is the key to Sanity. Compromise with the world opens the door to Satan and his 
demons. When you sin, even in the little things, the little foxes spoil the vine, the door is squeezed 
open for one skinny demon to enter, then the door widens and sin upon sin opens the door wide. That 
is why you must resist at the very first sign of compromise. If you allow things to escalate or put off 
repairing the breach, you only allow things to build to a bigger head requiring more and more painful 
intervention and the ripples spread through the entire body. This is why, My Children, you must resist 
the enemy at the start. The old adage, a stitch in time saves nine, is good to remember." 
 
"Beware of serious misunderstandings among brethren. Gossip, implication, slurs, impatience, 
interpreting motives to their detriment, downgrading and the like will separate brethren and make way 
for each to be isolated from one another. An isolated sheep in the forest, as you know, is a dead 
sheep. Be ever so vigilant to correct the early signs of misunderstanding. More patience, more love, 
more humility, these are the tools of healing you must always keep in readiness." 
 
(Clare) I just went to my Rhema box, which is a tupperware shoe box with index cards that have holy 
quotes written on it and I got... 'Nothing no matter how little, that is suffered for God‘s sake, can pass 
without merit in the sight of God. Be prepared to fight if you desire to gain the victory. Without fighting 
you cannot obtain the crown of patience.' 
 
(Jesus) "Moving on…You will all be tested in charity and forgiveness, open your hearts wide for 
sinners and especially the ones I send you, embrace them with love and forgiveness, pray for their 
salvation. Truly they are pitiable. Many of these I send you because they have no one else to pray for 
them on this earth. But I know you will, so they come across your path. Don‘t let me down dear ones, I 
need prayers for the difficult personalities in your lives." 
 
"I am blocking much unpleasantness in your lives, lest you become discouraged. But as you grow in 
intimacy, I will allow more tests of virtue. None the less, it will never be more than you can handle. All 
in all, I am giving you a heads up that tensions are going to increase in your lives, challenges will 
present themselves, but you are not to fear, trust in Me with your whole hearts, lean not on your own 
understanding, and I will direct your paths and deliver you. I love each and every one of you, You are 
My Beautiful Brides and how I long to take your hand and make you My very own for eternity." 
 
"Do not for one moment imagine that these instructions are because you will be here much longer, no 
they are not. Rather I want to stud your crowns with more gems while you at the same time are 
praying for more souls to come into the kingdom, and your prayers I will answer. We are a team, 
working together. The fruits will be far beyond your expectations. Much I keep hidden from you to 
safeguard humility." 
 
 
 
 

Message 29: These are the Reasons, why you can't hear Me 
 
 
March 28, 2015 - Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
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Clare began... Thank you Lord for holding me so tenderly and showing me the many faces I have 
adored You in...and melding them into this. 
 
Jesus answered... "My Bride, I didn't want you to feel alienated from Me, I truly am all those things to 
you, yes, indeed the pictures you have used capture unique facets of My person and I have no 
objection to you using them. I only want for you to be acquainted with My actual face so that you will 
in no way be shocked when you see Me." 
 
(Clare) Oh Sweet Lord, how kind you are to me. 
 
(Jesus) "Oh Sweet Bride, how I love you." 
 
(Clare) You certainly show it in so many ways, I am totally overwhelmed by Your gifts to us. Please 
comfort Ezekiel, please pull him out of the doldrums. Please? 
 
(Jesus) "My Love he is carrying a very heavy cross for Me right now. Shall I remove it from him?" 
 
(Clare) Well, no, perhaps if I explain that he will carry it with more confidence. 
 
(Jesus) "Perhaps. But he has offered himself to Me as a total sacrifice so many times, and I rejoice to 
share with him what I must endure on behalf of souls." 
 
(Clare) I thought you endured all that on the cross. 
 
(Jesus) "Sins, yes, but the dynamics of brewing situations, no. There is much tension in Heaven right 
now as well. We are all on the edge of our seats, so to speak. (Carol's vision) Waiting, waiting, 
waiting." 
 
(Clare) I thought you said last night, 'a date has been set.' ? 
 
(Jesus) "I did indeed, and that is what we are waiting on. You know how it feels to wait, however you 
have not nor will you ever know what waiting for this moment is like. It is like non other in history. It is 
horrendous. Waiting, waiting, waiting." 
 
(Clare) Can You tell me more? 
 
(Jesus) "No My Love, except that you are very close." 
 
(Clare) Close in time or close in thinking? 
 
(Jesus) "Both." 
 
(Clare) OK. 
 
(Jesus) "Listen to Me, dear one, hold up under the pressures of this life only just a little more, don't 
grow weary in well doing as you began to do today. I would say to you, you will receive your reward, 
but I know better, it is not for reward that you do this. You truly are a shepherdess, laying your life 
down day after day for the sheep. This is what I have always wanted for you." 
 
"There are many who wish to have this relationship with Me. I exclude no one, let that be made clear. 
My arms are wide open to all who seek Me...until they find Me. I am not an easy catch. I need to know 
how much I am wanted, I need to see a relentless bride searching hi and low for Me. Then, I shall 
surprise her with My presence. Most people give up way too easily, this is the majority of the 
problem." 
 
"Most people give in to the lies of the enemy, 'you're not worthy.' Nothing could be further from the 
truth, unless you want to say, 'Unless you are willing to seek Me until you find Me you are not worthy.' 
Now that would be correct." 
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"The other issue of purity is also major. Two facets: one is that the more stimulus you glean from the 
world, the less sensitive you are to My presence, My still small voice, My gentle breeze and embrace." 
 
"The other facet is uncleanliness. Feeding on the filth of the world makes a heart very soiled and unfit 
as a habitation. The house must be clean or at least committed to cleanliness." 
 
(Clare) Wow Lord. We needed to hear this! 
 
(Jesus) "I know. Oh how I love each and every one that is seeking Me. That is why I am here to 
explain the direction they need to take. You know the things that offend Me. Sin offends Me very 
much. Sin in clothing, or lack of it, sin in violence, crime, hatred, gossip, backbiting, jealousy, 
adulteries. Soap operas are the epitome of sin and extremely noxious to Me. Like your nose in fresh 
dog excrement noxious. I mean very, very bad. These things not only offend Me but also the 
Heavenly court, the angels and the saints. Yet in your world they are matter of fact part of every day 
life." 
 
"If My Bride wants to find Me, she must lay aside these things and purify her heart and mind from all 
forms of entertainment that portray sin. This means music, clothing, behavior, speech, murder 
mysteries, wars, things that portray sin in any form. I don't have a problem with biographies that show 
the progress of a soul coming to Me, that don't make entertainment out of their sin, but simply portray 
where they were. It is the scintillating entertainments that spoil the perception of the delicate and 
clean things, dulling the senses and offending Me greatly." 
 
"Understand, that I too must endure what you are watching and thinking about. I too am in that 
bedroom watching unspeakable filth, I too am at that murder scene with all its suffering, I too am 
present at that intrigue that will steal and ruin the lives of hundreds caused by greedy men. These 
things HURT Me. Please My Brides, do not watch these things in movies or TV they are SO hurtful to 
Me. Do not listen to music or look at magazines, billboards, pictures that depict suffering and sin." 
 
(Clare) Lord, I remember how you recoiled at some of the images I was going to use for the nuclear 
war video. 
 
(Jesus) "Oh Yes, horror of horrors, I created that soul, to see his very body on fire disturbs Me deeply. 
Remember I was there when that soul set fire to his body, I too felt the suffering, I had to work with his 
soul, determining his destination. No, No! Do not trouble Me with what you look at, listen to, think 
about. No. No. Do not put Me through that." 
 
"How can I embrace a Bride, when her mind is full of filth such as this? These things have half lives, 
they linger and linger and linger. Over and over again I must see these things as they are recalled to 
your memory." 
 
"Do you understand, "Blessed are the pure for they shall see God."? Do you now understand why so 
many cannot find Me in their prayers? Yes, seek Me until you find Me, but first, clean your house. 
Come to Me clean, create a throne room in your heart that is undefiled with the filth of this world. And 
I must say it is not only filth, but worldliness that is offensive to Me." 
 
"Carnal preoccupations with cooking, sewing, decorating, buying, selling, having this and having that. 
Wanting this and wanting that. Oh those idols are detestable to Me and when I find that kind of clutter 
in a heart, I want to run the other way. And when I see that a soul prefers that to My company, well 
My heart collapses in sadness. Oh how could you prefer these worthless idols to Me, how could you?" 
 
"I'm not talking about when you fall into a mood, or are deeply hurt and disappointed and you head for 
the Hagen-daas and a movie. Although keep the movie pure. I'm talking about making a conscious 
decision to forego time with Me for useless things. That's why I get so disappointed with you when 
you follow rabbit trails on the internet. What a waste of time. And you are getting much better My 
Love, not following news stories that bait your curiosity. Much better." 
 
"These are willful sins you do not recognize, 'Oh Lord cleanse me from my unknown sins.' When you 
get done surfing, you feel conviction, 'You know, I shouldn't have wasted all that time.' Your heart 
sinks a little knowing you've disappointed Me. Not only have you wasted time, you've also filled your 
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mind with unnecessary cares, then you speak them out to others and pass them around, so you not 
only affect yourself but others as well, giving them a bad example. Do you see what I see, now?" 
 
(Clare) Yes Lord, even for the first time, I am understanding why I feel a certain way after doing 
something that wasn't your perfect will. 
 
(Jesus) "Well, My Brides, I am not saying this to condemn you, do you understand that? I am 
answering your prayers, this is what I require of you, this is why you have such a hard time seeing 
and hearing Me. Work on this and I will bless you with visitations and consolations. I promise you." 
 
"Well, that's enough to chew on for tonight My dove. Thank you for responding to Me so readily, all 
the dear ones on your channel have been on My heart, and now we can all work together to fulfill your 
dreams and desires to be with Me." 
 
"I love you all dearly and tenderly. I am coming for you. Prepare yourselves." 
 
 
 
 

Message 30: Mark Virkler explains... How you can hear God's Voice! 
 
 
Discover four keys to consistent, powerful, life-giving conversations with God. 
 
I tossed and turned in bed, unable to fall asleep. The thought kept going through my mind: ―What if I 
died tonight? I'm not ready to go to heaven.‖ Since I could not shake the thought, I got up, went 
downstairs and waited for my parents to come home from their meeting. When they did, I announced 
that I wanted to get saved, and they took me straightway to the pastor's home where he explained the 
plan of salvation and led me in the sinner's prayer. I was 15 years old when I accepted Jesus Christ 
into my heart as my Lord and Savior. 
 
It was God's voice that was speaking to me that night, calling me into His kingdom. His voice came as 
a spontaneous thought inside my head. However, I didn't define this as the primary way God's voice is 
heard until I had completed a desperate 10 year search to hear Him clearly. 
 
Christianity is unique among religions, for it alone offers a personal relationship with the Creator 
beginning here and now, and lasting throughout eternity. Jesus declared, ―This is eternal life - that 
they may know God‖ (John 17:3). Unfortunately, many in the Church miss the great blessing of 
fellowship with our Lord because we have lost the ability to recognize His voice. Though John 10:27 
promises us that ―My sheep hear My voice,‖ too many believers are starved for that intimate 
relationship that alone can satisfy the desire of their hearts. 
 
I was one of those sheep who was unable to identify the voice of my Shepherd. I hungered for deeper 
spiritual intimacy with God, but I could not find it. Then on the eleventh year of my Christian life I had 
the spontaneous thought that ―I should take a year of my life and focus on learning to hear God's 
voice.‖ I decided to act on that thought and devote a year to focused effort, learning to hear His voice. 
Unbeknown to me, it was the Lord calling me to invest that time. 
 
That year the Lord revealed four simple keys, all found in Habakkuk 2:1-2, which unlocked the 
treasure of His voice. Using the four keys together allowed me to easily hear God's voice on a daily 
basis. It was the most transforming step I have taken in the 45 years of my Christian life! I would like 
to share them with you so you can try them and see if they do the same for you. 
 
1. Key: God's voice in your heart often sounds like a flow of spontaneous thoughts. 
 
Habakkuk knew the sound of God speaking to him (Habakkuk 2:2). Elijah described it as a still, small 
voice (1 Kings 19:12). I had always listened for an inner audible voice, and God does speak that way 
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at times. However, I have found that usually, God's voice comes as spontaneous thoughts, or flowing 
thoughts. 
 
For example, haven't you ever been driving down the road and had a thought come to you to pray for 
a certain person? Didn't you believe it was God telling you to pray? What did God's voice sound like? 
Was it an audible voice, or was it a spontaneous thought that lit upon your mind? 
 
Experience indicates that we perceive spirit-level communication as spontaneous thoughts, 
impressions and visions, and Scripture confirms this in many ways. For example, one definition of 
paga, a Hebrew word for intercession, is ―a chance encounter or an accidental intersecting.‖ When 
God lays people on our hearts, He does it through paga, a chance-encounter thought ―accidentally‖ 
intersecting our minds. We consider it chance encounter in that we didn't reason it up, however it is 
purposeful, because God sent it to us. 
 
Therefore, when you want to hear God's voice, you tune to chance-encounter, spontaneous or flowing 
thoughts. Even satan's thoughts come to us as spontaneous thoughts, which is why we are 
commanded to ―take every thought captive‖ (2 Corinthians 10:5). I am sure all of us have experienced 
spontaneous evil thoughts coming to us, even attacking right in the middle of our prayer and worship 
times. So I conclude that analytical thoughts are mine, spontaneous good thoughts come from the 
Holy Spirit, and spontaneous evil thoughts come from evil spirits. 
 
God's thoughts line up with Scripture and with His various names: Comforter, Counselor, Teacher, 
Giver of Life, Healer and Deliverer. His thoughts edify, exhort, and comfort. They are pure, peaceable, 
gentle, reasonable, full of mercy and good fruits, unwavering (James 3:17). 
 
Satan's thoughts line up with his various names: accuser, adversary, thief who comes to kill, steal and 
destroy. His thoughts condemn and bring despair, rejection, fear, doubt, unbelief and in general, 
misery. Satan's thoughts bring jealousy and selfish ambition (James 3:14,15). 
 
2. Key: Become still so you can sense God's flow of thoughts. 
 
Habakkuk said, ―I will stand on my guard post...‖ (Habakkuk 2:1). Habakkuk knew that to hear God's 
quiet, inner, spontaneous thoughts, he had to first go to a quiet place and still his own thoughts and 
emotions. Psalm 62:5 encourages us to silence our souls before God. There is a deep inner knowing 
(spontaneous flow) in our spirits that each of us can experience when we quiet our flesh and our 
minds. If we are not still, we will sense only our own thoughts. 
 
Loving God through a quiet worship song is one very effective way to become still. (2 Kings 3:15.) 
After I worship and become silent within, I open myself for that spontaneous flow. If thoughts come of 
things I have forgotten to do, I write them down so I can do them later. If thoughts of guilt or 
unworthiness come, I repent thoroughly, receive the washing of the blood of the Lamb, putting on His 
robe of righteousness, seeing myself spotless before God (Isaiah 61:10; Colossians 1:22). 
 
Clear focus provides the purest flow: To receive the pure word of God, it is very important that my 
heart be properly focused as I become still because the intuitive flow comes out of the vision being 
held before one's eyes. If I fix my eyes upon Jesus, the intuitive flow is pure and comes from Jesus. 
But if I fix my gaze upon some desire of my heart, the intuitive flow is affected by that desire. To have 
a pure flow I must become still and carefully fix my eyes upon Jesus (Hebrews 12:2). 
 
Again, quietly worshiping the King, and receiving out of the stillness that follows quite easily 
accomplishes this. Beginning my prayer time as Jesus taught us to pray is expedient: ―Our Father 
Who art in heaven, hallowed be Thy name...‖ Jesus taught us to begin prayer by lifting our eyes up to 
our Father and beholding Him. We don't start prayer with our issues. We start our prayer by gazing 
upon Him! 
 
3. Key: Fix your eyes upon Jesus and ask to receive visions. 
 
Habakkuk said, ―I will keep watch to see,‖ (Habakkuk 2:1-2). Habakkuk was actually looking for a 
vision as he prayed. Since I believe the Bible is meant to be lived, I decided that I, too, would begin 
looking with the eyes of my heart into the Spirit world to see what I could see. 
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Do what King David did! A good way to begin using the eyes of your heart is by doing what King 
David did: ―For David says of Him, 'I SAW THE LORD ALWAYS IN MY PRESENCE; FOR HE IS AT 
MY RIGHT HAND, SO THAT I WILL NOT BE SHAKEN‖ (Acts 2:25 NASB). The original Psalm makes 
it clear that this was a decision of David's, not a constant supernatural visitation: ―I have set (literally, I 
have placed) the Lord continually before me; because He is at my right hand, I will not be shaken‖ 
(Psalm 16:8). 
 
Because David knew that the Lord was always with him, he determined in his spirit to see that truth 
with the eyes of his heart as he went through life, knowing that this would keep his faith strong. 
 
We say, ―A picture is worth 1000 words.‖ I believe that is because pictures are the language of the 
heart. We notice that Jesus used pictures constantly as He taught (Matthew 13:34). When I use 
pictures in my prayer time, fixing my eyes on Jesus, I am speaking the language of my heart and that 
moves me quickly into heart/spirit realities getting me beyond my mind. 
 
Use godly imagination: So I choose to do what King David did and I develop ―godly imagination,‖ 
which I define as ―picturing things God says are so.‖ Obviously if I am picturing that Jesus is NOT with 
me, that would be picturing a lie, which is unwise. 
 
I can't imagine any reason I would want to picture unscriptural things. So I see Jesus at my right hand, 
always. I add to this Paul's prayer for God to enlighten the eyes of my heart (Ephesians 1:17-18). 
Then I tune to the flow of the Holy Spirit, and He brings the scene alive. I find I can step from these 
godly imaginations, into a divine vision. 
 
It is amazing, simple and child-like! Of course it would need to be, as we are told that to enter the 
kingdom we must become as little children. My 6-year-old granddaughter can do this and she shares 
with me her journaling and the visions of the angels standing on both sides of her protecting her and 
watching over her. You will find your young children can do these four keys easier than you can! Try it 
with them and see. 
 
From Genesis to Revelation God gave dreams and visions, and He specifically said that in the last 
days He would pour out His Spirit and we would see dreams and visions (Acts 2:1-4, 17). 
We must look if we want to see! Daniel saw a vision in his mind and said, ―I was looking...I kept 
looking...I kept looking‖ (Daniel 7:2,9,13). 
 
So I needed to repent for not looking, and begin presenting the eyes of my heart to the Lord, and 
looking. As I pray, I look for Jesus, and I watch and listen as He speaks to me, doing and saying the 
things that are on His heart. Many Christians will find that if they will only look, they will see flowing 
pictures, in the same way they receive flowing thoughts. 
 
Jesus is Emmanuel, God with us (Matthew 1:23). It is as simple as that. You can see Christ present 
with you because Christ is present with you. In fact, the vision may come so easily that you will be 
tempted to reject it, thinking that it is just you. But if you persist in recording these flowing pictures, 
your doubt will soon be overcome by faith as you recognize that the content of them could only be 
birthed by Almighty God. 
 
A lifestyle: Jesus demonstrated the ability of living out of constant contact with God, declaring that He 
did nothing on His own initiative, but only what He saw the Father doing, and heard the Father saying 
(John 5:19,20,30). What an incredible way to live! 
 
Is it possible for you to live out of divine initiative as Jesus did? Yes! It is called ―abiding in Christ‖ 
(John 15). Fix your eyes upon Jesus. The veil has been torn, giving access into the immediate 
presence of God, and He calls you to draw near (Luke 23:45; Hebrews 10:19-22). ―I pray that the 
eyes of your heart will be enlightened‖ and you will see His visions. They are His gift to you, freely 
given (Acts 2:17). 
 
4. Key: Journaling, the writing out of your prayers and God's answers, brings great freedom in hearing 
God's voice. 
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God told Habakkuk to record the vision (Habakkuk 2:2). This was not an isolated command. The 
Scriptures record many examples of individual's prayers and God's replies (e.g. the Psalms, many of 
the prophets, Revelation). 
 
I call the process ―two-way journaling,‖ and I have found it to be a fabulous catalyst for clearly 
discerning God's inner, spontaneous flow, because as I journal I am able to write in faith for long 
periods of time, simply believing it is God. I know that what I believe I have received from God must 
be tested. 
 
However, testing involves doubt and doubt blocks divine communication, so I do not want to test while 
I am trying to receive (Hebrews 11:6). With journaling, I can receive in faith, knowing that when the 
flow has ended I can test and examine it carefully, making sure that it lines up with Scripture (1 
Thessalonians 5:21). 
 
Remove doubt: Doubt may hinder you at first, but throw it off, reminding yourself that recording God's 
words and visions is a biblical concept, and that God is present, speaking to His children. In the Bible, 
satan is constantly casting doubt by saying, ―Did God really tell you...?‖ (Gen. 3:1 GNB). 
 
Learn to relax! When we cease our labors and enter His rest, God is free to flow (Heb. 4:10). Sit back 
comfortably, take out your pen and paper (or computer or iPad), smile, and turn your attention toward 
the Lord in praise and worship, seeking His face. Write down, ―Good morning, Lord! I love You. 
 
What do You want to say to me?‖ Then become still, fixing your gaze on Jesus. You will suddenly 
have a very good thought. Don't doubt it; simply write it down. Later, as you read over your journaling, 
you will be blessed to discover that the content is amazing and that you are indeed dialoguing with 
God! 
 
Hear God through illumined Scripture: Knowing God through the Bible is a vital foundation to hearing 
His voice in your heart, so you must have a solid commitment to knowing and obeying God's written 
Word. We are commanded to meditate on Scriptures (Josh. 1:8). As we pray over Scripture, we find 
verses leap off the page and hit us between the eyes. This is another very powerful way that God 
speaks to us. Regular scriptural meditation is commanded by God and is a must for the effective 
Christian life. 
 
Utilize spiritual advisors: It is also very important for your growth and safety that you be related to 
solid, spiritual counselors. All major directional moves that come through journaling should be 
confirmed by your counselors before you act upon them. The Bible says in the mouth of two or three 
witnesses every fact is to be established (2 Cor. 13:1). Also, in the multitude of counselors, there is 
safety (Prov. 15:22). So make sure you walk in meekness and seek out and receive input from your 
spiritual advisors. This step must not be skipped! 
 
The four keys appear again in Revelation: John used the same four keys that Habakkuk did. In 
Revelation 1:9-11 we find he was in the spirit (stillness), he heard a voice behind him (tuned to 
spontaneity), saying, ―Write in a book (journaling), what you see (vision).‖ So in both Old and New 
Testaments we find the same four keys being used to receive God's voice. Don't worry about the 
order of the keys. Just make sure you are using all four keys. 
 
As a PACKAGE these four keys work (Stop! Look! Listen! Write!): They get the job done! People 
hear. We guarantee that if you will use these four keys together, they will work for you and you will 
hear God's voice. Try them as a bundle, and see how they work for you. We have free downloadable 
music you can listen to as you journal. It is available at cwgministries.org/galilee. 
 
The first part of the recording takes you for a visionary walk with Jesus along the Sea of Galilee, and 
guides you into using all four keys together. We encourage you to give it a try! May you be restored to 
taking walks with the Lord in the garden in the cool of the day. May you experience the fullness of a 
personal relationship with our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ. May communion with God be deepened 
in your life, and may His healing and creative rays fill you through and through. 
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Message 31: I prepare you for this Celestial Event... You are very close! 
 
 
March 29, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Clare began… As I came to sit before the Lord, He overtook me from the very first second. He was 
wearing a white tuxedo with a white carnation and His face! It was stunningly clear. When I saw it in 
detail He laughed in joy. Oh, a wave of elation swept over my whole being and nearly lifted me off the 
floor. We were dancing and it was obvious this was our wedding reception. 
 
We were dancing to ‗Praise Him‘ and He was singing to me as I was singing to Him. His eyes locked 
on mind with such gentleness and profound affection, His love for me was unmistakable, and mine for 
Him? Well, I could barely stand so weak were my knees at those moments. The last two days I‘ve 
been feeling a reticence that perhaps the Rapture is not as soon as I was anticipating. I said… 'Lord 
am I getting cold feet?' And He answered… 
 
(Jesus) ―No. Not cold feet, cautious feet. Yes, the Rapture is here. I want you to let go of the Earth 
and all the expectations you have had. All will be fulfilled in My time, perfect time. But now, there will 
be an interval of glory for you and for all My Brides. I am taking you to myself Clare, we are to be wed 
right before the very throne of the Father, forever, I am taking you into My house, to live and abound 
with Me.‖ 
 
―And I will take you to the celestial landscape, to learn the secrets of how I have put things together – 
things that fascinated you from childhood, I shall answer. To dance between the comets and stars. To 
dance beneath the play of lights in Nebula‘s, among the stars singing their praises to Me. All this and 
more is yours My Dove.‖ 
 
(Clare) Then as the music continued I saw us processing up to the altar of a brilliant white Cathedral 
as Jesus took my hand and placed it upon His arm and He presented me to the Father, saying ‗I wish 
to take this woman for My Wife.‘ 
 
And after our vows He kissed me, a very pure and tender kiss and we turned and processed down the 
aisle with confetti, rice and doves flying through the air until we were in an open white limousine 
waving to people as we were driven to the palace. There we walked up the long spiral staircase and 
into our room. 
 
As we began to relax he took my hand and the ceiling disappeared and we were flying up into space, 
or should I say just rising vertically, ever so gently. Soon we were exploring the glories of the lights in 
space, a blend of colors so delicate and yet shades blending into shades, iridescent, pastels. As we 
were just floating along, upright, Jesus put His hand out and caught a comet and handed it to me – it 
was only the size of a softball but on fire with sparkles emanating from it. 
 
When I let go of it, it continued on its way. Amazing, playing catch with comets! Still the music was 
playing and I was in such a mood that I wanted to dance, but there was no dance floor. Then I thought 
‗oh, what fun to ice skate between the galaxies and nebulas‘ and suddenly ice was before us and we 
were skating between planets and moons and nebula so freely. Oh, I have never imagined such a 
magical thing in my life! 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, I am getting you ready to take you home and you shall prepare also My brides for this 
celestial event. And their joy and expectations will soar, knowing the joys I have in store for them. And 
this immense joy you are feeling in your belly is but a precursor of the glory that will soon be yours. 
Oh Yes, your toes wiggle in joy, your whole being expands with the very thought of what is to be.‖ 
 
―And yes, we will sing a duet, as you sing to Me and I sing to you and our voices blend in perfect 
harmony, the perfection only God can create. Yes, you are My Bride, and I am so excited for that day! 
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I can hardly contain Myself for the fulfillment of the kingdom of Heaven, and you shall be lifted in 
divine ecstasy and how we will all ecstatically rejoice!‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh Lord, it is beyond fairy tale, beyond anything anyone could ever imagine. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes. I know.‖ 
 
(Clare) He kissed me and I disappeared into His heart and He smiled… 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, forever Mine for eternity.‖ 
 
―Well, I wanted you to know, you are very close, we are very close or I would not be revealing these 
things to you. So hang on, hold on, don‘t push it back to the fall, stay right here in the present time 
where you are.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 32: Wedding & Palace... Clare’s Experience in Heaven 
 
 
January 2, 2007 – Experiences in Heaven from Clare & Ezekiel du Bois 
From the EBook 'Chronicles of the Bride' 
 
Transported during prayer, I found myself in a castle courtyard on a cloudy day, surrounded by Irish 
Christians from the sixth century. I recognized them from familiar Celtic icons. Ita brought me a fine 
bay horse fully saddled and helped me astride. 
 
I turned briskly and rode out of the castle walls, into an ancient oak forest at a full canter, having no 
idea where I was going, just knowing I must go. The medieval lane was densely overgrown and 
foreboding on either side, yet I told myself... 'This is no time for fear. Just keep riding.' 
 
After a very short while, I arrived at a clearing with yet another castle, the draw bridge was down, and 
before I knew it my mount passed without hesitation, over the bridge and inside the walls where she 
came to a halt. As I looked for some sign of life, the drawbridge mysteriously went up and its massive 
doors closed behind me. 
 
Strangely, I felt safe even though the courtyard and balconies were completely deserted. I 
dismounted and began to explore a lengthy stone corridor ending at two massive doors. Without 
hesitation I opened one and stepped into a small Gothic chapel with graceful pillars supporting 
filigreed arches. High above the altar was a spectacular rosette window, showering gently diffused 
colors all throughout the lofty chamber. 
 
There was not a soul in the whole place. It seemed like a secret chapel in a fairy tale land. I 
wondered... 'Why am I here?' Before I could even consider the answer, the rosette window exploded 
with color and the Lord Jesus descended into the room amidst a golden shaft of light. 
 
He was dressed in a festive white bridal garment and stood in the front of the church as if waiting for 
His Bride. A wave of sweetness rushed into me when our eyes met and I realized it was our wedding 
day, and He was waiting for me. 
 
In the next moment, I was taken out of my body looking down on this whole scene from the choir loft 
high in the back of the church. I saw myself standing in the very center of the church, dressed in an 
exquisite wedding gown adorned with pearlescent folded dove wings from the back of my neck to my 
waist, and from there down shimmery white satin embroidered with pearls sweeping three feet on 
either side onto the marble floor. 
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A glorious rosette of angels surrounded me, they were plaiting my hair with pearls and working 
beneath my veil to put the finishing touches in my hair, preparing me for my Heavenly Spouse. 
 
Finally they were finished and an angel stepped forward, after a moment‘s consideration I realized... 
'You are my guardian angel…' I had never seen him with such clarity before. He was tall, light haired 
and had a bearing of stately dignity, formidable power, yet emanating a gentleness wrapped in a soft 
platinum light. 
 
He took one last look at me, his sparkling eyes betraying a hint of bittersweet joy. This was his last 
day with me, the day we had all been waiting for, the day he would deliver me safe and sound to my 
heavenly spouse, his assignment successfully accomplished. 
 
A lightening swift thought pierced my heart... 'How can I thank you my angel? How can I ever thank 
you for faithfully standing by me and rarely getting an acknowledgment from me? How can I ever…?' 
 
He kissed my cheek and lifted my arm onto his as we processed up the isle to Jesus who was 
beaming with anticipation. It was a fairy tale wedding beyond my comprehension. It was as if my own 
actions were completely suspended and I was riding an invisible escalator moving me along to the 
inevitable destiny of joy I had looked forward to all my Christian life. 
 
As I stood before the Lord, the love of my life, the One who had forgiven me failure after failure, the 
One who never tired of giving me another chance, the one who upheld me and had to live with my 
darkest side. As I stood before Him, that old life disappeared like a muddy river flowing into a pristine 
ocean of mercy, completely cleansing it of every impurity. 
 
He took a golden ring with three sparkling marquis diamonds and placed it on my finger saying... 
"With this ring, I thee wed" and He kissed me tenderly. Then, grasping my right hand, we began to lift 
off the cathedral floor into the air until we had ascended through the rosette window heavenward. I felt 
enveloped in a sacred wonder that carried me aloft with the spouse of my immortal soul. 
 
We arrived at a palace that appeared to be one giant room open at the entrance, with a grand 
fountain that sprayed delicate curtains of water high into the air, reminiscent of the childhood wonder I 
experienced visiting Buckingham Fountain, in Chicago. Inside the floors were polished marble and the 
roof was domed and open in the center, letting in a gentle diffused light. 
 
There was no darkness or shadow anywhere, just bright soft light. The interior was perhaps one 
hundred feet deep and sixty feet wide, with seven grand waterfalls almost reaching the ceiling. There 
were three on the left and three on the right approximately twenty-five feet wide that had rock 
outcroppings with spruce trees, various ferns and flowers in between them. 
 
At the end of the room stood a massive fifty foot wide waterfall but in spite of the volume of flowing 
water, it was quiet enough to hear the echoing dove wings as they passed joyfully back and forth. I 
sensed that all of this water flowed from beneath the throne of God the Father and were the 
headwaters of the River of Life. 
 
My right arm was on the Lord‘s left as He walked with me and I could see my long and ornately 
pearled bridal train as it swept across the floor. A golden eagle descended from a rocky crag above 
the first waterfall and landed on my left arm, his talons gently gripping like human fingers. He was 
radiant as burnished bronze, intensely focused and regal as a warrior in battle, yet completely at ease 
on my arm. 
 
I sensed he had a special significance, and wondered what it was. Jesus brought me to the first 
waterfall on the left side. A reclining white willow love seat, woven with hearts was waiting invitingly 
for us. We sat there together appreciating this architectural wonder. I could hardly believe my eyes as 
the pearlescent water danced and flashed lovely iridescent peacock shades, my very favorites. 
 
Magnificent to behold were cascades of water tumbling down, some in gentle sprays, some with great 
volume. Lavender, aquamarine, periwinkle blue, delicate rose and satiny white ribbons of color 
gracefully flowed through the water. Doves flew back and forth, their wings echoing throughout this 
place of wonder. 
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The Lord turned and looked deeply into my eyes... "All of this is yours." 
 
Not being able to control my thoughts, I said... 'But I have not yet overcome.' 
 
He replied... "I have overcome for you. All of this is for you." 
 
…there is now no condemnation for those who are in Christ Jesus, because through Christ Jesus the 
law of the Spirit of life set me free from the law of sin and death… 
 
He who has begun a good work in me, has completed it. 
 
 
 
 

Message 33: Ezekiel's Experience with Jesus... The Palace in Heaven  
 
 
January 7, 2007 – Ebook 'Chronicles of the Bride' - heartdwellers.org 
 
Tonight Lord, as usual you have asked for me to come aside with You, to an out of the way place 
where we can be together for a while. As soon as I understood this, I found myself standing on a 
sandy peninsula at the edge of a small river. 
 
It seems to be somewhere in Egypt, as there are papyrus reeds along the bank, and I can see a few 
village people in traditional Egyptian garments, working to spread out their nets on the opposite shore. 
Beside me is a long rough hewn boat with push poles lying neatly tucked into the barque and resting 
across the wooden seats. 
 
I look up, and The Lord is standing by the front of the boat, winding up the rope and preparing to push 
out into the water. I reach down to help guide it into the river, and stepping into the current, I pull 
myself up and into the back. The water is amazingly multicolored, sparkling with prism rainbow colors 
throughout, and it is wonderfully warm, yet different in the fact that it does not feel like earthly water. 
 
It has a nice soft refreshing sensation, yet once out, I am comfortable and moist, but not dripping wet. 
It is a balmy sunny day here, and white egrets are walking carefully along the water‘s edge, picking up 
their long stilts with black feet, and eyeing with great deftness the shallows for their midday meal. 
However, when they come up, it is not fish that they have caught, but the leaves of some tender 
underwater plants. 
 
I remember the Scriptures saying, ―The lion will eat hay like the ox.‖, and recall to mind that there is 
no killing or death at all in Heaven. Jesus poles us forward and positions us more toward the center of 
the flowing current, and I am awed by the sight of two adult hippopotamus lumbering along just 
ahead. 
 
Close in tow is a precious baby calf, happily bouncing to keep up with its parents. They open wide 
their mouths in a gapping yawn, moving their heads up and down to us as we pass them by. My heart 
and mind are already racing with excitement, having seen these two sets of residents so closely 
together. 
 
―I told you that this would be a special place, didn‘t I?‖ Jesus says, resting the pole across his lap for a 
moment. 
 
‗O Lord, do You ever cease to amaze me?‘, I respond, meeting Jesus‘ loving gaze with my own. 
‗When I see You look at me like this, my heart begins to beat loudly within my chest, and I am sure 
that all in heaven and earth can hear and feel it.‘ 
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‗Beloved, I feel as if my whole being is aflame with the most amorous passion for You. I just want to 
throw myself into Your Arms this instant!‘ I said, leaning forward to come to You. 
 
Jesus says… ―Whoa, whoa My Bride! You are surely going to turn us over right here in the middle of 
the river! Is that what you want?‖ 
 
Without hesitation I shout, ‗Yes!‘ I leap toward Him, and the boat capsizes immediately. Here we are, 
laughing and rolling like two little children, immersed in this celestial water, and overjoyed to be in 
each other‘s arms. As the rivers here are typically shallow, I stand up on the sandy bottom as do you, 
and we fling ourselves forward simultaneously, stretching out our arms and hands to catch the 
longboat, which now is beyond us in the current. 
 
Jesus swims ahead quickly and catches hold of the rope, and I catch up to Him just in time to catch 
the side and climb back in. After He helps me get my legs over, He jumps up out of the water, and 
joyfully swings His own up, turning to land back in His seat. 
 
―That was quite a hug!‖ Jesus blurts out, still shaking the sparkling water off of His face. 
 
―Yes, I know…. let‘s do it again!‖ I giggle. He feigns as if to tip the boat over again, and then catch the 
sides, steadying it soundly with a hearty laugh. We are still breathing heavily from the escapade, and 
once again we are looking into one another‘s eyes, and I sigh deeply with otherworldly delight. 
 
I cannot believe that I am truly here, looking into the eyes of my Beloved, and I am captured all the 
more by the beating of His heart, which by this time is radiating out and into my own. 
 
Sensing that He is filled with anticipation, knowing what lies ahead for me, I come back to myself 
somewhat, picking up the sturdy pole to push alongside the boat, but I am still fully floating in the 
breezes of love. 
 
Jesus looks so majestic, as He sits high and erect in the bow, pushing along to keep us moving 
forward. Up in the distance, slightly rounding a curve I see a bamboo dock jutting out into the river. It 
is still a bit upriver, but You begin to push with even greater vigor. 
 
Your enthusiasm causes me to push with greater determination, and I seem to know instinctively that 
we are coming closer toward the reason for our voyage. 
 
Now people from every direction are running along the shores, waving their hands in the air and 
cheering to us with gleeful celebration. As we approach the pier, I can see that what awaits us is 
much grander than anything I had before imagined. Towering high above the wide steps that lead up 
from the river, is the most beautiful palace I have ever seen. Twelve Royal Guards are stationed 
across from one another, ascending the marble stairs leading upward. 
 
I feel a bit embarrassed at the thought of not having dressed properly for such an occasion, and 
looking down, I am stunned to see that we have been totally transformed. We are no longer mussed 
and tousled from our earlier play, but are both dressed exquisitely in the most regal wedding 
garments. With beauty and splendor we disembark, and are escorted along the pier and upward by 
the guards. Reaching the top, I am speechless at the sight before me. 
 
Straight ahead is a huge open air entryway. Thru the large curved opening is a royal hall, with 
rounded walls reaching up to a massive rotunda. Cascading down from high balconies are natural 
waterfalls, making their way down the walls covered with rock faces and ferns, ivy and other lush 
greenery. 
 
The whole place has been transformed into one big indoor jungle. Toucans and Macaws glide 
gracefully down from their perches, mingling with other exotic birds of every kind. An occasional 
Chameleon will allow himself to be detected, while small groups of lemurs call to each other from the 
vines, announcing the arrival of the King and his Bride. 
 
Jesus takes my arm, and bring my attention to a sweeping white staircase off to our left. Up and up 
we are taken, as if being carried on the fragrant air until we reach the top balcony. As He guides me 
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forward, I feel as light as a feather holding Your hand. Now, here in front of us is a curtain opening up 
into the foyer of a master drawing room. Once inside, I can smell the wondrous scent of eucalyptus 
trees. 
 
To one side is a luxurious couch with fine silk pillows. To the opposite side is a large bureau and 
wardrobe. Oriental chairs made of teakwood are placed about the room, and soft wispy curtains hang 
down from a double doorway, which opens out onto a wide outdoor veranda. We proceed out through 
the doors, and seat ourselves at a small white table. Obviously our arrival was expected, for here 
before us is set a very nice brunch. 
 
Melons and guavas, complete with sweetbreads and eggs, salads and teas, are among the many 
delectable refreshments. Also yogurts and grains, with fresh cream and milk adorn the presentation, 
nestled among orchids, magnolias, fragrant gardenias and jasmine flowers. Nothing could be so 
perfect as this glorious reception, and no one could ever be so absolutely smitten, as I am here 
sharing these nuptial delights with Him. 
 
 
 
 

Message 34: Confusion, Anxiety, Lies & Attacks against the Faith  
 
 
March 30, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Tonight in prayer the Lord was on the cross, one mass of bloody flesh. I was beside Him like 
being on the cross on His left. He is always on my right. After a very long time He was standing on the 
ground and I was in His arms. Both of us were wearing crowns of thorns, and He was sobbing. 
 
Jesus began... ―Bitter, bitter, bitter, what I must do, is so bitter. Oh comfort Me, Clare, I really needed 
you to stay with Me today.‖ 
 
(Clare) I am so sorry Lord, please help me be more obedient. 
 
(Jesus) ―Well, you are here now, and I am glad – stay with Me. Don‘t let Me out of your sight, 
especially now.‖ 
 
―As the time grows nearer there will be more and more attacks against faith and hope and attacks will 
get more vicious. The lie about tongues was only a murmur compared to what Satan has prepared to 
unleash. The attacks against faith will be ferocious. I want you all to prepare to stand. Insist that your 
God is right, stand by Me.‖ 
 
―By that I mean to nail all attacks to the wall of lies and do not allow them to linger in your minds. Do 
not entertain them, put them to flight with Scripture... No weapon formed against you shall prosper, 
and every tongue which rises against you in judgment, you shall condemn. This is the heritage of the 
servants of the Lord, and their righteousness is from Me... Says the Lord.‖ (Isaiah 54:17) 
 
―DEFEND My honor My Brides, defend Me before the accuser. I have told you what will take place, I 
have told you I am taking you to Myself. The enemy will make one last series of attempts to make you 
fall into unbelief and despair that he may snatch your soul away from Me.‖ 
 
―In no way are you to believe anything that causes doubt, fear, calumny of Me or My vessels unto 
honor. It is in moments of extreme fear and confusion that the enemy takes advantage and tries to 
destroy your faith. When you feel these things you are dealing with a demon. I know how hard it is for 
you to detach yourself from the emotional state you are in and call down the oppressor. That is why I 
am warning you, that is why I am telling you, call on Me for help, do not try to fight these things alone, 
they can overpower you, that is why you must call on Me.‖ 
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―Defend My honor, hold fast to what you have discerned to be true, don‘t let the enemy pry you loose 
from what you already know to be true, don‘t listen to clever arguments and reason with him, when 
you feel the reality I have given you threatened, raise a standard and fight. Do not allow it to sink into 
your heart and mind.‖ 
 
―We are in a war here, and this is his last chance to take captives. Forewarned is forearmed. Pray 
frequently... 'Lord, deliver us from evil.' 
 
―Any disturbance of peace and joy is the work of a demon. When you feel fear, stop. Use My word 
and destroy that lie. Fear, anxiety, insecurity, doubt, panic, all of these are weapons of warfare used 
to disable and destroy you. Doubt, Fear and Confusion, are signs of demonic intervention. Take up 
your sword and destroy them, before they get a stronger foot hold.‖ 
 
―They will try, but when they come at you from one direction, I will help you fight them off in seven 
directions, I will scatter them and put them on the run, but I need your cooperation.‖ 
 
―Clare, try to rest in Me, try to acknowledge that I am indeed speaking to you. Please, this is so 
important, don‘t allow your mind to drift, not even for a moment. OK?‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, I started to waver while I was listening to Him. I said... 'Help me, Lord'. 
 
(Jesus) ―I will, I am. This message is so important to preserve peace, you can already see how the 
enemy has been at work trying to undo the good that we have done together. Trying to steal joy, plant 
rumors, denigrate you and all the prophets I have given wisdom of these hours to. You mustn‘t let 
them succeed, defend Me and My honor. My faithfulness, My commitment to My Bride to bring her 
joyfully, whole and happy into My kingdom.‖ 
 
(Clare) I think we should exclaim... 'Jesus, I trust in You'. 
 
(Jesus) ―These things have already sullied My last message to you. By the affects you can see that 
you are under attack, My Brides. When you feel any disquiet in your spirit, you are under attack. Do 
not let the enemy get away with robbing your joy, your peace; take up the sword and do battle. This 
interval will not last long, but it will be intense. Forewarned is forearmed.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord? (I didn‘t speak the question, but He answered it.) 
 
(Jesus) ―Have I not told you I would protect communications?‖ 
 
(Clare) But they say that an EMP attack the first line of offense before any other move? (Electro 
Magnetic Pulse attack to knock out all communication electronically, internet, computers, etc.) 
 
(Jesus) ―What they say and what I can do, well, My Love there is no comparison. I am above their 
ways and I intend to use the internet to connect my children until the very last moment. Yes, there will 
be power outages and that will affect communications, but I am not allowing it to go down completely. 
It will only be temporary. Can‘t you trust Me Clare? See, there goes your pride again. You can‘t 
defend it so you don‘t accept it. Shame on you.‖ 
 
(Clare) I‘m sorry. Just trying to be sure the enemy hasn‘t gotten in here. 
 
(Jesus) ―Well, I commend you for that, but I see more than that, some of it is really your human 
reasoning. But I love you. I‘m not abandoning you even when you call your God into question. In 
essence, you are saying, ‗Are You sure Lord? I mean that‘s the first thing they take out, it‘s hard to 
believe that they won‘t do that. Are You sure?‘ Do you see how utterly ridiculous your reasoning‘s 
are?‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, Lord. Guilty as charged. I‘m sorry, please help me. 
 
(Jesus) ―Isn‘t that what I‘m doing right now?‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, but I mean, when it first begins to manifest, please, remind me of my pride. Please? 
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(Jesus) ―Yes. I will. But were I to remind you of your pride every time your pride comes up, well, We‘d 
hardly get anything done. Would we?‖ 
 
(Clare) If you say so, Jesus… 
 
(Jesus) ―I do say so. Come on now, let‘s have a little laugh. I love to play with you and say the 
unexpected, it‘s just fun to see you work it out in your mind. Besides, what I am working out in your 
mind is in the mind of those who listen to you anyway, so they can see what is affecting their faith as 
well.‖ 
 
(Clare) You mean I‘m not alone in this? 
 
(Jesus) ―Do monkeys swing in trees?‖ 
 
(Clare) I think that‘s about all they ever do. 
 
(Jesus) ―Right. I‘ve been dealing with Israel for how many hundreds of years, and still they are an 
obstinate unbelieving people, so I know a thing or two about human nature, wouldn‘t you say? Ok 
now, let‘s move on.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh thank you Lord, this was getting a bit embarrassing. 
 
(Jesus) ―My love, your faults are common to all mankind, and did I not tell you before, I looked about 
for the least qualified candidate to serve Me in this capacity and I found you. Now what‘s to be 
embarrassed about? Do you see how singularly special you are?‖ 
 
(Clare) Thank you Lord. Yes, I am indeed blessed by my singularity. 
 
(Jesus) ―Don‘t think for one moment that I love you any less for it. In fact, it endears Me to you, and all 
My Brides who see their littleness. This is the robe of humility Rick Joyner talks about. And Paul as 
well when he talks about boasting in his weaknesses. It is a mark of predestination to be so empty, 
poor and frail that in order to succeed you must have My Grace. In Heaven it is a great distinction. I 
wish that all My Brides would see things that way.‖ 
 
―It would close a major door of attack against you. You see, the enemy is always downgrading and 
lying, ‗You are so stupid, what do you know, who do you think you are? God speak to you - you‘ve got 
to be kidding. You‘re a failure, you‘ll never amount to anything.‘ Then he loves to stir you to sin 
through jealousy, ‗Look at so and so over there. Now they are something, they are brilliant and 
qualified, but you? You‘ll never amount to anything. Everything you believe is a lie anyway. You‘ll 
see.‘ 
 
―So My Brides, do you see how wide open this door of insecurity is? Do you want to shut it? Say... 
'Yes, all of that is true, but I can do all things through Christ Jesus who strengthens me!' End of 
argument, shut those voices down! And 'My God is faithful to protect and instruct me'.‖ 
 
―Now if the voice tries to slander My Character, I do expect you to defend Me, dear ones. Rise up and 
defend My honor. How blessed I am when you shut them down that way! You see, I‘m giving you a 
few lessons in fighting off the attacks the oppressor has planned against you. Please pay closer 
attention.‖ 
 
―My Bride has something to say to you, don‘t you Clare?‖ 
 
(Clare) Hmmh? 
 
(Jesus) ―What did you tell Me earlier?‖ 
 
(Clare) I forgot. 
 
(Jesus) ―About lots of teachers and voices?‖ 
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(Clare) Right. We‘ve been getting letters galore from Brides who have been badly shaken by lies that 
cause them to believe they will not be raptured. I guess what I want to say guys is, Be Careful! I know 
how strong curiosity is, you‘re listening to someone who has that vice in spades…but Jesus is 
bringing it under control. 
 
We all want reassurances that God is Good and we‘re going to be taken. We all want to know that it‘s 
coming right now! We all want reassurance about so many things pertaining to the Rapture. But this 
can lead to spiritual indigestion and confusion. When you listen to a lot of people you have to sort out 
all the things they say. 
 
Sometimes we search out of insecurity, and the Lord has told me more than once, when your spirit 
bears witness that you‘ve been given the truth, and it is anointed, don‘t continue to search. This is a 
sign of weak faith and unbelief. Rather meditate on what you‘ve been given, hold onto it and don‘t let 
curiosity draw you into a trap, because it surely will. 
 
The enemy uses curiosity for just about every sin he wants you to commit. He knows that good 
people will not listen to evil things, but if he can get you to be curious and looking into various sources 
he can cause confusion which can lead to unbelief. Especially right now with the Lord warning us that 
the enemy has planned to derail our faith. Let‘s be very, very careful who we listen to. 
 
If we have found sources we know to be sound, and they‘ve contributed to our understanding, 
consider being very careful not to drink from the questionable waters of other sources. I am reminded 
of a Scripture the Lord frequently gives me to warn me that I‘m wandering out of restlessness and 
curiosity... 'Drink water from your own cistern and fresh water from your own well'. (Proverbs 5:15) 
 
And while this Scripture is addressing immorality, it also applies to teachers and sources of 
information. Let‘s be careful not to catch a bug from infected waters, especially now when the stakes 
are so high. 
 
(Jesus) ―Except I would like to add, My Brides – if you are faithful to take this word to heart and be 
obedient, I will be faithful to protect you from the traps of the enemy to lead you into fear.‖ 
 
―My blessing is upon all of you, let nothing frighten or disturb you, I am Your God, You are My Bride.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 35: Be vigilant & Prepare spiritually for your Departure! 
 
 
March 31, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
(Jesus) ―Right now I am most concerned about the little ways of compromise, little insignificant things 
that open the door to bigger things, even in the short time left. 
 
―I am most concerned that My Bride is not preparing herself sufficiently with prayer and communion 
with Me. I say this because strong temptations will be released as things begin to heat up and unless 
My Bride is truly dwelling in Me she will not weather the storms in equanimity, she will be swayed. 
 
―No preparation is as important as prayer right now. I know there are many who are still sorting things 
out for when they are gone. I advise you not to worry about them, the very moment you are taken 
from the earth, My plan will start into action. What has been left behind is sufficient without getting into 
worldly things, as you have been tempted to do. I must say I am proud of you for not giving in.‖ 
 
(Clare) I feel such restraint in the depths of my being about things like shopping for food and listening 
to radios and the like. 
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(Jesus) ―That is My Spirit dwelling within you. Perhaps the most precious thing you can do is leave 
sweet letters behind, other than that stay away from things that will draw you back out into the world. I 
have told you what is coming and the very best preparation is what you are doing now… Communing 
with Me, soaking in My reality and anticipating My needs. 
 
―You know from experience that focusing on the things pertaining to the flesh brings you far away 
from resting in Me, they cause you to lose touch with reality. When I say reality I mean My Reality, not 
the so called reality of this world which in an instant can be undone. 
 
―The temptations to act on practical everyday matters can be overwhelming, yet if you weight what is 
in the balance and consider that this world will not be your home for very much longer, you can 
choose for the Spirit. The very best preparation for your departure is spiritual, this will even impact 
your children.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 36: After the Rapture... A total Transformation, Heaven & 

Millennium 
 
 
April 1, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… ―You will be everything you ever wanted to be in Heaven. All the vices and sins you‘ve 
struggled with on earth, in Heaven will be gone, let‘s just say it will be a wedding present. You will 
immediately be transformed and all sickness of spirit will be washed away. It will just peel off and 
wash away to reveal My glory dwelling within you. A total transformation.‖ 
 
(Clare) Will there be classes for learning? 
 
(Jesus) ―No, I Myself will teach you. You will feel the desire to know something and I will reveal it to 
you. You will feel the desire to play something and it will roll off your fingertips, singing in a perfect 
pitch will effortlessly escape your lips. Everything will seem magical to you at first, until you become 
accustomed to knowing and doing everything effortlessly.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord this is hard for me to accept? Won‘t we all be working together as teams? 
 
―Yes, teams you will have, learning experiences you will share, more like what you would call a lab. 
You will do things together with others and cooperation will be so joyous. Harmony will be something 
you have always longed for but rarely had. It is intoxicating to work together as One, where all of the 
many come together to bring about good. You will love it. Your deep desire to work with groups will be 
fully satisfied in the best possible ways. 
 
―You will seek to see something, I will escort you. Nothing will be impossible to you, except evil. This 
is yet another gift because in Heaven the door has been closed to evil, it will not enter, it will not 
entice. My daughter, you will not feel anything evil, this too is a gift, a grace I will impart to you. 
Everything in Heaven is effortless.‖ 
 
(Clare) Can I have an evil thought? 
 
(Jesus) ―No my love, you will never have an evil thought again. Not only because the devils cannot 
buffet you there, but also because by Divine Grace all wickedness will be washed out of your system, 
you will be sparkling clean and glorified. You will be content beyond anything you could ever imagine. 
You will see into the future and know whatever is necessary to you. You will never guess at anything 
again. You will never fail to understand Me again, or anyone else for that matter. You will have perfect 
vision into hearts, that you may help them escape death and decay.‖ 
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―You will have perfect discretion, timely and sensitive. You will understand the ways of men without 
effort and easily be able to guide them back to center. You will appear glorious, because you will be 
like Me. Like Me in so many ways, you are going to love how I transform you. You are going to be 
unspeakably happy and satisfied.‖ 
 
―I wanted to share with you some of the joys of Heaven because you‘ve had a couple of very rough 
days, and I can see it has weakened you and stolen your joy.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh Jesus, it hurts me so – the lies and calumny spoken by uninformed souls. I know it is an 
obtuse spirit, a brick wall I can never penetrate in my own timing. 
 
(Jesus) ―That‘s right. It is not yet time, but My promise to you Clare, is that you will be working with me 
to open their eyes in cooperation with My Spirit. When we return so many things will be changed. First 
of all, there will be signs and wonders in the sky, that will cut many to the quick and instantly turn their 
hearts. Then you will be working with soft clay and I will give you wisdom as you have never had.‖ 
 
―Oh My Love, how you will rejoice at the elegance of My plan, its depth and breadth, height, and 
length. Oh how magnificent it is and your wisdom will be as the waters in the ocean, you will 
understand so much. And it will make you so humble that none will be able to resist your sweetness.‖ 
 
(Clare) Will I be with You always, Jesus? 
 
(Jesus) ―You will know Me even as I know you and nothing shall ever separate us, nothing.― 
 
(Clare) I don‘t understand, I thought there would be times apart? 
 
(Jesus) ―Not apart as you understand it in your world. We will be in complete union and you will never 
miss Me because I will be dwelling inside you. Nothing will interrupt our sweet communion together 
because in Heaven there is no sin, no pride. This has its advantages and disadvantages because we 
will share sorrows together as well as joys.‖ 
 
(Clare) But I thought I wouldn‘t know about Earth doings. 
 
(Jesus) ―Not until the end of the Tribulation. Yet you know how you grieve when I am rejected. Well 
yes, that will still be there. You will feel that. When we return to earth and as you work with souls, you 
will be acutely aware of my feelings for their deeds and you will have instant knowledge of how each 
situation is to be handled, even punishments and corrections.‖ 
 
(Clare) Will there be many punishments when we return? Will people still be hard headed and 
rebellious? 
 
(Jesus) ―You will at first see vast improvements in the attitudes of men and women. But corruption 
goes deep and some will manifest quickly. Others, it will emerge slowly – even over generations. You 
will be able to see clearly the consequences of sin carried down through families. You will work to 
change that, but some Clare, will never change. And for this you must have fortitude and deep 
understanding to be able to weather disappointments. But I will always be inside of you, bringing deep 
inner peace and joy, no matter how sad the outer circumstances.‖ 
 
(Clare) And death in the millennium? 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, there will be birth and death, though circumstances will allow for a longer life span and 
perfect health due to the atmosphere and absence of sin and demons. 
 
―It is yet a pity that evil will manifest without provocation by the enemy. This is the weakness of Adam 
and Eve. It will be a shock to many that evil can still raise its ugly head without demonic assistance.‖ 
 
―You will have joy in everything you put your hand to. You will see conversions, healings, restorations 
and complete transformation of hearts. This will bring you unspeakable joy as it does for all the angels 
and saints in Heaven.‖ 
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―You see My Daughter, so many on earth in this hour long with all their hearts to minister but the 
forces allied against them are tremendous, both of a personal nature and an impersonal nature. Few 
there are that break through this wall, for great perseverance is required and great reliance on Me. 
There are those who have been chosen and equipped for this, there are others who have not. 
 
―And to them I give the grace of prayer. Their desires are manifested in the arenas of evangelism, and 
while they are not a direct part of the conversions as man sees it, they are the living prayer force 
behind these evangelists; and were you to see these evangelists without the great mass of prayer 
warriors offering prayers and supplications on their behalf, you would see them as just simple, pitifully 
weak men.‖ 
 
―The evangelists themselves must have very pure hearts, humility and an anointing from above. Their 
integrity must be impeccable. That is why we work so hard on issues of this sort. They cannot carry 
out the work and sustain the heat of the battle or hold up under pressures without a profound 
commitment to integrity and doing things My way.‖ 
 
―Yet, pull the curtain back and the man becomes very, very little in My plan. The intercessors behind 
the man are tremendous, making him look like a giant, when in reality it is the little ones behind him 
that are responsible for his perceived stature. In this way, the desires of those who wanted to minister 
are satisfied. And yet there is a time and a season for all. They will get their turn to touch souls with 
My Love. Everyone gets a turn to do what is on their heart to do, because their hearts are conformed 
to Mine.‖ 
 
(Clare) And worship? 
 
(Jesus) ―You are now speaking of something out of the realm of understanding. When you are 
worshipping you have ceased all human activity and are in the realm of God Your Creator. You cease 
to be apart and are molded into One with Your Creator, your hearts expand right out of yourself in 
worship, when you come back to yourself, so to speak, you are totally renewed, energized and 
inspired. Whatever you went into worship with, when you come out – it is totally gone. There is really 
nothing more I can say about worship because it is so sublime.‖ 
 
―You will experience it. That‘s all I can promise. And, you will never, ever, be the same again. You are 
going to go from glory, to glory, just as it is written.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, is there anything else you want to talk about tonight? 
 
(Jesus) ―I am asking you to keep watch with Me. Limit your interactions to necessary communications 
and return to the place of deep intercommunion with Me. Much is imparted to you through it.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 37: Waiting on the Turn Key Event... I am on My Way  
 
 
April 2, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... Towards the end of worship, the Lord was to my right pointing to His right, a long 
sweeping army of warriors looking very much like roman soldiers in their day, galloping towards Earth 
from space. He was astride a white horse and said… 
 
(Jesus) ―I‘m coming, I‘m on My way. There is a turn-key event, that is what we are waiting for.‖ 
 
(Clare) They seemed to be between the moon and the Earth. 
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(Jesus) ―As you can see, we are all equipped and ready for the battle. Clare, there is just one event 
pending, that is the turn-key. Everything is already prepared and ready, in order for it to begin, the key 
must be turned. Be patient My Love. We are so very, very close. Hope will not disappoint, be patient.‖ 
 
―I know you are trying, I know you are also being buffeted and you know I will use your suffering even 
for your children‘s conversions.‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, what my oldest daughter said to me… well it really surprised me. 
 
(Jesus) ―She‘s been thinking about this for a long time. The only problem is that it will be too late, she 
will have to stay behind. That could change. There is yet a narrow window of time, but it is very 
narrow and short.‖ 
 
(Clare) This brings up the topic of another revival. 
 
(Jesus) ―I am very sorry but that is wishful thinking. Please don‘t wobble, this expresses doubt and 
unbelief on your part.‖ 
 
(Clare) I‘m sorry. It‘s been hounding me, Jesus. 
 
(Jesus) ―It‘s been hounding everyone, these doubts come in waves and sweep over everyone who is 
waiting for Me. You can be sure that what you are experiencing is universal. To those who are 
earnestly waiting for My coming. In other words, you are not alone in this. So, when I give you a post, 
immediately it soothes the hearts of so many. These things are broadcast so to speak. Sent out at 
large 'into the air.'‖ 
 
(Clare) What is their source? 
 
(Jesus) ―Need you ask?‖ 
 
(Clare) I mean human or demonic. 
 
(Jesus) ―Either way it is what is behind it, but to answer you, demonic. Although mood alterations are 
also applied by man through electronic devices to sow confusion, anger and depression. This is why 
communing with Me is so important. This is why so much effort was put into developing a technology 
that would modify the brain in such a way that the person would lose interest in all things spiritual. 
This has been a bench mark breakthrough.‖ 
 
(Clare) I heard... 'Simulated intelligence'. I Wiki-ed it and got directed to 'Artificial Intelligence'. 
 
(Jesus) ―My Love, that is the science that developed this evil technology. It is commonly thought to be 
good for religious fanatics, terrorists, etc. But as usual man found a more evil and practical application 
in mind control.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, once a person is infected with this will you override it? 
 
(Jesus) ―In some situations, yes. But generally speaking if it is received voluntarily with full 
understanding of the result produced, most likely, no. This is the technology to be used in the ‗mark.‘ 
Although, it has been distributed widely through other programs, unknown to those who have been 
victimized. In these cases especially, I will interrupt the device‘s ability to turn the mind away from Me. 
 
―It is so treacherous Clare, so very treacherous and widespread as inoculations have been carriers 
even to children in schools. But I would like to move on.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, can you do something with my mind so I can receive Your thoughts more easily? 
 
(Jesus) ―I already have.‖ 
 
(Clare) Can you do even more? 
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(Jesus) ―There are some thoughts you wouldn‘t want to receive, My Love.‖ 
 
(Clare) OK. Never mind…. But… couldn‘t you filter them? 
 
(Jesus) ―I love your sense of curiosity and your desire to be pleasing to Me. And yes, I will clarify My 
thoughts even more in the short time left to you on Earth, but you must promise me that you will pay 
more attention when I am speaking to you in My thoughts.‖ 
 
(Clare) With Your help, I will try. 
 
(Jesus) ―OK. As you are waiting for this turn-key event, I want you to encourage everyone to maintain 
their vigil time with Me apart from all worldly preoccupations and intertwinements. We are getting SO 
close. There is the tendency to relax vigilance – and please, please dear Brides, don‘t relax your 
vigilance. 
 
―In your dealings with others, bend over backwards to show mercy, clemency and charity. These are 
the attributes of My dear ones. Some of you have the resources to alleviate the sufferings of those 
whose paths you come across. When I send you someone, or arrange a situation where you are 
passing them by, stop and give aid as your resources allow. Then you will be like My Father in 
Heaven who rains upon the land of the just and unjust alike, but Who especially looks after those who 
cannot look after themselves. Kindness preaches volumes to the unsaved and lifts the spirits of those 
without hope. 
 
―Yes, do tell others that I am coming, but guard your heart with those who have nothing but scorn and 
contempt for Me. I do not want you to be discouraged. If you become discouraged, how will you 
encourage others? The enemy would like to place ugly situations in your way – be on the look-out for 
opportunities to denigrate you or Me. 
 
―Watching is by no means an easy occupation, it demands a very high level of faith and hope. These I 
impart to you in our times together. I will use every means to touch you, My Beloved ones, even 
bumper stickers and traffic jams. There is not one moment of the day that I am not bringing some 
encouragement across your path, because I know your frame and for those of you that must be 
involved in the world, little tell-tale signs of My love abound. When the clock reads 3:11 or 11:13, or 
555 the number of My wounds, or 444 the number of the Gospels, or 3:33, or even 1:11. All of these 
are little nudges that I am with you. Seems silly, doesn‘t it?‖ 
 
(Clare) Not at all Lord, we cherish those little signs from You! 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, and even love songs you hear, more often than not I am singing them in My heart to 
you. Or you can sing them in your heart to Me. I love it when you do.‖ 
 
(Clare) Really? I wasn‘t sure about that. 
 
(Jesus) ―A sign or exclamation of love from My Bride goes right to the core of My Being and brings Me 
deep joy. I love it, Clare, when you sing those songs to Me. Pay attention! I know you‘re tired, but I‘m 
trying to make a point here, truly Clare. I love that, I am so touched. 
 
―These are lovers games, leaving flowers behind, drawing a heart in the sand or on your wind shield 
or back car window – I see it, it touches My heart and I will leave you little heart shapes, especially 
when you are preparing food. Look for them and acknowledge Me. I am so happy when you are 
grateful for My marks of affection to you. 
 
―Well I can see you won‘t last much longer…try to come to Me earlier in the evening and expect Me to 
begin speaking to you in this way. Earlier in the evening. OK?‖ 
 
(Clare) OK, remind me? 
 
(Jesus) ―I will. Sleep in My arms dear Brides I am ALWAYS with you, ALWAYS.‖ 
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Message 38: Jesus to CERN... I am God alone!  
 
 
April 5, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... ―I want My Bride to approach Me with the confidence that she will be fully received. I 
am not some great and terrible king in whose presence you could be executed. No to the meek, I am 
meek, to the fragile, ever so gentle, and the fearful I embrace with open arms. But to those who are 
angry and cruel, I am fierce, those who deceive, I catch in their own houses and for those who are 
wicked, I brandish the iron rod. 
 
―In this way I protect My Bride and give to each one their just deserts. I have labored hard and long 
with this generation to bring them to repentance. Even in this hour I have presented to them the 
science of My Creation to bring them to their senses. And yet they persist in their obstinate unbelief to 
satisfy careers in the scientific community and avoid the inevitable ridicule that comes with 
proclaiming My Name. 
 
―And so here we are at a critical juncture in history and I must contend with those who would pretend 
to be God. Even as Satan longed to ascend the throne, they have longed to outdo Me or at the very 
least set themselves on equal terms with Me. 
 
―What shall I say to this wicked generation who toys with the very building blocks of creation? 'Carry 
on! Run your tests until you destroy all that I‘ve created?' No, I shall let it backfire on them, for to them 
I say... 'I Am God and there is none other. Can I not withdraw the breath from your very bodies and to 
dust you will return?' But no, this does not occur to them, for they‘re blinded by their ambition to prove 
to the world they are gods. I will not tolerate this insidious behavior inspired by none other than satan 
himself. 
 
―I will punish and rebuke such as these lest they destroy the very ground they stand on. I am not a 
man that I should be mocked, nor am I deaf, blind and speechless like the idols they adore. No, I am 
their Creator, like it or not, accept it or not, what they are attempting to do will result in one of the 
greatest disasters the earth has ever known. Each shall run to their own deep dwelling, but in vain, 
the waters will seek them out and they shall not escape. 
 
―But you My Bride, will be with Me in Heaven and we will dance and celebrate and explore the 
wonders I have created for you. Stand fast My Bride you shall see the glory and salvation of your 
God. 
 
―Do not entertain fears, rather rest in My Provision for you, for I have gone to prepare a place for you 
that where I am you too shall be, in the house of the Lord, yet with your own lovely palaces where you 
may continue to grow in your love for Me in preparation for your reign on Earth. So rest and worry not, 
your salvation draws nigh.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 39: The Great Revival is coming after the Rapture! 
 
 
April 6, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... ―I know you are frightened, I know how you feel.‖ 
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(Clare) I‘m so sorry Lord. 
 
(Jesus) ―For what? Questioning that perhaps it wasn‘t Me speaking to you about the revival? Let Me 
set your heart at ease. There will be no revival until you are taken in the Rapture. Yes, then revival as 
never before will break loose, and I will pour My Spirit out.‖ 
 
(Clare) But You just removed Your spirit? 
 
(Jesus) ―How shall My people be converted without Him? Is it not written that He convicts of sin? 'And 
when He comes, He will convict the world concerning sin and righteousness and judgment... 
Concerning sin, because they have not believed in Me, concerning judgment, because the world is 
about to be judged.'‖ (John 16) 
 
―So you see, He will be present and at work in The Great Revival. You see My Love, there is need for 
revival, but it will be shallow indeed until people are forced to see for themselves that their way has 
been death, especially My People and Your people for there is Jewish blood passed down through 
your mother‘s lineage. It was kept well hidden because of persecution. But none the less, you are a 
Jew.‖ 
 
(Clare) Really? 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, really. And I will say, many have Jewish blood and know it not. But I have told you that 
all men will see Me coming on the clouds of Heaven, All men means All men, it will NOT be hidden. 
No, I intend to see my people weep for having rejected Me, does it not say 'All the tribes of earth shall 
mourn?'‖ 
 
―Then shall appear the sign of the Son of man in heaven. And then shall all the tribes of the earth 
mourn, and they shall see the Son of man coming in the clouds of heaven with power and great 
glory.‖ (Matthew 24:30) 
 
(Clare) Lord many say that is about Your Second Coming? 
 
(Jesus) ―And yet it is true that the church is not mentioned after a certain point in Revelation but in 
Revelation 1, when John greets the Seven Churches... He has made us to be a kingdom, priests to 
His God and Father – to Him be the glory and the dominion forever and ever. Amen. BEHOLD, HE IS 
COMING WITH THE CLOUDS, and every eye will see Him, even those who pierced Him; and all the 
tribes of the earth will mourn over Him. So it is to be. Amen. 'I am the Alpha and the Omega,‖ says the 
Lord God, ―who is and who was and who is to come, the Almighty.' (Revelation 1:6-8) 
 
―And this book was written in chronological order. It is my deliberate intention that My People know 
Who I AM, without this knowledge they will not be able to repent. When they see Me they shall be 
struck to the very marrow of their bones in remorse for their sinful rejection of Me.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, You know the struggles I am having with the order of things in Matthew. 
 
(Jesus) ―I know that you are misunderstanding the order of things. The temple will not be built until 
you are gone.‖ 
 
―Clare, I want you to rest in this, I will be seen during the Rapture, I will not set foot on the earth but I 
will be seen, My people will weep and mourn for having rejected Me, they will be left behind as the 
gentiles are taken to Heaven, then all Hell will break loose on the Earth, that will be the beginning of 
the Tribulation. I assure you, Satan will waste no time in implementing His evil schemes and bringing 
the antiChrist to power.‖ 
 
―The earth will real like a drunkard. Not only will the accelerator upset the magnetic arrangement of 
the earth‘s poles, it shall inevitably affect the planets along with the close approach of Nibiru and 
asteroids. Did I not say ALL Hell will break loose. It is intended that all of these things happen in close 
proximity, the judgement of this earth will happen with great intensity.‖ 
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―As much as I love them, the Jewish people are by no means innocent of greed and manipulation, the 
judgment for them will accomplish a two fold purpose, their rejection of Me, and their manipulation in 
business dealings with careless abandon for the covenant I established with them and that they 
should be responsible for the blood of the creatures of this world. They are culpable in this matter, 
extremely culpable. This is another reason why they are here for the judgment, they must sleep in the 
bed they have made. OK, are ‗we‘ clear now?‖ 
 
(Clare) Ummmm I think so, but I‘ll have to reread all of this. You know how it is with me, I don‘t really 
get it right away. 
 
(Jesus) ―At least you do get it, My Love.‖ 
 
(Clare) Well I owe that to You just as I owe everything else too to You too. It doesn‘t seem that there 
is any special sign for the Rapture except you have told me about Miami. 
 
(Jesus) ―Miami is no different than World War II, wars and rumors of wars. Because of the increase of 
knowledge the damage inflicted will be far beyond and more confusing, disorienting and devastating 
than ever before, for that reason, it will be an hour when I am least expected. You see with all the 
moons and feasts, I am expected. That should alert you right away that it can‘t be on a feast day, 
because you are expecting Me. Does it not say that when I am LEAST expected I will come? That 
was a hint.‖ 
 
(Clare) OK well now that contradicts what people say about knowing the appointed times. 
 
(Jesus) ―Sorry.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh Lord you are indeed Sovereign. 
 
(Jesus) ―I will indeed do things at the appointed time, but I made it a point to exclude the Rapture, so 
why are you looking to appointed times?‖ 
 
(Clare) Ummmm I guess because it makes sense? 
 
(Jesus) ―Exactly. And I already inferred that it would make no sense. So relax and stop trying to 
second guess Me. I already gave you a very firm indicator, rest in this Clare. Please do not sow 
confusion, hold to what I gave you years and years ago. Rest in this. Stop looking to guess what 
makes the most sense. You are all wearing yourselves out trying to resolve this issue using the stars 
and moon and appointed times as your plumb line.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh Lord…. 
 
(Jesus) ―You are not a false prophet, I like what you call yourself, My Bride, and does not the groom 
intrust His Lady with His secrets? Come here My Love, I want to kiss you and hold you and rid you of 
your reluctance. Oh when My Love will you trust Me 100% of the time.‖ 
 
―Well I want you to reread this, absorb it deeply. There will be many who disagree with you about 
seeing Me in the Rapture. Don‘t allow that to intimidate you. Remember, you live to please Me, not 
what the more studied and intelligent think. Keep it simple, rely on Me, don‘t knock yourself out 
studying the Scriptures. I never created you to be a scholar. I have created you to be a Lover. That 
should have been clear to you a long time ago.‖ 
 
(Clare) Well I love the idea of delving deeply into studies of the Bible Lord. This is something I really 
look forward to in Heaven, is understanding these things. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, in Heaven it will be safe. But on earth, knowledge puffs up but charity edifies. In other 
words, you are safer, little, unlearned and dependent on Me for understanding. I can impart to you in 
time so small it cannot be measured by human standards, the deepest understanding of the most 
complex truths. Whereas you could spend thirty years in studies of Hebrew and Aramaic and still fall 
short of understanding. So, trust in Me, lean not on your own understanding, and I shall direct your 
paths of understanding.‖ 
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―My blessing is upon you and all My Brides, who have chosen the simple way of Love.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 40: Everything seems Business as usual, but much happens 

behind the Scenes 
 
 
April 7, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... Oh Lord how I wish there were time. So many souls, so lost, so confused, I wish I 
could touch more, I wish WE could touch more. 
 
Jesus answered... ―I know.‖ 
 
(Clare) I wish we had more time. 
 
(Jesus) ―I know. But we don‘t.‖ 
 
(Clare) But everything seems so normal, you know… 
 
(Jesus) ―Buying and selling, marrying and giving in marriage?‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes. The world seems so stable just like it will go on forever. 
 
(Jesus) ―I know. But it won‘t. It‘s deceiving, so much is happening behind the scenes that very few 
care to know about as long as they can maintain the status quo.‖ 
 
(Clare) People are responding. 
 
(Jesus) ―They are afraid.‖ 
 
(Clare) Well, at least they are responding. Couldn‘t we have more time? 
 
(Jesus) ―If you knew what I know, you wouldn‘t ask that question.‖ 
 
(Clare) Well every day I struggle with this. The world seems so stable, so normal, if it weren‘t for what 
is written in the Book of Revelation and for You, I‘d think it would go on forever. 
 
(Jesus) ―Aren‘t you glad you have Me?‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh my goodness, life would not be life but a walking nightmare without You, Jesus. 
 
(Jesus) ―I know how you feel, I know how you feel because I weigh the pros and cons and I feel the 
same way. But we have knowledge of what‘s really going on, you don‘t. It is the status quo thing. 
Don‘t upset my apple cart, let me get these apples to market, sell them, come home with a profit and 
go shopping. Just let me live my life. This is where most are at. In the meantime others are stealthily 
planning their assault. They rest in their plans because they know the masses are still filling their carts 
with apples and as long as that process can continue, they will be happy.‖ 
 
―Others, who value freedom of religion, freedom of speech, justice and security in those things, others 
are alarmed and filled with consternation, making plans to escape what they plainly see coming. 
Others yet are looking skyward, waiting for Me to rescue them.‖ 
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―Clare, it‘s happening right before your very eyes, but life before you is lived in layers. To one layer it 
is the apple cart, to another it is dominance, to another it is freedom, to another yet, it is Heaven, but 
all the layers are before you. You each day must choose which layer you are going to live in. Which 
layer is your reality, who is your master, who you will serve. Until one of the layers explodes and takes 
away the rights of the other layers and the world is turned upside down and inside out and looking 
back people will say... ‗How did this happen?‘‖ 
 
―It happened because you chose to live in an isolated layer that appeared to provide all you needed. 
You didn‘t look beyond that layer because you were busy succeeding in this one. Then one 
day….well, it all ended, and left you standing in confusion, if you are one of the lucky ones who are 
still standing.‖ 
 
―Nothing will be remembered of the fatness of the land when it collapses. Only bitter memories of 
what was lost. Then from the rubble they will seek Me. They will realize their love affair with the world 
left them naked and destitute. And when they find Me, I will embrace them, pour oil upon their wounds 
and raise them up in holiness.‖ 
 
―What I want to say is that you mustn‘t grieve over those who are left behind, no, this is their destiny 
because they chose to live in that layer of isolation where everything was provided by their own hand, 
where success was the entire focus of their lives. Yes, they chose this, and the world being such as it 
is, left them blind and naked before Me. And this I allowed to save their souls, for without it, well, Hell 
is filling up. They are not all bad people, just Godless, with no need for God. It is My act of mercy that 
their world comes crashing to an end. It is My love for them that allows such catastrophe. Only 
nakedness will bring them to Me, hungry for comfort and truth.‖ 
 
―You see once a man builds his house on the sand and the rains come and the floods wash it all 
away, well, then that man will consider the importance of building upon Rock, and I will be there to 
teach him. So you see what is pending and inevitable is merely My provision to bring My children 
back to Me, in spirit and in Truth.‖ 
 
―Yes it is harsh, yes it is brutal, yes it is seemingly unfair. But none of this occurs to man when he is 
busy exploiting the very poor of third world nations to buy his teenage son a car, or build a luxury 
home. All that matters to those of this mindset is the bottom line. And so they will experience the 
reality of the bottom line of other nations, nations that looked to you for example in lifestyle and yet 
were hopelessly captive in a subservient culture and economy while you continued to prosper.‖ 
 
―It is very, very sad, Clare. What you don‘t see, how these people are exploited and did I not create 
seed for the sower, but now greedy and wicked men scheme to find ways to force the poor to buy 
their seed? How much worse should I allow it to get? The cries of the poor reach My ears every day. 
They suffer the lack of even medical necessities while in your country the medical establishment runs 
the lives of even the middle class and finds newer and better ways to get more control for more profit 
and flourish at the expense of the innocent.‖ 
 
―Oh it is corrupt beyond all reason, why should My Father allow it to go on for even one more minute? 
We have tried to turn the hearts of men but their lust for primacy and luxury in the world has 
completely blinded them to their unjust lifestyles. Normally, I do not bring these things up to you, but I 
want you to understand – the facets of corruption I must look upon everyday are overwhelming and 
cry out for justice. And what is worse is the architects of these cultural crimes do not see they are 
destroying the very basis of their lives by continuing to squeeze out every penny from the poor.‖ 
 
―Yes this is only one facet, but it gives rise to unrest, hatred, despair. There is a reason Muslims 
rejoice in martyrdom, it‘s their one chance for happiness in a hopelessly corrupted and convoluted 
world. Living for a cause overshadows the pain of want and restores a man‘s sense of dignity when 
nothing is left to him but to die honorably. So satan has offered a chance for man to redeem himself 
and live in ‗heaven‘ with all the things he could never have on earth because of injustice. Should they 
not hate those bankers and world leaders that prey on the poor – many of them Jews? There is 
another sense of accomplishment, destroy the whore. This too is honorable. So you see this problem 
is hopelessly complex, but when I come back to rule and reign the iron rod will break the backs of 
those who would steal and denigrate even the lowliest human.‖ 
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―Justice and honor shall be available to all who seek it. Opportunity to live honorably with a true 
vocation and necessary education will be available to all and yet no one will prosper without God, no 
one will in the beginning even conceive of life without God, without a serious devotion and desire to 
serve Me. Everyone will see the necessity of living in God, except those who are without a 
conscience.‖ 
 
―We must start over Clare, from the bottom up. There is no other recourse. Do not lose hope, I am 
coming to set it straight. We will get it right, I promise you. IN the meantime, try to look forward to a 
vacation in Heaven, even though I know part of you wants more time to help.‖ 
 
―I love you all with a love that only your God could have, a sacrificial love, a love that yearns to be 
spent to bring just one more soul in. I bless you and ask you to continue to refine your lives to make 
more and more room for Me and one day…your suffering, prayers and hard work will be rewarded.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 41: Trust Me unconditionally! The Storm of Fear, Doubt & 

Insecurity is raging 
 
 
April 8, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Oh Lord, I‘m so sorry for my rants today. 
 
Jesus answered... ―You are tired. I forgive you Clare, just remember whatever you do for the least of 
these, truly, you are doing it for Me. That should make it easier for you to keep your perspective and 
charity.‖ 
 
(Clare) Thank you. Please, help me to remember that… 
 
(Jesus) ―Like I did today, several times?‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh, that was You? 
 
(Jesus) ―Indeed. And it helped didn‘t it?‖ 
 
(Clare) It did. Thank you. I am ashamed of myself. 
 
(Jesus) ―You are very human.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, what is on your heart tonight? 
 
(Jesus) ―You have many who are insecure about the Rapture – you aren‘t the only one.‖ 
 
(Clare) What do we do? 
 
(Jesus) ―Stay in prayer, watch for the signs I send you each day, get Rhemas (Words) from your 
Bible, speak to Me, dearest. Speak your tender heart to Me. I am here to listen and I promised you I 
would never leave you on your own. I would never give up helping you learn to listen to Me in 
confidence. I see the shadows of insecurity in your heart. Don‘t think that everyone who puts up a 
brave front isn‘t suffering from the same thing. 
 
―Christian community does not allow for weakness, failure, fear and those very real personal demons 
you all wrestle with. They are so used to having a band aid Scripture slapped on their owie, they‘ve 
learned to cover up and show a facade that has nothing to do with their inner feelings. This is sad, it 
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makes certain people look like giants and others look like cowards. From My point of view I can tell 
you, you are all cowards! So get over it and be real with one another. 
 
―Be approachable, be sincere, be vulnerable, be real. This is where the grace goes, to the lowliest 
place. The cleansing, enlivening graces flow from My throne down to the lowlands, the little ones, the 
littlest ones. The weakest ones, those who confess they need Me more than life itself. These are the 
ones I cherish, because they see themselves for who they truly are in My eyes. 
 
―David was one of these, he saw Me beside himself, and he knew his stature in My eyes as 
something to be pitied. And so he didn‘t waste any time trying to impress others with his greatness; 
rather he sought Me out in every circumstance from lions to giants, and when he didn‘t rely on Me, he 
failed. But even in his failure he came to Me with confidence in My love and Mercy. He had seen it oh 
so many times before, and He knew My character. It is when you don‘t rely on My wisdom that you 
fail.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord you know I‘m struggling tonight again, how do you put up with me? 
 
(Jesus) ―Easily, because I know you love Me and in the end My Love will triumph. I can see what your 
senses, your wisdom are raging at you, let‘s not leave out the enemy here, he is doing his thing. You 
are in a battle Clare and your only hope is to totally abandon yourself to Me in complete trust. You 
haven‘t got long to go, the tests, the temptations, they will be fierce, but as long as you hold fast to Me 
and what I‘ve told you, you will make it.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, I am just absolutely insecure with the idea of you coming while the Dogwoods are still in 
bloom. My senses and my reasoning‘s are rebelling against this. I am still reasoning that prophecies 
about a healing ministry and the visions you have given me have their time before the Rapture, as 
many souls do. 
 
(Jesus) ―You are reasoning, this again in your pride and intellect. They are a strong force, Clare and 
very much opposed to the simplicity of a little child who trusts her Daddy unequivocally.― 
 
―But in your heart it is wise to say... 'Even if He slays me, still I will love Him. Even if He abandons me 
to error, still I will love Him – even if He allows me to crash and burn, still I will love Him.' It‘s about 
unconditional love and trust, even as someone once said... 'I‘m the Lord‘s little play ball, He can roll 
me under the bed and leave me there, He can play catch with me, He can hurl me against the wall, 
He can put me on a shelf and forget about me. What He does with me matters not, that I am all His is 
what matters.' 
 
―I have offered you My Peace, so put aside all your reasoning‘s and cleave to Me with all your heart. 
Abandon the purse of your own opinion.‖ 
 
(Clare) Will You please help me, Lord!? 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes My Dove, indeed I will. And to all My Brides I say, you are in a battle right now, a raging 
battle of fear, insecurity and doubt, did I not warn you last week that this was coming?‖ 
 
―My Brothers, count it pure joy, when you fall in various trials. Knowing that the Proving of your belief 
works endurance. Let endurance have a perfect work, that you be mature and complete, not lacking 
anything. Blessed is the one who endures trial, for when he has been proved, he shall receive the 
crown of life that the Lord has promised all those who love Him. (James 1:2-4 & 12) 
 
 
 
 

Message 42: The Death of America, spiritually and physically & Its 

Resurrection 
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April 9, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) I came into prayer very late tonight and after about 20 minutes with the Lord in worship I saw 
us in black. I was wearing a black widow‘s garment and Jesus was wearing a black widower‘s 
garment. 
 
Jesus began… ―The death of America, spiritually and physically. You know well what is being played 
on the surface, saber rattling, exercises near the North Pole, all of that is just for show. 
 
―The man people call your president (Obama), the man of stealth and intrigue who gains office by 
deceit is merely playing to the masses so that when destruction comes it will look authentic – when in 
reality it is no more than a superficial show to cover the destruction of all sovereignties, that only one 
may dominate the world. He has done a stellar job of destroying you, America. 
 
―And this I have allowed, because you have played the harlot and slept with every passerby while I, 
your Husband, stood by as each had their turn in our bed. And now what shall I say … The ten horns 
which you saw, and the beast, will hate the harlot and will make her desolate and naked, and will eat 
her flesh and will burn her up with fire. 
 
―For I have put it in their hearts to execute My purpose by having a common purpose, and by giving 
their kingdom to the beast, until My words will be fulfilled… That indeed is what I say. 
 
―Nonetheless, I am still with you, even as Hosea waited on Gomer to finish her whoring and grow 
weary of her paramours (secret lovers). Yes, indeed I am still here America, and when you seek Me 
with your whole heart you will indeed find Me, ready to reconcile you to Myself, says the Lord your 
God. 
 
―So in the heat of your injuries, turn to Me and I will give you comfort. I will wash and medicate your 
burns, I will dress them with clean linens, I will lead you by the right way and restore the ruined 
homesteads to you. Yes, you will recover, you will again be faithful to Me. 
 
―I speak not to the detestable worshipers of Baal whom your capitol city was built for, no – I speak not 
to you, for you shall be utterly destroyed. 
 
―Even in your underground country, yes you, who feel so secure in your coffins. You, I do consider no 
more, for you shall be no more in My way. 
 
―I speak to the hearts of America that continue to hold the vision I inspired. Those who refused to 
sleep with foreigners, those who could not overcome the greedy ones who held dominance and sway 
over a shallow and gullible people bent on living for their comforts. I am with you. 
 
―Go forward with courage. I, Myself, will be with you and in the end, what has been planned for you 
will come to naught and again you will rise from the ashes to succor the world and be in accord with 
My Kingdom as it comes to free all men from the Oppressor. 
 
―My peace be with you, sons and daughters of America, who hold to the vision of righteousness. 
Crippling blows shall you receive, but I will restore and find My pleasure in you once again as your 
country returns to Me 
 
―One Nation Under the God Who suffers with you, the God who loves you and bestowed great beauty 
on your land, and the God who surely will restore you. Hold fast to these words for they are faithful 
and true.‖ 
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Message 43: Are you called to be raptured or to stay behind and help? 
 
 
April, 10, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Tonight the Lord began answering a question for a viewer, which is fairly rare for Him… 
 
'I have a question for you still small voice... I watched a youtube video, where a supposed prophet 
said that God revealed to him in a dream that he would be left behind to help others come to Christ 
and that he would be supernaturally protected. I have felt that I would be left behind also to do God‘s 
work. Could you ask Jesus if this 'left behind to help' doctrine is true or false?' 
 
(Clare) Wow, Lord. 
 
(Jesus) ―This is something we need to talk about.‖ 
 
(Clare) So I sat down with Him. 
 
(Jesus) ―Didn‘t I ask you if you wanted to stay behind?‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, but I didn‘t think You were serious. 
 
(Jesus) ―Why not?‖ 
 
(Clare) I thought you were just testing me. 
 
(Jesus) ―What if I am, even now?‖ 
 
(Clare) Ouch. I was confronting my fears about more suffering and staying behind. I was shaky inside 
feeling drawn to stay but apprehensive about what it would be like. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, ouch. I know what you‘re feeling.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh Lord, this is too much for me. 
 
(Jesus) ―Let Me help you.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh, please do. 
 
(Jesus) ―I didn‘t say you had to, I said you could. And you asked Me to make the choice, so I did. But 
that doesn‘t preclude your free will.‖ 
 
(Clare) So… You mean some will deliberately, willingly stay behind? 
 
(Jesus) ―I do.‖ 
 
(Clare) Really? 
 
(Jesus) ―Would I lie to you?‖ 
 
(Clare) I really need to see this in Scripture Lord, please? 
 
Isaiah 55:3-5 & 8-9... Incline your ear and come to Me. Listen, that you may live; And I will make an 
everlasting covenant with you, according to the faithful mercies shown to David. Behold, I have made 
him a witness to the peoples, a leader and commander for the peoples. Behold, you will call a nation 
you do not know, and a nation which knows you not will run to you, Because of the Lord your God, 
even the Holy One of Israel. For He has glorified you. For My thoughts are not your thoughts, Nor are 
your ways My ways,‖ declares the Lord. For as the heavens are higher than the earth, so are My 
ways higher than your ways and My thoughts than your thoughts. 
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(Clare) Oh, Jesus this one is SO hard… you know what I‘m battling right now. 
 
(Jesus) ―I do.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh, Lord please help me, please help me… coward that I am and foolish, that I can be 
seeking after things far beyond me. 
 
(Jesus) ―Clare, I have made it clear to you what My will for you is. But I have left the door of 
opportunity open for you if you want to stay.‖ 
 
(Clare) What are the options if I chose to stay? 
 
(Jesus) ―You would not have a glorified body, you would suffer just like everyone else. Yes, you would 
have protection, but only for as long as your mission lasted. You could die just like everyone else. 
Really, this is not what I want for you. Clare, it‘s not.‖ 
 
―But there are some who have been chosen to stay behind. They could receive their glorified bodies 
and come home but they feel called to stay. For these, it is My will for them to do what is in their heart 
to do and yes, for them, My will is that they stay. But they are under no obligation to do so. 
 
―There is no hero worship in this one, My Love. It is nothing more than hard core suffering if that is 
what they choose. Don‘t underestimate the power of love. But I will say this to you, because you have 
chosen My Will, that does not make you any less of a lover than those who have also chosen My will, 
to be left behind. 
 
―I know how great your love is for Me, both of you, and I prefer to bring you home, where there will be 
much to do, as you will see. I know your motives Clare. 
 
―And to others I say this: Seek Me and seek My will for you above all other options. Do not suppose 
you will automatically be a hero because you chose to stay behind, you could still lose your soul. This 
is not for the faint of heart or for the hero worshipers, those seeking fame and glory. There will be 
nothing glorious about the conditions you will have to live through. 
 
―Yes, bringing souls to Me will be wonderful and fulfilling and worth it all. But just as I prefer you 
inquire of Me before taking on a fast, I prefer you inquire of Me My will for you. Don‘t think for one 
moment you are one bit better or holier for choosing to stay behind – this will be your downfall and 
destruction. 
 
―This is a very serious matter and Clare has chosen obedience rather than sacrifice. therefore I 
counsel you to choose My will above all else. Seek Me and obey. 
 
―Do not think for one moment you are more favored in grace than your brother because you chose to 
stay or to go. All of you are simply ciphers, zeros, without My indwelling grace and to the degree that 
you know My will and obey Me – to that degree will you rise in holiness. Nothing more, nothing less. 
 
―And Clare, My love, you have chosen wisely, this is my perfect will for you both. Rest in that and do 
not allow the enemy to impose incriminations on you or suggest to you that you are a lesser Bride 
because you chose to obey what seemed less difficult. 
 
―I will use your teachings. You have had a lifetime of mistakes and failures that have proven to be 
very valuable for other souls who will face the same decisions. But they will triumph because they 
have your precedent to inspire them. They will read how I led you and provided for you and this will 
give them the courage to continue on in faith. 
 
―My work for you in Heaven will only be the beginning. There you will find deep satisfaction and 
pleasure in what has been arranged for you. I will reward you for all of your efforts. 
 
―It is also worthy of note to you who are parents of adult children who have not lived for Me, they need 
to grow up and rise to the occasion – so don‘t make your decision based on caring for your children, 
this will have no bearing on that time in their lives. In fact, you will get in their way with this attitude.‖ 
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(Clare) Ezekiel and I were discussing this and he referenced John 21:20-22… Peter, turning around, 
saw the disciple whom Jesus loved following them; who also had leaned on His breast at the supper 
and said... 'Lord, who is the one who is delivering You up'… So Peter seeing him said to Jesus… 
'Lord, and what about this man?' Jesus said to Peter… 'If I want him to remain until I come, what is 
that to you? You follow Me!' 
 
(Clare) Then Jesus said to me… 
 
(Jesus) ―Your husband just summed it all up.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 44: I am counting My Rose Petals! If you lived this way, you 

will be raptured 
 
 
April 11, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... "I love My Brides with a love beyond imagining. So many are worried about their status 
with Me, as if I were a legalist with court documents listing every offense. No, that is satan‘s 
description. I am more like a lover reading every action of their day with great interest, as a love poem 
to Me. Everything they do out of pure love for Me and their brother, this is my consolation. Even on 
the cross, these marks of affection comforted Me as I looked into the future and saw how much they 
would love Me." 
 
"And so I have accumulated these gifts, these marks of love and ponder them several times a day – 
that is , in what you would call a day. Yes, like the petals of dried roses, I contemplate their meaning 
for Me and I rejoice that I have such as these willing to give for Me, willing to deny themselves for Me 
and see to My needs first." 
 
"You have much to ponder in your own life, My Dove. There is much you have so totally forgotten, 
that I have kept as keepsakes, acts of love done for Me." 
 
"If only My Bride knew the great joy I derive from the little things she has done for Me out of pure love 
and no other motive. Most are motivated by what means the most to them: money, beauty, notoriety, 
acceptance, opportunity. These are the things that drive them. But then there is My Bride -she is 
motivated by what she can do to please Me." 
 
(Clare) Oh Lord, I fall so far short. 
 
(Jesus) "You are learning. My Bride is so insecure about the Rapture because she equates me with 
men, yet I am not like any man she has ever met. I am not a vicious, prosecuting attorney – rather I 
am a Lover counting My rose petals, watching the mailbox for more being sent to Me. Every day I 
anticipate the sweet fragrance of her love translated into action; acts of love showered randomly on 
those she comes in contact with. I watch to see her heart, so much like Mine, wanting to bless and 
relieve burdens, yet honest and true with those who are in need of correction." 
 
"My Brides, if you have separated yourself from willful sin and are careful each day to love those I 
send you, you need not worry about being taken to Heaven with Me. I am looking forward to that day 
we celebrate our love with such great longing." 
 
"Are you forgiving injuries and doing good to those who hurt you? Remember how excruciating was 
My pain on the cross? Yes, well even in that state, I was looking towards the welfare of the very men 
who crucified Me... 'Father forgive them, they know not what they do.'" 
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"And when the crowd gathered around the harlot caught in adultery, I did not join in condemning her – 
rather I lifted her up to her feet with the admonition to go and sin no more." 
 
"When the Pharisees took the last penny from the widow, I did not compliment the rich for their 
elaborate gifts. No, I exalted the little one that gave all she had while others gave from their excess. 
And when the disciples fought over who was greatest among them, I was quick to point out that it is 
the least, the servant who indeed has primacy. Why? Because this one serves the needs not of 
himself but of others, consistently, day in and day out. While the rich young ruler is preoccupied in 
increasing his worldly wealth and position, the servant is eager only to see others increase." 
 
"Have you been living this way My Brides? If you have, then you need not fear being left behind. I 
cannot wait for that first dance at Our wedding reception. If you have lived the beatitudes, you need 
not be concerned about being left behind." 
 
 
 
 

Message 45: These are the final Facets on you, My Jewels 
 
 
April 12, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... "My Brides, when I formed you, you were merely that chunk of coal. But in My sight, 
heavily laden with promises of My glory to be revealed in you. While you were on the Earth, you were 
in the depths of the Earth under tremendous pressure so that one day, when you ascended to Me, I 
could facet you most perfectly that not one attribute of exquisite beauty would be missed." 
 
"This is why when people have gone to Heaven they marvel at the beauty of even the lowliest soul. 
They shine with a brilliance only I can impart – and according to the pressures of your life on Earth, to 
that degree you will shine. So do not complain at what you are undergoing now, for it is written: … 
that the sufferings of this time are not worthy to be compared with the glory to come, that shall be 
revealed in us." Romans 8:18 
 
"So, My Bride – your worth is far beyond rubies and the finest gold. The pressures you suffer under 
now are merely creating new brilliance that will at once be revealed in Heaven as you trade your 
corruption for incorruption. In that moment it shall be revealed to you why you had to suffer and what 
incomparable beauty has been wrought in you." 
 
"Each of you is My precious gem and I know precisely where to apply the chisel and the wheel to 
grind away the imperfections and reveal the breath taking beauty of your Soul." 
 
"I know the times now are very trying. I know you all are experiencing trials that seem like they will 
never end. That is because your journey on this Earth is almost at an end, and in those last moments 
I want to adorn you with even more beauty for My eyes to gaze upon in Eternity." 
 
"And it is not only for your sakes that you are undergoing these testing‘s – it is also for your brothers 
and sisters who have not yet given their lives to Me. I wish for no man to perish and someone must 
fast and pray to cooperate with Me in the process of conversion. This suffering is your prayer and 
your fast. Someone must carry that cross that redemption will come to its fullest as the soul turns to 
Me." 
 
"And for this purpose I am allowing these heavy crosses in your lives. Please understand, it is out of 
love for you and for your brothers and sisters that I have given you these crosses. Blessed is the man 
that endures temptation; for when he has been proved, he shall receive a crown of life, which God 
has promised to them that love Him." 
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"You will look back on this time and wish I had granted you even heavier trials. But I understand your 
frame and I will not allow more than you are able to handle, with My grace strengthening you. So, 
when you feel that you are at your absolute limit, turn to Me with great confidence and ask for more 
strength. Run this race right up to the finish line and press on toward the goal of the high calling in 
Me, that the glory revealed in Me may also be in you. For if you die to yourself in Me, surely you will 
rise with Me in glory." 
 
"I am telling you now that you may be prepared that further trials are going to assault you. But no 
weapon formed against you will bring you down, you will triumph in Me. Be strong, be courageous 
and look beyond this veil of confusion you must call your temporary home. Cling to My promises and 
do not in any way give ground to the enemy." 
 
"Understand that each facet I am preparing in you was destined from the beginning of the world to be 
yours, only now are they being brought to perfection. So do not despair, grab firm hold of the rope of 
grace, do not let go. Testings and trials are only temporary and soon you will behold the magnificent 
work I accomplished through you in your last days on Earth. There is nothing, absolutely nothing, that 
you and I cannot accomplish together as you cleave to Me and stand in faith." 
 
"Now receive My Blessing Precious Brides and hold to the promise of your resurrection into glory. It is 
coming. These are the finishing touches – carry them bravely." 
 
 
 
 

Message 46: I long to have an intimate Relationship with you, but I am 

not an easy Catch 
 
 
April 13, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... His eyes were looking at me with such tenderness that I could do nothing but melt. 
Then I began to feel very, very inebriated with His love. I took a chance and looked into His eyes for a 
long time, totally relaxed, totally at home. This has never happened before. I‘ve always had a little 
apprehension, but tonight I forced myself to ignore it and just gaze at Him. I said... 
 
'You know me inside out and backwards, all my faults, my thoughts, my shortcomings and vices, so I 
have no reason to shy away from looking into your eyes.' 
 
And as I continued to gaze into those loving eyes I felt so at home in His arms, like this is so right, so 
natural, so completely relaxed and safe. I don‘t need to hide from the All Holy One, He already knows 
me and my doings, and He is comfortable, relaxed and safe in my arms too. Wow, what a milestone 
that was for me. No more running, hiding or nervousness, just the comfort of the One who knows and 
loves me unconditionally. 
 
Jesus began... "I‘ve been waiting for this for so long. When you would just accept Me unconditionally 
as your other half, truly your husband." 
 
(Clare) I realized, the Lord loves to give a word, but He doesn‘t want to be seen merely as a slot 
machine spitting out fortune cookies. He wants us to love to be with Him, not for the words, but for 
Who He is to us, and for Who He is period. So if John can do it, we can do it, too! AMEN…. 
 
(Jesus) "Do you want Me to speak now?" 
 
(Clare) Oh, Yes Lord, please. 
 
(Jesus) "What you have discovered tonight is the true secret of happiness. All roads lead to home, 
right here." 
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(Clare) He pointed to His Heart. 
 
(Jesus) "That emptiness, that vacuum that all of you are experiencing, that intense desire for the 
Rapture… all of you are longing for this simple one-on-one loving relationship, where we are forever 
together and even at death for those who die, even more so. So we will never, ever be separated. 
There may be times when you hurt Me, and I am very quiet, but other than that I need and want to be 
with you, accepted by you as the love of your life you can trust with being relaxed and your true self." 
 
"There may be times of sacrifice when you do not hear or see me because I am using your suffering 
to help another soul. But this relationship is that God shaped place within you, no one, no thing, ever 
will bring satisfaction to that void that exists in your heart." 
 
"That is why you are longing so much for this relationship that Clare and I have, because I made you 
to want it. And it is beginning to dawn on you that religion has robbed you of this precious, precious 
knowledge of Me. Yes, this is indeed the time of the Bride coming to her Groom and being wed 
together in Holy matrimony, so holy that no other human can come between you and I. This place is 
sacred and reserved only for you and I." 
 
"Many of you have already approached Me in this way, but you still are holding back because of fears. 
Fear of Me, the Mighty God, fear of Me the Judge, fear of Me that I desire perfection from you before 
you dare approach Me." 
 
"Nothing could be further from the truth – you will never reach perfection without Me. It is impossible 
to you. So you spend your life shunning Me, avoiding Me because of these religious ideas that are 
lies from the devils. I am speaking to every one of you now: you are afraid of Me, that is the only 
reason you keep your distance. It is not I that am distant it is you who have put up walls to hide 
behind." 
 
―Do you see how very pointless this is? Do you see that you need not fear Me? The more you have 
been injured, the more you will fear Me. You have never known unconditional love. You‘ve never 
known My love that has no prerequisites before we can be this close. Everyone you have ever known 
had expectations about you and sooner or later you felt like you let them down. And then you felt not 
good enough. Do you see, the enemy has over and over again taught you to fear intimacy because it 
always brings pain along with it." 
 
"Pain, disappointment, failure and back to the 'I‘m not good enough' attitude again. I am not a man 
that you can hide anything from Me. When I come to you, I know things about you that you don‘t even 
know. If you did know them, well, you‘d be horrified and would never be open to Me, you‘d feel so 
ashamed." 
 
"So get over yourself and come to Me without that religious spirit wagging its finger in your face 
repeating, ‗You‘re not worthy. Who do you think you are? You, you‘re a sinner, look what you were 
thinking ten minutes ago. He is God, He wouldn‘t dare talk to such as yourself, you are foolish and 
deceived.‘ Because that is what is keeping you from Me. Truly, it is a religious spirit." 
 
(Clare) Lord what about… 
 
(Jesus) Jayden?" 
 
(Clare) Yes 
 
(Jesus) "Jayden, I love you – but you‘ve never known real love, so you have all these fears. People 
have put those fears on you by rejecting you over and over again. I know who you are, I know where 
you stand and where you fall, but I am here to love you into wholeness, to heal your broken heart. 
You don‘t have to be good enough for Me – am I good enough for you? Am I someone you can trust? 
Did you know that My Name is Love, something warm and wonderful, comforting and always there for 
you no matter what?" 
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"Religion has taken away the true meaning of having a relationship with Me. When I called Peter, 
James, and John, they were My sidekicks, My buddies. I walked and talked with them, I ate with 
them, we slept under the stars together – I was real to them, the way I want to be real with all of you. 
Religion has put up walls, barriers, conditions. I never meant for that to happen, I always wanted to 
preserve relationship just as I did with Adam and Eve. I always wanted friendship. I am the most 
misunderstood person that ever lived on the Earth. Men have taken Who I am and made a monster 
out of Me." 
 
"Men are the monsters: full of hatred, bitterness, anger – and they projected that onto Me. My nature 
is gentle, kind, simple, easy to be with. And the only reason My Father came across the way He did 
was because men‘s sins were destroying the innocent, murdering children, destroying families, 
stealing, lying and cheating. Hurting the innocent. Had they lived as I wanted them to I never would 
have had to wipe them off the face of the earth." 
 
"But we have a very real enemy... Fallen angels, sickly, grotesque, gruesome, wicked and mean bent 
on hurting men and destroying the Earth. And when men throw in their lot with them, then My Father 
must step forward and be the just Judge who puts a stop to injustice. That is what Earth is facing now: 
judgment. But that‘s not My nature nor My Father‘s nature. We are gentle, meek and kindly, but men 
would take advantage of that if We did not punish sin and wickedness." 
 
"So you see, I am not Who the enemy has made Me out to be most of the time. So, come to Me. I am 
meek and gentle of heart and I will bring rest to your souls. Stop putting up screens and barriers 
between us. Look into My eyes without shame and see the Love shining out just for you. Take a step 
in faith, trust that I am Who I have said I am." 
 
"Clare, you need to lie down?" 
 
(Clare) Yes Lord, I am so sleepy. 
 
(Jesus) "Rest with Me, we will come back to this." 
 
(Clare) Thank you Lord, thank you for understanding. 
 
(Jesus) "You are My wife, should I not care for your needs?" 
 
(Clare) An hour later... 'Wow, I feel better. I wonder, I can sit down after a nap and here you are again. 
Why can‘t I just sit down and talk with You like this anytime?' 
 
(Jesus) "I never said you couldn‘t. These are the limitations YOU have put on our relationship, not I. I 
do love it when we spend worship time together first." 
 
(Clare) Oh Lord, you know that tonight I didn‘t even want to come out of that. 
 
(Jesus) "What I know is that you need Me every day, all the time, to keep that God shaped place filled 
and purring." 
 
(Clare) I can‘t believe you said that! 
 
(Jesus) "Well, isn‘t that the perrrrfect word?" 
 
(Clare) Now you‘re being silly and they will never believe it is truly Jesus Christ I am talking to. 
 
(Jesus) "And you – who do you say I am?" 
 
(Clare) You are the most wonderful, most charming, kindly, comfy friend I‘ve ever had… and God, to 
boot. 
 
(Jesus) "I‘ll receive that as a kiss from My Bride." 
 
(Clare) So, is there anything else you want to say, Lord? 
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(Jesus) "Indeed there is. I have waited all your life for us to be together this way. Blessed is the soul 
who takes up this invitation, sooner than later. You have suffered so much out of ignorance and 
loneliness, if only we could have been together this way when you were still very little." 
 
(Clare) Yes, Lord, if only... sigh 
 
(Jesus) "This is why I have brought you as a gift to My precious Brides, so they don‘t have to wait but 
can enter in now. No more loneliness, no more aloneness in the decisions of life. I am here at your 
right hand, by your side and I will always lead you when you ask it of Me." 
 
"The greatest danger to this relationship is distraction and business. These are the subtle tools satan 
uses to slowly and ever so imperceptibly draw you away from Me. He is very cautious to do it slowly 
so that you don‘t notice what is taking place. It begins with projects such as you are facing right now." 
 
(Clare) Oh yes... That would be moving an 83 year old woman who is a hoarder with 4 tiny barking 
dogs out of the front house and other things that need to be done here on the property. 
 
(Jesus) "Yes, you may take this as a warning. However what you have going for you now that you 
didn‘t have before was responsibility to souls who want to grow closer to Me. Your motherly nature 
will put the stops on you before you lose what we have right now. But in the past, this is precisely how 
he stole you away from Me. And I cried Clare, I cried and cried because I missed you so." 
 
(Clare) My heart sank and tears welled up in my eyes. 'Oh, God and my best friend… I am so deeply 
sorry.' 
 
(Jesus) "Yes. There is a cost My Brides. Your life will be stripped down to the bare necessities and 
very little pleasures from the outside. This is a price you must be willing to pay. I will convict you of 
your curiosity and the time you take to indulge it surfing on the internet, while I am at your side 
waiting." 
 
"I will convict you of vanity staying in front of the mirror or shopping for preparations to make you look 
better. I will convict you of time at a salon, and even eating lunch out with a friend, that has no bearing 
on spiritual growth for either one of you. I will convict you of spending too much time in the kitchen, 
the garden and compulsive cleaning." 
 
"This is your guide. If you have peace and joy in what you do that is not directly related to Me, then 
you will know I am with you in that activity. But if you feel a nagging, a tugging by your side, like ; ‗I 
know I shouldn‘t be doing this … but….‘ then I am by your side My Bride, lonely for your company, 
and if you continue to put Me off, I will cry. You won‘t see My tears but you will feel something terribly 
wrong inside. That terrible wrong is the sadness and grief of your God, deep down in your heart." 
 
"You see, I am not an easy catch and I am high maintenance. So, if you really mean it when you say ‗I 
want that kind of relationship with Jesus.‘ Then you will have to undergo many sacrifices and 
streamline your time to be with Me. Tell them about your hours." 
 
(Clare) Well, for instance, my basic day is picking up food for the food bank, and perhaps a short trip 
to the store, picking up prescriptions, taking the dogs and cats for a good walk out in the pasture 
behind our house, dinner, dishes and basic everyday cleaning. Spending time with my husband 
during a meal or sharing spiritual things, which all adds up to about 4 hours of maintenance. 
 
Then in the evenings, maybe 4-6 hours of correspondence with all of you and our helpers, then 
worship, listening for the message, recording it and putting it up – which is another four to five hours 
or so. And in between this, I need 2 naps about 45 min long to rest my body. 
 
With the Rapture looming, I‘ve cut out anything like repairing clothing, shopping at the thrift store for 
clothes, watching a movie with my husband, more exercise, and cooking my favorite foods. I love to 
bake. 
 
(Jesus) "So your life has changed considerably in the last few months?" 
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(Clare) Oh yes, Lord, thank You. I am very happy with this schedule. There have been sacrifices but 
none of them can compare to being with You, sweet Jesus. 
 
(Jesus) "And so you see, dear Brides, there is much you will have to sacrifice if you have not already 
stream lined your lives. And I am giving this instruction not just for you, but for those left behind, so 
they will know what this kind of relationship takes. You will never, for one minute regret leaving these 
things behind." 
 
"But as Clare stated earlier and as I warned her... A big, time consuming project is the perfect time for 
satan to use his strategies of distraction to slowly suck the life right out of you by sliding away from 
Me due to increased activity. So… how do you handle these projects? Easy, you don‘t do them unless 
they are absolutely necessary and you keep up your daily maintenance. Believe it or not, one day of 
prayer missed is a very serious matter." 
 
"It‘s the little foxes that spoil the vine and it begins with just one day at a time. The next day something 
else pressing steals your prayer time. The next day more things come up and now you are in the habit 
of putting Me off – and unless you take drastic measure to get back to Me, it‘s like the tide going out… 
you‘re drawn far away from the home in your heart with Me." 
 
"So this is what these sacrifices look like. Happy you will be if you count them as nothing and bring 
your life into order: God order. It may not happen overnight, but if you work at it every day, I will be 
with you helping you make the right choices. And when you slide backwards as Clare inevitably does, 
I tell her, ‗I will help you make better choices with your day tomorrow.‘ And we are back on the right 
track." 
 
(Clare) Lord, I can just hear it right now... 'What about people who have to work or go to school?' 
 
(Jesus) "I have no easy answer. Again, it is 'how badly' do I want this kind of relationship? Badly 
enough to change your lifestyle so you have fewer bills or relatively none at all? Is the career you are 
being educated for truly My will for your life? My perfect will? Or would you be happier in Africa out in 
the bush bringing souls to Me? Does your work reflect your complete devotion and love for Me? Or is 
it financial security you are living for?" 
 
"You see there is no easy answer. You will get scorn and contempt from the world if you opt out of the 
world. Are you ready to give an answer – or walk away without an answer to family and relatives who 
see you as being irresponsible and a loser? Or are you so in love with Me that none of that even 
matters? Or are you willing to hurt inside and lose the support of family and friends who draw away 
from you because of your 'foolish' choices? There is no easy answer." 
 
(Clare) I can just hear it now... 'But I‘m married!' 
 
(Jesus) "If you are equally yoked that will not be an impediment." 
 
(Possible Objections from Listeners) …'I have a good job and great income, I‘ve worked for this 
position for years, my retirement is secure, etc. etc.' 
 
(Jesus) "You may not be alive next week let alone ten years from now. What could you be doing to 
build up My kingdom with the skill set you have developed? Or perhaps I have a different plan not 
using you in what you have cultivated, but using you in something you are totally unprepared for so 
you will have to rely strictly on Me to accomplish it." 
 
(Clare) Well, from my experience as a nature photographer 30 years ago... You would not allow me to 
get near a camera after I dedicated my life to You. 
 
(Jesus) "Yes, because you reeked of the world every time you picked up a camera and I couldn‘t 
stand the stench." 
 
(Clare) LOL... I figured it. 
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(Jesus) "In its stead, I gave you the gift of music and teaching." 
 
(Clare) Oh, I love the gifts you gave me Lord. 
 
(Jesus) "I knew what I had created you for My Love, and I knew you would love this work, and you 
were willing to completely die to the past – so you came to Me empty and I filled you with My will. Oh 
how many are willing to give it all up? How many? Count the cost. I‘m not an easy catch, I am very 
high maintenance, but the benefits are out of this world." 
 
"I love you all My aspiring Brides, and as you empty yourselves of yourself, I will fill you with Myself. 
For those who would save their lives will lose them, but those who would lose them for Me, well… 
they shall indeed save them." 
 
"Go now and consider deeply the cost. I will be waiting by your side to hear your decision. You have 
only to ask and I will help you. I have given you My Heart, I have given you My Spirit. Now, what are 
you willing to give Me?" 
 
(Clare) This message is not only for us right now, it is for the generations to come. Even in the 
millennium, this message may touch the hearts of many. His blessings be with you all and I pray, that 
the Lord may flood you with His peace and wisdom... Ame 
 
 
 
 
 

Message 47: Satan's planned War against Humanity & You must 

forgive! 
 
 
April 15, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Tonight the Lord was wearing Navy Blue and as the night wore on and we were dancing I saw 
He was wearing a military outfit with all kinds of bars of colors… Commander. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes this war is coming to a head. (Please keep in mind, this message was originally given on 
April 15, 2015) The parts are all scripted, one by one they come into play, the players appointed by 
destiny. 
 
―Obama - the man of sin - stands in the central position - scripting for him was done eons ago. Each 
player has their role and their orders, all that remains now is the commencement and at the proper 
time the signal will be given. 
 
―How lucrative this war will be for Satan, this is precisely why I have been hoping to hold it off, but 
time has reached its fullness and it will begin any day now. Never in the history of mankind has such 
atrocity been planned and executed, never in the history of the world will it occur again. This is the 
appointed time for the cleansing of the earth from all filth, disease brought to its fulness by the 
demonic powers that be with the full cooperation of man in his greed. 
 
―What will transpire is the decimation of millions of souls, for some there is nowhere to go but Hell, for 
others, they shall be saved as going through the fire. 
 
―My Bride will not see any of this. She has been brought to a place of sensitivity because of her union 
with Me that precludes her being exposed to such horrors, as will come upon mankind.‖ 
 
(Clare) But Lord will she not be here for a nuclear strike? 
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(Jesus) ―My Love this is only the beginning of woes. Only the beginning. Wave upon wave upon wave 
of disaster will befall the Earth, nuclear annihilation is but one in the series of scores of catastrophes 
and judgements. I want you to be well aware of what is about to transpire in these coming days. Eye 
has not seen, ear has not heard what the wickedness of man has brought upon itself.‖ 
 
(Clare) I would really like to understand, but if this knowledge is not for me to have, so be it. 
 
(Jesus) ―My little one, my very, very, very Little One, it is not essential to the salvation of souls, I would 
rather you focus on the hearts of the flock I have brought into this fold. They are My Bride Clare and 
how they yearn for Me, it brings tears to My eyes when I read their comments which are only the tip of 
the iceberg of their sorrow and longing for Me. As I have told you before, this is a factor in our timing, 
to see her gut wrenching tears is almost too much for Me. I wish to visit each and every one of them, 
but they must go through a process of preparation.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh Lord you are sovereign can you not just once visit them in a way they will never forget? 
They look at me and long for what You‘ve given me, which has been for their benefit that they might 
press in. But time is so short, can you not just come down and put them all into the sweet waters of 
Your Glory and love for them? 
 
(Jesus) ―My Child, I can and I will at the appropriate time for each of them, but I desire them to obey 
what they know is being asked of them first. It is very simple Clare, I am not asking a lot, am I?‖ 
 
(Clare) No Lord, You aren‘t. 
 
(Jesus) ―Those who love Me, obey Me and those who seek Me with their whole heart shall surely find 
Me.‖ 
 
―Now returning to the original scene, in My military attire. I don‘t want you to mourn over this situation, 
just understand that you can‘t have bitterness or unforgiveness in your heart and expect to hear Me 
clearly at the same time. Pass it on. There are those on your channel who have not forgiven 
themselves or others and I deliberately had you do a forgiveness meditation for them so that they 
would be free and clear to hear from Me. But some have not done this. 
 
―I am calling all My Brides to be clean before Me and you cannot be clean before Me unless you have 
truly forgiven those who have sinned against you. That includes sins against yourself. So you see 
there was a very good reason I allowed you to get hung up where you did. If you hold unforgiveness 
in your heart, you have drunk a chalice of poison, and the other person will not be the one to die. Let‘s 
move on…‖ 
 
(Clare) I‘d like to Lord but I feel hatred in my heart for her. I don‘t want it but I can sure feel it. What do 
I do? 
 
(Jesus) ―Consider her a leper, who is in dire need of love and respect, not for what she deserves but 
for Me. I have no one else to care for her and love her Clare, can‘t you make an exception in your 
heart for her.‖ 
 
(Clare) After a lot of prayer from Ezekiel I got to the point where I could forgive her and leave it alone. 
Still waiting on the Lord‘s wisdom as to what to do. For now I‘ll leave it alone. 
 
(Jesus) ―Thank you Clare. That‘s the right thing to do. You will see the wisdom in letting it go, I have 
covered for you and I will continue to cover for you. Thank you My Bride. I know you‘re hurting, I know 
you‘re frustrated, I know she‘s taken advantage of your kindness, but what is the price tag on a soul? 
At the right time this situation will turn around and she will see what she has done and then I can step 
in with love and forgiveness and she may very well give her heart to Me. At least you‘ve done all I 
asked you to do. I couldn‘t ask for more.‖ 
 
(Clare) Was there anything else Lord? 
 
(Jesus) ―Don‘t you think that‘s quite enough?‖ 
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(Clare) Truthfully, no. 
 
(Jesus) ―You are on the brink of war. I came to you tonight in the military attire because that‘s where I 
am right now.‖ 
 
(Clare) You did seem rather solemn Lord. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, I have a lot on My mind, this is a place of extreme pain for Me. It was nice to be 
comforted by you. I know things are growing more tense and intense around you, I need you all to 
hold on and continue to pray for the world and offer the sufferings you are enduring as a fast offering 
to bring more souls to Me, before the situation becomes impossible, that is, before the unrepentant 
souls die in the war.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 48: Let go of all your Dreams and Loved Ones! Surrender all 

to Me 
 
 
April 15, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) We are leaving this place very soon and many of us have unfulfilled hopes and dreams. All of 
us have things we could have done or should have done, and now it‘s too late. The desires and 
expectations of life on this Earth, who we wanted to be, who we a really are. The dreams we had as 
children, then teens and adults – dreams of family, dreams of careers, dreams of love and of who we 
yearned to become. 
 
Jesus stepped in... ―In Heaven I will give you a new heart, a new mind, a new vocation with all the 
tools you‘ve always wanted and never had. In Heaven the opportunities to express your love for Me 
and serve your brothers and sisters will be endless. The opportunities to form deep and lasting 
relationships, endless. The opportunities to be loved, endless. For in Heaven you will experience the 
consummation of all life‘s hopes and dreams. 
 
―I have gone to prepare a place for you. Truly a place for you, where all your favorite things are. All 
your family, your pets, and beloved animals – all are there waiting for you in your very own dwelling. 
Nothing will be denied you in Heaven. You will dream of it and it will manifest. Longing for skills you 
could never master on this Earth, you will be adorned with. No longer will you have frustrations and 
disappointments, everywhere you place your foot you will find happiness, joy, fulfillment. And you 
shall Have Me, My Bride, ever before you. 
 
―You will worship in the Great Assembly, you will worship Me in the forest, on the beach, in the 
Savanah… thanksgiving and worship will be the very language of your heart and mind, never a dark 
thought, always the brilliance of truth will ring you round about. 
 
―Some of you have never known life without fear – in Heaven there is no fear. Some of you have 
never known real and lasting joy, life has robbed you again and again but in Heaven you will live joy… 
it will flow through your very veins. Some of you could never form deep and meaningful relationships 
– in Heaven true friends will be everywhere. 
 
―I will dance with you, swim with you, explore and discover with you, and we will experience the 
fullness of life and the exquisite realms of the divine. 
 
―The childhood you never had will be restored to you. Your parents will accompany you in perfect 
love, things inside of you and them will be healed and the crooked ways will be made straight. 
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―Soon you will be with Me in your new Homeland; life in total freedom, life full of possibilities, life 
where worship is the air you breathe. 
 
―Come now, My Brides, leave all behind. Detach yourself from this world. I have your family and 
friends that are left behind in the palm of My hand. Your love prayers for them have reached My Heart 
and I am moved on your behalf. They will be with you soon enough, shining like the sun, exuding 
holiness. All their crooked ways will be straightened and they will live only to bring Me pleasure. 
 
―These things I promise you this day. you may let go now, for your work here is at an end, but your life 
eternal is only just beginning. I love you, My precious ones, with a love that knows no boundaries. I 
bless you now and entreat you to keep your eyes on the Heavens for I am coming. 
 
―Surrender to Me all your dreams Your hopes, Your wishes. Everything you‘ve ever wanted to do All 
the things you missed out on, all your plans that fell through, all your hopes never realized, everything 
you wanted to learn, but somehow it never happened, everything you wanted to give, but didn‘t 
have... 
 
―Give Me All your dreams, all that you could have done, all you should have done. Give to Me the 
wonderful memories, the sad memories and unfulfilled dreams, the things you never finished, the 
breakthroughs that never came. 
 
―Leave with Me the ones you love, the ones who‘ve hurt you, all your heart aches, those you never 
reached with My Love, those you offended and who never forgave you. 
 
―Say farewell to the broken relationships, the alienated children. The family far away, you never got to 
see, the grandchildren you never kissed, the times you didn‘t say I love you, the times you didn‘t ask 
forgiveness... 
 
―Surrender them to Me, all that you have ever done, all you have not done, what has never been, lay 
it down at My feet, all you wish you would have done differently. Surrender it all...‖ 
 
(Ezekiel 34:11-16) 
 
 
 
 

Message 49: Can Men experience Closeness with Jesus as Women do? 
 
 
April 16, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... ―There are a lot of men holding out on Me saying... 'Ah, this is a woman‘s thing, it isn‘t 
for guys.' Nothing could be further from the truth. John rested his head on My bosom, quite regularly. 
He listened to the Heartbeat of God, he hungered for His God and he found Me, he wasn‘t about to let 
Me go. 
 
―Understand that women are a little more disposed to this simple intimacy, which hasn‘t a hint of 
carnality behind it. It is the purest love of God a soul can have in a female earthly body or a male 
earthly body.‖ 
 
―Is it not written in Matthew 22:30... For in the resurrection they neither marry nor are given in 
marriage, but are like angels in heaven? 
 
―Therefore there is no excuse for shunning closeness to Me. I loved John with a love so pure, few on 
earth will ever comprehend it. But in Heaven it shall be obvious to all. So to you Bride of Christ, I say 
do not allow anything to lie and condemn you for loving Me and wanting to rest your head upon My 
Heart.‖ 
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Message 50: The Preparations for War are almost complete... Do not 

judge, help Me! 
 
 
April 17, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... ―I told you I would speak to you every night. It‘s not your performance that determines 
that, it is My Word, Beloved.‖ 
 
(Clare) Are You upset with me Lord? I tried to do the right thing today. 
 
(Jesus) ―No, My Love, I‘m not. I‘ve followed your reasoning very well, but I do wish you didn‘t go to the 
store.‖ 
 
(Clare) Send Ezekiel? 
 
(Jesus) ―If you have to, yes. Things are drawing to a close in preparation for this war. I want you to be 
well aware that it could break on you at any moment. I want you to remind people about Miami. You 
have many new-comers who are not aware of those prophecies.‖ 
 
(Clare) Here a short Insight into the Vision regarding Miami… Nuclear annihilation of Miami followed 
by nuclear attacks on American cities, I was not shown other parts of the world except that the attacks 
were in some way instigated from North Eastern Europe and the missiles originated in the Middle 
East. Whether they were fired from there or were operated by Middle Easterners was not clear. More 
in the Message 'Nuclear Annihilation of Miami will precede the Rapture'. 
 
(Jesus) ―What people are missing is what is going on all around them that they are unaware of. Like 
the woman at Walmart. She works there but has no clue about all the closures. Her children are busy 
with their young lives and she doesn‘t use the internet. She doesn‘t see. They are counting on this to 
take everyone by surprise. They are so used to saber rattling that the news is just more blah, blah, 
blah …blah, blah. These things have been done to desensitize the public from the real threats – they 
get so used to hearing the same things about Israel and the Middle East, and Russia, they figure it will 
blow over even as your daughter does. Just another saber rattling… it‘s all inconsequential. 
 
―There‘s nothing you can do to change that. As you‘ve noticed when you tell them what‘s going on 
they just look at you with a blank stare. This town is very provincial – which is to its benefit for it is 
considered one of the safer places to be, preserved for vacationing. In fact many places in the U.S. 
are tourist destinations and the wealthy government officials have set them out to be mostly 
untouched so they can continue to be used for that purpose. Even their children frequent this place. 
What I am trying to say is that this place has a degree of protection. It is out of harm‘s way. 
 
―Areas that are most dangerous are crossroads of major highways, key points in transportation will be 
secured very quickly. Out of the way locations will be for the most part ignored unless it is discovered 
that there are hostiles living there.‖ 
 
(Clare) What do you mean by hostiles? 
 
(Jesus) ―People who will not go along with the plan. Many of them are already targeted, but they are 
not foolish, they are well aware. This place above all others will be less traumatic, however, the 
effects of CERN will be experienced all over the world and the only protection is their closeness to 
Me. Most of the church body is sound asleep and has no idea what they are facing or how to cope 
with it. That is why I am sending revival such as has never been seen on earth. And as usual this has 
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not been taken into consideration, for I will visit members of the armed forces and turn them against 
the evil they have been prepared to carry out. 
 
―All persons with exception of those made by men, will get the opportunity to change course. There 
will be a great falling away from the military as ordinary men see what is being done to their country, 
their mothers, fathers, grandparents. They will be struck deeply in their conscience and foil many 
maneuvers to further destroy this country. 
 
―That will give the ‗hostiles‘ the edge they need to protect a portion of the country. Do you see Clare – 
I, too, have made My plans. I, too, have made My preparations and the supposed wisdom of men I 
will turn to foolishness. However for those without a soul, destruction of the demon inhabited body is 
the only solution, there is no allegiance to any power but Satan‘s.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, how will they know who these clones are? 
 
(Jesus) ―The eyes are the window to the soul. A soul-less body will have dark, dark eyes, not a 
glimmer, only steely cold blackness. So cold, so evil, you can feel it. Much like you have both 
encountered in exorcisms and deliverance. When the evil spirit is in control the eyes become like 
black marbles.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh Lord, thank you for speaking with me – this is the absolute high point of my day, except for 
worship. 
 
(Jesus) ―I know My Love, that is why I assured you, it is not your performance that makes this 
possible, it is My Mercy and nothing more. I love the sweet little flock I have sent you, soul by soul. I 
love them dearly and it is My great desire to speak with them every day. Oh, how I love them. And 
what I will leave behind for others, will be invaluable in building their faith. There will be a great 
harvest from these messages and I will have many followers who will be strengthened.‖ 
 
(Clare) I‘m glad you said, You would have many followers, I don‘t want followers. Besides I‘m not 
leading, You are! 
 
(Jesus) ―This is very true, but none the less you will be misunderstood by those who have hidden 
agendas, jealousies, and just refuse to open their hearts. They will suffer the most. It is good for you 
to continue to teach how destructive judgement is to each soul. It is good for all of you to take these 
words to heart and not allow an entrance for pride and judgment. 
 
―My children, I have warned you again and again about judging – but when you judge my prophets 
you incur serious repercussions in your life – immediately. You will find that the results will be 
immediate because I am trying to break you of this wicked habit. Do you understand, when you judge 
others and especially My vessels unto honor that you invite in a host of demons to sift you and your 
family? 
 
―Do you understand that when you spread false reports about the innocent and slander their character 
that you have brought a curse down upon yourself? I have to tell you, you will see more and more 
division and strife among your friends for such behavior because beneath it all there is spiritual 
jealousy, the most destructive force in My Body. When you engage patterns of jealousy you actually 
oppose Me and the operation of My gifts and I will hold you accountable for the souls I could not 
reach because you spread lies about a vessel.‖ 
 
(1 Corinthians 1:10) I appeal to you, brothers and sisters, in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, that 
all of you agree with one another in what you say and that there be no divisions among you, but that 
you be perfectly united in mind and thought. 
 
(Clare) I want to take a moment here and confess to you all, that in the past if someone hurt me, or 
had something I really wanted but didn‘t have, I would get jealous and find fault with them. In the 
beginning of our marriage Ezekiel and I had some really terrible problems, strife and 
misunderstanding, to the point where it is an absolute miracle that we stayed together. 
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Some of you to this day have strife with your spouse. You don‘t have peace but constant quarreling. I 
must say, that‘s the way it was for us. Then one day the Lord revealed to us the cause of this. We had 
been discussing people between the two of us and down grading them, that opened the door for 
Satan to sift us. So we tried to stop. May I say, every time we harbored judgement in our hearts or 
opened our mouths with just a hint of judgement, something bad would happen and we‘d get into a 
fight? It soon became evident, we were opening the door for the demons, by the sin of judgement. 
 
Why do you suppose the Lord waited until I was 68 before He used me in ministry? Because it took 
us a very long time to love others and consider them better than ourselves. He hates calumny more 
than anything I can think of. At least if you murder someone they are no more, their lives are over. But 
when you invent stories about others you deprive the Lord of the good He wanted to do with that 
vessel that continues living, it‘s as if you did murder them because to those you‘ve spread lies about 
them, they might as well be dead, they can‘t do any good because you‘ve destroyed their reputation. 
 
Now Ezekiel and I have a wonderful and peaceful relationship, and I tell you the truth, the major thing 
that changed our dynamics was thinking the best about others and refusing to gossip or listen to 
gossip. And God help us if we are foolish enough to slip up, it always results in unpleasantness. 
 
Please, Dear Ones, take this to heart... See, he who is bound with wickedness, and has conceived 
trouble and brought forth falsehood. He has made a pit and dug it out, and he falls into the pit he 
made. His trouble turns back upon his own head, and his wickedness comes down on the top of his 
head. (Psalm 7:14-16) 
 
'OK Lord, I had my say.' 
 
(Jesus) ―And a very good say it was too. Unfortunately there will be some who cannot receive this. 
But perhaps you can receive... 'By their fruits you will know them.' And I encourage you to look at the 
fruits of those whom I have chosen to minister, there you will find their accreditation. 
 
―But I want to warn you, Dear Ones, there will be such disorder in the future that people will long for 
answers and be willing to listen. To those of you who are My Remnant, these will be the days you 
have always dreamt of. Hungry hearts reaching out for truth. Once earthly comforts and consolations 
are removed, once lives are put at risk and chaos breaks out, those who would not seek Me until they 
found Me will reach out and be eager to be added to the kingdom, even if it means their head. 
 
―Now I have one more word for you: persevere in holiness up until the final hour. Do not consider 
anything of this world worthy of compromising your integrity. I know you are all suffering more in these 
days than you have in the past. For multitudes of reasons, each of you are carrying a heavier cross. 
This is My doing, do not try to wiggle out of it. I need your sacrifices and fast offerings to rescue those 
who are marginal. Those who are just biding their time in the world, figuring things will go on forever 
and they don‘t have to look at who they are before Me. 
 
―These are the ones we are fighting for now. Clare, some of your children are in this group. For many 
of you it is children, grandchildren, husbands, wives, dear friends and distant relatives. You have tried 
over and over again to get their attention but your words sailed by them in the wind. Still, I am working 
with them on a level you cannot see or sense. It is hidden to you. Part of the reason for this is that I 
don‘t want you to step in and spoil it, there is much resistance built up to you and I am speaking to 
their hearts in a totally different way. 
 
―Were you to see just how close they are getting you would rush in and push them away again.So be 
patient, trust Me, carry your cross with determination knowing that it will bear fruit. 
 
―I am telling you this now so you will not grow weary in well doing. What are your crosses? Surely 
people who mock you, inconveniences like flat tires, frustrations when things aren‘t working for you, 
mental and spiritual pain, when you are travailing for others and they simply show no signs of 
conversion. You mothers and fathers are suffering greatly because the world is so enticing to your 
children you just can‘t compete with it or their peers. 
 
―Mental health, depression, anxiety. Some of you are carrying almost unbearable crosses. Cry out to 
Me and I will strengthen you. And last but not least in any sense of the word: physical pain and illness. 
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For those of you who have chronic conditions that refuse to yield to prayer and positive confession – 
that by My stripes you are healed – to those of you I say indeed, you are suffering for Me, indeed you 
are bringing forth the sweet fruit of conversion that you will see on that day. Rather than being 
steeped in condemnation from the inside or outside... 'You‘re not healed because there is sin in your 
life, because you lack faith, because you aren‘t right with God.' I say to you – lies, lies, lies! 
 
―This is a critical time of great importance. Soon many who are not right with Me will die. I am pouring 
out graces right now to bring them to Me before it‘s too late. I am receiving your sufferings as a fast 
offering. You have longed to serve but feel frustrated because of illness incapacitating you. Little do 
you know that you are majorly responsible for the success of ministers who are high profile and 
reaping a harvest. 
 
―Little do you know that I have chosen you because you love Me and are willing to suffer anything for 
Me. So brush away those condemning voices and be comforted in Me. You are My partners in the 
redemption of the lost. 
 
―My Brides, I truly adore each and every one and if you feel your cross is heavier than the one‘s 
others are carrying, understand: it is your great love for Me that enabled me to place this cross on 
your back. You are indeed My powerful army of intercessors and some day you will be shocked to 
see exactly where the credit goes for conversions. It will be substantially shared with those who 
delivered the message. 
 
―I bless you all now with increased patience, vigor, courage and strength, to continue in this way until I 
relieve you of the burden and take you to Myself.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 51: Be honest with yourself & Examine your Motives... Look 

into My Mirror 
 
 
April 18, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... ―Tonight I want to talk to you about honesty. Honesty with yourself and others. You all 
have areas that need to be looked at just a little closer. If I did not love you I would not bring this up at 
all, but because time is very short and there are still areas where you have not confessed sin to Me, I 
am asking you precious Bride, look again.‖ 
 
―For the sake of survival in the past you have hidden certain things from yourself because it was too 
painful to look at. But you needn‘t hide anything from Me, I already know about your sins, dearest. I 
want to work with you and lift the burden of guilt deep down inside where you have hidden things too 
painful and disturbing to bring up.‖ 
 
―There is nothing that can keep Me from loving you, absolutely nothing. But our relationship must be 
built on honesty. I cannot perfect that which you refuse to see. In order to bring you to perfection, you 
must be willing to admit the truth about yourself. You are beautiful beyond imagining and there is 
nothing that will change My mind about that but these deep dark secrets and unconfessed sins let off 
a scent of guilt and shame.‖ 
 
―This too is responsible for you distancing yourself from Me. You know there are things too dark to 
confront but that in My presence all things are seen…may I say I have seen all these things even 
before they happened? No one wants to see themselves as evil and so they hide their evil thoughts 
and deeds even from themselves and make excuses to cover them up, or invent stories.‖ 
 
―My Love, come to Me and ask to be relieved of these sins. Ask Me to bring them to the surface 
where My grace can cauterize your flesh and you will never more be burdened by them.‖ 
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―For instance, so many make the excuse that they don‘t have time to pray the way they should. Let‘s 
examine that. Do you have time to shop, prepare dinner, watch a show on TV, talk to a friend for 45 
minutes, go to a salon to have your hair done, take a trip with friends, sit on the porch and enjoy the 
fresh evening air?‖ 
 
―Let‘s analyze that. You have made time to nourish your body and provide for your body‘s needs. You 
have made time to relax and be entertained, to give your emotions a break, you have made time for a 
friend to confide in you or to share in your victories and failures, you have made time to be stylish and 
look good in the eyes of man, and you have made time to get away from everyday life with friends.‖ 
 
―What is the truth of this, what is the conclusion to be drawn from this example? Simply that I am not 
as important as any of these things, that is the honest truth I am looking for. You make time for the 
things that are most important for you in your life. You make time to work and make money, to shop 
and spend money, to entertain yourself, even to go to church, these things are important to you. But a 
relationship with Me?‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord… 
 
(Jesus) ―Go ahead.‖ 
 
(Clare) Well I just want to say that I had a to-do list every day, and it was long. If I didn‘t accomplish 
everything on the list or most things, I would end the day in disappointment. I was very unhappy and 
frustrated until one day the Lord spoke to my heart, ―You have a spirit of Ambition.‖ This spirit would 
suggest expectations and I would write them down to be done in a day. But I was over reaching my 
energy level and my time so I would have to push to accomplish everything. I had to push away 
anyone or anything that would take time away from my list. And there was always something I just 
couldn‘t get done. 
 
Everything on that list was either in the world or from the world. Sure there were things that couldn‘t 
wait but rather than spending time in the kitchen baking, I could just buy something that would make 
do. But no, it had to be really good if not the best, so I had to make it. There are easy ways to do 
things and there are superior, harder ways to do things that cause you to become more involved, 
using more of your time. I would always pick the more demanding ways. Perhaps the root sin of this 
was Pride, it just had to be the best. 
 
And I never had enough time for God. I never had hours when I wasn‘t exhausted or in a hurry to get 
out and get everything done. Early I was busy getting ready to go, late was the dregs of my energy. I 
knew He was calling me to more prayer, but I was so tied to my worldly pleasures and agendas, I 
didn‘t have time. I mean really substantial time with Him. One day the Lord told me what my problem 
was, ―Clare, you don‘t have time for Me.‖ 
 
I was floored by that remark…don‘t have time…for God? Hugh, why is that, isn‘t He the most 
important One in my life? The answer was easy, ―No.‖ He was not the most important thing, a million 
other details pertaining to the world were more important…exercise, finding the right clothing to wear, 
working with my hair, looking for makeup and trying new techniques, baking the most intense dark 
chocolate cake with homemade frosting, cleaning the car, keeping it shiney and bright, repotting my 
plants and looking up details about how to increase their yield, studying health issues and what 
certain vitamins can do. I could go on and on and on and on with this list. 
 
All of those things were more important to me than Jesus. And that was the Honest truth. I loved the 
Lord, I gave Him my life, I thought I was living for Him, but looking back, I was living for myself. Yes I 
had prayer time, but nothing like what He wanted from me. Yet I was hungry for the gifts and the 
ministries others had. 
 
I would feel Jealousy over the success of others and ask myself, why can‘t I be successful like that? I 
would even tell the Lord, if You throw me into ministry Lord I know all those other things will fade 
away. But He wouldn‘t do that. What He wanted from me was to see me abandon the familiar things 
of the world, the things I thought were essential, and really were nothing more than vanities, before I 
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was put in ministry. He wanted to see that He meant everything to me, and nothing in my life was 
more important to me than Him. 
 
I began to realize that my jealousy was based on laziness. I was not putting out the effort to succeed, 
because my life was too taken up by trivia, all those things that are going to burn in the fire. I 
remember once hearing something that stuck in my mind like velcro. ―If you are jealous of someone it 
is because you see something they have, that you know you could be doing, but you‘re not applying 
yourself to the level necessary to attain it.‖ That statement haunted me. And the reason I wasn‘t 
attaining? The time in my life was being used up by trivia. 
 
Then one day I got confronted with the Rapture. And I was told, you are one of the foolish virgins. 
How did I know that? There was a deep down gnawing in my gut, that I was wasting precious time on 
foolish things. But I would throw up an excuse, that has to be done! that‘s important! I‘ve got to have 
that, and so on and so on, but that gnawing refused to go away and when the Lord burst my little 
bubble telling me that I didn‘t have time for Him…and I saw the reality of the Rapture, well that was 
my wake up call. I just knew that if I continued on this way, I would run out of oil, if I was not already 
out. That‘s when I changed, lowered my expectations and standards on worldly things so that God 
could dominate my life. 
 
(Jesus) ―And that‘s where I would like you My Brides to pick up at. I want you to be unyieldingly 
honest with yourselves about how you are spending your time. Reassess the must haves in your 
lives. Lower your expectations so that trivia and vanity does not rob you of Me. It is so slippery, one 
step in the wrong direction and all the wrong things hop onboard.‖ 
 
(Clare) I remember Lord, when I was dressing for church, years ago, I just had to have a co-ordinated 
outfit, the right dress, the right accessories, the right purse, the right shoes, the right hose the right 
makeup. One thing steps out of line and everything else follows it. 
 
Whereas if I weren‘t so conscious of my outer appearance, I could make do with the same simple 
clothes every week. Then my inner man would be truly ready to worship and oblivious to the fashion 
show. For you men it would be the right tie, with the right shirt, the right jacket and slacks, and the 
right shoes, with a shiney new clean car to make a shiney impression for all the guys coming to 
church with their families. Boy were we into it. 
 
(Jesus) ―The saddest part of this My Bride is that you don‘t see your involvements are choking out the 
fruit you could have bore. Truly in this country the briars have overgrown the churches to the point 
where there is no room for Me to move. And much of the time, the issue anchoring My movements, is 
social acceptability. Dressing right, looking right, acting right, at all the wrong times. I have no room to 
breathe.‖ 
 
―This is why I am calling for honesty. A new level of honesty. When this country is at war there will be 
honesty because all the frills will be impossible to have, then we can get back down to content, 
personal holiness and what really matters. But now My church is bound by social standards and 
acceptability in the sight of man.‖ 
 
―My Brides, My beautiful Brides, I beg of you, check your motives. There is only one motive you 
should have, love of Me and love of neighbor. Any other motive is impure and purity is what is 
necessary to see and hear Me clearly.‖ 
 
―Ask yourself... 'Did I say that because I wanted to be clever and impress them' or 'Did I dress this 
way to upstage so and so' or 'Am I exercising so I can turn the men‘s heads at church? And catch a 
husband?' May I say that if you seek to attract a husband by carnal standards, you will have a carnal 
man and a carnal marriage. 
 
―Ask yourself... 'Did I call so and so to plant an ugly thought about someone I don‘t like?' or 'Did I sign 
up to serve in the church to improve my influence and status?' or 'Did I offer to help because I want 
people to think I am good?' or 'Did I buy that new car, because I wanted to turn heads in the parking 
lot?'‖ 
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―Check your motives, both men and women. Check to see if the reason you are doing something is 
strictly because you love Me and for no other reason. If it is to be seen by others and thought well of, I 
guarantee you, oil is leaking from your lamp and it is in danger of going out.‖ 
 
―I am going to convict you of your motives this coming week. I am going to expose attitudes and 
habits that have hindered you and prevented you from becoming who you truly are in Me. Some 
things may come as a shock to you, when you see why you really do what you do. But this is for your 
own good. This is to remove more spots from your wedding gown. This is to bring you to repentance. 
And if any think more highly of themselves than they do of others, well, you will discover just how 
lowly you are. This is a good thing. For truly I lift up the humble but decrease the stature of the proud.‖ 
 
―Please My Bride, men and women, be honest with yourselves and do not try to make excuses or 
sidestep the truth about why you are doing things. At every turn, repent and ask for My help to let go 
of these worldly attitudes and posturing. I am purifying you like fire tried gold, cooperate with Me, for I 
love you and have only your best and eternal interests at heart. I bless you now with the courage to 
cooperate with Me as I prepare you for our wedding day.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 52: Blessed are the Pure, for they shall see Me! Holiness has 

its Price... 
 
 
April 19, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... ―My children are having a hard time recognizing where they have made compromises 
with the world. The world is so corrupt that consciences have never really been properly formed, as a 
result there is still much they do not recognize as far as right from wrong.‖ 
 
―They sense certain things are not pleasing to Me, but they don‘t know beyond a shadow of a doubt. 
You fall into this too sometimes. You see My thinking is so radically different from the world‘s it is 
difficult to justify it in the eyes of men.‖ 
 
―But I am here to say... 'Do your best' and 'My spirit will do the rest'. There will not be time on this 
earth to expose all the things that bring Me grief, but after time in Heaven you will all understand more 
fully the sinful things that contaminate you. Until then, do your best, I‘ll do the rest. No seriously, I 
understand your lack of understanding as to what things offend Me. And for this reason I am being 
more liberal with you and not requiring complete purity as I did in days of old.‖ 
 
―Yes swimsuits still shame Me. That is way too much flesh showing, but that‘s the norm for your 
culture. I remember when you would take the children swimming to the pool and insisted they cover 
their bodies with shorts and t-shirts, but just them being in the vicinity of others who were immodestly 
clad, was shameful to Me. I am not condemning you Clare, I am explaining to you how different 
Heaven‘s standards are and that I have made allowances because of your culture.‖ 
 
―But now we are coming down to the wire and I wish for all My Brides to be acutely aware of what is 
grievous to Me, I want you all to practice chastity of eyes, mind, and body. Do not let your eyes 
wander. Do not look twice when you see something offensive to Me. Do you understand, I live in you? 
I see what you see? Oh please spare Me the grief of having to see things of the carnal nature.‖ 
 
―Many of you have stumbled into sins of the flesh because of the immodest culture you live in. That 
was Satan‘s plan all along and how successful he has been. But now My Brides as you approach our 
wedding day, I beg of you, do not linger on things of the flesh, not entertainments… it is not funny to 
Me, but sick, not photographs not songs or books.‖ 
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(Clare) Lord I know the enemy has unleashed filth like never before that just seeps into our minds 
before we recognize what it is. 
 
(Jesus) ―There is no condemnation if you recognize these things in your mind, it is when you dwell on 
them that you sully yourself. Again, blessed are the pure for they shall see God, this is an important 
aspect of communicating with Me. I wish for you to push those assaults out of your mind and remain 
pure. If you do not they begin to grow and evolve into something much more evil and before you know 
it you are compromised and beyond the boundaries of your self control, then it is too late and you fall 
into sin.‖ 
 
―I am telling you all this for your own good, please, any hint of immorality, impurity, licentiousness, 
lacking moral restraint, especially in sexual conduct, provocative clothing, shun like a leper.‖ 
 
―There is a price to pay for holiness, for closeness to Me, you will receive more than your fair share of 
scorn and contempt from relatives, when you refuse to watch certain things in movies and TV. 
Turning your eyes away from filthy things brings an element of conviction to others around you, and 
they resent it. But you are bearing witness to God within you, you are rejecting moral impurity and 
setting a higher standard of behavior which many will not go along with.‖ 
 
―And for those of you who have already fallen into uncleanness or fornication, I say, repent and make 
a resolution to not do it again, call on Me in that hour to strengthen you. Those who willingly give their 
eyes over to that are far more guilty than those of you who are weak and refuse every opportunity to 
look, but still find yourselves overpowered. I do not condemn you, but the demons do. They bring on 
the temptation and give you to think, God will forgive me, then when you fall, they pour on the 
condemnation and claim you as their own, bound for Hell.‖ 
 
―You will find that those of you who are harsh and judgmental with others, will have a harder time 
controlling yourself. You see rather than rushing aside, I allow you to fail so you will have more 
compassion for your brothers and sisters. I am calling My children to Mercy. Those who show Mercy, 
shall themselves be shown Mercy. And those who are legalistic, demanding, and critical of others, 
need to learn compassion and humility. And so I allow a degrading habit to bring them to their senses 
so they will cease judging others. I do not give birth to these things, but I see the demons getting 
ready to jump on a soul, and if they have been harsh and critical of others, I do not come to their 
rescue. The more you downgrade others the more you can expect to fall.‖ 
 
―Now when a soul has had enough and cries out to Me to help them, I remind them of their weakness 
so they may indeed see themselves on the same level as everyone else, not better, not smarter, not 
holier, not more capable, but wretched just like the rest of humanity needing redemption, needing 
compassion, needing Mercy. And when I see that a proud, arrogant, judgmental soul is beginning to 
get it, then I step in and help them.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, I know I have had a weakness in the area of food and it seems that whenever I have 
brought home some little thing that didn‘t meet with your approval, I would have remorse and you 
would give me a reading on humility. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, I humble the proud, I allow them to fail in many, many different ways because pride was 
and is the original sin by satan, pride is the grandfather of sin and more than any other sin, I hate 
pride. It breeds judgment and gossip which destroys the life of My Body and deprives it of My gifts. It 
destroys marriages and leaves children without guidance from both parents, it degrades the simple 
and takes the meaning of their lives from them. There is nothing more destructive than pride, it can be 
found behind all the other sins, greed, lust, and too many things to mention.‖ 
 
―So when I see it in a soul that wishes to know Me on a deeper level, I immediately go to work to 
break that stronghold so that life may be restored to that soul and not easily stolen. When there is 
pride you are a city unguarded, and how easy it is for the enemy to walk right in and despoil you of all 
your gifts.‖ 
 
―When you are a minister and you are in pride, not only do you fall, but all the others who have 
attended you, listened to you, believed in you, they fall as well. Satan lies in wait for ministers, he 
provokes them to judge, then he despoils them.‖ 
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―So for all of you I am telling you the secrets of holiness, the secrets of pleasing Me and warning you 
of the snares set at your feet. Just after a victory, when you are feeling good, that is your most 
vulnerable time, expect to be attacked, expect to be provoked to judge others and place yourself 
above them.‖ 
 
―When you begin to feel this leaven creep up on you, immediately repent and bring forgiveness and 
mercy on your soul. Usually when you feel it, it is too late, you have already been walking in it, but if 
you are very, very careful, you can prevent a fall. Mostly, I want you to notice the virtue in your brother 
and sister, and accuse yourself, that you lack that virtue.‖ 
 
―I want you to downgrade and humble yourself so you are beneath others in your own eyes. This is 
the ONLY safe haven for you... Humility. And if you look closely enough you will see so much virtue in 
others you will not dare to point the finger at anyone, rather you will habitually recognize virtue in 
other that keeps your city secure and well guarded.‖ 
 
―So now, perhaps you understand it. Why you fall into degrading sin. Why things fail for you, for I 
oppose the proud but give grace to the humble. I love you all with the tenderness that only your 
Creator can have, I bless you now as you go forth, with wisdom and courage to overcome yourselves 
and walk in My humility.‖ 
 
―For though I am God I did not regard equality with God, a matter to be grasped, but emptied Myself, 
taking the form of a lowly servant, and came to you in the likeness of men, forsaking My privilege as 
your Creator. This is the character of My Bride, so go and do likewise.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 53: My Bride... Without Love you will not stand before Me 
 
 
April 20, 2015 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
"Many are so sure they are ready to stand before Me. But they are not taking a good look inside 
themselves or in My mirror. This concerns Me Clare, it concerns Me that they are so ready and yet 
they still quarrel and bite at one another - they still gossip and tell lies about one another. They still 
accuse with impunity, thinking they are so right and the other is so wrong." 
 
"Yet I tell you, they are not ready to stand before Me. They are blinded by self-righteousness, they are 
on a crusade to set the world straight, but they are unfit for the bridal gown. I cannot put a clean white 
garment on those who are still jealous and destructive with their tongue. I cannot put that gown on 
anyone who does not love their brother as they love Me." 
 
Oh Jesus, I in this moment don't live up to that standard. 
 
"With you, I count your will. With others, I will do the same. If you willfully put down your dislike, 
hatred, resentment, jealousy, distaste for others - I will help you and fill in the rest. It is all in the will. If 
you willfully engage in jealousy, gossip, hatred, pride and self- righteousness... you are in serious 
trouble." 
 
"All I am asking of you, so you will fit into your pristine Bridal gown, is an HONEST self- appraisal. If 
you are holding scorn, and contempt for anyone - voluntarily, willfully - you will not stand before Me on 
that day." 
 
Luke 21:36 
Watch ye therefore, and pray always, that ye may be accounted worthy to escape all these things that 
shall come to pass, and to stand before the Son of man. 
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"If I love you and you are not committed to loving others, you are not worthy to escape what is to take 
place on the Earth. Love will be the acid test, not doctrine...for that shall pass away. Not prophecy, for 
that too is fleeting. You may be a prophet full of 'the word of the Lord' but if you have not love, you will 
not stand." 
 
Oh Lord, that seems really hard? 
 
At this point, I had to stop and go to my husband for discernment because of the harshness of this 
word. It was hard for me to continue, it seemed so out of character from the other messages the Lord 
has given me. 
 
"I did not say you must be perfect in thought, word and deed - for none is perfect. But your intention to 
be perfect: to love perfectly, to be kind, merciful and entertain absolutely no malice towards others - if 
you have made this resolution, you will stand." 
 
"But if you are standing in self-righteousness, pointing the finger, quarreling, judging, standing in My 
place giving out judgments... then you are doomed to remain in the Tribulation. Why do you think I 
have given you all these meditations Clare?" 
 
To prepare us? 
 
"That's exactly right. I want to leave no one behind, but some of you have hardened your hearts 
towards each other and have trampled the innocent and the blind. Many of you on the internet have 
taken shots at one another. You have wounded, crippled and left them to die, isolated, despised and 
without the fruits of their labor. Unless you repent and are found to be a blameless one, you might as 
well start making plans to stay here. You will not be taken." 
 
"Love is My standard. Patience, long-suffering, kindness, mercy, meekness, the Beatitudes - this is a 
description of My Bride. If you are willfully countering the beatitudes, you still don't have My heart, you 
still don't resemble Me. My Bride must resemble Me!" 
 
"Some of you will say, ‗This is too harsh!‘ But I say to you that you have not repented of these sins, 
you are harboring hatred. Am I to marry a Bride steeped in rancor, jealousy and hatred? If you truly 
repent of these sins, you will be taken." 
 
I began to hesitate. 
 
"Clare, please, this is Me...don't let Me down. Shall I wait until after the Rapture for them to find out 
they were not worthy to stand before Me? Why do you think I chastise you so severely when I see 
one of these attitudes in you? Do you realize the seriousness of this behavior? Shall I reward a soul 
with an incorruptible body and place in Heaven who hates his brother/sister - the very one I suffered 
and died for?" 
 
"I don't care what others have done to you. If you are My Bride, I have given you the grace to forgive 
and make an act of the will to love that person for My sake. I have given this grace to every single 
one. If you don't exercise it, what am I to think? ‗She is My wife, but she hates that soul I died for‘? Is 
that an equal yoke? You see, I can overlook your weaknesses, but I cannot overlook your willfulness." 
 
"There are those among you who perhaps are very weak or lacking in mature understanding to do as 
I say. For them there is mercy. But for you who call yourselves My disciples, and teachers and 
prophets, you must walk in My ways." 
 
―Is it not written in Matthew 7:21-23 
21 Not everyone who says to Me, 'Lord, Lord,' will enter the kingdom of Heaven, but he who does the 
will of My Father who is in Heaven will enter. 
22 Many will say to Me on that day, 'Lord, Lord, did we not prophesy in Your name, and in Your name 
cast out demons, and in Your name perform many miracles?' 
23 And then I will declare to them, 'I never knew you; DEPART FROM ME‘. 
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1 Corinthians 13:2 
If I have the gift of prophecy and can fathom all mysteries and all knowledge, and if I have a faith that 
can move mountains, but do not have love, I am nothing. 
 
"Come now, though your sins be red as scarlet, I shall make them white as snow. I am standing here 
before you, waiting for you to repent, to turn from your evil ways and embrace what is right. I have not 
come before you to chastise and leave you bleeding, I have come to bind up your wounds and grant 
you greater and greater graces for the building up of My kingdom." 
 
"Seek Me in the still and quiet morning hours when I may move upon your hearts and expose those 
things not pleasing to Me. I have compassion and pity for you, I will embrace and restore you and 
surely take you to Myself on that soon approaching day." 
 
"I love you, and those whom I love, I reprove. Nothing would be sadder to Me than to remove the 
blinders after the Rapture. That is why I have brought this before you. Please take Me seriously, go 
back and look more closely into those hidden and dark places in your hearts. Allow Me to pour My 
healing balm over those infections that you may be presented to Me whole and entire, lacking 
nothing. My Brides, I love you tenderly, do not pull away." 
 
 
 
 

Message 54: Jesus says... Love One Another!... Love your Enemies, 

forgive & Let go 
 
 
April 21, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... ―My Precious, forgive and let go. I ask you to let go because I will take it from here. I 
know you‘re hurting in more ways than one, but I would like to teach you all, love your enemies, pray 
for those who persecute you, don‘t you know that when they persecute you they persecute Me and 
how can you not have pity on them.‖ 
 
―My daughters, is it not written that the rain falls on the just and unjust alike? So be like your Father in 
Heaven and love them.‖ 
 
As it is written... But I say to you, love your enemies, bless those cursing you, do good to those hating 
you and pray for those who persecute you, so that you become children of your Father who is in 
heaven; for He makes His sun rise on the wicked and on the good, and sends rain on the righteous 
and the unrighteous. (Matthew 5:44-45) 
 
―You will not be here much longer, it truly is a veil of tears, and I have come that every tear should be 
wiped away. No longer in Heaven will souls lie about one another, no longer will souls scratch and 
bite, devouring one another, rather you will love even as you are loved, for you will be as I am.‖ 
 
―You will see Me as I am and My love will transform you into the likeness of Myself. After all, the Bride 
must resemble the groom.‖ 
 
―But I say to you who are weak in faith and understanding, you would do well to speak only after 
knowing that what you are saying is truth before Me.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord I have been foolish before and said things that were not true. I am so sorry. 
 
(Jesus) ―Well, it does come around My Love, but ignorance is forgivable, maliciousness is yet another 
story. But My arms are always open to those who repent. To My other Brides I would say, you are to 
be Mothers to all mankind, you are to set the example of nurturing and caring for every soul on earth, 
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you are to have My Heart, My Mind and My understanding. And if you lack it, ask and I will show you 
truth. If any man lacks wisdom, he needs only to ask and I will accommodate him.‖ 
 
―I will send you confirmations as to who are My servants speaking the truth and who are not, be on 
your guard for there are those who have taken that role upon themselves, and them I did not appoint.‖ 
 
―But you must always search out sincerely all truth and not assign motives or condemn for as you 
judge, so shall you be judged. I want you to be My Bride who matures into My Wife, who knows how 
to manage her household, how to give a word in season, how to support and edify, how to care for the 
weak and downtrodden and how to slay the wolf who creeps into the sheep pen.‖ 
 
―Not everyone who says to Me... 'Lord, Lord…' will enter the kingdom. Only those who do My Will, but 
the enemy comes to kill, to steal and destroy, so by their fruits you shall know them.‖ 
 
―In the meantime, love one another, protect and guard the treasures among you, do not grieve those 
to whom I have given charge of your souls, for at the appropriate time I will come and find them 
distributing bread among you, and it will be well with you and with them.‖ 
 
―Treasure what I treasure, hate what I hate, love all who are good, and all who are bad, for I died for 
each of you, but remember, I will require the blood of each innocent soul that was turned away from 
Me by a false report. This is a serious matter.‖ 
 
―Please, love one another, for by your love for one another, they will know Me.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 55: Jesus explains... My Instructions for Those left behind & 

My Provision 
 
 
April 22, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... ―I want to talk to you tonight about spiritual growth. Much of what I‘ve been doing with 
you all is about spiritual growth... growing taller, filled out, more stable, well-grounded ready for 
anything because your reality is the spiritual dimension with Me, not the earthly dimension soon to be 
further emerged in chaos. 
 
―Not realizing what is coming, people are still planning as if life will go on forever just the way it is now. 
That is why they will be blind-sided by what is about to take place. What I want for you, Clare, is to 
leave behind as much as you can to elevate people out of that dimension of chaos, which is 
something only I can do with souls. 
 
―You see CERN, clones and the ruling elite will make many very serious mistakes that will impact their 
hiding places among the rocks of the Earth. Vaults of water and magma will open up on them with 
tragic consequences. They will cry out to those who engineered these spaces, ‗I thought you said this 
could never happen!!!‘ But all in vain, only to be swallowed up into the abyss. This indeed will be their 
just deserts, and so I counsel all to have nothing to do with these underground bases, they are not 
safe. 
 
―And yet I will provide safe havens in the deserted areas, places with abundant water, natural caverns 
and sufficient food. Just as the angels provided manna in the desert, so will I release to all sufficient 
sustenance. Many stores of food will never run out. Medical supplies and healing will also be 
sustained supernaturally by Me. Many will come into a full time healing ministry, tending to the sick 
and infirm, strengthening and giving comfort to those who have collapsed in fear, those on the edge of 
death, even some to be brought into the kingdom in the last moments of their lives. 
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―I have some wonderful things planned for this horrendous time. Many a wall will come crashing down 
upon the enemy because of prayer. I will supernaturally and literally move Heaven and Earth to 
protect the holy ones. Some will be martyred, some will survive but all will be provided for, I will not 
abandon them to the will of their enemies. Yes, unsurpassed suffering will be witnessed but also 
unsurpassed glory and the triumph of faith. There will be many sent from Heaven as visitations to 
encourage and provide. My angels will be most solicitous for the welfare of the remnant I am shielding 
from the full force of My wrath. 
 
―Listen carefully to the instructions I am imparting to you. Prayer will be your greatest weapon and I 
will teach you how to pray. It will flow from within you without any effort, so strong will My grace be 
among you. Prayer will well up from inside and overtake you in moments of fear and danger, and you 
will be kept safely hidden as well as have My Peace. 
 
―Many will betray each other and only discernment by My Holy Spirit will alert you to who cannot be 
trusted. If you judge by outward standards like... what is said, what they look like, how they act – if 
you judge by normal human standards you will be fooled. You must rely on Me to detect weak souls 
or those sent to find you out. 
 
―Again I want to say, this is for the left behind ones, this is not for those who will be raptured. It is 
important to have these things printed and easy to find.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, would you please fix my printer? 
 
(Jesus) ―Tomorrow, it will begin working again. Begin printing tomorrow. OK?‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh, thank you Lord. 
 
(Jesus) ―Don‘t be afraid Clare, don‘t let the enemy do this to you. I know the temptation to be afraid is 
tremendous because you can see so clearly what is coming. But I have made ample provision for 
every moment of your life up until the Rapture. I want you, Beloved, to be an example of peace and 
security in Me, not a trembling little mouse in the corner.‖ 
 
(Clare) I had to laugh. 
 
(Jesus) ―And yet fear is no laughing matter. Rather, it chokes out faith and you mustn‘t let it gain 
ground on you. Recall My promises to you and how many times I have come through for you, Oh 
Israel? How many times did I provide hay for your horses, food for your table, gas for your vehicles, 
free places to live? Hmm? How many times.. and still you doubt Me? Come now, what a disgrace you 
are, do you want to circle the mountain for 40 years?‖ 
 
(Clare) Deep sigh. Forgive Me Lord. Jesus, I believe. Help my unbelief. 
 
(Jesus) ―You got your nose into some news of developing events and that scared you.‖ 
 
(Clare) That‘s true. 
 
(Jesus) ―Well, it‘s better if you stay away from such things, they will most assuredly have a harmful 
effect on your state of mind.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, what about leaving supplies behind for our children? 
 
(Jesus) ―I have told you before, I have already provided for them. This would be an act of unbelief on 
your part. It would also be a powerful distraction. Can you trust Me with them? Do you think after all 
these years of serving Me, I will abandon your children? Is it not written that you will never see the 
children of the faithful begging for bread? I have powerful provisions for them, but because you can‘t 
see it, measure it, hold it, you don‘t believe. Your faith is flagging.‖ 
 
(Clare) Please help me Lord. Truly I am a shameful servant. 
 
(Jesus) ―Well come here shameful servant and let Me hold you, and restore your faith.‖ 
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(Clare) He held my face closely with His two hands and said, looking deeply into my eyes only inches 
from His... 
 
(Jesus) ―Stop worrying about your children , I have ample provision for them, it is all planned out and 
getting in the middle would only confuse things. Stop Worrying.‖ 
 
―Trust Me. I want all your efforts on these souls I have sent you. Be a mother to them, feed them 
honey from the rock and wheat from the fields of Heaven. Oh, how jealous I am for these who are so 
in love with Me. Oh how I long to protect and nurture them! It is beyond your understanding to know 
how God adores a soul devoted to Him. How can you lead them in faith if you are weary and 
stumbling? 
 
―Nevertheless, I will make up the difference, for My strength is perfected in your weakness. So carry 
on, lift the burdens from their hearts, adorn them with garlands of love from the gardens of Heaven. 
Nurture them Clare, and BELIEVE that I AM has sent you to their side in these hours of mischief the 
Devil has devised. I‘m not done yet, My Love.― 
 
―Just as in days gone by, when I supernaturally protected My people, so shall I protect those who 
must stay behind. There will be one among them who will be designated the leader, and to him or her, 
I will give supernatural knowledge and wisdom. Let not the devils cause division, misunderstanding, 
murmuring and jealousy. Be on your guard against these poisons they will use to divide and scatter 
you all. 
 
―Together you will survive. Separated, you will face many dangers without anyone to hold you up. Do 
not let them divide and conquer. Be smarter than the enemy – walk in charity and humility and you will 
have no problems. Walk in self-will, selfishness, suspicion, and rancor, and it will be your demise. 
 
―There will be many testings among the groups, many testings. Painful decisions to make, life or 
death decisions to make. I will give you peace when the decisions are the hardest. Use lots to help 
you determine a plan of action. I will be with you as I was with Israel in the desert. I will give you signs 
of My love, signs of danger, signs when you are going the wrong way. Be attentive, pay close 
attention to the signs I send you.― 
 
―If you suspect you have made a wrong decision, stop and pray it through. Better to wait on Me than 
to move forward into a trap. There will be times to act and times to wait. It is in the times of waiting 
that trials will be the most difficult. Pray always, worship and thank Me for every safe moment of your 
journey, for every provision, for every time you evade the enemy. Use My Name as a weapon of war, 
for you fight not against flesh and blood but principalities in high places and against evil rulers and 
authorities of the unseen world, against mighty powers in this dark world, and against evil spirits in the 
heavenly places.― Ephesians 6:12 
 
―Now I want you all to remember how easy it is to fall into unbelief, to mistrust, to suspect, to be 
fearful. These are the weapons the enemy will use against you – forewarned is forearmed. Now My 
Precious Ones, cling to My instructions, for in them lies life and death. Be not afraid of what man does 
to your body, only your eternal soul do not compromise for the sake of your body, your children, your 
wife, or for any reason at all. I will be with you to deliver you from evil. Pray... 'Deliver us from evil.' 
Frequently – it is a powerful prayer.― 
 
―That‘s all for now, My Love. Remember, I promised that your printer will work tomorrow.‖ 
 
(Clare) Thank you Lord. Thank you. 
 
(Jesus) ―I bless you My Brides, be sure to save and leave these instructions behind. Have courage 
and keep your eyes on Eternity.‖ Amen 
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Message 56: Jesus says… Your Hearts are My fragrant Garden! Do not 

reject My Invitations 
 
 
April 25, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... ―My precious, do not think it strange all these temptations to judge, to get angry, or any 
other sin – do not think it strange that in this hour it seems more intense than usual. I am wanting to 
purify My Brides of every selfish motive, every spot, wrinkle and blemish, to make her perfect before 
Me.‖ 
 
―She is quite beautiful even in this hour, but there is always room for improvement. That is why I am 
sending more trials, allowing more temptations from the enemy, that I may adorn her even more 
beautifully than she is in this moment.‖ 
 
―Do not grow weary with these tests, do not give up on yourself because you see so many flaws. No, 
persevere, do not condemn yourself for that too is a sign of pride... expecting to be perfect and finding 
the imperfections. Rather the humble soul is not the least bit surprised by her surfacing faults. It is 
always a test of virtue when opposition arises, when condemnation is hurled at you.‖ 
 
―These are My invitations to sincerely love the offenders and even consider for a moment if there be 
truth in what is being said. Like David when Shimei hurled insults, and his men wanted to kill him. 
David said, ‗Leave him alone; let him curse, for the Lord has told him to. It may be that the Lord will 
look upon my misery and restore to me his covenant blessing instead of His curse today.‘‖ 
 
―This is the posture I want for my persecuted servants, certainly not rising up in self- righteousness 
and condemning the others. So My Love, search your heart always and bring into subjection any 
rancor that wishes to lash out or justify. For I will justify you.. and what do you care what others say as 
long as you are pleasing to Me?‖ 
 
―These are the tests of virtue that are being allowed to My Bride at this hour. They are hard tests, for 
the flesh is strong in its survival instinct to protect what is fragile on the inside. It is always best to be 
in the lowliest place, for from such a small height, falling is not injurious. Then I will extend My hand to 
you and say... ‗Come up hither, sit beside Me in My Father‘s house.‘‖ 
 
―All of you precious Brides, let there not be one speck of rancor or judgment in your hearts. Bless 
those who persecute you, but do it only from the bottom of your heart, for the lips do not always reveal 
what still lingers in the hidden chambers of the heart. I really need you all to be that clean. Then I will 
pour upon you My Sweet, exceedingly Sweet consolations and grace. How I love a sparkling clean 
vessel, fit for the choicest wines! Oh how I love to fill such as these.‖ 
 
―Let not your hearts be troubled by calumny or disdain, these are sent to perfect you in your beauty. 
Receive them as precious adornments from the crown jewels of Heaven, for great are the souls that 
shine with these marks of My affection. Oh yes, how very much this goes against the flesh and the 
world‘s standards.‖ 
 
―Calumny… a priceless gem? Yes, indeed, because your virtue shines forth when you return 
blessings for curses, from the heart. And I observe the heart and every beat communicates your love 
for Me because you imitate Me, ‗Father, forgive them, they know not what they do.‘‖ 
 
―Little do you realize the worth of scorn and contempt, rejection, humiliation – but how necessary this 
is to holiness. In this world people are always trying to elevate their position, whereas in My World it is 
those who are the lowliest that I recognize as the greatest among their brothers and sisters.‖ 
 
―So, what I am saying is recognize these opportunities to love Me. They are challenges to rise above 
the fleshly nature and worth their weight in gold. When they happen, cling to Me, thank Me, and treat 
them tenderly, like the lashes I received on My Body.‖ 
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―Please don‘t revile these words -they are truly words of life and perfection, given to you to make you 
strong in the face of adversity. I know the arrows penetrate deeply into your heart. The deeper they 
go, the more valuable they are in forming your character into My spotless Bride. They reveal the true 
contents of your heart so let sweet honey flow from those wounds, not bitter gall. ‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, what about the Rapture? 
 
(Jesus) ―Getting impatient, eh?‖ 
 
(Clare) Well, aren‘t the Dogwood blossoms falling? 
 
(Jesus) ―Some are, some aren‘t.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh, Jesus. You‘re being evasive again. 
 
(Jesus) ―And you‘re fishing again.‖ 
 
(Clare) Please Lord, give us some hope, we are all hanging here in expectation with dark clouds of 
doubt accumulating behind us... threatening to take away our hope, as it is written, Delayed hope 
makes the heart sick, but fulfilled desire is a tree of life. 
 
(Jesus) ―And absence makes the heart grow fonder.‖ 
 
(Clare) That‘s not Scripture. 
 
(Jesus) ―No, but it‘s true. I‘m sorry to all of you My Brides. We are all waiting together, and while we 
wait, I will renew your strength. Is it not true that every day you are growing in holiness and resolve? 
There is great fruit to be had in this time of waiting, don‘t be quick to dismiss it. I am still gathering in 
the harvest and your patient perseverance in every kind of trial is a sweet aroma rising up to Heaven. 
As it ascends, more and more souls are being drawn in. So do not grow weary in well doing, there is a 
purpose for all of this.‖ 
 
―Let not your hearts be heavy. I am with each and every one of you, observing the sweet longing of 
your hearts to be with Me – that too emits a fragrance, for your hearts are a heavenly garden where 
blossoms of love give off a constant aroma. Soon, My Lovers, soon.‖ 
 
―Take these words to heart now and receive the renewing of your strength and resolve to continue to 
grow in holiness, each of you are a priceless blossom. I cherish you.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 57: Jesus says... I have gone to prepare a Place for you & You 

will love it 
 
 
April 26, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... ―In Heaven I have prepared a wonderful abode for each of My precious Brides. I have 
discriminating taste you know.‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, I‘ve noticed. Boy, does He ever! He has mastered the use of color and texture beyond 
anything the human mind can fathom.‖ 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, each palace is perfect for each one of you. I have made note of all your tastes, colors, 
textures, animals, architecture, gardens and natural surroundings. Some of you prefer apartment type 
dwellings, and what I have prepared for you, you will love. 
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―Some of you love the desert. Wait until you see the cactus plants I have grown for you, blooming 
continuously with your favorite colored flowers. Waterfalls and canyons, water bluer than the sky, 
shades of green and aqua dancing in the water. You will love your palace.‖ 
 
―Some of you love the beach. For you I have chosen your favorite shells in all sizes and colors, 
iridescent and even sparkling. Giant ferns and broad leafed plants, stately palm trees and fresh 
coconut. You will never get over the lavishness of your dwelling.‖ 
 
―And for those who love the mountain forests, well, you‘ll have to talk to Clare about that, or read their 
book. You will be utterly amazed. Heart shaped lakes, colorful fish that love to be petted, turtles that 
will ride you around exploring underwater crystals and caves, forest animals you love will gingerly 
walk with you, does with their fawns, elk, bear, cougar, all your favorite animals, waiting for you. Oh, 
how they are waiting, too. Believe it or not they are filled with expectation waiting for their human 
companions.‖ 
 
―They know your name, and who you are. They will communicate with you their feelings and desires 
to create an atmosphere of pure bliss and oneness with all of creation, just as it is written. Everything 
has been filled to overflowing with love and therefore everything overflows with love.‖ 
 
―What I have waiting for you My Brides will bowl you over in its entirety – you will indeed be dazed for 
days (although time is perceived differently) as you discover every little detail I have created for you. 
Butterflies of your favorite color, birds with elaborate plumage, bees that sing, and share their honey 
generously, flying about in a heart shape just to tell you they are filled with My Love. Those creatures 
man has used as symbols of evil will be revealed in their former innocence as I created them, to 
console you and be a part of the ecosystem. Such as snowy owls, falcons and such. In Heaven, there 
is no death or dying, but there is birth.‖ 
 
(Clare) How does that happen, Lord? 
 
(Jesus) ―It is a mystery I will not unfold to you as yet. I would like to save surprises for you after all.‖ 
 
(Clare) OK. Well, I reasoned that a pregnant animal might die and then of course it would be restored 
with its young.‖ 
 
(Jesus) ―That is one way. But there are others. Moving along My very Curious and persistent Bride... I 
have created food for you in Heaven that will replace everything you love on earth, but has its source 
outside of animal flesh. There is no killing of animals in Heaven, not fish, bird or mammal. As you 
might have guessed, Heaven is ENORMOUS! There are plains within plains within plains. As Ezekiel 
experienced through the giant Conch Shell.‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, he was swimming with the Lord and there was an enormous conch shell lying on the 
sandy bottom of a lake. As he swam into it he came to the surface and found himself in a huge green 
meadow with children playing and baby animals everywhere. It was such a happy place! Created just 
to bring the children joy, and joyful it was, beyond description. 
 
(Jesus) ―There are vehicles in Heaven as well as horses and giant birds like the ones you saw in the 
Avatar movie. Although you will be able to move about in the air freely, you will not be burdened even 
when you walk, everything will be totally without effort or pain. For some of you this will be a 
revelation, as life is so painful to you now on earth.‖ 
 
(Clare) OK, Lord I just gotta ask. What about keyboards… you know how I love my keyboard. 
 
(Jesus) ―The instruments you will have in Heaven are light as a feather but do an enormous amount 
of work – much like what you have now. But you will also be assigned angels with instruments and 
any sound you desire they will be able to produce, very spontaneously I might add. They will hear 
what is in your mind and execute it flawlessly. Communication is completely supernatural.‖ 
 
(Clare) Wow! That cuts out a good 2/3 of the stress on earth. 
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(Jesus) ―Truly. Everything in Heaven is effortless.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, will we grow too accustomed to this and begin to get bored? 
 
(Jesus) ―Oh no, there is so much exchange of gifts and communication, songs and movies…‖ 
 
(Clare) Wait. There is movie making in Heaven? 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, there is storytelling and creative outlets for sharing that will totally surpass anything on 
earth, and the easiest part is that they will be permanently recorded on the tapes of Heaven.‖ 
 
(Clare) Tapes in Heaven? 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, a vehicle for recording permanently. Just as we have books in Heaven, we have 
recordings both audio and visual. However, there will be many live performances by angels who will 
serve as characters and helpers in the whole process. You can‘t even begin to imagine what I have in 
store for you Clare.‖ 
 
(Clare) Wow. I‘ve always wanted to make movies. 
 
(Jesus) ―You‘ll get your chance. But may I say, you will absolutely love the worship and being a part of 
that…well, it will be next to impossible to pry you away from that.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh Lord, that blesses my heart so – you know we have not gotten the opportunities to lead 
worship on earth, that we‘ve wanted. And my skill level…well…it needs improvement. 
 
(Jesus) ―That will not even be an issue anymore. You will hear something in your mind and 
immediately you will play it to perfection.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh, this is almost too much. 
 
(Jesus) ―I know My Love, but I am wanting to give all My Brides a picture of where they will soon be, 
just to strengthen them for the last brief leg of the journey. You will consider that your present 
sufferings are not worth comparing with the glory that will be revealed in you. Truly this Scripture will 
be fulfilled. Well, hopefully you will all drink in My Words and gaze upon the Heaven that awaits you. 
Tell them about our prayer time tonight.‖ 
 
(Clare) Tonight when I came into worship, after a few minutes, I felt the Lord to my right, so I looked 
with the eyes of my heart and we were sitting in a free standing love seat swing. As I leaned my head 
upon His shoulder and began to relax worshipping through the music, I began to see that we were in 
an exquisite garden, with colors and textures from a Kinkade painting but even more beautiful with 
fragrances that were just intoxicating. After a few more moments of worship I began to make out the 
faces of some of my favorite Christians throughout time, apostles, prophets, faithful men and women 
of God. I really had a longing at that point to see all of the sweet souls in our you tube family as well, I 
thought if only they could see and smell this wonderful garden of souls whom they are a part of in the 
Lord‘s heart! 
 
(Jesus) ―Someday, that vision will include them and we will all rejoice together. But for now My Sweet 
Brides, men and women all, take comfort that I have gone to prepare a place for you so that we may 
live the true fullness of life in one another‘s company. Be strengthened and encouraged, I am coming 
soon.‖ 
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Message 58: Jesus says… Open your Heart to Me & Receive My Love! 

Please, do not hurt Me 
 
 
April 27, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) I had been in worship for several hours praying and worshipping, and I knew it was getting to 
be time to receive a message for you. Jesus and I were dancing to 'All of Me' by Christ for the 
Nations, and He was holding me very closely, and He said… 
 
 
(Jesus) ―I need all of you Clare. You are holding back, you are not completely surrendered and 
peaceful there is still reticence on your part. Oh please receive all of Me, please do not hold My love 
back, please trust Me.‖ 
 
(Clare) And I knew He was right. I felt a distance, like 'You‘re God and I‘m a speck of dust, I‘d best 
keep my distance and my perspective.' 
 
(Jesus) ―But you are hurting Me, by not receiving My love. You are holding back because your eyes 
are on you and not Me. Stop thinking like men -receive My thoughts, My love, My understanding. I 
have created you to bring Me praise and how can I not respond in all out love when you praise Me?‖ 
 
―I want to be your intimate companion, I want you to tell Me about the little things that seem silly, that 
trouble you – the big things that are out of your range of understanding. I want a completely open 
door to your whole being, without any reservations or self- preoccupation. Don‘t you see? I am 
wounded when you don‘t trust Me even with the silly little things. You are thinking ‗Oh He is God, 
these are trifles not worthy of His time.‘ Nothing could be further from the truth. They may be trifles but 
they are on your mind and I love You, so I want to be a part of everything that goes on inside that 
precious head of yours.‖ 
 
(Clare) You mean even the bull headed head? 
 
(Jesus) ―Even that, which I understand better than you think.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh Lord, this is strange for me, I‘ve accepted you without conditions…but there is still this little 
wall I‘ve Built. It‘s like a wall of humanity…my humanity and Your divinity just don‘t seem to mix…or at 
least that is my perception. 
 
(Jesus) ―If that were true, do you think I would bother with a Blue Morpho butterfly landing on your 
wrist, flashing his wings with indigo highlights for you to enjoy? Don‘t you see how intimately I am 
involved in your thoughts?‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, I do and that‘s what blew me away when you first brought me to my palace in Heaven. I 
just couldn‘t get over how many intricate details you worked into every inch of that palace of 
waterfalls…even down to the muting of the vast amounts of water passing through the room. Is it my 
faults that cause me to be reticent to be totally open and released to you? 
 
(Jesus) ―It‘s your faults and fears. And I have told you once before there is no such thing as carnal 
attraction in Heaven, so you don‘t have to be afraid or worry that you will fall into that, it just isn‘t 
possible. And you already know that if there is any hint of that you are being tested by a demon. It 
certainly is not coming from Me nor will it ever come from Me. You know that don‘t you?‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, Lord I do believe that. So what else is causing my fear of total openness to You? 
 
(Jesus) ―You are still trapped in your insufficiency and faults. Ugly as they are to you, I am burning 
right through them with My Love. As you fully receive My Love, I fully purify you from these lingering 
faults until there is not even a vestige of them left. You may search, but you will not find them. This is 
why it is so important for you to release your whole being into My hands and keep nothing back. This 
is what I am doing, can you work with Me? Will you Clare?‖ 
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(Clare) Oh Lord, I know you are helping me. Yes, I will do my utmost not to put my mind on my faults 
but only your love and your glory. 
 
(Jesus) ―That‘s what I‘m looking for. That‘s what I am asking for. Complete surrender to My Love. In 
this way I will completely deliver you from your tendencies to be controlled by the earthly nature, it will 
simply be burnt away into a vapor.‖ 
 
―You see all men and women long for authentic love and there is so little of it in the world that they 
begin to turn to fancies for comfort. They feel pleasure from food, beauty, and relationships. The 
problem is that none of these things can deliver what I have to give. Men have so distorted the Love I 
have for you that you back away from Me and seek pleasure in other things. But all to no avail – 
nothing can bring that final fulfillment and frustration builds in a soul that thinks that having all they 
want in life will fill that void.‖ 
 
―But it doesn‘t. They reach the pinnacle of accomplishment with all they‘ve ever dreamt of doing and 
having and still they feel so empty inside. That‘s why many of the wealthy are so unhappy – they are 
chained down by their lifestyle and not free to fly with Me. Their lifestyle becomes their God, but it 
never fills that empty place…so it gets covered over with more entertainments, more things, more 
relationships, until they reach a point of despair and feel their lives are a total failure. They reason, ‗I 
have everything, but I‘m still not happy.‘ Nor will they be until they receive Me.‖ 
 
―So what I am asking from you, My Love, and All My Brides is total surrender, total trust and letting go 
of who you are into My faithful and loving hands. For I love you tenderly, completely even unto the 
depths of your souls. So have no fear of closeness to Me. You were made for this, it is your destiny 
and your home. Relinquish all into My Faithful Hands, and come into the Rest of Almighty God.‖ 
 
―In this rest you will find completion. Yes, you will find peace and be satisfied, fulfilled and hopeful – 
you will lack no good thing. So come to Me, the way you are. If you‘ve been playing in the mud, come 
to Me – I will wash you and adorn you with clean linens. If you have wallowed in your flesh…still come 
to Me and I will restore what you have lost. If you are weary with the goods of this earth, chained to 
success among men, come to Me – I will cut the fetters and release you to fly with Me into the 
Heavenlies. I will give you the perspective you need to be who I created you to be, not who men say 
you are.‖ 
 
―If you have been broken and rejected in love, fear not. My heart has enough love for both of us, and I 
shall repair every rip and stab wound, rubbing healing balm upon it until it is restored whole and 
flourishing – filled to the brim with the wine of our love.‖ 
 
―Do you not see? I have come to complete you, to make you whole, to retire you from the world, to lift 
you into the Heavenlies, to restore righteousness, peace and joy to your life. To return to you your 
innocent childhood. Oh, nothing is impossible for God. I have every answer you have ever sought. I 
have all you‘ve ever wanted. Come to Me poor, blind and naked. Live rich, well clothed in the finest 
linens, eyes open to the beauty of life lived in Me. Walk no more bent over by the weight of your sins 
but honorably in humility because of who you are in Me. All of this and more I shall give you.‖ 
 
―I ask only that you lay aside your dirty robes. In profound repentance, forsake your ways of the past, 
and step forward to be bathed in hyssop and redeemed by My Blood – to walk in My footsteps to 
reach out with My hands, to Love with My Heart. This is where you shall find your rest, your 
happiness and eternal joy as My grace flows through you like a river – bringing drink to the thirsty, 
love to the outcast, wisdom to the foolish and God to the forsaken.‖ 
 
―So fear not this intimacy with Me My Brides, you have nothing to lose but that which you reject in 
yourself and everything to gain both now and in eternity. I love you, come to Me.‖ 
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Message 59: Jesus says... My Brides, I bless you with My perceptible 

Presence 
 
 
April 29th, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... "Clare, not for one moment have I left you. You have done nothing to deserve that, the 
enemy is lying to you. Besides, didn‘t I tell you, it‘s not based on your performance but on My 
faithfulness to keep My word? Hmm?" 
 
(Clare) You‘re here - You‘re talking with me? 
 
(Jesus) "I am." 
 
(Clare) Oh thank you Lord. 
 
(Jesus) "My very small and fragile child, don‘t you know you have no righteousness of your own, but 
all has been given to you? And if you contain it, you will grow in holiness?" 
 
"Well, it‘s true. You see I visit each of My Brides with graces and most receive them, but very few 
continue to contain them or multiply them. I visit with grace and I visit with adversity – it is usually 
during adversity that graces are lost." 
 
(Clare) But what about those times of victory when the devils sift us and try to take away what we‘ve 
just won? 
 
(Jesus) "That, too, is an opportunity. It can go either way, one way to lose is after victory, the other is 
during adversity. When My Bride does not receive the challenges and tests I give her she loses grace. 
When she becomes self-assured after a victory, she can lose grace." 
 
"It is a matter of clinging to Me or wandering off on your own, in your own will. This is why I am so 
very strict with you to stay in My will at all times. I want you to contain the treasure I give you so you 
may lavish them on souls. But if the living waters leak out before you get to them, well… then your 
pitcher is empty. You know what that feels like when that pitcher is empty, don‘t you." 
 
(Clare) Oh, it is so very sad to see others suffering for lack of understanding and wanting to help them 
– but not having the understanding they need. Even lately Lord, people come to me with questions for 
You and I don‘t feel competent to ask or answer them. 
 
(Jesus) "You have asked Me for this competency, and it is on the way. But your role in the Body is 
more important than answering questions. I don‘t ever want you bogged down in that. I want you to 
teach them how to get their own answers Clare. This is far more important and vital to Me." 
 
"Oh Dear ones, do not burden her with your questions! Seek Me and I will answer your questions. All 
of you who have been following Me closely through this vessel, are so close to breakthroughs in 
hearing and seeing Me. Persevere, don‘t grow weary and don‘t give in to unbelief or discouragement. 
Those are your worst enemies. May I say laziness is part of the problem? You must press in, those 
who seek Me with their whole hearts, they shall find Me. Seek Me and live the life that I promised you 
– the abundant life of communion with Me, righteousness, peace and joy, the fruits of fellowship with 
Me. Confidence, courage, growth in charity, humility – these are the sweet flavors of the grapes that 
abide in the vine." 
 
"Bitterness, rancor, flatness – those are the grapes that are produced without the nourishment of the 
true vine. As I live in you and you live in Me, the grapes we produce together are bursting with 
nourishment and flavor. It is a cooperative venture, My hands work through your hands, My feet walk 
through your feet, My heart beats through your heart and all that is Godly and seems impossible to 
you comes into fruition. All that has previously been out of your reach is now a natural fact, flowing out 
to other souls hungry and thirsty for Me." 
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"When you begin to see these rewards... The cultivation of new ground, the planting of new seeds, 
the harvesting of new fruit – rejoice greatly, for great is your reward in Heaven. I have longed for 
cooperative ventures with My Body, but so few have the faith and stamina to continue to believe even 
when the ground seems hard and barren. That is why perseverance is so very important. When you 
labor with Me you will not always see results immediately, but you will feel a deep satisfaction that 
together we have plowed and planted and by faith there will be a harvest." 
 
"Each day is a new opportunity to co-labour with Me. It is your unflagging Love for Me that keeps you 
coming back day after day to apply the fertilizer, cultivate the ground and expect the harvest – 
knowing that nothing you do for Me is in vain, all will bring forth fruit in its season." 
 
"So don‘t grow weary. Even at this late hour, expect the joyful harvest, expect the plump grapes and 
fine Wine – all these are coming if you continue in your appointed jobs and do not grow weary with 
the tasks at hand." 
 
"I know you are tired, Clare – bear with Me just a little while longer. I will answer your prayer about 
your schedule…but you My precious…‘have to obey.‘ (we said it simultaneously) The enemy reasons 
with you and silly you…your self will loves to listen…‘oh, just a little surfing…recreation after a hard 
night‘s work‘." 
 
(Clare) Uh... I‘m sorry Lord, it is my own fault. 
 
(Jesus) "Yes, you do get carried away." 
 
"One more thing I would like My Brides to know. I have honored your prayers for Clare, I have laid up 
for you a storehouse of rewards for lifting her up so she could keep going. Whenever you pray for a 
minister, in Heaven you will reap of that minister‘s rewards. You will say to Me, ‗Where did that come 
from, I didn‘t do that? ‘and I will say to you, ‗You prayed for that servant and therefore you share in the 
reward.‘ It is a mystery, but not one thought, not one intention goes unrewarded before Me. I see the 
hidden things of the heart, I see the love and the care and I reward you for what I see." 
 
"And many of you are now beginning to come into your own with piercing the veil and welcoming My 
perceptible presence in your lives. You are beginning to see just how real the place is, that I‘ve 
prepared for you. You are beginning to feel the warmth and safety of My embrace, all because you 
believed. Continue to believe, do not allow the enemy to steal the fruits of your labors from you." 
 
"Protect these precious gifts and fruits. Remember satan has come to kill, to steal and to destroy, and 
he will snatch them out of your hand if you let him." 
 
(Clare) And I just want to give you a heads up here. Be careful who you share these experiences with. 
Some will think you are mentally ill, hearing things or making things up. And stay away from 
negativity. Many will not understand what God is doing with you and will be negative and skeptical. 
 
(Jesus) "So take care to protect the small beginnings and signs of My indwelling presence with you. 
These are priceless gifts, keep them under lock and key in your hearts. I bless you My Brides with the 
abundant life of My presence, My perceptible presence in your midst. It is My joy to be with you and 
even a greater joy when you recognize My workings in your midst. We are as One." 
 
 
 
 

Message 60: Jesus says… Draw Souls to Me with the Fragrance of My 

Love 
 
 
April 30, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
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Clare began… It is a beautiful miracle of grace, Lord, that you would speak to me every night this 
way. As far as the eye can see, people are streaming into your heart. Jesus‘ arms are outstretched 
and they are flowing into His arms and into His heart. Such a miracle of grace – all I can do is weep. 
They want you so badly, they love you so much, they can‘t live without You Lord. Oh, Merciful Savior, 
pour out your love on these souls who are aching to be with You. Break down all the barriers and let 
them find that place in your heart where they will never depart from, that place that is so perfectly 
molded to them, it is their place alone. Oh God hear my prayer and look with mercy upon these who 
hunger and thirst for you. Be merciful, oh My God. 
 
Jesus answered… ―And mercy they shall have, and love eternal they shall have. My compassion 
cannot be exhausted or limited in any way. Clare, I hunger and thirst for them as they hunger and 
thirst for Me. They cannot live without Me and I cannot live to My fullest until each and every one of 
My chosen ones is finally home in the abode of My heart, never, ever to pass from there. 
 
―Completion in Heaven will not happen until they are all here, fulfilling their magnificent purpose in life. 
From the lowliest and most humble who I adore to the most outstanding, it matters not their station in 
life. All that matters is that they are Mine, eternally secure here in My Arms. Oh, how I long for them! 
The pain of longing for them is as it was on the cross! I longed for the completion of all things. Yes it 
was good to say... 'It is finished', but now I long to see the finish completed with the souls I died for. 
 
―You cannot even imagine the acute pain I feel every day as I watch the predestined ones wander in 
circles in this wasteland of a world, searching for something intangible to them. 
 
―I must be there when they lay their heads down on their pillows and cry themselves to sleep because 
they know something really important is missing in their lives. 
 
―They‘ve tried religion but never found Me, and I weep because so many of My people in religion do 
not know how to bring them to Me. They have the doctrine but they don‘t have the Love – in fact 
without that, they indeed have nothing of what I am about. 
 
―The substance of My life from beginning to end was one long demonstration of Love for 
mankind…and yet the portrayal of religion now are rules, regulations, have-to‘s and don‘ts. 
 
―And so My little ones wander empty and lost on the hillsides so easily picked off by the wolves and 
lions. Clare, what did I touch you with from the beginning?‖ 
 
(Clare) When the dove formed of lightening descended upon me, it was love that I felt, unconditional, 
overpowering love along with conviction of what I had done in my life... my sins. That knowledge rent 
me down the middle and in came Your Love and sewed me right back up again, filled with a vibrant 
life that nothing in my entire life had ever even approximated in power, depth and scope. I knew, that I 
knew, that I knew, that I had encountered God and He loved me right out of myself. I was transported 
into a whole new land and life, a place of discovering and learning and I knew it was the destination of 
my life. Yes, I knew I had finally come Home. 
 
(Jesus) ―This is what I intended ‗church‘ to be. A coming home to the safety of My arms. Yes, there 
are lessons to be learned but when a soul is steeped in My Love, the things they must give up seem 
so inconsequential, so empty. Yet so rarely is such a place found. Once the formality of accepting Me 
sets in, the rule books come out and I get lost in the translation. Truly there is not one denomination 
that is better than another, all have lost the meaning of the family of God, the love that expresses 
everything about My nature. And so that soul ends up living by the rules when I would have them here 
in My Heart, living by love. 
 
―This is what is missing, has been missing and will no longer be missing as I bring My people back to 
Me. Love will be the order of the day, the order of every day, every night, every moment of life. 
 
―So now I must scrap all these conflicting rules and regulations, statutes, books, jots and tittles 
created by man. I must sweep the floor clean of all confusion, all contention, and start from scratch. 
 
―Building from a foundation of love, with building blocks of truth, charity as the mortar, humility as the 
roof – for without humility nothing can stand, absolutely nothing. 
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―So, I want My people to understand... if they are focused on rules and formulas they are doing Me an 
injustice, they are feeding broken rocks to the lonely and unsaved. Judgment, criticism, scorn and 
contempt because of their lifestyle is the last thing they should ever have a hint of. 
 
―Instead, take one by the hand and love them. Be understanding, listen, comfort, lead gently with calm 
assurance that your God has what they need. Let them see compassion in you. Please don‘t ever 
present legalities and rote Scriptures! Rather, tenderly draw them in to a safe space, befriend them, 
lead them by example. Time is so short My Bride, people are lonely and broken, sin-sick in this world 
– handle them with extreme care.‖ 
 
(Ezekiel) I once had a vision… I was fishing in a boat with Jesus. There were two other people in the 
boat and fish were floating on their sides in contaminated water. The other people were grabbing 
them, hooking them and throwing them into the boat. Jesus put His arm out for them to stop, and He 
gently leaned over the edge of the boat, tenderly placed His hand in the water under the fish and 
carefully and slowly brought them out. He placed them in a well with fresh water to keep the fish safe. 
Jesus turned to us and began to explain… 
 
(Jesus) ―There are many, many broken and hurting souls and you can no longer afford to bring them 
into the church and herd them into a group to train and mainstream them. These souls are so acutely 
wounded that, like the fish, they‘re drawing their last breath. These souls are in such critical condition 
that they must be handled with extreme gentleness and care on an individual basis. Someone needs 
to take quality time to spend with them, and help them recover first. 
 
―Reach out a gentle loving hand to the unsaved and by your conduct reveal to them My Nature. 
 
―There will come a time when you will be remembered, a critical time, when My fragrance will return to 
them and they will be saved. Sow while you can. The harvest is at hand. Leave My fragrance behind 
and at that most critical time it will be the deciding factor in their lives.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 61: Jesus explains... The Last Stains on your Wedding Gown & 

Heavenly and hellish Mindset 
 
 
May 1, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... ―Let‘s talk about love. Do you think we can exhaust the topic of love?‖ 
 
(Clare) Surely not, Lord. 
 
―Love works in many different ways that many do not realize. It is an act of love and an act of mercy to 
pardon someone when they‘ve said something to hurt you. To take up a reproach to them is not love 
– to overlook their fault, that is love. To correct someone when it really isn‘t necessary is not love 
either. To find fault with others, is not love. To degrade or humiliate others is not love.‖ 
 
―Love overlooks the shortcomings of others because she knows she has even worse faults that others 
overlook in her. Love sympathizes with the down trodden, not adding more accusations against them. 
She sees that her fate could change tomorrow and she could be in that very same place. Love does 
not point the finger when someone falls. Rather she sees herself in that very same predicament and 
that tomorrow could be her turn. 
 
―My Brides, if you secretly rejoice when someone has fallen, you have not love. I know you try to 
control yourself outwardly but inwardly you are rejoicing that fate finally caught up with someone who 
has been a thorn in your side for a long time. 
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(Clare) Oh Lord, you are reading my mail. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, I know Beloved, you have not loved as I wished for you to love. Yet there is still a little 
time to show true concern without secret glee that someone has finally bit the dust. It isn‘t any easier 
when that someone is a rival or openly critical of you . I want you to consider well, Daughters, that 
God is not deaf, dumb and blind and He can and will read the hidden thoughts of your hearts. That is 
where I need you to change from. 
 
―Way down deep inside. Way, way, way down deep inside. Not just a cosmetic ‗I feel so badly for that 
person.‘ But a true heartfelt grief for their embarrassment. One way to feel this is to genuinely reach 
out to them, offer them a helping hand, and of course, pray for their recovery. 
 
―You know well how painful it is when I am dealing with you about pride, Love looks at another and 
feels their pain and wants nothing more than to take it off their shoulders. Which ‗we‘ cannot do, 
because the lesson must go deep to make its mark and change. How many times I have wanted to 
reach out and comfort one of my children who has gone severely astray, but I couldn‘t or the lesson 
wouldn‘t stick. Rather I have to step back and allow time to etch the lesson into their hearts so it will 
never happen again. So that at the next opportunity, they will pass the test. This is very, very, painful 
for Me. And yet I am bound by responsibility to step back and allow time to wash over the soul until it 
is deeply engraved. 
 
―If you would be perfect, if you would be a suitable spouse for Me, your hearts must be conformed to 
mine. You must grieve when I grieve, and love when I love. There is no greater sign of your love for 
Me than the way you respond to your brother or sister when they are in trouble.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh Lord, I can see there is still wickedness in my heart. Please Lord, tell me how I can change 
that. 
 
(Jesus) ―You have been doing it all along Clare. Put yourself in their shoes. That will accomplish two 
things closely related... charity and humility. Continue to look at the good in others and the 
shortcomings in you. This is the great balancing beam – your faults, their virtues. When you discipline 
your mind to take this approach, you draw near to the kingdom of Heaven. And conversely when you 
dote on their faults and your virtues, the kingdom of darkness draws nigh unto you. 
 
―These are satan‘s thoughts. The accuser, putting down others, exalting one self. When you think that 
way, you think as he does. That should be enough right there to frighten you away from this kind of 
conduct. Wickedness draws in and entertains wickedness. Virtue attracts virtue. 
 
―My children, when you are taken up with the faults and shortcomings of others, you are inviting a 
serious fall. You are also causing Me to withdraw a distance from you and oppose you even in your 
‗holy‘ undertakings. For truly, how holy is an undertaking when underneath the surface you are 
seething with jealousy and fault finding and even spreading it to others? Do you think anything you 
undertake with that heart is pleasing to Me? Well, you are right. It isn‘t. 
 
―But even a little one, very little, meek and honoring others, even the little that these do is pleasing to 
Me because the motive is love. 
 
―If love is not the motive, whatever you undertake will burn in the purifying fires. It matters not how 
astute, educated, well researched, and presented – if it isn‘t done with love as the primary motive it 
will burn in the fire. That is why so many who have gone to Heaven have discovered a housewife 
sitting on a throne, while the famous evangelists are walking in the outer courts or even outer reaches 
of Heaven without a reward. Her only motive in what she was doing was love for Me and for her 
brother. Whereas that famous one‘s motive was pride, influence, fame and vying to correct others. 
These habits are abhorrent to Me and the saints in Heaven. So it matters not how sublime their 
discoveries, if the vessel is corrupt it will not be counted to them as righteousness. 
 
―It is so much better for you to know these things now than to find out in that final hour. For if you 
repent, your sin will be washed away, never to be found. Your deeds done under that influence will 
not precede you into Heaven, but your new efforts done with the proper heart, will. 
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―So much is lacking in understanding of how Heaven judges the things of men. Rivalry and 
competition have no place in Heaven. I‘m looking to crown the souls of those who truly see 
themselves as less than their brother – souls that are always taking the seat furthest back, souls that 
make others look good while they themselves step back into the shadows. Rivalry is detestable.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh Lord, I see there is leaven in me, please help me. I am so ashamed of myself. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, I will help you, and I, too, am disappointed with these hidden attitudes. The more I 
lavish on a soul, the littler they should become, otherwise I cannot trust them with more – and even 
what they have may work to their downfall.‖ 
 
(Clare) Jesus, I am making my mind up here and now, I want no part of that sin. Please, Lord, help 
me overcome myself. 
 
(Jesus) ―My Daughter that is what your journey on this Earth has been all about. These are the 
finishing touches, the final tests of how truly you love Me, how ingrained with Me your thinking is: how 
perfectly you love others, that you never want to see them downgraded, but always advanced and 
you find your joy in their advancement while you remain on the same level. These are hard tests, but 
very necessary. But all must pass them if they would overcome their flesh. Someday, someday, you 
will arrive at this place. Someday.‖ 
 
(Clare) Sooner than later, I pray. 
 
(Jesus) ―That‘s up to you My love, the graces are there waiting in the wings. All that is needed is a 
firm purpose of amendment and refusing to do anything that is not charitable. All of you are insecure, 
all of you feel that you need to be affirmed. Many of you had devastating childhoods and it‘s taken you 
all these years to get a grip on yourself. Others were spoiled as children and their struggle is even 
more severe. Just remember, this is not about downgrading you and exalting others, for no one has 
more worth than the Blood I shed on the cross. That is your net worth, if you want to judge as the 
world judges. 
 
―Not one of you is loved more than another, I love each of you and see you fulfilled becoming who I 
created you to be. Yes, I get more pleasure from seeing a soul who is victorious in their life, but I don‘t 
love them any more for it. I love the failures just as much. It just saddens Me to see the foolish course 
they have chosen for their lives. It truly grieves Me. 
 
―So all I am saying to you, My Brides, is look deeper, look in My mirror, seek approval from Me alone. 
Do not turn and compare yourselves to others, this is satan‘s tactic to turn you from the path of virtue. 
No, allow Holy Spirit to reveal these diseased places in your souls and allow Me to heal you with My 
love. 
 
―Take this to heart now, My Loves, take it to heart and turn over a new leaf. I am taking you to Heaven 
soon and these are some of the very last stains on your gowns. I love you, I will work with you and for 
you. Rely on Me to help you, do not attempt to do this on your own. I am in this moment imparting to 
each of you the grace to stand before Me. Work with it.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 62: Jesus says…  You have no Idea, how you comfort My Heart 

with the Aroma of your Love 
 
 
May 2, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
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Clare began... Tonight as I came into worship playing 'Jesus, Holy Jesus', I beheld the Lord in the 
crown of thorns, suffering. Truly He was suffering, even to tears running down His cheeks. 
 
Letting the song run over and over again, I drifted off into a sweet reverie with the Lord, my forehead 
nuzzled under His beard. Every once in a while our eyes would meet and all was calm and peaceful. 
As the song repeated itself, I began to see that His suffering was alleviated and the pain surrounding 
His Head was beginning to dissipate and a twinkle of joy was seen in His eyes. 
 
I told Ezekiel what was going on and he said... 'I don‘t think we know how much the Lord suffers with 
us, how many times He cries with us.' And then Jesus began to inspire me with this message... 
 
(Jesus) ―Never underestimate the power behind consoling your God. Do you know the heartbreaks I 
must suffer every day, and when I come into the throne room of your heart and find you waiting there 
for Me, just longing to be with Me… oh you cannot imagine how you brighten My Heart.‖ 
 
―My Brides, just because you are not yet perfected on this Earth does not mean I can‘t receive 
consolation from you. Your tender affection to Me soothes the burning of My Heart for souls that are 
suffering sheer torture, and for souls that have totally turned their backs on Me. Both extremes I 
encounter day by day, both extremes rend My sensitive heart.‖ 
 
―And when I come home to My waiting Bride, who has nothing but comfort for Me, slowly but surely 
the pains of the day begin to disappear and I find My joy in Her arms. Clare is right – I long for My 
Bride to come to Me with nothing on her agenda but to hear Me speak, and be in My presence, to 
worship Me and sit quietly beside Me. The refreshing waters of her heart are like a flowing brook 
surrounded by gardens gently perfuming the air with rivulets of water singing out to me…her praises 
and love thoughts…dance in the air around Me, the sweet aroma of praise.‖ 
 
―And there we sit together beside gentle waters, washing away the frets of the day from one another‘s 
lives. She soothes Me, and I reciprocate by soothing her. Her countenance comforts Me and Mine 
comforts her. Together we drift in this stress free zone heavily laden with the aroma of love. Oh, how I 
wish for My Brides to enter this place, this comfort zone, this garden of gentle delights where all the 
business and ugliness of the day is left far behind and a gentle caress of My cheek says more than 
even a symphony could express.‖ 
 
―I am deeply touched, My Brides, by your devotion to Me, your desire for Me, and your exclusion of 
the world and all its allurements. In a world so taken up with the doings of men, you are a rare garden 
on an exotic planet, somewhere yet untouched by man.‖ 
 
―This is what I longed for and sought after with Adam and Eve, but alas the Spoiler of everything good 
found an inroad to corrupt them. But in eternity there will no longer be any vestige of evil and I will 
have before Me My victorious creation, those who chose Me above all else, even life itself.‖ 
 
―Please, My sons and daughters, do not hesitate to come into My presence this way. Offer Me your 
heart as My resting place. Offer Me the tender gaze of concern that I might forget the callous 
indifference of men. Give Me a place of repose that all My Creation should have afforded Me. Bring 
Me into the garden of your hearts and tend to My wounds. 
 
―Never will you know the power of your love to heal My aching Heart, until you are able to see what I 
must see on Earth. Then you will understand the immense difference you made with your widow‘s 
mite. Until then, please remember to come into My presence with worship and the consoling 
fragrance of your heart.‖ 
 
―You are Mine and I Am Yours. And that is forever. I bless you now with eyes to see the difference 
you made in My world.‖ 
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Message 63: My Christians... I need you to treat Others with 

uncommon Respect 
 
 
May 3, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Here I am, Lord. 
 
(Jesus) ―Here I am too.‖ 
 
(Clare) OK. 
 
(Jesus) ―You don‘t believe Me.‖ 
 
(Clare) Please, can I see You, Jesus? 
 
(Jesus) ―Close your eyes. If I were any closer…oh ye of little faith.‖ 
 
(Clare) What‘s the matter with me, I wanted to worship tonight and it was so flat. 
 
(Jesus) ―Make better use of your time.‖ 
 
(Clare) What does that mean? 
 
(Jesus) ―Get here sooner. No really, I do mean that. Try getting here much sooner, like 10:00.‖ 
 
(Clare) OK. 
 
(Jesus) ―That will help, Beloved. You are tired, but this is the time of the day when the sap is going 
down not rising up.‖ 
 
(Clare) So I‘m a sap?? 
 
(Jesus) ―Did I say that?‖ 
 
(Clare) Kinda. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, you‘re a sap, for Me.‖ 
 
(Clare) OK. 
 
(Jesus) ―You say OK a LOT.‖ 
 
(Clare) I agree with You a LOT. 
 
(Jesus) ―Good answer. Very diplomatic, slightly flattering and absolutely TRUE!‖ 
 
(Clare) You‘re making me laugh… 
 
(Jesus) ―Oh, that‘s good…! I was afraid you were going to fall over dead, you were so excited about 
us being together tonight… I love you sweet Bride, I‘m sorry you are tired and you are fighting the 
time of day.‖ 
 
(Clare) Thank You Lord for taking time to cheer me up, You are so kind and fun to be with. 
 
(Jesus) ―Well, I want My Bride to know what to expect when she gets here to Heaven with Me, I love 
to have fun.‖ 
 
(Clare) What would you like to speak to us about. 
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(Jesus) ―About Respect. I want My Brides to respect all men and women, regardless of age, race, 
education, station in life. I want souls to recognize Me by My respect for others. This is something you 
can do for Me. Lack of respect has led to terrible down grading and a sense of loss and uselessness. 
 
―It is even assumed that I don‘t respect the rights of every man woman and child. It is not understood 
that equipping you with free will was a tremendous sacrifice on My part because I wanted you to 
choose Me out of love, freely, not like a slave who has no choice. 
 
―Respect is a mark of recognition that you are ‗special‘ and you all are indeed special to Me. When 
people disrespect you they are saying, ‗Your life doesn‘t matter, you are disposable.‘ 
 
―This has a tragic impact on humanity, it kills the will and the desire to dream. Nothing could be further 
from the truth! I love each and every soul with not only respect but dreams for them and a future that 
is rewarding. Yet because authority has been wielded unjustly, they equate Me with authority which is 
often callous and dismissive of an individuals rights. 
 
―I want My Christians to treat people with uncommon respect, restore to them their sense of value and 
worth. Restore to them their sense of importance in the world. Reinstate them and show them that 
they are valuable. This is one thing that is lacking so seriously in human relations that you will be 
surprised at how it turns people 180 degrees around. 
 
―Instead of kicking the dirt and walking away, shuffling uselessly, it will restore hope and put a spring 
in their step that gives them new hope, enthusiasm about who they are and who they can become. 
 
―I have wonderful plans for every man woman and child on this Earth. Wonderful plans. But so many 
assume that I am dull and boring: all about rules and regulations, all about being quiet and pious, all 
about dark and restricting. Yet, you know that is absolutely untrue. Heaven is a place of glorious light, 
a place of purpose and creativity, a place where joy makes every foot dance, every heart leap and 
feel deeply necessary to My plans.‖ 
 
―Yes, that is what I want to convey. You are important to Me. I have plans for you, beautiful plans, 
things you will love – not dark and restrictive but filled with brightness and new hope. When you show 
respect to others you bring them into My dimension, you are declaring their beauty, and their reason 
for being. You are saying, ‗To God, you are very important.‘ Not just a cast away or byproduct of your 
culture, but truly a diamond in the raw. 
 
―You are an individual, different – there is none like you, and this is not flattery, this is truth. And 
because you are unique, the plans I have for you are unique and especially fitted to the nature I 
created in you. 
 
―Separating people from the crowd, taking away the numbers assigned to them and acknowledging 
their unique identity – the beauty of who they are – is even a mystery to them. But by showing 
uncommon respect you say... 'There is something special about you, hidden greatness, something 
beautiful inside'. In essence you are affirming Me in My Creation and that each one I create has 
intrinsic beauty that is waiting to be brought to the surface. 
 
―This goes so much against the grain of society and human relations that it will stop a soul in its tracks 
and make them wonder... 'This person is different… what is it about them that has touched me?' And 
that‘s when they find out... God is living in you, you are His ambassador and to Him this soul is worth 
every pain of Calvary, every lash of the whip, every mocking, every blow of the hammer. At what a 
great price they have been Purchased! Yes, that is the true worth of every man, woman and child, 
nothing less than My passion. 
 
―So when you show respect, you declare this in a subtle and hidden way. But it reaches the soul and 
touches them, they feel the difference in you from others…they feel ME. And in recognizing Me, half 
the battle is won. I am not who they thought I was, NO, I am the One who created them fearfully and 
wonderfully made, unlike any other, unique. And worth dying on the Cross for. 
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―This is what I want you to convey in your relations with others. Respect. Uncommon respect. That 
causes others to stop and ask themselves... 'What is so different about them?' And when you get their 
attention, that is half the battle, they aren‘t in a defensive posture anymore – rather they are curious 
and want to know your secret. 
 
―I bless you, My Children, with a new grace... Uncommon respect and My fragrance to touch hurting 
souls and bring them here to Me.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 64: Jesus explains... God’s Correction & The Importance of 

Self-knowledge 
 
 
May 4, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Lord, what would you like to talk about tonight? 
 
Jesus began... "About Punishment. My Punishment is not for sinners in this life. It is for those I love. 
And it is not punishment but education. Everything has an equal and opposing reaction and no deed 
is without affect in the world. It is far too much misunderstood that when bad things happen as a 
consequence of someone‘s actions, it is punishment to make them feel badly. How far that is from the 
truth! It is not punishment, it is an adjustment in their understanding so they may take care to be 
responsible for every word, every deed." 
 
"Each has a circle that ripples out from around them. It bumps into other circles , blends with them 
and gives birth to yet another circle." 
 
"When God is at the center of theses circles and what you do is a result of obedience to what you 
believe – grace abounds, souls are healed and converted. But when you are in the center of this circle 
you draw away from the other circles. You are like a vortex that takes from others, creating 
emptiness, disorder and lack. 
 
"Far too many live the life of one who is for themselves and who take from others by drawing to 
themselves. If only you could see how very powerful this dynamic is. I have not come to beat or 
punish my Bride – rather I am here to educate her to make the right choices with the power she has to 
affect the world." 
 
―When one of my children acts selfishly or out of jealousy, she draws the good in others to herself and 
it gets swallowed up and sinks to the bottom of the lake. It has no more effect, rather it becomes dead 
and stagnant in that soul.‖ 
 
"However when one reaches out to do good – and gives, the circles continue to bump into one 
another, even around the world and much good is spread. The world becomes a better place. 
 
"When I chasten and correct it is for the welfare of not only the one I chasten, but for the whole Body 
– that all may learn the ways of charity and to avoid evil… because evil hurts and deprives life from 
others." 
 
"I do not chasten out of spite, but out of love – in the hopes that the soul will see the effect she has 
had on others. She stops when she is chastened and asks herself, ‗Why, Lord, did you allow this to 
happen? And I am quick to reply, if she remains truly open. Her chastening produces in her the result 
that her sin produced in others, so she can taste and feel the harm she has done." 
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―In this way I give her new grace to overcome this sin and she can rise above her own selfish motives 
and conquer the evil that is offered to her at every moment by the demons who are waiting in line to 
make her fall." 
 
―I do not rejoice when I see the injury she must endure – I mourn with her. And that is why My Brides 
must do the same, even if they were the victims of her iniquity.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, how do we know whether we have done something wrong or we‘re just getting 
opposition? 
 
"I work in your conscience. You will feel a darkness, a sadness inside where the offense has been 
done, when you think of it. There will be a sticking point that says... 'Wait a minute… there is 
something here for you to consider…'.It is a gentle conviction – not a harsh condemnation." 
 
"It is not accusatory in feeling, rather it is convicting… until the soul says to herself, ‗I think I might not 
have done the right thing here.‘ And as that thought grows so does the conviction, until she realizes 
the source of her suffering... 'It happened because…'" 
 
"Then I begin to deal with her about repercussions and how many people she hurt by her actions. I 
want her to see the effects of her sin so she will understand how destructive it was. It is not because I 
am angry that I allow her to get into an accident, or to lose something very important. No, it is to stop 
her dead in her tracks and get her attention." 
 
"When you are under attack you will not feel gentle conviction, you will feel heavy condemnation, as if 
anger is being hurled at you – and it is if you could see it in the demonic dimension. You are being 
attacked, downgraded, debilitated, robbed of your peace and joy, feeling hopelessness. That is a 
dead giveaway that what is being fed to you is from the demonic realm." 
 
"With conviction comes hope, and the desire to right the wrong. Sorrow for having hurt others – that is 
if your conscience is sensitive and well- formed according to My Heart. You begin to see the side of 
yourself that you‘ve been hiding from: jealousy, rancor, laziness, retaliation. The uglies begin to 
surface and you so want to avoid looking but you just can‘t – it is too obvious if you are being honest 
with yourself." 
 
"You see, I am teaching you to look from My perspective. That means you have to step out of yourself 
and see how OTHERS have been impacted. Then your motives begin to surface, you begin to see 
the darkness in yourself that has been hidden. You see this because you are in an elevated 
perspective and can see all the ripples as they impact others, rather than being at the center of your 
ripple." 
 
"My Brides, be ever so vigilant. The devil comes to kill, steal and destroy. Anytime you are 
entertaining a thought of that nature, you can be sure who the author of it is. Do not be leagued to the 
devil, do not throw in your lot with the devil whose purpose is to destroy what is good and uplifting." 
 
"Resist his suggestions and pray to Me to overcome yourself, whatever your motive might be. I am 
watching this great drama to see which virgins are filling and which are emptying their lamps. Do not 
be left behind with the foolish! Rather protect that which is good in others and see to your own lamp, 
that it is properly trimmed." 
 
"And to those of you who feel it is your job to reveal error in My servants, be ever so careful. For I 
alone am qualified to judge – lest you step into My place and usurp My authority. There is much you 
still don‘t understand, there is still much quarreling and division among you. As Scripture has it, I wish 
to feed you on solid food, but you are yet too immature because you are saying 'I am with this one' 
and 'I am with that one' and 'I was baptized by this one.'" 
 
"Is this not the immaturity of a child yet in diapers? Yes, I say to you it is. This is why you are lacking 
for sound teaching that could prepare you for My coming, because you are busying yourselves with 
foolish ideas. Please, please, take heed... do not go on recklessly injuring others. There is a price to 
pay, and I prefer to love you with blessings than to correct you with chastisements." 
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"I am going to visit each of you this week, with this lesson. I am going to reveal to you where you have 
gone astray. I will be gentle and convicting, not disciplinary. Why? Because I love you tenderly and 
you love Me and do not want to offend Me. So, if I reveal to you how you are offending Me, by your 
love for Me, you will stop and it will be well with you and Me." 
 
"So, receive My blessing of insight into your own thoughts and doings now. Have courage." 
 
 
 
 

Message 65: Jesus says… Love & Do much Good For your Records will 

soon be closed 
 
 
May 5, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... ―Look around you, My Brides, and see where justice needs to be done. Look for those 
in your environments who are lacking in food, medicine, utility bills, car repairs, doctor bills. There are 
many elderly and young with families who are in need. Look around you and help them. Do you have 
a car you don‘t need? Give it away. Do you have clothing, furniture, things for the kitchen and 
necessities that others could use that you could get by without? 
 
―There are needy all around you. Be like My Father in Heaven and shower good upon those in need. 
You haven‘t much time left to do good for others, make the very best of it. The hour will soon be here 
when you will no longer be able to do good, your statistics of how you gave will be frozen in time – 
your records from Earth, closed for eternity. Make good use of your last moments here on Earth, give 
to those who ask, anticipate the needs of the poor around you. Keep your ears open to conversations 
that might give away a need you could help with. Look for ways to give. Your time here is short. 
 
―This is a great way for you to show your love for Me. When I was hungry, you fed Me, when I was 
lonely, you visited Me, when I had no ride, you drove me, when I lacked medicine, you bought it for 
me. Don‘t you see? I have put these very people in front of you to test your charity and love for Me. I 
want to see if you do what I would do. You have some resources, all that is needed is the recognition 
of the plight of others and a loving heart that goes out to them. 
 
―Charity covers a multitude of sins. There are things about yourself in this life that I have kept deeply 
hidden from you. But because of your charity they will be erased forever. No, this is not works 
righteousness, this is Gospel love – this is giving and covering for lack. This is My Heart in action and 
how great your reward will be for doing what I would have done had I been in your shoes. I expect it 
of you. I provide for you because I expect it of you. I want to see if you will spend money on your 
pleasures or on the desperate needs around you. 
 
―This entire life of yours has been a test to see if you belong to Me, to see if you belong in Heaven. 
Many of you have fallen far short of what was expected of you – however you have recognized your 
failures and applied yourself to make up for them. You have repented, turned around and are now 
doing what was wanted of you from the beginning. Your failures shall no longer be remembered. 
 
―Some of you have done what you could with the nothing that you had. To you shall be the reward of 
the widow‘s mite. Others have given only of your extreme abundance – the records in Heaven for you 
are rather short and lacking. For some it was not money as much as it was time and going out of your 
way for others – this too has its rewards. 
 
―But what I am saying to you now is that I am providing opportunities for you now to make up for your 
selfishness and apathy. Take advantage of this time, it is My provision of Mercy for My Bride. 
 
―Listen carefully, My Bride. I do not judge you according to what you do not have, but according to 
what you do have and how you share it. Something as simple as sharing a cake you made with a 
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hungry poor one has great merit in My sight. Driving a stranger to get gas for his tank, great merit. 
Letting others use your phone, great merit. Carrying groceries to help a mother overloaded with 
children, great merit. These are the little things that MEAN A LOT to Me. These things show a certain 
tenderness of heart for the needs of others. I will reward you greatly for these little acts of love. 
 
―Do not grow weary in well doing, even explaining to the unaware that ‗time is short and soon there 
will be terrible events and a judgment against your country because of her sins… do you know 
Jesus?‘ This too is very important. Whether they receive it or not is not the important thing, it is the 
sharing that is important. 
 
―Taking the plight of others around you to prayer when you have no other means of alleviating their 
suffering, also has great merit. These are the things that matter, little things done out of love, not fear. 
Things you did because you identified with their situation – yes, this is so important. 
 
―So, I am going to turn you loose on the world right now with this blessing: go your way with your eyes 
wide open to the hopes and dreams of others who are struggling to get from point A to point B. I open 
your ears to the silent pleas of the helpless around you, and I impart to you this night the grace to 
respond joyfully with no desire to be rewarded. Go forward now to love your neighbor as you love 
yourself.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 66: Jesus says...  Buy of Me Gold, that was purified in the Fire 

& Live like the Sparrows 
 
 
May 6, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Lord what would You like to speak about tonight? 
 
―Dying to yourself. This is a concept that isn‘t much thought of these days, and yet did I not say that 
unless a grain of wheat falls into the earth and dies, it remains alone; but if it dies, it bears much fruit. 
He, who loves His Life shall lose it, and he who hates his life in this world shall preserve it for 
everlasting Life.‖ (John 12:24-25) 
 
―There is so much for people to do, but they have encased themselves in their comfort zones. They 
live where they feel drawn to live, they choose everything to their liking – and this is why so many are 
lost and lonely walking down a road with no real destination other than the status quo. Living for the 
pleasures of the flesh.‖ 
 
―The enemy uses the flesh to encase a soul in their likes and dislikes... where to live, what work to do, 
how to dress, how to eat, how to be secure. But I say... you must live like the sparrows! To be free, to 
live for the Spirit and follow My will for your life. You have only to look around you and see the 
frustration and unhappiness of those who live to the comfort of their bodies. Something is dead inside, 
the spark of life, gone – buried under layer after layer after layer of likes and dislikes according to the 
flesh. Life is an adventure, full of new experiences when one lives for Me.‖ 
 
(Clare) Sounds like you‘re getting ready to move us. 
 
(Jesus) ―No, not yet. You know the move I have in mind for you. You are living for Me, Clare. You did 
not choose where you live, I did. You obeyed. You‘ve been offered other alternatives, but each time 
you‘ve chosen what I wanted. This is why you are alive inside. Had you lived for yourself, well… you 
don‘t want to know.‖ 
 
(Clare) Nursing home? 
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(Jesus) ―Perhaps. But most definitely you would feel lost. My Brides, when you live to yourself, you 
frustrate My plan for your life, you limit what I wanted to do with you. The place you live in is extremely 
important to My agenda for your life. You have no way at all of knowing what a certain move will bring 
in your life. You only look at the shallow externals: the climate, job opportunities, your relatives, the 
culture and appearance of a place.‖ 
 
―But, I look at it to see if it is a fit spiritually for you. Is it the place you need to be to grow, to reach out 
to others, to have opportunities to grow spiritually, to touch lives – a place that truly fits My plans for 
your lives?‖ 
 
(Clare) I know Lord. I am always shocked when people say they are going to live somewhere 
because they like it. I used to do that and I was so lost. But somehow you brought good out of it. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, I can use every circumstance as an opportunity to grow. But I prefer to put you where I 
know you will mature and advance the quickest. For this to happen I need you to be detached from 
your own likes and dislikes.‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, when we went on tour in our bus, I remember Iowa in the dead of winter, Florida in worst 
heat of the summer. Ugh. You surely put our flesh to the test. 
 
(Jesus) ―And this is what I need of My vessels unto honor: flexibility and a willingness to go where I 
lead when I lead. There is so much richness in a life lived in the Spirit and so much sediment in a life 
lived for the flesh. My Children, I have such wonderful things for you to do, but your obstinacy in 
choosing your location ties My hands. There are connections waiting to be made, a broadening of 
your horizons, and deepening of your understanding, if only you would come under the yoke of 
obedience.‖ 
 
―There is no reason why a person has to be tied to a house, a piece of land, a city, a country. The 
world is an exciting place with many opportunities for those who are willing to live for the Spirit alone 
and go where I send them.‖ 
 
(Clare) I know I have failed you out of fear of the new and different. I still to this day regret not going to 
Youth With a Mission in Holland. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, but I came around again didn‘t I? I did a work around with your life and you are where I 
want you at present. But so many derail the plans I have for their lives by holding on to the past and 
what is familiar and comfortable.‖ 
 
―For I know the plans I am planning for you‗ declares YaHuWaH - plans of peace and not of evil, to 
give you hope and a future.‖ (Jeremiah 29:11) 
 
―But will you trust Me? Will you acknowledge that I am God and there is none other? That My plans 
are far superior to your plans? That nothing is impossible for Me? That you can trust Me with your 
life? 
 
―You must come to terms with these issues if you are to live the fullness of the life I have called you 
to.‖ 
 
(Clare) Jeepers Lord, it sounds like we‘re gonna be around for a long time. 
 
―This is for those who will come after you, Clare, and for those who are listening now and feel a tug in 
their hearts to do something totally different with their lives.‖ 
 
―I have sat here, from My perspective in Heaven and seen the possibilities for My Children on Earth. I 
have seen all the places that would have suited them so perfectly, but these places never entered 
their mind, nor did they seek Me to find out where I wanted them.‖ 
 
―I have given you life and strength and a purpose. Hope and the drive to move onward. Please do not 
ignore Me. Make it your top priority to seek Me until you find Me and know for sure where I want you. 
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Hold in abeyance all your plans and dreams and seek Me until you find Me and know without a doubt 
where I am calling you to go. You will never regret it.‖ 
 
―Pay attention to that restlessness that doesn‘t quite feel right with this plan or that plan. That is My 
Spirit intervening and holding you back because I have something better for you, with better timing.‖ 
 
―You see, when you come to serve Me, your life is no longer your own. Most people, however, try to 
run their new life in Me on two tracks…what they want… and what I want within the context of what 
they want. Rather than totally abandoning their will and their way to Me, they compromise and then 
expect to be happy and fulfilled. But it will never happen until they totally abandon their agenda.‖ 
 
―Some are still catering to their earthly parent‘s expectations. Some have their eyes on a career goal 
and prosperity, and within that context they choose what they think is My will. But they are so far from 
the truth that they would be shocked if I revealed it to them. Yet I know the course they are holding 
onto for dear life will lead them into mediocrity and unhappiness. I can only wait until they discover 
that‘s not what they wanted after all. And sadly by then, more than half of their life is spent and 
sickness has found its way into their bodies.‖ 
 
―I am just saying this for your own good Children. Choose Me and My Will with uncompromising faith 
and clarity. Seek Me and wait on Me. Lay down your agendas, let your earthly parents lead their own 
lives, but you – follow Me.‖ 
 
―Many are confused about what it means to honor and obey your mother and father. It does not mean 
let them take My place in your life and let them dictate what your life should be. Honor them in their 
old age, help as you can, celebrate their birthdays with them, treat them with respect and reverence in 
all your dealings. But never give them the helm – this is meant for Me and Me alone.‖ 
 
―Is it not written, Anyone who loves their father or mother more than me is not worthy of me; anyone 
who loves their son or daughter more than me is not worthy of me.‖ (Matthew 10:37) 
 
(Clare) Then the Lord quickened the church at Laodicea to me. This was the lukewarm church, and I 
believe the church that lived by their comforts and the status quo until the interior fire in their souls 
went out. 
 
(Jesus) ―Because you say... I am rich, and need nothing at all, and do not know that you are 
wretched, and pitiable, and poor, and blind, and naked. I advise you to buy from Me gold refined in 
the fire, so that you become rich; and white garments, so that you become dressed, so that the 
shame of your nakedness might not be shown; and anoint your eyes with ointment, so that you see. 
As many as I love, I reprove and discipline. So be ardent and repent.‖ (Revelation 3:17-19) 
 
―Live your life for Me and Me alone. I bless you now with the courage to deny yourself, pick up your 
cross and follow Me.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 67: Jesus says... I am putting an End to all Evil, the ruling Elite 

included (What must befall this Nation and the Earth)  
 
 
May 7, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Oh Lord, my heart is so heavy over what must befall this nation. 
 
Jesus answered... ―What if I were to tell you that your prayers have been answered and I am going to 
intervene and give her another chance?‖ 
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(Clare) Wow, that would be wonderful, but also make me a false prophet. 
 
(Jesus) ―Which would you prefer?‖ 
 
(Clare) That‘s easy… 
 
(Jesus) ―Well, I can‘t and I‘m not.‖ 
 
(Clare) My heart sank. 
 
(Jesus) ―I can‘t. But I will raise up a faction to push back the forces of darkness so there will not be 
total annihilation.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, I don‘t think it‘s fair that the rotten corrupt people who have been controlling this country 
behind the scenes and bringing this all down on our heads, that they should have their way. After all, 
there is a faction of true Americans who are Christians and stand for what it right. 
 
(Jesus) ―That is why I am going to fight for them. You remember the rockets that were fired at Israel 
and were turned back in midair and went out to the sea?‖ 
 
(Clare) I do. 
 
(Jesus) ―Well the same thing is going to happen at key moments, because of prayer. Your prayers 
and the prayers of others – this is going to happen over and over again until it is finished. Those who 
have gathered together in underground bunkers, I have called them there to their graves. There will 
be a purification of the evil in this nation. Yes, I will have justice. Deliberate crimes have been 
committed in this country with the end in mind that is the removal of My protection. Things such as 
abortion and gay rights, the training of guerillas and other subversives to disrupt rightful governments 
around the world. All of this plus the ruling elite. I am making an end to. Not one of them will escape 
My wrath. Not even one single one, including their offspring.‖ 
 
―You ask Me why I would kill the offspring, innocent babies? Do you not know the evil that will be 
birthed through these demonized children? They are not like real people – like you, like I was on the 
Earth. No, they are demonized, fitted with demonic natures that tend only towards viciousness and 
evil. Bred to be genteel on the outside, but all wrathful inside. Yes, these are the offspring of Nephilim 
and even worse.‖ 
 
―Yes, I am gathering the devil and his angels and their offspring and throwing them all into the Lake of 
Fire, eventually. But the end for those in league with them, judgement will begin on this Earth when all 
have proclaimed so securely ‗See – we are safe from the chaos we created on the outside. The 
useless eaters will be killed off but we are safe inside the bowels of the Earth with our comforts and 
amenities.‘ And then it shall come suddenly: the bowels of the Earth will erupt and spew the filth out 
from inside it. Not one shall survive, even as in the days of Noah. So, those who have so stunningly 
engineered underground cities capable of supporting life for years to come will in one moment be 
purged from the Earth.‖ 
 
(Clare) Are you talking about a physical purging where they are thrown out from the Earth? 
 
(Jesus) ―I am talking about magma and water consuming and spewing them out of the Earth. Every 
last one.‖ 
 
(Clare) But what about those who repent, Lord, and others who are innocent? 
 
(Jesus) ―How can you say that, Clare?‖ 
 
(Clare) Well... I‘m trying to look on who might be innocent in that whole mess. 
 
(Jesus) ―As in the days of Noah, My Love, as in the days of Noah. You have no idea the scope of 
corruption of those on government levels, the massive breeding programs, those who look perfectly 
normal but in effect have no soul.‖ 
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(Clare) What do they have? 
 
(Jesus) ―They have intellect and they have orders. They are not bred to think for themselves, but to 
serve without questioning.‖ 
 
(Clare) Phew! 
 
(Jesus) ―I know that you are grieving for your country, but it shall survive. It is the evil ones who are 
going down. My people I shall protect. There will be a victory. I am God. I will not be mocked.‖ 
 
(Clare) But Lord, what about the Fema camps and all the Americans being rounded up and killed? 
 
(Jesus) ―There will be much slaughter, in which I shall be glorified. But none of that shall hurt the 
Souls of the just. No, their reward is with Me. And I will intervene with supernatural peace in the 
moment it is needed.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh Jesus, it‘s too horrendous for me to even think about. It is so terrible. 
 
(Jesus) ―Well, for the innocent the terror only lasts a moment. It is the guilty who will have an eternity 
of terror.‖ 
 
(Clare) What are they thinking? That they will escape judgment? 
 
(Jesus) ―They are not thinking. They have been woven from conception with lies, inbred with 
misinformation so that their foundation is thin air, nothing but a bedrock of lies. They live their entire 
lives in this environment of deception with others locked into the same bed of lies. They have no idea 
of the reality of who they are serving or what they are doing. They have been trained to believe that 
good is evil and evil is good. They have no other perspective. Many of them I did not create, they are 
clones. So, you see they cannot respond to Me because they are not of Me. And the part of their brain 
that was meant for Me has been hybridized. Oh Clare, it is such an ugly subject, please… no more 
questions. I hate talking about it.‖ 
 
―What I was trying to accomplish was to show you this is a ―Move Of God‖ to purge the evil from the 
Earth. Every last one with their evil offspring that has been complicit in these massive deceptions is 
going to their end. Then I am coming back to reclaim the Earth.‖ 
 
(Clare) But Lord what about the radiation poisoning all over the world? 
 
(Jesus) ―I can with one sweep of My Hand, eradicate every last vestige of this poison and restore 
pristine purity to the Earth.‖ 
 
(Clare) But I thought it would be in devastation when you returned? Won‘t we have an endless clean 
up job throughout the entire world? Reclaiming? 
 
(Jesus) ―It is true that there will be much work to be done in certain areas. Other areas will be so far 
underground and undersea that it won‘t be necessary. I will open the Earth to swallow the areas of the 
worst corruption – never again shall they be seen. I will cleanse the Earth by fires as well, preparing 
the soil for a new Spring. I will cause the waters in the deep places to be purified and returned to their 
crystal clarity. Oh, so much will I do to restore this beautiful Earth I created for My loved ones. 
 
―Satan has indeed destroyed the beauty I created in many, many places of the Earth, but I will restore 
them. In those days it will be a joyful work, even as the rebuilding of the walls of Jerusalem. There will 
be much healthy pride and joy in the work of restoration. Everyone will be given a part to do.‖ 
 
(Clare) And these demon-aliens? They will all be confined to the Earth and then held for a thousand 
years so their terror will no longer be anywhere in the universe? 
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(Jesus) ―That‘s correct. And there are legions and legions upon hundreds of thousands of them – but 
every last one will be confined and not permitted to influence in any way the Earth or the people of the 
Earth. They will be completely bound and confined in every way. 
 
―Joy and goodness will abound and any shadow of evil will originate strictly in the heart of man 
untouched by the demonic realm. If evil comes forth, it will be conceived in the heart of man – not 
from the outside as it has been in the past. You see, in the Garden, satan was allowed to tempt Eve 
and Adam. But during the Millennium there will be no such temptation from satan. The Earth will be 
totally free of his influence.‖ 
 
(Clare) WOW. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, wow! Well, I just brought this up because I didn‘t want you to grieve excessively. All will 
turn out to My Glory. Though for a moment, My indignation and wrath must be felt on the Earth, that 
time will pass quickly as I promised and all things will be made new. Do you understand, My 
Beloved?‖ 
 
(Clare) I think so. 
 
(Jesus) ―Good, then be at peace, let nothing frighten or upset you, all of this which is about to unfold 
is in My control.‖ 
 
(Clare) WOW and what control it is. Amazing. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, I like to amaze you.‖ 
 
(Clare) Will wonders ever cease? 
 
(Jesus) ―Never. Never. Never. Be strengthened now, let nothing throw you off course… steady as she 
goes. Be courageous, be resolute. I am coming to restore Justice to the Earth.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 68: Jesus explains…  Discernment, Worship & Glimpses of 

Heaven 
 
 
May 8, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) The Lord bless us all with clear discernment and understanding tonight. I came into prayer 
through worship and said to the Lord... 'It‘s so beautiful dancing with You Lord, you are clear and 
present to me.' 
 
(Jesus) ―And why not? This is practice for our wedding dance.‖ 
 
(Clare) For the real event? 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, My Love, for the real event, soon to come.‖ 
 
(Clare) Forgive me Lord, I am getting the jitters with the time getting closer. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, I know. Me too.‖ 
 
(Clare) Really? 
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(Jesus) ―Yes, really. Don‘t you think that holding My Bride in My arms, knowing she will soon be with 
Me for Eternity, would give any man in love the jitters?‖ 
 
(Clare) I suppose. 
 
(Jesus) ―Oh, Clare, you and all My Brides have no idea how much you are loved, honored and 
respected. Not even a clue.‖ 
 
(Clare) I guess not. 
 
(Jesus) ―Well, it‘s beyond your wildest dreams.‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, I try to limit my dreams. I don‘t want to get out there in LaLa land. 
 
(Jesus) ―Oh, I‘ll take you to LaLa land!‖ 
 
(Clare) You always do! But at least it‘s safe with You and not with my foolish girlish imaginings. It is 
truly blissful and heavenly with You. 
 
(Jesus) ―You are far too timid.‖ 
 
(Clare) Timid!? 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, timid.‖ 
 
(Clare) Well, You are always right so I guess, I‘ll just have to agree with You. 
 
(Jesus) ―Oh, you are timid alright. I have to meet you not half way, not 2/3 of the way… but 80% of the 
way, you are so timid.‖ 
 
(Clare) You mean, others are bolder in reaching out to You than me? 
 
(Jesus) ―Oh yes, much bolder!‖ 
 
(Clare) Wow! I used to be so bold, what‘s happened to me? 
 
(Jesus) ―You married a man that turned the wild march hare into a sweet, domesticated little bunny.‖ 
 
(Clare) I love bunnies! 
 
(Jesus) ―I know. That‘s because they are timid like you.‖ 
 
(Clare) OK… And fawns, I love deer and fawns. 
 
(Jesus) ―See! There you go again, timid!‖ 
 
(Clare) But I also love lions and tigers and cougars… but I guess, because I see them as cuddly in 
Heaven… So you‘ve proven your point, I am timid…. Well, my sweet Spouse, what would you like to 
talk about? 
 
(Jesus) ―You and I.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh! 
 
(Jesus) ―What will marriage in Heaven be like with Me? That‘s what I want to talk about. We will never 
be apart?‖ 
 
(Clare) You mean physically or spiritually? 
 
(Jesus) ―Spiritually.‖ 
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(Clare) But we are never apart now! 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, but now you cannot always touch in with Me, you have trouble focusing. Not in Heaven, 
that will be a thing of the past. The very moment you touch Me with your thoughts, I will be there 
before you.‖ 
 
(Clare) WOW! I like that. But won‘t I be a pest? 
 
(Jesus) ―You will learn propriety – that is, being united with Me and wanting attention will be two 
different things. You will be so filled with Me that touching in will not be so necessary. You will be 
drawn to worship and lingering in the sweet bliss of Our presence in worship.‖ 
 
―We will spend lots of personal one on one time together, lots of it. Going everywhere together: rock 
climbing, hiking, horseback riding, picnics, canoeing, flying, swimming. Oh, we are going to have a 
grand time, and I have so much to show you!‖ 
 
(Clare) But isn‘t that frivolous in light of the work to be done here on Earth? 
 
(Jesus) ―You must come to know Me more thoroughly so that My presence can get stronger and 
stronger through you to others. You will bring Me to them, and the better you know Me, the better you 
will bring Me to them. Besides recreation is important. Re-create – opens your perspective on life, 
allows you to rejoice in the bounty and variety I have created for you just to enjoy. 
 
―You see, this is one way we show our love for one another – we create something for the one we 
love. We cherish their reaction and the joy they find in it. But, I know you are graduating to people, 
you are beginning to find all your joy in them. Yes, this is beautiful and praiseworthy and very much 
like Me. 
 
―Every soul has a journey to make through things created – even people – as they travel to Me alone. 
I know that you would be happy in My broom closet…so I have built you a palace. Is that such a great 
thing for Me? I think not. It is but a minor token of My Love for you, which goes way beyond created 
things. It goes all the way to Calvary.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh Lord, don‘t say that – I don‘t want to think about Your suffering for me. 
 
(Jesus) ―I know My Love, but sometimes that is the only appropriate gift I can give you. And you do 
understand that in suffering for others you prove the sincerity of your love.‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, I do Lord. 
 
(Jesus) ―Well then, remember, My love for you and each and every soul goes back to Calvary. Now, 
getting back to Heaven, there are dimensions of pleasure and awareness in Heaven that you have yet 
to experience. One you did experience the night I visited you and translated you out of the kingdom of 
darkness and into My glorious light.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh My. That was quite an event. An ecstasy of body and soul that lasted 45 minutes and 
defies description. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes there are dimensions like that in Heaven, where you feel that wonderful all the time!‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh my goodness! That would be pretty distracting. 
 
(Jesus) ―Not really, you learn to function in that state and everything you touch receives a portion of 
that bliss. Oh, you have no idea what is waiting for you, the oneness of all creation and how we 
communicate the love for each other inter-dimensionally.‖ 
 
(Clare) What does that mean? 
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(Jesus) ―Well, a plant communicates on one dimension, a cat on another, a rock on still another – but 
the love that holds all of creation together is binding between species. In other words, you can speak 
to all of creation and be understood and they can speak back to you and you will understand – and in 
the end all are giving glory to Me.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh My! All praise and honor and glory to You, Almighty God! 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, we will be together in worship, continually in worshipful bliss. All of My creation is united 
to Me in a blissful praise. You‘ve just never experienced anything like it, except perhaps the night I 
visited you and fleetingly in times of worship you‘ve been transported out of yourself, into the 
Heavenlies, with Me.‖ 
 
(Clare) Wow. Lord this is so amazing, may I just stop right here and breathe it in? Just for a moment? 
Just for a moment turned into an hour long nap. 
 
(Jesus whispered) ―I‘m still here.‖ 
 
(Clare) You mean you didn‘t get tired of waiting for me? 
 
(Jesus) ―Oh no, I was right here with you by your side. Sometimes I just want to be close to you Clare. 
In that way I can enjoy My Creation… even when she‘s struggling with her faith in things to come.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh I can‘t keep anything from You, I‘m really sorry, I hate it when I question what you‘ve so 
faithfully told me. 
 
(Jesus) ―You can‘t help it, you are being buffeted.‖ 
 
(Clare) I rebuked them Lord, ‗cause I thought that‘s what You wanted me to do. But I should have 
asked You to send them away, You have the power! 
 
(Jesus) ―But I‘m also enjoying the battle between you and them. I see that little crack way down deep 
inside your vessel. And they see it, too.‖ 
 
(Clare) Suddenly I saw myself as a large water vessel and at the very bottom there was light coming 
in through a crack. Oh Lord, how do I get rid of this? 
 
(Jesus) ―Worship. Lots and lots of worship.‖ 
 
(Clare) So I went back into worship for probably a good hour or so, and during worship an angel came 
and opened my eyes so I could see that I was in the heavenly court, praising God with the angels and 
saints. Then Jesus came and stood before me. He was wearing a red robe and He looked into my 
eyes... 
 
(Jesus) ―Don‘t you believe Me, Clare? I need you to believe.‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, Lord I believe You. And yet there is something tugging at me deep in my gut calling 
everything into question saying... 'None of this is true, you‘ve been deceived, that‘s why it won‘t wash. 
This is your gut speaking, pay attention to me! Aren't I always right?' Now I see tears flowing down His 
cheeks. 
 
How do I get rid of this damnable spirit of unbelief, Lord? I am so used seeing something and verifying 
it with my gut level feeling, how do I deal with this opposition? My faith tells me one thing and my gut 
level perception is going against it? What do I do? Please send me some help, I can‘t do it on my 
own. He kissed my forehead. 
 
Just then Ezekiel returned from his errands. And he sat with me and prayed to help me discern what 
was going on. He told me that the Lord was pleased with me, that I am in His will, and this other thing 
is a distraction to take me away from the rest of my work. It did just come up out of the blue and 
overtake me. Silly me. 
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I asked him what do we do if time continues to drag on and the Lord has not come yet. He said... 'We 
just carry on with our work, there‘s lots to do.' 
 
I know the one thing I am sure Jesus has told me, since He has confirmed it over and over again, is 
when Miami falls, the Rapture will happen directly after that. But this nagging gut level feeling.. what is 
it about? 
 
Ezekiel said... 'Set it aside, wait on the Lord. It will get resolved. This is discernment 404 – new levels, 
new devils.' I went back to worship and the Lord began speaking to me. 
 
(Jesus) ―You‘re going to have to wait on Me Beloved – that is the only resolution. I will make it plain 
and clear but this is a suffering. Wait on Me. In the meantime I would say that you do have faith, but 
you are being tested. Hold fast to what you know in your heart and set the rest aside. Very quickly 
now, I will make the truth plain to you in such a way that you can receive it without wavering. Stand. 
And when you have done all, I say, Stand, because Faith is the assurance of things hoped for, the 
conviction of things not seen.‖ (Hebrews 11:1) ―You have the conviction of things not seen, don't 
you?‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes. 
 
(Jesus) ―Then you are being toyed with – this is a distraction just as your covering said it was. Haven‘t 
I always given him the wisdom to carry you through?‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, Lord. Indeed you have. 
 
(Jesus) ―OK then, hold fast to what he has told you and let it wash.‖ 
 
(Clare) Thank you Lord, I have a peace about this now. 
 
(Jesus) ―As I told you, you were being toyed with. Keep your eyes on the work at hand. You see, 
when you are making progress the enemy tries to erect barriers to slow you down. Sometimes when 
you can‘t resolve these things on your own, rather than continue to bang your head against a wall, it is 
best to set it aside and carry on.‖ 
 
―Then later things will become clear. But when you enter into a struggle to get all the answers now, 
you get derailed and the important things that are waiting for your attention don‘t get addressed. So 
carry on My Love, you are very pleasing to Me and those kinks in your faith are nothing more than 
distractions blown out of proportion in order to stop your forward motion. Which by the way they did… 
for how many hours?‖ 
 
(Clare) Six? 
 
(Jesus) ―So you see they succeeded. Now you know better – don‘t let them do this again. And for all 
My Brides, I say to you: when you hit some kind of irreconcilable issue that begins to draw all your 
attention to itself, you may very well assume that the enemy has deliberately done this to throw you 
off.‖ 
 
―One indicator is that you were doing just fine before, everything was going smoothly and your faith 
was in place and you were at peace. Then all of a sudden you begin to have doubts, serious doubts 
that take you away from the matters at hand. You begin to obsess over them and come to a 
completely confused standstill. That is demonic. You struggle not against flesh and blood, but spirits 
of the air, lying spirits sent to confuse and cause doubt, to erode faith and cause you to stumble.‖ 
 
(Clare) But I said the binding prayer – aren‘t they included in that? 
 
(Jesus) ―Remember when you came back to prayer after a break, I nudged you to say it again?‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh. 
 
(Jesus) ―And you didn‘t.‖ 
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(Clare) Bingo. 
 
(Jesus) ―But even beyond prayers My Beloveds, even beyond that – if you come up against 
something that seems unresolvable at the moment, don‘t allow yourself to be locked into a struggle 
with it. This is most definitely a temptation meant to derail you. 
 
―So, now you are free My Dear One. Move on, there is so much for you to do. 
 
―I give you all My Blessing and Grace now, that you will be resolute in waiting for Me. Add to that a 
careful examination of dynamics that might frustrate or hinder your faith. Be on guard against those 
who would derail your patient endurance and in all things continue in the Hope I am imparting to you 
this night. 
 
―I love you all dearly! The table is set, the food is prepared – soon, we will be seated at the banquet 
together... Soon.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 69: My Advice for the Left Behind… Pray & Trust in Me alone 
 
 
May 9, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) What would you say to your people tonight dear Lord. 
 
(Jesus) ―Place no confidence in the flesh. Do not imagine for one moment that you can provide or 
take care of yourself without My intervention or more properly My complete control. When you place 
confidence in your own flesh, your ability to defend yourself, your ability to provide for yourself, you 
set yourself up for failure. 
 
―There are those who are going to walk into the tribulation with empty pockets and no place to go, no 
food, no preparation at all. And yet they will be fully provided for every step of the way. 
 
―When a soul puts all their confidence in Me, I am free to provide everything they need. Rather than 
providing and surviving, be about My business and all these things will be added unto you. 
 
―Your insecurity and panic do nothing but give the devils permission to sift you, wear you out and 
cause you to move prematurely right into the enemies waiting arms. But with your focus on bringing 
souls to Me, I am free to provide all you need, My faithfulness is your rear guard and covering. 
 
―It is a lack of knowledge of Me that causes others to dive in and apply themselves to providing for 
their needs. When you know Me, you know I have already provided a way out, complete with food, 
medicine and cover that will make you invisible to the enemy. 
 
―This is for the benefit of those left behind Clare. For the most part now, I am going to be preparing 
them through our times together.‖ 
 
(Clare) My mind drifted onto the seismic charts for Yellowstone I saw today that were solid bars of 
color rather than lines and I was thinking, Nibiru is bringing these earth changes on and they knew all 
the time this was going to happen. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, they knew all along. But rather than providing for the masses, they are counting on the 
catastrophic conditions to wipe out portions of humanity that do not fit into their genetic code. 
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―But let‘s get back to what is important here My Love. The focus must be on charity and virtue, trust 
and faith in My ability to provide. Without these pivotal attitudes, they will succeed. 
 
―My protection can make you invisible, My protection can turn wild beasts away, My protection can 
save you from the ground giving way beneath you, My protection can provide water and food when 
there is none. I can do all things, and I will, for those whose agenda is to gather in souls to the 
kingdom. Those who give and lead unselfishly, those who are honest and caring for others, these are 
the ones I will supernaturally protect and provide for. 
 
―Many I will add to your numbers that need salvation. Their eternity is hanging in the balance and if 
you make their eternity your priority, I will cover you. Souls are going to be racked with confusion and 
fear, not knowing up from down, so severe will the trials be on the earth. They will be so thoroughly 
disoriented that nothing else than a supernatural grace can calm them. 
 
―A healing grace, laying hands on them and praying for My Peace to descend upon them. And for you 
who are called to heal, I live inside of you, place your hand on the injured or suffering and imagine My 
hand moving from your heart out through your hand and onto the soul. I will do the rest. All you have 
to believe is that I AM and I LIVE IN YOU. This is all that is required for a complete healing of even 
the most dramatic sicknesses. 
 
―Be baptized in the Holy Spirit, do pray in tongues, do sing over people in tongues, you are speaking 
My language and I am praying through you the perfect prayer. Do not allow anyone to discourage you 
from speaking in tongues, the devils will use self conscious, insecure and poorly informed souls to try 
and stop you from using this powerful gift. Don‘t let them. Now more than ever you need to pray in 
tongues. I will for some of you give the interpretation while you are praying which will inform you of 
what your true opposition is, be it man, beast or even your own self. 
 
―There will be a great need for supernatural wisdom, so many different opponents will be coming 
against you. I will warn you of them if you make prayer your absolute priority. More than life itself, you 
need quality prayer time with Me. No one in your group can go without prayer. The ones who will not 
pray will be the weak links in your chain. They will betray you and make poor choices under pressure. 
Better that everyone stay in prayer and allow those who will not pray to go elsewhere, that is once you 
have done everything in your power to bring them to Me and still they will not acknowledge or choose 
to live by My standards, let them go, they will only bring trouble upon the other members of your 
group. 
 
―Towards the end, when things get the most chaotic, you will need to cleave to Me with all your heart 
and lean not on your own understanding or devices. I will inspire you with the proper steps to take, 
even in your dreams I will come to you and instruct you. Understand that the closer you draw to the 
end of events, the more chaotic it will become and the shorter the time before your deliverance. Pray 
for strength, courage, wisdom, compassion and peace. It is by your faith that you will be saved, the 
flesh avails nothing, everything depends upon faith and trust in Me alone. 
 
―You will witness people breaking down completely, being unable to cope any longer. They will retire 
inside of themselves where they feel safe. All you can do for these is pray and be compassionate. My 
grace will carry them. They will be among you as the sick and disabled, do all in your power to tend to 
them, do not grow impatient with them or cast them away, they will be your saving grace. Because 
you took care of them, I will take care of you. 
 
―However, if you must leave someone behind, give them a portion of food and water, pray for them 
that I will take over their care and commend them into My Merciful hands. Do not walk about in guilt, 
you did all you could and now it‘s My turn. You will be tried to your uttermost limits and when you 
reach those limits turn to Me and say… ‗Lord, take over for me, I am at my end.‘ And I will give you 
the strength to carry on. Remember that My power is made perfect in your weakness. This is My 
chance to show you just how much you mean to Me and who I truly am in you. 
 
―I bless you now with the peace that passes all understanding, courage and endurance. Run the race 
to the finish line. Soon I will return and make all things new.‖ 
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Message 70: Jesus says... Choose Me & not Satan!...  Don't accept the 

Mark of the Beast - THE CHIP 
 
 
May 9, 2015 – Excerpt from Jesus' Message to Sister Carol 
 
(Carol) Oh, my sweet, dear Jesus – what have You to say to our Friends tonight? 
 
Jesus began... ―This Life lasts only a few short minutes, and eternity is very, very, very long. This is 
the idea that must be clear to those who are left behind... Life is the ONLY time that you have to make 
this most important decision of all, the decision to follow ME - Jesus the Christ - in the days to come. 
There are only two choices, no matter what the government, your friends, bosses, families, or any 
other may try to convince you.‖ 
 
―Choose Me or satan. With Me you will have Life Everlasting – from eternity to eternity in Glory, Life 
and Love more pure than you can ever try to imagine. With satan, it will be nothing but pain, death, 
misery, endless torment and fire. The first death of your body will end with the second death... Eternal 
separation from Me, the God Who formed you in your mother‘s womb, who breathed life into your 
very soul, who loves you more than you can ever understand.‖ 
 
―So tonight I appeal to you. Which do you want? The Enemy of your soul has filled this world with 
every device he could conceive of to lie, steal, kill and destroy you and all of mankind, to convince 
you, that pleasure for the moment was worth trading away life Eternal. It is the same story as Jacob 
and Esau... Blessings and Riches traded in for a moment of bodily pleasure, never to be exchanged 
again once the decision was made.‖ 
 
―I tell you tonight... Beware of the Mark – the Computer Chip. Man laughs at it, the government lies 
about it. But I tell you the truth... If you accept it, your very DNA will be changed into a son of satan 
himself, and there is no more redemption for you.‖ 
 
―Be wise, My children – be very wise now. Listen for Me. Listen for MY voice to help you through the 
days that come upon you, for they alone will give you life. My Voice alone will guide you through the 
maze of death that satan has designed for you. And even though the times will be torturous and hard 
– it is but for a short while. I will rescue you. I will be there, near to you. Call out to Me for Salvation 
first – and then for salvation of Life, so that you live and not be killed.‖ 
 
―I am near to you all. I am calling you to My side. Be wise, My Friends, My Children. Be Wise! Your 
Loving Father, Abba… Jesus‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 71: Jesus says… No more of the World! Make room for Me & 

Prepare for our Wedding 
 
 
May 10, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Ezekiel‘s Vision... This morning, I was eating breakfast and I saw the Lord in the spirit getting dressed 
for a formal event… He was wearing black tuxedo pants and a white shirt with pearl buttons, tux tie 
around his neck but not tied yet, wearing black socks and black dress shoes off to the side. One foot 
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on a chair in front of a dresser with a mirror, trying to get His left cufflink snapped. There were other 
attendants around Him helping Him, one was brushing out His tuxedo coat that hung from a dressing 
pole. He turned and looked at me with a sparkle in His eye and tilted His head with a knowing smile. 
 
(Ezekiel) What are you doing? 
 
(Jesus) "I‘m getting dressed." 
 
(Ezekiel) For what? 
 
(Jesus) "For a wedding." 
 
(Ezekiel) Whose? 
 
(Jesus) "Ours." 
 
(Ezekiel) I thought at first He was talking about the Bride the Church, to take her to the Wedding 
Feast, and I felt a little sad. I could tell He read my thought and I said... 'So… it‘s just going to be a big 
gathering of the church, all of your Brides?' 
 
 
(Jesus) "Oh no, don‘t worry! We will have our private wedding also, as will I with each of My Brides. 
There will be plenty of personal one-on-one time, and beautiful lingering honeymoons for each of you, 
with Me." 
 
"Don‘t try to understand it all, just receive and enjoy this time we have together. I want you to focus all 
your thoughts and energy this week on our wedding. This is our Wedding Week and I want nothing to 
hinder or blemish it in any way whatsoever. When negative or curious thoughts enter your mind, and 
in times of temptation." 
 
(Ezekiel) He made a waving gesture with His arm as He was brushing away those banal things. 
 
(Jesus) "Use My Name and I will sweep it all away." 
 
"This is a week of perfection and preparation. You‘re going to be married soon! Enjoy the last minute 
details of preparing yourself. You‘re free to hope and dream all the things you‘ve ever wanted in Me. 
Protect this time. I want this to be a week of celebration, our wedding week." 
 
(Ezekiel) My impression was that He wanted us to give ourselves permission to think and dream and 
imagine, anything and everything that could ever be possible, and this would all be ours and more - 
more than we could ever comprehend. 
 
Jesus began speaking to me (Clare)... 
"I am indeed dressing for this occasion. This is what I wanted to tell you last night, but I knew you 
wouldn‘t believe Me. So I kept it to Myself – that‘s why the tears. But we are over that now. I see you 
are believing Me more than ever before, and I am pleased with you, Clare." 
 
"It won‘t be long now, My Love. Don‘t try to translate that into Earth time, just take it at face value. 
OK?" 
 
(Clare) OK, I am feeling excited. 
 
(Jesus) "I should hope so, this is the biggest day of your life." 
 
(Clare) Should I be preparing a dress? 
 
(Jesus) "I have already sewn a most beautiful dress for you, but you could adorn yourself with kind 
deeds done out of love for Me. These are wedding presents, from you to Me." 
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(Clare) He smiled. Now I see Him with one foot up on a chair tying the shoe lace on His right foot. His 
left shoe is already on. 'Oh, Jesus thank You for forgiving me.' 
 
(Jesus) "For what? I don‘t see anything to forgive or forgiven. All I see is My Faith-filled Bride." 
 
(Clare) Oh how sweet! 
 
(Jesus) "Well it‘s true." 
 
(Clare) I‘m going to stay in that place with Your help. 
 
(Jesus) "I‘m ALWAYS helping you. Didn‘t you know that by now?" 
 
(Clare) Yes. Several times while writing these words down I was tempted to question and have 
doubts, but I shut them out of my mind the very minute they presented themselves. I said, 'No. I‘m not 
going there. Leave.' and they went away! 
 
(Jesus) "I wish for My Bride to spend this week adorning herself for this day that she has looked 
forward to for so long. Little things mean a lot. Wedding presents – being aware of what you can do 
as a parting gesture for those around you who do not believe. They will remember this week, they will 
remember how kind you were to them and they will thank Me for that." 
 
(Clare) Lord why do you keep giving me the church in Sardis? (Revelation 3:1) 
 
(Jesus) "Because there are many among you who are not taking My Words with seriousness and 
gravity and living them to the fullest. I need you to repent for being lax and pay strict attention to 
what‘s going on in your hearts. Boot the world out, out, out! Focus on Me and our eternity together. 
Do not bring the world into this sacred space. Put all your doings with the world aside and give Me all 
your available time." 
 
"Make room for Me by putting aside shopping, entertainments, idle conversations, and curiosities. 
Much is going on in the world this week that is toxic to your souls. It will bring fear into your heart and 
mind. Oh, how I want you to approach the altar with pure love and expectation of all that I have for 
you. I want this to be a week of spiritual concentration on our nuptial vows." 
 
"But if you feed on what satan is brewing, you will miss it. Your mind will be cluttered and unfit to 
receive the graces I have in store for you. I will protect you, but you must do your part and shun those 
things that have nothing to do with eternity." 
 
"My love, it is not My intention to chastise – rather it is My intention to correct the course so you will 
arrive at the destination. Many are still far too preoccupied with what is going on in the world and their 
plans for this week. You are being tempted daily to veer off course. I must say you have done well to 
ignore those things that keep trying to snag your attention. Hold to My directions and put away 
everything that can be ignored and put aside. You will never regret it." 
 
"And for the rest I say... tighten down the hatches, and keep the world out – the seas are rough and 
foreboding. I do not want you lingering there. Stay close to Me, isolate yourself with Me and keep the 
world out of your life as much as you possibly can. I am calling for a week of devotion and drawing 
close to Me. Dream your dreams about what you want to do in Heaven, dare to ask for the impossible 
and all the gifts you have ever wanted from Me. Expect Me to hear you and fulfill your every desire." 
 
"Please, My Bride, give Me your all this week! Stay out of the news, stay out of the stores, stay off the 
internet, go into your prayer closets, pray and seek Me above all else. This is My desire for you – 
would you give this to Me as a wedding present? I am offering you the grace to accomplish all that I 
ask of you. If you love Me, you will obey Me." 
 
The Lord then spoke to Ezekiel... "It is imperative that you absolutely and firmly discipline yourselves 
this week. Please, My faithful Brides, stay away from browsing the internet. Put your curiosities to 
death. I need you to be preparing yourselves for the most important moment in your eternity. Press 
into Me exclusively. My whole heart and mind spirit and soul are preparing for our Wedding Day." 
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"Please Beloved, no more of the world. Stay out of the stores. This is not the time to purchase gifts for 
yourself or your loved ones. I need you to be clean for our wedding. Avoid television, radio, 
magazines and the newspapers. You have had a lifetime full of that. I have gone to great pains to 
purify you from those influences." 
 
"Yes, My Precious Ones, do tend to your proper duties – children, work, etc. But only fulfill those 
obligations that are crucial for the good of another. For example: giving someone a ride to the doctor 
or errands of mercy for the sick, the poor, the elderly. You know what is absolutely necessary and 
what is not. I will help you, and caution you as well as nudging you to act when needed." 
 
"In human terms, one preparing for their wedding would be consumed with every detail of the 
wedding. Please do not be as the church of Sardis – that I would have to come to you as a thief in the 
night. Strengthen now what is left." 
 
"Abide in Me, and Me alone. Let all of your thoughts and intentions be of Me and for Me. Offer each 
day and everything that it brings to Me. I will sanctify it all, everything, even your struggles and 
failures. Give it all to Me and I will make you Holy, a Bride fit for Her King." 
 
 
 
 

Message 72: Jesus says... Through your Expectation, I am removing 

Stains... Come to Me thru Worship 
 
 
May 11, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... ―I have so much love and compassion for you My Bride.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh Jesus I long to be with you. This world is such an imperfect place and me being in it 
doesn‘t make it any more perfect. 
 
(Jesus) ―I know how you feel, and you are exercising great patience.‖ 
 
(Clare) I long for You, Jesus. 
 
(Jesus) ―I long for you as well, you have no idea, neither can you comprehend the torture I go through 
every day having My Bride apart from Me. We are both suffering from this separation, but at least we 
have these times of refreshing between us.‖ 
 
(Clare) That truly helps. 
 
(Jesus) ―It comforts Me too. Just to know that you care enough to want to be with Me substantially.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh Lord I want more of You and less of the other things, but I don‘t want to be unresponsive to 
those who are seeking You. 
 
(Jesus) ―Don‘t you know that we are together when you are writing to them? Don‘t you know I fill your 
head with My thoughts, so you can counsel them for Me?‖ 
 
(Clare) Tears and a gush of emotion... 'Oh Lord I don‘t want to be here, I want to be with You.' 
 
(Jesus) ―Soon My Beloved.‖ 
 
(Clare) Why am I feeling this way? 
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(Jesus) ―Because we are getting closer to the time. I‘m allowing you to see a little into your heart and 
how you are longing for Me. And if I revealed the whole truth to you, you would die on the spot.‖ 
 
(Clare) That wouldn‘t be such a bad thing would it? 
 
(Jesus) ―Not for you or I but for others it would.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh Jesus, I‘m feeling heartsick again. The Lord is bringing us into perfection, step by step, as 
we realize the Rapture is almost upon us, we are all getting more serious about overcoming our flesh. 
There have been three serious warnings in the past 12 months, and the feeling of expectation that the 
Rapture was upon us. But we are still here. Is the Lord misleading us? No never, God doesn‘t lie. 
 
However He is leading us into a clearer understanding of what in us still needs to be overcome. Every 
time we brace ourselves for the Rapture, go into our prayer closet and tackle our flesh along with Holy 
Spirit‘s help, our wedding dress looses more stains and becomes purer. These are almost like drills in 
preparation for the final day, which the Lord says will come, one of these days it will not be a drill, but 
the real thing. 
 
(Jesus) ―You are right in what you have been telling people. That is exactly what I am doing, because 
every level brings another set of stains out for those who are truly willing. Others just tag along for the 
journey but do nothing to really apply themselves. This is what separates the Brides from the 
Believers. I love them both, but the Brides pursue Me with their hearts and I reward them with My 
presence. 
 
―When am I coming? Any minute, one of these times it won‘t be a drill, it will be the real thing. I want 
to see exactly how obedient each of my Lovers is, and in the process they are getting many, many 
stains out of their garments, maybe not altogether, but because they are coming to the surface I am 
able to forgive them and lift them away. In this process, I am not asking for perfection, only for a firm 
purpose of amendment and effort. 
 
―Because My Bride wants to be perfect, wants to be washed clean, wants to be delivered of her faults 
and sins, I am imputing it to her as righteousness and although she may not be totally perfect when I 
come for her, her commitment stands in her stead and her garment becomes a spotless garment. Do 
you understand, I am doing this for her, I am doing the doing as she corresponds to Me in obedience, 
I lift the stains. It is part of the mystery of sanctification. Oh Clare, I love her so, I want for her to be 
with Me. 
 
―And there are different levels. That is, some have been given 20 talents, some only 1, so I judge on 
what was done with what was given. That is why some seem unlikely candidates, but because they 
have worked so hard with their one talent, they are seen as equally successful as others who were 
given many more talents and used them. Oh how I love My Bride and long to have her with Me. 
 
―Your song was very touching, very touching, and many hearts came to Me through that song. Thank 
you beloved, thank you for a beautiful song that brings glory and honor to Me and brings My Bride just 
that much closer to perfection. 
 
―As she immerses herself in worship the fire of her love purifies her heart and up and out comes the 
dross. The more she remains in worship, the more dross that comes to the surface, the more she 
recognizes her insufficiency and yields herself to Me. That is why I prefer that souls come to Me 
through worship... I will enter Your gates with thanksgiving in my heart, I will enter Your courts with 
praise, it is clarifying worship, the essence of her soul reaches out to Me and we become one in a 
Divine moment of union. 
 
―The entire purpose of life is to know Me, to serve Me, to love Me, and in no other place is that 
mandate realized as in worship. Here she has given herself to Me and I reach out and embrace her 
with My Love. It is the premier way to intimacy with Me. 
 
―So I want you to continue to teach her that this is the way to My Heart. So many have no 
appreciation for what I do for them. And I‘m not talking about those who don‘t know Me, I‘m talking 
about My believers, disciples and brides. Thanksgiving is sadly lacking in all and that is why I withhold 
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major blessings, because the minor ones have not been acknowledged and appreciated. This is 
another secret road to My Heart. 
 
―I delight to hear My Bride rejoicing in the gifts I‘ve given her. Complaining is the very opposite. If I 
have allowed sickness that has not yielded to anointed prayer then I am asking of My closest friend 
that he or she carries a bit of My Cross for those who are yet unsaved, it is indeed valuable as a fast 
offering, that is why I rarely ask you to fast anymore, you carry much pain on a daily basis. 
 
―When you were younger you fasted much of the week, but now you are carrying your cross and a bit 
of Mine in a different way. It saddens Me that so few understand this dynamic. Oh how much comfort 
they would receive if only they knew how valuable their sufferings are to Me. Many will be shocked 
when they arrive in Heaven at the great reception they will get from those who benefited from their 
sufferings in this life. 
 
(Clare) Carrying a Cross... Here I would like to mention that our book ‗Chronicles of the Bride‘ 
contains a chapter, that is about the souls that were saved unknown to us, because others rejected 
the graces, God intended for them. The Name of the Message is... 'Graces dispensed on your Behalf'. 
The Link to this Message is below this Video on Youtube. 
 
(Jesus) ―My last word to you tonight is to stand strong, hold the ground you have gained by looking 
into My Mirror and confronting your faults and your flesh. Hang onto that ground, it is valuable, don‘t 
slide back, 'drinking and carousing' because your groom is delayed, rather protect what remains and 
continue to advance in the fight against your flesh. I shall give you the victory.‖ 
 
―I bless you now with the perseverance to stand expectantly waiting for My call at any moment, and 
do not grow weary in well doing, when you get to Heaven you will wish you had done so much more 
to help others, and please My Brides as you take time with Me this week, recognize more and more 
how the world has gotten into your thinking and your lives.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 73: Will you stand when the World crumbles? 
 
 
May 11, 2015 – A personal Word from Sister Clare 
 
Dear ones, some of you have expressed bewilderment at what the Lord has asked of us. To stay out 
of shopping malls, surfing the net, watching movies and other forms of entertainment. 
 
As I was praying for you, something became very clear to me. We in America and elsewhere are 
about to see the fulfillment of Daniel 2: Daniel‘s statue with legs of iron and feet of iron mixed with clay 
arise in the Earth and devour the whole Earth. 
 
It is going to catch many unaware just as Hitler‘s Germany did. Those who will be caught unaware are 
those who consistently place their time and value on the things of this world... money, stores, 
shopping, curiosities, events, etc. But those who consistently place their time and value on their 
relationship with God, are well informed in advance – they are the ones who will stand firm as all we 
have known as free men, crumbles into dust around us and at the feet of this emerging power. 
 
In one day the world will change. Those who have invested their lives in communicating on the 
internet – the news, twitter, Facebook, YouTube, telephone calls and all forms of communication – will 
all of a sudden be left barren and empty as the world as they know it comes to a standstill, and they 
are isolated from one another. 
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In that moment our only reality will be God, and if we have not cultivated that relationship with Him, 
we‘ll have no reality at all other than what authorities offer us to lead us blindly into bondage to an 
ungodly government. 
 
If you have lived by the dollar you will fall by the dollar. If you have lived by vain entertainments, 
worldly ways and communications and curiosities, you will be stripped of your reality…and then when 
you are offered those comforts back you will do anything to establish a sense of security by having 
them returned to you. 
 
But at what a cost? What does it profit a man if He gains the whole world but loses his very own soul? 
So many will lose their souls in that hour – they will do anything to have their comforts returned to 
them, setting their Bibles right next to their check books. 
 
Don‘t you see? Jesus is trying to prepare us for these moments so we will stand in Him and not be 
totally disoriented and freaked out. We have prepared our hearts for this moment, we have not 
cultivated our communication with God on the outside, but interiorly. He alone is our strength. While 
the rest of the world is reeling in utter chaos not knowing up from down, we will have the peace that 
passes all understanding. 
 
He will be at the helm of our ship, directing and guiding us. The seas may toss violently, but with 
Christ at our helm we will sleep peacefully in the back of the ship just as Jesus was in the storm. 
 
So, I guess, what I am asking you is to not beset the Lord with this shift of focus in your life. He is 
asking this for a very real and necessary purpose, not only for our wedding day, but to keep you 
standing when the rest of the world has collapsed in chaos. 
 
Be of good cheer. Press in with God. Place all value and emphasis in your life on Him and when the 
world falls apart, you will be standing secure in His promises. 
 
 
 
 

Message 74: Beware of the Mark of the Beast! You must choose... Self-

Reliance or Me  
 
 
May 11, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Carol 
 
(Carol) Do You have words for our Friends tonight, Lord? 
 
(Jesus) "Yes, I do. Begin to write." 
 
"Our topic tonight is Money. Whether you have little or much, money will become a thing of the past 
swiftly in the days of Tribulation. You WILL be forced at some point to make the decision... Will I take 
the mark touted by the Anti-Christ – Obama and his new administration in order to live, eat and 
survive? Or will I take the better way?" 
 
"Let‘s look at what each of these decisions will involve... It will seem logical, cool, intelligent, Prudent, 
no big deal, once all the various money systems, coins, currencies are in chaos around the world as 
the world economies collapse. 
 
"The idea is already in the works... take a simple computer chip in the hand or forehead, and Voila! 
Open a door, turn on a device or pay for a purchase with the wave of your hand. Once the demons 
disguised as aliens show up, there will be an issue of allegiance, too. So people will be brainwashed 
into believing that 'they' are real, but 'they' are false, and they will be driven to follow one course or the 
other. 
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"But the bottom line will be... Follow Me or follow satan... No matter how convoluted the package 
appears. I have said before that taking the chip into your body will forever seal your fate." 
 
"This is the reason, the chip will contain demon 'seed' that, once it is implanted into your body, will 
release another DNA into your bloodstream, and this will begin to permanently change and transform 
your DNA into what was once called a Nephilim. This process cannot be reversed, and will not be 
forgiven. 
 
"This is why I cry out to you NOW to turn to Me, to give your life over to Me before it is too late. Better 
to be beheaded and join Me in Heaven and eternity, than to be able to purchase a few crumbs to 
keep you alive one more day. 
 
"Rest assured, the powers in charge care not one whit whether you live or die, one way or the other. 
Their only goal, their only motivation in everything they are doing is to steal, rob, kill and destroy all of 
humanity, and convert them permanently into citizens of hell. Your life is worth nothing to them, no 
matter how strong you declare your allegiance to them. 
 
"On the other hand, your life is worth everything to Me. I came to the Earth for your sake – I gave My 
life on the Cross so that you could make the simple step towards Me and be saved. 
 
"Use Wisdom, My Friends. Be prudent. Think clearly about these things, and come shelter under My 
wings. Seek Me and I will be found. Knock and I shall open the door to Eternity to you. Ask, and you 
will find Salvation, Love, Joy, Peace, and Eternal Happiness once your life is Mine. My love for you is 
never-ending. All powerful and persuasive. Given freely and without cost. Run now into My open 
arms. 
 
"Do not be an Esau, exchanging your life for a bowl of pottage. Come, My Friends... Come, it's Me, 
the King who conquers, the Rescuer of souls... Jesus" 
 
 
 
 

Message 75: Jesus elucidates... AFTER THE RAPTURE My Child, You 

have only very little Time left! 
 
 
May 11, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Carol 
 
Jesus began… ―I speak now to 'our Friends' as we shall call you. There is another issue that must be 
explained to you this morning - the Time.‖ 
 
―Yes, we spoke of this before a little while ago – but time is an issue that has many and many facets. 
This part of Time is concerning your souls.‖ 
 
―You must treat the Time that you have now as a fleeting, precious commodity, given directly to you 
by Me. Not to be used as you would, or to be given over to pleasure, gain or anticipation of spoils 
from any selling product, marketplace or business. These must become things of your past. I call all of 
you now to what I called My Brides to before I brought them Home... holiness. Increased 
sanctification.‖ 
 
―Yieldedness and obedience to Me and the Truths I have preserved for you in My Scriptures. I have 
brought a Great Revival upon the Earth one last time, and you have seen evidence of it. Do not reject 
the teachings that were spread abroad from it. Do not take lightly the words of Truth and Salvation 
that you have heard about. These Words and Truths are your very lifeline.‖ 
 
―The times you now live in will last only a mere 7 years from beginning to end. Depending on the time 
you find yourself in when you have found these words is a mightily important thing to you. Perhaps 
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you have been fortunate to be among the first to hear of Me, just after the Rapture. Perhaps you have 
been one of those who have received My Spirit during the sweep of Renewal that I brought upon the 
earth in one, final move to gather in all souls who belong to Me. If this is you – then you have indeed 
been blessed.‖ 
 
―But I tell you the truth… If you are only finding these admonitions one, or two or even three years 
past that point – NOW is the time to accept these words that you have heard. NOW is the time that 
you MUST seek Me and be found by Me…for you are running out of time to make this decision.‖ 
 
―At the midpoint of the 7 years, there will again be a massive shaking, a major upheaval in not only 
the physical world but the unseen spiritual one. After this point – the forces of evil will be so strongly 
arrayed that it will be nigh unto impossible to live ANY sort of ―normal‖ life in any way – if you have not 
yet bowed your knee to the ruler Obama and the evil ones that rule below him. Yes, I am pinpointing 
who the AntiChrist is to you. Surely you know by now that he has become the very symbol of evil on 
the earth to all who try to oppose him. Much death, much destruction, much disease, much harm has 
come to millions of souls who have tried to oppose him, and have died for their stand against him.‖ 
 
―You have found My words to My servants Carol & Clare, who were among many, many others 
scattered throughout the world spreading these messages to the world before I came and took them 
Home to be with Me in Heaven. You have yet a little time to make your final decision. You have been 
standing to the side, letting the enemy convince you that all is well, and 'they (the true Christians) are 
better off rounded up and gotten out of the way of the REAL people.'‖ 
 
―I tell you now the Following... These are but lies of the destroyer of your soul. You must heed them 
no more. Time for you is rapidly running out.‖ 
 
―I have preserved pockets of My people all around the globe – safe places where those who I have 
gathered in live, and prosper in health and food and the supply of their needs. Take My hand now, 
and let me lead you to them. Turn your heart fully to Me, and I will lead you there, where you may 
finish out this time in Peace, Truth and real Love – Love like you have never experienced, or have by 
now long forgotten.‖ 
 
―Time is your enemy now, My Child. You do not understand this fully now – but you will. Heed My 
words that are written here – you will not receive many more warnings with this much clarity. I work 
even now in your soul, your spirit to convince you that these words are True and Faithful, for they are 
spoken by the One Who is Faithful and True. 
Let Me in. Let Me find you, save you, and carry you into the wilderness of safety and salvation, for My 
heart longs for you to join with Me in My Kingdom.‖ 
 
―Come, My Dear Friend. Come! I wait for you. Come!‖ 
 
―Jesus – the Christ, The One Who died on the cross for YOUR soul, and now I am waiting with never-
ending Love for you to come to Me.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 76: Let Me give you an Insight into our Honeymoon in Heaven 
 
 
May 12, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Tonight the Lord took me to Heaven, and our tour was very much like the narratives from the 
Chronicles of the Bride. It all began very innocently, as I saw the Lord dancing with me in a rather 
busy area. I was wondering, ‗What is all this activity about?‘ 
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Well, I noticed His collar was unbuttoned and His tuxedo tie was loose around His neck. After a few 
more moments I saw that His sleeves were rolled up and wondered why in the world would His 
sleeves be rolled up? I think He really delights in surprising me and making me guess about what 
He‘s up to. Well, then I saw He was wearing a kitchen apron. 
 
Just then an angel without wings passed by with something that looked like a roasted chicken, hot 
and steaming on a platter. I get it! He‘s helping to prepare the wedding supper! Well, we danced a bit 
more and I just adored and worshipped Him to the music. At times He sang over me and spoke 
encouraging words. 
 
After a brief while a helicopter landed nearby and the Lord took me by the arm and helped me climb 
aboard. Before I knew it, we were airborne and headed to a large blimp shaped ship that was 
hovering in the sky. The helicopter flew into a landing area in the back of the blimp and we jumped 
out. Then I saw the blimp-like ship begin to move slowly and then totally disappear into space. 
 
In the next scene the Lord and I were on a beach beside the ocean. I was wearing pedal pushers 
(capris) and a blouse, the Lord was also wearing pedal pushers and a white shirt that hung loose and 
was very casual and comfortable. We were on our Honeymoon! WOW! 
 
Very high, dark, lava rock cliffs surrounded the cove we were walking in. The waves were coming in 
rather forcefully, but as soon as we got near the water, they melted down into placid lapping waves as 
if to greet us and make our walk more quiet and calm. But not before the waves tossed up a brilliant 
pink conch shell right at my feet. 
 
The Lord looked at me smiling... "Pick it up." As I did, pearls began to roll out from inside, then 
emeralds and rubies all of a deep color and skillfully faceted, revealing their clarity and deep colors. I 
was delighted and tossed them up in the air…then I thought to myself, ‗I should save these and share 
them with others.‘ and as I thought that, they all picked themselves up off the sand and gathered 
again into the conch. 
 
He embraced me and danced with me right there on the beach and I thought to myself... 'This is the 
most romantic moment of my life, it‘s picture perfect!' 
 
Soon we were sitting beside a stream of crystal clear water that fed into the ocean. Lush ferns lined 
the rocks as it descended. I don‘t remember what we were eating but Jesus said to me... "Uh oh, here 
comes trouble." Just then my huge African male lion, Judah, came lumbering up the beach, just in 
time for lunch. We giggled as we fed him morsels. I looked behind me and a large serving of meat 
looking food appeared catching Judah‘s fancy. He forgot about our picnic and had his own. 
 
Soon Gracie, our Siamese-colored momma cat came meowing up to us for her share, then our other 
cats. Little Judah, an Abyssinian grey cat that had markings just like a mountain lion, came up to big 
Judah in his characteristic greeting, sniffed his mouth and nose very studiously. Big Judah, far from 
being antagonistic at this intrusion, greeted him with a gentle nudge. After we finished our lunch, 
 
I got up to put my feet in the water, and along came some natives running towards us down the 
beach. Oh, they gathered around us so joyfully, as if we were long lost friends, fingering my hair and 
shirt with great curiosity and affection. They made it obvious they wanted to take me in a dugout 
canoe for a ride, while Jesus sat on the beach. Soon we were moving swiftly along in the calm water 
and just really enjoying one another‘s company. 
 
Jesus soon came walking on the water to rescue His Bride, whom He was very jealous over. He took 
me to a place a little further inland where the waters were crystal clear and calm. I stood on the 
ground and looked down into these pools of water that were teeming with exotic colorful fish in a 
background of white sand. Oh, they were amazing in colors, so brilliant! 
 
The Lord and I were soon swimming with them and He was showing me around this underwater 
wonderland. I remember a place just like this in the Yucatan in Mexico…it was a tourist destination 
and the fish were something to behold. I‘d never seen anything like it. It was like an underwater 
aquarium with the most colorful fish He ever created all gathered together in looking glass water. 
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The scene changed again, and this time we were dancing on the deck of a cruise ship. The angels 
had put a blanket over the sky so it seemed like night time. A waiter came by and offered us some 
champagne. The Lord took a glass and handed it to me, then He took His glass and said, ―I shall not 
drink of the fruit of the vine until the kingdom of God comes.‖ and lifted His glass, crossing my arm 
with His, so He drank from my glass and I drank from His. Then fireworks began to shoot off up into 
the sky, beautiful. What a celebration of our love. He was so delighted to see me enthralled by this 
awesomely perfect event on our honeymoon. Oh, I wanted to stay there forever! After a few minutes 
the Lord began to speak... 
 
(Jesus) ―We should talk.‖ 
 
(Clare) No! I want to stay here all night. OK Lord, if I don‘t write this all down now, won‘t I forget? 
 
(Jesus) ―Are you kidding Me… as if Holy Spirit will forget?‖ 
 
(Clare) Here I am Lord, all ears, no more tears. 
 
(Jesus) ―I should hope not! That was just a teensy, tiny glimpse into our wedding reception and 
honeymoon.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh Lord, that should hold me for a long time. 
 
(Jesus) ―No, it won‘t – be honest! You‘ll be back here before the night is out, wanting more. I know 
you too well.‖ 
 
(Clare) You‘re always right, what‘s the use of arguing? 
 
(Jesus) ―You‘ll do it anyway.‖ 
 
(Clare) Uh, I‘m too happy to be contentious. What would you like to talk about tonight? 
 
(Jesus) ―Our honeymoon.‖ He smiled with a twinkle in His eye. 
 
(Clare) Oh, that was truly, ecstatically awesome! 
 
(Jesus) ―Well My Brides, that is merely a glimpse into what it will be like once you are here in Heaven 
with Me.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh Lord, I‘m still floating on cloud 9 with You! I can barely focus on writing this all down, so 
infused with joy am I. 
 
(Jesus) ―And that was merely a whiff of joy from your honeymoon. And I say to you, all My Brides, I 
have a wonderful escape to paradise planned for you all. Oh, you have no idea. Eye has not 
seen…ear has not heard the wonders I have prepared for all of you in Heaven! 
 
―After the wedding supper, we will disappear into Paradise, and spend our days joyfully exploring the 
oceans, mountains, forests and streams of living water in Heaven. Each of you has a very particular 
place that is in your dreams as a wonderful place to be. Understand, I know all about that place. I 
have been there and seen the things you love as well as read your minds as to what else you would 
love to see there, and I have down to the last detail prepared many places for you that we will 
frequent during our honeymoon. 
 
―You will even meet people there who are longing to see you, as well as your favorite animals – My 
wedding presents to you. Everything on Earth you ever dreamt of doing, we shall do together in 
Heaven and these places shall be ours to return to time and time again. They each are tailored 
exactly to your tastes. 
 
―There are longings in each of your hearts to visit places you have seen in passing. In Heaven those 
places are real, just for you. What joy will be yours as I answer all the questions you could ever have 
about creation and you are able to observe its beauty microscopically just by desire. You will even be 
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able to walk into tiny worlds and explore their patterns and composition. Nothing… absolutely nothing 
will be impossible to you. 
 
―Our Honeymoon will be a whole year long, as you and I experience one another together in an 
innocent and pure relationship. There will not be a care in the world for the entire time. It shall be 
nothing but a Paradise and seemingly unending vacation. All this is necessary to adjust you to 
Heaven and its joys. You will never exhaust all of them, but you certainly will have an entirely new 
reality and outlook on life. No more pain, no more fatigue, no more bills… Oh yes, you are going to 
love it. Everything necessary will be provided free of charge, every discipline you have ever wanted to 
master will be given into your hands with barely an effort. Inner scars will be healed and you will be 
released into a new freedom unlike anything you‘ve ever known. 
 
―Beloveds, on this Earth, you have scars, wounds, broken and empty places and you are truly war 
torn – but in Heaven all of you will be restored. You will express creativity in everything you put your 
hands to. Parts of you that were suppressed on the Earth will come into full bloom and spread their 
fragrance throughout the courts of Heaven. Truly the God-like nature given you at your creation will 
bloom and put out the most fragrant flowers and nourishing fruits. Your gifts will heal others as the 
anointing flows freely for the first time in your life. It will flow so freely it will reach to the furthest 
corners of Heaven to heal and enhance all who are touched. 
 
―Could there possibly be anything more wonderful? I say to you... 'No.' Heaven is beyond wonderful. 
Heaven is all you‘ve ever dreamt or wanted in your short life on Earth. 
 
―As you go through life you think to yourself, ―I wish… this and I wish… that.‖ And do you know your 
angel is recording all those things and bringing them to Me? Ah yes, the angels serve in that capacity. 
It is My delight to see them involved in bringing you joy, and they themselves live to bring happiness 
to others – that, too, is their joy. So when you visit one of the marvelous places I‘ve created for you, 
the things you thought about for decades…little fleeting thoughts of what you liked, all of that will be 
condensed into where you are visiting. 
 
―For instance, if you saw a purple butterfly and marveled at its beauty but thought for a moment... 'I 
wish it had eyes on its wings.' – that thought has been recorded. And when you see that butterfly, it 
will have beautiful eyes on its wings. If you love red rocks and deep canyons with waterfalls and ferns, 
everything will be as if you painted it but with all kinds of surprises like clusters of wild asparagus and 
watercress, exotic flowers and playful otters frolicking in the water. And a stone‘s throw away a doe 
and her fawn feeding on vibrant green grass, and above her your favorite cat, a mountain lion, lazily 
licking his paws and rolling over on his back taking in the wild beauty. 
 
―You will see the transformations that Love permeating everything has made. The lion and the fawn 
will lie down next to one another and he will tenderly embrace the fawn as they nap. The otters will 
surface in the water with beautiful shells and drop them at your feet, begging to be petted. The bees 
will ascend in the shape of a heart and invite you to partake of their honey. 
 
―The sand beneath you will gently accommodate your shape wanting to make you comfortable. The 
canyon walls will have foot holds and handles making climbing effortless and on your way up there 
will be surprises like little caves lined with gem quality indigo azurite crystals. Eagles will invite you to 
sit on their nests and fondle their chicks. The leaves on the trees will rustle joyfully as you pass by 
and the grass will tinkle like chimes, greeting you in love with sparkling prisms of light glinting off of 
them and dancing off the canyon walls. Oh, the wonders of Heaven NEVER cease and all shall be 
yours because on Earth you lived for Me. So, now I will spend Our eternity delighting you with things 
you never thought of, but are extensions of what enthralled you on Earth. 
 
―I could go on and on all night Clare, but even now, your eyelids are heavy. In Heaven that will never 
happen again unless you want it to.‖ 
 
(Clare) I don‘t think I‘ll ever want to fight with that feeling again, Lord. 
 
(Jesus) ―Well, I wanted to share some of the wonders of Heaven with all My Brides. But I should 
mention there will also be quaint villages such as the ones you admire so much in Greece, cafes and 
even artwork will abound on the walls of little bistros. People who love to live in apartments will find 
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such joy in their own specially designed home, with terraces and landscaping of the most colorful 
flowers and fountains of living waters. They will live in canyon-like groupings so they can sit on their 
terraces and visit with one another. There are meandering canals planted with gardens and accented 
with quaint bridges; winding cobblestone streets, hidden gardens with lavender and white lilies 
clustered around intimate waterfalls and ornate but comfortable benches and swings. Oh, what I have 
planned for the city dwellers will be something out of this world.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord you don‘t do anything half way. You are the most extravagant lover, no one could ever 
love as You do. 
 
(Jesus) ―My Bride hasn‘t the faintest idea of the wonders of Heaven – she cannot conceive in her 
mind the extent I have gone to in preparing the ideal place, just for her, to bring her endless joy. So, I 
want you all to cherish these thoughts, My Brides. I have gone to prepare a place for you, that where I 
am you shall be as well. And I promise you – it‘s not just any place, it is a wonderland and work of art, 
created just for you. 
 
―Take these dreams with you now, and prepare your hearts, for I am coming for you soon. Hold fast to 
these things, treasure them in your heart. They will renew you with joy as you revisit them, for My 
Heart has spared no detail to bring wonder and delight.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 77: Jesus says... I am a Rewarder of Those who diligently seek 

Me... Why do you not believe Me? 
 
 
May 13, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Oh Jesus where is Your mercy? 
 
(Jesus) ―Where is yours, My Love?‖ 
 
(Clare) I know I am being selfish. Lord, I need to talk to You. Please restore my faith and expectation 
that You are coming soon. Oh, Jesus this is SO hard. 
 
(Jesus) ―The harder the better.‖ 
 
(Clare) No, that‘s not what I want to hear! 
 
(Jesus) ―And how many souls do you want to snatch from the fires of Hell before I take you to Myself? 
Indeed. Is it too much to ask that you wait a little while longer when a man or woman‘s eternity hangs 
in the balance?‖ 
 
(Clare) Of course not. 
 
(Jesus) ―See? I knew you would agree with Me. Not much longer My Love, please hang in there with 
Me.‖ 
 
(Clare) Well, without the comfort of distractions, it is hard, hard, hard. 
 
(Jesus) ―And with distractions?‖ 
 
(Clare) Well, at least it seems bearable. 
 
(Jesus) ―But when the distractions are over with, it‘s back to that blank sky of waiting?‖ 
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(Clare) I guess so. But at least it is closer to the end of waiting, time wise. Lord, You know that getting 
closer to You only makes us all hurt that much more because we want to be with You? 
 
(Jesus) ―Would you rather I don‘t visit you with consolations?‖ 
 
(Clare) Ok, now I put my foot in my mouth. 
 
(Jesus) ―And a big foot it is, too!‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, make me laugh, that helps. 
 
(Jesus) ―No I am serious, you do have big feet.‖ 
 
(Clare) OK, what does that have to do with the price of tea in China? 
 
(Jesus) ―I don‘t know, I don‘t drink tea, only premium Columbian coffee, Turkish grind, Campaseno 
style.‖ (inside joke) 
 
(Clare) Did you say that… or am I imagining things? 
 
(Jesus) ―I said it, I did. I really did. Don‘t you know the lengths I‘d go to, to see you smile? Hmm?‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, can I take a little break… I‘m really hurting. 
 
(Jesus) ―Go ahead. Can I come with you?‖ 
 
(Clare) Of Course! 
 
(Jesus) ―Then expect Me to speak to you while you‘re away from your computer.‖ 
 
(Clare) OK, that sounds delightful… I‘m back Lord. 
 
(Jesus) ―I‘m here with you.‖ 
 
(Clare) What would you like to speak to us? 
 
(Jesus) ―Faithfulness‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh…like endurance, hang in there, be patient, all my favorite subjects in this very moment? 
 
(Jesus) ―No, I am serious, faithfulness is a major window into Heaven.‖ 
 
(Clare) What does that mean? 
 
(Jesus) ―As it is written in Hebrews 11:5-6… By faith Enoch was taken from this life, so that he did not 
see death, and he could not be found, because God had taken him away. For before he was taken, 
he obtained witness, that he pleased God. And without faith it is impossible to please God, because 
anyone who comes to Him must believe that He is and that He rewards those who earnestly seek 
Him. 
 
―My love by the very fact that you are here right now, doing what you are doing, that is faith. You 
believe therefore you receive. Some on your channel are not receiving because they do not believe 
with their whole heart that I will indeed speak to them. This is an issue I want to address.‖ 
 
―My Children, you believe that the sun will rise in the morning, that the buses and trains will run on 
schedule, that if you turn on the faucet the water will flow, if you flip the switch the light will come on, 
that if you call your dog, he will come. Is it such a great thing to ask that if you seek Me with your 
whole heart you will find Me?‖ 
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―That is why I directed Clare to take great pains to lay the foundation of faith in the Scriptures to not 
be afraid of a relationship with Me. This is not something new, it is something ancient, as ancient as 
Adam and Eve when I came and walked in the Garden and spoke with them. 
 
―Once you have laid the foundation in the Scriptures, you may safely move forward, but do so in faith 
that I will reward your efforts, because you earnestly sought Me. For you must ask in faith without any 
doubting. 
 
―For the one who doubts is like the surf of the sea, driven and tossed by the wind. As it is written in 
James 1:7-8… For that man should not think that he shall receive anything from the Lord, he is a 
double-minded man, unstable in all his ways. 
 
―And if you lack faith, ask for it. I will surely increase your faith as you take baby steps to trust Me. And 
that is the bedrock issue here, trust. And proceeding from trust is faith and who do you suppose is 
constantly shipwrecking your trust in Me by lying against My character? Yes, the Father of Lies, he is 
about his business of deceiving people – especially about My character.‖ 
 
―It is a slap in My face, to believe that I will not come through, I will not be faithful. It is a slander 
against Me and I wait for My people to defend Me. But instead they turn the other way and give up, 
they believe the lie! This intimacy that you seek is highly threatening to satan, for a deaf and dumb 
Christian is not much of a problem – they can‘t hear Me so they won‘t be taking any ground from him. 
But a Christian who listens to God and obeys? He is a problem, he will take ground from him.‖ 
 
―That is why your faith is under attack as you pursue Me, and it is considered a high-priority threat to 
the kingdom of darkness, right there alongside prayer. The problem is, your prayers are useless 
without faith, and faith comes by hearing…and I don‘t mean just noise in the background. I mean 
hearing with your heart, it builds your faith, as you eat and digest My Word and it becomes a part of 
you.‖ 
 
―So the enemy uses the hot buttons on you… rejection, ridicule, delusion and insanity. Those are all 
hateful things to be called, so you avoid those tags at any cost. But how can you believe when you 
receive your praise from man? Do you not see that as long as you depend on others for your 
validation, you will be lame and weak in hearing from Me? 
 
―I am lacing this message with Scripture because some of you are saying… ‗The messages are not 
Scriptural‘ and for that reason doubting the veracity of this vessel. To you I say… ‗Stop your unbelief 
for it is robbing you of the treasure of My presence.‘ And the enemy knows full well that once you 
have cultivated My Presence you will not be fooled and misled as those who are mindlessly following 
all they hear in the pulpit.‖ 
 
(Clare) Then He began to quote parts of 1 John 2… 
 
(Jesus) ―Dear children, this is the last hour; and as you have heard the antichrist is coming. This is 
how we know it is the last hour. … you have an anointing from the Holy One, and all of you know the 
truth. I do not write to you because you do not know the truth, but because you do know it and 
because no lie comes from the truth……see that what you have heard from the beginning remains in 
you… 
 
―I am writing these things to you about those who are trying to lead you astray. As for you, the 
anointing you received from him remains in you, and you do not need anyone to teach you. But as his 
anointing teaches you about all things and as that anointing is real, not counterfeit – just as it has 
taught you, remain in Him….dear children, continue in Him, so that when He appears we may be 
confident and unashamed before Him at His coming… 
 
―So set yourselves apart from those who would shame and condemn you for seeking the higher gifts. 
Courage is needed along with faith, to overcome the voices of the enemy that surround you. Even 
those closest to you are easily persuaded against your pursuit of Me. 
 
―Remember, I have told you… anyone who loves, mother, father, wife or children more than he loves 
Me is not worthy of Me. This is no time to be cowardly in the pursuit of holiness! This is the time 
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spoken of by the prophets when ‗the strength of kings must uphold you and lead you to the truth, 
standing against all opposition.‘ You will not succeed without detaching yourself from those you love 
and respect. Your first duty and commitment is to Me and those the enemy uses against you are to be 
loved but not bowed down to. 
 
―I am calling you to set Me apart from all your other relationships and compromise no more to any 
man, for this will be your downfall. This is the time of great testing that is coming upon all who dwell 
on the Earth and to give in now will certainly lead you down the road of compromise that ends with the 
mark of eternal damnation. 
 
―Stand strong in what you know in your heart to be true. Expect – without allowing insinuations of 
doubt to creep in – expect Me to move upon your efforts and visit you, for truly I am a God who 
rewards those who diligently search for Me. Open your eyes, open your ears, retune your mind and 
your hearts, pay attention! I speak to you many times during the day but you are like men who have 
fallen asleep at the gates – you do not recognize the King when He comes to you. 
 
―I am blessing you with a new anointing, to hear Me. Look for My messages to you in everything 
around you… The wind in the trees, the sun on your path, the bumper sticker in the traffic jam, the 
numbers on your clocks, the call of the dove, the heart shape when you cut a tomato, or spill on the 
counter. Oh, I speak to you in so many ways! Open your ears and your eyes now to hear and see Me. 
As you practice this, I will become clearer and louder in My messages to you. The signs of My Love 
are all around you. Go now and begin to acknowledge them.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 78: Jesus explains...  The Bridal Relationship... Come & Find 

Peace and Rest for your Soul 
 
 
May 14, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... During worship I began to see the Lord clearly again and the sweetness of His 
presence stirred my little heart into a flame of love and longing for Him. This was all His doing, on my 
own, my heart would be indifferent, but being close to Him, my heart catches fire. 
 
Tonight he was wearing a white shirt with the sleeves rolled up I could even see the hair on His arms. 
His face is usually a little harder to see, but when I ask Him to make it clearer He does. And the 
longer we are together, usually the clearer His face becomes. The problem is, the more clearly I see 
His face the more overwhelmed I am by my longing for Him, and it hurts, to be separated from Him. 
 
As we were dancing very slowly, He tilted His head downwards so we were almost forehead to 
forehead. I began to notice there was fire emanating from His chest and as I looked it became a 
window into His heart which was burning with the most intense fire. Something like I used to see at 
the smelting factory where they make steel. His Heart was intensely glowing fire and the more I 
looked the more it expanded until it flashed and expanded to cover the whole universe, and I realized 
this was symbolic of His love which created the world and holds all things together in creation... 
 
As it is written in John 1:1-4... 
In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. He was with 
God in the beginning. Through Him all things were made; without Him nothing was made that has 
been made. In Him was life, and that life was the light of men… 
 
And in that moment all of creation was revealed as having come from His Heart like a blast of light, 
but none the less being sustained by His love as well. 
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This is truly God I am dancing with, but why does He choose to have this tender relationship with me, 
with us? 
 
Because although the universe is held together by the power of His love, the only way we as men can 
understand this love is through the espousal relationship, husband and wife. 
 
It is here in the relationship that we have experienced love, and so He has chosen to reveal Himself to 
us in the way we can relate to. The Word became flesh and made his dwelling among us. We have 
seen His glory, the glory of the one and only Son, who came from the Father, full of grace and truth. 
 
The only way He could communicate His profound love for us, is through the husband and wife 
relationship, through this desire, to have us as His Bride. Dying on the cross for each of us was and is 
still not intimately personal to us. Through this relationship, He communicates His very tender and 
ever present love that longs to be a part of our lives in every little thing we do. And He longs for that 
spiritual partnership where we join with Him in the work of redeeming and sanctifying souls. Our part 
in the redemption is to bring souls the truth that they may accept the finished work of the cross. 
 
Jesus began... ―Oh How I wish for each and every man and woman to understand the kind of 
relationship I long for with them. Oh how deeply I ache to share in your lives, to be living inside of you 
and share every thought, every feeling, every action of your life. How I long that we should forever be 
consciously by an act of your will, joined as One, that we partake of each other‘s lives and living within 
you I fill that place of longing that was made only for your creator. Thus you are completed and I am 
given the greatest gift of all, a mere creature has chosen God as her eternal dwelling place, above all 
other things created, returning thanksgiving and recognizing My Divinity beyond the value of all other 
things.‖ 
 
―My children, I come to you as a lover because that is the only way you will truly understand how 
intensely I desire to be interwoven in your life as your all in all. When I created Eve for Adam, a 
suitable partner, I was also demonstrating the union I desire between you and I. I could have given 
you the power to reproduce without specifying the need for a life long commitment, and you would 
have been very much like the animals. But instead I chose to demonstrate the desire I have to be 
united to you eternally, sharing in your life the joys and sorrows that life brings, and hoping that you 
would cleave to Me beyond all things created, and together we would bring forth offspring.‖ 
 
―This is another reason I ask you not to be afraid of this relationship. It is so natural and necessary to 
complete your understanding of Who I am meant to be in your life. This is the way it will be in Heaven 
depending on the degree of your union with Me here on Earth. If you have forsaken all, that I might be 
your all, in Heaven you shall have all of Me that you can contain. If you have held onto earthly things 
and loved them more than Me, your place in Heaven will be pleasant but the degree of glory will be 
limited by your choices on earth.‖ 
 
―None can understand this without going beyond the dimension of the human intellect, it is a grace, a 
God given gift. As you draw nearer to Me I release more and more understanding of Myself into your 
consciousness. As you cultivate your relationship with Me, you become more and more Mine and I 
become more and more Yours. And neither am I diminished by My presence with you, while being 
with another, for I am infinite and without limit. So you can experience the fullness of Me and 
simultaneously others can too. It is a mystery, just receive it and know that I desire to be your 
everything, in return I will give you everything that I am as well, and you will know Me, even as you 
are known.‖ 
 
―Come now into My embrace and cease your endless questioning, I am waiting for you, I have an 
ocean of peace to bath you in and you will find rest for your soul.‖ 
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Message 79: Jesus says… Although I hate War, sometimes it is the only 

Chance to awake the People 
 
 
May 15, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... ―This is when a countries priorities do a complete about face from prosperity and 
productivity to defense. Although I hate war, sometimes it is the only alternative when a country has 
become set in its ways and overly secure. When a nation decides to go it alone without My 
providential arm.‖ 
 
(Clare) But Lord, we as a nation haven‘t done that have we? 
 
(Jesus) ―Compliance with ungodly governance is a sure sign of a dying country and one that no 
longer has any need for God. Your country passed that mark a long time ago. Now you are facing the 
inevitable consequences. 
 
―Teachers did not have to comply with ungodly statutes, there should have been a public outcry long 
ago, but everyone was so interested in their status quo that it went by without a fight. One statute 
after another slipped through quietly, one case after another dismissed and ruled against, the march 
to destruction continued. 
 
―The groundwork was so well laid and quietly executed that the masses never bothered with it. 
Prosperity was far more important, maintaining the lifestyle was everything as economy was 
threatened. 'Let‘s not upset the apple cart, after all don‘t we have enough to do keeping the economy 
on its feet?' 
 
―Just a little indifference, then a little more, and more, until the general public is lulled into a deep 
sleep only to wake up to foreign troupes on their soil and the end of their democracy. Yes, it will end, 
a dictatorship is what is about to take over, for those who are compliantly sitting by and watching their 
country eroded and swept out to sea, little by little. 
 
―So now is the time of the death blow, yes, I shall be a part of that, this will bring this people to their 
senses to wake up and respond as if their nation truly mattered. But where is the support for this 
awakening of the people? Out numbered and out gunned, it is a tenuous battle, surely the losses will 
be tremendous. None the less I shall turn the tide when it seems that the light has totally gone out in 
this country. 
 
―Just a glimmer of hope and I shall fan it back into a flame. And many will arise to take back the 
ground that was lost. They will be Gideon‘s 300 against a plague of godless animalistic forces, some 
resembling men in form but totally bankrupt in character. This will be a historical battle that will prove 
that I am with this country and it shall be reestablished... 'In God We Trust.' 
 
―Until then the losses will be horrific, starvation, annihilation and genocide, will depopulate this country 
for men of another race to take over. Were I not on her side America would be no more. Just as I 
punished Israel, so shall I punish this people. 
 
―Exile will not be the choice, rather execution. Yet there shall remain a remnant, and from that 
remnant, a valiant people will arise, who will reestablish this country according to My principles. The 
wickedness of the former government shall be completely ruined, not one brick shall remain as I will 
swallow up in blackness, the very foundations of this evil and double minded people.‖ 
 
―Satan will have accomplished his ends for this nation, but out of the ashes will arise a people 
fearlessly devoted to Me, and from them I shall repopulate America.‖ 
 
(Clare) What is there left to say? 
 
(Jesus) ―As it is written in Revelation 13:10... He who brings into captivity, shall go into captivity. He 
who kills with the sword, has to be killed with the sword. Her is the endurance and faith of the saints. 
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―None the less I will not abandon My faithful ones but will deliver them from the scourge that is to be 
released in this nation. They will worship Me in Heaven and return to reestablish righteousness 
among the nations. 
 
―Cry out for mercy, and with mercy I will comfort the remnant and the fallen of this nation.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 80: Jesus says… Are you ready for Me?... Rapture Drills are 

purifying My Brides 
 
 
May 16, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... Lord, be with us and bless us with patient endurance as we receive Your words of 
encouragement... Amen 
 
I don‘t know about you, but I always feel let down when the Lord asks us to prepare our hearts for our 
Wedding Day, or allows me to see Him in an apron in preparation for the wedding feast, and still no 
Rapture. It‘s really hard dealing with another delay. But our ways are not His ways. I‘m just so happy 
He is sympathetic with our sense of letdown. 
 
Tonight, He again made it clear that there is a reason why we feel this really keen sense of 
anticipation and then nothing happens. It‘s not that we‘re all delusional, He actually is inspiring us 
during those times to look forward to the Rapture in present tense, not the far off future, and He has a 
very good reason for it. 
 
When I first began giving YouTube messages last year in September (2014), He was quick to tell me 
that the Bride was not ready and He was delaying world events in order to give her more time. I got a 
lot of flak for that, but I have to say what I‘m told, not what people want to hear. And the blood moons 
and feast days came and went… no rapture. I had a peace about it because the first thing I was told 
was that she wasn‘t ready. So, here we are, eight months later and we are still waiting. Tonight‘s 
message really fleshes out His reasoning for us. 
 
Jesus began... ―I have been waiting for you to come to Me, My Love. I know how very traumatic all of 
this is for both of you and others who are waiting so earnestly. I‘m sorry to disappoint you all, time and 
time again, but the Bride‘s not ready Clare, she‘s just not ready. None the less we are on the edge of 
her readiness. Things are moving forward in the hearts of My Doves, it is dawning on them that there 
is a much deeper level in their relationship with Me and this is good.‖ 
 
―It won‘t be long now, but I don‘t want you and others so crestfallen and disappointed. Rather, I want 
you to bear up under trial, stand fast and continue in well doing. Clare, if I were to rapture My Bride 
right now in this hour, many who I wanted to take would not be ready. So many who have labored for 
Me are still missing it. There is a level I want My Bride at... a level of detachment, a level of 
abandonment, a level of purity that she hasn‘t recognized she needs. Much has to transpire to get her 
attention set on the goal and that is the reason for these repeated trials and drills.‖ 
 
―Your channel is just a minuscule sampling of the ones who seek Me and long for Me and yet are not 
quite ready. Hour after hour we are working in the lives of Our Beloved ones, in hopes that they will 
pull more and more away from the world. Is it too much of a price to pay for souls, to be delayed, to 
bear up under another day of suffering, another course of trials? Is it too much for Me to ask of My 
Bride to shoulder these crosses that I might fill the wedding chamber with those I have called, who are 
ready?‖ 
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―If you Love Me, truly Love Me, you will desire with all your heart what I desire. And you can feel it in 
the sighs and plaintive cries of those who call out for help, that they want to get there to that place of 
depth with Me and abandonment from the world, just as you once longed to be there, too. Had I come 
then, while you were yet struggling to uncover and overcome your flesh, well… had I come then, you 
too would have been left behind. So can you not bear up under just a little more preparation to gather 
in those who are oh so close?‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord I don‘t really understand, altogether, must we truly be without spot, wrinkle or blemish as 
your Word says? To the letter? 
 
(Jesus) ―Clare, you have said it yourself so many times – how is it that now it escapes you? You do 
not have to be perfect, but the will and intention to be perfect with at least some fruit really does need 
to be in place. Consistent effort, consistent amendment, and remember I am ‗doing the doing‘ in the 
soul – it is merely her effort and cooperation I am calling for. Far too many are still sliding around and 
compromising. Compromise must be done away with. I need pure, devoted, intention and the fruit that 
produces. This is costly, but by paying the cost I see that she is sincere and I will reward that.‖ 
 
―There are those who are living together and have no intention of getting married. This is sin. There 
are those who are heavily indebted to the world and continue to live an indebted lifestyle to impress 
their peers.‖ 
 
―There are those who know they are using worldly means to prosper their church, they feel it in their 
conscience but continue to do it anyway, because they want a bigger and more prosperous 
congregation and lifestyle.‖ 
 
―There are those I have called to turn their backs on the world and come on board with My agendas 
and still, they cleave to living a life of subservience to a roof over their heads and food in their bellies 
as well as driving nice cars and having the latest cell phones. Yet I needed them and called them to 
leave all that and walk the dusty paths of evangelism among the poor.‖ 
 
―There are those in bondage to their culture -they feel the call to walk away but they seek the comfort 
and approval of their peers and family more than in My approval. Some of them I have educated with 
a mission in mind, but due to the pressure of family they refuse to go.‖ 
 
―Anyone who loves the world and all it has to offer, more than they love Me, is not worthy of Me. They 
are in bondage, and I cannot take them until they renounce themselves and the world, once and for 
all. You know this Clare, you have been in this place.‖ 
 
―And there are others who are in the right place, who are holding down jobs and raising families and 
have not chosen to compromise and have repeatedly been passed over at their jobs because they 
weren‘t ‗flexible‘ enough in their morals to satisfy questionable business practices their boss imposed 
on them. There are housewives who are faithful to their husbands, abhor things like soap operas, and 
are raising their children to be holy. I will take them. Yet there are others will feed on this filth, live to 
spend money in the malls and impress their peers and allow their children to do as they please 
because they don‘t want strife in their families. I cannot take them in the Rapture.‖ 
 
―These are all signs that they love the world more than they love Me. So, I cannot take them. Do you 
get the picture?‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes Lord, I do. 
 
(Jesus) ―In addition to that, there are many whose salvation is hanging in the balance and were the 
world to crumble overnight, which it will when the Bride is removed – they will go the path of least 
resistance, or will die in the events unrepentant. I am juggling all these factors in the decisions We are 
making and We are intervening in world affairs to hold back the worst until it is time. So, I desperately 
need your cooperation, fasts, prayers, amendment of life, bringing truth to those around you and 
praying for their conversion.‖ 
 
―If you cannot fast because of age or illness, offer Me the pain you suffer every day, the 
inconvenience, the humiliation, the sorrow. When I said pick up your cross and follow Me, I meant 
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carry the sufferings in your life with courage, stamina and without complaining. My grace is enough for 
you, and My strength is made perfect in your weakness. I use every last ounce of suffering in a 
believer‘s life. These are tremendous fast offerings. And obedience to My known will, this also is so 
powerful. Obedience brings down oceans of blessings and graces. Disobedience frustrates My plan in 
your life and the lives of others.‖ 
 
―Oh, My Bride, cooperate with Me in these times. I need you all to carry the cross that has been fitted 
to you in this life. Soon it will be over and you will have a worry free eternity of joy. But for now, be 
valiant. We must work while the light of day is still with us.‖ 
 
―Many of you have made remarkable progress in your week of abstinence from idle internet surfing 
and TV – many of you have experienced Me in a way you never thought possible. Some have been 
frustrated by not so perfect results, but nonetheless have felt closer to Me. Oh, this is so admirable, I 
am so very pleased with all of you that made this week a time of preparing yourself for Me.‖ 
 
―Do you understand? I am uncovering layers of faults in your lives each time you feel the urgency of 
the Rapture. Be it the blood moon, or a feast day, or a prophetic word – it makes no difference. I am 
stirring you to be ready, I am challenging you to climb higher. These are seasons of preparation for 
you as well as those that are far from Me.‖ 
 
―Many of you have discovered things in your nature you did not know existed. I have pointed out 
things through arranged circumstances that brought to light an attitude you thought you had 
mastered. I told you I was going to do this, and I was faithful to My word. However, some of you have 
not recognized the fault I uncovered as a part of My promise to you. Now would be a good time to 
review the last two weeks and see what transpired that caused you conviction, repentance and to 
change your ways. When I give you a word, you tend to forget that I told you it was going to happen 
because the busyness of life that takes your attention off of Me. I do not condemn you for that, I only 
ask you to be a little more vigilant.‖ 
 
―And for those of you, My Sweet Brides, who have discovered a new freedom in limiting your contact 
with the world, I will continue to shower graces upon you as you continue to make room for Me.‖ 
 
―I embrace and kiss each of you on the forehead, sealing you with the fragrance of My love and the 
promise that soon we will be together eternally, in your Heavenly Homeland. Persevere and be at 
Peace. You have done well each time you chose Me over the things of the world. Even the littlest 
things mean a great deal to Me.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 81: Jesus explains...  My Bride has chosen Me alone... The 

deeper Meaning of our Wedding 
 
 
May 17, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Oh, Lord. What would you like to talk about? 
 
(Jesus) "Our Wedding Day." 
 
(Clare) Really? I thought it was back to the grind…waiting, persevering etc. 
 
(Jesus) ―Well there must be something to wait for.‖ 
 
(Clare) That's true. 
 
(Jesus) ―And the longer the wait the more special it must be.‖ 
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(Clare) Oh, I know it‘s going to be out of this world special. 
 
(Jesus) ―I should say so. This will be the day your life is transformed from something singular and 
special to something eternal and glorious. It will be the culmination of all the plans and dreams you 
never even knew you had. It will be the day you take on the mantle of Glory given to those who have 
left themselves and the world totally behind. It is the day I look forward to because you shall know 
even as you are known. 
 
―This will be the day you leave pain, suffering, darkness, doubt and depression totally behind as you 
walk into the life I‘ve always longed for you to have. I know every particle of your DNA, I know what 
makes you exceedingly happy and fulfilled. I know your very purpose and on this day it will be your all 
in all. The angels will rejoice as we walk down the aisle, our life long goal together having been met.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, it is beyond me that You should want me as your eternal companion in such a very 
personal way. There must be something truly amazing that I am missing in Your attraction to me and 
desire for me to be such a special part of Your life. 
 
(Jesus) ―Do you want to know what it is?‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh, absolutely. 
 
(Jesus) ―It is as if a Divine Particle of Myself was pulled from My very bosom and given the freedom to 
fly. And she toured the whole world from top to bottom and came running back to Me, wanting to be 
taken back up within Me more than anything.‖ 
 
(Clare) As He was talking, I saw Him take from inside His chest a perfectly round ball of translucent 
light, reminding me of a dandelion flower that had fully matured into a translucent puff that we as 
children used to blow on and send scattering in the wind. 
 
(Jesus) ―And in the very same way, I have endowed you with free will and I am letting you go to 
explore and discover the world and hopefully come back home to Me and live here in My heart 
forever. Oh, how I long to see the return of My awesome creation, so endowed with free will that she 
can choose anything for herself…and yet she chooses only Me. And we are reunited in such bliss that 
it makes even the angels sing. The very crowning moment of your life is the day you return to Me and 
choose your maker over anything He ever made. So, the fulfillment of life has come full circle and you 
have returned to worship and adore Me for eternity – and I cannot restrain My eyes from seeing you, 
My ears from Hearing you, My arms from holding you. 
 
―Do you know how many go astray and never return…they get stuck in some dark corner and slowly 
fall apart. The light, the joy, the very life they were endowed with slowly fades away until only 
darkness is left. Oh, how tragic that this most loved particle of life has lost it‘s very meaning and 
essence. And that makes the ones that return to Me even more precious and beloved. Oh, that is 
such a very tragic outcome to so precious a beginning in life. 
 
―You see this divine essence of life imparted to you is so marvelous, so unique, so individual that only 
I can perceive it in its entirety. Only I can appreciate it, only I can fulfill it, only I have the key to its 
destiny and fulfillment - and that in itself is such a sublime mystery that it sets off oceans of bliss in My 
Being. Yes, you My love, My little one, create oceans of bliss, eternally swirling in the dance of 
worship and thanksgiving – the very joy of being alive and animated by Your God, that all you can do 
is return this joy to Me in worship. And all I can do is marvel at the immensity of your love that brings 
Me to tears of joy – for part of My very self: flesh of My flesh and bone of My bone, has chosen above 
all else to return to her Abba and dance the dance of life and thanksgiving for the gift of her being. 
 
―Oh, it is so great a mystery that none but I, Myself, can truly fathom and appreciate it. Even as your 
poor eyes are closing in fatigue we are dancing the dance of joy – eternal life that was set on its wing 
only to seek out and return, to swim upstream and return to the place of her birth, the only place that 
could ever satisfy her. And I have waited, and waited, and waited… and finally here comes one, 
bounding across the fields of Heaven seeking her birthplace in My bosom. 
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―Oh, Clare there are no words to describe the joy I feel at the return of My very Own flesh and bone! 
This is part of the great mystery of the family, it is a microcosm of the meaning of life. Here I am, the 
Father, giving the seed of life, the freedom to choose eternity with Me – or damnation. Freedom to live 
a lie or the truth. Oh, what wonderful and sublime things are yet to be understood by humankind! And 
in Heaven that will become reality and you will gain the insight needed to understand this great 
Mystery of Creation and why I have planned that each male should have his completion in a female 
and together they should produce offspring. 
 
―Here I have given you only a seed of understanding, a fleeting look into the cycle of life as I planned 
it with its most Glorious outcome. Now I want you to meditate on these profound elements of life, with 
the knowledge in mind that soon yours will be coming to completion in My arms for all of eternity. This 
is something to be cherished and pondered deeply. 
 
―I bless you now with My endless affection for each and every one. Please continue in your 
abandonment of the world, for very soon you will have arrived at your final destination.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 82: Jesus explains... Your Steps in Obedience & Their eternal 

Significance 
 
 
May 18, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... "Please, I need you to persevere, souls are being reached because of your 
obedience." 
 
(Clare) Do you have a message for Your precious Bride tonight? 
 
(Jesus) "Indeed, I do. She is beautiful beyond description. Every footstep, every intention is sanctified 
in holiness because she is Mine. She has given herself over to Me, 100 percent. Her obedience is not 
just beautiful, it is exquisite. While the rest of the world is running to and fro in their own will, her 
footsteps are divinized by her obedience. She cannot see the beauty of her feet and each step she 
takes, but even that leaves a divine fragrance behind her." 
 
"If I were to paint you a picture of the value of her obedience, you would see beautiful and perfect feet 
in golden sandals, studded with pearls and jewels and each foot step would give off a sweet melody 
of chimes. And when she lifted her foot, lilies would immediately spring up and give off their fragrance. 
Luminescense would surround them and give off light." 
 
"And the more difficult her tasks, the more wonderful the sounds given off, the more copious the 
flowers and Fruits. And as she travels that well-worn path every day, fruit trees would begin to spring 
up on either side of the path with delightfully fragrant flowers, and eventually delectable fruit that 
sustains even the most weary and war torn of souls." 
 
"This is the meaning her obedience has to Me, and these flowers of love never fade like the ones on 
the earth. No, rather they continue to multiply until there is a forest full of them. They are flowers that 
can be picked and last forever, giving off their fragrance throughout time. And I come to her garden 
and prune these trees and flowers so they will give off even more fruit, and how beautiful is this 
garden with its trellises and delicately hanging branches that are as pleasing to the eye as they are to 
the palate." 
 
"So, you see, obedience is no small thing. Not only does it bring forth fruit for the moment but in 
eternity as well. And I come into the garden and pick this fruit and ship it off to many different places 
where healing is needed. You see, there are graces invested in this fruit because it was done in love 
and obedience so the grace brings forth a fruit that can be eaten and benefit others." 
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"Oh, the mysteries I would love to share with you all! So many mysteries and things that would amaze 
you endlessly! The doings of Heaven and the spiritual life are without end. You see, this obedience 
creates an atmosphere of Heaven of sorts. Truly My kingdom has come, My will has been done. And 
oh, yes, the devils hate these spiritual gardens and are constantly figuring out ways to destroy them." 
 
"They mainly use selfishness…self- will. Pleasures of the palate can inspire selfishness, worldly 
accomplishment can also inspire it. Anything that brings pleasure to self can be used to infest the 
garden with hideous worms and bugs that destroy everything in sight. The worms of pleasure attack 
the stems of the flowers. The little bugs of self- preoccupation nibble away at the flowers until they are 
unsightly and brown. The mold of pride begins to grow on the roots until they can no longer produce 
and sustain the flowers." 
 
"Yes, you can see all the other pests, but the mold on the roots is invisible in the garden. Fruit and 
blossoms begotten in pride never last. Once pride has entered the garden, all finally disappears. That 
is always the first avenue of attack – pride will destroy everything you do, so you reap no eternal fruit 
from your paths." 
 
"But, back to the beauty of obedience. This past week, many of My Brides were obedient. Yes truly, 
they turned everything useless and worldly off, for Me – out of obedience and faith." 
 
"And what fruit some of them have reaped! Healings in families, a greater depth with Me, peace of 
mind and joy of heart. Relationships blossomed in an environment of selflessness and love. Do you 
not see the fruit in your own life? You may have lost contact with the world – but how much more 
have you gained Me?" 
 
"So if you have benefited from this time, continue to allow yourself more and more freedom from the 
mundane media and constant drone of negativity that is hyped in the media. This is so deliberate and 
intentional of the enemy. It creates an atmosphere of fear, and he reaps so much destruction from 
people who are continually afraid and insecure." 
 
"My Brides, if you want to be holy for Me, you must live Holy. You must cast away the world and 
embrace holiness of life. You have no idea the fruit of these decisions, neither will you until Heaven. 
So, I encourage you now." 
 
"I impart the grace of single-mindedness to My Brides, that they will prune out every weed from the 
world and continue to walk the path of holiness, where you will produce fruit that is unto eternity." 
 
 
 
 

Message 83: Jesus explains... Who you are to Me & The fatal 

Impediments along the Road 
 
 
May 31, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... "I want to talk about Love, the way I love, the way no one understands how I love. You 
see on earth it is either eros or agape, rather cut and dried, romantic or brother and sister love. But I 
cherish you like the finest diamond in the purest gold setting. The other day when you made a poor 
choice, I came up to you as your spouse to strengthen you. I recognized your intention and honored 
that. Rather than focusing on poor judgement, I came to your side to uplift you and give you hope and 
even understanding of yourself." 
 
"It is one thing when a person forms a habit of sin and quite another when they form a habit of 
holiness, but don‘t always act from the pinnacle of self control, wisdom and maturity. I anticipate 
where you are going, and just as a man opens the door for a lady and even catches her as she slips, I 
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am there by your side, kindly, solicitous for your welfare, reading in complete clarity the very direction 
you are struggling to go in and anticipating all the obstacles I know you will face." 
 
―I wipe the tears of frustration from your cheeks when you fall short of the mark. I sit beside you and 
counsel you when you‘re just at a loss for how to proceed. I listen tenderly to your thoughts, emotions 
and aspirations all through the day, tirelessly, taking it all in plotting your course to the destinations I 
have placed in your heart.‖ 
 
"I miss no opportunity to be a part of your life, My Love. Your life is My life as well, we are truly One 
and My entire being launches out to assist you in arriving at Our destination. I place the noble 
thoughts in your heart, even the golden cello you saw…ah, I had that made for you long before your 
heart throbbed in that direction. Then I placed that desire in you, because I knew that was the pattern 
of your DNA, and the fulfillment I planned before the beginning of time, as difficult as that is for your 
human mind to understand." 
 
―We had Our own agreements when I gave birth to you, we had Our dreams, Our own plans and 
outcomes that only I could engineer to perfection. Oh yes, man plots his course but in reality he is but 
a blind man groping on assisted by the workings of My Spirit both open and closed doors set before 
him. Even the closed doors have importance in the development of all his dreams.‖ 
 
―Oh Clare, if only people would learn to trust Me and do the outlandish things I ask of them, Oh if only 
they would. Their frustration, their emptiness, their lost-ness as they grope blindly along the way, so 
many times it is a product of their pride because they refuse to let go of what ‗they know‘ in order to 
embrace the blind path I wish to set them on…with only a little dog leading them.‖ 
 
(Clare) Here He is speaking of a metaphor for humility, submission and obedience. I have found that 
He doesn‘t use our acquired skills in life but rather delights to throw us headfirst into the cold water, 
so He alone can accomplish His will in our life. 
 
(Jesus) "But so many already know the answers and cannot yield to the wisdom I send them. The 
more intelligent the soul, the greater their risk of failure in their true life‘s purpose. Their intellect is 
based on men‘s ways, even the very heights of philosophy and thought become a fatal impediment 
along the road I am calling them to travel." 
 
"Their sense of control in their lives is but a mirage, they arrive at their destination and find nothing 
they thought would satisfy their inner depths. Then they are bereft of all consolation and feel rewarded 
with a terrible void, when it is merely the fruit of their own devices." 
 
"How rare to find a man or woman who is willing to die totally to themselves and embrace only Me. 
This is why I treasure those who do, SO much. They are My comfort in a cold and uncaring world 
where the glamour of success leads them on blindly and sucks the very life from them." 
 
"So understand all of My Loves, My Brides, I cherish and carry you tenderly to your destination. You 
have encountered yourself and decided against following your own wisdom, and so I am free to paint 
your canvas with My most unique colors and forms until you have arrived at the state of fulfillment of 
all I dreamt of when I made you." 
 
"So you see, how can I possibly be harsh with you? You are like little toddlers following along with 
Daddy, happy, joyful in His presence, wanting nothing more than to be with Him and bring Him joy. 
How I rejoice and sing over you and truly you are the apple of My eye and the sparkle from a 
precious, one of a kind gem being faceted into perfection. I guard you with tremendous solicitousness 
for My very life is invested in you. Oh how pleased I am with the soul who has discovered who they 
truly are and totally abandoned themselves into the arms of their loving Father." 
 
"I bless you all now, My precious, precious Brides…you who have abandoned yourself to My wishes 
and scorned the laurels of the world. Oh how I treasure you. There is but one thing left for you and so 
I give it... I bless you with the capacity to receive My Love, My thoughts and My vision of who you truly 
are to Me, to cherish it in your hearts and never let it be taken from you again." 
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Message 84-1: Jesus explains... Your Enemies are My refining Fire & I 

have total Control 
 
 
May 30, 2015 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... "There is so much more to the refining fire of enemies than anyone is truly aware of. 
They are My refining fire, a force to be reckoned with when loosed, a force to be pitied when bound 
and I have total control at all times." 
 
(Clare) Oh Lord that thought is so challenging. 'How can You allow things to happen such as these 
ruthless killings?' 
 
Here I am talking about the agreement between a soul and God, when they are sent into a body. 
Some have very short and sad lives, but that is agreed upon before they are sent to earth. 
 
(Jesus) "That's just the problem Clare, you are not Me, and you do not see as I see. You have only 
one millisecond to the whole plan, a flake of frost on the tip of an iceberg. Oh there is so much more 
to see, but for now I ask only that you trust Me and listen." 
 
(Clare) Sorry. 
 
(Jesus) "No, nothing to be sorry about, I anticipated your reaction and it fits right in with the thoughts 
of others as well. OK, now can I have your complete attention?" 
 
(Clare) I'm here. 
 
(Jesus) "Just barely. When you hear a story told, you get one side and the current one at that. 
Beneath that tiny flake of frost is an iceberg of history. Things that never enter into people's minds 
because they don't think as I think nor do they care to know what I think. That is why so many things 
are a mystery to them. That does not mean, do not be empathetic and pray, no, brotherly love and 
prayer are extremely important. You could be in their shoes tomorrow." 
 
"There are generational curses, hidden sins, cultural influences, inter-relational dynamics between 
each person involved and even their generation curses, things that go back hundreds and even 
sometimes thousands of years. This does not occur to the casual bystander, but the angels are 
aware, that is why you will at times feel strong warnings not to do something, go somewhere, get 
involved with someone. Your angels can see what is coming." 
 
"Holy Spirit also will recoil with apprehension in your conscience. I do protect you, but once you step 
outside of the realm of obedience, I can no longer protect you as I wish to." 
 
"You see, the demons are My policemen. They wait in line all day to sift a believer, sometimes they 
line up around the block, just to get one shot at a soul. However I have lifted My hand in opposition 
and they cannot have the opportunity. Once a believer has crossed the line and disobeyed, however, 
permission is given, but only so far. In other words what they are allowed to do or not to do is 
controlled by My permission." 
 
"In other situations I allow the demons permission because I am perfecting a soul in virtue and 
patience, forgiveness and virtue needs to be cultivated. At the very same time when I allow an attack 
from the demon, I know how it will affect a soul and that they will in turn pray for those who are being 
used to attack. Very often those souls have no one to pray for them and the one whom they attack are 
My very last resort to find intercessors. This has been the case on your channel as well. Those who 
have attacked you for no reason at all, are in serious need of intercession, their salvation is at stake." 
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(Clare) Oh Lord that is so very sad. 
 
"It is indeed. Clare, I need your prayers for them. You see some people have been brought up to 
believe I am a God of harshness, hatred and punishment. This is because the people around them 
misrepresented Me. They were controlled by a religious spirit, that is simply a demon, very often of 
judgement, bitterness, unforgiveness and criticism mixed with persecution in the belief that they are 
acting in righteousness to correct false prophets." 
 
"They in a sense become the Savior and God because they are taking My role upon themselves. This 
parallels the Messiah complex except instead of taking on the sins of the world they become the 
prosecuting attorney and judge, passing judgment on everyone that does not live up to their harsh 
image of Me." 
 
"You see they are not used to hearing Me as a gentle and loving God. They cannot imagine the face 
of an innocent newborn being the very accurate image of My Loving Father's own face... as you do. 
They see Him as mean, cruel and continually corrective of fallen mankind, in whom there is no good 
thing, throwing thunderbolts of justice and wanting to annihilate anyone who falls short of their idea of 
holiness." 
 
"It is because they are so eaten up with hatred, judgement, bitterness and even jealousy, that they are 
in dire danger of loosing their souls. But in their understanding it is all the others that are going to Hell 
while they are the holy saviors making corrections with harsh attacks at anyone they consider a 
'heretic.'" 
 
"You see, you have found Me to be gentle, kindly and helpful when you fall. You didn't always see Me 
this way, but because you have opened your heart to Mine, you do. For instance when you were in 
the grocery store, very tired, and didn't use the best judgment in what you bought, you came home 
feeling badly, even very badly, and that you should be harshly punished, and what did I say to you?" 
 
(Clare) Oh You were so sweet, I just melted in repentance, you said... 'I will help you make better 
decisions next time.' 
 
(Jesus) "And this is truly My nature, it is My kindness that leads to repentance, with gentle souls, and 
sometimes even with violent souls. When they feel My love and forgiveness wash over them, they 
melt and repentance flows like a river from their sinful souls. It is only with stubborn, self willed and 
obtuse souls that I am at times forced to use more forceful corrections, which I hate." 
 
"So when I see others doing this to My chosen vessels, I love them unconditionally but am not happy 
with their behavior, yet I allow it because they need prayer. I understand that they do not truly know 
who I AM." 
 
"I AM a God of righteousness, but I tenderly carry the lambs in My arms and lead the ewes with 
wisdom and gentleness. I even speak this way to My shepherds so that they in turn will learn the 
language of love. Love and righteousness can not be separated they go hand in hand. Some are of 
the impression that they can wield the sword with righteousness and love is not even in the picture. 
They don't feel love, they feel hatred, anger and bitterness. They wield unkind words in an unkind way 
and then expect everyone to obey them, and all they do is run from them. This causes them to sink 
more deeply into bitterness and judgement." 
 
"You see, My sheep know My voice and another they will not follow. So without love it is impossible to 
lead, to correct or to guide and never should the motives of others be judged, that is My job and My 
job alone. Those who do this, do not know Me, they know a jesus who is not kind and tender but 
judgmental and always looking to punish. Again they are victims of a religious spirit or religious 
demon that has convinced them that they are doing Me a favor when in fact they are scattering the 
sheep I have worked so hard to bring into the fold." 
 
"They perceive themselves as powerful prophets of wrath sent out to pronounce judgement on the 
nations. And yet, Judgement is on THEIR doorstep. Oh Clare, it is so sad to see these poor ones bent 
and twisted from birth by those who do not know Me. This is why your channel has become so 
important to others, you KNOW Me and they hear My voice when you share our conversations. And 
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oh how they have hungered to hear Me...they have heard men over and over and over again, and all 
they want is to love Me and be loved by Me, not have a stack of religious rules and man made notions 
stapled to their backs." 
 
"Those who are shepherds after My own heart are terribly persecuted, but then, they wear My Crown 
of Thorns and it is fitting. Still they choose to love and not hate. This is My true nature... 'Father, 
forgive them, they know not what they do.'" 
 
"There is one other aspect that I have not covered. Many times those who have taken on this role are 
mentally disturbed and abused from childhood. They see the harshness and punishing authority 
figures and transfer that image to the final authority figure, God. The fault is really with those who 
never really loved them. They should have seen the final authority figure as loving, kind and 
corrective, but the love got left out. So they take on that role with others." 
 
And finally, as My Servant Paul said... 
If I speak with the tongues of men and of angels, but do not have love, I am only as a sounding brass 
or a clanging cymbal. If I have the gift of prophecy and know all secrets and all knowledge, and if I 
have a faith that can move mountains, but do not have love, I am nothing. If I give all possessions to 
feed the poor and give over my body to hardship, but do not have love, it does not profit me at all. 
Love is patient, love is kind. It does not envy, it does not boast, it is not puffed up. It does not behave 
indecently, it does not seek its own, it is not provoked, it keeps no record of wrongs. Love does not 
rejoice over the unrighteousness, but rejoices in the truth. It covers all, believes all, expects all and 
endures all. 1 Corinthians 13:1-7 
 
"This is the failure of those who judge, they have never known My love." 
 
"If someone says... 'I love God', and hates his brother, he is a liar; for the one who does not love his 
brother whom he has seen, cannot love God whom he has not seen. And this commandment we have 
from Him, that the one who loves God should love his brother also." 
 
"So as you may have gathered from what I said before, I use the enemy to form and correct My 
vessels, if I want them to increase in love and compassion I send those who are critical and mean 
spirited, without understanding of how I am working through you. In this way I know you will become 
more pliable, more compassionate, and pray for them. In the end Clare, I use everything and 
everyone to accomplish My ends, for I shall complete the good work in you that I have begun. And I 
use everyone and everything to that end. I know you are dying to share that story, so go ahead." 
 
(Clare) Yes, it's true I can't hide anything from You, this is a story told by Graham Cooke. I can't 
remember if it was a dream or vision, but the Lord showed him a full sized hand carved stone statue, 
Then Jesus said, 'That's you. Would you like to meet the artists?' And of course Graham said yes. 
Then Jesus showed him the two men who had been persecuting him for years, sitting in the front row 
of every convention and then writing scathing reviews of his teachings. 
 
So indeed Lord, You do use everything and everyone to shape and form us. 
 
(Jesus) "My love, I want you to remember this teaching, but more importantly I want you to pray for 
that man. This is My heartfelt request from you." 
 
"I bless all of you My Children, but I look especially fondly on all of you who have nothing but love in 
your hearts for those who are troubled, like this soul. By your love you prove to Me you are truly My 
disciples and Brides. This man will be saved because of your heartfelt prayers. He surely will." 
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Message 84-2: Jesus elucidates... Why does God allow Suffering? Lack 

of Insight & Danger of Bitterness & Obstinacy 
 
 
June 1, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... "Gratefulness opens the door for greater blessings. Greater and greater blessings. 
With gratefulness comes power, the power to loose and unleash the fetters both on yourselves and 
on others. When a bitter spirit is standing in the way, there is bondage. But remove the bitter spirit and 
healing can take place." 
 
"There are so many, Clare, with a bitter spirit in the way of Me being able to work in their lives. Things 
happen in the lives of souls they do not understand, so they blame Me and become bitter. It is true 
that ultimately I could have prevented what happened, but it is also true that things happen for a 
reason. Reasons the minds of men cannot fathom." 
 
"For instance, there are those souls who, had they succeeded in their intended destiny, would have 
ended their lives going to Hell. But because I allowed an intervention it totally changed the course of 
their lives. They cannot see it, and so they become bitter." 
 
(Clare) But… won‘t that bitterness take them to Hell as well? 
 
(Jesus) "It can if someone doesn‘t intervene. But, I literally move Heaven and Earth to bring someone 
across their path that changes their whole attitude, many times at the very end of their lives, when it is 
their last chance. Not that I don‘t try earlier! But some are so hardened and obstinate that it takes 
facing death to realize their mistake." 
 
"Oh, My precious ones, so many, many times worse things were headed your way and I withstood the 
devils on your behalf. You were not walking with Me, you didn‘t know Me or even care to know Me, 
but I protected you anyway. You see, when you live by My rules, love Me, and serve Me, you live 
within the confines of the corral of safety. But when you break down the fence and take off into the 
wilderness, you tie My hands." 
 
"However, even then I relent and over-rule My norms to protect you, because I love you and I know 
you don‘t understand what you are doing. I approach you year after year after year to turn you from 
your selfish and blind paths, and you ignore me year after year, blithely skipping down the path of 
your own fancies." 
 
"Then you get to the end of your life and start to think about things, looking back on mistakes, 
wondering when death approaches where you will finally end up. Even then, you try to reason away 
the things others have warned you with, you choose different religions and say that is your way. But in 
the stillness of the night, phantoms arise and taunt you with the truth… and you begin to wonder." 
 
"Oh, I do try SO hard to turn your disposition, because I know where it is taking you and that I will 
never see you again. I will grieve for you, I will hear your screams from Hell, but I won‘t be able to do 
anything for you made your decision in spite of everything I did to turn your heart back to Me." 
 
"And for you who know Me, it is time now for you to examine your hearts and search for hidden traces 
of bitterness, or even pools of bitterness hidden in the caverns of your heart. Is there something you 
cannot forgive Me for? Is there something you say you have forgiven Me for, but you still hold 
resentment in your heart that I treated you so unfairly?" 
 
(Clare) Lord, I struggle with a few issues… the family I was born into, for one. 
 
(Jesus) "I know that, My love, and I am very sorry your parents made such foolish decisions. I 
certainly could not sway them, and in the end I knew the choices they would make. And I apologize to 
you for sending you into such a family. But may I say, when you get here, you will thank Me for that?" 
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(Clare) Lord, in my right mind I thank you for it even now. Yes, even now I see things you gave Me 
through my parents and it wasn‘t all bad. And after all, you did overcome me in my searchings and 
save me. So, what have I to complain about? I could be going to Hell for the way I lived. 
 
(Jesus) "All that you say is true, My Beloved. But, look how far you have climbed up the ladder of 
grace out from the deep, deep pit that gave birth to you. Look how you have taken My hand and risen 
up into the realms of glory with Me. Surely that is to be rejoiced over." 
 
(Clare) It is quite amazing and I have to say I do feel fulfilled and happy in what You have chosen for 
me. 
 
(Jesus) "Oh, and that is only the beginning. I didn‘t say from glory to glory without reason." 
 
"Oh, My children. If you could see from My perspective what you have triumphed over in the kingdom 
of darkness. If only you could see the amazing obstacles, powers, dominions, and enemies you have 
triumphed over, you would be so very appreciative, happy and satisfied. But, not until you are with Me 
will you be able to see from My perspective the great victories you have won." 
 
"Still, it is most important in this hour that you examine every tiny crevice of your heart and find 
yourself out. Find out if there is still bitterness for what I have allowed. Can you trust Me with that? 
Can you trust that what I allowed in your life was for the best? Now that you know Me, you know My 
nature, My love that didn‘t stop at being cruelly executed for you – now that you know that, can you 
trust Me and thank Me for your life, all the good and all the bad?" 
 
"Oh, I am imparting this grace tonight as we speak. Yes, I am imparting wisdom not of this world, 
wisdom from the highest realms. My wisdom and grace to be able to thank Me for what I allowed and 
what I did not allow, for what I gave and what I withheld, for what I took and never replaced. All of it – 
good and bad – you will see served a purpose, accomplished great good and in some cases leveled 
the playing field and cancelled the debt so you wouldn‘t be consigned to Hell from your very own 
decisions." 
 
"I have spoken of this to Clare before. Many, many, many souls born into squalor and dying 
prematurely made the decision to come to Earth and suffer in this way because they longed to be 
redeemed from among mankind. You, at this time, cannot understand what it means in Heaven to be 
among the redeemed…" 
 
(Clare) Lord, you are such a communicator that surely you can help us to understand why in the world 
a soul would allow themselves to be born into one of those bodies that is destined to die from aids, 
destined to be raped and killed. Lord, please tell us in a way we can understand. 
 
(Jesus) "You are asking for a great deal, Clare. I will try. You are not going to explain it to yourself in 
your logical mind. As I have told you before, your intellect and pride get in the way My Dearest." 
 
(Clare) Ok... Sorry. 
 
(Jesus) "I hear and see what you are thinking. ‗If I don‘t get it right I can just delete this section‘. 
Shame on you! And your trust? Where has it taken off to?" 
 
(Clare) Lord, I believe, help my unbelief. 
 
(Jesus) "Oh, My Darling Clare, nothing is beyond Me. But many things are beyond you because you 
cannot see as I see…you are still looking through a glass darkly." 
 
(Clare) Lord, are you saying, You won‘t tell us after all? 
 
(Jesus) "I should spank you for thinking that." 
 
(Clare) Oh, please don‘t. You always get me where I live. 
 
(Jesus) "In the chocolate bar?" 
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(Clare) Please, don‘t tell them how bad I am. 
 
(Jesus) "Alright then, imagine a little bug, a lady bug…crawling along slowly on the ground. Now, 
imagine a bird coming by and catching up that little bug." 
 
(Clare) So far, I have the lady bug and the crow. 
 
(Jesus) "Ok, now imagine the perspective the lady bug has…and then imagine the perspective the 
crow has…." 
 
(Clare) There‘s no comparison! 
 
(Jesus) "That‘s correct. There‘s no comparison until the bird picks the lady bug up and flies off with it. 
Then the lady bug can see as the crow sees." 
 
(Clare) Ok. 
 
(Jesus) "It is the realms of awareness, between the two…." 
 
(Clare) I‘m thinking… 
 
(Jesus) "Come on! You asked, and now you don‘t want to see the answer?" 
 
(Clare) Lord, you know how I am. 
 
(Jesus) "Sadly, Thomas… I do." 
 
(Clare) OK, is that any way to treat your frail Bride? 
 
(Jesus) "Is that anyway to treat your loving Jesus who continually instructs you?" 
 
(Clare) No. I‘m sorry. 
 
(Jesus) "Alright then, tell them the answer Clare." 
 
(Clare) The Ladybug experiences Your love as she crawls along the ground, through every little grain 
of sand etc., in a very, very limited way. But, when she is picked up in the crow‘s beak, she suddenly 
sees everything there is to see. 
 
(Jesus) "Exactly! When a soul is in Heaven, they do not experience the depravity of Earth and sin, so 
they can‘t possibly appreciate what they have. But when they‘ve been subjected to the utter darkness 
of sinful men, and are lifted up and out of it, their awareness of how they are loved by Me is suddenly 
expanded beyond all boundaries and they experience the very extraordinary bliss of My Being and My 
Love for them." 
 
"Ok, that‘s My try... what do you think?" 
 
(Clare) Mind boggling? 
 
(Jesus) "What did I tell you? Hmm? Didn‘t I tell you that you wouldn‘t be able to understand till you 
came here?" 
 
(Clare) No, Lord, that is positively amazing! When You talk to me I usually pick up on Your thoughts 
and put them into words. But this example, I was totally mystified by every image… I didn‘t get it until 
the very end. Kind of like falling backwards into Your waiting arms which I can‘t see – I just have to 
trust. 
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(Jesus) "Yes, I have to talk to you sometimes this way, because the line of thought and where I am 
going is totally out of your reality. Like those events I warned you would be part of the Tribulation…the 
strange creatures, etc." 
 
(Clare) Yes, that was hard for me, but You did it! You‘re amazing Lord! 
 
(Jesus) "I know." 
 
"So, I have already blessed you tonight by imparting wisdom not of this world, wisdom from the 
highest Realms. My wisdom and grace to be able to thank Me for what I allowed and what I did not 
allow, for what I gave and what I withheld, for what I took and never replaced. All of it good and bad, 
you will see it served a purpose." 
 
(Clare) So, in essence... Those of us who got the rawest deal will experience the very greatest depths 
of Your Love. 
 
(Jesus) "Yes, My Love, now you see it! Those who are forgiven much, shall love much, and shall see 
the enormity of My Love. The Greater the knowledge of darkness, the greater the appreciation of the 
Light! I bless you all again, now. Take your time with this, it is quite deep and challenging to 
understand. But this night I have imparted the grace to understand as you listen." 
 
"The greater the sorrow and bitterness you‘ve experienced in this life on Earth, the more grateful you 
will be in Heaven and the more bliss and joy you will experience for eternity!" 
 
 
 
 

Message 85: Jesus says… Church, I want to go back to the Simplicity of 

the Gospel... Wrap the Lost into My Love 
 
 
July 5, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... ―I‘m right here by your side, My Love, and I do want to draw you far away from the 
world and way high up into My Heart. This is that place of fullness where I exchange your weakness, 
your ignorance, your laziness, your fears, for My strength, My Wisdom, My commitment, My Faith. Up, 
up and away high into the habitation of My Heart, out of harm‘s way, in that place where none can 
disturb or disrupt. 
 
―When you worship in the way I have given to you, your soul is drawn along as if it were on a 
conveyor belt, as I draw you with cords of love into the secret high place where all eventualities are 
realities. You exchange your limited human time for My eternal endless time in which I see the 
complete majesty of My creation. 
 
―This supernatural exchange of energies from the Divine Wellsprings of Life are what I wish to fill all 
My Brides with, that they may walk in victory until I take them up and away with Me. The challenges of 
your corrupted world overpower ordinary humanity. Nothing that is grounded in the world can stand, 
all must have its foundations in solid rock. That is My will, My empowerment, My Love and tucked 
away, securely hidden in the Vine, putting forth the sweet fruit of Divine Love. 
 
―In this world all turns bitter, in Heaven all turns sweet. As you walk in this life grounded in Me, this 
sweetness is exuded into your grapes from deep within Me. These choice clusters are readily 
identified by those who know the voice of their Shepherd and another they will not follow. 
 
―In these times, I am calling, calling, calling out in Love to those who have departed from the way, to 
those who have never known the way. Amidst a sea of bitterness I am offering the sweetness of My 
Love, something never before experienced. My focus is not on punishment but Love, for Love is the 
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last call to the rebellious and uninformed. The sweet melody of love is unmistakably different than the 
harsh crassness of the world. This Divine Fragrance touches that tender place within a soul that has 
yet to be filled.‖ 
 
(Clare) I was thinking of the theme song from the film the Mission, how plaintively sweet it was and 
how it drew the natives to the men, how it bypassed so much. He answered my thought... 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, much like the flute playing in The Mission. The melody reached beyond the barriers of 
hostility and hatred and drew those souls into My arms. Never mind that man came along and spoiled 
it. Still, many souls made it into the safe haven of My arms. Yes, Truly I tell you, unless you change 
and become like little children, you will never enter the Kingdom of Heaven. (Matthew 18:3) 
 
―The simplicity of the Gospel can never be improved upon by the intellect of man. It only sows 
confusion and pride. That is why I prefer simple things best, things that bypass the intellect and lodge 
in the heart like a dart tipped with a drop of my sacrificial love. Once that finds its way into a man‘s 
heart, he knows right from wrong, good from evil and that is when the poison of self-will can do the 
most damage.‖ 
 
(Clare) I was thinking... 'Lord, what is going on that I am missing? What are you addressing?' He 
answered my unspoken question. 
 
(Jesus) ―What am I getting at? Your channel is about that simple love. It reveals how very simple, 
tender and approachable I am. This is by My design, for I wish to reach inside souls and bypass all 
the religious traps and mazes that have so hindered conversions. I want to provide a straight line to 
love. I want to nourish and suckle the little ones directly from My own Divine Breast, without the 
posturing and learning. Charity edifies, Knowledge puffs up and Pride proceeds a fall. 
 
―The way to My heart is straight and narrow. These other things are there only to direct the soul into 
My arms and a Divine Union of wills, but men have made them an end in themselves and have 
devised a million ways to detour humanity from My simple and direct love. As a result, so many do not 
make it into My arms but are turned away in confusion. I want to go back, Church! 
 
―I want to go back to the simplicity of the gospels, the witness of My Miracles, and the kind of love that 
does not exist in the world. I am calling to the Lost with My Love. You are all ambassadors of love, a 
rare quality, one that only thrives in the Garden of My Love where you daily come to bask in My 
transforming presence. 
 
―I am calling you all to simple Brotherly Love. Please put aside rhetoric and squabbling over doctrines. 
It is so easy to be caught in the trap of Pride and Learning, but so challenging to skip on past 
needless disputes and answer with love and graciousness, dwelling together in one accord on Earth 
even as it is in Heaven. I am not asking you to compromise, not in the least. But, I am asking you to 
use the superior tools for conversion... Love - not endless doctrinal arguments and disputes that only 
reveal the hypocrisy in My Church. 
 
―Love one another as I have loved you. Yes, this I will bless, this will reap the bumper crop and My 
storehouse will be full. Go forth now in humility and wrap each soul in the tender blanket of My Love. 
There they will find shelter from the relentless storms of confusion. There they will find rest. Bring 
them to Me, I long to embrace the lost. Tenderly bring them to Me.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 86: Jesus asks... What did you do with the Talents I entrusted 

to you? 
 
 
July 7, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
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Clare began... Tonight, Ezekiel and I took a little bit of a break. We watched a movie called 'Camp'. It 
was about under-privileged children, orphans and that kind of thing that went away to a camp. It was 
a very touching movie. Just to give you an idea, the story line was kinda centered around this one 
little boy, where the mother is a heroin addict and totally wrapped up in herself. She doesn‘t even 
have food in the refrigerator for the child, is constantly telling him to stay in his room – he can‘t go 
anywhere, do anything. It‘s his birthday, and she goes out on one of her dates and leaves him alone 
at home with nothing to eat, nothing at all. Then, along comes his dad, bursting into the house looking 
for money. Because the boy was hungry, he‘d gotten up in the cookie jar and taken out what money 
was there. When the dad saw that he wanted to know where all the rest of it was – the boy only had a 
little bit – and the dad beat him to a pulp. He broke a broomstick and beat him with the broomstick. 
Then, the next scene, they‘re taking him away in an ambulance to nuture him back to help and send 
him to this camp. Which is a real life camp in California. 
 
Along comes this businessman. He‘s on the fast track, you know – he has it altogether, has a Porsche 
and everything. He‘s going to this camp to try to impress a woman who is very, very wealthy and 
needs a financial advisor – an elderly woman. So, he pretends to be a camp counselor, he offers to 
do that. So, they take this guy on, and he‘s on the sofa all the time making deals – obviously his heart 
is not on what he‘s supposed to be doing – be a camp counselor. 
 
The rest of the movie is about this transformation taking place in this little boy and this businessman. 
It was really very touching – I cried at the end of it. I don‘t like movies I cry over, but I just had to cry. A 
little later I was sitting with the Lord to listen to Him, to see what He had to say tonight, and He didn‘t 
change the subject. He stayed right on track with what I was experiencing emotionally. As we spent 
some time together, He was trying to comfort me and I was trying to comfort Him, because I know He 
has to deal with this stuff. But, at one point He asked me to stop worshipping and just sit with Him and 
listen. So, I did – and this is what He had to say... 
 
(Jesus) ―That‘s just a mere drop in the ocean of suffering I must deal with every day. You cannot even 
begin to imagine how widespread this kind of abuse is. And so, I have My ―angels‖, those who are 
willing to put aside their lives to tend to these little ones that in truth have no hope. A mere drop in the 
ocean. But, don‘t let it get you down or discouraged. To everything there is a purpose, a plan, and a 
season. And, although now suffering seems to come out of the woodwork for these little ones, I am 
coming to restore humanness to humanity.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh, but Lord – what about these that didn‘t get a chance? 
 
(Jesus) ―Clare, no one in this world is without a chance of some kind. What kind of a God would I be if 
I did not respond with opportunities? How could I be God and not respond?‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, you know how the evangelicals talk about the lost and unsaved who have no one to 
preach to them the Good News? 
 
(Jesus) ―Shall I cast My Creation into the Abyss without first bringing it opportunity? Man has 
formulas. I have Mercy.‖ 
 
(Clare) Some would say that‘s blasphemy, Lord! 
 
(Jesus) ―Some, if not all, have very limited knowledge of My workings. They think they know, based 
on My Word, but they don‘t truly know Me in My depths, especially the depths of My Mercy.‖ 
 
(Clare) So, You are saying ALL have an opportunity? 
 
(Jesus) ―I am saying that I have a plan of escape for all. It is up to them whether or not they take it. 
But, believe Me, I leave no one without recourse. I found you, didn‘t I? I had to wait until you were 
ready, but I found you and delivered you out of the hands of darkness and into My marvelous Light, 
did I not?‖ 
 
(Clare) You did. 
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(Jesus) ―Then, trust Me. I have plans for each and every soul. Plan A, Plan B, Plan C, and even Plan 
D. Oh, Clare I am relentless in following up on souls until they flat out reject Me or accept Me. 
Relentless. You needn‘t worry, there will be so many surprises in Heaven. Children of My Mercy. 
 
―Man has rules and formulas. I have Mercy. It has been given into My hands... 'I shall have mercy on 
whom I will have Mercy, What then shall we say? Is God unjust? Not at all! For he says to Moses, 'I 
will have mercy on whom I have mercy, and I will have compassion on whom I have compassion.' It 
does not, therefore, depend on human desire or effort, but on God‘s mercy. (Romans 9:15) 
 
―Again, religion has become a stumbling block to My Favor upon the children of men. Had they but 
known Me, truly known Me, there would be no need for all these rules. For you see, the way I run the 
universe is that for each there is a lesson and I need men to teach only to recognize My ways, My 
workings, that My children may learn from Me. Men‘s ways are a poison. God‘s ways are life.‖ 
 
(Clare) But, Lord! You‘ve been so big on obedience and how you bless obedience. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, because man‘s way is not My way. Nevertheless, one must learn from the examples set 
before them. So, in this case I place people in your lives that help you to recognize My ways. But of 
course, people will always be people and exploit who they can through fear and manipulation. Yet, I 
have come to set My people free from the yoke of bondage to the law, and now love becomes the 
law. And, through My Love, dying on the Cross, I have opened the way of Love and have given ample 
examples of what love looks like. 
 
―Clare, if you don‘t get anything else, understand this: I wish that all would come to an understanding 
of Who I AM, and stop trying to attain their idea of holiness by climbing the rungs of men‘s ladders. I 
wish for all to come to a knowledge of My Love through the example of My ambassadors of love 
shown to others. Yes, there will always be failures, those who cannot carry the load of love that is 
necessary for a proper example. But, we will never stop trying, never give up, but carry on even in the 
bleakest corners of the world. 
 
―So much will not be understood until you are here. But for now, it is so important that people get it. I 
am about Love and Mercy, I am just and kind. I am looking for the fruits of righteousness in My 
People. I have loved, and now I look for the sweet clusters of love to be passed onto the broken for 
their healing. There is no greater failure in My eyes, than to fail at love. That is the supreme test of 
discipleship... love one another as I have loved you. No matter what you did as a Christian, if you 
failed that test, you have failed as a Christian. Rather, you will find yourself outside the gates with the 
hypocrites where there will be wailing and gnashing of teeth.‖ 
 
―But understand, to each I give just so many talents. One, two , three, ten, twenty… each has a 
specified number of talents, places where love has been taught and nurtured – where opportunity and 
discipleship are offered to souls. And then comes payback time. If you are raised in a family that is 
whole and healthy, where great care was taken in your upbringing, where many opportunities for 
growth and happiness were scattered along the way on your journey, then so much more is expected 
of you. But, if you come from a family like this little boy‘s where nothing was given him but harshness, 
cruelty, rejection, and neglect – you are greatly handicapped along the path of life. I do not expect 
from an abused child what I would expect from one reared under the very best circumstances. And 
yet the grace I impart to the poor child is sufficient to get them out of their pit if it is used correctly.‖ 
 
―Sometimes, there is nothing else to do but take them early. Other times, I will watch them struggle 
until they die of old age, lonely, broken, alcoholic, fading away of liver disease with no one to comfort 
them. This life is about giving, in case you hadn‘t noticed, and those who choose to withdraw and 
keep it all for themselves are the very worst losers. And yet I come to them, with opportunities to 
repent, especially because of the kindness of my disciples whom I send to them.‖ 
 
―So you see, right before your eyes I have set one of these before you. The bitterness of her losses 
was so overwhelming she chose to hide away and waste her life. Some do that. Some never learn. 
Some find out at the last moment and they are ripe for the picking. Yes, that is what I am biding My 
time for. Yes, that is my strategy. At that fateful moment, I will reveal the poor choices they made to 
the soul and give them one last chance to repent and accept My forgiveness. They, in that moment, 
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are totally broken down and have no more fight in them. That is when I visit them with My Love. They 
have no more resistance…pray that in that moment she will embrace Me, the lover of her soul.‖ 
 
―But, to each I do give graces, and to each it is up to them; bury them or use them, work them, bring 
forth fruit. Some have 50 talents, some have one, it‘s all in what they do with what they have. I am 
always just, understanding and giving more chances. Life is so complex, so burdensome, but I visit 
each with the grace of the day, whether believer or non-believer – I visit with grace.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh, yes, Lord. I remember when you visited me with the grace to choose to fight and live my 
dream. 
 
(Jesus) ―And you invested your talent until the time when I needed to call you away and prepare you 
for your next mission. So, you see I have a plan and resource for every single soul. It is up to them 
how they handle it, and up to those who have, to provide for those who have not and need a foot up.‖ 
 
―So, to you I say, My Bride: do not in any way be puffed up over your status with Me. You have been 
given the talents and used them wisely. But there are others among you who have been given a 
pittance of what you have and they are bringing forth more abundant grace with their widow‘s mite 
than those who began with a spiritual bank account full of them. Never look down upon the little ones. 
You do not know how very little they began life with, compared to you, whom I have endowed with 
many, many talents.‖ 
 
―So, no man may boast before Me. No man can claim the good ‗he‘ had done as his own. All returns 
to His Creator Who invested, after all, His very own substance into each and now comes to reclaim 
His investment.‖ 
 
―Part of being prepared My Bride, part of having oil in your lamps, refers to bringing Me a substantial 
profit at that midnight hour. With what has been given you, what have you to show? What have you 
done? Where are the souls you have touched with My investment in you? Where are the spiritual 
children and grandchildren from your life long labors? No one ever really knows what fruit they have 
reaped. This will not be revealed until the last day when all things are brought to the great tribunal of 
God.‖ 
 
―Then, we shall all see the hidden fruit that no one but I knew about. We shall also see the hay and 
stubble – what looked good on the outside but was a mere vacuum on the inside that sucked up 
resources and returned nothing. All will be exposed to the light, at that time many will receive honors 
and gifts beyond what they had in this life, even though, to men their lives looked fruitless.‖ 
 
―Others who boasted of all they had done, will stand empty handed before Me.‖ 
 
―I alone know the truth about your lives. Live for Me in these last hours and days, live for My Kingdom 
to come. My Will to be done. Live only for Me and on that Day you will have nothing to be ashamed 
of.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 87: Jesus explains... The Divine Reality as an Alternative to 

the World of Games 
 
 
July 8, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... Oh Lord, I feel so totally inebriated in Your Love. 
 
(Jesus) ―And I in yours Clare.‖ 
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(Clare) Really? 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes. You remember little Pantutu? You looked into his eyes and were lost in the wonder of 
his little being?‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, I do remember. It was intoxicating. (This Experience is documented in 'Graces dispensed 
on your Behalf') 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes. It is very intoxicating. There is nothing like that kind of love. It is indeed a new kind of 
love, a new class of love. It is divinized because it is between the very spirits, the essence of our 
beings. There is nothing like it on Earth that can correlate – that is why Heaven is so saturated with 
bliss. Everyone is relating to one another on that level, there are no things to bring them down… 
except, perhaps the news from Earth.‖ 
 
Wow, my head feels like it‘s floating above my shoulders. 
 
―Yes, that‘s what it feels like: you are operating in another dimension, another wavelength. This state 
is so readily attained by being with Me in Spirit and in Truth. Your eyes are even a little blurry, it‘s as if 
you have floated behind the veil that separates us, and it‘s always propelled by divine love. This is at 
the very core of all miracles, this longing to love. It is responsible for bi-locations, for being lifted up 
physically off the ground, for the manifestation of miracles, for the ability to overcome everything in 
this world you are now living in. All can be overcome by this super-abundant love.‖ 
 
(Clare) Is this what Yogis do? 
 
(Jesus) ―In a manner of speaking, yes. They control the wavelengths of their thoughts and that brings 
them into this state. However, it is different than Divine love. It is more artificial in the sense that it is 
attained by means other than knowing, longing, and serving Me." 
 
"But for you, it is a natural consequence of your service to Me. My happiness permeates all that you 
do or touch and divinizes it. Music, art, teaching, praying, serving – all of these actions can be 
divinized in transports of love as the soul draws nearer and nearer to Me.‖ 
 
―Well, I want to talk of these things because there is so much talk of the supernatural these days. So 
much running after the spectacular. But, I say to you, the most spectacular of all things that can occur 
on Earth is the love of the soul for her Creator, and beside that, for her brother.‖ 
 
―There are different ways to attain these disciplines, many different ways but the very best is the 
desire of love, this is what brings you into the miraculous. This fire, once it is ignited within you, rages 
and burns away the pettiness of the flesh bringing the soul face to face with Me and My Pure love for 
you.‖ 
 
―You are in that altered state of supreme peace. I have brought you here with Me, My Love, just to 
instruct you about these different dimensions and their access. This is why you love your cats so 
much, they slip into this state when they are around you.‖ 
 
 
―Satan has a counterfeit for everything. This state of mind was reserved for worship and camaraderie, 
never just to be used as a private tool of manipulation or mind control. But, if one discovers the 
principals, they can in fact be put in place without the substance... Love.‖ 
 
―This is another reason gaming has become so wildly important in the lives of people: it again 
transforms out of this reality into an ether-like reality where you become what you imagine. This is 
also the precursor to witchcraft – dangerously close to that altered-reality, manipulated by the mind for 
evil purposes. That is... Exerting the human will on the free will of another, to overpower and obtain a 
selfish and short sighted result. The power of the mind is beyond reckoning, and it is a sad thing when 
ability overshadows morality. These things are not meant to be had supernaturally independent of 
divine love. This is an abuse and premature use of the mind.‖ 
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―Yet, anyone can access it to their detriment, if their motive is not pure love that I capture, in a sense, 
and use to transform a soul into a divine reality. In other words, it is like healing skills. If not done 
strictly from a motive of love – brotherly or divine love – it can become a temptation and even a 
weapon in the hands of souls who are not given this gift by Me.‖ 
 
―It is ultimately the safest to love Me to distraction, and should I decide you are ready for a gift of 
supernatural nature, I give it to you. In this way, you cannot go off track so easily and fall through 
pride, doing damage to many, many souls.‖ 
 
―Oh My Love, these things are wild fire and if sought as an end in themselves, can lead to the 
destruction and loss of a soul. So many have tampered with the occult and fallen into perdition, of 
their own choosing I might add. They have a toxic hatred for being controlled by anyone, of having 
limits put on them." 
 
"Obedience is out of the question – certain souls just want to run rampant with power and show the 
world what they can do. But, they haven‘t the love and discretion to control themselves, and since 
they refuse My control, they have almost nothing but intoxication with their own selves and their 
abilities. Thus, a soul who believed themselves to be starting out with the good of others in mind is 
easily deceived and led off track if he/she is not submitted to Me.‖ 
 
―A man‘s gift can bring his ruin, as you well know. I prefer to give gifts with maturity – to protect my 
children‘s integrity. I am explaining all this to you because you live in a society that is constantly 
pushing the limits electronically. There are many specters of control being used against you. By that, I 
mean energies being used by spirits and electronically to create chaos in the human mind and 
separate you from Me." 
 
"That is why quiet time, worship and prayer are so important. Your spirit can very easily get out of 
alignment with Me once you are steeped in the doings of the world. That does include gaming and 
certain infused evils that are veiled under a mask of innocent fun. Gaming is very addictive, very 
dangerous and very deliberately corrupting the higher levels of human thought and desire.‖ 
 
―It is hard to explain, but I think you get the picture. There are many young people who are held 
captive in this alter reality of gaming. It takes over the mind and provides a means of escape from the 
pain of this world, without offering a way out of the trouble. You begin to live in the other reality, where 
it is safe, where you are in control and isolated from harm.‖ 
 
―Why have I brought this up? Good question. You are dealing with a lot of souls who have fallen into 
confusion about the purpose of their lives because of gaming. This world is so hard to deal with that 
eventually, if you have a means of escape, you take it and put off dealing with the real problems. If 
you don‘t wake up, you fall down the rabbit hole into a make believe existence, where the only way to 
relieve the pain of failure is to play another game. Ask anyone who has been delivered from this and 
you will see clearly what I‘m telling you.‖ 
 
―So, what is the cure for this? Being drawn into My Presence, My Love, My Reality, My dimension… 
into Me where everything is supernatural. The God dimension. This happens when you worship, when 
you pray, when you meditate on My Word. You step out of yourself into another reality, another 
dimension. My World, My Reality – where I have all the answers, all the strength and all the love you 
could ever want or need.‖ 
 
―Gaming is Satan‘s answer to the suffering young people deal with from day to day. Being with Me is 
the real answer, being drawn into My dimension‖. 
 
(Clare) But don‘t people need a little recreation? 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, but that kind of recreation is more powerful and has more potential to distort the life than 
the simpler things. It looks innocent, but examine the fruit. Not only that, but it is deliberately designed 
to be addictive, so much so that the gamer begins to depart from reality and live in the gaming world, 
where self-worth is determined by skill level and other gamers and where violence is not experienced 
on the real level." 
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"Fun to shoot the bad guy… but have you ever been with someone who was just shot and dying? Not 
a game anymore. But, desensitizing young people is the hidden agenda behind this violence. It is a 
precursor to the chaos and rage Satan has planned for this world and is even now surfacing. Gaming 
has desensitized this generation, who now see reckless driving, shooting and bombing as a 
recreational activity.‖ 
 
―My Love, I have taken the time to go over this with you because some of our listeners are caught in 
this destructive addiction. I wish for them to understand what they are truly dealing with in their lives, 
to give them a chance to make an informed decision and get out of it. Some would argue that there 
are benefits, but weight them carefully against moral decline and addictive behavior.‖ 
 
(Clare) Are there any games that they can play? 
 
(Jesus) ―The rule is... anything that is sinful, depicts suffering, rebelliousness and anarchy, violence, 
war, destruction – anything like that is NOT healthy. There are simple little games, educational and to 
increase mental abilities and innocent creative fun like building cities, golf and the like. But, if one 
becomes addicted, then you have a problem. Be ever so careful to examine the game and its goals 
before you get involved in it. There is nothing wrong with innocent fun. It is the sinful that should never 
be a part of your life.‖ 
 
―My children, I am not trying to deprive you of all fun. I am asking you to be smarter than the Devil and 
look beyond the fun to see what things you are learning and being introduced to. I am asking you to 
consider the loss of time when you become so addicted to the game you lose track of your life. Where 
you are going, who you are serving, what is happening to your goals in life, your true purpose. 
Consider these things, and be advised that if a man scoops fire into his lap, he will get burned. Be 
wise as a serpent and gentle as a dove.‖ 
 
―Your adversary has thousands of years of practice corrupting human nature. Stay in obedience to Me 
and you will be protected. Yield up your will, ‗Lord, please reveal to me that this is not pleasing to You 
and I will stop.‘ And expect Me to do it. There is little as pleasing to Me than a soul who values 
obedience above their own desires. 
 
―I bless you now to see through My eyes the things that you are giving your time to and the courage to 
let go of them if need be.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 88: Jesus speaks about CERN, HATE & THE POWER OF LOVE  
 
 
July 9, 2015 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... "Yes, I wanted you to talk about the Hadron collider because this technology is being 
used widely in different places each time they want to start a war. The reason the riots never 
happened in South Carolina is because the people turned to God. They saw through the plot to incite 
anarchy and refused to cooperate. When they turned to Me I put a stop to the energies being used to 
provoke them." 
 
"Clare this machinery has been used time and time again all over the world to instill the worst bitter 
hatred and urge to kill, it is standard operating procedure. But you see when a people is steeped in 
Me, when they turn to Me, it no longer works. And may I say, they may increase their attack ten fold, 
and I will foil it eleven fold. I will not permit the people to be tested beyond their capacity to withstand 
the temptation, I will provide a way out. That is My promise and I will keep it. The wisdom and 
solidarity the people showed put an end to what could have been a state wide blood bath of riots, 
provoking marshall law. This is the challenge now, these kinds of civil incitements will increase and 
unless the people turn to Me they will fall prey to the schemes of evil men and women." 
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"What I am teaching Our YouTube family is all they really need to know. I love them, how to love Me 
back and how to stay in that relationship of love between us. What the powers behind the collider are 
trying to do is basically reduce people to an animal mentality turned against itself until they all kill one 
another. But I will never, ever, allow them to be overwhelmed if they turn to Me. That is why the 
enemy is trying to find a way to cut off the mind from that portion of the brain that communicates with 
Me most clearly. What they do not understand is that I am omnipotent, they cannot stop My 
communing with a soul. I will override their every attempt to cut the soul off from Me. 
 
As it is written in Romans 8:35-39: 
35 Who shall separate us from the love of Christ? Shall trouble or hardship or persecution or famine 
or nakedness or danger or sword? 
36 As it is written: ―For your sake we face death all day long; we are considered as sheep to be 
slaughtered.‖ 
37 No, in all these things we are more than conquerors through him who LOVED us. 
38 For I am convinced that neither death nor life, neither angels nor demons, neither the present nor 
the future, nor any powers, 
39 neither height nor depth, nor anything else in all creation, will be able to separate us from the love 
of God that is in Christ Jesus our Lord. 
 
"That Word is written and that Word stands and nothing shall be able to defy it. Who is it that thinks 
they can destroy what I have created? The prince of demons? His very existence depends on My 
sustaining energy, his days are numbered and he knows it, what he could not do in his demon 
kingdom he has enlisted foolish men to accomplish for him. But God shall not be mocked. They may 
disassemble, I will reassemble." 
 
(Clare) I saw a particle being taken out of the 'wall' as they call it, so that it would disintegrate and I 
saw it pop right back in like it was attached by rubber cement. No matter how hard they tried, they 
simply could not overpower God's plan. It was really quite humorous watching these men toying with 
the wall to absolutely no avail. 
 
(Jesus) "I will intervene again and again and again. They are wasting their time and satan is amusing 
himself with their efforts hoping that somehow if he keeps feeding them technology they will hit upon 
it. But he knows his time is short. And I have all the time in the world to play this game while I am 
putting the finishing touches on My Brides." 
 
"Oh My Beautiful ones, don't you see, I am leading you! The one thing that holds this universe in 
place is My Love, should I cease to Love, nothing and no one would exist. The entire creation would 
implode and cease to be. And that particle of love I have sown in your hearts is the key to remaining 
stable when these weapons are used against you. When you feel the almost uncontrollable urge to 
hate, fight, and fall into this trap, recall My Love to your mind, Recall My Face, lock into My Love, for I 
am there in that crucial moment, truly there in that crucial moment to strengthen you and foil the 
attack of the enemy to bring your demise." 
 
"One thing I must address in My Family, I live in you. You do not have to search for Me in Heaven or 
on Earth, I Am Living inside of you ALL THE TIME. Do not confuse seeing Me with My being present 
to you. I am always always always present to you right there inside of you, I Am. That I have to come 
down from Heaven to manifest is a false teaching, I can manifest any way and any time I want to, 
right before your eyes. Many times in a service I will choose to manifest in front of the congregation 
but every person present has Me residing within them, that's why you are so powerful to overcome 
the enemy. I have not left you orphans, not for one second, I dwell within you continually. So when 
you see Me it's not because I came from Heaven to visit you, it's because I manifested My All The 
Time Presence to your spiritual eyes in that moment of time. So stop considering Me a far away God, 
speak with Me in your heart, where I Dwell." 
 
"I want to return to the collider. All over the world these instruments of destruction are being 
manufactured and their small scale mini-weapons. And as you observe more and more countries fall 
under the raging influence of these machines, remember, Love conquers all. With Love that one 
particle I put in you will arrest the entire wave of violence when we stand together. What is coming on 
this world is an unprecedented wave of crime and violence stirred up by these evil creatures and not 
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the least of which is the scientific community which is devoid of a conscience. In very fact, many are 
inhabited by demonic entities, fallen angels and are orchestrating the demise of humanity under the 
innocent guise of scientific exploration and discovery, to benefit humankind so they say." 
 
"Lies, lies, lies, so many lies. The one thing satan does well, is to lie. And these men have been 
duped almost to the point of no return. But what I want to make clear here is what I have told you all 
along, Love Conquers All, even the elites in science and technology, love easily conquers them as 
well." 
 
"So I am calling for My people to get it solid in their heads, I LIVE AND BREATHE AND MOVE IN 
YOU AND IN ME YOU LIVE AND MOVE AND BREATHE! Your prayers are heard as you utter them. 
There is no delay. I am immediately aware, and furthermore, I know ahead of time what you will pray, 
I am SO ready for your prayers, I am SO present to you and NOTHING can conquer the soul who has 
chosen to live for Me. So I do not wish for you to be afraid of these things, NO, take authority with My 
Name over these things and especially your own flesh, take authority over your tendencies to 
retaliate, to grow angry, bitter, resentful. These are the things that will conquer you, not some alien 
technology. I have given this into your hands, it is the very power of love. So now you must use it." 
 
"How? you say. By choosing to love over hate, by choosing to forgive over retaliate, by choosing to 
give over selfishness, at every turn you are tested, every day in your responses you are given a 
chance to grow in Love. And because love conquers all, this is no coincidence. I am training you in 
the Love response. Some of you will be taken others will stay. Love is the only way the left behind 
ones will conquer evil. They may take your body but they will never get your soul." 
 
"The edge for the enemy are the soulless bodies that will collect at that great battlefield. Those who 
will be destroyed for the most part will not be human with a soul, rather they will be synthetic soldiers, 
not of God's origin, rather manufactured, just like dolls except with technology that is far superior and 
ties into the human make up. These will be inhabited by demons. You see there is so much you do 
not understand about the early days of the Old Testament, when the order was given to destroy men, 
women and children. The demonic infestation in even what looked like an innocent child was 
horrendous. Even the animals were polluted and impure. Entire societies had been corrupted to the 
point of no return and when an Israelite married out of this stock, it corrupted everything about them 
but especially the God connection which had deliberately been suppressed in breeding. When you 
trace back the truly evil ones in history you will find somewhere in their lineage, those who mated with 
demons." 
 
"My children I have instructed you this day. Choose love over hate and never will you be conquered. 
Now is the time to exercise that virtue like never before. Each day, I say to you again, choose love 
over hatred. Do not compromise with the enemy, conquer him by love. Of course I am imparting to 
you now the wisdom and restraint to be free enough to choose what is right. It is the choice of your 
will. I will back it up with My grace, always and everywhere. Now you know, happy will you be if you 
put into practice what you have learned." 
 
 
 
 

Message 89: Your Past is in our Way... I cannot heal you until you let 

go 
 
 
July 10, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… ―I want to bring everyone back to dwelling prayer. This is the safe haven for your 
souls. It does not matter whether you see Me or not. No. Truly, it doesn‘t. What matters is your 
intention to be with Me in this way, to hold Me in your heart. Seeing and hearing Me, that‘s additional 
and will be given to you when I deem it necessary. ―Does that shock you My Love?‖ 
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(Clare) A little. 
 
(Jesus) ―Well, I intended to tell you all this much earlier, but now it is a necessity for you all to 
understand. It isn‘t the result that matters, so much. It‘s your intention. 'Blessed are Those who 
believe without seeing.' For many of you this is a sacrifice, yet I know how to reward My servants and 
My Bride and wish for you to be very, very sensitive and observant and grateful for all I give you. 
Gratitude indeed opens the door for My Blessings. I know it is hard to be grateful when things are dry. 
I am well aware of your struggles with faith. I am, after all, right there beside you and within you. 
 
―What I am looking for, My Brides, is true worship in spirit and in truth. I want you to ponder My 
miracles, My compassion, My mercy. When you connect with just one thing that is awesome to you, 
enter into My Heart with worship. Go there, go with that recognition of My Greatness, ponder, ponder 
and ponder even more how wonderful I am. Allow that to carry you along through the breezeway of 
Divine Love. Swim, fly, soar up into the very heart of that thought and allow it to carry you into My 
Presence. You will find Me when you seek Me with ALL your heart. I am not an easy catch. 
 
―I know the kind of love each and every one of you are capable of. I know the depths of your love, I 
am calling unto deep – 'deep calls unto deep' and the depths of My Love for you is calling unto the 
depths of your love for Me. I want to release you into the fullness of the Love you carry in your heart 
for Me… such transports as you have never known before. 
 
―They are buried under layers and layers of sediment... years of pain, indifference, preoccupation with 
the world, disappointments in life, shattered dreams and things you have yet to understand and 
resolve in your hearts. Many of you do not understand the path I have chosen for you. You do not 
understand why I allowed certain events in your lives. And you will not, until you are here with Me and 
you have the whole picture. 
 
―You are still grieving that you could not attain your dreams. You have not let go of the past but hang 
onto it, even though it is long since dead and decayed, buried inside you where it pollutes your soul. 
 
―These are the things that are in the way of your intimacy with Me. Hanging onto the past and not 
discerning the beauty and purpose of the present will separate you from Me. There is bitterness 
there... 'Why, God, did you allow that?' There is unforgiveness there... 'Why, God, did you allow that?' 
There is profound disappointment and confusion there... 'Why Lord, why?' 
 
―I cannot heal you of that until you let go of the purse of your own opinion, that which you are holding 
tightly to yourself. Until you see the futility of your own limited understanding in the light of the Eternal 
One. I want to heal you, but you must ponder My Glories until you see how very useless your opinion 
is. Until it becomes without worth to you, you will clutch that disappointment with all its questions 
tightly in your heart where that decaying corpse will continue to pollute you. 
 
―I want to free you, My Children. I want you to soar with Me, but you must be convinced of My 
wisdom, My workings, and My absolute commitment to you that I give you only what is best for your 
highest good. For many of you, had I given you what you so desired, you may very well have lost your 
soul. You may have found your worth in your accomplishments, rather than My accomplishment on 
the Cross for you. Truly, what is the net worth of a man? Is it his holdings, his wealth, his family, his 
fame? Can any of these hold a candle to My Passion, voluntarily undergone just for you? Do you 
see? 
 
―The Body and Blood of God was crucified for you. Can any of your accomplishments mount up to 
Calvary? Are they all not like the dust of the Earth…one day a stone monument, another day a heap 
of sand? Do you see how futile your reasoning is? 
 
―I am calling you to let go of what you thought was the great purpose of your life. I am asking you to 
forsake your own wisdom and empty yourself at the foot of the cross. I alone hold the keys to the 
great and glorious meaning of your life. Empty yourself before Me and I will fill you with My wisdom, 
My understanding, and the tremendous worth of your soul to Me. So precious are you to Me, that if I 
had to live through a thousand Calvary‘s for you, I would. 
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―So, put aside your shallow human wisdom and oh-so-limited understanding of your worth, and 
embrace Me in gratitude for all I did not allow you to accomplish in your life. Say to yourself... 'Forgive 
me, Lord. Of course what You planned for my life, what You allowed, has far more merit than anything 
I could possibly dream of or desire. Of course, You know better. Forgive me.' 
 
―This is the posture I am looking for in those of you who have not yet been able to truly connect with 
Me. I need you to empty yourselves and come to the settled conclusion that all your wisdom is still 
nothing before God your Creator. I say this lovingly, My children, because I love you so tenderly. But, 
I must get it across to you... there is much you are yet holding onto and that is in Our way. 
 
―Forsake yourself. Those who seek to save their lives, will lose them. And, those who lose their life for 
My sake, will save it. Apply this now to your understanding, My precious ones, and the barrier 
between us will come down. I love you tenderly. I wait for you.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 90: Jesus speaks about… CERN as Sword,  Satan's Victory over 

the Church, Bondage & Love as Cure 
 
 
Come out of Religion & Dwell in My Heart 
 
July 11, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) The Lord had a very interesting, turn-of-events message for us today. He is calling for a favor 
from our Youtube family. He has assembled a certain group of souls together on this channel. 
 
The Second Seal is War... As it is written in Revelation 6:3... When He broke the second seal, I heard 
the second living creature saying... 'Come'. And another, a red horse, went out; and to him who sat on 
it, it was granted to take peace from the Earth, and that men would slay one another; and a great 
sword was given to him. 
 
And my spirit really bore witness to that. You know, Jesus has given us the key to protection from this 
dark force... His sacrificial LOVE, still flowing richly from the Cross. His Blood. His Name. But most 
especially – His Love, cultivated daily in Dwelling Prayer. This is the weapon He wants to arm all men 
with. 
 
Jesus began… ―CERN is indeed the sword given to take peace from the Earth, but on many levels. 
All over the world, this dark matter is in place to be used to promote sin and degradation. 
 
―That is why I want Our messages to be spread abroad. It is important to Me that these messages go 
around the world. I want to promote them. Those who have tuned into Our channel are a unique blend 
of mystics, romantics and very dedicated ‗laid down lovers of Jesus,‘ as Heidi Baker would say. This 
is that day and age where the Gospel is indeed going ‗round the world. 
 
―I am sick, sick, sick at heart with the religious bondages that have passed for the representation of 
My Faith, what I began with 11 simple men. And make note… the one who was not simple among 
them was the traitor. 
 
―So, now we have come to the point where it is necessary to deliver this message into the hands of 
My Little Ones around the world. 
 
―I want to use technology to make My point. What is so beautiful and simple about the Faith we are 
sharing, is that it is Love and Sacrifice centered. From the very beginning those were the two themes I 
presented in My life. But that simplicity was lost by very clever men infiltrating My Church. Even now, 
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you are finding out how satan has entered and perverted the Church and placed his mark on the very 
foundations. 
 
―It is increasingly important that all of you press into My Love. I want to inebriate you in My Goodness 
and saturate every pore with the sweet serum of My Love – the cure for all the ills of this world and 
your ultimate protection from the dark and nefarious ones. 
 
―When I first began these teachings, I was reaching out to the ones who fell between the cracks... The 
rejected, beaten down and misunderstood. 
 
―And, indeed My Bride is wearing My Crown of Scorns and she has cleaved to Me as I anticipated. 
But, now we must reach out to the churched who are held in the clutches of bondage to a system I 
never created. 
 
―Now, many of My generals and lieutenants are captive in the ritual Christian culture. Mind you, I did 
not say simply 'culture'. I love the cultures and the varieties of the whole Earth. I gave to each their 
own unique flavor and purpose on this earth and all are dear to Me. 
 
―I want only to infuse them with My Spirit. Not with social correctness and cover-ups but with 
transparency and honesty, that they too have fallen short of the Glory of God. Not with rules and 
gates, but with Love, seeping from every pore of their being. 
 
―I wish to reach the pastors of the churches that are dying. I want them to see why I have withdrawn 
My miraculous presence. Why people are leaving. Why they are lukewarm and worn out. I want a 
whole new and fresh breeze of My Spirit to permeate the churches and I want to say it will not be 
dependent on your fasting and sacrifices, so stop torquing over this! No, keep it simple. I want, that 
the pastors recognize, why the people leave - they are lukewarm and worn out. 
 
―This is going to be done by Me, My way. You are only guiding the grace I‘ve given you to distribute at 
the proper time. You needn‘t be anything more than you truly are. I want them to see this is not about 
a man and a movement, this is about My Spirit and a movement to come back to My Heart and dwell 
with Me. 
 
―All over the world, confusion reigns as to what I‘m really all about. I want a complete and total end to 
that. No more shall man consider religion. No more shall man stumble in the dark looking for the 
Truth, for I shall take up My residence within Him and He shall know the truth and it shall set Him free. 
 
―I am wanting to put a complete and total end to religion and give all of mankind nothing more than an 
introduction to My Love and the grace I give on a daily basis to keep him walking in My Love and My 
Wisdom. 
 
―For this cause, I need the cooperation of our family. I want them to begin to reach out to their 
brothers and sisters who are still in bondage to a denomination and call them into My arms where I 
wait unconditionally, to shower My Love upon them, that they may emit the fragrance of My Love 
wherever they go. 
 
―These who I am targeting are weary, Clare. So very weary with all the games and posturing in My 
Body. They are looking for a newfound freedom. They sense it is coming, but they don‘t know what it 
looks like. They are like the walking dead in the churches, going through the motions and expected 
routines, yet sick and tired to the core of the emptiness of it all. 
 
―The vitality and life is missing. It has been replaced by form and ritual. And, I am not speaking of the 
liturgical churches alone, not at all. My Pentecostals and Holiness and Nondenominationals are also 
steeped in ritual, but they have been so busy pointing the finger at the liturgical churches they don‘t 
realize they are just as regimented, confined and ritualized as they are.‖ 
 
(Clare) But Lord, a certain kind of form and order are necessary? 
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(Jesus) ―Have you forgotten what I taught you in the 'Wounding Waters series'... Social Status, Fear 
of Intimacy, Love of Money?? These are the norm for the church. It is expected that they 'do business' 
this way. 
 
―I want to break the mold and call them back into My Heart in purity and faithfulness to the example of 
My very life. So, this is the message I have today for My Bride. I am calling you out of man‘s heart and 
into Mine. Pure and simple… literally. I am asking you, My Brides, to begin to excite those in your 
church with what I have touched you with. Transparency, unconditional love, and profound, unheard 
of intimacy with Me…to carry the flame of My Love forward to those who are suffering in bondage to 
systems.‖ 
 
―Go now and proclaim My Love, calling each of the wounded back into My Heart for some serious 
healing.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 91: Shepherds of the Flocks, do you want to know, why 

People leave your Church? 
 
 
July 12, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… ―My Beloved, We have stirred up quite a bit of controversy over this last video and I 
want to make it clear that I never said 'forsake the fellowship of the brethren'. But when the fellowship 
becomes empty and busy-ness or business as usual covers over that emptiness, it is time to make a 
change. 
 
―Many pastors don‘t want to risk change because they are afraid of losing people that like it the way it 
is. This is idolatry and bowing down to men. But, the very thing they are trying to avoid happens 
anyway. The good people that long to go forward with Me become disillusioned and leave. Those who 
are happy in their comfort zone stay. The church slowly dies. This is what I am addressing. 
 
―When people are chosen for leadership in worship and teaching, because they are popular or 
wealthy and respected, there is compromise. If I did not choose them, their ministry will be flat, 
lifeless, tasteless. People will not experience My perceivable presence, hearts will not be opened or 
healed, precious communion with Me will not happen in the service. 
 
―In teachings, the people will not grow because what is taught is safe and without challenges. Don‘t 
you see?? You cannot serve God and man? Haven‘t you seen enough decay and death to be willing 
to take the chance of following My leading? 
 
―There is a strict pecking order in most churches, meant to protect the pastor and staff and keep 
everyone happy. Protecting the pastor, protecting anything, stems from fear – not from the Love of 
God, nor from Love for the sheep. When decisions are made based on the status quo, the anointing is 
squeezed out and what is left is stale bread. The pastor has insulated himself from criticism and 
correction and the sheep have no recourse but to comply or leave. 
 
―Very often families have many ties in the church and leaving is a painful alternative. Besides where 
would they go that would be any better? This is a plague in the Body right now, and people die from 
the plague. 
 
―My answer is that if you are a shepherd and you‘re not leading according to My counsel, you will be 
held accountable for the loss of souls. They may sit in the pews, but when they leave they go right 
back to their sin, because there is no conviction, no interior fire. 
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―When I lead a flock, I address the illnesses. I tend the wounds. Favoritism and politics are forbidden, 
they do not exist in My church. A pastor after My own heart will never yield his office to the pressures 
of the flock. Never. He will walk away and leave them before he will bow to their counsel if it opposes 
Me. 
 
―Shepherds, who are you listening to when you choose worship leaders? Teachers? Intercessors? 
Who are you empowering in growth to serve Me? Where are the ministries that address troubled 
marriages, teens, and the elderly? Are you caring for all the sheep or just the ones with the thickest 
fleece? Are you watching what they feed on or are they going toxic from attractive but poisonous 
plants? Are you correcting and admonishing behaviors that are demoralizing, or are you avoiding 
conflict? 
 
―You see, the sheep see it all. They know where they can slip by you... they know your buttons, your 
avoidances, your favorites, they read you like a book. Many have made My churches social clubs 
where the elite from the world are the leaders in the church because everyone respects their worldly 
achievements. That is everyone… but Me. 
 
―That‘s feeding them moldy hay – that‘s not fresh, vital green grass. Everyone confesses Me, but 
deep down inside they are empty and languishing. They look healthy from the outside but their 
internal organs are rotting. Must they wait for the judgment to find out why they are dead inside? Don‘t 
you know it‘s too late then? 
 
―Your job is to keep the flock healthy. If one has an infestation ,it needs to be isolated and treated, not 
mixed in with the healthy ones, lest the whole flock become sick. So, one of your deacons is 
committing adultery with another deacon‘s wife. You just don‘t want to address it, but it‘s not going 
away – rather the plague is spreading to the other sheep. They know you look the other way, and 
their conscience has become so numb, because you haven‘t addressed what I wanted addressed, 
and things are so far gone and out of whack they‘ve been left vulnerable to the wolves. The pastor is 
sound asleep or pre-occupied with the new building program and the wolves go to work right under 
his nose.‖ 
 
(Clare) As an aside, Family, I am really struggling with this message. I really don‘t like giving 
messages like this, so I keep double checking to see if it truly is Jesus, and He just keeps saying... 
 
(Jesus) ―Just keep writing.‖ 
 
(Clare) Now, after the fourth time of making sure it is Him, tears are rolling down His holy cheeks. 
 
(Jesus) ―Just keep writing Clare, just keep writing.‖ 
 
―You see, you have chosen the worldly to lead. They will inevitably lead everyone right into the world. 
You‘ve won the popularity contest, but you‘ve lost the souls. You have your big sanctuary, but you 
also have trysts going on in the closets. Does this sound preposterous to you? Take your time, take 
your eyes off the new furnishings for the sanctuary and check up on some of your people to see 
where they are, what they are doing. How many times have their spouses called to find out where 
they are? Do a walk about, do something out of the ordinary for your schedule and see what you find.‖ 
 
―I tell you, My churches have become social clubs. The ones that long for Me and are anointed to lead 
men‘s hearts away from the world and into Me, are overlooked because their financial profile just 
doesn‘t measure up. 
 
―That‘s because they have chosen to spend time with Me, rather than Wall Street and clinching deals. 
I have called some of these who are unqualified financially or even educationally, because they have 
My anointing and in My eyes are qualified to lead. They will challenge the comfort zone and succeed. 
They may need adjusting and training up, but their hearts are right before Me and they are docile. 
 
―But, as long as the worldly are in charge of ministries, they will produce worldly results and what 
could have been a truly dynamic Body for Me will be a place to blend in and look good, while 
continuing to sin in their private lives. 
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―When I send you souls that have emerging gifts, do you cultivate them? Or push them back into a 
safe place where they can‘t threaten others in ministry? Do you take time to work with them? Or leave 
them on their own and encourage them to find ministry outside the church. When a worship leader 
who clearly has a problem with jealousy and territorialism, comes to you and down-grades someone 
else who has talent… do you correct them or pander to them? 
 
―Do you cultivate emerging prophetic gifts and bring them into the opportunities and positions I‘ve 
called them to? Or do you discourage them and make excuses for why they can‘t have ministries in 
the church. I could go on and on and on exposing to you why your church is dead. I don‘t care how 
talented or popular the worship leader is – if their heart is not right with Me (notice I said Me, and not 
the wealthy controlling group or relatives) the music will not lead the people into MY presence. It will 
be entertainment, not worship. And you ask Me why people are leaving your church? 
 
―I am telling you this now, before it‘s too late. You must follow Me if you want a healthy church. You 
must preach as I lead you. You must worship in spirit and in truth, not in entertainment. There is very 
little time for you to get your house in order. Are you willing to lose everything to gain Me? Are you 
willing to leave or lose the six figure income and live on the edge of poverty in order to lead My sheep 
into lush green pastures? Really, choose this day who you will serve, because the day is coming 
when the wood, hay and stubble will be devoured by the fire and those who have served their own 
agendas will be standing naked before Me and all the souls they lost. 
 
―Really, I am calling you to upset the apple cart. Let them all fall to the ground and examine each one 
carefully before putting it back in. Remove the rotten apples, the ones who are constantly protecting 
their territory, manipulating and pushing for more influence, gathering others to their side, making their 
clout felt and causing division. You know who they are; they are the ones who cause you to cringe 
when you answer the phone. They are the ones with their own agenda and if you don‘t comply it will 
cost you. 
 
―Stop the cover-ups in the ranks, pull the plug on dead and lifeless programs that are all about being 
seen by men and have no substance or holiness before Me. Tend to the lame, the hurting, those 
pushed aside because their anointing is threatening. May I tell you something? If you have a leader 
who is continually threatened by the anointing of others, you will sow a spirit of jealousy throughout 
the entire congregation. It will spread like a plague and snuff out the newly anointed life I am 
showering upon others. The very source of life and anointing will be snuffed out in every single 
ministry. It is a plague and if you bow once to it, it takes over the whole church. People who are that 
insecure should not be in leadership. A leader is looking for his replacement. His heart is to train up 
and enable – not disable and shove into a dark corner. 
 
―Had you chosen the leaders with the right heart, you wouldn‘t have this mess. Begin here. Let the 
apples fall where they will. Pick up the healthy ones, let the rotten ones take care of themselves. I 
want a shepherd after My own heart – My heart, and no one else‘s. 
 
―I am coming soon. There‘s very little time left. Get your house in order and I will heap blessing after 
blessing after blessing upon you, because you are a shepherd after My own heart.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 92: The Binding Prayer   
 
(Latest Version) 
 
 from January 11, 2018 
 
Use this prayer, whenever it is needed, whenever there is trouble or oppression in the air, every 
morning or just before going into your prayer time. 
 

https://jesus-comes.com/index.php/2018/01/22/bindungs-gebet-gegen-alles-bose-binding-prayer-for-every-evil/
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~~~Begin this examination of your conscience quietly~~~ 
 
Before we go into prayer, it is good to ask Holy Spirit to reveal any misdeeds or neglects, and 
seriously repent asking for strength so we won't repeat them. Then you can go through the list as you 
are repenting and call out the things you know you are guilty of. 
 
I renounce and repent of pride, rebellion, unforgiveness; bitterness, judgment, jealousy; lust, greed, 
disobedience, unbelief, laziness, 
negligence, selfishness, self-pity, self-indulgence & gluttony; anger, depression, despair;, (adultery, 
fornication, impurity) lying and listening to lying accusations against Your character and the promises 
you've made to me. 
 
Oh Lord, you are kind, merciful, faithful and true. I love You. Forgive me, Lord, for having ever 
offended You and my neighbor. Give me strength to sin no more, especially in the hidden places of 
my heart. Lord, please send me a spirit of repentance for those things I have not recognized or 
repented of yet. 
 
I present my contrite spirit to You, Jesus, and call upon your faithfulness and Mercy to forgive my 
sins. Restore and protect that which you wish to do with and through me for others. 
 
Lord, You hear the desire of the poor: Your ear has heard the preparation of our hearts. We cling to 
your promise, "Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see God and He shall dwell in their 
hearts." I confess there is nothing I can do to 'earn' your fellowship, to hear Your precious voice or to 
see Your precious face. No amount of fasting or good works can earn it. I rely solely on Your Mercy. 
 
For as You can see, I am faint of heart and longing for You. As the deer pants for streams of living 
water, so my soul pants for You, O my God. I appeal to Your Mercy, Lord. Please, visit me. 
 
~~Speak This Prayer Directly to the Demons, Out Loud~~ 
In the Name of Jesus, I Bind all practitioners of evil including demons, demon-aliens who come 
against us with their inter-dimensional dark matter weapons and their workers of iniquity, assigned to 
hinder Godliness and God's work in our lives, and those drawn to us in ministry. 
 
In Jesus Name, I bind all demons coming against us with their dark matter weapons who cause: self-
pity, pride, rebellion, opposition, confusion, distraction, sickness & death, tiredness, weakness, lying 
symptoms, doubt and unbelief, false guilt, self-hatred, and bitterness. Restlessness, compulsive 
addictive behavior, anxiety, oppression, anger, depression, despair, and suicide. Incubus and 
succubus demons who cause sexual arousal, lust, adultery, fornication, and impurity. Spiritual 
deafness-dumbness-blindness, fog, fatigue, judgment, condemnation and gossip against ourselves 
and others. Deceiving voices, twisted communication causing misunderstanding. Fear, laziness, 
jealousy, contentiousness. Division, alienation, and all dynamics of Oppression. 
 
In the Name of Jesus, I bind and disable all our enemies and workers of iniquity. All Lying, Beguiling, 
Hindering and Seducing spirits with your backup pools and those who sent you against us, be bound 
in Jesus‘ Name. 
 
I disable every inter-dimensional dark matter force, substance, projection, and all weapons against us, 
with the Blood of Jesus, in His Holy Name. I disable your suggestions, nightmares, lies & devices, In 
Jesus‘ Name, and command you to return to the abyss until He releases you. I expose every lie, I 
break every curse, hex, evil wish, spell, seal, link, restraint, assignment and stronghold in Jesus‘ 
Name. For it is written, ―No weapon formed against us will prosper. 
 
Lord, deliver us from evil, sever the cords of the wicked and fortify a globe of angelic protection 
surrounding us and our property wherever we go. 
 
In the Name of Jesus, I bind and disable all our enemies and workers of iniquity. All lying, beguiling, 
hindering and seducing spirits, with your backup pools, and those who sent you against us – be 
bound, in Jesus‘ Name. 
 
The Blood of Jesus be upon us - The Blood of Jesus be upon us - The Blood of Jesus be upon us 
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We release the glory in Jesus Name, the protection that YWYH sent with His People Israel, with the 
fire in the midst of them wherever they went. 
 
Thank you, Jesus, for the use of Your Name and the power it has over every evil. Please, cover and 
sanctify us, with Your Blood, to be conformed to You in Humility, Charity, Courage and Purity. 
 
I pray Holy Spirit that you would pass over our whole beings, body, soul, and spirit with Your Glory 
and restore faith, purity, wholeness and joy to the places the enemy and our own flesh have defiled. 
 
I forgive and bless those people who have chosen to be our enemies and pray that your love would 
heal and convert them. "Father, forgive them, for they know not what they do." 
 
Immerse us, Lord, in Your Spirit of Gratitude, Worship and Divine Love. Jesus, I trust in You. Jesus, I 
trust in You. Jesus, I trust in You. 
 
Amen 
 
 
 
 

Message 93: Jesus says... You have rejected My Rule, so I'm going to get 

My Bride 
 
 
July 14, 2015 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... Tonight, as I worshipped, I was in the tomb with Jesus – just a real, sweet sorrow 
settled on me, and I‘m sure part of it was all of your lovely prayers. I was in the tomb with Jesus, and I 
was sitting by His right hand, which was crossed over His body in a position of repose. I wept and 
wept, because His rule has been rejected. Men preferred sin and the reign of sin over Our Sweet 
Savior. Oh, Mankind, how could you be so dense, so blind? Oh, how could you?? 
 
As I looked at His face, He looked very much like the picture Ray Downing does of the Lord under the 
Shroud, the profile picture. His face was calm and peaceful, but I thought, ‗Oh God how sad, they 
rejected You: kindness, love, tenderness and truth. Justice, protector of the oppressed... and they 
rejected You. Oh, how could they? How could we?‘ 
 
And, I thought to myself, ‗How many times have I preferred my way over Yours? How many times 
have You waited for me to wake up and see who was entreating me? Little nudges that I wasn‘t 
paying attention to. How many times have I rejected You in the little things and done it my own way?? 
Foolish woman...‘ 
 
And yet, the rejection of Our God is staggering among mankind. Staggering. 
 
As I pondered these things, and that was going on for perhaps 30 minutes, I saw color beginning to 
return to His hand and His whole body. I could see that He was totally restored and He sat up and 
said with firm resolve... 
 
(Jesus) "I'm going to get My Bride, because She wants Me to rule over her." 
 
(Clare) He stood to His feet and kissed me. 
 
(Jesus) "You see, I have struggled and struggled with this generation until they have simply proven 
that they don't want Me. So, now I am skimming the cream off the top. I‘m coming for My Bride, who 
truly longs for Me. Just as I had promised My people, you will not see Me again until you say, 
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"Blessed is He Who comes in the Name of the Lord." This, too, will come to pass, the hard way. The 
way I never ever wanted to ordain." 
 
"My people, you have made your own choices by refusing to listen to the whispers in your hearts. I 
have whispered, I have spoken, I have screamed... "Come back to Me, before it's too late." But in 
vain. So I am leaving you to your own devices. You will see who is evil and who is good. You will no 
longer call good evil and evil good. Rather you will long to see My Face again and long with all your 
hearts to have Me rule over you." 
 
"That's what this is all about, My rule was not sufficient for you, so now you must suffer the 
consequences of your own choices." 
 
"I have no other alternative. You have tied My hands. What can I do but leave you to your own 
devices, your own rule, until you reach the very rock bottom? Yes, it has been well said, ‗I am come in 
my Father's Name, and you received Me not: another shall come in his own name, and him you will 
receive.‘" John 5:43 
 
"Yet a little longer now, and My Bride, you will see Me coming on the clouds. Indeed, the whole world 
will see and the mourning and wailing will reach to the Heavens. I will purify My people, and I will 
return to rule and reign among them. Until then, you will have much to suffer, yet I will be with you, 
because My love for you has never grown cold. No, My heart beats out of My chest for this people. 
How I have longed to caress you, pour oil on your wounds, and grace your feet with fine sandals. Oh, 
how I have longed. Now this most painful prophecy of history must cleanse the land of the filth that 
has filled it, until you proclaim, ‗Blessed is He Who comes in the Name of the Lord.‘" 
 
"Then, I shall take you into My arms and restore you. You will learn My ways and once again be My 
people, My chosen ones to carry forth My Words and My Will to future generations. Until then, My 
people, rend your garments, don your sackcloth, pour ashes over your heads for judgment is coming 
to this land." 
 
(Clare) Now, when the Lord said that, I thought... 'Wow! Are you talking about America?' I mean, 
America and Israel are so closely tied together. 
 
(Jesus) "The nation of Israel abides in this country as well. You have only to look at those who 
dominate to see the vast numbers. Doctors, lawyers, politicians, entertainment. Yes, My people have 
excelled in every office, every profession, excelled in every talent and excelled in debauchery as well. 
No people are without guilt, but those who lead have the most. This has been carefully kept from the 
masses who think they see only a small percentage (of Jews), but in truth they are everywhere, in 
positions of leadership." 
 
"Well, My Love, I am coming now to take My Bride. The one who harkened to the whispers of her 
heart, the one who longs for Me, the one who weeps at My Feet for what I must suffer. Faithful has 
she been flying in the face of success and wealth just to embrace Me. Now I extend My arm to her 
and together we approach the altar where Our Love will be declared for Eternity." 
 
"Lift up your eyes My Beloved ones. Soon, we will embrace and soar to the Celestial City, where your 
reward awaits you. And, for those who must stay behind, I say, Courage. I will be with you. Great will 
your exploits be before man, and great shall be the harvest you reap. I will never leave you or forsake 
you. Rather, I will equip you for this Battle and you shall take plunder for the mighty." 
 
"And, when I return - you shall receive your everlasting reward." 
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Message 94: Jesus calls... Come to Me My Lost & Lonely Ones ... Release 

the old Baggage! 
 
 
July 15, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… ―No good thing will I withhold from those who love Me, according to My purpose for 
their lives. I have not forsaken anyone. People forsake Me. They don‘t trust Me when their prayers 
aren‘t answered according to their advantage, as they see it. This causes so many to fall away from 
Me. They have no concept of how I love them or how infinite My wisdom is. Rather, they blame Me for 
the things that go wrong in their lives, even though it is satan who is the culprit. They come to Me and 
pray that things would be different, but I cannot answer them with what they want, because I see the 
path ahead and I know the road they must travel.‖ 
 
―From time to time, you get atheists who have been jaded by phony Christians, or Christians less than 
perfect…yet when atheists act badly it goes by unnoticed. I wish they would apply the same 
standards to their atheist brothers and sisters that they apply to My children. I wish I could tell them, 
‗My Children aren‘t perfect any more than you are… but they ARE forgiven. And many, many are 
trying to change with My help.‘ You don‘t always see what‘s behind that Christian‘s life. You don‘t see 
what they were like before I got ahold of them.‖ 
 
(Clare) I‘m thinking of myself now, Lord. Whew! not good, not good at all. Selfish, proud, deeply 
entangled in materialism and impressing people. Not able to form deep friendships, give or receive 
love. But, something in me changed, when the Lord got hold of me. It took years for Him to change 
me. But it did change. I‘m not perfect, I still have problems with all those things, but not anything like I 
was living before. 
 
(Jesus) ―Love came into your life. The kind of love you had always dreamed of: a holy, loving 
companion. I came and revealed to you Who I was, indeed. And who you were, to Me. So special, so 
very special. You had never had anyone treat you like that, you had never ever been understood by 
others. You never felt secure in your life until I entered into your heart. You knew beyond a shadow of 
a doubt that I Am God and yet ‗have nothing better‘ to do than hang around with you: guiding you, 
protecting you and teaching you about My kingdom.‖ 
 
―Your church experience was not any better than any of your other experiences – you weren‘t 
accepted there any more than you were accepted in the non-Christian community. But, one thing you 
did have: a personal relationship with Me. You touched the hem of My garment, day after day, and 
through that you survived the bad things that happened to you even at church.‖ 
 
―You see, religion and God bear no resemblance to one another. Religion is a system fostered by 
men to get closer to God. Whereas, I embrace you without the rules and regulations, even without the 
knowledge of My Name. There are those who know Me in their hearts and spirits and follow all I ask 
them to do. Then, someday when the time is ripe, I reveal Myself to them.‖ 
 
―Yet, there are others who have been handled so roughly in their lives, they have no hope of love or of 
being accepted. I must surprise them with My Love. I must take them in a moment they are least 
expecting and shower them with My profound, unconditional love.‖ 
 
―There are many who blame Me for every bad thing that has happened in their lives, because they 
don‘t want to give up their sin. Somewhere, inside their hearts, they hear My voice – but the world and 
its allurements overpower them and they ignore it until it‘s too late.‖ 
 
―I am always calling, always waiting, always with them, wanting to bring healing into their lives. But, 
they must at least be willing to give up sin and receive My Love. The pleasures of the flesh call much 
more loudly than I, so I must wait until the flesh is old and weak. But, even then there is no guarantee 
that the bitterness they are holding onto will allow them to hear Me. So, I allow them to languish in 
nursing homes until I can reach them and bring them Home.‖ 
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―Oh, how sad it is when a soul has closed the door on My Love and has nothing in this world to turn 
to. Alone, abandoned many times through their own fault, they are so convinced of their own personal 
righteousness that there is no room for repentance. All is the fault of others – they were the innocent 
victims. God is to blame for all.‖ 
 
―Clare, I want you to love the unlovable. Go out of your way for those who have rejected Me. Be My 
hands, My feet, My mouth and My ears. At least in that final moment, I can reason with them. I can 
remind them of your kindness, even when they didn‘t deserve it. This, many times, is the very last 
straw on their resistance and they break…a flood of tears, a deep knowledge of their sins and an 
even greater knowledge of how enormously special they are to Me…so special, that I endured torture 
to bring them to Heaven with Me forever. I treasure them, I love them and I embrace them, never to 
part.‖ 
 
―These are the days when many souls will be rescued in this way. That is why I am constantly 
admonishing you to love the unlovable. They are the most destitute of all, even and especially those 
who have known wealth.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, You are blamed for all the terrible things the Israelites were commanded to do. Few 
seem to care to find out why You did what You did, when you ordered the armies to murder men, 
women and children and just totally wipe out a town. People don‘t understand that, and that‘s why 
they see You as being too harsh, a terrible God.‖ 
 
(Jesus) ―They did not hear the terrifying, heart-rending screams of infants, when they were laid in red-
hot, metal bowls and sacrificed to Moloch. They did not see the perversion the people had with the 
animals – not even the animals could escape their wickedness. They did not see the mating rituals 
with demons, who impregnated them with evil and demonic powers.‖ 
 
―Little has been understood down through the ages as to why My people had to destroy every living 
thing. Yet, My Word is not lacking in explanations. I make it clear that the wickedness was beyond 
repair. And now, you are approaching the Days of Noah, as it was in the Days of Noah. Yes, every 
perversion and wickedness will be allowed by law. Fondling young children, sex with animals, men 
with men and women with women – all of it is coming, just as surely as I Am. It is here, but still 
shunned. Not for long. The laws that have been signed and are in the works will make every 
detestable practice more legal than pornography. Now there will be no age limits – all may come and 
see and try it for themselves. After all, it brings pleasure, and pleasure is your right and your 
freedom.‖ 
 
―I am calling to you, My Children, My wayward ones. Forsake your loneliness. Forsake the lies, the 
darkness, the confusion. Come. Come to Me, all who are weary and heavy laden. You will find rest for 
your soul and unconditional love for your heart. I will never turn you away. I will never forsake you – 
rather, your life shall grow brighter and brighter, going from glory to glory. I am not a man, that I 
should lie. I have good in store for you, not evil. I have gifts and talents for you, things you‘ve longed 
to do. Who do you suppose put that longing in you? Now I want to bring fulfillment and happiness to 
your life.‖ 
 
―Your sins have only brought you grief and disappointment. It‘s time to make a change, time to 
release all the old baggage and start anew... fresh, born again.‖ 
 
―I am calling to you, My lost ones. Come to Me. I will embrace you and ring you round with songs of 
gladness and thanksgiving for returning to the very womb that bore you. Yes, I will dress you in fine 
linen and place a ring upon your finger, sandals upon your feet and we shall walk together as one. 
Just tell Me you are tired of being hurt. Tired of hurting others. That you are sorry for the sinful things 
you have done. Ask My forgiveness – then hand over your life to Me. I will cherish you. I will lead and 
guide you. I will never forsake you. I will lead you by the hand into Eternal Joy in My Father‘s Kingdom 
in Heaven, forever.‖ 
 
Say this from your heart... ‗Jesus, forgive me, I give you my life. Teach me, lead me, never ever 
depart from me.‘ 
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Message 95: Jesus says... You are My last Resort! Go & Baptize them in 

My Love 
 
 
July 16, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… ―Do what you can in regards to fasting. Don‘t come under condemnation for a piece of 
pie. I know your body‘s chemistry right now better than you do and I‘m not putting any restraints on 
you other than to love, first. That doesn‘t mean ignore the posts in the morning, it means pay close 
attention to the promptings of Holy Spirit, and always do what He wants, in His order.‖ 
 
―The devils will use every little thing to cause disillusionment, discouragement, especially in yourself. 
Condemnation, to cause you to be less effective. For instance, when you come under condemnation, 
and you take the bait, the enemy will tell you, ‗No use to pray now – you just blew it and God won‘t 
hear your prayer‘. Like He would have, had you persevered in prayer…‖ 
 
―Lies and half-truths. I appreciate your fast offerings, but I also know your limits better than you do. 
And when the enemy inspires you to go further into a fast offering than you can handle with My grace, 
he will wait for you to fall and then slap you down with condemnation, making you want to abandon 
your prayers – because, after all… you failed and they‘ve become worthless. May I say, your prayers 
are NEVER worthless in these situations? Well, they are not. So, don‘t allow the enemy to lie to you.‖ 
 
―I am so much more concerned about your love for your brother than I am about any fast offering. 
Many have fooled themselves by taking on extraordinary fasts, and yet treating their brother with 
contempt. Their fasts were worthless. That is nothing but a show of pride in what they can achieve 
and how spiritual they are, when in fact, ‗I never knew them.'‖ 
 
―Not every one that says to Me... 'LORD, LORD!' shall enter into the kingdom of heaven; but he that 
does the will of My Father in heaven. Many will say to Me in that day... 'Lord, Lord, have we not 
prophesied in Your Name? And cast out devils in Your Name? And done many mighty works in Your 
Name? And then I shall declare to them... 'I never knew you, depart from Me, you that work 
lawlessness.' (Matthew 7:21-23) 
 
―For I was hungry, and you gave me no food, I was thirsty and you gave Me no drink... I was a 
stranger, and you didn‘t take Me in, I was naked, and you did not clothe Me, I was sick and in prison, 
and you did not visit Me. (Matthew 25:42-43) 
 
―Do not be full of judgement because others cannot fast as you do. For I have come to find fruit on My 
tree and found none. I looked for charity, humility, pure motive and found pride, arrogance and 
judgement.‖ 
 
―See to yourself that you pass by no opportunity to do a kindness to one who is in need. Comfort the 
destitute, the mourning, the rejected and you will call to Me and I will swiftly manifest at your side. Try 
this My Brides, My Children – see if you do not experience a deep shift in your hearts from a Religious 
spirit to a ‗Jesus‘ spirit. Yes, I said it – a ‗Jesus‘ spirit.‖ 
 
―Meek, humble, serving, slow to anger, always serving. For those who had eyes to see, it was not the 
spectacular miracles alone that brought conviction. It was My love. That I would descend from 
Heaven to wash feet and make the sick whole – that was spectacular in nature. God among us.‖ 
 
―Now I have imparted these gifts to you, but many do not understand their true nature... ‗God among 
us and they will know that we are Christians by our love.‘‖ 
 
―I am telling you these things for your own good. Don‘t be so concerned about prophecy and what will 
occur next. Be more concerned about tending to Me within you, and doing as I would do in everyday 
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situations. That is far more important to you and the Kingdom right now than knowledge of the future 
or what is soon to pass. When you are taken from this Earth, it is those things that you did in love that 
will determine your eternity. So you see, in this moment I am instructing you on the most important 
thing you can do in this life.‖ 
 
―Your love is going to bring conversions. Your love is going to open hearts. Your love is going to bring 
conviction. Your love is going to disarm… in short, your love is what is preparing the way for Me in 
this moment. Sinners have heard enough fire and brimstone to last them a lifetime. What they have 
missed about Me, and why they have not come to Me, is My love for them.‖ 
 
―You are My last resort, you are ambassadors of love and mercy. Without you, I can do little. They 
must have evidence that I, living in My people, make them different. What good are the prophetic 
dreams I send the Muslim people, if they never see love in action from those who profess to be 
Christians? But truly, it is the blood of martyrs unjustly slain, whose last words were ‗Forgive them 
Father, they know not what they do.‘ that brings searing conviction and proof of a ‗Jesus Spirit.‘‖ 
 
―You will see that there was only one group I was harsh with and it wasn‘t the prostitutes and tax 
collectors. They needed to feel My Love, not My wrath.‖ 
 
―So, now I give you My mandate... go out and make disciples of all men, baptize them in My Love and 
they will run to be baptized into the Kingdom.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 96: Jesus says… Allow Me to take the Helm... Stop sinning & 

Grasp the Rope of Grace 
 
 
July 17, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) The Lord bless you, Youtube Family. This has been an interesting week – I‘ve been doing a 
lot of things around the house, and kinda getting things in order because I had permission to, 
including the yard and all of that. And, I guess I‘ve kinda gotten into 'nesting'. It‘s gotten to the point 
where it‘s starting to distract me, and pull me away from the Lord. I really, really need to bring it to a 
close. Jesus had addressed that first thing, as I was rather lamenting to Him. 
 
Jesus began... ―I know how you are feeling. These are warning signs that you need to call a halt soon. 
Do what you can this week, then refocus with all your heart on Me, My precious Angel. You will 
recover and recuperate – just get it done now.‖ 
 
(Clare) And then I addressed what‘s been on my mind pretty constantly for the last two days. Lord, 
everyone is asking about Jade Helm and especially me. Oh, You know how bad my curiosity is! 
 
(Jesus) ―I know how much I love you and steer you away from curiosities. Listen, My Love. You will 
know what you need to know when you need to know it.‖ 
 
(Clare) That sounds like a circular answer. 
 
(Jesus) ―That‘s correct, it leads right back to Me. Your focus must be on Me constantly. Not only is 
there misinformation out there, but demons of fear and intrigue that want to steal your attention away 
from Me and onto fear and useless fretting. I want your head in the clouds… is that clear?‖ 
 
(Clare) No, Lord, it‘s cloudy…. 
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(Jesus) ―Very funny… No, seriously, I want you about My business and not about the business of the 
world. Over and over again I have told you this. I know it‘s painful, I know your curiosity is burning you 
up, but if you put it to death it will leave you alone.‖ 
 
(Clare) Are You sure Lord, I mean, everyday it grows stronger. 
 
(Jesus) ―That‘s because you let it. You feed it. I have promised you, you will know what you need to 
know when you need to know it. Until then, I want you to proceed like you don‘t have a care in the 
world but being about My business. Can you do that for Me, Beloved? Please?‖ 
 
(Clare) I know You are giving me the Grace. I need it. By Your Grace Lord, I can do it. 
 
(Jesus) ―What people want to know is how to protect themselves… that‘s My job. Their job is to keep 
their eyes on Me, and because they do, because they honor Me with all their hearts, I will rescue 
them. Because he loves me, I will rescue him; I will protect him, for he acknowledges My Name. 
(Psalm 91) 
 
―In the meantime, there are suffering souls that need the light to shine on their darkness so they may 
be lifted up to Me. Many are the sufferings of the lost and My heart is to bring them salvation from 
their enemies, and from themselves. 
 
―Deep and dark is the pit they have dug for themselves. As the saying goes, ‗If you want to get out of 
the pit, stop digging‘. I say stop sinning and take hold of the rope of Grace. I am lowering it now into 
your life. Come forth out of this pit, this deep darkness and let the sun shine all around you. 
 
―I have a new life in Me to give you. This life will be full of gifts and challenges, but it will not be 
fruitless as your former lives have been. No, this life will bring you the peace you have never had, a 
sense of purpose, a sense of destiny that speaks to the very core of your being. Yes, I have waited for 
you. I have waited, holding all these gifts for that special day when you will forsake yourself, and 
come to Me. 
 
―You have nothing to fear. All you have ever wanted is waiting for you in this new life. Yes, you will 
have to undergo preparation, but nothing will be in vain, as were the things in your former life. Even 
though you learned what not to do, still there was a sense of futility and lost-ness. 
 
―Not so anymore. You will belong to Me and be My own special possession. Mine to love and to hold 
and to care for as I mold you into the glorious creation I meant you to be. Things you have struggled 
with will fall away, things you have longed for will embrace you. 
 
―Do not be afraid to lay your life down for Me. I am your safety and your refuge. I will turn everything 
you ever experienced in your life around for the good. You will see that even when you thought I had 
abandoned you, even when you thought I didn‘t exist, still I was with you through it all. You will reflect 
on all the times I called to you and you walked away. Yes, there were many, many, many times I tried 
to get your attention. You walked away, and I waited, knowing that someday you would give up on 
yourself and embrace Me and I would shower My Love on you.‖ 
 
―So, here we are again, and you sense that it is imperative that you finally receive Me into your life. 
And yes, it is imperative. You will not be able to navigate the rough waters ahead, but I will. Allow Me 
to take the helm as we dodge the reefs and the sharks. Let Me bring you to the safe haven I have 
planned for you. Your journey may be long, but you will see that it was so worth it in the end. You will 
find that your life has become brighter than noon day and you‘ll wonder why you waited so long to 
come to Me. 
 
―Eye has not seen, ear has not heard the wonders I have prepared for you. We are going to do this 
together. You will never again walk alone. I will teach you how to grasp My hand in every situation 
and when you can‘t reach out to Me, I will lift you up into my arms and carry you. You see, I have 
planned this from the very day you were conceived. I began making preparations for your 
Homecoming that very day. I knew you would stray and be taken captive by the enemy, so I planned 
the sortie that would rescue you from his hands. 
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―I have also woven beautiful garments of righteousness for you. You will be clothed in grace and 
beauty, and from within you will shine as the dawning sun. Oh yes, I have wonderful things in store for 
you. Once we begin walking on this path, you will never want to return to your former life. You will see 
how wretched and dreary it was and you‘ll want nothing to do with it. 
 
―Besides, you will be so taken up in your new life you won‘t have time for the past. I will wash you so 
clean that nothing of your former life will cling to you. No, each day you will bathe in My grace and all 
those things will fall away. Yes, even the scales on your eyes, they are coming off – you are going to 
see the world with eyes of wonder. Everywhere you look, the freshness of the dawning day will 
surround you. 
 
―Come now, take My hands. Let Me look deeply into your eyes. There is no more shame in you, do 
you understand? I have taken all that was shameful and nailed it to the cross. By My Blood you are all 
beauty within and now we will step forward together and lay the foundation on the immovable Rock of 
My Love. Pillars of righteousness, wisdom, purity, worship and praise will rise to support the roof of 
humility that will forever protect your life within. 
 
―Each day, living waters will flow freely from within and go out into the world to quench the thirst of 
others who are still captive in their pits. I will teach you the ways of love and you will be My 
Ambassador of Love to a hurting world. Now that we have established your new life in Me, I wish for 
you to rest. Yes, rest. Your life is hidden in Me now. 
 
―No more striving. Striving to become holy, striving to accomplish, striving to produce, striving to 
impress… No, that is over now. All shall be done by Me, through you. Wait for Me to move. Catch the 
wind of My Spirit. Flow with My leadings… I am at the helm, My Spirit powers the sails, together we 
will live this new life, together we will finally arrive at Our final destination – the very shores of Eternal 
Life.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 97: Jesus says…  My Brides, when I see the Unsaved 

languishing, My Heart aches for them 
 
 
July 18, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... ―Well, I see we have impatient Brides looking for some new words.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, can you blame them? 
 
(Jesus) ―No, of course not. But those who are so impatient still have not put into full practice what I‘ve 
asked of them. So, they come back at you as if you were the source. As if you had any say in what 
comes from Me. Well, you don‘t. And I wish for all of them to take My words more seriously. Those 
who accept you are accepting Me, and that goes for the messages as well. Just a gentle rebuke, My 
Brides.‖ 
 
(Clare) What He‘s talking about here is that a couple of folks have expressed their ‗boredom‘ with the 
last message – nothing new, you know. I even was in that place, where I thought, ‗Well, this message 
is kinda flat‘…or kinda repetitive, or whatever. I confess: I was in that spot, too. And so the Lord is 
giving us clarification of what‘s going on with Him, and why the last message was as it was. 
 
(Jesus) ―The church is ever looking for another sign, another prophetic word. Do you know, that‘s a 
sign of spiritual boredom? Lukewarmness? Yes, it is. Your relationship with Me should be so vibrant, 
so exciting to you, that My presence is all you seek.‖ 
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(Clare) Oh, Jesus…they‘re going to love me for this… 
 
(Jesus) ―Do you care?‖ 
 
(Clare) I thought about it for a minute, and I thought in a sense I do…but in the ultimate sense, no. I 
don‘t care. I only care about being faithful to what He wants me to say. 
 
(Jesus) ―Clare, I‘m not a man, that you can put words in My mouth. I want more maturity from My 
waiting Bride. I want more depths of understanding. You are not here to entertain them. You are here 
to expose My heart to them. When I see the unsaved languishing, My heart aches. I want so badly to 
comfort them. Should I speak, so as to console My Bride? Or reach out to those who are perishing. 
Truly, Children – where are you coming from? Is this channel just for you? Or for the lost as well? For 
all – no matter what their status or understanding. 
 
―When you see Me tenderly reach out for those who don‘t know Me, back Me up! In Heaven you‘ll be 
trained further to reach souls. This IS the work I have for you. This IS My daily preoccupation, that 
NONE should be lost. Back Me up, My Bride. Pray for those who visit this channel, that they will invite 
Me into their hearts and give Me their very lives. Oh, how I so desire they would come to Me. My 
heart burns with longing to comfort and console them. To heal their lethal wounds, and shed light on 
the suffocating darkness they walk in. 
 
―Let them see that your heart is for them, too, by the generosity of your remarks and prayers. Let 
them know, that you care not for just yourself, but for them, too. That is a major problem with My 
Church – enough people don‘t really care. They don‘t care to go out of their way for those who have 
yet to find their way. 
 
―Come with Me in this, beloved ones. We‘re walking in times of obtuse darkness. So many languish, 
because they have not witnessed My love. They know all the things they are doing wrong – satan has 
bombarded them with their sins and worthlessness, so they dare not approach Me. We need to 
present to them the other side of Me, through you, who daily receive generous doses of My Love. 
 
―Don‘t recoil because I‘ve corrected you. I chasten those I love. I‘m molding you into perfect charity 
and self- sacrifice – even in the messages I give you. We are on the last leg of our journey together. 
This is your last opportunity to harvest with Me. Give it your generous all. Show those who do not 
know Me the side you know so well, and convince them of My goodness.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord – this message seems so repetitive. 
 
(Jesus) ―It bears repeating until it is put into practice. Actually, I‘m giving all a warm invitation to spot 
the survivors who are barely hanging on, those who‘ve been crippled so badly in this life that they see 
no hope. You, My Brides, have walked with Me long enough to know that hope. Some of you have 
been beacons of charity, rushing to the side of every wounded soul, spreading the fragrance of My 
Love. To you, I say – truly, you have brought Me joy and repaired the damage done by so many 
remarks of indifference from those who bear My Name. 
 
―You who are weary and impatient – come into My presence and worship. Allow your heart to meld 
with Mine. Allow Me to refill you. It doesn‘t matter if you don‘t see Me. What matters is that you came 
to Me and I‘m there with you, filling you with generous rivers of Grace, that you may go out to a thirsty 
and languishing world. 
 
―Do you know that there are actually some on this channel who have given their lives to Me, because 
they have listened to your conversations, and been edified and inspired to approach Me? And after 
you prepared their hearts, I indeed came to them. Just by this small, insignificant act you have 
brought them safely into the harbor of salvation. 
 
(Jackie) Here Jesus speaks of Clare's Channel. We have the comments not activated in our channel, 
but we have a communication platform with the name 'HeavenTalk for Heartdwellers', where you can 
communicate with your brothers and sisters. 
 

https://heaventalk.jesus-comes.com/
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(Jesus) ―Souls do not need to be pounded into the ground with Scriptures. They are already face-
down in the dirt, hating themselves, and so loaded down with years of condemnation, they really don‘t 
believe anyone could ever love them. No, they need you to rush to their side, lift them up, help them 
stand, dust them off, and like the good Samaritan, clean their wounds with the finest salve and carry 
them in your prayers -just as surely as the donkey carried them to the inn, where they could be fed 
and recuperate. That‘s the response I‘m longing to see on this channel, for those who come here 
wounded and sin sick. 
 
―You have only to ask, and I will give you My heart for them. I will equip you with that costly salve, 
made from My own body and blood. Their wounds will heal, and they will in turn succor others. This is 
how the Kingdom of God comes: one, by one, by one. It‘s the little things that matter most. The 
seemingly insignificant response to a post that reveals the true Presence of the One True God who is 
Love. 
 
―Well done, My good and faithful servants. Well done, for all the times you‘ve revealed Me to others. 
You have no idea the fruit you have waiting for you in Heaven. Those little acts of kindness were 
nourishing drops of water in a dry and barren wasteland. You have witnessed first-hand the wasteland 
on the internet... the bickering, jealousy, down-grading, deprecating remarks and assertiveness of 
those who thrive on strife. Do not be a part of contentiousness – that is not My spirit at work. That is 
the enemy, turning souls from love to bitterness, turning the attention from My spirit towards the spirit 
of the world. Knowledge puffs up. Charity edifies. Rather, draw others out of the hostile climate into 
the oasis of your love. 
 
―Yes, indeed. You carry within you an oasis, and I am never absent from you, but am faithful to give 
you an anointed word in season. 
 
―So. There you have My Word for you in this torturous time of waiting. Minister to those who are 
languishing, and be a generous example of My love and patience. You open the way for Me. Just as it 
is written... 'Prepare the way of the Lord.'‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 98: Jesus explains... The Aftermath of Tragedies & The 

unpardonable Sin...To blaspheme the Holy Spirit 
 
 
July 20, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
The Lord began the message with one word… ―Aftermath.‖ 
 
(Clare) Here He's talking about the aftermath of the bombing of America. 
 
(Jesus) ―People will be so hungry for order and restoration they won‘t be thinking about what they are 
signing into. Desperation will be everywhere, every nook and cranny, every hidden place, out in the 
open, roaming the streets, knocking on doors. They will be like dead men: blank stares, unbelief, 
suicidal… many, many suicides. 
 
―Do you see why I am so reluctant about this? Children crying in the streets for their parents. Mothers, 
screaming for their little ones. Hopelessness everywhere.‖ 
 
―When order comes to town, people will be so traumatized they will not be paying attention to what 
they are doing. Some will sign on without knowing what they did. Others will be gone to places they 
have prepared for such a time as this. There will be My ministers tending to the broken. Yes, just like 
the vision you had years ago. 
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―Plagues will break out. Some manmade, some from lack of cleanliness and proximity to sick animals. 
Yes, even the animals will be reduced to shock. That is when CERN will do its best to cause rioting 
and mass slaughter of innocent civilians. This is the worst case scenario. 
 
―But, there will be those who will stand and minister, pray for healing, raise the dead. Yes, I shall do 
mighty exploits through my servants. Food will come from 'nowhere'. Hospitals will be emptied, 
plagues will be stopped, all in My Name.‖ 
 
―I know some are experiencing difficulties with My Name. They have got to mean it and demand that 
the demons flee at My Name. The angels will step in and forcefully take those who do not obey the 
use of My Name. But, you must all have a personal relationship with Me. You must all ‗know‘ Me in 
the sense of having a deep communion, understanding, assuredness of Who I Am. When you speak 
in total faith with conviction, they absolutely must flee. You need to see them as well. I will reveal 
them to you, but you must look for them and speak directly to them, demanding obedience to My 
Name. 
 
―This is the issue with why it hasn‘t worked... not enough faith in Who I Am and concentration until the 
entity obeys. In the military, obedience immediately is demanded. And, so it is with the spiritual forces 
of darkness – you must demand obedience. And, as I said, if they try to ignore My Name, the angels 
will forcefully remove them.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, I know Heidi sang over the plague victims and they all recovered, not one died and she 
did not get sick. 
 
(Jesus) ―That‘s correct – the faith of that woman is great! Her compassion is great. Singing is a 
powerful tool to overcome any plague or disorder. There are demons behind these plagues, 
principalities that move about on assignment to bring in the deadly sickness. Truly these diseases 
have demons behind them. They can be stopped, they can be spoken to. 
 
―Death can be stopped, life can be restored, especially praying in tongues. When I pray through you, 
there is no force on the Earth below or heavens above that can resist My intercession before the 
Father. It is done, finished. This is why tongues are so forcefully denounced. 
 
―As you know, the more truth and power to something, the more it is opposed and accused as being 
demonic, and from the devil.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, is that the unpardonable sin? 
 
(Jesus) ―Indeed it is. There will be a stain on their garment that cannot be removed. There is a 
difference between malicious speech and ignorance. Those who knew My Spirit, and still took it upon 
themselves to denounce My Spirit… unless they repent, they will not go to Heaven. Repentance has 
to be complete, contrition must flow from the very core of their being for what they did to Me and to 
the people I could have brought into the Kingdom had they not denounced me. 
 
―If they do not repent, they will not enter Heaven. If they do repent, they will enter Heaven with a stain 
on their garment.‖ 
 
(Clare) I saw a full length white garment with a cincture around the waist. There was a long, faded 
stain from the waist to the floor about 12 inches wide, on the right side of their body. It looked like 
something much more intense in color that had been removed, but there was still a vestige of it. I am 
thinking perhaps blood from the wound in His side, the Lord‘s innocent blood because this is how He 
talks about slander, shedding innocent blood. 
 
(Jesus) ―Truly, that was My Blood from My punctured heart – that stain will remain for eternity. I have 
warned those on Youtube to be very cautious with their mouth, their heart, their motives. I have 
warned numerous times. Some have not heeded My warning – I am hoping for contrition from them. If 
they do not repent, they will not enter Heaven.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh, My God…how terrible, just for denouncing the work of Your Spirit? 
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(Jesus) ―That‘s right. If they know My Spirit and they know in their hearts that I am at work in a vessel 
or movement and they still denounce Me, unless they repent thoroughly, they cannot enter Heaven – 
they have sealed their place in Hell. This is what the Pharisees did. Many later repented, many did 
not. You see, Clare, I have no choice. They denounced Me and did not repent. 
 
―Rebellion cannot enter Heaven. There is a place set apart for the rebellious – it‘s called Hell. This is 
why I ask you to pray for your enemies. If My Spirit is moving through you, and they know it‘s My 
Spirit, but insist on accusing My Spirit as evil and the devil, they have committed the unpardonable 
sin.‖ 
 
―If they come to their senses before they die, and confess their sin, they will be allowed in Heaven but 
never have a totally clean garment. It will be forever stained. Pray for your enemies, and never let an 
evil remark about one of My servants pass by your ears without rebuking it. Do not be a partaker in 
this sin. Rebuke it. 
 
―There are many with loose lips, they throw words around like a sprinkler throws water. They have no 
discernment, they have no idea what they are saying. For them, it is not the unpardonable sin, 
because they are without knowledge or understanding of Who My Spirit is. He is SO pure, Clare. So 
very easily offended and yet purer than the finest molten gold. To assign Him wickedness, after 
having known the sweetness that He is, is unpardonable. 
 
―When one is prone to jealousy, bitterness, hatred. When one is manipulating and grasping for 
recognition and power. And they have known Me, but cast caution to the wind because they are so 
eaten up with jealousy… I warn them sternly to reform their heart right there and then. If they persist 
in that hardness, I punish them. I remove My covering and give the demons permission. I give them 
three warnings. 
 
―If they do not repent, but persist in their attitude and speak against My Holy Spirit, calling good – evil: 
that is the Unpardonable Sin. Their only hope for salvation is a deep and complete repentance, but 
their garment of salvation will be marked for eternity.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh Lord, a lot of people were wanting to know about this. 
 
(Jesus) ―And, that is precisely why I am speaking on it now. I have heard their prayers. Is it possible to 
go to Heaven after committing that sin? The answer is YES, it is. 
 
―But the conditions I explained above must all be met for the person to have committed the sin. If they 
are ignorant and have a mouth like a sprinkler, they are not culpable, although I do give them a strong 
check in the spirit, none the less. Even if they are not believers, they will feel guilt on a deep level. 
That‘s the beginning of a properly formed conscience. They will reflect on that feeling, it will be 
bothersome, even though they are not quite sure why.‖ 
 
―My love, I want you to take people a little more seriously … please. I will reveal to you who is sincere 
and who is just using you. But, you do your best with each one until I reveal their heart to you. 
 
―And to you, My Youtube children… Do your utmost to present yourself approved to God, a worker 
who does not need to be ashamed, rightly handling the Word of Truth. But keep away from profane, 
empty babblings, for they go on to more wickedness, and their word shall eat its way like cancer. The 
Lord knows those who are His. Everyone who confesses the Name of the Lord must turn away from 
wickedness. (2 Timothy 2:15-17, 19) 
 
―But in a large house there are not only vessels of gold and silver, but also of wood and clay, some 
unto value and some unto no value. If then, anyone cleanses himself from these, he shall be a vessel 
unto value, having been holy, of good use to the Lord, having been prepared for every good work. 
And flee from the lusts of youth, but pursue righteousness, belief, love and peace with those calling 
on the Lord out of a clean heart. But refuse foolish and stupid questions, knowing that they breed 
quarrels. And a servant of the Lord should not quarrel but be gentle towards all, able to teach, and 
patient when wronged, in meekness instructing those who are in opposition, lest somehow God gives 
them repentance unto a thorough knowledge of the truth, and they come to their senses, out of the 
snare of the devil, having been taken captive by him to do his desire. (2. Timothy 2:20-26) 
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(Clare) This passage of Scripture describes everything He‘s been talking about. And, this thing with 
Jealousy and maligning the Holy Spirit - He even mentions that – 'they‘ll come to their senses and 
escape from the trap of the devil.' This is his trap... He has taken them captive to do his will. The 
devil‘s will is to denounce something that is from the Holy Spirit. And He gets two kicks out of that. 
One is... he brings down the minister in the eyes of the people. The other is... he derails the people 
from learning from that minister, because they‘re scandalized. So, that‘s taking people captive to do 
his will. 
 
(Jesus) ―You have taught them much of what I have given you. Some are putting it into practice. 
Others are lazy and just want answers. I say to them: seek Me and I will give you answers, but you 
must seek Me with all your heart. I‘m not an easy catch. To those who do not yet know Me, yes, I am 
tender and close at hand. To those who have known me for quite some time, but are not seeking Me 
vigilantly, this shows Me a lack of serious concern on your part, laziness and disrespect. This 
resembles the servant who had one talent and went and buried it. 
 
―To the Assembly of Laodicea... I advise you to buy from Me gold refined in the fire, so that you 
become rich, and white garments, so that you become dressed, so that the shame of your nakedness 
might not be shown, and anoint your eyes with ointment, so that you see. As many as I love, I reprove 
and discipline. So be ardent and repent. (Revelation 3:18-19) 
 
―You have taught them how to fish, now I want to see their catch. Come to Me, My Brides, and seek 
answers from Me. There is nothing wrong with using your Bible as an oracle. Try Me in this, and I will 
prove to you that this is acceptable and even virtuous. But, along with this, you must have a 
commitment to renounce yourself in all things or you will not understand, or care to understand what I 
am showing to you. 
 
―It is a true saying that a man will only recognize a problem that he is willing to do something about. If 
he is lazy or rebellious, he will declare that he could not understand the answer and is not willing to 
work any harder at it. But, for those of you who press in, you I will reward with understanding. If any of 
you lack wisdom, come to Me and I will anoint your understanding to coincide with Mine. That is 
wisdom. 
 
―Well, I think I have given you all enough to think on. My blessing is upon you who diligently seek My 
Truth in all things. And, for those who are still standing around and not working out their salvation with 
fear and trembling, I say to you... I am coming and there will be weeping and wailing for those who did 
not take their election seriously. Repent and I will bless your every effort. I love you all tenderly. Make 
Me proud. Use what you have learned.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 99: Jesus says... Violate your Comfort Zone! Break free of that 

Pharisee Leash & A Warning to My People 
 
 
July 25, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… ―A little humility goes a long way. But, don‘t condemn yourself. That accomplishes 
nothing but demoralization. You get enough of that on a daily basis from the world. And yes, this is for 
everybody: don‘t get down on yourself when you make poor choices. I am right there with you, with 
My arm around you, saying, ‗Come on. Let‘s try again.‘ That‘s all it means to Me – very simply, a 
lesson learned now; in the future we‘ll make better choices together.‖ 
 
―The devils are opportunists, as I have told you before, so don‘t give them opportunity. Get up and 
keep going. Many times they have set you up anyway…just to see if you‘ll fall for it. After a few times, 
you begin to get the picture and stop falling for it.‖ 
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―I want to give all of you an encouraging word tonight. Rome wasn‘t built in a day, and neither were 
My saints. So, don‘t push yourselves excessively, beyond what you can feel is My desire.‖ 
 
―All of you have made progress with what I‘ve been giving Clare. Some of you have made spectacular 
progress, especially those who do not have to fight against the formation you got from people with 
religious spirits.‖ 
 
―When I say religious spirit, I don‘t mean Catholic or Liturgical churches – I mean believers with an 
extremely staunch, hardline and narrow viewpoint. Those who stopped learning years ago and are 
still defending and repeating the same litanies over doctrine, rules and ways of living and worship that 
were passed onto them.‖ 
 
―I have done many things out of the ordinary that have come under serious condemnation from those 
whose comfort zone feels violated by My Holy Spirit‘s new way of moving. It is so easy to defend what 
you‘ve been taught and condemn what you‘ve never personally experienced. What I want to tell you 
tonight is that ‗You will know them by their fruits.‘‖ 
 
―Going to Heidi Baker. She was a hungry woman. She worked in a dried up and barren mission field 
with very little fruit to show for her labors… which ,by the way, were in keeping with what she had 
been taught growing up and at the university level. She followed the conservative way –and it led 
nowhere. After years of that, she was left hungry and aching, asking so many ‗why‘ questions. She 
loved the people and she loved Me and she knew, just knew, there had to be something more.‖ 
 
―When you‘ve tried everything in your sphere of knowledge and nothing brings results, you get 
desperate. She was desperate and willing to try something that could result in her losing her funding. 
She was in love with Me and with the people and was desperate to touch them deeply – to see real 
miracles, signs and wonders resulting in conversion. Mass conversions. So, she went out on a limb 
and her support sawed it off.‖ 
 
―But, when she went back to the mission field with the new anointing she gained at the Airport, I 
struck her with the greatest move of God ever on the African continent. That‘s saying a lot. That‘s 
fruit. ‗You will know them by their fruits.‘‖ 
 
―When I incarnated, I deliberately looked foolish: born to a lowly carpenter, raised up in poverty in one 
of the lowliest vocations of the day. I did this deliberately, because I wanted to be recognized by My 
Spirit, not My wealth. I could have made a grand entrance, impressing even the rulers of the day, but I 
came for those who were desperate, just like Heidi. The ones that were trampled on every day by the 
ruthless Romans, not the ones taking their ease in palaces by oppressing the poor. And, there was 
only one way I could be recognized: by My fruit. Lives were changed, new traditions were instituted, 
the seriously ill were healed, the lame walked, the blind could see. This is what I mean by fruit.‖ 
 
―If your discernment cannot operate out of your comfort zone, you‘re going to have problems. In fact, 
satan relies on that flaw in your understanding and will exploit it for all it‘s worth. For instance, if one 
day the news should announce that the Messiah is coming, and he makes a grand entrance – 
approximating the supernatural. And every eye should see him, because the news cameras will see 
to it – and he makes world peace after a time of destruction and promises everyone prosperity, 
emptying money into the pockets of the masses… all of this would fit the comfort zones of those who 
maintain their thinking inside the comfort zones society has provided for them. They would fall for this 
false messiah in a heartbeat.‖ 
 
―In the meantime, the Christians with discernment would be mercilessly persecuted, homes and 
children taken from them, put into jails and executed as dissenters. Those whose comfort zones had 
been pandered to would applaud such moves and call all Christians trouble makers. I do not wish for 
you, My People, to be fooled by anyone. I am warning you now: there will be a spectacular display of 
the supernatural to convince all that the messiah has truly come. You will not stand unless you are 
willing to oppose the status quo, and opposing the status quo will have serious consequences.‖ 
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―What are you willing to relinquish in your ways of thinking? How far out of the box are you willing to 
take your faith? Have you in the past recognized a move of the Holy Spirit and corresponded with it? 
Or, have you denounced it along with the people who had no discernment.‖ 
 
―Some of you who have visited this channel are not comfortable with the way I talk to Clare. You feel 
something good but your upbringing in the faith totally contradicts how I speak to her. At times, you 
feel threatened…could it really be this easy to talk to God?‖ 
 
―Get acquainted with the moving of My Spirit in ways that you are unaccustomed to. You need to 
practice this skill, whether you‘re taken in the Rapture or stay behind. You‘ll need to be able to 
recognize Me in My variety of movements. I love variety, I love fun, I love to be close to you. I love to 
show My human side to you. After all, that is one reason I incarnated on this Earth, to reveal the Love 
of the Father to you.‖ 
 
―Get accustomed to finding Me in ways you never expected. Go deeper in your discernment. Take the 
time to stretch your thinking and definitely rebuke a Religious Spirit, because that‘s what‘s behind 
your difficulties in discerning Me. I don‘t fit in the box… and neither should you. I‘ve called you to be 
Mine, exclusively – not the byproduct of some religious denomination or non-denomination. I created 
you to be unique and an individual. Don‘t allow yourself to be crammed into someone‘s comfort zone. 
Grow into who you are, no matter how unconventional and out-of-the-box it may seem to you. If you 
feel the fire in your heart, pursue it. Don‘t allow the enemy to water you down with someone else‘s 
boundaries, guidelines and agenda for your life. Take the collar off your neck and break free of that 
Pharisee leash.‖ 
 
―I have come that you may have life, and LIFE ABUNDANTLY in the Spirit. But, it will never happen if 
you‘re living someone else‘s vision of who you are. You need the courage to discern for yourself. 
Swim against the current and cleave to My Spirit, above all else. He is the only One that should be 
setting your guidelines and boundaries, in a fresh and exciting way, without the musty old murmurings 
of a crowd that died a long time ago and gave up their dreams to protect their future.‖ 
 
―So, this message is about discernment, breaking free of a Religious Spirit, and proceeding on your 
way with My Holy Spirit. Into the life you should be living in the Spirit; out of the comfort zone.‖ 
 
―I bless you now, with the courage to commit to thinking as I think, doing as I would do, and tasting 
the fruits of the tree over the fence, OUT of your comfort zones… but right in My back yard.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 100: Jesus explains... Have you been hit by a Sucker Punch? 

Come to Me first 
 
 
July 26, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... Lord I pray that you would bless Your family with a teachable spirit this day. 
 
I had a rough morning, and I had a temptation that hit me – a temptation of rejection and 
abandonment that hit me like a crumbling brick wall. Just before I was going to listen for the Lord‘s 
message today. It nearly took me totally down – but I had recourse to find out whether this temptation, 
this thought that I had that was so discouraging was from God or from a demon. So, I‘m going to 
share with you what happened. 
 
When I first came into prayer, the first thing the Lord said to me was... 
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(Jesus) "Don‘t let the devils take you for a ride like that! You should know when you get hit that hard 
that it‘s a sucker punch. I have many angels watching over you but you must choose who you will 
listen to." 
 
(Clare) I was thinking, ‗Oh, no, Lord – please don‘t make me share this too!‘ And, it occurred to me 
that the rest of my time here on Earth before the rapture was going to be one confession of weakness 
after another. Oh, my gosh, please say it isn‘t so. 
 
Jesus broke in... "Why not… isn‘t everything a teachable moment?" 
 
(Clare) With You, Lord? Always. 
 
(Jesus) ―Well then, teach.‖ 
 
(Clare) I was afraid You‘d say that, Lord, can‘t I have a private moment? Do I have to show ALL my 
weaknesses? 
 
(Jesus) "Do I need to answer that Clare?"" 
 
(Clare) No. (sigh) 
 
So, this is what happened. I think all you dear ones can relate. Ever had a friend, a very best friend, 
someone you had really cherished and all of a sudden you weren‘t their friend anymore? They just 
weighed anchor and sailed away? 
 
Well, I think we all have. I don‘t make friends, deep friends easily…as the Lord says, He entrusted 
Himself to no man because He knew their hearts. I found out the hard way how fickle and jealous 
hearts can be. Especially when your friend has a commitment to the status quo… and you, they‘ve 
discovered, are a little weird. Or maybe even a LOT weird. And overnight, your friendship raised its 
sails and disappeared over the horizon. 
 
Well anyway, for the last few days I‘ve been getting readings from the Scriptures about Judas and 
how He betrayed Jesus. That‘s never a good sign. And there was only one person I could think of that 
could hurt me as much as Judas hurt Jesus. And this friend, it seemed, was getting very busy… too 
busy to talk for days and had explained why, which I totally understood. But, I still began to feel 
something potentially painful was going on. 
 
Well, this morning when I was preparing to hear the message, I was overcome with a sense of strong 
grief, to the point where I nearly fell to my knees. I tried to reason through it, but such a strong wave 
of rejection came over me, it was like someone just died. I am very familiar with that feeling, and I 
know where it leads to – and it‘s never good. Here I was, getting ready to prepare a message for all of 
you and I got hit with a tsunami of rejection in someone I had really entrusted my heart to. 
 
When you haven‘t discerned who is putting this in your head, you may very well fall for it while the 
other person may also be suffering their own trials. This is one way the devils separate close friends! 
No, it‘s imperative that you know the truth before that lie exhausts you with fear or grief. 
 
Now, I at least know that I should always check in with the Lord when something like that happens. 
So, Ezekiel and I both went to prayer, and we asked the Lord for a Rhema – an anointed word, from 
the Bible Promises. And when we did, Ezekiel got good readings. We both did. We got nothing but 
good readings about that person – not the kind of readings that I would get if they were betraying me 
– not those kind of readings at all, rather very good readings. But… some indications that something 
difficult was going on. Nothing about lying, or stabbing me in the back or anything like that. 
 
I had reached out to that person but they weren‘t responding, even in the least little bit. And this wave 
of rejection was pounding me. My last reading in the Bible Promises was about getting into prayer. 
So, I dusted myself off and went straight to prayer. The very moment I sat down before the Lord with 
the intention of being there for Him, He said... 
 
(Jesus) "You‘ve been hit with a temptation. It‘s not true." 
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(Clare) And emotionally, the grief began to lift off of me and I began to recover myself. So, mind you... 
here the Lord had given me confirmations in the Bible Promises, and then spoken to me as well. Well, 
about an hour later, the friend called me and shared the trial they had just been through that had 
nothing to do with dropping our friendship. So…here I am, Lord. 
 
Jesus began... "This is so common, and what I want to say to you all is that the devils will use this on 
you if you let them. Don‘t go into agreement with such things as this, come to Me and discern if there 
is any truth to it." 
 
"How do you do that? You get an outside confirmation, something you cannot choose or manipulate in 
any way – you need a Rhema, an anointed word from ME." 
 
"Clare was able to recover and do this message because she had My assurance that it was a lie and 
she was under attack. What if she took the bait and ran with it, crying, grieving, totally messed up and 
unable to function? These attacks are far too common and My People do not know how to handle 
them, so they fall into depths of despair, thinking the false report was My Spirit warning them." 
 
"I call this a sucker punch – you‘ve just been knocked down and hit hard. They are immobilizing and 
unless you spot them before they get a foothold, they knock you out of commission until you can get 
to the truth of the matter." 
 
"Some of you are too 'mature' and 'intelligent' to use the Bible as an oracle. You are the most likely to 
get misled or with no leading from Me at all because of your Pride. Many of you continue to ask for a 
word when I have taught you how to get your own word. Many of you continue to languish and say I‘m 
not speaking to you, you never hear Me, or what am I doing wrong and so on." 
 
"May I say, it‘s not what you are doing wrong, it‘s what you are NOT doing. You‘re not taking the 
initiative to seek a Rhema from Me. Unless you become like a little child, you cannot enter the 
Kingdom of Heaven. A little child doesn‘t ask its parent, ‗Are you sure it‘s ok? But isn‘t that fortune 
telling? Are you sure God will give me the right Scripture? How can God lead me to the right Scripture 
with my own hands when He‘s in Heaven and I‘m down here?‘ Hello? I LIVE in you." 
 
"No, a little child simply picks up the book, prays like she‘s been told to pray and opens it. Then, 
wonder of wonders, God picked the reading!! She had the faith and the obedience to do a very simple 
thing and because of that I was able to instruct her." 
 
 
(Clare) As an aside, I just want to say that, here the Lord is not asking you to put aside testing the 
spirits. We must ALWAYS test the spirits. But, if you‘ve been listening to this channel consistently 
you‘ve already tested the spirits. He is asking you to Trust Him and not be looking to have all the 
answers as to why this works. You‘ve already discerned Jesus is speaking. Now it‘s time to just trust 
and obey. 
 
(Jesus) "So, I‘m asking you to put down your university degrees and pick up a pacifier. It will do you a 
world of good to get closer to your childhood. I want to be your Father, your Counselor, your Prince of 
Peace, but you are still too worldly. The intellectuals are your father, the scholarly are your counselors 
and you have no peace." 
 
"For those of you who will listen and act in faith, I have some wonderful guidance for you. And, for the 
others who are still questioning Me, I‘m sorry – you‘ll have to continue to live in the confusion of your 
own minds until you figure out that your way is NOT My way. When you figure that out, I will have 
answers for you." 
 
"My children do not be stubborn. I will instruct you and teach you in the way which you should go; I 
will counsel you with My eye upon you. Don‘t be like a horse or mule, that has no understanding, that 
must be held in check by a bit and bridle. I am, in this moment, blessing you with a teachable spirit 
and Godly wisdom, if you will have it." 
 
"My sheep hear My voice. Press in, I am longing to speak with you." 
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Message 101: Sincerity, Honesty & The Vibration that goes with the 

Truth 
 
 
July 27, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) This morning the Lord had a message for us about Sincerity. I looked up the meaning of this 
word... It means being free from pretense, deceit, or hypocrisy. Characteristics like honesty, 
genuineness, truthfulness, integrity, trustworthiness, straightforwardness, and openness. 
 
(Jesus) ―One of the things I most value in a vessel of Mine is sincerity. There is a vibration that goes 
with truth, it is very subtle but powerful, as has been said 'Truth carries its own anointing.' When you 
speak the truth, that vibration penetrates deep down into the heart of a soul. It lodges there, never to 
leave and becomes a very part of that person. 
 
―I wish for all My vessels to be without pretense and sincere, but it is costly. From childhood on you 
are taught to hide your weaknesses, to give the impression of being strong, perfect, without flaw. This 
has the effect of building walls of alienation and pretense to protect the inner man who is vulnerable, 
tender and soft. It is a social survival mechanism that has absolutely no relevance in My Kingdom on 
Earth. You are not Gods, you are human with flaws and when you hide them you effectively cut off 
spiritual growth in yourself and in others. 
 
―When flaws are out in the open they have to be worked on. They won‘t be tolerated by others, in the 
sense that they can continue to do damage. I address them openly and ask you to do the same. 
Without solidarity between people, you become islands impenetrable, hidden, dark, shameful, obtuse 
and closed. This is the state of society now, but not in Heaven. In Heaven, all thoughts are open and 
visible to everyone because compassion abounds and charity rushes to comfort those who are 
lacking.‖ 
 
(Clare) But, Lord, I thought that in Heaven we didn‘t have any faults? 
 
(Jesus) ―Oh no. In Heaven you will continue to have areas where you need to grow in depth and 
understanding. What you won‘t have is sin.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, this is difficult to comprehend because I have always heard that in Heaven we are 
perfect, whole, entire, lacking nothing. After I said that, I remembered the River of Life for the healing 
of the nations. So obviously there will be shortcomings, and healing will have to take place. 
 
(Jesus) ―My Love, in Heaven all knowledge will be available to you even as you question it. But, 
wisdom is an acquired quality. It takes time and experience to cultivate and wisdom is greatly lacking 
on this Earth. Each soul is capable of infinitely more understanding and love, but these areas have to 
be opened up in layers, by inquiry. Inquiry happens when the soul develops a hunger for something. 
And, in Heaven, it always has to do with love and healing. Everything in Heaven is done from the 
motive of LOVE.‖ 
 
(Clare) What about things like mechanics, architecture, energy, etc. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, even those things begin with the motive of improving, assisting and enriching life. These 
are gifts stemming from love. 
 
―Love is the valued particle. All the other things are subservient to Love. The motive and sustenance 
of Heaven is Love. Nothing at all occurs in Heaven that does not have love as its source. It is also the 
particle scientists are trying to isolate and capture. To them I say... 'Love cannot be captured because 
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Love is of God and God cannot be captured. You‘re wasting your time.' I have designed it that way 
because I understood from the beginning the corruption of free will in men and knew it would 
eventually come down to this. 
 
―Back to sincerity and transparency and vulnerability. I want you to continue to manifest openness, 
that it is safe to be real, this is unconditional love in action. When people can confess their faults 
openly to one another, when there is understanding, healing can take place and there is a sense of 
solidarity instead of isolation. 
 
―You see it is this isolation that drives people to the brink of insanity. Their life loses relevance in the 
world at large when their faults cannot be brought out into the open and dealt with. They live a double 
life. The one they show to others to be accepted and the one that is really going on inside of them. 
When these two are reconciled to one another you become whole and healed. 
 
"But, as long as they are separated, there is an element of illness and encumbrance to growth. You 
cannot grow and move ahead when you are constantly dragging and covering up your dark side. You 
have to cope with what‘s really going on and appear as though nothing is lacking. This double life is 
endlessly tiring. So, it is much easier to be who you are and take the flack for it. 
 
―My aim is to bring souls to a place where it‘s ok to be struggling with faults and working on them 
without condemnation. This is where real love emerges to nourish and strengthen one another. How I 
love to see the kindness of souls who comfort the downtrodden and weak. How I love to see this 
charity in action, as it is in Heaven so it is on Earth. Everyone who has ever visited Heaven knows 
that thoughts are totally visible to everyone. And, as you experienced, when they are difficult 
everyone rushes to comfort.‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, I had an experience in Heaven. I was invited to a dinner with a very holy family of people 
I recognized from the 1800‘s, who led holy lives devoted 100% to God. As we were all sitting at the 
table, one particular person walked in, who I greatly admired the writings of. She sat at the head of 
the table opposite Jesus and I was sitting on His left. I became jealous. Everyone in the room stopped 
eating. The one I was jealous of stood to her feet and came running to embrace me, and everyone 
comforted me saying that they all had experienced jealousy in their earthly lives, but in Heaven those 
feelings will not exist. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, exactly, that‘s precisely what I‘m talking about. Jealousy is a terribly ugly emotion and at 
the root of many sins. No one wants to be jealous. But, rather than condemn you for these negative 
feelings, they all rushed to your side to comfort you and confess their own struggles with that sin. 
 
―You see, there would be no sickness on this Earth if everyone confessed their faults to one another 
and received healing prayer. This is how I designed life on Earth to be. But, because of ego, pride, 
and greed, people covered it over and led a secret life of sin. 
 
―That‘s what I am saying to you, dear ones. If you want to be raptured, you do not want to have secret 
lives of sin. You want to be open with one another and pray for help. As long as you are committed to 
changing, I will take you – whether you have totally conquered the fault or not, the commitment to 
change is there. But, for those of you who are nourishing a secret life of sin and looking pure on the 
outside, I will leave you behind to be purified. 
 
―For those of you who have been struggling with entanglements in sin, the chains will suddenly break 
off and you will fly Home freely to Me. In the blink of an eye, you will be delivered from the sins that 
beset and entrapped you. Sins you have fought against for decades will suddenly evaporate into 
nothing. Nothing dark will be able to cling to you or hold you back. In the blink of an eye, transforming 
Grace will liberate you from the bondages of Earth. This will be My magnificent gift to My Bride. 
 
―Now I want you to take these thoughts to heart, My Dear Ones. I am giving you a chance to repent of 
hidden sin in your life. Bring these things to Me, confess them openly, ask for prayer from your 
friends, let the light shine in those dark places. Pray for one another. Open the windows to let the 
Grace in and completely transform you. Then, in that moment, there will nothing be there, that can 
hinder your flight to Me. Truly, you will be set free. 
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―I bless you now for embracing a holy life where there are no musty corners for the demons to hide 
out in, no hooks for them to use against you. Your transparency and My deliverance have met. I will 
bring you up out of your pit, out of despair with things you have never been able to conquer. Out of 
shame, because you felt you were the only one; out of bondage and crutches that hampered and 
made it impossible to walk in freedom. 
 
―I bless you this day, to open up to the safe haven of My Love where you will acquire all that you need 
to make this commitment.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 102: Jesus says... I want to talk about Communion... Do not 

argue, rather love each other 
 
 
July 30, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) The Lord‘s Blessing is truly with us, dear Family. 
 
Jesus began… ―I want to talk to you about Communion.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh boy, that‘s a touchy subject… kind of a ‗no go zone‘, isn‘t it? Since so many are at odds 
about what communion truly is. 
 
(Jesus) ―Haven‘t I made Myself perfectly clear on this? At the very least seven times in the 
Scriptures? If you believe in your heart, and confess with your lips in all sincerity, I will be present to 
you in a miraculous way in communion. This is My provided way, for the times you live in. 
 
―I have already provided the Scriptures to convince any skeptic that I am truly present in the Bread 
and Wine. It may look like bread and wine, but none-the-less, I have chosen to be there with you, that 
you might be nourished for the journey. Whoever eats my flesh and drinks my blood remains in me, 
and I in them. (John 6:56) 
 
―There is absolutely no sense in arguing about the way different faiths approach the communion table. 
This channel is not for that purpose. But, all Christian faiths are agreed that I have declared, ‗This is 
My Body and My Blood.‘ Their particular way of approaching the communion table may be different, 
though. 
 
―But you, My Bride, must be nourished on My Body and My Blood as well. This is our point of physical 
union… The bread becomes a part of you physically, and because of that, you and I become One. 
You are fruitful and bear spiritual children, as well as being strengthened for the journey. 
 
―If you are from a liturgical church and receive communion from a priest, make sure to reinforce the 
words… ‗truly, Jesus, this is Your Body, and this is Your Blood‘. In this way, any lack of intention due 
to the destruction of the church and the faith from the inside out will be accounted for and made up for 
in your confession. Yes, you will repair for any lack of faith by your deep reverence and the faith 
proclamation of your heart. I will honor the sincere prayer of faith. 
 
(Clare) I think what the Lord is alluding to here is that, in this day and age there‘s so many different 
kinds of ministers and priests, who when they say... ―This is the Body and Blood of Jesus' – they don‘t 
really mean it, they don‘t really believe it. And what the Lord is saying is that our confession of faith, 
that it truly is His Body and Blood…that this will make up the difference for their lack of faith. 
 
(Jesus) ―May I say, I ALWAYS honor the sincere prayer of faith, although I might not always answer it 
the way you wish. But, in matters of communion, I will. Not all of you will agree with Me. You have the 
right to disagree, but I would ask you to consider that these times in which you live, what seems to be 
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the truth on the outside is sometimes lacking in internal form and this is to be considered in any 
church you receive communion. It is a Mystery of redemption and salvation, sanctifying you for all 
eternity. 
 
―As it is written in John 6:53… Therefore, Jesus said to them… Very truly I tell you, unless you eat the 
flesh of the Son of Man and drink his blood, you have no life in you. 
 
―I want each of you to design your own communion service using, the Last Supper as your guide. To 
the degree that you believe, to that degree I will be present to you. As things become darker and 
darker, I want to strengthen you completely in every possible way. The reception of My Body and 
Blood is one of many ways, but profoundly important to Me. 
 
―Very truly I tell you, the one who believes has eternal life. I am the bread of life. Your ancestors ate 
the manna in the wilderness, yet they died. But here is the bread that comes down from heaven, 
which anyone may eat and not die. I am the living bread that came down from heaven. Whoever eats 
this bread will live forever. This bread is My flesh, which I will give for the life of the world. (John 6:47-
51) 
 
―For those of you who come from a tradition, continue to receive communion as you do. But, if that 
should ever be brought to an end through persecution, have your own private service in reverence 
and faith and I will be present to you in a special way.‖ 
 
―I long to be received into the heart of My Bride. I long to share this communion with you. I long that 
we should be One in every possible way. Do not deny Me access to your bodies through communion. 
Do not abstain from receiving Me because you have fallen. It is the sick that need communion the 
most. First, confess to Me what you have done, sincerely from the heart repenting, and then you may 
receive.‖ 
 
―I want you to follow the conviction of your hearts. If you receive from a priest, continue to receive, 
remembering to confess in faith My presence. If you receive at a non-liturgical church, continue to do 
so as long as your conscience bears witness – but, be sure to confess in faith My presence.‖ 
 
―There is so much the many denominations teach that is error, and because of men‘s egos, the Truth 
– for now – shall only be known in Heaven. Do not let a Religious spirit dominate your thinking on this. 
Do not bicker over traditions. May I say, I hate your bickering. It is filthy vomit in My eyes. Do you 
know it is better to be silent and maintain the bond of brotherhood and love than to dissemble and 
contend with one another? What was ever accomplished by that, but enmity.‖ 
 
―For your information, I will reveal truth to you in your conscience but you are not to force it upon 
anyone else and say ‗I am of Paul, his way is better. I am of Peter, no! His way is better!‘ Do you see 
how foolish you are in the sight of the angels? Rather pray for one another that the truth will prevail 
and the rest I shall do in My Own Timing.‖ 
 
―In the meantime, love one another as I have loved you.‖ 
 
Here follows an Example of a simple Communion Service by Sister Clare 
 
Dear Family… The Lord has promised that if we confess with our mouth and believe sincerely with 
our heart, He will indeed visit us in a very special way through a simple home-spun communion 
service. 
 
There are seven very short parts to this service… 1-Worship, 2-Thanksgiving, 3-Confession of our 
Sins, 4-Reading a Word from Scripture, 5-The Blessing, 6-Receiving Communion, 7-Resting in the 
Lord 
 
1. Begin with Worship… Have a worship song or two before your prayers if you have time. 
 
2. Thanksgiving… Lord, I thank and praise You for all You have done for me, all You have given and 
that You will never forsake me. 
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3. Confession… I confess I have sinned against You and my brother. (list your sins) Pause. Have 
mercy on me, O God, according to your unfailing love; forgive me and, cleanse me from my sins. 
Create in me a pure heart O God, and renew a steadfast spirit within me, and grant a willing spirit, to 
sustain me. 
 
4. A Word From Scripture… Your Word is a light unto my feet, guide me in Your ways. Open 
randomly to a rhema reading, meditate on that, repeat it out loud. Remember to confess this word all 
day. 
 
5. The Blessing… On the night before You died, You had supper with Your apostles, You took bread 
from the table, lifted it up to the Father and gave thanks and praise. You broke the bread (break the 
bread) and gave it to Your apostles saying… ―Take this, all of you , and eat it: This is My Body which 
will be given up for you.‖ (set it aside) Then, You took the cup, lifted it up to the Father and gave 
thanks, saying… Take this all of you, and drink from it, this is the cup of My Blood, the Blood of the 
new and everlasting covenant. It will be shed for you and for all so that sins may be forgiven. Do this 
in memory of Me. (set the cup aside) 
 
6. Receiving Communion… Before you receive communion recite this prayer… ―Lord I am not worthy 
that You should come under my roof, but only say the word and I will be healed. May Your Body and 
Blood give me the strength to live for You until You Come for us in glory.‖ 
 
7. Resting in the Lord… Spend time with Jesus after communion, dwell with Him as He strengthens 
you with Himself. 
 
Here follows an Example of a private Communion by Brother Ezekiel 
 
Knowing that we are the ―Body‖ of Christ, and that a Body cannot be dissected under normal 
circumstances, I simply sit down at my little prayer altar, with my Bible, a small piece of Bread, and 
either grape juice/or wine. I usually try to quiet myself before the Lord, asking Him if there is anything 
particular on His Heart. 
 
I then prayerfully ask the Holy Spirit to guide me, and I open My Bible. I do this three different times, 
Once to an old testament reading, then to a Psalm, and lastly to a gospel Reading. (by reading, I 
mean – which ever page the Bible opens to, I will stay with those two pages in front of me. Something 
should 'stand out' to you, or get your attention. 
 
Just read these readings as if Jesus or the Father were literally sitting right there in front of you – as if 
you are reading a personal letter from Him to you in that moment, as if He is speaking directly to you. 
For Example: Psalm 23 – ―My Precious Child, I AM your Shepherd, You will lack for nothing…(and so 
on). 
 
The key is, make it personally for you, paraphrasing it so that He is speaking directly to you. This way 
of reading Scripture will truly bring you into a whole new personal experience of really communicating 
with Him! 
 
After I have spent some time with the Scriptures, I try to call to remembrance any sins I may have 
committed, and sincerely repent of anything that I have done, thought, or spoken – or neglecting to be 
kind or loving to someone. 
 
Naturally you would ask His forgiveness. You might then pray for any special needs, or intercede for 
others at this time. 
 
After that, offer the Bread and the Wine to our Lord, asking Him to Bless it, and receive His Most 
Precious Body and Blood, for yourself, and for all others that you can think of, remembering that you 
are joining with the Body of Christians all over the world in these moments. 
 
I would just say, be natural with Him. Also, Paul says that we are surrounded by a cloud of witnesses 
cheering us on in the race. Therefore, in these special moments, we are truly joining with the WHOLE 
Body of Christ undivided, remembering Jesus‘ prayer ―…that they may be one.‖ 
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I know that very powerful graces come down, and are sent out, in and through us, whenever we 'eat 
this bread, and drink this cup'. I don‘t know of a stronger, and more intimately personal time of True 
Prayer and Fellowship with the Lord, and the Whole Body! 
 
Hope this helps you… 
In His Love, Ezekiel 
 
 
 
 

Message 103: Justified by Rulebooks, Doctrines & Knowledge or by 

your Love & Relationship with Me? 
 
 
August 2, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) I‘ve had some interesting responses to the Communion teaching that the Lord has given me to 
share with you. I have to admit that some of it wasn‘t terribly positive. But, the moment I came into 
prayer, this heavy grief and oppression just hit my heart like a ton of bricks. And I could just feel the 
grief of the Lord, and I was grieved as He was grieved. A couple of people made remarks that were 
out of order, really. He wants to address some of these questions, concerns, and attitudes that people 
have about this subject. It‘s important to Him. 
 
Jesus began... ―I know exactly how you feel My Love, but you have been obedient to the letter without 
gloss or withholding anything I told you. You are dealing with some very obtuse, hard-hearted people 
on both sides, when there shouldn‘t even BE sides. But, man has made a mockery of My teachings 
on communion, even though within one chapter of the Scriptures I make it plain, not once, not twice, 
but seven times. An obtuse spirit does not hear; it listens but hears not. Don‘t be heart-broken Clare.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh, Lord – that song of John Michael‘s brought back profoundly beautiful memories, things I 
miss. 
 
(Jesus) ―I know. You must put them away, their time has expired. You cannot go back, I need you to 
go forward. I need you to nourish this flock with the Truth I am giving you. They hear My voice 
because they are My sheep. The others… well, they will have to go the long way around. Their hearts 
are hardened. On both sides, hearts are hardened.‖ 
 
―My children, you‘d better make a deep inquiry into your conscience before Me. If there is one thing I 
have made clear to those who have listened, put no man between us. No man has the authority to 
shut your conscience down and command you to obey him. I have taught you to listen for My voice in 
the depths of your soul. Do not be confused by conflicting doctrines. As I have said before, this 
channel is not about doctrines, it‘s about relationship. Haven‘t you been manipulated enough by 
doctrines?‖ 
 
―I suppose not. But, when antichrist comes, you will be lost if you do not have a relationship with Me. 
Confusion will… No. Confusion IS now reigning in the liturgical churches and it‘s only the beginning of 
the end. If you have been cleaving to men‘s laws and not cultivated a relationship with Me, you will be 
lost.‖ 
 
―If you are hard hearted, self-righteous and infected with a religious Pharisee spirit, you will miss Me. 
Indeed, right now, you who chafe and grind your teeth, you have already missed Me. I was born in 
ignominy, not in royalty. Those who looked for the world‘s accolades are the ones who crucified Me. 
Will you crucify Me again with your hard hearted doctrines?‖ 
 
―There is no more time for bickering. I shall visit each in the manner appropriate for them. Do you 
think because they do not follow your rules they will not enter Heaven? How wrong you are! How 
blind! Even the liturgical churches now teach that you do not have to be of their doctrine to enter 
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Heaven. How blind you are, to think you are so correct and the only ones to enter Heaven. Did I not 
say the tax collectors and prostitutes would enter Heaven before you?‖ 
 
―Repent and take charge of your heart. Stand before Me with your conscience wide open and allow 
Me to point out the beams sitting in a dark corner there.‖ 
 
―And, for those of you on the opposite end of the spectrum, oh… how I abhor division, I would say... 
'Stop judging those you know nothing about.' You repeat what you have been told, but very, very few 
of you have taken the time and trouble to investigate for yourself. Rather, it‘s been more convenient to 
listen to lies and go along with the crowd. Every idle word will be judged, every false accusation will 
be accounted for.‖ 
 
―Clean your own house, your own conscience and point not the finger at what you truly do not 
understand. Put presumption and judgment down once and for all. I am speaking to some of you right 
now. You feel the conviction in your heart. Pay attention. This is for your own good, as well as for the 
good of your brother, whom you do not understand or approve of.‖ 
 
―For the sake of the integrity of this channel I will say no more on this subject. My heart is that there 
be no more division, and in Heaven – I will have My way. But, until then – if you wish to be pleasing to 
Me, do not attack the faith of others, nor their beliefs. If you are still doing that, you are not paying 
attention to what I have taught you here.‖ 
 
―In Heaven, you will know the truth. On Earth, you see as through a glass darkly. Do not presume to 
know all the mysteries of My incarnation, death and resurrection. Rather, know that I came to Love all 
men and die on the cross to have them in Heaven with Me forever. Know that the Blood I shed was 
for all who confess Me, no matter what they believe.‖ 
 
―Know that I work in the conscience of all men, whether they choose to listen or not. And, I do not 
desire even one to perish. Know that you are not qualified to judge the faith of your brother, because 
you do not know how I am working in their conscience.‖ 
 
―Come out of the rule books and know Me in Spirit and in Truth. Set your rule books down and listen 
for My voice – very soon now and all your rule books will be burned in the fires of the antichrist. Then 
how shall you be justified? By your rules? Or by your relationship with Me?‖ 
 
―Enough scolding now. I love you tenderly, dearly, and with My very own Life‘s Blood. I have set an 
example for you to follow. It is by your love for one another that I will recognize you when I come to 
rapture My Bride.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 104: Blessed are the Peacemakers... You most resemble Me  
 
 
August 3, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… ―Blessed are the peacemakers for they will be called sons of God. Indeed, 
peacemakers most resemble Me. Of all attributes aside from charity, peace-making is most important 
to Me. 
 
"Without peace, it is impossible to accomplish anything. Without peace, you cannot foster love. 
Without peace, men are in a continual downward spiral of death and hopelessness. So, this is one of 
satan‘s favorite strategies. Steal your peace, at any cost; deprive you of your peace. That is why I 
have promised you the peace that passes all understanding. 
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Anytime your peace is being rattled, you can assume there is a snake nearby (no pun intended) Ok… 
a rattle snake. When you get rattled you are dealing with the serpent. Yes, the enemy is taking 
territory from you unless you are very observant and nip it in the bud. But, for most it slowly coils 
around to cut off circulation to the brain, injecting the venom of fear disguised as prudence. 
 
―When I visit a soul I bring peace, whether you are aware of why you feel peaceful or not. My peace 
surpasses all understanding and all events. In the midst of tragedy, My peace can descend and bring 
order out of chaos. The dark forces you speak about, their entire agenda is to foster strife, confusion, 
and chaos. For I am not a God of confusion but of peace. (1 Corinthians 14:33) 
 
―Anytime, anytime, anytime at all your peace is disturbed, or rattled, you can be sure there is a little 
demon nearby throwing off your balance, injecting you with its venom. If My people could recognize 
this from the onset, wars would cease to exist. But rather, they try to fight fear with force and force is 
always only a temporary solution. 
 
―That is why My reign is so very important, to restore the Garden of Eden to men, that they may live in 
peace, good will, and understanding. 
 
―How joyful life will be when I return. Still, you will have dissenters until the serpent is forever 
banished, but in the beginning, the peace will be a shining force throughout the earth. Even the 
animals will be at peace with men. This peace will be hard won by the blood of many and will in its 
nature only be temporary until the final Judgment. Then peace shall reign forever. 
 
"So, what I want to say is that peacemakers most resemble Me. And the contrast to that is the 
troublemakers who most resemble satan. 
 
"That is why I called the religious leaders a brood of vipers. They pretended peace on the outside with 
long flowing garments woven with golden tassels, but inside they were ravening wolves, seeking how 
to destroy anyone or anything that challenged their authority and rule. Absolute power corrupts and 
absolute power was what they were seeking. They threatened men with their eternal salvation if they 
dared to challenge them. 
 
"Things have not changed one iota. Fear is still used by religious authorities masquerading as 
messengers and protectors of truth. My dear Ones, have nothing to do with dissemblers and those 
who sow discord among brethren. This is most certainly inspired by the wicked ones. 
 
"I want you to be pure before me; no mud in your hands – rather clean, shining, and ready to be taken 
into My Abode forever. 
 
"Be peacemakers. Be the one to take up for the absent when cruel things are said. Be the one who 
puts a stop to gossip and calumny. How beautiful are the footsteps of the Bride who brings peace in 
her bosom. She is adorned with all choice perfumes and jewels from her Father‘s house. Oh, how 
beautiful you are when you defend righteousness and sow peace among brothers and sisters. 
 
"You most resemble Me when you bring order out of confusion, understanding out of conflict, turning 
bitterness to forgiveness and kindness. There is no price worthy of such a soul, who goes around 
bringing brotherly love and concord. The fruits of such a one as this will testify to her virtue throughout 
eternity. 
 
―I want you to consider for a moment, how the wicked venom from the mouth of the serpentine 
woman can foment wars and disaster after disaster to rulers. First and Second Kings chronicles the 
lives of Ahab and Jezebel, his wife. And 1 Samuel 25 tells the Story of Nabal, Abigail and David. I am 
taking the time My Bride to reveal the fruits of a wicked and the fruits of the wise. 
 
―How beautiful you are to Me, My Brides. Truly you take My Breath away with your virtue when you 
defend the innocent and refuse to partake of evil. Remember, in this time left to you on Earth, the 
devils are always looking for a way to defile you, steal your purity, your innocence, your beauty. 
Dissembling and destroying peace among brethren or family is the enemy‘s favorite tactic. 
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―Be on your guard, My Beautiful Ones. Protect your virtue and the virtue of others from detraction and 
gossip. Keep your hands clean from the mire of this world. Do not allow anyone to soil your wedding 
garment. Continue to take My Breath away by your virtue. 
 
―Oh, how wonderful it will be on that day that I take you to Myself in absolute purity with nothing to 
shame you or cause you to blush. 
 
―Remember it is not what goes into your mouth that defiles but what comes out that defiles and 
reveals the contents of your heart. Keep your heart only for Me. Protect it without compromise. Bring 
peace out of strife, let your virtue shine upon all men that your Father in Heaven may be glorified. 
 
―Blessed are the Peacemakers. You are called children of God, and surely I will take you into the 
place I have prepared for you.‖ 
 
>2 Years of World Peace< 
 
 
 
 

Message 105: Your & My Agendas do not match… Will you help Me? 
 
 
August 4, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… ―My People, you and I have different agendas. You are longing to escape the pains of 
this earthly journey, you are longing to enter into your eternal reward, you are longing to be with Me. I 
do not fault you for this, I totally understand and long for you as well. 
 
―But your agenda and My agenda, they don‘t match. I have come to save the lost and I know only too 
well when that window of Mercy is going to slam shut, it‘s going to hurt millions of people. Don‘t you 
see? This is the most painful thing I must ever endure and the very thought of doing it makes Me 
collapse in tears as I was in the Garden before My crucifixion. 
 
―Do you know what was the most painful thing for Me to endure? It was the crushing loss of those 
who rejected My Love and My grace and their provision to return to Heaven with Me. That was far and 
away the most painful thing I ever experienced. 
 
―You see, I remember the disposition of that little soul when it came to Earth. I remember the purity, 
the beauty, the sincerity. 
 
―And looking at it now, all disfigured and deformed by sin and lies, looking at it pushing Me away, 
rejecting My provision is crushing My very Heart. And, why are they pushing Me away? Because man 
has deformed, disfigured and defamed My Name, My Faith, My Person. They don‘t recognize Me, 
because those who represent Me are not like Me. Many are full of judgment and hypocrisy. 
 
―They have been taught God is hateful, mean, strips away joy, and is overly demanding and 
judgmental, and to live for Him is to live in a straight-jacket. They have been taught that if they walk 
into church with two different colored socks they will be judged and rejected. Man has presented this 
image to them. 
 
―So, now in these last hours I have raised up ministers who will convey My True nature to the world. 
So that those who have been fed the twisted agendas of religion will recognize… ‗That‘s not Jesus. 
That never was Jesus.‘ And then, I can show them truly Who I am. And, the results I am seeing are 
spectacular. You who have turned around and recognized Me, finally, how wonderful that is. Oh, My 
aching Heart is SO comforted by you. 
 

https://jesus-comes.com/index.php/2016/11/14/jesus-spricht-ueber-weltfrieden-jesus-speaks-about-world-peace/
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―But, do you know, there are more just like you, who are chained and being dragged off into perdition, 
because they have yet to know Me? Some of these are your very relatives and children. 
 
―Let Me ask you this. What are you willing to suffer to see your loved ones brought into the kingdom?? 
How long are you willing to wait to see them saved and rejoicing in Me, even as you now rejoice in 
Me? 
 
―What is it worth to you? What price are you willing to pay? Truly. Not theoretically, but truly, what‘s 
the price of their souls to you? 
 
―You all know I am coming soon. I have been pouring the pressure on since the 60‘s to convince My 
People I AM COMING! And each month I pour the pressure on even more and more and more. Why? 
To disappoint you and leave you hanging? 
 
―No!!! To get you into gear to apply yourselves to My agenda, and to see more brought into the 
Kingdom.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh, Lord, this is so confusing to some because they don‘t have a clear calling of your agenda. 
They don‘t see what they can do. They haven‘t a clue as to how to begin to approach people. Lord, 
I‘ve been guilty of this. If it weren‘t for this channel, I‘d still be guilty of that and confused, and not 
know what to do. 
 
(Jesus) ―Wake them up… through their conscience, through their disappointments and emptiness 
inside. They are the walking dead, sound asleep and they are all around you. Many of them know 
they are not alive, something vital is missing, they can feel that emptiness. They are the walking 
wounded, lonely, confused, no direction in life. Approach them from that direction. ‗Are you hurting? 
Have you been deeply disappointed in life, are you feeling hopelessness about life? Are you seeing 
more and more terrible things coming upon the world? Do you still want to live? Do you want your life 
to turn around? Do you want to have hope, and joy, and feel good about life again?‘ 
 
―Many, many, many are on the very verge of despair, because nothing they planned has worked out. 
Violence, immorality, disappointment, failed dreams. Oh, how painfully they suffer. And no one has 
the answers? Life is a hopeless void? Isn‘t there something more to life than my dreams being 
shattered? Do you know how many feel that way? Thousands? No, millions. Because of the reprobate 
rulers, the genocides, the persecution, the wicked governments, millions suffer this… Yes! Millions! 
 
―My children, there is nothing mysterious about it. You must tell people... 'I am not living my life for 
now, for earthly rewards, I‘m living my life to prepare for my death, and for Heaven. Soon, we will all 
have to answer to God for what we did or didn‘t do with the life breath He gave us. So, I‘m living for 
Him. If you died tomorrow, how would you stand before God? Have you lived your life just for 
yourself? For what you could have? For your own pleasures? Or have you reached out to others and 
been a blessing to the infirm, elderly, challenged, the underdog? If you‘ve lived for yourself, you will 
have nothing to present to God when you die, nothing but selfishness and condemnation. Is that what 
you want?' 
 
(Clare) Now, He‘s speaking again to us… 
 
(Jesus) ―Do you know the hope you have within you? Do you know that you indeed have all the 
answers they will ever need? I need you My People, My Brides, I need you to rise up and confront 
people on the levels they are suffering. 
 
―Stop looking at the clouds and start looking at My heart that is breaking for them. Please, please, 
stop looking for your own deliverance and start looking for the deliverance of others. 
 
―You who are in school, continue in school, but be a living witness to My Love wherever you go. Let 
your life shine. You are so different than the ones that are not saved! You are so unique, you have the 
answers they don‘t have. 
 
―They are not happy with their selfishness, they are lost inside. When they see you being kind, going 
out of your way, being happy, they will want to know what it is you have that makes you that way. 
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They are searching inside, but doing it without hope because they don‘t know Me. You do know Me. 
You have all their answers. 
 
―I will come for you at an hour you do not expect! How many times have I told you that? How many 
times? On this channel, on other channels, in My Word, in church? I will come at an hour you do not 
expect. 
 
―Stop expecting by dates! You‘re living like yo-yos, not like My representatives. You‘re confused and 
depressed because your dates didn‘t pan out. But, don‘t you know I am ramping you up to get busy? I 
have not abandoned you, I am trying to raise you up to the reality all around you, that I grieve over 
every day – so many will be lost. 
 
―You will look back on your lives and say… ‗Why didn‘t I talk to them? Why Lord? Oh, God forgive 
me.‘ And at the same time they will be down on Earth saying… ‗Why didn‘t they tell us?‘ Yet others 
will say… ‗I tried Lord.‘ And the ones they witnessed to will say… ‗They tried to tell us, but we just 
wouldn‘t believe.‘ 
 
―Which group do you want to be in when you stand before Me? Are you going to be in the group that 
increased their talents or in the group that buried them? In that day you will see the difference 
between the ones who bore a harvest and the ones that were lazy. 
 
―Do not put off your lives because you know time is short. Go forward and carry Me with you. For 
those who have received a call to full time ministry, I tell you now, you will be deeply disappointed with 
your life if you put Me off for another day.‖ 
 
―Move forward with all your God inspired plans. And if you have no plans, seek Me until you find Me 
and I will give you plans. I will lead you quietly, gently, in your heart. You will feel drawn in a certain 
direction, it will be a still small voice and an affection in your heart. But, you will have to listen very 
carefully because such noisy things as video games, rock music, crowds of people, traffic and 
business have jaded your ears so that you cannot hear My tender leadings.‖ 
 
(Clare) Gosh, Lord, it sounds like years before You come? 
 
(Jesus) ―Didn‘t I say I would surprise you? What if I surprise you and you‘re sitting on a roof top 
watching the Eastern sky while your brother is in the same apartment building, shooting up and going 
to hell that very night? How will you stand before Me? Will that not be the fruit of selfishness? 
 
―What I am asking of all of you, My Brides, is to stop living for yourself. Yes, keep in mind you are 
watching for My Coming, you are listening for the Shofar, but do put your backs into the work at hand, 
proceed confidently with your education and work. Do not put your lives on hold because you‘re living 
from date to date posted on different channels. 
 
―Didn‘t I ask you NOT to do that because it would cause confusion, fear and despair? You are being 
manipulated by focusing solely on this. I know your curiosity got the best of you, because I endowed 
you with curiosity. I know how powerful it can be, if you don‘t have sufficient self-control. Pray for 
more self-control. 
 
―It is good to expect My coming. It is good to be spurned on because I give you clues that I am at the 
door! Keep this in your heart, but move forward with your lives, confident that I will be pleased with 
what I find My servant doing at My arrival. 
 
―And, one last thing I would like to confirm to you, Clare, because I have heard the musing of your 
heart. It is quite true, I have forestalled the Rapture because of your prayers. You have all been on 
the verge of the Rapture quite literally for years, but because of the sincere prayers of your hearts, 
because of the grief you carry for your relatives and for the world, I have relented and delayed. Clare, 
I have told you this from day one. Go back to your old messages and you will find My very first 
message to you all on this was, that My Bride was not ready. 
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―You can thank the saints on Earth for their prayers. They are the ones who forestalled the searing 
judgment on this Earth. And, I still have My hand raised in the forestalled position because I see so 
many only a footstep away.‖ 
 
(Clare) But, Lord, wasn‘t it you that told me that a date had been set? 
 
(Jesus) ―I did. It has come and gone because of My Mercy. There are layers of salvation taking place. 
One group comes into the Kingdom, another group (very often related to them) follows. Wave after 
wave of salvation. But, there is soon coming a time when that will end. I want it to go on forever. This 
is where I wish for your heart to be, too. 
 
―Please, do not focus your prayers on your own comforts or deliverance. Focus them on the lost I 
have yet to reach. Pray like never before that workers will go into the harvest fields. And, one more 
thing… if your life is boring and lifeless, it is because you are not living for Me, but for yourself. I never 
allow My servant‘s lives to be boring. I always send sufficient consolation and joy to uphold you. If you 
are bored, it is not because you are serving Me but you are serving yourself and waiting for Me, rather 
than serving others and knowing I‘m coming. 
 
―So, I hope this will answer many of your questions as to what to do right now. Many of you are facing 
college and job opportunities. I want you to seek Me with all your hearts and follow my tender 
leadings in your hearts. 
 
―I spread My mantle of Grace over you all now, and impart to you conviction, repentance, hope, and 
the joy of new life lived for Me and confirmations of My leadings in your lives. Go forth in confidence. I 
am coming soon.‖ 
 
―Who then is the trustworthy and wise servant, whom His master puts over His household to give 
them food in season? Blessed is that servant, whom His master, having come, finds so doing. Truly I 
say to you, that he will put him over all His possessions.‖ (Matthew 24:45-47) 
 
 
 
 

Message 106: Let your Light shine in this hopeless and dark World 
 
 
August 8, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) I started out by saying... 'Lord, what are you thinking right now?' 
 
(Jesus) "What am I thinking? Well, how very beautiful you are, and that you are going through a really 
bad and ugly phase. Condemnation after condemnation after condemnation. I‘ve been watching you 
fight it for days, and really – I want it to stop. I‘m tired of seeing you besmirched by the enemy. Clare, 
truly it has worn you down. This self-hatred, really, I want it to stop. You are singularly beautiful to Me, 
not singularly ugly, as the enemy would have you believe. 
 
"There is a serious move of condemnation coming over My Body right now, in an effort to disable 
each and every part. I must warn you, My Brides, this is not coming from Me. This is not My 
conviction, it is the enemy's condemnation and it‘s been hatched as a plan to debilitate you. 
 
"Your beauty and your worth does not lie anywhere within the sphere of this world. No, it is 
extraterrestrial – not in the usual sense, but in the Heavenly sense. Each and every one of you are 
singularly beautiful, powerful, Grace filled, and awe inspiring as bannered troops." 
 
(Clare) When He said that, I remembered the first song that Ezekiel and I wrote about the Song of 
Solomon. One of the lines was in the 6th chapter, verses 4 and 5... Oh my love, you are as lovely as 
Tirzah, lovely as Jerusalem, awesome as an army with banners! Turn your eyes away from me, 
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because they overcome me. Your hair is like a flock of goats that have descended from Gilead. Just 
reading that, and knowing that this is what the Lord was thinking, just made me sigh. I was kind of 
spaced out and said... 'Hmmm…' 
 
(Jesus) "That‘s what you always say when you don‘t know what else to say." 
 
(Clare) You know me well, Lord. 
 
(Jesus) "Well, you are as beautiful as bannered troops and your eyes do overcome Me. My Brides, 
you are way too steeped in the condemnation of the world. In the world, you have a continual cutting 
away of your stature before Me. You are taught so many false and erroneous things about beauty 
from childhood that you have learned to condemn yourselves and cut yourselves down before you 
realize what you‘ve done. 
 
"Not that you should go around flaunting your physical beauty, no, that‘s not the point at all. But, you 
were never taught to value what I value in a soul, the true beauty of a soul. As a result, you‘ve 
compared yourselves to the beautiful people time and time again, and come up feeling 100% ugly. In 
My reality, you are all stunningly beautiful before Me, and awe inspiring as bannered troops. 
 
"Yes, you are adorned with My Grace, which is invisible to the world, but highly visible to the citizens 
of Heaven. If only you knew the depth and breadth of the Grace that surrounds and abides in you, you 
could relax and minister to souls out of that storehouse. 
 
"What I want to convey to you in this message is that you are indeed a caravan laden with aromatic 
spices, sapphires and gold. When you approach other souls who do not know Me, there is a certain 
royal quality about your person that comes from My presence inside of you. Souls can sense there is 
a rare treasure, hidden within, yet intangible to them. 
 
"My beautiful ones, you are full of grace and beauty, and so highly desired and valued by Me. What 
you have shines from within, whereas what the world has shines from the outside… yet is dead 
within. You mustn‘t ever compare yourselves to the celebrities of this world who are fair and skilled in 
conveying outward beauty, but inside may very well be spiritually dead. What I see when I look upon 
a man or a woman is the interior light – whether it be shining brightly, barely flickering, or even non-
existent. 
 
"When you are weighed down from this false sense of ugliness, you tend to withdraw and not allow 
that light to shine on others. Rather, you run and hide, are easily persuaded to give up, and are weak 
in your resolve to touch others. This is being used against you right now. Part of the fatigue you have 
been feeling is discouragement from unhealthy self-abasement. The enemy uses this as a two 
pronged attack. When you feel ugly on the outside, it cripples you from approaching others, and the 
worst part is that it returns the focus on yourself rather than on Me or the souls I send to you. It is very 
effective in curbing your outreach to others. 
 
"When you feel beautiful and inspired, you are outgoing, confident, and ready to give. This is how I 
wish for you to see yourselves, not as expired old wineskins, ready to be discarded." 
 
(Clare) Oh Lord, you always hit the nail on the head! 
 
(Jesus) "Yes, well that nail has been dragging you down and causing you to want to give up. Plus, 
you have been overly active in the world for two days. All of this has its affect, My Love. If you want to 
carry the Living Waters forward, you must temper your interaction with the world. Some things, I 
know, cannot be avoided and I also know well your repulsion to going out into the world for anything. 
 
"But, I am speaking now to all of My Brides, My Body, men and women. Do not allow yourself to be 
cowed by worldly attributes like personality, appearance, accomplishment, presence. No, do not allow 
that to discourage you from carrying My light out into the world for the short time remaining to you. 
 
"As it is written in Matthew 5:14-15... You are the light of the world. It is impossible for a city to be 
hidden on a hill. Nor does anyone light a lamp and put it under a basket, but on the lampstand, and it 
gives light to all who are in the house. 
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"I want to fill you more and more with My Graces, even to overflowing. Much in you is depleted and 
wounded. My remedy for that is more time with Me. Allow Me to sing over you, hold you, receive your 
worship and I will pour more and more of Myself into you. And, you will rise up from your weakened 
and depleted state, to carry the light of My Love into this hurting world. Remember to look for those 
who are broken and hurting, those who need the balm of My Love. They are the fruit ripe for the 
picking; they are the ones I want to rescue before the door closes on the ark. 
 
"You are beautiful to Me, My Brides! Go forth and let your light shine in this dark and hopeless world. 
May the oil of joy and gladness brighten your countenance as I fill you with My approval and love." 
 
 
 
 

Message 107: Beg for Mercy, swallow your Pride & pray like never 

before 
 
 
August 9, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… ―We‘re moving ahead.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh, that‘s why You‘re so sad and needing consolation. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes… I thought perhaps we could put it off a bit longer, but it‘s not looking good. Too many 
things are converging and there comes a point, Clare, where time given is exploited by evil and 
outweighs the good. It‘s a turning point.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh, Lord, we‘ve all been waiting so long…could it be that it really will happen now? 
 
(Jesus) ―It‘s looking that way, more and more. I need your prayers, Clare. I don‘t want to do this now – 
I want more time, more grace, more mercy. Believe it or not there could be a swing the other way 
towards goodness, if more would pray. Then, the good that is done would outweigh the bad. But, for 
this I need more prayers and more dedicated prayer time. And yes, to answer your question, the 
Divine Mercy Prayer could help to turn the tide. 
 
―My Brides, I don‘t care what your background is, there is no excuse for not praying this prayer. Do 
you really want to know what I meant by saying long prayers, repetitive prayers and babbling to 
impress people? You complain about long prayers, but do you know that My disciples and I prayed 
the Psalms regularly and repeatedly? Psalm 91 was a favorite, over and over again. Yet this prayer I 
gave that poor Polish woman is criticized for being long and repetitive? 'For the sake of His sorrowful 
passion, have Mercy on us and on the whole world.' 
 
―Is it too much for Me to ask of you, My Bride, to meditate on My Passion for the twenty minutes it 
takes to pray that Prayer? Is it boring to you? I am sorry. This should never be boring to you.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, it is boring sometimes. Why is that? 
 
(Jesus) ―Is it boring to think about how you are going to make improvements around the house and 
the yard? You give your mind to that day after day for at least twenty minutes if I could count all the 
minutes together. The answer is simple... Your carnal nature is stronger than your spiritual nature. 
You derive more pleasure from thinking creative thoughts than entering into My Passion with Me. 
 
―Clare, I will not condemn you here, Beloved. Ask of Me and I will impart to you this very special gift. I 
would love to see you at the foot of My Cross more. Oh, I would derive great comfort from that.‖ 
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(Clare) OK, Lord. I am asking, may I have that gift too? On top of all the others You‘ve been so 
generous to give? 
 
(Jesus) ―Consider it done. There is a certain sweetness I share with My Bride when she enters that 
space with Me. It is sweeter by far than any of the other gifts. You will never feel the profound joy and 
sorrow any other way than by entering into the suffering of My Passion. You have been there before 
Clare, don‘t tell Me you haven‘t.‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, Lord, I have, but it was not easy. 
 
(Jesus) ―It also brought you deeper in compassion, in understanding, and the ability to carry your own 
cross. You tasted the sweetness of the depth of My Love for you and all mankind, that I would 
willingly lay down My Godhead and allow Myself to be done away with by My very own creatures. 
There is a bitterness there that is intensely sweet and all who partake of that are strengthened in 
resolve, in goodwill, and inspired to live more and more for Me. I am not saying it is easy. It certainly 
requires a strong resolve since it is not an easy thing to meditate upon. 
 
―When I say don‘t pray as the pagans do and don‘t stand on the street corners saying long prayers, I 
am talking about display. 
 
―All of you have been there…in a group, multiplying your prayers to sound good and caring in the 
presence of others as well as going on asking for worldly gifts, when in fact the prayer I taught you is 
to be an example of what to ask for. 
 
―I repeated plenty of long prayers, the Psalms were forever on My lips. I do not remember a time 
when I was not praying one part or another from the psalms and the prophets. I was fond of repeating 
particular lines that brought comfort to My Father. 
 
―The Divine Mercy Prayer was given to extend grace and mercy at a critical time in history, WWII. 
Many, many, many who were dying came to Me at the very last moment of their lives because of this 
prayer. And, to this day it is divinely relevant. 
 
―So, swallow your pride, rend your garments and beg for mercy. You cannot imagine the holocaust 
that you are on the verge of. There is not one person in this country that will not be desperately 
affected by the coming events. You cannot imagine it now because you have lived in peace for so 
long. But, if for no other reason than to save your relatives, I have great need of your prayers, My 
Dear little family. Great need. 
 
―Whenever My Spirit moves upon your hearts, pray from the heart in the way you‘re inspired. I only 
brought up that prayer‘s virtue because some have slandered it. I wanted you to understand what the 
Scriptures say and don‘t say about prayer, not what men twist to fit their own particular doctrine to put 
others down with. Over and over again in the Scriptures, I have said things that could be twisted and 
rationalized, made into a doctrine by those who do not think beyond the lines of print on the page. 
 
―Your prayers are powerful. They do not bounce off the ceiling as the enemy would have you believe. 
No, every single prayer is presented in Heaven as a sweet smelling sacrifice, every single prayer. The 
enemy will discourage you from prayer if you let him, in the same way he discourages you about 
yourself. They spend all their time running around lying. If they are not permitted to do physical harm, 
they will at the very least convince gullible souls that their prayers are a waste of time. Do not allow 
yourselves to be victimized by such as these.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, I often feel this way. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, I know. Part of it is sloth, the other is a lie you‘ve allowed into your thinking. You will 
have to do much violence to overcome this treachery that has affected all My saints. Day and night, 
twenty-four hours, My Father in Heaven is answering prayers. Many are jaded in their thinking about 
prayer. They presume that because they have not fasted or done great works that their prayers will 
not be heard. 
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―May I say, the obedient soul gets their prayers answered. There is no higher disposition of heart next 
to mercy and charity than obedience. Obedience does violence to pride and fosters humility, and the 
obedient soul who has shifted all their confidence off their flesh and onto My Loving Providence, will 
get their prayers answered more than those who pray and declare their faith one moment and shift 
into unbelief the next because they didn‘t fast.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh, Lord you have exposed My error in thinking! 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, truly, it is confidence in the flesh that threatens your faith. It‘s not about you, it‘s about 
My Mercy. And your faith is so pleasing to Me, I can hardly resist. That is the truth. Great faith in Me 
and Me alone, is rare and when I find it, I reward it plenteously.‖ 
 
(Clare) So, Lord, when I cast my cares for this little family onto You, because I know I cannot do 
anything for them, am I praying in faith that You will do it all? 
 
(Jesus) ―Well said. When I see that you recognize your insufficiency, your utter powerlessness in the 
face of so many needs and requests, My heart is moved on behalf of your prayer. And yes, I visit 
them with My Grace, because you have nothing to give and you are so totally reliant on Me, that I 
cannot bear the idea of letting you or them down. 
 
―You are a mere human, and you know how you never want to disappoint anyone, and will go way out 
of your way to justify their confidence in you. How much more so will Your Father in Heaven do, in 
honor of His Name? 
 
―Be at Peace now, My Brides. All I am asking of you is prayer and faith in Me, that I will answer by 
withholding the wrath that is to come. It is not My Heart that My Bride should depart yet. It is not My 
Heart. 
 
―Some of you will truly take this message to heart and with your whole being respond to Me. And to 
you I say... 'You have captured My heart, My sister, My Bride. You have captured My heart with one 
glance of your eyes, with one jewel of your necklace.'" 
 
 
 
 

Message 108: Jesus explains… When a Sigh is a Prayer & Keep your 

Affections in mind! 
 
 
August 10, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) The Lord‘s blessing is with us, Heartdwellers. It‘s been an interesting day. We‘ve been living in 
this house for 12, 13 years out of the generosity of two very special people. Today that came up as a 
question, that they are possibly going to be moving back, and that would mean we would have to find 
another place to live. 
 
Needless to say, I was a little bit distracted, dealing with that – all the in‘s and out‘s of that – is it really 
going to happen? 
 
How are we going to keep dealing with this, Lord? How are we going to keep doing what we are 
doing? All the things that take place if you‘re in a position where you are going to have to move. AND 
without compromising getting a message to you every night. Because the Lord has made it very clear 
– He wants me to be doing this every night. 
 
So, He was VERY sweet during worship – it took me a long time to get my mind off of myself and my 
problems, and get really in a point where I was worshipping Him. He helped me with that, I know His 
Grace reached out to me. He began speaking to me, and said… 
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(Jesus) "You have nothing to fear, all is in My hands. It always has been, it always will be. I am your 
provider. Don‘t be taken up with worry, Clare. Pay attention to the work, let things go on around you, 
but you stay centered on My Will, on this channel, your flock. I will take care of all else, of everything 
that pertains to you. I have covered you, My Love.‖ 
 
(Clare) 'Of course you cover me, Lord. I understand that. But, I fear my attachments to things… like 
my cats.' We‘re so used to being here, and taking walks in the field behind the house. And, what will 
happen to them, and that kind of thing. 
 
(Jesus) ―They are your family and will be with you wherever you go…did I say ‗go?‘‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, Lord, you did. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yet, I have never told you you are going anywhere but Heaven, have I?‖ 
 
(Clare) No, Lord. You haven‘t. 
 
(Jesus) ―Then, stop worrying. Everything is in My capable hands. You believe that, don‘t you?‖ 
 
(Clare) Of course I do. 
 
(Jesus) ―Then you can relax. Now, what I am saying is things are changing around you, But, I never 
change and as long as you rivet your attention on Me, what have you to worry about?‖ 
 
(Clare) Nothing, I guess. 
 
(Jesus) ―My Love, worry is useless. Prayer is what is needed.‖ 
 
(Clare) 'Lord, does it count as prayer when I just sit there grieving?' You know, those times your 
dealing with feelings and emotions and attachments and things…and you just sit there in front of the 
Lord, and you really can‘t do anything but deal with your feelings? And, I was wondering if that counts 
as prayer. You know, when you‘re crying out to the Lord to help you get things straight in your mind. 
 
(Jesus) ―As long as you are laying your petition down at My feet, yes. It does count as prayer. Prayer 
is so much more than speaking sentences of petition, whether verbal or non-verbal. Prayer is a sigh, 
a recognition of a need for things to be made right. Prayer is compassion for the human condition. 
Anytime your heart breaks for the least of these, anytime, I count that as prayer. I see your unbelief! 
Let me put it to you this way, so your Evangelical/Fundamentalist viewpoint is satisfied, okay? 
 
―Consider John 2:1-10... On the third day a wedding took place at Cana in Galilee. Jesus‘ mother was 
there, and Jesus and his disciples had also been invited to the wedding. When the wine was gone, 
Jesus‘ mother said to him... 'They have no more wine.' "Woman, why do you involve me?" Jesus 
replied. "My hour has not yet come." His mother said to the servants... 
 
―'Do whatever He tells you.' Nearby stood six stone water jars, the kind used by the Jews for 
ceremonial washing, each holding from twenty to thirty gallons. Jesus said to the servants... "Fill the 
jars with water." They filled them to the brim. Then He told them... "Now draw some out and take it to 
the master of the banquet." They did so, and the master of the banquet tasted the water that had 
been turned into wine. He did not realize where it had come from, though the servants who had drawn 
the water knew. Then he called the bridegroom aside and said... 'Everyone brings out the choice wine 
first and then the cheaper wine after the guests have had too much to drink; but you have saved the 
best till now.' 
 
―So you see, what I am telling you is scriptural. My mother had the heart of an intercessor, which is 
also your heart. She saw the embarrassment of the bridal party and sighed deeply, knowing how 
embarrassed they would be. Her sigh became a prayer to Me, and not just any prayer, mind you. I 
stepped out of character in that moment and revealed Myself to the servants. It was not yet My hour, 
but the sigh of her heart resonated so deeply within Me, I stepped forward none-the-less. So you see, 
your sighs are powerful.‖ 
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(Clare) Wow, Lord. Thank you for making that so clear! 
 
(Jesus) ―I wish you‘d get rid of that legalistic mindset and start trusting Me more. But, for the sake of 
your audience, which may have a few just as stubborn as you are, I explained it scripturally. There is 
so much you don‘t see in Scripture. So much!! Men‘s rules have obscured many truths. For instance, 
that you have to be travailing in prayer on your knees for hours before I will do such a miracle. That is 
a lie. Of course, when that intercessor happens to be your own Jewish mother, well, that‘s altogether 
different. 
 
―I hear the cries of a mother‘s heart for her children. That, too, is most powerful. Anyone who is willing 
to take on the responsibility of being a mother, whether it is to her own children or to another‘s child, 
gains a special grace to be honored for her concern, which is enough for her to lay down her life to 
support that child. You are a mother, not just to your own children but to these Heartdwellers, too. And 
so, your prayers carry a special anointing for their needs. Doesn‘t that make you feel better?‖ 
 
(Clare) It surely does, Lord! Thank You. Help me absorb and really believe this with all my heart! 
 
I wanted to share this story with you... I remember the story of a certain woman who began a 
Christian TV network. She was overwhelmed with a crisis that had arisen at the network and had to 
rush to an emergency meeting. 
 
But, before she made it out the door, a woman who had come from out of town for an appointment 
with her, came in crying and asking for prayers. Her husband was going to divorce her for another 
woman. Well, the owner of the station listened but had to quickly dismiss her with the promise to pray. 
 
Flustered by the distraction from the network crisis as she was running out the door, she blurted out... 
'Oh, God, just take care of it, please, will you? Take care of it!' And, that was the one and only prayer 
she said. 
 
Several months later, she was approached by a well-dressed woman with a check written for $50,000 
for her network. She said... 'You don‘t remember me do you?' The TV owner said, 'No. I‘m sorry, I 
don‘t.' 
 
The woman with the check said... 'Six months ago I asked you to pray for my marriage. Within days, 
everything turned around. My husband and I are reconciled and now have a wonderful marriage, and 
I know it was because of your prayers.' 
 
She must have chuckled to herself when she heard that! I said to the Lord after this... 'Well, Lord, 
what was so powerful about her prayer that You answered it so quickly?' 
 
(Jesus) ―She was a mother. A mother to this woman and those who watched her network. She was a 
woman of prayer, leading a life of obedience, sacrifice and total commitment to Me. She was well 
disposed to get her prayers answered. 
 
―The woman who came to her was humbled in her marriage, she was also a soul who made it a point 
to look out for others financially and to pray for them. By her disposition of soul and her faithfulness to 
Me, she also was well disposed to have her prayers answered. Both souls, giving and receiving, were 
in a state of grace with Me. I don‘t always say 'yes' but in this case it was merited. Do you remember 
the story of Tobit?‖ 
 
(Clare) 'Oh, yes, that‘s one of my personal favorites' By the way, for some of you who aren‘t familiar 
with Tobit, it‘s part of the Apocrypha, so you won‘t find it in many Bibles. 
 
(Jesus) ―It was because Tobit lived a righteous and exemplary life that I sent the angel Rafael to 
assist him in the recovery of his money which he desperately needed, as well as providing him with a 
holy daughter-in-law. 
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―Tobit was also a father to many, a man that cared selflessly for others, burying the dead – even 
strangers – at the most inconvenient times. So many times My Love, I answer prayer because of the 
kindness of the one petitioning Me. 
 
―A selfless life of Charity has great virtue before Me and I long to distinguish that person with gifts 
extraordinary, especially answers to prayer.‖ 
 
(Clare) So, after that, there was kind of a long pause. And, finally I said... 'Lord was there something 
else you wanted to say tonight?' 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, there is more. Do not allow yourself to be alarmed by things changing around you. I am 
speaking to all My Brides right now. This is most often the tactic of the enemy to cause insecurity... 
The tangible things in your life undergoing change. 
 
 
―When your heart is centered on Me, and not your family, your housing, your food and clothing, no 
matter what goes on around you, your heart will not be moved. In order to have this disposition of 
heart, one must put their absolute, first priority in their relationship with Me, because I never change. 
When you begin to set your heart on other things, you are slowly being drawn off into a trap.‖ 
 
(Clare) Boy, I have really felt that! 
 
(Jesus) ―When you begin to set your heart on other things, you are slowly being drawn off into a 
trap… At first it seems innocent enough, an affection for something or someone. Then you become 
accustomed to it and it becomes ‗important‘ to your happiness. May I say, no one, no thing should 
capture your heart or become important, other than Me? 
 
―If your basic needs are met each day, rejoice that you have sufficient substance for that day. But if 
you begin to long for more, and see your attention in life shifting to things, you are slowly being drawn 
into a painful trap. This is the reason I said... 'If riches increase, set not your heart on them.' Your 
heart should only belong to Me. 
 
―A man or woman who sets priorities on things that are not necessities, soon is willing to compromise 
to maintain them. For a minister of the Gospel that is extremely dangerous. Your congregation begins 
to grow, your income expands, you invest in a more expensive house, more luxuries at table and 
these things begin to dominate your life, becoming a source of pleasure. The result? If this lifestyle is 
threatened there are painful choices to be made: sacrifice everything? or yield to compromise? 
 
―I want you to be free, Children. I want you to have not a care in the world but making Me happy, 
putting Me in the center of your life, Your one and only Joy, your King, sitting on the throne of your 
heart. Paul was a man after My own heart. It mattered not to him whether he was well fed, well 
clothed and well housed, or if he lived in the corner of a tent factory. His joy was in Me, all the rest 
was simply supporting His joy. 
 
―As it is written in Philippians 4:11-13... I have learned to be content in whatever circumstances I am 
in. I know how to get along with humble means, and I also know how to live in prosperity; in any and 
every circumstance I have learned the secret of being filled and going hungry, both of having 
abundance and suffering need. I can do all things through Him who strengthens me…. 
 
―And in Matthew 6:31... Do not worry then, saying... 'What will we eat?' or 'What will we drink?' or 
'What will we wear for clothing?' For the Gentiles eagerly seek all these things; but your heavenly 
Father knows that you need all these things… 
 
―Not only do I know you need these things, I supply them to you as well. Do not think that because 
you have earned a substantial living by the work of your hands, that you are responsible for 
increasing your wealth. The truth is, I provided you with the ability and opportunity to earn a living, and 
were I to withdraw it, in that moment you would be homeless. 
 
―Oh, how wise is the one who has learned to be happy with very little, indeed, happy with nothing at 
times. Such a one as this is free as the sparrows and hasn‘t a care in the world. Contrast that to those 
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who seek prosperity and live a life completely taken up with what they will eat, where they will live, 
what they will wear, and the pleasures and disappointments that come with that territory. The 
shopping, the maintenance of, the protection of so many things. Oh, what a trap you can fall into 
when living in affluence. 
 
―This vessel has learned the hard way how bitter and binding a materialistic lifestyle can be. Many 
times I have heard her cry out for a less complicated life. And, as she gets her heart more and more 
on Me, I help her to realize that dream. 
 
―All of you now. Pay very close attention to your affections and consider what would you be willing to 
compromise to maintain your pleasures? Are you ready to relinquish it all for My Kingdom? If it were 
taken tomorrow, would you be crestfallen, suicidal, humiliated? Or, would your heart remain firm, 
trusting only in Me? 
 
―I propose these things to you because what is coming to this nation. Many who sought fame and 
affluence will be penniless overnight. I don‘t want that for you. No, I want the treasure of Your Heart to 
be Me, for I never will be taken from you. And, the more abased you are, the more I will approve of 
you. Think on these things. 
 
―Settle in your heart now what is most important. And, it isn‘t just the things that are threatened, some 
can live quite well without them. It‘s the people who meant something to you in your life, who 
suddenly can live without you. Who suddenly don‘t hold you in respect anymore, to whom you‘ve 
become unimportant and even a liability. 
 
―One never knows just who his friends are until he loses everything of influence and is under ridicule 
and contempt from the world. Then you will know who your friends are. 
 
―I will always cherish and treasure you, keep in our heart a memory of Me on the cross. Naked, 
bruised, filthy from sweat and blood, disfigured beyond recognition. In that moment, I was the most 
despised and hated of all men, and certainly the poorest. Yes, that is who I became as an example to 
you not to set your heart on riches and worldly accomplishments. 
 
―Happy you will be if you follow this example. Enter into that single-mindedness, that disposition of a 
single heart. I am offering this Grace to you now as you are hearing this invitation.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 109: Jesus speaks about Restitution, Doubts, Laziness, 

Talents, Fruit & The present Harvest 
 
 
August 14, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... ―Many of you have spent your whole lives losing things and fighting to keep them. 
Many of those things I deliberately allowed you to lose. Other things were not My will and served no 
other purpose other than to hurt you.‖ 
 
―This is a time of restoration. Yes, there is a battle. Yes, darkness is on the increase. But, so is My 
Bounty, and many, many things you have lost I will restore to you. The enemy has come to steal, kill 
and destroy, but I have come that you may have life more abundantly.‖ 
 
―Many of you are in a time of harvest in your lives. Others are in a time of testing. Rest assured that 
nothing you have lost for My sake will not be counted and returned to you shaken down, pressed 
together, and running over. The trials and losses in this world are only temporary and passing, but in 
the next world you will see how great a reward I have saved up for you.‖ 
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―Many of you in this moment still do not know which way to turn. I have told you, but you continue on 
in your doubts. I have told you to put your hand to the plow, put your back into the work. Why is it that 
many continue to wait and put off the decisions that need timely responses?‖ 
 
―Could it be that you are following the news again, the prognosticators who say, ‗It will be on this day, 
on that day, in this week, or in that month‘? Are you still so gullible that you listen to every opinion that 
tickles your fancy and gives you an excuse to put off your work? This is not pleasing to Me, Beloved. 
Not at all. I expect you to get up off your couch and apply yourself. Blessed is that servant whom I find 
doing My will upon My return. Well done, enter into your master‘s joy.‖ 
 
―But, for you who buried your talents and continued on in unbelief, feeding your fears with every 
prophecy you can find, excusing yourself from your duties, for you it will not go well. The door will be 
closed and you may not be with those attending the wedding feast.‖ 
 
―Yes, this is a warning. A serious warning. You have believed Me in this voice for several months. 
Why is it now so inconvenient to believe? Why are you calling into question the reliability of My words 
to her? Could it be that you are lazy and wanting an excuse to bow out of the hard work ahead of 
you? Don‘t make Me exclude you, My Bride. Don‘t stand on the sidelines doing nothing in the last 
minutes of the race. Do you not know that only those who compete according to the rules and run to 
win receive the reward?‖ 
 
―There are now more opportunities to gather fruit in these final hours than there were even a year 
ago. Evil IS on the rise, people DO feel the darkness increasing. And, I‘m not speaking of news, but 
strife, violence, despair, confusion, alienation such has never ever been seen before. Alienation with 
young people, disillusionment, is at an all-time high. This is the time for you to offer them alternatives. 
Not only in speaking My Words of love, but by being the Living Light of Love. The one who does not 
pass by the cripple, but stops to comfort and tend to the wounds. The one who does not join in 
throwing stones at the weak and marginalized, but rushes to their defense and takes them out of 
harm‘s way.‖ 
 
―I am testing you, Children. I am offering you occasions to exercise love and charity. Are you walking 
right by them with your head in the clouds or are you careful with every foot step to see those who 
have been discarded by your society, yet I died on the cross for them?‖ 
 
―For I was hungry, and you gave Me something to eat. I was thirsty, and you gave Me something to 
drink. I was a stranger, and you invited Me in. I was naked, and you clothed Me. I was sick, and you 
visited Me, I was in prison, and you came to Me.‘‖ 
 
―Then I will say... ‗Come, you who are blessed of My Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you 
from the foundation of the world.'‖ 
 
(Clare) After the Lord finished sharing that, I asked Him, ‗Lord, the increase of sirens and 
ambulances, does this have anything to do with CERN?‘ It‘s been outrageous here. I mean, 
sometimes I have to wait in between sirens to record. And, during the day, it‘s been siren after siren – 
it‘s been unusually active. 
 
(Jesus) ―It surely does My Love. Your Earth has been blanketed in a new layer of iniquity, with 
millions of demons squeezing through the portal. Yet, remember... they are no match for My angels. 
Yes, darkness is increasing. But, I look at the prayers and sacrifices of My Children – even those of 
you on this channel – and My hands are tied. I can do nothing, for your prayers have withstood the 
coming Judgment.‖ 
 
―How wonderful this will be for you, for you shall enter Heaven rejoicing and carrying your sheaves 
with you! This harvest will testify to your obedience and faithfulness. Though it is not applauded and 
recognized by men, from the darkest and most obscure places – the nooks and crannies and alleys – 
all the way to the government; heads of state, there is a harvest taking place at these last hours. And 
it is increasing because of your prayers.‖ 
 
―So, now I am sending you out to continue to labor in My vineyard. Do not be slack, do not avoid 
work, recognize your sloth and repent. There are those on the verge of conversion; they only need 
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someone to love them and show them the way to Me. Go out of your way to do a kindness, they will 
ask, ―Why did you do that for me?‖ Then, you can tell them about My Love for they have seen it in 
action. You come into prayer and are filled with My Love; then, you go out and lavish it on others. It‘s 
that simple. You are merely the vessel serving the fine wine. There is something different about you. 
Rest assured, it is noticed.‖ 
 
―Don‘t force yourself on anyone. Wait for Me to lead you. Then, gently share My Love with them. You 
have all the answers: to their loneliness, their lack of direction, their roundedness, their lack of love 
and comfort. All of that resides in you, because I live in you. You have merely to tip the pitcher and I 
shall flow out upon them.‖ 
 
―Go forward now. Pick up your cross, follow Me, be ready to stop for those who have no one else and 
pour out My fine wine upon them.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 110: Jesus speaks about  Manipulation of the Mind, 

Importance of Worship, Hope & Future 
 
 
August 16, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... ―I want to speak Hope to My Bride tonight. Even though you walk through the dark 
valley, you will fear no evil, for I am with you.‖ 
 
―When you are constantly focusing on the negative hope begins to wane. That is another reason for 
avoiding the news. Do you know that the news is psychologically arranged to cause fear and 
insecurity, hopelessness? Yes, it is a form of social programming to get the response you want out of 
the masses. Indeed it is deliberate manipulation of the mass mind. This way the economy can be 
predicted with great accuracy.‖ 
 
―Professional investors monitor the public‘s emotional responses and make investments accordingly. 
It is all planned and mapped in higher institutions of learning and think tanks. It is programming, 
identical in ideology to the program 'The Matrix'. Though this mass programming is not quite a reality 
yet with implants, but all the thoughts and ideas broadcasted through media programs and news, are 
simply mental manipulations to get the public to behave a certain way.‖ 
 
―And, that‘s only what you can perceive through the physical senses. There is much, much more 
flowing copiously from the demonic hierarchy under principalities and broadcasting below the human 
awareness level to create certain moods. Even hunger can be stimulated by broadcasting certain 
frequencies.‖ 
 
―It is a highly sophisticated science and calls for extreme caution from Christians. If you were to see a 
graphic display of what actually is traveling through the atmosphere in your town, you would see a 
blizzard during the day and even at night there is this white noise energy, but much less intense.‖ 
 
―I know you prefer the daytime Clare, so do I, I love the light. But, night has less interference from 
electronics. I know you‘re struggling to keep your eyes open and hear Me, Beloved. I will help you.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh, thank you, Lord. I am struggling. 
 
(Jesus) ―Well the reason I brought this up to you and our family is that they need to know much of 
what they feel can be stimulated by invisible forces.‖ 
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―But, when you come to Me, My Brides, I wash away all the filth of that programming. When you 
worship, you are lifted out of the earthly reality and transported into Heaven where worship is going 
24 hours a day... continuous worship, continuous renewal, healing and cleansing of the mind.‖ 
 
―In the day I take over the administration of Earth and satan is bound, the atmosphere will be glorious 
beyond imagining. It will be pristine, clear, peaceful, joyful, to the point where you will almost hear the 
trees and flowers singing. Yes! All Creation sings worship to Me, ALL creation. Though you cannot 
perceive it because of millenniums of filth and demonic influence, when the Earth is purified, it will be 
almost tangible.‖ 
 
―Almost something you can touch, so acutely pure will the atmosphere be, the waters, the air, plants 
and animals will be singing harmonies of joy that I have come to rule the Earth. Even now, they are 
laboring against the filth, continual degeneration and stagnation of men‘s sins. But when they are 
freed what a glorious day that will be!‖ 
 
―Hope is what I impart to you, desperation is what man imparts. That is the reason I wish for you to 
abstain from worldly news. There are some of my servants who present the news in its accurate form, 
but even they focus on what is coming upon the Earth, which is so negative.‖ 
 
―Even now, in worship, you can access the River of Life, the creative, cleansing power of the Father. 
That is why it is so important for it to dominate your lives. To the degree that you partake of the 
degradation of Earth, to that degree you need cleansing from that influence. It is very rare soul that 
gets a thorough and complete cleansing from the contamination they have accumulated…very rare. 
Baptism can be one of those times. Being born again can also be.‖ 
 
―But, there is nothing quite like worship. Lift up your eyes to the hills from whence comes your 
redemption. Lift up your hearts to heaven and drink from the rivers of living waters flowing from the 
throne of the Father; dancing, alive and yearning to wash over each and every one of you restoring to 
you virginal purity and eternal life in the wholeness never before experienced on this Earth since 
Adam and Eve.‖ 
 
―Yes, hope is great indeed. I will make all things new. I will liberate this Earth from its endless cycles 
of death. And you, too, My Brides, will meet with your eternal purpose in Me, excelling in excellence, 
creativity, love and service. And, you will return to rule and reign with Me, that justice may be restored 
and evil defeated.‖ 
 
―I want you to think on these things. I want you to see the hope that is stored up for you in Me. Yes, I 
am coming, bringing My reward with Me. In the twinkling of an eye you shall be made whole. You 
shall rise in fullness of life and forever we will dance the dance of life, celebrating our love, as even 
the flowers sing to you.‖ 
 
―In Heaven we will celebrate whole-heartedly with all our strength and being the wonders of Our Love 
for you. And, to those who love a party, I want to say that you‘ve seen nothing on this Earth in the way 
of celebrating. In Heaven, there is celebration from the least to the greatest. Even the doe and fawn 
will jump and frolic in the freedom intended for it from the beginning.‖ 
 
―Nothing shall be sad or fearful, all shall be filled with confidence and peace as they progress from 
glory to glory. Oh, what a day it will be when we are finally united. So, be at peace, My Brides! Look 
forward to that day! Let it be the underpinning of your thinking, not the sadness and sin of this world, 
but the joy and fulfillment of the next.‖ 
 
―I bless you with Hope…take deep breaths of this Hope and hide it in your heart. Return to your heart 
frequently and drink of this wholesome River of Life, even as you worship on this Earth.‖ 
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Message 111: Jesus explains... The Importance of Patience, Obedience, 

Endurance & Ripening of the Fruit 
 
 
August 17, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Oh, Lord, You have been so good to me, I don‘t know what to say. You have brought me into 
the work I‘ve always wanted to do, ever since You revealed Yourself to me. Thank You will never say 
enough. 
 
(Jesus) ―But your obedience does.‖ 
 
(Clare) Even that I owe to You, Lord. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, it is true. Even that you owe to Me. And, words will never express how much you mean 
to Me, Clare. Yes, but My passion does – I know that‘s what you‘re saying in your heart.‖ 
 
(Clare) And it was. When He was saying that, I was thinking that His passion has revealed how much 
He loves me. Your patience with me, Lord… unbelievable. Your patience and mercy are absolutely 
stunning, and beyond anything I can say. Most would never believe it, that anyone could be so patient 
and merciful, let alone God Almighty. 
 
(Jesus) ―Well, that‘s part of your job, that you‘re talking about now. So, that all can see just how 
compassionate and patient I have been with you. Oh, and even beyond that. What I suffered before 
you finally said 'yes' to Me. What I suffered seeing you flailing around from sin to sin, dark alley to 
dark alley, knowing you would never find Me there. I had to swoop down and take you to Myself.‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, You certainly did do that! 
 
(Jesus) ―Well, Patience is what I want to talk about tonight. All of you have so much to learn about 
patience. Very rarely are things transformed overnight, unless they‘ve been building to that end for a 
very long time. Such as the Rapture and your conversion, Clare. It happened suddenly, but you 
waited a very long time… what, twelve years?‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, I think so. 
 
(Jesus) ―And, those twelve years, though they were dark and hopeless, served a very important 
purpose in the scheme of things. They served to temper you and reveal the depths of despair and 
emptiness of the world and all its answers…even its accumulated answers in the philosophy and 
various religions of man. Still, they were all without the final 'buck stops here' answers. 
 
―So, now as you wait, My Brides, your patience is proving you and glorifying you, refined as gold 
seven times tried in the fires. Your charity and willingness to wait, yet a while longer while I 
accomplish My ends, proves your love for Me. But, I have spoken enough about that. 
 
―What means most to Me, here, is your patient endurance. For you have need of patience, that, after 
you have done My Will, you might receive the promise. For yet a little while, and I will come. I will not 
tarry.‖ 
 
―No, My Beloved Ones, I will not tarry. And every opportunity that you had to do good on the Earth will 
end. Every sacrifice will be totaled, every record kept will be finalized. And, thus your reward will be 
safe with Me.‖ 
 
―But, what if you have not labored? What if you have not sacrificed, but played and wasted time on 
your own pleasures. What then will you have to show for your lifetime on Earth? What if you have 
lived for yourself and your own family?‖ 
 
―Do you consider this each day? Do you keep a tally? No, perhaps not… but I do. I miss nothing. All 
gets written in the Great Book. I don‘t even miss the disposition of your heart.‖ 
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(Clare) Uh… My disposition is not always that good. Thank You Lord, that You are working with me! 
 
(Jesus) ―I make note of your willingness to endure to the end of a task set before you. When all 
seems dull, lifeless, and boring to your taste, but others are greatly edified… yes, I keep track of that. 
When you deny yourself or go out of your way for others? Yes, oh yes… I notice that. 
 
―When you quell a harsh word and refuse to give vent to your anger – this, too, is written down. When 
you chastise and correct your own heart attitude, repenting for your lack of patience and charity? Yes, 
I recognize and record this as well. 
 
―Do you realize I spend the whole day writing about you in My Book? Consider what is on those 
pages. Are they things you will be proud of when the ledger is opened and they are read aloud? 
 
―Make every minute of your life count, My Bride. Do not spare the rod on yourself, but pull your 
unrighteousness and flesh down to the dust. Chastise yourself and I will not have to correct you. I love 
what you say, Clare. Tell them, please.‖ 
 
(Clare) I would rather be beaten by a drunken rascal than chastised by the Lord. He always gets me 
right where I live... that place that is the most tender! 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes. That‘s the point, isn‘t it? Where you live. Are you living in charity and forgiveness, or 
rancor and bitterness? Do you willingly seek to make amends for bad behavior? Or, do you pretend it 
didn‘t do any damage and just keep on walking?‖ 
 
―Do you consider the suffering you inflict on your brother by your words and attitudes – or do you 
ignore it? All of these things are important to Me, My Love. I need you to spread love and forgiveness 
wherever you go. When you hurt others, I need you to make amends. This is important to Me and I do 
write these things down.‖ 
 
(Clare) But, what about sins that we confess, Lord? Do You keep a record of those, the ones we truly 
repent of? 
 
(Jesus) ―If you confess your sins, did I not promise... 'I am faithful and righteous to forgive your sins?' 
 
―As it is written in 1 John 1:9... He is faithful and righteous to forgive us our sins and to cleanse us 
from all unrighteousness.‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, I know that to be true, but what about the record? 
 
(Jesus) ―And in Isaiah 1:18 it says... Come now, and let us reason together... though your sins be as 
scarlet, they shall be as white as snow; though they be red like crimson, they shall be as wool. 
 
―I remove them ,Clare, never to be brought up again, unless there is a specific reason for edification. 
Why would I want to keep dirty diapers lying around? Hmmm?‖ 
 
(Clare) Good point. 
 
(Jesus) ―What I am trying to do here is stir you up, My Love. You are in need, badly in need I might 
add, of patience. You wear yourself out with your impatience with others, it drains you. Your 
impatience in My coming, Your impatience with yourselves. Yes, I am speaking to you all, My 
Breathtaking Beauties! You are all guilty of impatience: with your brother, with yourself, with Me. 
Impatience accomplishes nothing. It makes you restless. You go about looking for other consolations, 
other distractions, anything to fill the void left by your impatience.‖ 
 
―Curiosity and impatience are one of the biggest hooks in the enemy‘s tackle box. They are the 
perfect bait to draw you off course, even if only by one degree. That variance works on your mind and 
your confidence is eroded. Consider your curiosity with the timing of the Rapture and all the experts 
who have painstakingly researched and reasoned an argument into perfect sense. Yet, it is still the 
babbling of man! It still does not approach the Perfection and Mystery of your God.‖ 
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―Yes, I love to do things in seasons. But, I also love surprises. I like to be trusted – but, I don‘t like to 
be pigeon holed. I like to give you clues like the rungs on a ladder, but I hate being confined in a 
plywood box. Of late, you have invested so much time in satisfying your curiosity, that had you 
invested it instead in feeding the homeless, your halo would be glowing and not a dull grey.‖ 
 
―Don‘t get Me wrong – I love the way you watch for Me. But, wasting time endlessly chasing what I 
told you could never be predicted? Well, that does not look so good when written down and tallied.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, are you saying the same thing to us all over again, but in a different way. 
 
(Jesus) ―I love to talk with you, My Bride. And, Clare, some things truly bear repeating.‖ 
 
(Clare) Thank you for making the crickets louder, I love to listen to their song at night. 
 
(Jesus) ―They are worshipping Me. Yes, they respond to temperature, but they have that little God-
spark that returns praise to their Creator. I adore them, they are so very little in the scheme of things, 
but have made such an enormous impact on the senses of men precisely because they do praise 
Me… yet you know it not.‖ 
 
―Yes, I love to talk with you Clare. I love to talk with all of you! Pray that your tuners will get adjusted 
to My frequency. May I say, there is not one who is listening to this video, right now, who I have not 
spoken to.‖ 
 
―That‘s right, I am telling you, every one of you has heard Me in your heart. Every single one. You just 
didn‘t recognize My voice. You think Clare is some kind of privileged character? Well, she is not. I 
have visited every one of you. You just didn‘t assign that thought to Me. That‘s what I mean about 
tuning.‖ 
 
―Oh, if only I could get you to understand one thing: it is My Will that ALL of you hear Me. That is My 
perfect will, and the sooner you receive that word in faith, the sooner you will be able to hear Me.‖ 
 
―Back to patience. Truly, I have written everything necessary about patience in My Book. Consider the 
farmers who patiently wait for the rains in the fall and in the spring. They eagerly look for the valuable 
harvest to ripen. You, too, must be patient. Take courage, for My coming is near.‖ 
 
―In this moment, you have only to ask of Me for more patience and I will give it to you. Yes, the 
Harvest is ripening. Yes, the storehouse is being filled, and if you wait until the very last kernel is 
taken into the barn, you will be greatly rewarded with stamina and strength. 
 
―You will not have wasted your energy on frustration and fretting. Rather, you will be busy doing your 
part in the harvest, kernel by kernel. Even if your part is only sacrifice, prayer, and suffering, that is 
fueling much of the ripening of the fruit.‖ 
 
―You are presenting an example of endurance to your brothers and sisters. Your virtue shall not be 
overlooked or go unrewarded – to each as you have sown, shall I give to you your share of the Glory 
that shall come to reside within you and shine brightly to all around. Yes, you shall be glorified, both in 
body and soul.‖ 
 
―Well, enough for now, My Beloveds. Tend to your patient endurance. Cultivate an attitude of resting 
without frustration and waiting without results. Trust Me, I have all that concerns you carefully stored 
away and protected until the Day you return to Me.‖ 
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Message 112: Jesus says… Do not go back to the religious Hebrew 

Customs! You are new Wineskins... 
 
 
August 18, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) The Lord is with us, Heartdwellers. He‘s blessed us with a message tonight that I think MIGHT 
clear up some apprehensions and worries that have been hanging in the air. 
 
One of our listeners who is a former muslim shared with us some very exciting news... 'Clare, Ezekiel, 
and Carol... remember there were some videos you put up a little time ago regarding ISIS and how 
Jesus was asking us to pray for them? Well, I just heard a video of a man witnessing that ALL the 
people are changing over in Iran and muslims countries, and how even some of the worst people 
have been touched. How the muslims are going into Christianity, and how their youths are listening to 
the faith of the little ones dying for Christ. Your ministry is real and so accurate with what is going on.' 
 
Oh, Lord, I have so many questions. 
 
Jesus began... ―I know. Let‘s begin here... I‘m not coming back in September. Men have plans, but I 
have My own way of doing things. There is revival going on in Iran and other countries hard hit by 
ISIS, and it will continue. I really want all of you to continue praying for them. You will have much fruit 
to rejoice over in Heaven, much sweet fruit.‖ 
 
―You are partakers in that harvest, even though you are thousands of miles away. And, other 
countries will experience a certain degree of revival as well. America, however, will stay as she is.‖ 
 
(Clare) But, Lord, what about the financial collapse? He turned His head sideways and let out a deep 
breath... 
 
(Jesus) ―Have I spoken to you about a financial collapse?‖ 
 
(Clare) No, Lord, You haven‘t. 
 
(Jesus) ―Many continue to postulate based on the Old Testament. I am the fulfillment of the Old 
Testament, and this is the New Dispensation. It seems clever and intelligent to combine the two, but 
didn‘t I say you cannot put new wine into old wineskins?? Why, then, are you doing that?‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, honestly I thought I was backwards for not honoring the Jewish customs like a lot of 
other Christians are right now. 
 
(Jesus) ―I AM the fulfillment of all the customs. Honor Me, and you honor all that I want you to honor 
without getting mixed up in religion all over again. A new wineskin has never been used before. It is 
untainted by old wine, it is without the savor of the old; it is totally fresh. It has no stains from previous 
use, it is pliable and stretches with the fermenting process. You are all new wineskins as you are 
baptized and born again. Please, do not go back to the religious customs of the Hebrews – I set you 
free from those and inspired new customs. Please, if you must honor customs, honor those customs I 
instituted. Knowledge of the law and ancient customs leads to a certain spiritual pride, a religious 
spirit, the spirit of the Pharisee. I set you free from all of that.‖ 
 
―Do you understand, Clare? Men are secure in rules and regulations. They feel fulfilled when they dot 
the i‘s and cross the t‘s. But, that is not My way. I want security to rest solely in a one-on-one 
relationship with Me. The old religious customs are beautiful, but binding. I came to set you loose from 
the fetters of the old ways. Many, many times they violated charity – that is why I am done with them. 
Didn‘t I make Myself clear? New wineskins, new fabric. Oh, I wish My children would abandon their 
own ways of thinking.‖ 
 
―It is so much easier to dot the i‘s and cross the t‘s than to hunger and seek a relationship with Me 
until it is accomplished. To examine your conscience daily, to take up your cross daily. Fulfilling the 
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law brings a satisfaction that is hollow and loaded with opportunities for pride. I deliberately broke 
away from that. Oh, My Children, follow Me not My ancestors.‖ 
 
―I know you‘re tired of hearing it. But, so much time has been spent on empty postulating of when this 
will happen and when that will happen. Perhaps after September, by November, I will have a birthday 
present. My people will see that I am not bound by the old laws and they‘ve been wasting valuable 
time honoring what I declared dead… a long time ago. And, please. Do not use this as an opportunity 
to squabble over My date of birth!‖ 
 
―Yes, I know this will not be a popular message, but it needs to be said. Pay heed, My people. Do not 
get entangled in religiosity. Do not suppose I am confined in the Pharisee‘s box. We butted heads a 
long time ago and never have we been reconciled yet. I did not honor all their ways – in fact, I openly 
contradicted many of their man-made rules. What do you suppose I meant when I said… Woe to you, 
Scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! For you tithe mint and dill and cummin, and have neglected the 
weightier of the law... justice, compassion and belief, but these are the things you should have done 
without neglecting the others.‖ (Matthew 23:23) 
 
―A new commandment I give to you, that you love one another, just as I have loved you, you also are 
to love one another. By this all people will know that you are my disciples, if you have love for one 
another.‖ 
 
―I didn‘t say... ‗By keeping the law all people will know that you are My disciples.‘‖ 
 
―The law has authority over someone only as long as that person lives. But, you have been baptized 
into My death. You are buried with Me through Baptism, and raised in newness of life, because I set 
you free from the law of sin and death. Therefore, there is no longer any condemnation for you who 
are in Me.‖ 
 
―I am freeing you from those, but calling you to faithfulness in seeking Me until you find Me. And, 
many of you are on the verge of establishing a relationship with Me. I am fine tuning you. I speak to 
you regularly, some of you are beginning to recognize My voice. Are you looking for thunder claps? 
Did I come in the gentle breeze? Oh, so many of you are hearing Me clearly, but not recognizing Me. I 
am putting an end to this, though. You will recognize Me and we will converse familiarly together. 
Hang in there, you are so close to a break through.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 113: Jesus says... My Brides, I'm so grateful to you & A Hint 

for your Interaction with Relatives & Friends 
 
 
August 20, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... "For those of you who haven‘t jumped ship, haven‘t shredded Clare, I commend you 
for your patience and sincere Christian behavior, becoming of My Bride. In the days and weeks it will 
become obvious to you why I haven‘t brought you home yet. I am going to cover for every one of you 
until it is time. Co-labor with Me in the fields, My Loving Spouse." 
 
"Whether your job be prayer or labors for Me, remember... I overlook nothing you offer Me. Even 
when you forget to offer it to Me, I remember and accept it graciously. None of you can even begin to 
imagine how grateful I am for your posture of support, and I will reward it in this world with My 
presence and in the world to come with fruit you cannot even begin to understand." 
 
"Much of the world is going about its daily business, as it has for centuries. Do you understand, I am 
holding back the wrath of the Father and delaying the commencement of the tribulation? You have 
only to imagine the thousands who don‘t even know their right from their left hands, as it was in 
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Nineveh. For these, My heart aches. Many of them are third world innocents who have no concept of 
what is taking place around them. They are simple people living a life very similar to Mine, yet not as 
yet knowing Who I am." 
 
"Yes, laborers are being dispatched to the fields and the vineyards and they are coming to Me in 
droves... hungry, aching, lost, wanting truth in their lives, knowing they have not had it. Many of them 
are simple and innocent and I loathe to see them destroyed without a chance to receive Me. This is 
what I mean by their right hand from their left. They don‘t have a clue." 
 
"There will come a time when it will have to be wrapped up. In that moment, My angels will descend 
and take captivity captive. I will visit those that have yet to know Me – I will visit them and bring them 
to Myself. The time is coming, yes, even at hand when I must move forward. But, until then the 
governments of the world are not capable of setting in motion what they long to do. They are 
restrained and foiled. Each time they make a move to go forward, I make a move to check them. 
Many in high places are scratching their heads and wondering how this is possible." 
 
"Oh, how I rejoice to hold back the flood until My little ones are in the ark! Yes, I will move on the 
nations, hearts will be broken and given to Me, in spite of the enemy‘s effort to stop Me. All I ask from 
you, My Brides, is your support. Yes, your support, your prayers, your giving to missions overseas, 
supporting those who work in those countries in every way possible." 
 
"And, I ask you to continue to be a fool for Me. Continue to warn your loved ones and friends while 
they have time to consider their ways. Do not allow yourselves to be cowed by their worldliness. They 
don‘t show it, but inside they are insecure, not truly knowing the outcome of their lives. They medicate 
it with entertainments, but in those moments that are quiet, something inside troubles them. My Spirit 
is touching that emptiness within and making it acutely painful." 
 
(Clare) Lord, what about 'casting pearls before swine'… some are being trampled on by their 
relatives? It‘s terrible! Isn‘t it better to be silent before the ones that are really hostile? 
 
(Jesus) "Wait for a teachable moment, My Bride. At funerals, the hospital, sickness, financial loss, a 
broken relationship, when things are not going well for them. Approach them with encouragement, but 
also reminders that life is short and they are not guaranteed one more day. They may appear 
scornful, but I will continue to stir their spirits." 
 
"Many times things are not what they seem with others – they mask their feelings, their fears and 
insecurities. And, when they see how peaceful and secure you are, they wonder… 'Could it be real? 
This relationship with Jesus, maybe there is something to it?' That is your best hope for the openly 
hostile." 
 
"Do not provoke them, but let them catch you praying for them when hard things happen. Comfort 
them and pray for mercy. In this way, they will know you are sincere and I can move to help them. 
Yet, so many I help, do not recognize it is Me. They know someone prayed, but they are not yet 
willing to recognize Who that someone was praying to. They are not ready to give up their lives of sin, 
so they forget. But, I visit them again, and again, and again. They don‘t call Me the Hound of Heaven 
for no reason!" 
 
"I know how difficult it has been for many of you – most of you. I know you have watched and waited 
and grown weary. I‘ve been with you at those times. I‘ve lived through those times with you, giving 
you strength, hope and the ability to persevere." 
 
"You cannot imagine what I lived through... the indifference, ungratefulness, betrayals in the three 
short years of My ministry, culminating in My execution. The intensity of opposition is something you 
will never have to face. Never-the-less, you have your own crosses to carry and I do not make light of 
them." 
 
"I know your frustrations, I know your sorrows, those hidden things you tell no one. I know your shame 
over your past mistakes. I am with you night and day, in your thoughts, in your dreams, in your tears. I 
visit you with consolations. I calm your fears and rest your hearts in Mine. Reach always for that 
place... where My Heart abides." 
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"Place your head over that place, receive the healing you need, leave the burdens behind there, and 
take from My Heart of Infinite Mercy the waters of Divine Healing, unlimited in their ability to impart 
new life, hope, and courage to you." 
 
"I am with you My Daughters, My Sons, My Brides. As you wait, I bring opportunities to you, to prove 
your love for Me by going out of your way, by holding your tongue, by praying for those who abuse 
you. Oh yes, I see every day the way you are treated, and how you do violence to your flesh and pray 
for your abusers. This is so pleasing to Me, and one day those people will seek you out to say, 'Thank 
you'." 
 
"'Thank you for not giving up on me when I was so cruel to you. Thank you for praying for me and 
showing me Jesus.' Yes, you will have much fruit in Heaven because I visit these hard cases at 
moments when they have nothing left, no more fight, are completely broken and depleted. I visit and I 
move on their hearts. I bring a mountain of conviction down on their heads with mountains and 
mountains of love simultaneously and they finally repent." 
 
"For you have shown them who I truly am. You have given Me the experiences to convict them with. I 
bring those pictures to mind, and show them how I was there through how you reacted. So, you see? 
Though you think you‘ve done very little, you have done very much. You have sown the seeds of 
kindness, forbearance, tolerance and mercy. And, I will continue to water those until it is time to 
harvest. You just have no concept of the fruit that awaits you in Heaven for your labors." 
 
"Well Clare, what do you think of that? Do you think they will be happy to hear that?" 
 
(Clare) I do. 
 
(Jesus) "Yes, I am happy to tell them how much they mean to Me. How much their little efforts have 
done for Me. How great their harvest will be. Yes, I am well pleased with My persevering Brides! 
Those that have not reacted in hostility and mean-ness to My delay." 
 
"And for the others, well, I forgive them. They just don‘t know what they‘ve done." 
 
(Clare) Me too, Lord. 
 
(Jesus) "I know your heart is still aching and hurting. You can‘t hide it from Me, you know. Let Me hold 
you, My Bride. Come here." 
 
 
 
 

Message 114: Jesus explains... Mary & Martha...Look from My 

Perspective & Consider your Ways 
 
 
August 22, 2015 – Words from Jesus and Clare 
 
Clare began... The Lord is blessing us, dear Heartdwellers, with His insights. I have a beautiful 
example tonight to share with you. 
 
And tonight the Lord seems to be confirming the message of the Wineskins. So, I‘d like to go ahead 
and share with you what He showed me. He asked me to… He showed me a vision of Martha and 
Mary. And I said... 'Lord, do you want to talk about that?' And He answered... 
 
(Jesus) ―No, I‘d like you to.‖ 
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(Clare) So, here it goes. During worship, the Lord brought up an example of two women. And, I have 
to confess, I have been a Martha for the better part of my Christian life. It has only been in very recent 
years that the Lord has been able to pry me away from my business to pay attention to Him and leave 
all the rest to take care of itself. 
 
So, here‘s the story told in Luke 10:38-42, at the home of Martha and Mary... 
As Jesus and His disciples were on their way, He came to a village where a woman named Martha 
opened her home to Him. She had a sister called Mary, who sat at the Lord‘s feet listening to what He 
said. But Martha was distracted by all the preparations that had to be made. She came to Him and 
asked... ―Lord, don‘t you care that my sister has left me to do the work by myself? Tell her to help 
me!‖ ―Martha, Martha,‖ the Lord answered, ―you are worried and troubled about many things, but one 
only is necessary, and Mary has chosen the better portion, which shall not be taken away from her.‖ 
 
And, that‘s the end of that short story. So, Martha felt it was her calling and duty to prepare food for 
her guests and for her house to accommodate them. To that end she worked very hard and I have no 
doubts that at times she would have rather been sitting at Jesus‘ feet than doing all that busywork. 
 
However, this story of the two women is very revealing because Jesus said, Mary chose the better 
part. That means that Martha was not compelled to prepare food for her guests, rather she chose to 
be about the busy work of preparation. 
 
Which brings up the question... 'But somebody had to do that work?' Of course they did, I agree with 
that, but I also believe without a doubt that if Martha had chosen to sit at the Lord‘s feet with Mary, 
there would have been a knock at the door and platters of prepared food would come marching 
through the door and set up on the table without any effort from Martha at all. 
 
After all, the Lord DID feed the 5,000! Certainly, He could have motivated someone to put a lavish 
meal together to serve the occasion, so that Martha could continue to sit at His feet. If she chose that, 
which was a better part! 
 
Or, let‘s say, food didn‘t show up and everyone went hungry. They were nourished on the words of 
the Lord. 
 
So, this presents a different image of Martha, the fact that she, voluntarily chose to do the 
preparation. It reveals a robust woman of the world, one who is comfortable and eager to get involved 
with the doings of the world, serving and hospitality. Why? Because Jesus said she made a choice to 
do so. 
 
Now, I for sure can‘t tell you that I would have done one whit better. Knowing that these important 
people – respected tremendously – were there, and it was the dinner hour, I couldn‘t have done 
anything BUT get up and work in the kitchen as well. But, that‘s exactly the point. That‘s part of my 
nature, my fleshly nature, that has to be put to death. Because, the most important thing that was 
going on that entire time was what the Lord was teaching on. 
 
Sometimes we have to do violence to our flesh, and look a little outrageous – or even lazy or 
irresponsible. How many times have you gone into prayer and the devil has pummeled you and said, 
―You shouldn‘t be doing this now, you have all that work to do! You‘re so irresponsible.‖ Lots of times, 
over here – I can tell you that! And to most, this might seem truly unfair. 
 
I know it did for me for the longest time – I was very angry about that example, especially because I 
tend to be the Martha most of the time. But, in these last few years I‘ve come to recognize that the 
things that I see as being so important, are really not important at all. That‘s the difference between 
the spiritual perspective and the fleshly perspective. 
 
So, in conclusion, nobody said that this role was forced on her, she chose it. 
 
Now we come to Mary. Surely, she had chores to do, living with her sister. And, I am sure she had her 
fair share of the duties. But, Mary consciously chose not to get involved in the chores this day, she 
chose to sit at the Lord‘s feet and listen to Him. 
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I believe, because God was the most important person in her life, and she had very little interest in 
food and preparations for company and feasts. She was more taken up with the deeper more hidden 
meaning of what was before her. 
 
This was not a man she was entertaining... this was God! And, the essence of God, His Spirituality, 
was what she hungered for. Company and feasts would come and go, but what Jesus had was more 
precious to her than anything. 
 
But, now I understand more about myself. I was comfortable as the Martha. I enjoyed the busy work 
and preparations in the world. I enjoyed a good meal and would go out of my way to fix one. I enjoyed 
a clean house and a clean floor 24/7. 
 
But, not any longer. Something inside of me has shifted. ―The Lord is waiting to talk to you.‖ I hear in 
my spirit, and I can‘t wait to be with Him. He is no longer less important than homemade cookies and 
a clean floor. No, now He is more important than anything else…all else can wait until tomorrow. 
 
Have you ever experienced that hollow feeling after surfing the net for an hour…You only meant to 
look up one thing, but other things caught your attention out of curiosity and an hour later you 
realize... 'what am I doing? I haven‘t gotten any deeper with God, I‘ve just heard a bunch of people 
disputing dates and expounding on timing, and the same old news – over and over again!' 
 
This is what I am getting at, dear family. You can be a Martha and spend hours collecting and 
weighing data, discussing it with friends and forums, scouring the latest news to see how much closer 
we are to the Rapture. We can study and participate in the Hebrew new moons, and the feasts. The 
Hebrew perspectives and the meaning of the times and the seasons. They are fascinating and they 
seem to be spiritual, but are they… truly? 
 
When we‘re done studying all these things, are we any deeper or closer to Jesus as our intimate 
Spouse when we get done with all that work? Yes, I think understanding brings us closer, in some 
ways. I would agree with that. 
 
But, when we get involved in these things, and we, for instance, spend time studying what this 
prophet, or that prophet says, and what the newest prophetic fulfillment in the news is. 
 
When we‘re all done with that, to be brutally honest, aren‘t we exhausted from all pursuing all the 
different latest interpretations and prophecies? And, a little afraid of what is coming upon the world? 
 
So, what is the priority in our lives? Is it a captivating and intimate relationship with Jesus, sitting at 
His feet, listening to His heartbeat? Or is it knowing the latest scoop on when He‘s coming? Are we 
running here and running there to fit the puzzle pieces together and be sound, intelligent, well read, 
well studied, well educated? Is that our priority? 
 
Or, are we smitten with the Groom, and longing only to hold and be held by Him. And, we‘re trusting 
so completely in Him that we‘ve left all the Rapture timing issues far behind, because we are 
starstruck with our Bridegroom. We‘re listening to His heartbeat, and He communicates His sorrows 
and His needs to us. 
 
He longs to spend time with the little boy next door who has no father, so we get a basketball and 
invite him to play. But, as soon as we‘re done with these things, we run back to our Savior‘s feet and 
kiss them, spending the most precious thing we have in this world – our time – lavishing it on Him and 
being in His company. This is the Mary paradigm. 
 
So, do you see? Is it clear to you? I am not prejudiced against the Jews or the Jewish feasts. I‘m just 
so in love with the One Who is the Culmination of all laws, all the feasts and traditions, and I‘m so 
taken by Him there is little time for anything else. When He told me to stop seeking the ways of His 
ancestors and seek Him alone, I understood what He meant. 
 
He was lonely for His Bride. He wants His Marys sitting at His feet. He wants to feel their gentle 
caress of His brow, and see that they trust Him so implicitly that they don‘t fret about the world or its 
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unfolding events. They only care about Him in this very moment, and what He has to say to them, and 
their eternity together. 
 
So, the point about the new and the old wineskins, is that the new wine is the love and Bridal 
relationship with Jesus, with God. And, the old wine, is the way of the laws, and the traditions of men. 
 
But the new wine is something altogether different. It‘s not an activity that is taken up with community, 
and times and seasons. It‘s a timeless, eternal, Love Relationship with Jesus, our Lord. So, in order to 
have this new wine poured into our wineskins, we do have to have new wineskins. And, we have to 
spend a lot of time at His feet. 
 
So, I believe this is basically what He was talking about when He presented us with the example of 
the two wineskins. And, He is longing to fill us with that new wine. But, we‘ve got to be free to sit with 
Him and enjoy it. Our minds cannot be taken up with all of the doings of the world, no matter how 
relevant they seem to be. 
 
In His eyes, they‘re not so relevant, because in a heartbeat He could convey to us what His next 
move is going to be. And, it might be missed by everyone. In fact, it probably would be, missed by 
everyone but those who are very, very close to Him would see it. 
 
Then Jesus began to speak... ―My Brides, I have taken a long time to lead you and convince you that I 
am speaking through this vessel. Ask yourselves... 'Why Lord'? And, I will answer you.‖ 
 
―Because you have learned ways that are not pleasing to Me and I have brought you here to offer you 
My ways. I am not speaking the truth through her consistently every day and then speaking lies. 
Again, look at the fruit. Have you grown closer to Me through this ministry? Really. Ask yourselves 
that question. If the answer is 'no', then there is no reason to continue here.‖ 
 
―If the answer is 'yes', I have a proposition for you... You are walking in error and I want to straighten 
your path that you might reach the destination of My Heart by a shorter way. Old ways do need to be 
abandoned. The preoccupation of study is not the short way. The infusion of My Spirit and My 
knowledge – THAT is the short way. When you sit with Me totally empty of yourselves, I fill you to 
overflowing with Myself. If you sit with Me filled up already, where can I find space to pour into you?‖ 
 
―Some of you have filled your vessels with learning. It is in My way. You wonder why you are not 
progressing in certain areas? That is your answer. There is no space to progress to until you empty 
yourself of your own agenda. Then, I can fill you. Pray always, 'Father, if I am in error, reveal it to me 
and give me a teachable spirit that responds to Your correction. Father, above all, I want to be 
pleasing to You and Your Son.' Pray these words from the heart and your prayer will be answered.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, I want that. 
 
(Jesus) ―You tremble at My word. Stay in that posture, Beloved, I will perfect you in truth if you 
continue that way.‖ 
 
―Well, I just wanted to mention to some of you that I have drawn you here for a very good reason. 
And, if you have had quality nourishment, there is no need for you to fight against what I am trying to 
teach you here. Rather, I would ask you to embrace My perspective and consider your ways.‖ 
 
―That‘s all I have to say, My Love. There is nothing more left to say right now, except I love My Brides 
deeply and while there is time I want her to be a walking Image of Myself. And, in order for her to 
attain to that, some things they hold dearly to their heart, need to be abandoned.‖ 
 
―I know you want to change these words to give them hope that they can return to them, but you know 
those thoughts are not Mine.‖ 
 
(Clare) Here, I was going to add the words... 'abandon for now'. 
 
(Jesus) ―I don‘t want you to soften this. Those are your thoughts, not Mine.‖ 
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(Clare) I‘m sorry, Lord. 
 
(Jesus) ―I know. I understand. I need you to stand firm in exactly what I say to you and not waver like 
Peter did. Stand firm and let the arrows fly. I cannot use you to the fullest if you are a reed swaying in 
the wind.‖ 
 
―And for the rest of you, My Brides, when was the day I stopped loving and caring for you? Am I 
asking you to let go of something because I want to deprive you …or bless you? Can you trust Me? 
You decide.‖ 
 
―In the meantime I will pour out My Sweet Spirit of repentance and ask you to consider your ways in 
the light of what I‘ve said to you.‖ 
 
(Clare) In conclusion, I just want to pray a short prayer with you. 
 
Lord, please show us what‘s important for us to spend our time on. Help us to be empty and have a 
new wineskin, that you might fill it with new wine. And, not to be distracted or preoccupied with 
anything. But, to be riveted on You, Jesus. 
 
And, as we watch Your eyes, and listen to Your heart, we‘re going to KNOW what You want from us 
and what‘s next. We don‘t need to look at the world for those things. Everything we need to know, 
Lord, is coming from Your presence. It‘s infused knowledge, because we‘re there with the beating of 
Your heart. 
 
So, I pray that all of us would have this new wine, this Love relationship, and this infused knowledge 
and stop seeking after the things of the world that make us grow weary, exhausted and even 
sometimes fearful. Help us to trust You so completely, Lord, that You are our only source. Thank You, 
Jesus. We love You! 
 
 
 
 

Message 115: Jesus speaks about Financial Collapse of the US 

Government 
 
 
August 25, 2015 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... Lord, I sense this heavy grief in your heart. You are wearing black - a black tuxedo, 
and I am wearing a black satin evening gown with a gilded pink rose at the waistline. You've asked 
me to pray for my children and told me they are being sent back to me. What is all this about? Also, I 
see your eyes streaming tears of sorrow. 
 
Jesus answered... "This is about the fall of your great nation through her economy. There will be dire 
results: homelessness and hunger, deaths from lack of medication, though the living will in some 
cases be jealous of the dead. Riots, disorder, fighting in the streets - even your streets, as people 
seek sources of food. This is a very dark time we are entering upon. You have no need to worry, I will 
protect this property, this house, all that concerns you shall be protected. There shall be desperate 
repercussions for many, though." 
 
(Clare) And, of course, right off the bat, what do I do? Start worrying... 
 
(Jesus) ―Didn't I tell you not to worry?‖ 
 
(Clare) I know, Lord. But, I was thinking of the electricity. (I was thinking about maybe looking into a 
wind generator, or something like that. Ezekiel went to the Lord for me, and we got a thumb‘s down.) 
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(Jesus) ―Don't worry about anything, I have you completely covered.‖ 
 
(Clare) Ok. So, what is tonight‘s message? You know everyone is going to run to cover themselves 
before this crash comes. 
 
(Jesus) ―Commerce is going to go on. E commerce is going to go on. It is those dependent on 
government subsidies that are going to be hurting. Offices will close and no checks will be forth 
coming. That is what is going to create the biggest disturbance. That is why I have told you not to 
have anything to do with the government and its subsidies. And, for the reason that you are My 
servant and as such I pay your wage. Don't worry, I am going to cover you. Some of those who have 
looked down upon you in scorn and contempt are going to be coming to you for help. It is My justice 
that the playing field should be leveled.― 
 
(Clare) Lord, this message is going to cause an uproar of fear. 
 
(Jesus) ―It is better to be prepared than to be taken by surprise.‖ 
 
(Clare) So, how are Your people who are reliant on Social Security going to fare? 
 
(Jesus) ―Hardly, but I will not leave them helpless. Are they not of more worth to Me than the sparrows 
whom I feed every day? I have My people, Clare. My people who have been set up to help others and 
where there is no help, I am to take up the difference. Does this scare you?‖ 
 
(Clare) No, Lord. 
 
(Jesus) "Good. It shouldn't scare you or anyone else. I am faithful. I will do what is necessary for My 
flocks. Many who have relied solely on Me in the past have suffered terrible ridicule and I stood by 
silently watching. It is time for the haughty to be humbled. It is time for them to see that those who put 
their trust in Me will be provided for and providing for them. How degrading this attitude has been in 
the past. This is one attitude of My Bride that I will have cleansed from her.‖ 
 
"There will be much circumspection, re-evaluation of goals and past behaviors when they looked upon 
others as incompetent or sinful and lazy. Thus, I will humble My Bride and call her into account for 
those times she failed to show mercy and leniency. Oh, how I love her, yet certain things are 
repugnant to Me and selfishness is one of them." 
 
(Clare) Oh, Lord, I know I've been selfish, too. Thank you for helping me have a heart for those truly in 
need. 
 
(Jesus) "It is so important to Me that My Ambassadors and Brides reflect My Mercy and provision to 
those who are in a weakened and tenuous situation. That is why I provide extra for many of My 
servants. I know they will use it on others, not on themselves. I count on that, Clare. I count on the 
mercy of those I give an abundance to. Not much longer now, My Bride, and you will be with Me. But, 
in the meantime, reflect Me to others. Be merciful, non - judgmental, and liberal, especially with the 
poor." 
 
―I am calling on some of you now to be prepared for what is to come and share what you have with 
others. I will never fail to provide for you. The more you share, the more I shall give you. I love you 
dearly. Walk in My ways and My counsel.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 116: A Word to Those, who abuse the System & THE POOR 

are MY GIFT to the World 
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August 26, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... "My Love, I am very, very pleased that you are looking out for the poor and sick. 
These are trying times, but I am with each and every one that truly loves Me. Even those who abuse 
and reject Me, I still provide for, because I hurt for them when they are so desperate." 
 
"In the times that are coming, I want you to pay particular attention to the helpless. There is more than 
enough to go around, and I will send more. But, wait on Me. Do not be moved by credible stories 
because indeed there are deceivers and I do not wish to support their manipulative lifestyles. Bu,t I 
will care for those who are sincerely in need." 
 
Then He began to quote Scripture... 2 Corinthians 8:13-15 
My desire is not that others might be relieved while you are hard pressed, but that there might be 
equality. At the present time your plenty will supply what they need, so that in turn their plenty will 
supply what you need. The goal is equality, as it is written... The one who gathered much did not have 
too much, and the one who gathered little did not have too little. 
 
(Clare) And, at that point – I asked the Lord, what about the ones who are lazy and refuse to support 
themselves? 
 
(Jesus) "I am working with them. I speak to their hearts. But, there will come a time for them when I 
will allow a disaster, only because they did not put forth the effort to care for themselves and their 
families. But, even when disaster strikes, I am still there." 
 
"My servants have learned to live on very little. I will continue to provide for them because their 
agenda is Mine and they are obedient." 
 
"But, those I have nudged in their hearts, wanting them to move forward and care for their own, they 
will indeed have difficult times ahead. Living off the government has put them at high risk. My 
children, those of you who are not disabled and sick, those of you who have been lying to the 
government and using the resources meant for the poor to support your own dishonest and lazy 
lifestyle, you will be left behind." 
 
"I am asking you to repent now, before it is too late for you. You haven‘t much time left, but if I see a 
sincere change in your lifestyle, I will forgive your sinful lying and take you in the Rapture. But, do not 
expect to use others for your own personal gain, misrepresenting yourself or your family and be 
raptured at the same time. It will not happen." 
 
(Clare) Boy, when I heard the Lord say that, I thought about those of you who are going to freak out 
when they hear this. And, those of you who are scrupulous and prone to false guilt. And so, I said, 
‗Lord, may I clarify this?‘ 
 
(Jesus) "You may." 
 
(Clare) Okay guys, the Lord is not talking about you who are legitimately sick or have disabled 
children, and truly you can‘t work. He is talking about those who use the system to accumulate wealth 
and deceive the government about their needs so they can have more than their share. Most of you 
have already chosen honesty in your lives, please don‘t worry, this is not about you. 
 
Those of you who are helpless, and don‘t have any recourse because you can‘t work – this is not 
about you. This is about people who are deliberately deceiving the government and other people so 
they don‘t have to put forth any effort to support themselves. They‘re fully capable – and they just 
won‘t do it. 
 
There have been people with $50,000 in the bank, several cars, holdings, an expensive home and are 
still appealing to the government for support for food, etc. and have been abusing the system for 
years. If you are in that category, repent while there is yet time. 
 
There are some who are fully able to work but have filed for disability because they thought they could 
get away with it, although they are not truly disabled. Please repent while there is time. 
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(Jesus) "I will have compassion on whom I will have compassion. I will have mercy on whom I will 
have mercy, but I will not support or bless stealing and lying, so I appeal to you, My children, mend 
your ways." 
 
"For the rest, I say thank you for caring about those around you. Your reward in Heaven shall be 
great. For those who are poor, I say, you are My gift to those around you. Through you, they shall 
prove their holiness and be My ambassadors of mercy." 
 
"You play a very valuable role in My Kingdom. You teach the selfish to be merciful. You teach the 
proud to be humble. You teach the rich compassion. Do not be ashamed of who you are. I allowed 
this circumstance in your life, and I have equipped you to bear the scorn and contempt of men, the 
way I did. I have allowed you to become very much like Me, that the hearts of men could be 
revealed." 
 
"I bless you all My children and great is your reward in Heaven for your honesty, your mercy and your 
righteousness in Me." 
 
 
 
 

Message 117: Jesus says... Look upon My smiling Countenance, My 

Bride! I am always with you 
 
 
August 27, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) The Lord has blessed us, Heartdwellers, with a very precious healing message tonight. 
 
Before I get into the message, I want to share with you that, tonight, I was very aware of following the 
same protocols, or the same format that Mark Virkler talks about. And, of course, this tradition dates 
all the way back to the very beginning – was journaling and listening for the Lord. That was the very 
first way that I heard from Him. That, and receiving rhemas through the Bible. 
 
And, what I wanted to say is, I just poured my heart out to the Lord tonight. I came and sat down, and 
rather than listening for Him immediately, I poured out my heart to Him about what was going on 
inside of me, because it was troubling me. And, He was so quick to answer, and the anointing was so 
smooth and so beautiful. And, that happened again last night, I noticed. You know, normally He 
speaks to me in worship and then I come and I sit and listen for the message. But, it seems like He‘s 
really blessing the old way that I used to do it, thirty years ago, where I would pour out my heart to 
Him, and He would communicate back with me. 
 
So, I‘ll go ahead and begin by saying that, there‘s just been this…I‘d say, kind of curtain or pall of 
condemnation around me. A feeling of unworthiness. And, I haven‘t been able to really enter in the joy 
of the Lord with Him, because I‘ve been kind of self-conscious – and this is a technique the enemy 
uses against us. He gets us to focus on our faults and what‘s wrong with ourselves, and that takes our 
eyes off of Jesus. I‘ve talked about this in other places. 
 
But, let me go ahead and share my dialogue with Him... Lord, I don‘t understand why I come to You 
so crumpled up in condemnation, feeling so guilty, so dirty and unacceptable. You have to coax me 
out of myself, and into You. Though I do run to Your heart, still I feel so badly about myself. I fear to 
look at You. And yet, You freely look at me with eyes of Love. 
 
And, I hear Your sigh... 'Why are You feeling this way? I don‘t feel this way about You.' What IS it with 
me, Lord?? 
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(Jesus) ―When you take your eyes off of Me and onto yourself, you lose your focus. You stare into 
blank space, instead of My smiling face. I accompany you during the day, as your approving and 
loving companion. All day long! I wish you would notice Me, yet your mind disengages from Me to 
deal with the world. Then, in this freed-up state, the demons begin to pelt you with handfuls of gravel 
like pellets of condemnation.‖ 
 
―They say, ‗Look! She‘s gotten busy with other things, and taken her eyes off of Him – let‘s get her 
now!‘‖ 
 
―Look, when you are thoroughly engrossed in Me, they have no entrance. But, when you lose that, 
you‘re an open door to their oppressions and lies.‖ 
 
(Clare) But, Lord, how do I keep my eyes and heart on You, when I‘m dealing with the world? 
 
(Jesus) ―You accompany Me. Or, to put it more properly, I am accompanying you, My Love. And, you 
needn‘t feel guilty over every little thing you do. It is your lack of focus on Me that opens the door to 
this oppression.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, is this a new teaching? 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes. In a manner of speaking, it is. Although you‘ve heard this before, you‘ve never quite 
learned how to acquire the habit.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh, Jesus. How can I acquire the habit? You know how I am… and at that point I started 
crying. I know I have wanted this, but I have been so frustrated and convinced it was impossible for 
me. I‘ve given up – much to my sorrow. I count on the times when I truly connect with You – but other 
times, I feel so distant. 
 
(Jesus) ―When you have ties to the world, the traps to entangle you lie everywhere. It takes a real 
Grace to avoid them. This is something you must pray for, My Love. You cannot acquire this with self-
discipline on your own. When you fall so in love with Me that you can‘t stand to be away from Me for a 
moment, you will have Me right here. By your side. 
 
(Clare) He smiled… 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, My Love. Right here by your side, smiling. Not scowling – pondering your beauty. Not 
focusing on your human imperfections. Do you know how much you mean to Me? Of course not. 
You‘re still stuck on what I will call your perception of yourself. Your 'ugly' you. A little girl cringing in a 
hole in the ground: dirty, unkempt, lonely and abandoned. Yes, these are the things you‘re so quick to 
look at about yourself. That‘s why you see Me crying many times when I behold you – because I know 
it‘s nearly impossible for you to accept My Love, and see yourself as I see you.‖ 
 
(Clare) I thought about what He was saying and I said, ‗Oh, Lord. What you‘re saying is true. That is 
the way I feel.‘ 
 
(Jesus) ―I know! This is you in the past, not you robed in My salvation and righteousness. I will not say 
it‘s easy to see yourself as I see you. No, I agree. It is VERY hard for you, a mere mortal, to see the 
Glory bestowed on you and emanating from you. Very hard, indeed. I do show you in dreams, 
sometimes. When you can fly, and have emerged from the masses who are still under the effects of 
the law of sin and death. That is the meaning of those dreams – you are no longer a part of that which 
is perishing. But, now a citizen of Heaven, and able to fly freely about, delivered from the bondage of 
the flesh. That is TRULY who you are.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh Lord, how does one hold on to this on a daily basis? 
 
(Jesus) ―That's simple. Stay focused on Me. You look at Me. I smile. That should tell you everything 
you need to know about who you are to Me.‖ 
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(Clare) At that point, I heard a line from one of Ezekiel‘s songs – the first song we did together, The 
Song of Solomon. I heard a line from the Song of Songs. It said... 'You are beautiful, My Beloved. Oh, 
you are beautiful.' 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, I live in the Song of Songs when I‘m with you. Yes, that IS My heart. Full of expectation 
of the day of your liberation from Earth. For, what you have already attained to in the spirit, by the 
same power that raised Me from the dead, shall be accomplished for you in the physical, and we shall 
be united as One, in this magnificent space of Divine Union. Then, no longer will the past cast 
shadows across your path. No, it will be annihilated in Mercy and Love. With just a drop of My Blood, 
it will have totally dissolved away your awful past, no more, ever to be found again. ‗Under the Blood‘, 
as you are fond of saying. 
 
―Well, I see you cannot even receive that now. How sad…Come on, Clare. Please take hold of My 
words. Hold them to your heart. Let them revise that miserable vision of yourself. Look at the 
transformation! No longer rotten and corrupt, but alive and soaring! Yes, that is how I see YOU… My 
stunningly beautiful Bride. Not that pitiful wretch of the past. So, here we are again – full circle. And, 
when you see Me dancing with you, are you all ugly and dirty?‖ 
 
(Clare) No. 
 
(Jesus) ―Well then, when you see Me dancing with you, you are seeing the REAL you.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh, Lord – somehow I KNOW that. I just wish I could hold on to it. 
 
(Jesus) ―Practice makes perfect! Come now, My Beloved. Enter into Your Master‘s joy. I am perfectly 
happy and satisfied with ALL your efforts. I will crown them with success, and you will see that I am 
the One doing the doings FOR you. And, it IS good, for truly you have abided in Me. You just haven‘t 
quite mastered the art of focusing on Us.‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, Lord. I want that. May I please have that Grace? 
 
(Jesus) ―That‘s what I was waiting for. Now I will impart to you a few little secrets about maintaining 
this Gift. Come to Me, first thing in the morning. Establish My presence with you and within you. Look 
on My smiling countenance as I greet you, in your first hour of consciousness with Me. Cherish that 
smile. Hide it in your heart, as My mother did. Clasp it to your bosom and allow it to penetrate. Then, 
ask Me to live through you this day, as you sometimes do. And, go about your necessities, until we 
can have a trysting time.‖ 
 
―Now, as your day progresses, there will be ups and downs. There will be those sent to destroy your 
peace and rob you of this precious Treasure. When they succeed – come back to Me. Look upon My 
smile again. Reach for My hand, Clare – and walk with Me. Oh, I so desire for you to see how very 
present I am with you. Not for a moment do I depart from you. Not even for a second. Okay?‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, would You remind me? 
 
(Jesus) ―Make yourself a note, My Love. You know how you are. 
 
―And, for all of you, My Brides. Follow these same instructions. Try Me in these things, and see if I 
don‘t anoint you with a new awareness of Me, and My approval of YOU. Embrace these ways, and I 
will penetrate that thick cocoon of condemnation you have allowed the enemy to spin around you. 
 
―I kiss each of you tenderly on the forehead. Go now, and do My will. Remember… I am with you. 
Return My gaze, My Brides.‖ 
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Message 118: Jesus says… Follow My Vision for your Life... You are so 

unique! 
 
 
August 28, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Well, forgive me, Heartdwellers – I am sorry I didn‘t get the message up last night – I think it‘s 
entirely my fault, in fact, I know it is. I came into worship today and said... 'Lord, I‘m sorry. I‘ve been so 
scattered.' 
 
(Jesus) ―Scattered? Scattered isn‘t the word for it, try distracted. Deliberate attempts to keep you from 
posting messages. Just make this your priority of the day and this won‘t happen again. These are 
deliberate attempts, not circumstance. Forewarned is forearmed.‖ 
 
(Clare) Well, how do I keep this from happening, Lord? 
 
(Jesus) ―Make Me your priority every day. I know you are compromised right now with a worker on the 
property. In spite of that, refocus and let that stand off in the wings. You don‘t have to focus on that, 
just allow it in the background.‖ 
 
(Clare) Ok. I‘m sorry. 
 
(Jesus) ―You are weak Clare, very weak.‖ 
 
(Clare) But, where I am weak you are strong, right? 
 
(Jesus) ―That‘s right My Love, lean on Me. Again forewarned is forearmed.‖ 
 
(Clare) Okay… 
 
(Jesus) ―Let‘s move on.‖ 
 
(Clare) THANK YOU! 
 
(Jesus) ―What? You don‘t like Me talking about your faults?‖ 
 
(Clare) You‘re baiting me, Lord…. 
 
(Jesus) ―No, I‘m catching a big fish.‖ 
 
(Clare) Are you saying I‘m fishy? 
 
(Jesus) ―Not at all, open your mouth and let those golden coins fall out. You have souls waiting for this 
message.‖ 
 
(Clare) You‘re teasing me. 
 
(Jesus) ―I am.‖ 
 
(Clare) OK. What would you like to talk about, dear Jesus? 
 
(Jesus) ―That‘s more like it. Each one of My blossoms is unique in fragrance, appearance, rooting, 
soil, need for water, sunshine. Each is SO unique. Without this uniqueness there would be no garden, 
My Bride. Collectively, you are all My Garden, which I delight to walk in at the break of day and even 
midday when the blossoms are open and nighttime when they close and others open. You are one of 
My night blooming flowers. 
 
―Variety is so very important to Me. It serves your free will; it provides choices for My Children and 
endless possibilities for creativity. Satan has tried to bind these opportunities by encouraging people 
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to group together and be under the yoke of conformity. This is another reason why this channel is so 
important to Me. People are learning to think for themselves and not be conformed to the opinions 
and rules of others. 
 
―I created certain rules and they are the ones that are essential. My commandments and words give 
life and freedom, while holding together the fabric of society – a society based on My rules for a 
happy and productive life. It is when men cast off these rules and replace them with those motivated 
by greed, sensuality, and control; it is then that rules become binding and crushing on My people. 
 
―My children, do not be yoked to anyone‘s rules. Yes, you should honor those in positions of 
responsibility over you, but only when it doesn‘t contradict Me. There is a law of liberty I have given 
you. It is a law coming from My Spirit. It gives life, it protects life, and guides you towards the 
fulfillment of all that I have ordained you to be. 
 
―Your individuality is very important to Me. It is My heart‘s desire that you come into the fullness of 
who you are in Me, that all your gifts are brought to perfection and lavished on My Body. To that end, I 
will lead you in paths you have never trodden before. I will take you out into the desert and speak to 
your heart. I will bring you back to the cities and reveal the movements of men‘s hearts. 
 
―I will call you to step out and serve where you have never served before. I will also call you into the 
quiet place where we commune and bring forth fruit for the Kingdom. Don‘t be afraid of the new, don‘t 
avoid change, and don‘t shy away from the unfamiliar. Rather, seek My will above all things and 
follow where I lead you. 
 
―You are never alone. Even in the strangest places, I am there with you. This should bring you 
comfort when you find yourself away from the security of your home. 
 
―Many of you have compromised for the sake of security and comfort, when I wanted to lead you out 
into a land so different from what you have known. This has made life wearisome and grinding every 
day. You will at times find an affection in your heart for someone or some work, and it will surprise 
you. Pay attention to that, I may be leading you that way. Always pay attention to the movement of 
your heart. 
 
―When it moves with your flesh, curtail it. When it moves with My Spirit, follow it. How do you know the 
difference? In thousands of years I have not changed My voice. It is a tender impression, a fragrance 
that drifts through your soul. It catches you by surprise and you say... 'Where did that come from?' It is 
sweet and peaceable.‖ 
 
(Clare) I wanted to share with you all the first time the Lord introduced me to music. I had been a 
professional photographer for 25 years – that‘s what I gave up when I went into missionary work. 
Music was always something I always listened to, and never dreamt I‘d have any part in playing it. 
And…then I married a musician! AND a minister. 
 
We were house sitting and our friend had an electric keyboard. I had been playing with the harp and 
the mandolin for a while, just for quiet prayer and meditation and…just for fun. And I never dreamt the 
Lord was going to bring me into song writing and arranging. 
 
Well, at her house, I started playing the keyboard, and some amazing sounds and melodies just 
flooded out of me. So much so that Ezekiel, my husband, who is a wonderful musician, stopped what 
he was doing and came and stood next to me just to listen. Of course, I was very timid. 
 
We began to seek the Lord about this – was it a gift or a distraction? He continued to confirm it was 
indeed a new direction. At 58 years old?? You‘ve got to be kidding Lord! But no, He wasn‘t kidding at 
all, He was serious! I remember stepping out of the car onto the driveway at their house when I was 
still in the discernment stage and there before my feet was a heart shaped rock with the clear image 
of a dove right on top in a different colored stone. It was so CLEAR. 
 
Then, another time, we were having a prayer meeting and I felt something like a comet swoop down 
from Heaven and land in my belly. Afterwards, we were sharing our visions and one of the ladies said, 
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―I saw a golden harp descend out of Heaven and land in your lap.‖ I thought to myself, ‗But, I already 
have a harp…what could this be?‘ 
 
I sought the Lord about it. What is this golden harp? All I heard was '$ 3,500'. 
 
Now, I was raised on classical music and I had really high standards for what a cello or violin or flute 
should sound like, and I wanted to start arranging music with all those awesome sounds. We began 
with a radio shack keyboard, but that didn‘t even begin to touch what I remember hearing as a child 
during the concerts at the Chicago Symphony Orchestra. 
 
I again sought the Lord about the golden harp, and one day we had to go to Albuquerque to pick my 
mother up from the airport. We had just enough time to look around at a professional music store and 
as we walked in, right in front of me was an eighty eight key Roland Fantom work station/keyboard. A 
workstation is amazing! It has hundreds and hundreds of different sounds, and they‘re all world-class 
sounds, because Roland has a very high standard. It‘s quite an incredible, professional tool. 
 
I walked up to it, took a closer look and there was the price tag: Moving Sale $3,500/marked down 
from $5,000! I said... 'There are my $3,500!' 
 
Well, it might as well have said 5 million, we were so poor. But I just knew by faith, that this was going 
to be My golden harp. We picked up my mother, had lunch and I just mentioned it in passing and she 
said, ―I want to see it.‖ So, we all three went and looked. Now, my mother, who had her own business 
and was retired and comfortable, took a bold step and said... 'I‘ll make the down payment.' We had 30 
days to come up with $3,400. Something inside of me was bursting with life. I could feel this was the 
beginning of something really special. 
 
Well, while my mom was there, we went to the bank to try and get a loan and were turned down 
everywhere we went, even with our car for collateral. My mother got really angry with the next bank 
and stormed into the office while he was turning me down and said... 'Forget it, I‘ll buy it.' That was 
definitely my mom‘s style! She was tough. That was the very beginning of something I never, ever 
dreamt I would be doing. Making music? 
 
Photography had been my life. But Music??? At 58, indeed, the Lord saves the best wine for last. And 
just as a note, guess what was on the cover of the package? A golden harp…! 
 
So, don‘t in any way shun new territory, new dreams, new inspirations. Use the Bible Promises to 
help you discern. Believe me, Jesus is quick to give me Lust when I want to go after something that is 
not mine to do. But, if He continues to give me things like God‘s Love, Loving God, Holy Spirit, 
Guidance, I know it is truly His will for me to pursue it. 
 
I remember coming back from picking it up. We were living in a 20 foot camper trailer, and I looked at 
Ezekiel and said... 'You know what this means, right'? And he said 'No..?' 
 
And I replied... 'That abandoned house on Montoya Street? We‘re going to get permission to move 
into it. Cause our keyboard will hardly fit in the camper.' And, that‘s exactly what happened, and we‘ve 
been here for all these years, going on 12 years now. So, talking about music is really making me 
miss it, guys. I really miss making music. 
 
Jesus continued... ―Yes, that‘s a classic example of how I will lead you into a new skill that I have 
been saving for you.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, with the Rapture so near, You‘re sounding like we‘re going to be here a long time. 
 
(Jesus) ―My Love, what I begin I finish. Follow your dreams and you will finish them in Heaven or even 
when I return with you to Earth. Everything I begin I finish, so don‘t be alarmed. I am not at all saying 
you will be here for years. I am saying that every day is a new opportunity and it‘s never too late to 
follow in My Footsteps as I lead you.‖ 
 
(Clare) Just as an aside, I want to tell you all that, there are keyboards and instruments. And, we‘ll be 
using all kinds of technology in Heaven. So, don‘t think for one minute that you‘re not going to have 
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anything to play in Heaven, because you will. And when we come back to Earth, there will also be 
technology. 
 
At that point, I was just feeling a little bit, maybe, self-pity, I don‘t know. I said... 'Jesus?' kind of in a 
pitiful and forlorn whisper, as tears were welling up in my eyes. I was thinking how I really miss 
singing and playing my keyboard. And I was going to say Jesus, when will I be able to play my 
keyboard again? But, He intercepted my thought. He lifted My chin... 
 
(Jesus) ―I know. It won‘t be long now. I know, I see the yearning of your heart, but for now you have 
chosen the better part. It‘s coming, it‘s coming to you, and it won‘t be long.‖ 
 
(Clare) 'But, can‘t I somehow work it in?' My schedule, by the way, is already really tight. 
 
(Jesus) ―We‘ll see, Child. We‘ll see.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 119: Dimensions & Time in Heaven, eternal Life, Suffering & 

Rewards 
 
 
August 30, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) The Lord‘s blessings be with you, Heartdwellers. During worship tonight, I had visions of the 
Lord on His beautiful white horse with me riding behind Him, with my arms tucked around His waist as 
we charged into the stone courtyard of the palace. When I came to sit down to listen for His voice I 
shared that with Him, and He answered me and said… 
 
(Jesus) ―Dream your dreams, My Beloved. For someday soon I shall surely sweep you up onto My 
mount and take you to Paradise with Me. There is nothing wrong with these visions. In fact, they are 
the epitome of inspiration for you to lead a holy life until I come for you. 
 
"How beautiful are the feet of those who bring the good news. Someday, someday My Love we will 
ascend the palace steps and you shall take your rightful place beside Me in the Throne Room. Until 
then, dream all you want. Who do you think inspires those dreams anyway? 
 
"I want you to think more and more about your reward. As times get darker, even now as darkness is 
on the increase, it is good to focus your mind on Heavenly things and what I have promised you. 
Never ending energy, inspiration without frustration, completing your goals with ease, joyful 
countenances around you at all times, living a life full of joy will be as easy as breathing. Never will 
there be a moment when glory and praise to Me are not expressed in some way. Continuous round 
the clock worship." 
 
(Clare) Jesus, people say there is no time in Heaven. He laughed… 
 
(Jesus) "Where did they get that notion? Did I not say, I am the Alpha and Omega, the beginning and 
the end, which is, and which was, and which is to come, the Almighty. In that verse alone, time is 
expressed twice. How can there be a beginning and an ending without something in between? How 
can there be a past, a present and a future? Time does exist in Heaven, but dimensions rotate.‖ 
 
(Clare) I thought to myself... 'Oh boy, this is going to be too hard for me to follow.' He corrected me 
and said… 
 
(Jesus) "Just listen, and maybe it won‘t. Give it a chance. Just because I haven‘t disclosed the entire 
concept in thought form to you, doesn‘t mean it isn‘t real and you can‘t comprehend it. Here, listen 
carefully and I will explain in such a way that you can understand. 
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"When I say that dimensions rotate, I mean different times fade in and fade out of significance. There 
are so many different dimensions in Heaven, you cannot even begin to count them. Each life form I 
ever created has its own dimension, the place that is significant to its existence. And each dimension 
interlocks with other dimensions, so that the pattern forms a unified existence.‖ 
 
"Much like a patchwork quilt where each patch has its own unique shape and design, but is united to 
the whole. Each tells a story about its individual existence and a story about its corporate existence. 
Just as you focus a camera, different eons come into focus by My choice, life and activity constantly 
exists – but what you see depends on what I focus for you to see." 
 
(Clare) You mean the future exists now but it is out of my range of focus? 
 
(Jesus) "That‘s exactly right." 
 
(Clare) But that would mean, that You know the date of the Rapture! 
 
(Jesus) "Oh, how did I know you were going to say that?" 
 
(Clare) You guessed…? 
 
(Jesus) "Very funny. But, I have agreed to the limitation My Father has set, so I cannot see it. Do you 
understand?" 
 
(Clare) Hmmmm. 
 
(Jesus) "Do you want more?" 
 
(Clare) Jesus whatever You want to share, I‘d love to hear. 
 
(Jesus) "When I say Heaven is perpetual joy, I speak of the mantle of eternity that is interwoven in 
Heaven; that is unique to its dimension. Eternity lasts forever. Right?" 
 
(Clare) Yes, by my definition, yes. 
 
(Jesus) "And that is correct to your perception, because in Heaven, your gaze is focused on the 
Eternal. On Earth, your gaze is focused on the passing moment. One reason why you are so joyful 
and happy in Heaven is its fullness, its constant expanse, joy as far as the eye can see, the eternally 
blossoming flower. Whereas, here on the Earth the flower fades, and a certain cycle of life and death 
has been set in motion by sin. When sin is removed, life is eternal. 
 
"The being which I have created is without death, the body of the flower on this Earth goes through 
that cycle because it is subjected to futility on Earth. But in Heaven? No." 
 
(Clare) You mean that every flower You‘ve ever created lives in Heaven an eternal life? 
 
(Jesus) "Exactly!" 
 
(Clare) Wow! That‘s a lot of flowers! 
 
(Jesus) "Heaven is a tremendous place with interior dimensions untold, all held together by My Love 
and My Joy. Well… that‘s enough postulating for tonight. How are you, Clare?" 
 
(Clare) You know, my Lord. I am not feeling well. 
 
(Jesus) "Yes, daughter I see your struggles. Do you know there are souls coming to Me right now 
because of this heavier cross you are carrying?" 
 
(Clare) There are? 
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(Jesus) "Would I lie to you?" 
 
(Clare) Of course not! 
 
(Jesus) "Yes, there are. I am sorry for what you are suffering, but please don‘t grow discouraged. You 
are bearing fruit, I will hold you close to My heart and comfort you, My child. Let Me endow you with 
My strength, allow Me to carry you, Clare. Allow Me." 
 
(Clare) At that moment, I was inspired to receive communion. But I asked Him... 'How do I do that? 
How do I let You endow me with Your strength?' 
 
(Jesus) "Let this communion be absorbed into your entire body and being, that you might be 
strengthened by it. And I will carry you. Not in a way you can notice, necessarily. But in retrospect, 
looking back, you will ask yourself... 'How did I get through that?' 
 
"You got through it by My Power perfected in your weakness. And our communion together infused 
your body with Heavenly strength. Savor those moments when I dissolve into your being, My Love." 
 
(Clare) And just as an aside, when I received communion, the little host I use completely dissolved 
without me knowing where it went. I‘ve never experienced that before, it just totally disappeared. 
 
(Jesus) "It went to every cell in your body, every fiber of your being. Oh, how I love you. I know about 
your suffering and this cross is so pleasing to Me. So please, bear with Me, My Love." 
 
(Clare) I Love You, Jesus. 
 
(Jesus) "I know. It shows. Oh, My Beloved Brides, I wish in this moment I could alleviate all your 
sufferings. But I can make you stronger. Come to Me in communion. Relish My presence with you as 
you take communion and allow it to dissolve on your tongue. Resting and focusing on Me, that I have 
given you a part of My very own body to conform you to My Image in charity, courage and 
perseverance. 
 
"How lovely you are, My perpetual blossoms! How fragrant your sacrifices on the behalf of souls. Do 
not harbor any false guilt should you receive prayer for your maladies and get better. In that case, I 
know what is best for you and I wanted you to get better. 
 
"But in those cases where your condition does not improve, remember: we are doing a great work 
together. You are, by your fast offering, softening hearts for Me and strengthening My laborers 
working in the fields. I know it is hard now because you do not see the fruit. Some things I must keep 
from you lest you grow proud. But will you take My word for it? Will you believe Me and know that I 
am pleased with you? 
 
"Yes, darkness is on the increase. Yes, things are becoming harder, almost like sloshing through pea 
soup. But I am with you and will not allow you to faint, if only you will come to me and be renewed, in 
worship and communion. 
 
"Go now, My Lovely Garden. Your fragrant offerings are reaching the Throne of My Father in Heaven. 
He is dispatching angels on your behalf. Even your sighs for one another are capturing His heart and 
moving Him to compassion. You are beautiful, My Bride. Oh you are beautiful!" 
 
 
 
 

Message 120: Jesus says... My Distracted Bride & My Compassion For 

You 
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August 31, 2015 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
The Lord‘s blessings are with us, dear Family. And...I got to be a Guinea pig again! 
 
It looks like the Lord is digging deeper into my faults. Not that He ever gives me a rest...‘cause I don't 
give Him any rest with my own shenanigans. 
 
Going on with our little story about moving Rae off the property, after we finally got that massive 
camper out of its location, destroying everything in its path including our rock garden and sapling 
trees, we had a young volunteer come and help us put things back together in the garden. 
 
Well, I think I should give you a little history on the garden. When we moved into this abandoned 
house being used for a squat, it was filled with refuse, cans and bottles, and needles, potty, diapers, 
you name it. The big back yard had an old junker car, a huge cottonwood and mud everywhere. My 
husband wanted to use it for a parking lot. That was quite a confrontation... 
 
I had other plans. Once that car was out, I tried to create the feeling of the wilderness with rocks from 
the mountains, in fact where our mountain retreat is, I went up and brought back beautiful rocks from 
the mountain. And some o-cote, which are those beautiful, weathered silver logs, and planted it with 
native plants. Water had rushed down the street and for some reason made a turn onto this property 
and brought layers of mud with it. So we made a meandering stream, lined with rocks to channel the 
waters with two small arched bridges crossing over it. The gardens were rounded and free shaped, so 
nothing was square or monotonous. It truly looked and felt like a place deep in the forest, a hidden 
garden. 
 
Now, returning to our volunteer and putting the rocks back...if you are married to an artist... well, you 
know what a pain they can be. Picky, picky, picky. I had him bring back all the rocks for the borders of 
the garden and replace them. Of course, he did what any 22 year old would do, made it nice, square, 
neat and sterile garden. 
 
The first time I walked by it, I thought to myself, ‗I'll fix that later. That can wait.‘ 
 
Two hours later, I had to walk by it again, and I thought, ‗I've got to fix that! Ok, you have to fix it but 
next week, not now!‘ 
 
Then I would come by it again...another argument ensued. Every time I walked by it, a struggle to dive 
in and fix that garden just jumped on me, like white on rice! 
 
That was yesterday. How I made it through the night, I have no idea. Mind you, with Fibromyalgia, you 
do any hard work like moving rocks and you're toast for at least a day or two. 
 
So, I began this argument with myself. ‗You can't do that it - will mess you up‘. 
 
But, then I had to walk by it again, and I said to myself, ‗Self-control, you can do it this week.‘ 
 
But it gnawed at me, and refused to stop. I was on the edge of diving into that project and restoring 
my nice meandering garden every time I walked by it. 
 
As usual, I was a little dopey this morning when I woke up. And, after my coffee, I was headed in to 
pray and exchange morning smiles with the Lord and I thought to myself, ‘If I just move two rocks, I'll 
feel better about it and leave it alone.‘ That hit me when I went to take the laundry off the line. 
 
Right. Those two rocks were the beginning of a 30 minute project that left me limping into the house 
as I forced myself to put it down until Monday... and I'd finish it then. But at least now, it was like it 
used to be. Sort of. I can finally REST. Right? You'd think... 
 
I made it into prayer, and as I sat before the Lord, as usual when I allow my compulsions to control 
me, I felt guilty. I couldn't even look at Him. Then, I remembered what I counsel all of you to do: when 
you feel like you've blown it, don't run from Him, run to Him. As I looked up, and focused my eyes in 
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the spirit realm, there was My sweet Jesus smiling at me and He pulled me to Himself and hugged me 
tightly. 
 
‗Oh thank you, Lord. Now I can really enter into prayer. I don‘t feel so badly anymore.‘ He wasn't 
angry or condemning me, He was just glad to see me. 
 
Well, you know how it is when you begin to pray, a million things start to bring themselves up from out 
of nowhere. But in my case, I had a garden hounding me and I'd relish the Sweet Presence of our 
Lord, but a few minutes later I'd find myself up to my ankles in pretty rocks, arranging things in the 
garden – in my own head, that is. Still in prayer with the Lord – part of me. But the other part was out 
in that garden! 
 
Oh No! I thought I was done with this!! 
 
I chided myself and refocused on the Lord, He was holding me and smiling. 
 
"I thought I'd never get you back," He said as I clung to Him. 
 
Again, I savored His presence and told Him how much I loved Him. And...a good ten minutes or so 
later I was in my own head sorting pretty rocks in the garden. A g a i n! 
 
I refocused and there was the Lord smiling still. "Welcome back." 
 
I said, ‗Oh, Lord, I'm so sorry that I can't stay here with You. My mind keeps wandering back to that 
unfinished business in the garden.‘ 
 
"I know, tell them." 
 
Oh, no, Lord! I don‘t have to tell them, do I? 
 
"Yes...I want you to tell them." 
 
I thought ‗Oh, this can't be the Lord, this is not that important to tell anybody about, is it? Really?‘ So, I 
went and checked with the Bible Promises, and I opened to Holy Spirit. Hmm...OK. No sliding around 
this one. 
 
So, now that I've shared my weakness Lord, is there anything else YOU want to say? 
 
"When you take a stimulant like caffeine or coffee, or any strong drink to help you pray, you are much 
more likely to get drawn off into a project that's been bothering you, before you make it to prayer. So, 
just a heads up. I understand many of you need something to wake you up at different times of the 
day, especially when you come to pray with Me, and I love to share in that ritual of having coffee 
together. It is a sweet time as your mind focuses more and more on Me. 
 
―However, beware of your thoughts beginning to bounce off the walls. If something comes to mind, 
write it down and leave it for later. That will help you dispatch it from your consciousness. If you don't 
write it down, it tends to continue bothering you. 
 
―My Children, I want you to know that I do not condemn you for a wandering mind. I understand your 
weaknesses. I am so happy when you return to Me and embrace Me with your love. It makes Me 
forget that you ever drifted away. 
 
―Don't you know what a great honor it is for Me to receive praise from My Creation and especially My 
crowning glory, My Bride. I am so touched by your devotion, I can't help but smile. In spite of your 
appetite for things of the world, you continue to put them in their place. And for this, I am so grateful. 
How can I be angry or scold you when you come to Me in your weakness and uncover your fault." 
 
―Do you know, it is the ones who act perfect, like they don't have any faults, that grieve Me. It is the 
ones who take the time to point out the flaws of others that strike at My Heart. Yes, to find fault with 
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your sister, your brother, is to strike at My very own heart. This hurts me much more than your lack of 
focus or flightiness." 
 
―Do you know, My Brides, in your efforts to get closer to Me, I also am paying attention to what goes 
through your minds and out of your mouths. If you want to be closer to Me, if you want to please Me, 
know that the most off putting thing you can do is find fault with each other." 
 
―In marriage, it is an easy thing to do, especially because the enemy is wanting to build a wall of 
alienation over time. Very slowly, so you will not notice it is being done, until you wake up one 
morning and feel the coldness between you and your spouse. A coldness that has built up over 
months and months as you found fault with the little irritations and drove him away from you." 
 
―Little by little you downgrade one another. I want you to little by little build one another up. Please, 
My Bride, there has been enough condemnation; picking, fault finding, in the world. I want you to be 
beacons of hope, encouragement - building one another up, affirming one another, with not a hint of 
censorship." 
 
―This is what drives people away and causes Me to find fault in you. But when I see your childlike 
innocence, declaring your faults openly, and not finding anything negative in your brother and sister, it 
makes Me embrace you ever more fondly and totally discount your shortcomings." 
 
―It is a truth: Judge not and you will not be judged. It is a truth that judgment brings judgment, praise 
brings praise. These are the dynamics of life. These are the rules to happiness and certainly the 
shortest way to My favor." 
 
―I love you all so very dearly. Happy you will be if you hearken to My counsel." 
 
―I bless you now with the grace to recognize where you have been critical with others. My Spirit is with 
you to help you make this change. And remember to uncover your faults before Me. I am ever so 
happy to encourage and assist you to overcome them." 
 
―I am always waiting for you with a smile. Come to Me each day and let us smile upon one another, 
Then, be aware that I am accompanying you through your day, and I am smiling at you. This will cut 
off the accusations of the enemy that I am a strict and censoring God, finding fault with you, scowling 
at you." 
 
―Let My gentle smile infuse you with Joy, My Bride. Someday soon you are going to embrace My 
smiling presence as we ascend into Heaven." 
 
―Someday very soon.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 121: Darkness increases, and so must your Worship... Work 

with Rhemas 
 
 
September 1, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) The Lord is with us and leading us, dear Heartdwellers. I had a beautiful time in worship 
tonight – just really beautiful. I came into worship telling the Lord... 'Lord, I can‘t do this on my own. I 
need You to help me worship as YOU want me to. 
 
I had a good, strong cup of coffee, and that helped a little bit. AND I stayed focused, I didn‘t drift off 
onto a project. This time was set aside to be with Him, and it was so beautiful, I put on some worship 
songs. 
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Thank you Lord for helping me worship and have such a profoundly beautiful longing for you, thank 
you. 
 
(Jesus) ―My Dove, it comes bursting out of your pores once we get out of the doldrums. The fatigue of 
the day and of life. I know many of My Vessels unto honor are fighting the good fight right now, are 
fatigued and waning. 
 
"More worship, Beloved ones. More worship time with Me, more times of refreshing to stave off the 
powers of darkness. This indeed is a dark, dark time and calls for extraordinary commitment to Me. 
Darkness is on the increase, more worship is needed. 
 
"I know My Brides have grown weary waiting for Me. I promise you, it will not be much longer. The 
world is bursting at the seams and I am holding it all together with just one finger, but when I remove 
that finger, all will be set into motion. In the meantime, use this as an interior time of growing closer 
and deeper with Me. You need more of Me, My Brides, much more of Me as darkness is truly on the 
increase. 
 
"I know I just said that, but I can‘t say it enough. The first time it didn‘t get through with everyone. But 
now that we‘ve drawn attention to it, more will realize what is lacking in their lives. More worship. 
 
"Clare, this is Me, what you‘ve gotten by with in the past will no longer be enough of Me to make it 
through these days of increasing evil. I know some of you don‘t have that kind of time, but I am asking 
you to set more aside to make the times. 
 
"How will it look to you when you turn and look back on your earthly life and see all the frivolous and 
unimportant things you used your time for? Will it not appear very foolish that you didn‘t circumcise 
your hearts more and give Me the time you wasted on foolish things? 
 
"There are still many things you waste your time on, things that have no value in eternity, things that 
act against you in the present, and are a detriment. Entertainments, time in restaurants and shopping 
malls. Simplify your lives, dear ones, rein in your lust for things. Give your life over to holy things and 
serving Me, praying for those around you, and doing good deeds. I want you to be strong in holiness, 
not strong in worldliness. 
 
"You do not have to associate with friends who are wholly given over to the world. That is wasting 
time. Rather, make your life at home simplified, streamlined, drawing further and further away from 
the outside world, yet not abandoning your responsibilities. 
 
"When you come to Me, expect to be refreshed and given new strength and new life. When you come 
to Me expect to be held and loved and strengthened in your commitment to Me. I know how weary 
you get, I know how hopeless you sometimes feel. I even carry you in those moments until you can 
return to Me in prayer and we can be together once again in a way you can draw from My Heart great 
drafts of mercy, compassion and love for your brothers and sisters. 
 
"This season is about to get darker, therefore you must absorb more of the Light from Me. You will 
stand firm only to the degree your prayer life is authentic and truly connecting with Me. If you feel dry 
in prayer, ask Me to help you... 'Lord, I am too little, too lazy, too sick, too weak. Please, Lord, pray 
through me passionately, help me to connect with You, help me to worship You.' 
 
"I will come to your aid. Your confession of weakness opens the door to My Mercy and I cannot help 
but flood you with Heavenly passion for Me. I make up what is lacking, because you have declared 
with your free will that you are lacking. That is a secret to passionate and effective prayer. 
 
"Another way to increase your intimacy with Me is getting Rhemas. When you feel flat, uninspired, 
draw a card from your Rhema card file as Clare taught you. You will be surprised at what I give you. It 
will be just what you need to overcome this fatigue and lukewarmness. 
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"You will see, I AM WITH you, I am totally in control and I do understand where you are at. This is an 
ancient technique that My prophets used regularly. Search the Scriptures for yourselves and find 
where they drew lots; it‘s the exact same principal. 
 
"Some people who are thin on understanding and quick to judge, have failed to recognize that this is a 
way I lead you, whether it be from the Bible, from Rhema Cards, or even a bumper sticker or a song I 
quicken to you. My Brides, I am ALWAYS, ALWAYS, talking to you. ALWAYS. Don‘t limit Me, don‘t 
assign evil to what is good and right. Be careful who you listen to. Always compare what they say, 
with the Scriptures. 
 
"There you will find the truth. Go deeper than personal opinion when people discourage you from 
speaking with Me. Remember, the last thing the enemy wants you to do is get closer to Me, to hear 
Me and have a way to confirm and discern My voice and My ways to you. So, they‘re going to try and 
discourage you through Christian people. 
 
"Beware, there are many false prophets gone out into the world. Wolves in sheep‘s clothing. You must 
learn to hear Me and discern Me on your own. You can no longer trust others to provide answers for 
you, unless you want a man or woman to lead you. 
 
"If you want Me to lead you, you must work for your answers. You cannot be slothful, unbelieving or 
lazy, giving up easily. You must press in and persevere as it is written, And from the days of John the 
Baptist until now the kingdom of heaven suffers violence, and men of violence take it by force. 
(Matthew 11:12) 
 
"Therefore when your flesh is strong and wants to back away from the challenge to press in to Me, 
remember men of violence – that is, those with strong commitment – take it by force and do not let it 
evade them. 
 
"You will see that I am faithful to give you a shot of faith to inspire you on your way. There are many 
things you have been taught on this channel that will lift you up when life seems just too dark, too 
heavy. Please, use them; they are important to you. 
 
"In your rhema boxes, write down My Words to you. Write down scriptures, write down prophecy, 
write down prayers, write down breakthroughs, write down promises. There is so much to write down 
and then draw from them later." 
 
(Clare) As an aside there, I have about 300 Rhema Cards in my current file. You just build it up, every 
time you get a word, you write it down and put it in there. Certain words build a history, and the minute 
you get those cards, you know exactly what the Lord is saying to you, because there‘s a history that 
goes with that card. Sometimes I‘ll even write that down on the back, so I‘ll know – Wow, this is when 
THAT happened, and the Lord gave me this word, and it did work out. 
 
(Jesus) "Write down even your corrections and the times you repented, because cycles of sin tend to 
repeat themselves. Remember... 'When the devil had finished every temptation, he left Me until an 
opportune time.' (Luke 4:13) That‘s how he works, when you put up resistance he waits until you are 
too fatigued to think straight and then he throws it at you again. In your exhaustion, you don‘t 
recognize what‘s being offered to you and you fall for it. Be awake, be aware, he is stalking you. 
 
"I have given you much to think about, much to put into practice. Happy you will be if you apply this to 
your lives. Lonely, confused, weak and walking in darkness will you be if you don‘t apply these 
lessons to your life. This is no time to be lazy." 
 
(Clare) Lord, as ludicrous as it sounds, many people doubt that You have the ability to choose the 
right card for them or they say it‘s some form of witch craft, or fortune telling or something. 
 
(Jesus) "Yes , and those same people have used the daily bread box for years and never had a 
problem before. Some people will latch onto any excuse they can find to discredit you, Clare. Pay 
them no mind, for neither do I. I continue to teach what I know will be beneficial to you all, whether 
man approves it or not. This is where your discernment must go deeper." 
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(Clare) Lord, can you explain how you do this in a way they can understand? 
 
(Jesus) "My children, yes, I say children, for you are yet very immature in your faith. If I parted the 
Red Sea, can I not part two index cards to reveal the right one? Hmmm? Yet, there are those among 
you who do not believe I parted the Red Sea, you are not among them are you? 
 
"Enough for today, My Love. My words reach deeply and take root within your souls, amen. May you 
rise up over your flesh and take the kingdom by force, amen. May you never stray from My Arms as I 
hold you against My heart, and you breathe in My Love for you." 
 
 
 
 

Message 122: Jesus says... My Christians, be vigilant! Self-hate & 

Dissatisfaction offers these Creatures a landing place 
 
 
September 2, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) The Lord‘s incomparable Love and Wisdom is with us, Heartdwellers. What a beautiful 
teaching He gives us tonight! 
 
During worship, I saw these dark, dark, blue clouds, kind of in the shape of a vortex, almost like 
looking down the center of a tornado. 
 
But, out of it came hordes of dark-winged creatures. Black, black- winged creatures, like a cloud. Just 
hordes of them, flying into our space. I don‘t know if that represented CERN and the dimension and 
the demons coming through that dimension. They were just really, really disgusting. And it was a 
cloud. 
 
They landed on trees. They reminded me somewhat of gargoyles – just really filthy, evil creatures. 
And, prehistoric birds, as well. I‘m also thinking, Rick Joyner saw something like this. I think this ties in 
with what he‘s written in his books. Then they started defecating on people. They were feeding off a 
white horse that had been slain, and was bloated – lying dead on the ground. 
 
So, when I came into worship, the Lord showed this to me, He wanted me to begin to write it down. 
 
Jesus began… ―These creatures I showed to you were like a bat-vulture type animal, and the nature 
of these beasts is that they dwell in the darkness and feed on death.‖ 
 
―The dead white horse represents the Christians that have been murdered by the lies uttered from the 
mouths of other Christians. These creatures excrete death wherever they land. For them to land, 
there must be sin. Gossip, slander, calumny, reproach – whether it be towards yourself or another. 
That is why I‘m working so hard to eradicate slander and reproach from the lips and hearts of My 
Bride. I do NOT want them perching on her.‖ 
 
―My children, by your attitudes you open the door and invite these unclean creatures. Satan is 
counting on your personal dissatisfaction with yourselves to create a place for them to land. This is 
another reason worship is so important. When I come into worship with you, I restore your bridal 
beauty and purity. This gives you the strength to grow up into what I see you are.‖ 
 
―When you disparage yourself, you create a landing place for these vile creatures. That is why, night 
and day, satan is sending out lying spirits to demean you. It is to prepare you for these creatures, that 
they will have a perch. And, once they begin to defecate on you, you begin to judge and undermine 
others. You become a cripple... bitter and disillusioned, looking for opportunities to find fault with 
others, because you can‘t stand who YOU are.‖ 
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―Does this sound outrageous to you? Look around you, My Bride. Do you not see unhappy people 
finding fault everywhere they turn? They are full of bitterness and disappointment. And as these 
creatures defecate on them, they in turn defecate on others. And the cycle continues.‖ 
 
―I have come to give you LIFE. And life abundantly! The Kingdom of God is righteousness, peace and 
joy. You cannot have these pristine qualities and defecation at the same time. That is why I cleanse 
you when you come into My presence. And, for your own health, it is so necessary. Everything you 
touch, after I fill you, becomes beautiful and full of new life. Then the lonely, the wounded, the outcast 
come into your presence, and My anointing begins to restore their human worth. The price of a 
soul…is My Passion. Nothing less than My Passion. This is what the most wretched human being in 
your eyes is worth to Me.‖ 
 
―So, in order to be emissaries of My Love, you must love yourself, and be comfortable with who you 
are – and who you are not. Where you‘ve been, and where I am taking you – and where you are NOT 
going. There cannot be any disease, self-hate or self-abasement in your soul.‖ 
 
―Let Me explain it to you. There‘s a difference between humility and self-hatred. How can you love, 
when you‘re focused on hating yourself? It is My love for you that brings you to repentance, and the 
rejection of sin and evil.‖ (Romans 2:4) 
 
―It is well that you should hate these things. But, how can you hate what I love? I love YOU. So, how 
can you hate yourself? You can‘t. You shouldn‘t! It‘s NOT what I intended. If I wanted you to hate 
yourself, I wouldn‘t have come into the world to bring you eternal life. Rather, I‘d bring eternal 
condemnation.‖ 
 
―But is it not written, ‗For God so loved the world that He gave His only begotten Son. That whoever 
believes in Him shall not perish, but have eternal life. For God did not send His Son into the world to 
judge the world, but that the world might be saved through Him.‘‖ (John 3:16) 
 
―How can you save or redeem that which is judged evil and hated? I love you! I hate sin. You fall in 
love with Me, because I reveal My love for you. You, too, hate sin and repent, turning from a life of sin 
to a life of holiness, pleasing to Me. How did I effect that change in your nature? By demonstrating My 
love for you.‖ 
 
―Obedience, motivated by fear is inferior to obedience motivated by love. It was My desire from the 
very beginning that you would, out of your own free choice, love Me. Until I came in human form, and 
lived a life of unconditional love and forgiveness you were motivated to repentance by fear. And how 
far does fear take one? Just as far as it goes until a bigger fear overtakes you. In other words, there‘s 
always something MORE fearful, just as there‘s always someone more beautiful.‖ 
 
―So, what is the solution? Win your love over to Me. And how do I do that? By inspiring you with fear? 
Of course not! I do that by loving you. And in our mutual love for one another, you come to a point in 
your life where it‘s no longer worth anything to you if you cannot demonstrate your love for Me. And, 
from that place, you lose your fear of those who can kill the body, but do nothing to the soul. Your 
heart shines with such love for Me that you‘re willing to feed your own flesh to the lions, as the early 
Christians did.‖ 
 
―Eventually, My Bride, you will love yourself as I love you. You will see Me living in you. You will find 
joy and peace in My presence living within you. And you will refuse anything that could cause a stain 
on that love. Is it not written, ‗Anyone who loves Me will obey My teaching. My Father will love them, 
and We will come to them and make Our home with them.‖ (John 14:23) 
 
―You will hate sin, but love the habitation I‘ve chosen for eternity – that is, your heart. I make all things 
new and beautiful. I restore the purity you came forth from the Father with. How could you not love the 
very substance of the Father? If you love God, you will love all He created. Including yourself. You will 
hate and despise sin, and refuse it into your life. But you will not hate and despise yourself!‖ 
 
―Do you see, My Bride? You are so beautiful to Me! Yes, you are beautiful! I have restored all things 
to Myself. Is it not written, that it was the Father‘s good pleasure, for all the fullness to dwell in Me. 
And through Me, to reconcile all things to Myself, having made peace through the blood of My Cross, 
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whether it be things on Earth or things in Heaven. And although you were formerly alienated and 
hostile in mind, engaged in evil deeds, yet have I now reconciled you in My fleshly body, through 
death, in order to present you to Him, holy and blameless and beyond reproach.‖ (Colossians 1:19-
22) 
 
―Why have I gone to such detail? To convince you to love who you‘ve become in Me, because you 
cannot love your brother until you love yourself. These are My words: Love the Lord your God with all 
your heart, with all your soul and with all your mind. This is the first and greatest commandment. And 
the second is like it; love your neighbor as yourself. All the law and the prophets hang on these two 
commandments.‖ (Matthew 22) 
 
―You must begin now, My Bride. Begin receiving My smile and My love in the morning, and vigilantly 
destroying thoughts and every lofty thing that raises itself up against the knowledge of God. Taking 
every thought captive to the obedience of My words to you.‖ (2 Corinthians 10:5) 
 
―Yes. I want to imprint My smile on your heart. I want My love and approval for you to exude from 
every pore of your body. This is what men will notice about you – there‘s a fountain of Life. If I be lifted 
up in your heart, I will draw all men to Myself. Yes, you are My ambassadors and emissaries of My 
love. But there cannot be a trace of condemnation clouding My light. Let your light shine before men, 
so that they may see your good works, and glorify your Father in Heaven.‖ (Matthew 5:16) 
 
―I‘m blessing you now, with the remembrance of My smile perpetually shining on you. Come to Me 
daily, and receive My joy into your souls.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 123: Jesus explains… The Danger of Riches, Avarice, Self-love 

& The Angler Fish 
 
 
September 3, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... The Lord bless you, Heartdwellers. Tonight I‘m going to share with you how the Lord 
has been reining me in from a dangerous enemy. For those of you who‘ve been with us for a while, 
it‘s the black panther on the move again! 
 
The evening began tonight with worship, but before I get into that I‘ll just say recently a dear friend of 
mine, provided a little extra for me to replace some of my clothing that is embarrassingly falling apart 
on my body. I have avoided this for years, first because we didn‘t have the money. And second, 
because I didn‘t want to get carried away…which I can get, very easily!! None of you have that 
problem, I‘m sure… But I do… Anyway – it has become embarrassingly critical and this donation 
made it possible for me to replace a few things. 
 
Wanting to make the best of what I had, I did a lot of shopping around on the internet and noticed, 
much to my concern, that I was spending hours looking for what I needed. Usually I shop at thrift 
stores, but that does take a lot of time and it wears me out, and I have a responsibility to you to get 
the message out every night. So I was trying to avoid that at all costs. 
 
But certain things, like long-tailed shirts with turtle necks and slacks long enough for my height to 
reach all the way to my ankles. I never find in the thrift stores anyway. So, to save time I looked 
around online and found almost everything I thought I needed to replace. And there was just enough 
set aside to cover it. 
 
Well, I noticed something rising up from inside of me, after hours and hours of scouring the internet 
for the right thing. I didn‘t feel comfortable with it at all. I could feel myself constantly being distracted 
– what about this? What about that? You need this, you need that. You didn‘t look here? You didn‘t 
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look there? You didn‘t use the right words in the search engine – try it again! I could feel something 
taking me over, and it was nasty! 
 
So, I went to the Bible Promises and opened to the heading, Food and Clothing. My first reaction 
was... 'Yeah!! The Lord‘s acknowledging that I need clothing!' Oh, boy… But then common sense 
settled in and I said to myself... Clare, what else could this mean?? Better look at both sides - better 
safe than sorry… You see, one of the biggest impediments to clear discernment is an attachment to 
getting things your own way. 
 
You want to be justified in your desire for something, and in an effort to be justified you even twist the 
Scriptures that you get, even just a little, to accommodate your self-will. That‘s deadly in discernment! 
You have to be willing to get a big NO from the Lord without pitching a pout. Easier said than done! 
 
Well, I have a history with the word 'Food and Clothing' in the Bible Promises headings… I do have a 
history... 
 
To me, it immediately means... Therefore I tell you, do not worry about your life, what you will eat or 
drink; or about your body, what you will wear. Is not life more than food, and the body more than 
clothes? Look at the birds of the air; they do not sow or reap or store away in barns, and yet your 
heavenly Father feeds them. Are you not much more valuable than they? Can any one of you by 
worrying add a single hour to your life ? And why do you worry about clothes? See how the flowers of 
the field grow. They do not labor or spin. Yet I tell you that not even Solomon in all his splendor was 
dressed like one of these. If that is how God clothes the grass of the field, which is here today and 
tomorrow is thrown into the fire, will he not much more clothe you—you of little faith? So do not worry, 
saying... 'What shall we eat?' or 'What shall we drink?' or 'What shall we wear?' For the pagans run 
after all these things, and your heavenly Father knows that you need them. But seek first his kingdom 
and his righteousness, and all these things will be given to you as well. Therefore do not worry about 
tomorrow, for tomorrow will worry about itself. Each day has enough trouble of its own. (Matthew 
6:25-34) 
 
You know, going to sleep wondering if I used the right word in the search engine, popping out of bed, 
firing up the computer and trying again... you can tell, that‘s getting obsessive-compulsive. 
 
So, I thought to myself... 'Okay, that‘s one reading, Lord.' So I prayed, and I opened the Bible 
Promises again. What do you suppose I got? The very same page, the heading with Food and 
Clothing and Matthew 6. So there was no squirming around this one. Not at all. 
 
Just to seal it, I went for my third reading, ‗cause I usually get three readings – and what did I get? 
Parent‘s Duties. Well, that to us, both Ezekiel and I, immediately means taking care of the souls 
entrusted to us, being a mother, being a father – looking after the souls entrusted to us. When I 
opened to that page, I immediately heard the Lord say in my right ear... "How can you teach others 
what you yourself have not yet learned?" 
 
I thought, wow, I have a really big stake in this. I need to really reign myself in here, otherwise I‘m not 
going to be able to help anyone else. 
 
I could feel that I had lost my balance and both the Lord and I were beginning to be grieved. So I told 
Him, that with His help, I would stop here whether I had what I thought I needed or not. I remember 
Him saying to me, ―Can you? Can you really stop here?‖ He said it with such compassion and 
concern. I replied, ―Yes. Lord, I think I can.‖ 
 
Later on, I had to run an errand and when I was waiting in line I opened my little pocket Bible to Psalm 
51, which is THE premier repentance Psalm that David wrote after His sin with Bathsheba. 'Have 
mercy on me, O God'. Oh, it‘s a beautiful, beautiful Psalm. To a casual observer it might not seem like 
a big thing, me losing my balance or control of my wandering thoughts. But to one who knows my 
history with the Black Panther and how I almost lost my husband because of my willfulness, it‘s quite 
a big thing. 
 
Well, thoughts began to come up and I had the grace to take them captive, and it seemed like I was 
gaining the victory over my wandering, perfectionistic mind. When you‘re a perfectionist, you are 
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almost never happy. 'What about this? Wouldn‘t that be better?' Etc. etc. I‘m sure none of you can 
relate… Well in worship tonight, Jesus began to speak to me... 
 
(Jesus) ―The lure of riches is very strong in your family. When I let you go out like that I cringe lest I 
lose you to the world. There are so many souls struggling with this malady around the world. Would 
you share with them your battle? I want to set them free, but some of them don‘t even recognize it‘s a 
sin.‖ 
 
(Clare) I knew the guinea pig was coming out of the cage again. I did have a legitimate question that I 
knew we would all ask, so I voiced it... 'But, Lord, isn‘t it necessity to have certain things?' 
 
(Jesus) ―It‘s the driving force behind it that‘s so dangerous. You know it, Clare, you can feel it even 
now as we are talking. 'Just one more little thing. Whew! I‘m done. Oh, I forgot… I need this, too. But 
this wouldn‘t look right without that.' It goes on and on and on. There‘s no stopping it. There‘s no end 
to it. It is nefarious.‖ 
 
(Clare) Of course, I had to look that word up. It means wicked or criminal. 'The nefarious activities of 
the organized- crime syndicates' 
 
(Jesus clarified) ―Translate it this way... 'The nefarious activities of organized groups of demons of 
lust, acquisition, preoccupation, greed, avarice (avarice is HUGE), perfectionism – never finding the 
perfection it seeks, yet forever promising it and luring you deeper into distractions, idol worship and 
sin.'‖ 
 
(Clare) And it‘s interesting, because I had gotten another reading earlier in the day about the idol 
worshipping pagans that Paul had gone to and how they worshipped the things of their hands, gold 
and silver and so on. And the Lord always brings that up in talking about idolatry, along with avarice, 
in relation to this particular difficulty of mine. 
 
(Jesus) ―It‘s not the need, My Love, it‘s the driving passion or more correctly, lust, that ensues on the 
heel of the need. Under the guise of, 'Get it all done and over with'. Yet, there never truly is an end. 
Like that deep sea fish with the luminous fishing rod coming from the tip of its head (The angler fish). 
The bait is putting off a glow enticing its prey into its mouth. The mouth and jaw are distended along 
with the stomach so the prey can swim right in and before they know it the teeth, which are angled 
inwards, trap them. The trap door shuts and then you realize you have gone too far. It is an unhealthy 
attachment to things. It brings a superficial satisfaction. It only lasts a short while, but then, emptiness 
sets in again.‖ 
 
―The emptiness is because it doesn‘t fit in the God Spot. Part of the lure is the promise of a good 
meal, but rather than eating well, it is eaten. The enemy eats your lunch. Time is spent that can never 
be recovered on superficial things. People around the world go without and with very little while those 
who seek possessions have an over-abundance.‖ 
 
(Clare) But, Lord, these people have worked hard to have their abundance. 
 
(Jesus) ―Have they? If you follow all the way back to the source you will most certainly find where the 
poor have been exploited in one way or another. But that‘s not the point. The point is, it is a poison 
that continues to consume the soul. Enough is never enough, there is always more that is 'needed'. 
The wealth of the rich gives them no rest and so they continue to labor to have more and more and 
more. The sleep of a laborer is sweet, whether they eat little or much, but as for the rich, their 
abundance permits them no sleep.‖ (Ecclesiastes. 5:12) 
 
―I wish for you to be satisfied with very, very little. Because in finding your satisfaction with little, you 
demonstrate the very minimal importance of such things. Making due rather than having it all together 
and perfect is much, much safer. Then, one does not become prone to excesses or constant tag-
alongs…such as, 'well now that I have that, I need this, and this and this as well', and so on and so 
on.‖ 
 
―The bait is not seen as bait…all that is seen is the shining light of your desires and expectations, 
were you to acquire this thing. You do not see how the jaws have closed behind you and made you 
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captive until you cannot extricate yourselves. This is precisely what credit cards do. They lure you into 
a life where you can have everything until you find yourself hopelessly trapped in debt, and those 
things that put you in debt have become obsolete and you need more.‖ 
 
―Whereas the souls who seeks first My Kingdom and all these other things are added unto it, does not 
become entangled in satisfying their desires. They have learned to desire very little if anything at all. 
They are as free as the birds and see the possession of much as an occasion of sin, entanglement 
and grief.‖ 
 
―As I had told you before, you come from a family that has a history of seeking the things below and 
not those things that are above. Therefore, even though you have broken that generational curse 
there is still a vestige of you that enjoys acquiring things. An acquisitive spirit.‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, Lord, I can feel that lusting for things, that lusting for completion, getting it all right, and 
getting it all together. Always having the better value or the better quality. I can just feel it, like a quiet 
hum, kind of vibrating in the background of my heart. It‘s terrible! 
 
(Jesus) ―It seeks to destroy you, Clare, and rip you out of My arms. That is why it is such a struggle for 
you. It would seem you would get stronger and it would get weaker, but as long as it‘s there you are in 
danger. Whether you feed it today and it lays low for a few years, or you starve it.‖ 
 
(Clare) When I was in worship I saw a black panther floating in the water like a crocodile. Only its 
nose, ears and eyes were above water. It was watching me very carefully to see what my next move 
would be, and it was ready to pounce. 
 
(Jesus) ―The only way to victory over this is to deny yourself, pick up your cross and follow Me. When 
it becomes necessary, I will give you a peace about meeting your necessities. But until then, it is 
better to ignore it altogether.‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, this time I was thinking... 'Well winter is coming, my everyday clothing is literally falling off 
my body, if the economy goes south I will at least have warm clothing for the winter.' 
 
(Jesus) ―I know all the things you were thinking my love, and I know what that panther is thinking, too. 
You have slipped just a little and been a victim, distracted by opportunities to satisfy this need, or that 
need…but that little slip was only the beginning of a serious downward spiral until you reined it in. 
Now, I am happy with your resolution to stop here. But do be on the lookout, the enemy is seeking to 
destroy your soul and pull you away from My arms. Don‘t let him do it. This is not a casual warning, 
this is a serious warning. The dream you had last night, what attacked you? Tell them about it.‖ 
 
(Clare) I had a nightmare last night that was probably the most powerful nightmare I‘ve had in a long 
time. I had walked into a room, it seemed like it was a room in my house. And I thought to myself, 
‗This room feels a little funny – I wonder if there is someone behind the door?‘ The door was wide 
open. 
 
So, I started to pull the door a little bit towards me, to see if someone was behind it, and this very 
strong man just leapt out from behind the door, totally overpowered me and started stabbing me. I 
started screaming immediately, and calling for help. And, it was out loud, so I woke up Ezekiel – 
scared the tar out of him! It was like I was totally overpowered by this strong man. 
 
(Jesus) ―That is the character and power of the one who wants to overpower you and cause you to 
lose Me. I know it seems incomprehensible to you now, that you could lose the closeness we have 
together, but you have no idea just how close you have come.‖ 
 
―My Brides, know that the enemy above all things wants to deprive you of Me. To that end, he will try 
to make you work on the day you have for Me for rest, and church. He will make your schedule so 
tight, there is nothing left for Me, he will see to it that you are offered lucrative positions to curtail your 
time with Me. He is stalking you and He knows exactly where your hollow and weak spots are. This is 
why I am warning you.‖ 
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―This is also the season you prepare for winter; storms, the cold, necessities for the house. And these 
demons are skilled in pushing you over the edge of what is reasonable and necessary into what is not 
justifiable but in your own mind seems to be important. You lose your focus, then you lose your 
balance, then your relationship with Me. Don‘t let this season of preparing for the winter lead you into 
deep waters over your head where the enemy is lurking and waiting for an invitation to bring you 
down.‖ 
 
―No, pay particular attention to our relationship in this season loaded with change and distraction, and 
you will move through it securely in My arms, not looking back with regrets.‖ 
 
―I bless you all now, with fortitude, that you may overcome every vestige of self-love and self-seeking, 
and be found worthy to stand before Me on that soon approaching day.‖ Amen 
 
 
 
 

Message 124: Jesus asks the Question... What is your Price?...  Are you 

willing to give up your old Life for ME? 
 
 
September 5, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) The Lord is with us, Heartdwellers, and His blessing is upon us. He has given me a 
challenging message, very interesting. As I waited on the Lord tonight, He began by saying... 
 
(Jesus) ―Waiting is wonderful.‖ 
 
(Clare) And I thought to myself... 'I don‘t…think that‘s going to go over too well, Lord… I don‘t think 
anybody thinks waiting is wonderful!' That was the direction that He was going in, so I was anxious to 
hear what He had to say. 
 
Jesus began... ―Waiting is wonderful!‖ (In other words, waiting for the Rapture is wonderful.) Why do I 
say that? Because it gives you one more chance to execute your dreams and produce fruit for the 
Kingdom.‖ 
 
―Those of you who are agonizing over waiting are not fulfilling My will at all. You are in your own will 
and centered on yourselves. Look deeper into your own lives and you will see this is not just a 
problem arising from the imminent Rapture, this is a life-long disability – or lack of ability. Behind it is 
sloth. You are lagging behind in fulfilling your purpose on this Earth and using all the talents I gave 
you.‖ 
 
―How can you tell you are in My will? When you‘re in My will, your life is vibrant and filled with 
purpose. You have something to look forward to every morning. You are growing in the life assigned 
to you. You have sought your purpose in life and found it. You are being used by Me.‖ 
 
―Some of you are still waiting in the wings for the work I have prepared for you. Some of you truly 
ARE in formation now, and not ready to go out on your mission yet, but you can sense that you do 
have a mission, and that you are being prepared. Some of you have chosen your own way over Mine. 
And you wonder why you are not happy. Clare, share with them what you did to Me when I called 
you.‖ 
 
(Clare) Well, I‘ve talked about this before, but I was attending a nice middle class church on the north 
side of Phoenix while my husband at the time was going to the University of Arizona studying public 
affairs. I was doing everything in my power to back up his career in the sense of dressing him in the 
right clothes, of decorating the house, to making the right presentation, something that looked 
successful. 
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His parents were footing the bill and we were living comfortably. There had been an alienation 
between his father and us because his dad was in a high position at the university, funding students. 
And his dad wanted to see him make something of himself, not just waiting tables. 
 
It just so happened that we were feeling called to Youth With a Mission, YWAM, in Holland – and 
least I was feeling really tugged on my heartstrings in that direction. So, we started to really try to 
discern God‘s will for us. 
 
During that season, Richard Wurmbrand, the founder of Voice of the Martyrs came to speak at our 
church on a Wednesday night and talked about the affluence that we had, but how happy were we in 
our affluence? He also talked about how some of us were called to the mission field but we all had our 
price. He looked right at me, even though I was sitting on the far side of a wing in the church, and said 
‗What is your price?‘ Wow! That hit me like a bullet to the heart! 
 
Well, at the time the church had one missionary they were sending out, a young single girl to work in 
an office of a ministry. We were a couple in our thirties with three children and wanted to go with 
Youth With a Mission to be trained but needed $5,000. The church was not at all interested in funding 
us. 
 
The only thing worth that kind of money that we had was the brand new station wagon my husband‘s 
father had just purchased for us and given as a gift. Well, here, family relations were improving, right 
– and they gave us this gift. And of course, in order to go with YWAM we would have had to sacrifice 
this gift and totally alienate his father. 
 
I had some really deep-seated insecurities about the whole thing, and one was my relationship with 
the man I married. Something wasn‘t right. We weren‘t quite on the same page with each other, and I 
was thinking, 'Great. We‘ll get over there in a foreign country and split up and I‘ll be helpless with 
three children.' 
 
I was thinking in my flesh, really. My heart was crying out to go, and my flesh was saying, ―Be careful! 
Be cautious.‖ You know, be secure. 
 
I remember we were so seriously considering it I even had a ridiculous idea that I needed clothing for 
the trip to Europe. My mother had some clothes made for me. It was like I was considering a fantasy 
part in a play or something. In the end, we sold our hearts for a $5,000 car and relationship with his 
father, which soon afterwards fell apart. 
 
And I had a dream. In this dream I was on a cruise ship. the Captain had requested to talk to me; he 
was on the level of the ship beneath the main deck. I walked into his presence, he was tall, blond, 
clean shaven and very handsome in his white suit. He said... 'The Lord called. You missed the call, 
but He will call again.' Then I awoke. Immediately I knew we had made the wrong choice and I was 
deeply grieved. 
 
Not long after that our second child had to have an emergency surgery for a life threatening intestinal 
blockage. After three months of my husband and I living off the dole, he decided he would go back to 
school again, and we were back in our cozy, middle-class lifestyle. But I wasn‘t happy; it was flat and 
lacking real deep substance. 
 
The next time the Lord called, we were doing the same thing, but in Annapolis, Maryland. And after 2 
semesters my husband was dropped by the school for one class he didn‘t do well in. This time I had 
an inspiration I followed through on, and he followed along because he didn‘t really have any real 
vision. And I made the leap from total dependence on wealthy parents to total dependence on God, 
and living for Him alone. 
 
We ended up in a tar paper shack on the side of a mountain in the Poconos in Pennsylvania; running 
water when it rained, scrounging firewood in the bitter cold, now with my fourth child, only two months 
old living a radical gospel poverty. Home schooling one child and bathing my newborn in a wash 
basin on the floor. But, happy? Oh, my goodness, I‘d never been so happy in my life. 
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My whole life revolved around the Lord, my husband, and my children. We were inquiring about 
becoming a part of a Christian community associated with John Michael Talbot‘s community in 
Arkansas. I gave away all but the most utilitarian clothing I had, all my fine antiques, fine furniture, 
dinnerware, and trappings of a really comfortable lifestyle. And classy things, you know, like 
collector‘s items…and stripped down to the barest necessities. I encountered a whole new freedom to 
my life that I had no idea existed. This was our second call from the Lord. 
 
Shortly after that, my husband left me because he didn‘t want to have anything to do with this 
lifestyle…he wanted to do something in the world and be wealthy. 
 
(Jesus) ―You see, My children, there were sacrifices that had to be made. A comfortable life style or 
living on the edge for Me. There were decisions about the married life with children that had to be 
made. Relationships and security were left behind because I was calling her into another land, the 
land of My will, where things just spring up from the ground and fall into your lap as I provide for you. 
But there is a certain amount of deprivation, scorn, contempt and insecurity until you learn to rest in 
Me.‖ 
 
(Clare) By the way, I just wanted to say an aside – that marriage was NOT in God‘s will; that marriage 
was in the flesh. We believe that when God joins people together, they should stay together. If the 
Lord hasn‘t brought that marriage together it‘s not truly what it should be in Him. And it‘s not going to 
stand or produce fruit in that condition. 
 
(Jesus) ―Many of you have very solid hearts for Me but you haven‘t quite been able to bail out of your 
security zone to do My will. You are thinking as the world thinks, and as such your time is taken up by 
the world. You are working for the securities of a roof over your head, a car, food and clothing, and 
whether you admit it or not, approval from others, even in some cases, your parents.‖ 
 
―What I would like you to do is ask yourselves, ‗Am I happy and fulfilled? Is this the life I want for the 
next 20 years?‘ Ok, don‘t misunderstand Me, I didn‘t say you would be here for another 20 years! No, 
I said, ‗Can you imagine living this lifestyle and being happy for the next 20 years, or does that idea 
cause you to really have some questions and doubts?‘‖ 
 
―Can you see yourself growing old and satisfied in this life, or is something terribly important missing? 
Is there an unfulfilled desire to share the Gospel and live free as the birds? Is there a longing to be in 
ministry and see others healed and safely in My arms? Or are you happy working for the world and 
contributing what you can and where you can? Living the status quo.‖ 
 
―I‘m going to leave you with these thoughts now. What is your price? Did I not tell you to pursue your 
dreams and continue working while you are waiting for Me? Is it pure drudgery or a joy to live another 
day to do one more thing for the coming of the Kingdom? Are you biding your time or abiding in Me?‖ 
 
―I want to see you strike out in a direction you‘ve dreamt of but held back from doing because of the 
Rapture or because of selfish personal motives, like Clare had. I want to see you break free and 
follow the highest purpose in your life – the purpose you were created for on this Earth.‖ 
 
―When you are in that place, you will be in My will and know it. Your life will bear fruit everywhere you 
go, whether it be little fruit at a soup kitchen or more fruit in Mozambique. Every one of you have a 
decision to make. I don‘t care if you‘re 16 or 60. Clare set out when she was 40, with four children.‖ 
 
―None of that is important. What is important is: are you fulfilled? Or do you feel like life has cheated 
you? It is never too late to make that change, to follow Me and follow your heart…never too late. And 
for those of you who are older, you carry wisdom and maturity that is lacking in the younger 
generation and you still have much to contribute. Do not be cowed by the idea that you are too old. 
That is a lie from Hell. Clare didn‘t take up music until she was 58 and look at what I was able to do 
for her, and through her.‖ 
 
―All I am asking of you is willingness. The willingness to get break free from the boxed in life you‘ve 
created for yourself because of fear and insecurity. There is no need to fear if you make choices for 
Me. I already have you covered and every need provided for according to My Mercy and My Will. The 
question is, are you willing to forget yourself and live for Me?‖ 
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―Are you willing to deny yourself, pick up your cross and follow Me? Or are you like the rich young 
ruler... making excuses. ‗But, I have so many possessions! What? Give up my inheritance? Oh no, I 
couldn‘t do that!‘ What are you willing to give up for the sake of My Kingdom and the deep inner joy 
you will feel in My will, working with Me to save souls. In short... 'What is your price, tonight?'‖ 
 
―My blessing rests upon you as you examine your hearts. My Spirit is with you, I will not abandon you 
in answering this heart searching question. I will come to you.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 125: Jesus says… I arrange your Lessons for the Day...  Listen 

to My Still Small Voice 
 
 
September 6, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Well, beloved Family, the Lord is answering some of the cries of your heart. He began His 
message... 
 
(Jesus) ―How tender and solicitous is My care for each and every one of you. How I labor morning, 
noon and night to prepare the days lesson and all the connections you must make to bring you to your 
next appointed times. When you awake, I hope and pray you will follow Me throughout your day and 
stop at all the points of grace along the way. 
 
―Those points of grace are places of refreshing in My Presence, with friends, solitary or with a song 
along the way that reaches out to touch you, and those you touch and minister to. And these 
moments prepare you for the next leg of your journey. I wish for you to be cognizant, My Brides, of 
these watering places. Don‘t be so taken up with accomplishing your to do list that you pass them by 
without drinking the healing in. Fill your cup to the brim, drink, rest, and move on. 
 
―I know how jarred and troubled you are by the busywork of the world and how your heart longs for 
respite from the tumult of the nations. Even as I visited the woman at the well, so shall I visit you with 
My healing grace, giving to you the living waters. It could be a swift glance at your Bible, a Rhema, 
fresh manna from My word. Stop to ponder it, let its nourishment soak into your being. Let the story 
be a meditation upon your mind. Soon enough, you will discover why I gave you that story, that verse, 
that particular drink from My Living Word. 
 
―Always ask for the enlightenment of My Holy Spirit, that you might discern the still small voice that 
reads between the lines and speaks directly to your day, your life and your encounters. Hold those 
things tucked away in your heart, mark them in your Bibles and come back to them for times of 
refreshing. 
 
―Oh, I very much love it when you seek My Word to you through Rhemas. It gives Me the opportunity 
to break you out of your box and shine a new light upon your ways. Do not flit around like a busy bee, 
looking for more drinks of nectar, rather wrap yourself around what I give you and rest in that. 
 
―Nervousness does not beget holiness. Seeking, seeking, seeking in a busy way the answers to all 
your problems does not accomplish the security you long for. Rather, taking each treasured word one 
at a time and pondering it will unlock its sweet fragrance and reveal the treasure within. 
 
―The world is in such a hurry and has mentored you, teaching you to be in a hurry, too. To keep up 
with its pace, you must rush here and rush there. But as you begin to value My company more than 
the world‘s, you will withdraw more and more from the tumult of the nations and the pagans seeking 
what they shall eat, what they shall wear, and all the superficial things which now seem so important, 
but soon will pale when confronted with their eternity. 
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―Do you know that I go through a very special process to prepare the days lessons for you? Has it 
ever occurred to you that everything in your day has been planned or allowed by Me? Well ,rest 
assured, it has. Nothing happens in your life without My foreknowledge. That is why I take the time to 
warn you so that you might avoid the day‘s pitfalls. 
 
―But My voice is not like the din of the world. No, My voice is very elusive, wispy, tender; yet 
compelling to those who know Me well. Yes, the more I am set on protecting you, the sweeter the 
aroma of My presence and the sound of My voice. This gentle breeze brings life, the life that fills your 
sails and sets you on the right course.‖ 
 
―Oh, how beautiful are My ways, My Brides. Retune your ears, your hearts, your minds. Tune them 
into my tender, Heavenly channel. In this way you will avoid so many sorrows, and find so much quiet 
satisfaction and joy. Not only that, you will be closer to your destiny. 
 
―Yes, let‘s talk about destiny. For a Bride, betrothed to her Beloved, her whole destiny is in fulfilling 
the purposes of her spouse-to-be. Many of you have asked Me what to do with your lives. Well, in this 
hour I will tell you. 
 
―First, if you have children and a spouse, your responsibility is to provide a safe and holy environment 
for them to grow up into. If your children are in public school they are being seriously contaminated 
and compromised every moment of every day. 
 
―There are two ways to handle this; one is to home school or put them in a proper school. The other is 
to be such good friends with them that they can confide anything to you, and together you can work 
out the right solutions, and navigate through all the temptations they‘re going to be beset with.‖ 
 
―But still, the exposure is compromising, unless you spend a great deal of quality time with your child 
and can help him or her sort out the truth from lies. Peer pressure can become a controlling animal 
very quickly, something you cannot compete with, unless your child has the utmost integrity. 
 
―I know this will go against many of you who have well established lives within the school systems, but 
I must be truthful with you, you are putting your child at risk.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh, Lord…. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, yes, I know this is hard, but it must be said. I am God, not a puppet to public opinion‖. 
 
(Clare) I‘m sorry. 
 
(Jesus) ―I know you are expecting resistance, that is inevitable. But I must be honest with My Brides 
so they can be strengthened for the battle, as the world does all it can to steal them out of a holy 
environment. There will come a time when your children make a decision and you can‘t influence 
them anymore – if they choose rebellion. That is why it is so important to have a loving, supportive 
and vibrant relationship, explaining to them ahead of time what the dangers are. 
 
―Yes, there is a time to let go. Even the Amish recognize free will and will not transgress a child‘s will 
to go into the world. I‘m not suggesting you raise them like the Amish, just do your best to instill 
Christian values that will stand and are extremely relevant, establishing right from wrong and the 
consequences so they can see ahead what they are getting themselves into. 
 
―Now, many of you have asked what you can do. And as I said earlier, a Bride‘s priorities are for her 
husband‘s mission. She wraps her life around his, creating an environment with goals appropriate to 
His aspirations. 
 
―As it is written in James 1:27... Clean and undefiled religion before God the Father is this... To look 
after orphans and widows in their afflictions and to keep oneself unstained from the world. 
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―Feed the hungry, clothe the naked, instruct the ignorant, comfort the grieving, visit the sick and those 
behind bars, pray for others and show mercy and forgiveness, uncommon mercy and forgiveness. For 
whatever you do to these, you are indeed doing to Me. 
 
―Relieve the sufferings in this world, it‘s My kindness that leads to repentance. (Romans 2:4) You can 
beat a soul with hellfire and damnation, but I will never acquire his heart this way and his life will be a 
constant struggle to stay out of trouble, instead of constant growth and holiness. That comes only 
from loving Me and a knowledge of My love for them. So, you are truly Ambassadors of Love, the true 
and lasting change comes from a knowledge that they are loved. 
 
―That is why I have put so much stress on corporal works of mercy. There are opportunities every day 
that present themselves. Perhaps not the corporal works, but certainly the spiritual works such as 
prayer, a kind word, an encouraging Scripture. Ask Me to use you every day. This is so easy to forget, 
the enemy will steal this thought from you if you do not pray it deliberately every day. 
 
―Lord, use me today. Pray it several times a day. In this way, I will unfold to you your purpose and 
what I‘ve called you to do. You will begin to see puzzle pieces coming together as I arrange those 
lessons for you. You will begin to feel a sweetness and a leaning towards those things you have done 
throughout the day and through these feelings I will be able to point you in the right direction, little, by 
little, by little. 
 
―Yes, little things do mean a lot. Many who have been faithful with their children on Earth will be 
queens and kings in Heaven, administering My Kingdom. What they did on earth seemed small, 
invisible, insignificant. But I watched their hearts and I saw genuine love and service. These are the 
souls who have proven their faithfulness in the little things. They are the ones I will invite to administer 
the greater things in My kingdom. 
 
―Yet ,those who strive to do the big, showy things will be much lesser in My Kingdom, if their hearts 
were not perfect towards Me. Those whom many applaud will be forgotten in the outer reaches of 
Heaven because they sought themselves rather than Me. They passed by the little opportunities to 
show their love for Me, in order to pursue the high profile ministries. 
 
―So many of you are asking Me what to do. I pass it back to you now, and ask you to use your 
imagination. Watch for the opportunities you would normally pass by and consider the comfort you 
can bring to just one soul. After a time, you will have been proven in that area, I will invite you up 
higher to greater responsibility. And your joy and sense of fulfillment will grow in proportion to you 
forsaking yourself. 
 
―Some of you will not be able to pass beyond the boundaries of your family, your responsibilities are 
so heavy. Me first, then your husband, then your children. But keep your life balanced. Do not neglect 
your husband because you are busy being holy and doing holy things. No. See to it that your spouse 
has what he or she needs to be whole and equipped, healed and comforted. See to your children, that 
the world does not rip them out of your arms. Then, see to the less fortunate around you. Why don‘t 
you share with them, Clare. Some of the things I‘ve had you do?‖ 
 
(Clare) Well, Ezekiel and I had a food bank mission, he was collecting food from the grocery stores. 
This was something he had started and I really admired this and wanted to be a part of it. And so, I 
backed him up in it. So, we had a food bank mission, he was collecting food from the grocery stores, 
and passing it out to homeless families living in the parks. And to single homeless people on the 
streets. 
 
And I remember one Christmas season, we collected blankets, gloves, hats, socks, put them in paper 
bags with a ribbon and glitter and passed them out to the homeless. When we had money, we bought 
turkeys on Thanksgiving and put together boxes of food. When it was the coldest in Phoenix, we got 
McDonald‘s to give us 200 breakfast burgers, coffee and donuts to pass out to those who were 
sleeping on the streets on Christmas day. 
 
We took our children to nursing homes to visit the elderly, and pray with them. We adopted a child in 
Africa. You can even send $15 to Africa, and they will give a family two rabbits and teach them how to 
feed and breed them. Or a goat, or a cow – depending on how much you want to spend. That‘s a 
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wonderful mission. There is so much to do out there, just so much. And we haven‘t even touched the 
surface. 
 
(Jesus) ―Well, that should give you ideas, ways you can begin to think of alleviating the plight of 
others. My Brides, make My life, your life; My agenda, your agenda. What could be a better way to 
prepare for our wedding day than to demonstrate your selfless love for Me and all that is dear to Me? 
 
―My Spirit is with you. He will instruct you... 'This is the way, walk in it.' As Scripture has it... 'Your 
Teacher will no longer hide Himself, but your eyes will behold your Teacher.' (Isaiah 30:20) 
 
―My blessing is with you to go forward now and bring forth fruit for the Kingdom. Soon enough, we will 
meet and rejoice over the many kindnesses that will be written in your book of life in Heaven.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 126: The Turn-Key-Event... The Destruction of the Dome of 

the Rock in Jerusalem 
 
 
September 7, 2015 – Clare‘s Dream and Interpretation from Jesus 
 
Clare began… I had a dream just before I woke up which had the signature of the Holy Spirit. So, I‘m 
going to share it with you. 
 
I was on a ship out at sea. Not far from us was the enemy‘s ship. The high ranking commander of the 
ship was there with his little boy. Within eye sight I saw the enemy ship and the commander of that 
vessel had come to visit ours. There seemed to be a very strong attraction the little boy had to this 
man. I could not make out exactly the significance except that the little boy turned out to be the son of 
the enemy commander, who was a Muslim, and he didn‘t know it. 
 
Yet, the boy was supposed to be the son of the American commander, officially. That‘s what everyone 
thought, anyway. In other words it was thought that the child was the son of the American 
commander, but in actuality, he was the son of the enemy‘s ship commander, the Muslim 
commander. 
 
It seemed like they were all friends, even though they were thought of as enemies, yet behind the 
scenes they were working together. There was supposed to be an event that was to occur soon and 
the Muslim commander invited the American commander, to come and look. We were in Israel, we 
were in the City of Jerusalem, and the Muslim commander was walking down a long corridor. 
 
He said to the other commander, ―Come look, over here, this is a really good view – this is a perfect 
view.‖ As he motioned for him to come closer, I thought to myself, ‗What is it they‘re looking at?‘ No 
sooner did I get that thought through my mind than I caught a glimpse of the top of the Dome of the 
Rock. 
 
In the meantime, the ships were still out at sea. The Muslim ship was about to fire a plasma ball, but 
three times the equipment stalled and the very large plasma ball had gone down to one third of its 
original size, when it finally fired. 
 
Going back to where the two men were watching the Dome of the Rock, it was obvious they were 
waiting for it to be blown up. And finally, after quite a long while, the Muslim commander said, 
―Something‘s gone wrong. It has misfired, or something has gone wrong.‖ I heard in my own mind, ―Or 
God has intercepted it; it will never be seen again.‖ Then I awoke, because someone was knocking 
on our door. I think the Lord sent them to knock so I‘d wake up and remember this dream. 
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I sought the Lord for the meaning of this dream and I heard Him say, ―Joel 2‖. So, I got out the Bible 
and started reading it. And I thought it was very interesting, because this whole second chapter of 
Joel is about the repentance of the people turning God‘s judgement away. Now, about Joel 2. Literally 
speaking, I don‘t believe it had to do with this situation, I think it was figuratively. I think the Lord was 
showing me the dynamic behind why the plasma ball was intercepted. 
 
So, after seeking Him for the meaning of the dream, and reading Joel 2 – the two things I took out of 
it, which I felt were indicative of the dynamics, were… 
1 Let all who live in the land tremble, for the day of the Lord is coming. It is close at hand. 
2 A day of darkness and gloom, a day of clouds and blackness. Like the morning clouds spread 
across the mountains a large and mighty army comes, such as never was in ancient times nor ever 
will be in ages to come… 
12 ―Even now,‖ declares the Lord, ―return to me with all your heart, with fasting and weeping and 
mourning.‖ 
13 And tear your heart and not your garments. Return to the Lord your God, for He shows favor and is 
compassionate, patient and of great kindness, and He shall relent concerning the evil. 
14 Who knows – He might turn and relent and leave a blessing behind… 
 
Jesus began… ―The meaning should be obvious to you, My Love. I have delayed the event that would 
have set things in motion.‖‖ 
 
(Clare) Remember, He talked about He was waiting for a certain event to take place before everything 
would go into motion? So, I asked Him… ‗The destruction of the Dome of the Rock?‘ 
 
(Jesus) ―That‘s right.‖‖ 
 
(Clare) Is this the event you were waiting for back in the spring (2015)? 
 
―It is. It was all set to go off like clockwork. But once again, we relented, because of the prayers and 
fasting of many around the world, especially Australia. That was a landmark prayer event that had 
much to do with the repentance of those in this nation. You see, I raise up my vessels unto honor to 
stand in the gap and Australia had much to do with the delay in the judgment. For this, every 
American should be very grateful.‖‖ 
 
―Now, since I have relented and stayed off the execution that was planned back in June (2015), things 
have changed. Priorities have shifted and I have once again delayed the well-orchestrated plans of 
the nations to annihilate two thirds of the world‘s population.‖ 
 
―This poses new problems for My People and new remedies as well. And, I will move forward with My 
saintly army of souls to fight the advancing darkness. It will redound to My glory, for great shall be the 
victories. Make no mistake about it; the Rapture was about to happen in June (2015).‖ 
 
―This is why I have been preparing you all to stand and take up your positions. It is not time to sit and 
wait; it is time to swing into action. This is why I spoke to you about assuming your positions; your 
effectiveness in serving Me during this extension of time will have a direct effect on how long I can 
stave off the events leading to the Rapture.‖ 
 
―Yes, I know, I hear it already – many of you want to sit down and cry, giving up your labors for Me. 
But may I say to you, the rewards for your faithfulness now far out weigh anything.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, I am thinking years… Are you delaying it by years? 
 
(Jesus) ―No, I am thinking months. In the meantime, I am also giving My Brides-to-be another chance. 
The Brides that would not have gone in June (2015), I am giving them another chance to wake up and 
take new territory for Me. I am asking them to swing into action and commit themselves to a direction 
that will bring forth fruit for the Kingdom, not just sitting around waiting. Many have spoiled the plans I 
had for them with this kind of thinking. They, too, are getting another chance. Oh, this is so important 
Clare, over half of those who thought they had it all together in June, were still falling far short of what 
I had expected of them. Their preoccupation with themselves disqualified them.‖ 
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―Since then, many have had a change of heart and are finding ways to serve and have become much 
more serious about making better use of their time. I have seen much improvement and will have 
much mercy. But for those stragglers who are still biding their time, I say to you, ‗Wake Up! Do not 
waste another day of your lives thinking about yourself. My Brides must be about My business, not 
their own.‘‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, is there really a meteor coming or is this hype? 
 
(Jesus) ―You stay with what I have given you and let the world follow its prophets. If it were important 
for you to know, I would have told you. Is that good enough for you, My Love?‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, Lord. 
 
(Jesus) ―I tell you what is important for you to know. I don‘t speculate, I bring what is truly necessary 
and leave the rest. So many people right now are highly agitated and don‘t know what to do with 
themselves. They are tied in knots. They are tied in knots from all these prophecies: this prophecy, 
that prophecy. Once they hear something, they throw it in with all the other things. Once they hear 
another prophecy, they throw it in with everything else they‘ve heard and become profoundly 
disturbed, to the point of not being rational.‖ 
 
―That is why I have taught the souls that hearken to My Voice on this channel to stay away from all 
the speculations in the media. It does nothing to edify and build up, but plenty to undermine and 
sabotage the things I had for them to do. This is deliberate on satan‘s part to take their attention off 
Me and onto their own survival. Some have even made themselves sick from worry. When you come 
away from a channel feeling panicked, that is not good fruit, unless of course you misinterpret what is 
being said.‖ 
 
―Many have listening disabilities and tend to fly into a panic without listening very carefully to what I 
have said. The demons are also very fond of exaggerating and twisting what‘s been said to the point 
where it no longer resembles the original word. Therefore, My Precious ones, always, listen very 
carefully and listen again if you begin to feel panicked.‖ 
 
―Well, all in all, My entire message tonight is to make your time here count. Don‘t grow lax or lazy, 
rather rise up, put your hand to the plow and don‘t turn to look back, or grow weary in well doing. 
When you begin to grow weary, change the balance of prayer and work; get more prayer, less work. 
In this way, you will be constantly rejuvenated for the next round.‖ 
 
―I am with you all, even at your right hand, strengthening you at communion, refreshing you in 
worship, protecting you all day long and singing love songs over you. Listen for My sweet voice; 
receive all that I wish to give you with no guilt or condemnation. We are doing this together, you are 
truly My Helpmates. How then can I leave you to languish on your own? No, I am right here by your 
side, ploughing with you.‖ 
 
―My blessing of hope is upon you all. Amen.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 127: Jesus says... My Heart does NOT deceive NOTHING is 

happening in September 
 
 
September 8th, 2015 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
The Lord‘s tender heart is pleading with us tonight, Heartdwellers. He had a rather solemn message 
for us. I had a beautiful time in worship tonight, a really beautiful time. We danced together for a very 
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long time. I was wearing my wedding gown, and He was wearing a white suit with an orchid. And He 
was looking into my eyes so tenderly, and He was saying, ―I‘ve needed this so badly. I just needed 
you to come and rest in My arms and dance with Me and be with Me. I‘ve needed this so badly.‖ 
 
I could tell that He was truly longing for the presence of His Bride, a relaxed Bride, a Bride who was 
just totally enthralled with Him – really longing for that presence. And I think all of us have been so 
taken up with the Blood Moons and the Shemitah year and all the other things that we haven‘t really 
been paying attention to Him the way we should. 
 
So, I‘m going to go ahead and share this message with you, hoping it will be well received, because I 
know this is His heart. I know this is Him. 
As I was recounting this message that I got during prayer time, the aroma of pipe tobacco was very, 
very strong in the room. And we searched every conceivable source. It wasn‘t coming from outside. 
And very often, when Holy Spirit is speaking to my heart, He allows this fragrance to enter the room 
as a confirming sign that it truly is Him. And, I wanted to be sure that this message WAS from Him, 
totally – so it was very comforting to receive that sign. 
 
―Nothing of any significance is going to happen this September, except perhaps that My Bride will turn 
from her ways of filling her mind with false reports and seek Me alone with all her heart. That is what I 
am hoping for." 
 
―All these other prognostications were a setup to get her mind off Me. I am tired, so tired, so very tired 
of her drinking from impure wells. I wish with all My Heart that her heart and mind were riveted on My 
hand and My Heart, never again to seek to know those things I do not disclose to her. Oh, how I long 
for her pure single minded, single hearted devotion and complete abandonment of her needs into My 
hands, that she would rest in Me, and cease from her own strivings." 
 
―This burdens Me to no end. And if anything can be accomplished during this month, it is her 
recognizing the fruitless reckonings of the world and shutting them out only to run after Me with all her 
heart and mind. That is My desire for this month." 
 
―You see, so many things that were planned, I have intercepted and made impossible for the 'powers 
that think they be' to carry out. So many things. Had she been listening to Me and Me alone, none of 
her time would have been wasted on these things. Rather, she would have been more productive for 
Me. Not self-centered, but God centered. Do you hear Me, My Bride? Oh, I do so hope you hear Me. 
Come along now, stop flirting with the world, return to My Pure Embrace, leave your self-seeking and 
striving behind you. I miss you, I miss the comfort of your arms, and your glance, and your embrace." 
 
―I miss you." 
 
―This is a time when I need comfort from you but you've been gone chasing after every soothsayer 
and prognosticator, and now that your striving is fruitless, will you return whole heartedly to ME?" 
 
―When you know Me intimately, day by day, you know all you need to know. But pride spurs you on to 
dig deeper, get more details, know more, figure more out, get the news before it's news, be informed 
so you can save yourself and your family. Really? Do you think you can save one hair on your head, 
let alone yourself or your family? Do you think your striving to know and be prepared apart from Me 
will accomplish that end?" 
 
―If this is what you think, you are sadly mistaken. That's why I've called and called and called you back 
to Me. I wanted to save you from the error of your ways, of men's ways and hold you close to My 
heart, where all is peaceful and edifying. But no, you have sought the noisy byways and high ways of 
the worldly. So, now is the time to turn from your own wisdom, your own strength, your own striving, 
your own thinking, and embrace Me. As you listen to My Heartbeat, all that you need to know about 
Me and My world will be disclosed to you with each beat of My Heart." 
 
―Come now, let us reason together. Though your sins be as scarlet, I will make them white as snow. 
Isaiah 1:18 
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I am counting on you, My Bride, to have taken your lesson from these past two months. There is one 
place and one place alone suitable for your ears; that is against My chest, listening to every beat. 
From this place I will nourish, inform, comfort and prepare. This is all you need, all else is futile." 
 
―Some of you will not receive this message and continue on in your striving and stressing. I am sad 
for you. I have offered you the most sacred place in all the universe and you instead have chosen the 
world." 
 
―Others will indeed hearken to My voice and return to their home in My Heart. From this point I will 
lead you. You will have need of nothing beyond this. Invest your whole heart in learning to listen, 
hear, and console Me. Be the Mary's that have chosen the better part." 
 
―As you recognize and turn from your ways of chasing the world for the news, I will bless you with a 
tender and responsive ear to hearken to the pure source, the very beating of My Heart.‖ 
 
After I finished recording this, it‘s very interesting, I got a Rhema from an internet source that comes 
up every time I boot on to the internet. 
And the Rhema said, ―If you‘re not careful to flee the world, it will soon beguile you. And once you 
have tasted what the world has to offer, you will no longer have any taste for what God offers. The 
spouse in the Song of Songs sought her beloved on the streets of Jerusalem, and could not find Him. 
Bear in mind, that never have you had dealings with the world without being worse off in God‘s eyes 
than when you began.‖ 
 
And what this brings to mind is that there is a fine-tuning that goes on when we listen for the voice of 
the Spirit. And it‘s a very, very fine tuning, so different from the din and the noisiness of the world. So, 
if you‘re accustomed to receiving from the noisiness of the world, when you hear the quietness and 
the stillness of the Spirit, it‘s going to be very difficult to recognize that something is being said to you. 
 
So, as we cultivate that tender ear, listening to the very subtle voice of the Spirit, and of the Lord‘s 
heart – as we cultivate that, we move further and further away from worldly sources that are so loud 
and over-bearing. But, if you continue on to receive from those loud, worldly sources – then your ear 
is not sensitive enough to really hear the Lord and His still, small voice. 
 
So, in all things, we should strive to purify the source, what we hear from. Purify that source, and 
listen only to the Lord‘s heart. 
 
The Lord bless you all. 
 
 
 
 

Message 128: Jesus admonishes…  Philadelphia is the only Church I 

promised the Rapture to...  Build with Gold therefore 
 
 
September 9, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) The Lord is truly with us and looking out for us, Heartdwellers. He had a beautiful message, a 
clarifying message, really, to share with you. When I was in worship for quite some time, I came out of 
worship so relaxed and so happy – so filled with Joy… it wasn‘t any fun for me to stop worship! But 
He did say… 
 
(Jesus) ―It‘s time to write.‖ 
 
(Clare) So, He began the message… 
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(Jesus) ―I can‘t help it if they don‘t receive My words, and neither can you. So many are determined to 
fit Me into their schedule, because they don‘t recognize that I don‘t operate on anything man values.‖ 
 
(Clare) Here He‘s referring to the little firestorm we had on our channel yesterday because He said 
that really nothing of any significance was going to happen in September (2015). That goes against 
the grain of the things that other people have heard and, I can‘t help that. We choose who we want to 
listen to, or who we feel has the anointing for us, and we should stay with those people, whoever they 
are. 
 
But, I don‘t declare that ANYONE who is operating in the gift of prophecy is wrong, or that I have the 
'exclusive edge' on Truth. All I‘m doing is sharing what He gives me – that‘s all I CAN do. And in all 
honesty, that‘s all I WANT to do. So, that‘s the reason why He brought this up… 
 
(Jesus) ―I can‘t help it if they don‘t receive My words, and neither can you. So many are determined to 
fit Me into their schedule, because they don‘t recognize that I don‘t operate on anything man values.‖ 
 
(Clare) But they say You are operating on the Jewish timeline, Lord, because You honor them as 
Your chosen people. 
 
(Jesus) ―Does that mean I must conform again to all their rules?‖ 
 
(Clare) Wow, Lord – are You trying to get me buried? 
 
(Jesus) ―No… I‘m being I AM, who I AM. And, while I gave My people signs for the seasons, they are 
not a law unto themselves, that the whole universe must abide by. My laws are not above the worth of 
a human soul. So, while everyone would like to see Me operating neat and tidy according to their 
prognostications, My heart still beats for man alone. 
 
―And, as long as there is just ONE straggler, that is just about to be drawn in, My heart aches to leave 
that one man alone to suffer the worst fate.‖ 
 
(Clare) In essence then, you‘re really saying you can‘t ever return, because there‘ll always be one 
more, and one more, and one more to wait for! 
 
(Jesus) ―In essence, yes – that‘s true. But in practice, there comes a time to call the question. We are 
approaching the end and you will see in the weeks and months to come, an increase in separation 
between those who have chosen to love Me and those who have gone their own way. The dividing 
line is going to get sharper, clearer and crisper, until it is indeed time for Me. 
 
―My Father is dispatching His angels to accelerate the process of those called to the wedding feast. 
 
―If you look very carefully at all the preparations I‘ve been making on this channel, you will see that if 
they obey what I have given them, they will have plenty of oil in their lamps, and that day will be a 
joyous occasion for them. However, if they continue in self-seeking, it will be the most tragic day of 
their lives.‖ 
 
(Clare) But Lord, with those standards, who can be included? For instance, a fairly simple soul like 
Benjamin? 
 
(Jesus) ―The hidden man of the heart is beautiful, Clare. He may not meet all of your qualifications, 
but he meets Mine. A simple man, who has chosen a path of plain charity and prayer. 
 
―It is when men use the discretionary time to be brilliant, to be 'super Christians' filled with knowledge, 
but short on works that the lamp runs out of oil. All will be saved – but some as going through a fire.‖ 
 
(1 Corinthians 3-10-11) According to the grace of God which was given to me, as a wise master 
builder I laid the foundation, and another is building on it. But each man must be careful how he builds 
on it. For no man can lay a foundation other than the one which is laid, which is Jesus Christ. 
 
(Jesus) ―Clare, do you know what the essence of that foundation is?‖ 
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(Clare) Love? 
 
(Jesus) ―That‘s correct. Love is the gold. Truth is the silver. And the precious stones are works of 
mercy.‖ 
 
(1 Corinthians 3:12-19) Now if any man build upon this foundation with gold, silver, precious stones, 
wood, hay, and straw, each man‘s work will become evident; for the Day will show it, because it is to 
be revealed by fire, and the fire itself will prove the quality of each man‘s work. If any man‘s work 
which he has built on remains, he will receive a reward. 
 
If any man‘s work is burned up, he will suffer loss; but he himself will be saved, yet so as through a 
fire… Know you not that you are a temple of God, and that the Spirit of God dwells in you? If anyone 
destroys the temple of God, God shall destroy him. For the temple of God is holy, which you are. Let 
no man deceive himself. 
 
If any man among you thinks that he‘s wise in this age, he must become foolish, so that he may 
become wise. For the wisdom of this world is foolishness before God. 
 
(Jesus) ―And there you have the wood, hay and stubble.‖ 
 
―For it is written… 'He catches the wise in their Craftiness', and again... 'God knows the thoughts of 
the wise, that they are worthless.' So then, let no one boast in men, nor of the opinions of men. For 
man does not think as I do, and that leads to quarreling. 
 
(1 Corinthians 3:1-4) And I, brethren, could not speak to you as spiritual men, but as men of the flesh, 
as to infants in Christ. I gave you milk to drink, not solid food; for you were not able to receive it yet, 
indeed, even now you are not yet able, for you are still fleshly. For since there is still envy, strife and 
divisions among you, are you not fleshly and walking according to man? For when one says... 'I am of 
Paul', and another... 'I am of Apollos' - are you not fleshly? 
 
(Jesus) ―So, while everyone is researching, gathering data and refiguring dates and seasons, arguing 
and attacking those who have differing opinions, who is feeding the poor and clothing the naked? The 
church of Philadelphia… the only church I promised the Rapture to. Why? Because they are building 
on gold, which is brotherly love. 
 
―Do not think for one moment, My Beloved Brides, that I have come to reward the Pharisees of your 
day. That is not My interest at all. I do not condemn those who have knowledge of the times and use 
that knowledge with wisdom and humility, understanding the sacrifice of My very own body to 
purchase a people for Myself, as being the golden foundation. Those who are wasting their time in 
fighting, arguing, and downgrading others are not the Bridesmaids with oil in their lamps. 
 
―Why do you think I‘m teaching on things I place a high value on? So that ALL of you would be ready 
to go into the Wedding Feast with Me! I see what you do with your time, what you think about and 
how you view the world. And especially what you do about the condition of those around you. I‘m just 
trying to rouse you to new levels of self-sacrifice, sharing and giving. Praying, serving and bringing 
Truth to the ignorant. But brotherly love is still the fastest way to anyone‘s heart. 
 
―And if I have the gift of prophecy, and know all mysteries and all knowledge, and if I have all faith so 
as to remove mountains, but do not have love, I am nothing. And if I give all my possessions to feed 
the poor, and surrender my body to be burned, but do not have love, it profits me nothing. (1 
Corinthians 13:2-3) 
 
―Bottom line, I am not going to be looking for who had the most accurate prediction of when I return. I 
will be looking for who loved, who loved Me through the outcast, the lonely, the ignorant. And, when 
you spend your time in worship with Me, as I have told you so many times, I flood your heart with the 
substance of My heart, and you are then equipped to go out and love others as you love yourself. 
 
―It is SO SIMPLE. But your insecurities have you habituated to the latest news. I would have you 
habituated to Me in worship, and totally abandon yourselves to My divine providence. 
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―Be as little children. They play in the sandbox to their hearts content, without ever giving a thought to 
their own needs, because they know their parents have already provided for them. They simply don‘t 
question. 
 
―Oh, come on, My Brides! When will you ever cast your cares on Me, because I care for you! You are 
trying to do My job and your job by constantly focusing on what‘s going to happen and what your 
needs will be. If you will just constantly focus on ME and My faithfulness, worshipping Me, the 
Heavens would open upon you. 
 
―Go, now. Stop behaving as those who have no hope. Put your fears to rest and seek Me out. Not 
only in prayer and worship, but in the poor souls around you. Truly. I AM with you.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 129: It's all about You Jesus 
 
 
September 10th, 2015 - Words from Jesus and Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Before I get into the message, I‘m just want to ask for your prayers. I have a toothache, and I‘m going 
to the dentist this morning, so, I appreciate very much your prayers. Children, children – why are we 
fighting in the sandbox?? Ohhh...vthis is quite amazing. 
 
The message the Lord gave me for tonight – actually I kind of was in prayer and worship tonight, He 
was so sweet and so present to me. And, I thought, ‗Lord, I really need to say a word on Your behalf 
in this situation, with some of our listeners being in a hubbub about Your last two messages.‘ And I 
felt the liberty to do that, so I went ahead and had a little message for you, and He added a little line 
at the end. 
 
I have found myself in the unique position of defending the Lord. Some of you have mentioned how 
disappointed you've been in me by the last two messages. I would be happy to take responsibility and 
apologize to you, except I don't tell you what I think, I tell you what I hear, and what I've been told to 
tell you, by Jesus. 
 
I don't claim to have the only accurate information on the internet. All I claim is to share with you, to 
the very best of my ability, what Jesus tells me to tell you. I don't know what everyone else is saying 
because I don't listen to others with a prophetic message, I've been asked not to. The only exception 
to that is Lana Vawser – the Lord has allowed me to listen to her. So I, every once in a while, will get 
one of her latest messages. But I don‘t go seeking it. 
 
So, how can you accuse me of thinking I'm the only one with the truth? Did I say that??? I never said 
that. All I‘ve said is what Jesus told me to tell you, because He loves you. 
 
Okay, so what I HAVE said is to find the channel that is anointed for you, where you really feel the 
presence of God and stay with it. Otherwise, you're going to cause yourself a great deal of confusion 
because I'm guessing now...there are many proposed rapture scenarios??? I would think. I know of 
one, that I‘ve heard through the grapevine, but I don‘t go looking for that information, and I‘ve asked 
other people not to share that information with me. I hope that clarifies something... 
 
And, I never said the blood moons were insignificant! Why don't you listen to my message without 
putting your own words or ideas in it...or assuming what I must think? I never said that? The blood 
moons are terribly important, especially because they fall on the feast days. And there‘s a precedent 
for different things happening in the world on those days. So, I‘m totally convinced that they‘re very, 
very, profoundly important. 
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What I believe is what I am told, and He has told me He cannot be put in a box to fit in with everyone's 
expectations. He has said to me, ―I AM who I AM. Was the Sabbath made for man or man for the 
Sabbath?‖ He is God, He is sovereign. He‘ll do what He pleases ,when He pleases and He‘ll not 
consult us about when it should be done. Do you realize how ridiculous that sounds? 
 
Frankly, we'll be very lucky if He even gives us any more hints again at all! 
 
So...If you have a problem with the messages, would you kindly take it up with Him??? Or just don‘t 
listen to this channel. 
 
Or if you think I'm making this all up, would you please find someone you can believe in, who 
resonates in your heart, and forget about us? You're not accomplishing anything by complaining to 
me. This is not my message it‘s His. So, please...make up your mind. 
 
This channel is first and foremost about intimacy with the Lord, about hearing His voice, about having 
a personal relationship with Him. Cultivating the ability to communicate with Him – two way 
communication. And loving your brother as you love yourself. This is NOT a prophetic channel! And I 
don‘t claim to be a prophet! I‘m a Bride. That‘s all I ever say to you! 
 
Okay, I'd like you to consider that some have said I've taken their hope away. The Lord said MONTHS 
to me, that the Rapture‘s being put off by MONTHS, not years, but MONTHS. Technically speaking, 
that means ―more than two months‖, so would you please tell me, what is hopeless about that? 
 
Now I‘d like you think about one thing, that came into my heart as I was praying, and consider: Jesus 
is riding His white horse, He‘s ready to break through the veil. The army‘s of Heaven are ready 
around Him. He‘s ready to sound the shofar... And one soul, who is in great darkness, cries out to 
Him and captures His attention, "Please, God show me You are real! Please, God. I don't want my 
family to die! If those Christians are right, please reveal Yourself to me?‖ 
 
And He hears that. 
 
And from another place on Earth, He hears your brother or your sister on heroin begging for help, 
―Please, God. Give me another chance. Help me! Please, help me!‖ 
 
Okay – so He hears just these two voices, and you know there‘s thousands who are crying out, every 
day. And just one look from these poor souls touches the very heart of our Savior. As He shoots a 
glance at us, His Bride. Who‘s supposed to understand everything about Him, right? "You have all 
eternity to enjoy Heaven, if I don't stop for this one soul, he will never see the light. Never. Never 
again." And with that He calls off the charge, and God the Father releases more angels to Earth, to 
get more people ready. 
 
So, we have our hopes. We have our desires. But what about Jesus? What about HIS desires? And 
the hopes of other people? What about them? I mean, this man could be a Muslim – there are 
hundreds of Muslims right now who are confused because of the brutality of their own people. All he 
needs is just a little more time, maybe two more weeks for that particular Muslim, and his family will 
be saved. 
 
In any case, take these issues up with Him. They are His words, not mine. OK? OK. 
 
Lord, is there anything You want to say? 
 
"No, I think you've said it quite nicely. But rather than asking Me to satisfy your expectations, why 
don't you ask Me for more patience? Then, we would both be happy, My Brides. Yes, ask Me for more 
patience. That prayer I will answer. This song, expresses My Heart most poignantly." 
 
Song: 
It‘s All About You, Jesus It's all about You, Jesus 
And all this is for You 
For Your glory and your fame It's not about me 

http://heaventalk.jesus-comes.com/es-geht-nur-um-dich-jesus-its-all-about-you-jesus-song-by-charlotte-laystrom/
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As if You should do things my way You alone are God 
And I surrender to your ways 
Jesus, lover of my soul 
All consuming fire is in Your gaze Jesus, I want you to know 
I will follow you all my days 
For no one else in history is like you And history itself belongs to you Alpha and Omega, You have 
loved me and I will share eternity with You 
 
 
 
 

Message 130: Jesus says… Touch Others tenderly for Me &  I will save 

your Loved Ones... Trust Me 
 
 
September 12, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... ―Tell My Brides, that I love them and each day I share in their sufferings and joys. I 
know only too well how dark things are in many of their hearts. I know all about their struggles over 
loved ones who as yet do not know Me. But have I not promised... 'Believe in Me, and you will be 
saved, you and your household?' (Acts 16:31) 
 
―Why do you suppose I made that promise to you dear ones? Did I not foresee the agonies you would 
suffer as you watched your loved ones turn away from Me, one by one? I have made provisions for all 
of your loved ones. I know them each intimately and also know exactly how to move on their hearts, 
as well as how to arrange circumstances so they can no longer resist Me. In that critical moment, their 
minds will be cleared of all the clutter and they will see clearly their choices. Do not worry, I have them 
covered.‖ 
 
―Because these times are so frightful, I need you all to trust Me to greater depths. I need you to 
release your loved ones to Me in such a way that you do not agonize day after day after day. Rather, 
take care of My children and I will take care of yours. Yes, do pray, but do not continue to agonize, I 
heard your prayers a long time ago and continuing to beg Me in this way is futile.‖ 
 
(Clare) But Lord, you said… 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, to be a pest and I will answer. And I will answer the prayer because you bothered Me 
and woke Me up from a sound sleep?‖ 
 
(Clare) Well... Now that you put it that way, Lord… 
 
(Jesus) ―The better way to pray when you think of your relatives is to lift them up to Me and say... 
'Jesus, I trust in You.' And then be settled in your mind that this prayer was heard without wailing and 
travail. I promised you... 'Believe in Me, and you will be saved, you and your household?' And I am not 
slack concerning My promises, as some men count slackness; but I am long suffering, not willing that 
any should perish, but that all should come to repentance. (2 Peter 3:9) 
 
―You see there is a difference between believing and having trust – and praying out of insecurity, and 
not believing I have already received that prayer and made provision. Faith requires you to believe 
when you pray and have confidence in Me. 
 
―As you release your loved ones to Me, you begin to see others around you who are not saved, who 
have not heard the good news, who need a kindly touch to awaken their sleeping hearts. If all of you 
would turn your attentions to others as if they were your family, how soon I would be able to bring 
them into the Kingdom. Truly you are mothers in Me when you tend to the flock as if it were your own. 
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―Who is My mother and who are My brothers? And stretching out My hand toward My disciples, I 
said... 'Behold My mother and My brothers! For whoever does the will of My Father who is in heaven, 
he is My brother and sister and mother. (Matthew 12:49-50) 
 
―Many of you have turned your hearts to those around you who are still in need of salvation and for 
that I am profoundly grateful. Some have even seen breakthroughs with people they thought would be 
the very last to respond to kindness and My message. You may not see results now but you have 
planted seeds and I will send others to water. 
 
―Others have said ejaculatory prayers, very simply crying out to Me, 'Lord, save them!' And this, too, 
will bring forth fruit.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord I feel terribly lacking in this area of witnessing to others. 
 
(Jesus) ―You have your job, Clare. It‘s your job, for which you are well suited. There are those who 
have received Me because of your faithfulness. Just continue on being faithful, you are bringing forth 
fruit in your own way.‖ 
 
(Clare) Thank you Lord, that‘s a relief. 
 
(Jesus) ―Believe Me, satan will take every opportunity to cause each of you to condemn yourselves 
because you are not like this one or that one. Be yourself, follow your allotted portion and do not 
mimic anyone else‘s path. Each of you has a particular gift, and for that I bring you into contact with 
very specific people because you will touch them with your own gift. People rarely reveal their true 
emotions or feelings, they keep themselves protected. 
 
―They could be going through a raging divorce and the one kindness you afford them could cause 
them to open up and need a listening ear. Then you can pray for them and slowly introduce Me, a 
little at a time and they will begin to listen…something inside will begin to awaken. So, don‘t grow 
weary with the little things you do, rather sow hope everywhere you go. Even such simple things as, 
‗There is a God and He does care for you‘, deeply, plants an element of hope. Some souls are at 
such a fragile place that they‘ll grab anything to keep themselves afloat. 
 
―Many of you have given Me the liberty to use your sicknesses and suffering for the unsaved. How 
beautiful that is, you truly are co-laborers in My vineyard. Others have tolerated an abusive 
relationship, offering your sufferings for their conversion; you will not lose your reward.‖ 
 
―So many ways that you do not notice how you impact the world for Me, but someday you will. Don‘t 
do anything rote. Approach all as unique individuals and offer them quiet, yet well thought out seeds 
of hope. Pray always that My Spirit would give you the right words. A very effective prayer is... 'Lord, 
use me today, let me bring some light into this world today.'‖ 
 
(Clare) You know, I prayed that with my doctor last week and for the first time he shared something 
very profound that You did for him. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, he was dying.‖ 
 
(Clare) And You healed him. 
 
(Jesus) ―You see I prefer to touch souls through My love. Though they deserve much worse, it is My 
Mercy and kindness that awakens their stony hearts. And this is how I wish to anoint those on this 
channel to reach others. Yes, when you feel that gentle, reassuring love flowing from your heart to a 
soul, that is My anointing reaching out from inside of you. Pay attention, I am longing to touch them. I 
alone know the secret to their hearts. I alone know the timing involved. And if it is not that very 
moment, pray and your opportunity may come tomorrow. 
 
―When you see someone suffering a headache or arthritis, and you ask if you may pray for them, if 
they give their consent, you don‘t need eloquent prayers. Just lay gentle hands upon them and pray 
that I will reach through your arm and hand and touch them. With some you may even have the liberty 
to say, ‗Do you believe that Jesus heals people?‘ And then, ‗Do you believe that Jesus lives inside 
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Christians?‘ Then you may simply say, ‗I am going to ask Him to reach out to you through me, do you 
believe He can do that?‘ Even acknowledging that I know their pains and trials and want to touch 
them can break the ice.‖ 
 
―It‘s not about being a hot shot. It‘s not about long anointed prayers, or passionate noisy and 
embarrassing prayers. It‘s about My gentle touch, My still small voice, no theatrics involved. Simple 
faith applied with wisdom and tenderness. Oh, how much you can accomplish with this approach. The 
gift of healing is always active within Me, there is never a time I cannot heal, and the cry of your 
sincere heart is the key to activation. 
 
―You don‘t expect enough from Me, My Children. You don‘t realize I languish over the suffering souls 
and with a burning love you cannot comprehend, I long to touch them and make them whole. Where 
you feel a mere nudge, I feel deep passion and you have the authority to bridge that gap and bring 
Me to that person. When you respond in faith, obeying that still small voice, I am enabled to penetrate 
that soul with feelings they can barely understand, but feelings and sensations that are uniquely My 
way of touching the hurting, the languishing, the confused and lost.‖ 
 
―Your eyes are the windows to My soul. Your eyes reflect My tenderness and concern. Ego and 
power trips should never be present, nor should fear and unbelief. Rather, be inspired to touch the 
hurting with My Love flowing through you. There are many times when words just get in the way. 
Rather than tenderly laying hands on a soul, many pray impressive prayers that really are not 
necessary and sound canned, shallow and insincere.‖ 
 
―Well, these are just a few things for you to be aware of when you go out to pray for others and bring 
My love to them. Be sensitive to My promptings. There are many times during the day I would like you 
to know something, but you are not paying close attention and those opportunities just pass you by. If 
you feel a little nudge, pay attention. If you question, use your Bible Promises to get a confirmation, 
just to get you started. Pay attention if you get 'Guidance' and 'Holy Spirit' – that is a confirmation that 
I‘m working in that soul. 
 
―Dear flock, take Me out to the highways and byways…take Me to work with you, shopping, traveling, 
waiting in line. Take Me with you and listen… I bless you now with a new awareness of how I want 
you to touch others and follow that inspiration.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 131: Turmoil of the Nations & Anarchy as never before... 

Refining Fires are coming! 
 
 
September 13, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) The Lord is truly with us, Heartdwellers. Tonight He has a message of preparation, about 
things that are about to happen in the world. About an onslaught from the demonic world that‘s about 
to take over Christians. 
 
(Jesus) ―Oh, My Daughter, the nations are indeed in turmoil, at a rolling boil are the doings of men. 
The whole Earth is covered with the corruption of wicked men, and sad indeed is the remnant of their 
rage. Stripped naked, broken, those who have been devoured by the enemy. 
 
―Tears stream from My eyes, day and night over the tragedies multiplied. Compassion has gone 
beyond stirring My Heart, rather broken is My Heart with the victims of satan‘s rage. For he knows his 
time is short and is following every possible venue to destroy humanity. 
 
―My Heart aches for the little ones around the world, profoundly wounded am I for My People. So, I 
will arise. I will take captives from the mighty, I will indeed plunder the proud and exalt the meek. The 
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time has come for Me to arise from My rest and bare My Mighty arm. The wicked will be captured in 
their own deceits and the innocent exonerated.‖ 
 
(Clare) As I was coming in, in preparation for this message, Ezekiel and I were having a communion 
service. And the Scripture that came up was Isaiah 52:10... The Lord shall lay bare His holy arm in 
the eyes of all the nations, and all the ends of the earth shall see the deliverance of our God. Lord, 
what does this have to do with? 
 
(Jesus) ―It is the general condition of the whole Earth, whose inhabitants have become drunk on the 
blood of the innocent. Satan knows that he cannot touch Me, so who does he target? The children. 
They are being plundered by the thousands... sex trade, beheadings, torturing, sold into slavery, 
taken from their parents and slaughtered for their body parts. Too terrible to mention are the doings of 
men in this hour, Clare. My Heart trembles at what I must do and what must come to pass to restore 
this Earth to the Righteous Eden I have planned for her.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, I want to be closer to You. I want to see what is going on and accompany You. 
 
(Jesus) ―For this you must dedicate more time, and yes, delegating to helpers is My will for you. Be 
free My Little Lark, be free and perch upon My shoulder, sing a sweet song to Me and tuck under My 
chin.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, what can I do? 
 
(Jesus) ―Hold Me, Clare. Hold Me tightly and don‘t ever, ever let Me go. Yes, your mind wanders, but 
it always returns to Me and this is your Home, My Beloved. Not the world; it is hostile and deceitful. 
Rather, here – tightly pressed against My Heart - is your refuge. 
 
―As I have told you before, the line of demarcation between those of the world and those of My Body 
is going to become clearer and clearer. Hostility towards My People will continue to increase. 
 
―Especially in this country (America), Christians will come under fire. The groundwork has been laid. 
Plans made long ago are coming to fruition and great will be the triumph of My People over darkness. 
As hostilities increase, so must your love increase. The temptations to be hateful and combative will 
be without end, but so will My grace be unending.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, are you talking about a revival? 
 
(Jesus) ―Not as you define revival. Rather a rising up from being non-committal, neutral and 
lukewarm, to being quietly firm and immovable in My Name. Every facet of life is being affected by 
this purge satan is attempting to bring about. All the dealings you have with the world will be fraught 
with resistance, from the doctor‘s office, to the bank, to the grocery stores. But soon, Christians will be 
known as a force to be reckoned with because of their steadfast faith. 
 
―The world will begin to see the difference between My people and those of the world. Not in self-
righteousness, but in ethical behavior and sticking to what they believe in the face of opposition and 
ridicule. This will be like drawing a line in the sand... 'This far and no further'. All over the earth people 
will begin to recognize Christians as a real, living entity, as a Kingdom united under God. 
 
―Spiritual warfare will be needed just to get through the day. This will not be a time of ease but a time 
of fighting to maintain ground, and pressing in to take more ground. Those who do not have an 
authentically intimate relationship with Me will be grossly led astray into counterfeits which are about 
to spring up everywhere. 
 
―Bashing and gossip will reach an unprecedented level and those who do not live by My Ways will fall. 
The enemy will use gossip to create a breach in their armor and on the heels of that, demons will 
enter and wreak havoc. 
 
―Congregations will begin to fall apart as never before, as weak Christians give in to the temptation to 
criticize others, especially those in positions of responsibility. It will be hard on overseers, very hard. 
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The sheep will be belligerent and combative, believing themselves to have a higher truth than those I 
have appointed. 
 
―Oh, Clare, pray for the pastors – it will be as if demons came in and took over their churches. They 
will see an unprecedented level of hostility from even those they‘ve trusted in the past. Yes, darkness 
is encroaching, and only those who truly know Me will stand. Even for them, it will be a struggle. 
 
―But the secret is love and forgiveness. Being in this posture will completely foil the enemy‘s attempts 
to overthrow My people. My Bride will shine by her docility, humility and ability to handle even the 
most difficult people without losing grace. She will present an example undeniable of My Living 
Presence in her. 
 
―Oh, My People, prepare yourselves for the battle. Be prepared to be rejected, calumniated, abused, 
ignored, down graded. Do not allow any of the enemy‘s attempts to knock you down, rather stand fast 
in who you are in Me. Your worth is not in gold and silver; your worth is in My Blood, which purchased 
you from among the nations.‖ 
 
(Clare) And here, I just want to take an aside. As I was recording this, the Lord spoke to Ezekiel, and 
He brought up what happened with the Amish children, how they were slaughtered one by one. And 
how the first response of the families was to say... 'We forgive him.' And then they took up a drive to 
help the widow, who was left behind when he turned the gun on himself. 
 
This is the kind of virtue the Lord is calling us to have. They knew their children were in Heaven. And 
even through their grief that their children were torn from them by this unrighteous act – they were still 
able to forgive. That‘s what He‘s calling us to, people. I know I would need a whole lot of Grace, a 
whole lot of Grace to be in that place if that happened to me. 
 
(Jesus) ―Do you see? This is going to be a time of proving. A time of testing and trying, that fire-tried 
gold may be exalted among the people. Many will fall away, many. They will not be able to handle the 
persecution and rejection. I have prepared you, My army of Brides, I have taught you much about 
yourself. Why? Because when the gate of virtue is abandoned, the hordes of enemy fighters 
penetrate and bring you to your knees. If you stand in virtue, you cannot be penetrated. Stand in 
Love, Patience, Long suffering, Peacemaking, Humility and Thanksgiving. 
 
―And I charge you now, under no circumstances are you to judge others. This will be the downfall of 
many. Judgement has been made a hobby and pastime by many who call themselves by My Name. 
Judgement will be the greatest weapon satan has against you. When you judge, you are going down. 
Now I am standing afar off watching this battle as I am also truly at your right hand and I am preparing 
you for the coming onslaught. People will wonder... 'What in the world is going on? Why is everyday 
so full of anxiety and trouble? What is the world coming to?' These will even be sentences you will 
hear repeated over and over again. 
 
―And yes, it is the force of dark matter and proliferation of demons entering through portals that will 
cause such anarchy as man has not known on this Earth before. Finally, science has the weapons to 
destroy humanity from the inside out. 
 
―Eaten up with jealousy, greed, rage, lust and rebellion, each will be his own undoing. This is why 
virtue at this time is paramount. Without virtue, you will be taken captive or slain in the battle field. 
Without intimacy with Me, you will not have virtue. Without obedience to Me, there will be little if 
anything left of our relationship. 
 
―My Brides, love is what our relationship is based on. And if you love Me, you will obey Me. If you are 
slandering or undermining your neighbour you are destroying your relationship with Me. Without faith 
it is impossible to please Me, and now I tell you truly, without love for your brother, it is impossible to 
please Me. 
 
―Do not for one moment abandon the gate of virtue, nor for one second give into the burning desire to 
hate. This is coming directly from demons who are flaming you with the fires of hatred satan has for 
everything and everyone I created. Do not partake of his poison. Do not fall under his influence.‖ 
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(Clare) Oh, Lord that‘s scary. I have allowed myself to hate certain things and even people. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, this must stop. You cannot be My disciple and harbor hatred, you cannot be My Bride 
and deal harshly with your brother. Love, forgiveness and patience are absolute necessities to qualify 
you as a Bride of Christ. So I tell you now, My much loved ones, no more rancor, no more bitterness. 
You are in a privileged position, you are the crowning glory of My Creation and you must endure what 
I endured at the hands of the Roman soldiers, without a whimper of protest. 
 
―Can you do this? All things are possible with Me living in you. All things. And where the trials are 
great, so is My grace. When you fall, waste no time repenting and coming before Me for forgiveness. 
Make it your daily mission to stay clean before Me. Frustrations from the outside will mount, so keep 
your lives very, very simple lest you open the door on a multitude of distractions that will eat you alive 
as they hit snags. 
 
―So now, I have put you on the alert. I have told you what has been planned against you. I have told 
you how to overcome every attack of the enemy. Some of you are still very immature and find fault 
constantly with others. For you this will be a bloody battlefield. Remember the sooner you put down 
your sword against your brother, the sooner the enemy will retreat and withdraw. They are easily 
frustrated when they assault you and you don‘t respond as they planned. But they will be back, so be 
on your guard. 
 
 
―For some of you satan is counting on your past weaknesses to bring you all the way down, even into 
his pit – were it possible. Now is the time to grow up, see others as fragile and needing much grace, 
and see yourself in My mirror. Yes, when I withdraw My protection and allow you to fall, My mirror will 
be there so you will see your faults are much greater than your brother or sisters. This is My gift of 
grace to you, I will show you who you are and who you aren‘t, and if you are wise you will never again 
lift your head to condemn another. 
 
―Oh, how I love each of you so tenderly, even those of you with the blood of gossip on your hands. I 
still love you. I wish for you to triumph in this season. My Bride, you are being prepared, the finishing 
touches of the fires of temptation are bringing out the most precious metals in you. 
 
―Cleave to Me with all your heart and all your strength, and cry out in moments of tormenting 
temptation. Cry out and I will quell the storm and bring you through unscathed. 
 
―Truly I am with you and will not fail you or forsake you. The stronger the storm, the tighter My grip on 
you. I will not allow the tempter to steal you away from Me. Please... Don‘t let go. Don‘t let go. Don‘t 
let go of Me.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 132: Beware of Gossip, Judgment & Slander Personal 

Holiness is your Defense 
 
 
September 14, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... "My darling Bride, how sweet it is to be in one another‘s presence. These times with 
you are all too rare, and I wish to bend your day more and more around our intimate time. I need this 
from you just as much as you need it from Me. I see your thoughts." 
 
"I am not saying that for your benefit. Really, Clare, I am not. The weariness I feel from My Creation, 
which is groaning, needs to be balanced by a joyful presence, an appreciative presence, one who for 
just a moment can suspend the world and rest in Me. That means the world to Me. There is nothing I 
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will deny the Bride who seeks Me above all things. And this Bride would never ask for selfish motives 
or anything out of My will, so attuned is she to My Heart." 
 
"My Beloved, as we rest together upon one another‘s hearts, ask of Me the things you need." 
 
(Clare) Oh, Lord, tell me what I need. I don‘t want to ask for anything on my own. I know my human 
heart can be treacherous above all things. 
 
(Jesus) "That is a wise choice. Ask Me, Clare, for more personal holiness." 
 
(Clare) Lord, I want to be holy, but I allow my flesh way too many liberties. Yet, I don‘t want to mimic 
the saints of old in all their sacrifices, lest I fall into Pride. Please, reveal to me what this authentic 
holiness is all about. 
 
(Jesus) "To want My will above all things, created or uncreated. You are close, but you still have a 
way to go." 
 
(Clare) Yes, I can feel the resistance even now… If only I could love you more, Jesus! 
 
(Jesus) "And that‘s what this trysting time is all about. It is in these times when your poor heart turns 
to jelly that I have captured your will as well. Not overtaking you in violence, but receiving it from you 
as you long to hand it over to Me." 
 
"The world and all its comforts are so deceiving, Clare. You will look back on the things you wanted to 
have or to do, you will look back and be perplexed at your foolishness at that time. There is a hook 
that satan sets in My Elect. He sees precisely how much I love them, and how hard I have labored 
with them and he stalks them with great stealth… like a black panther. He delights in snagging them, 
both because it injures them deeply, and it keeps them from Me and lavishing all the gifts I have on 
them, as well as the great sweetness of their company." 
 
"The wounds and indifference of a friend cut deeply into the heart and My chosen vessels unto honor 
can hurt Me more than anyone, even the devil himself. This is why the battle is greater around My 
consecrated souls than around others. The enemy considers it a great victory to make one of my 
instruments fall. This is a highly prized goal in the kingdom of darkness and for that reason the attacks 
are much more subtle than the average person would recognize." 
 
"For instance, most do not realize that if you agree with someone who is critical of another, you just 
opened the door and the demon who is waiting just stuck their foot in to pry it open more." 
 
"That‘s why after a conversation that contains contamination like that, the vessel that heard it is 
prompted to pass it on. That makes their sin double and opens the door a little wider. Evil begets evil. 
Soon, the vessel is vexed by someone close to them and takes it upon themselves to criticize their 
spouse or best friend. They may feel a certain uncleanness at that moment, and most frequently that 
is where it stops. They become aware that My Spirit is grieved and they back up until they get to the 
root of where it all began." 
 
"Oh Clare, you must be more careful My Love. Please, please, stop detraction the very moment it is 
spoken. Say, ‗I‘m grieved by that, let‘s repent.‘ If your companion cannot recognize that, just walk 
away and leave it in My hands. You see, detraction leaves a mark, a wound on the soul of the one 
you are criticizing. In that wound, the infection of bitterness can easily take hold and spread 
throughout the body, putting them out of commission." 
 
"The only remedy is their confession, repentance and coming to Me for healing. But often these souls 
don‘t recognize where the wound came from. So, it goes undercover, deeply infecting them. Later it 
may be revealed... 'So and so said this about you.' And that pain will ache acutely and you will 
recognize where that bitterness, you were feeling, came from." 
 
"Other times, it goes unnoticed and you never pinpoint why you feel so badly. I, many times, will 
remove the darts from your heart, but it leaves a mark and marks accumulate and become highly 
sensitive until you have a knee jerk reaction to some things that you just can‘t control. Satan loves to 
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construct buttons in people. They become a soft target, easy to elicit a big response from a little 
incident." 
 
"What is the whole point of these actions of the enemy? To get everyone‘s mind off of Me and My 
agenda, right there in present time. A soul may be so wounded that another wounded soul could cry 
out for ministry, but they would be unable to do a thing, so buried in their own resentments and pain 
are they. So, you can see how destructive this becomes. Father forgive them, for they know not what 
they do." 
 
"And of course, I have instructed you many times on the damage a soul does to themselves when 
they attack others. After a while, evil has taken over the once good Christian soul and I am forced to 
remove My protection and allow them to be sifted, according to the damage they have done. Then 
later, if they are sincere, I can restore them. But so often this habit of bitterness is a well worn groove 
in the hillside of life." 
 
"It‘s a comfortable path with a familiar view… lifting the soul up above the others in the valley, feeding 
a subtle sense of superiority, that 'I am not like those below me.' This poison of pride removes them 
from the swift stream of grace that could have carried their life along to greater and greater 
accomplishments for Me." 
 
"That is why when you and Ezekiel made it a policy not to detract from others - not a word or a 
whisper - that I observed you for many months as you struggled with that and observing your victories 
I was able to open a ministry to you. But you are not safe, My Love. There is still a shadowy remnant 
of accusation caused by fear of man and rejection. You have yet to completely overcome that. The 
two of you together, must raise up a new standard of caution and not allow even that to move you." 
 
"I cannot move you forward without that in place, a new level of charity and humility Clare, this is what 
I need from you." 
 
(Jesus) "I know you are feeling this deeply and for this I am so grateful. Now, all you need to do is get 
consent from your spouse and shake off those shadowy voices that cause you to respond in defense 
and even offense." 
 
(Clare) Oh Yes Lord, I hate, I hate, I hate it when I do that. Oh Lord, that is not My heart. Surely you 
will answer this prayer to make us both strong in holiness that we‘ll never injure a soul through 
detraction, not even a hint, not even a whiff or spec of rancor within. Only You can do this Lord, and I 
pray for the grace to respond as I should. Lord spare me. Please, let my heart be a sweet resting 
place where even the angels can find their peace, because I know I have frequently offended them by 
my reactions. 
 
(Jesus) "Well, My Bride, these are the things I hoped you would ask Me for tonight. This was the 
response I wanted from you. It is My Joy to answer such prayers. Now, as you bring your spouse into 
agreement with this, My joy will be full." 
 
"Please, My Brides, don‘t ever allow anyone to pull you down into the pit of accusation, calumny, 
criticism. This, as I have told you before, is satan‘s chief weapon to open you to failure and attack, 
because I draw My hand back ever so little and give permission for you to be brought to your senses." 
 
"There is so much that awaits you all, so much joy, so many gifts. In Heaven, you will no longer be 
tempted by these repulsive creatures to enter into judgment against another. In Heaven, you will have 
no desire to do these things. It is here on earth where you are continually flamed to burst into 
indiscretion, that you must master yourself. This is the proving ground." 
 
"Indeed you should always examine and test the spirits to see if they come from Me. You must always 
be on guard against false doctrines, lies and twisted truths. This is your solemn responsibility before 
Me, and as a Christian I charge you with the duty to uphold the truth and bring into question false 
teachings. Then give the other side a chance to explain what they are seeing. In this way, you both 
benefit and the bonds of brotherly love are strengthened." 
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"But as far as the vessel goes, that is strictly My domain and you may not pass judgment on the 
vessel. You do not know why they speak as they do, so it is best to leave their motives to Me, lest you 
become the one who is judged guilty." 
 
"Now, many of you have already accused her of defending herself, and I tell you truly, nothing I have 
said here came from her. It is right and good for you to apply your discernment to this channel the 
way you would to any other channel. But do it in Christian charity, with not a hint of rancor." 
 
"I have brought this teaching forth for one reason and one reason only, there is an onslaught of 
negativity coming to My Body, and many will not be aware of the traps they are being drawn into. 
They will lose grace and that sense of connectedness with Me. I do not want this to happen here on 
this channel. I want to preserve intimacy here with My Bride. All of you have NO IDEA how much 
comfort you bring Me, you have no idea at all. And that makes you a target. So please, be on the 
lookout for new and unique flaming from the enemy to cause you to fall into judgment." 
 
"For those of you who are new to this channel, I have used Scripture fifteen times in this teaching, see 
if you can discover them." 
 
"I bless you now with the gift of corresponding to Grace, that everything that I‘ve said would lodge in 
your heart, and bring forth sweet fruit." 
 
 
 
 

Message 133: Jesus explains... Living Everyday in the Realms of Glory 
 
 
September 16th, 2015 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
After some time of worship, He told me that He wanted to speak to me, so I came and sat at my 
computer and He said... 
―Welcome back.‖ 
 
Oh Lord, press me to your heart. 
 
―Where have you been all this time?‖ 
 
Fighting to stay awake and concentrate on You. 
 
―Well, good job. Here we are and I love you.‖ 
 
I love You, too, sweet Jesus, forever and forever. Oh, how I wish I could love You constantly. 
 
―Me, too.‖ 
 
That's a gift isn't it? 
 
―It is." He said with a twinkle in His eye. 
 
Jesus, would please give me the gift of endless adoration of You? 
 
―Oh, such a request makes My Heart swoon. You must give up all created things to be free enough to 
be with Me on that level. Those who are willing to pass by their attachments to what people think, how 
they look in the eyes of man, what they enjoy in foods and entertainments – those to whom the whole 
world is dead, I can grant this gift, if they seek after it.‖ 
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It would seem to me, Lord, that there are people like that in the world. I know that even Ezekiel and I 
have felt that way at different times. 
 
―Well, there are... But they don‘t desire Me, and being so caught up in Me that they voice that desire. 
Or even consider asking it." 
 
But why? 
 
―Why do you think?‖ 
 
They feel unworthy? 
 
―That's part of it. But partly because they never imagined that a gift like that could be had. And I am 
here to tell them it can.‖ 
 
Lord, are you serious or did I go off on a tangent? 
 
He sighed deeply, and He said... 
"What do you think, Clare?" 
 
I went to Bible Promises and got Holy Spirit and thought I really wanted to make sure this was the 
Lord. 
This IS You! 
 
―The gift of continuous contemplation of My Goodness is available to all who ask. Yet there is a 
certain cost involved. They must be detached from the comforts the world can afford them.‖ 
 
Well...like the traditional Christians of old, are you saying, even like Cuthbert who stood in the ocean 
at night to stay awake and pray? And the otters came to keep him warm. 
 
When I said that to Him, I decided ‗I‘m going to make sure it was Cuthbert that I heard about, who 
stood in the ocean with the otters. When I went to the internet, just to double check and make sure it 
was Cuthbert, I had my home page set to one of my favorite sights, that has rhemas on it. And what it 
said was: 
The Celts were natural contemplatives and hermits, who sought out rugged peninsulas or hidden 
woodland glades in order to be alone with God. 
 
Wow. When I heard that, my heart just...sigh!...kinda fainted away, because that was the whole 
reason we were up on the mountain for five years – to live a more simple life, to be closer to the Lord. 
 
So, I said, ‗Lord, this is all I wanted when we lived on the mountain! To be free to pray and 
contemplate your goodness. What a confirmation!‘ 
 
―Now don't go running off on a tangent - I'm not sending you back to the mountain.‖ 
 
Awww.... 
"I'm simply telling you what is available to those who would believe. You must have faith, not works. In 
other words, it's not up to you, My Love. This kind of grace, it's up to Me. The only reason Cuthbert 
did that was so that He could be with Me; his desire was so acute and burning, the very thought of 
falling asleep and losing consciousness of Me was abhorrent to him. Do you understand?" 
 
Wow. 
 
"Yes, Wow. He was that connected to Me." 
 
He was THAT connected to You, Lord – that he didn‘t want to fall asleep? 
 
―Yes, out of force of habit, he surely was.‖ 
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Wow...can you imagine it? Just to imagine it is beyond comprehension: to look into the infinite 
goodness of God Almighty, the Great and Powerful One, to look into THAT and actually see and 
experience it! And not want to go to sleep! And doing all in your power NOT to fall asleep? What a 
soul! 
 
―Yes, there are yet unimaginable heights of glory to those who believe. The key IS belief, not works.‖ 
 
But, if you believe then you will arrange your life in such a way as to be sensitive and respond to the 
grace. And sometimes even do violence to your wants and needs to accomplish it? 
 
―Yes, but again, the key is still faith. You must believe that I am a rewarder of those who diligently 
seek Me. Hebrews 11:6 
 
But don't you require of us that we be willing to do violence to our own carnal natures, and deny 
ourselves sleep, and food, and comforts. Or is that just asceticism? 
 
And, I looked up the definition of asceticism: 
Severe self-discipline and avoidance of all forms of indulgence, typically for religious reasons. 
But, asceticism can become an end in itself, and that‘s not good, either. The end of anything should 
ALWAYS be the Lord and His Glory, and obedience to Him. But, some people go off on a tangent, 
and they think that living a life of asceticism is going to make them holier. But, if it‘s not God‘s will, it‘s 
NOT going to make them holier at all – it‘ll just make them prideful. So that‘s a really important point 
to remember in all of this. 
 
"If you seek Me with all your heart, you will find Me. Clare, My Love, I WANT to fill you. Do you 
understand? This is not something I'm withholding from you because your performance level is low. 
No, I desire with all My Heart to fill you, dear woman." 
 
So, what‘s in the way, Lord? 
 
"Do you really want Me to answer that?" 
 
You know I do, Lord. 
 
"Simply? Your preoccupation with the world." 
 
I thought about that for a minute, and I thought...okay. Such as? 
 
―What shall I eat, what shall I wear...‖ 
 
Lord, I can't quite relate to that, I don't see all these preoccupations. It seems more like I am 
constantly looking for ways to cut things out of my life that aren't necessary. So I‘ll have more time for 
You, and things are more streamlined. And, just as an aside, I read this to my husband before I 
recorded it, and he said, ‗I can see it – you talk about food all the time!‘ (chuckle) And I thought, ‗uh, 
oh – I‘m blind. I‘ve got a blind spot.‘ 
 
Anyway, I told The Lord – I don‘t see all these preoccupations. It‘s more like I‘m constantly trying to 
cut things out of my life. 
 
He continued the sentence and said... 
"...and to find shortcuts to get those things done without having to invest your time. But even that 
begets trouble because you must teach and supervise others. How much better would it be if you 
didn't need those things or even consider them?" 
 
Ok, but now we're talking about things like firewood? 
 
"No, I'm not pointing to necessities. I‘m pointing to superfluities.‖ 
 
Could you please give me a list, Lord? But now, here I am petting my cat and I am quite pleasurably 
distracted...and I thought to myself, ‗Do You mean that? Petting my cat?‘ 
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―Do you know that your cat is better at contemplating Me than you are?‖ 
 
No! 
 
"Would I lie to you?" 
 
No, You wouldn‘t lie to me. 
 
―Well consider then, they do not weave, they do not spin or think about what they will eat for dinner, 
wanting something a little different, you know a little variety in their menu. No, they eat, sleep and 
contemplate. Their minds are simple, like a child's - so they are able to slip into a place of awareness 
of Me that your complicated mentality does not permit you in this life. 
 
"Just because you can't hear their thoughts doesn't mean they are stupid! What about the flowers that 
turn and follow us in Heaven. They are not even animals, but are aware of Me and of us. How can all 
Creation groan if there is not an awareness of Me?‖ (btw, that Scripture is found in Romans 8:22 All 
Creation groans.) They are not dense or illusive - you are." 
 
Wow. We are the crowning glory of Your Creation and we are ‗dense and illusive‘? 
 
―That's right. Because of your increased awareness and intelligence of how things work, you tend to 
get distracted into the finer details of life. But they are simple, like children. And it‘s much easier for 
them to be drawn into Me...they have very little to think and question about. And Man, in his quest for 
knowledge and power, has contaminated his mind to such a degree that he has walked a million miles 
away from Me in daily practice." 
 
―That is why more primitive cultures are closer to the spiritual world than the so-called industrial 
nations. Yet, their intelligence is merely a mirage...because what is most important in their lives is 
overlooked. So, in the last analysis, Man, who sees himself supremely intelligent, is supremely 
ignorant of those things that matter to him the most, namely his abode for eternity.‖ 
 
What does it profit a man if he gain the whole world but loses his very own soul? Mark 8:36 
 
Wow, Lord. This is deep. 
 
"Yes, My Love, it is. Therefore, the people who are most scorned in the world are the ones who are 
most taken up with Me. Under this category are the homeless, the native cultures, those who 
abandon the world to live a primitive life, like the hermit - that is, if they abandon the world for My 
sake, not because they no longer want to participate or they‘re lazy. There are two types here: those 
who abandon the world out of pain and inability to function in it, and those who function quite well, but 
have chosen the better part.‖ 
 
But what about leaving others behind and not contributing to society? 
 
―It is a calling, My Love. It is not something you take upon yourself; it is something I call you to. And 
with it comes the solemn responsibility to love and to pray for humanity." 
 
―We will speak on this more. I just wanted to plant these thoughts in your heart. I know your heart, 
Clare, I created it. I know the times of your life. I know what your deepest longings are. For now, take 
care of the flock entrusted to you and contemplate My Glory. As you empty yourself more and more of 
your affections for this created world, I will open to you more and more of the realms of Glory." 
 
―And for all of you, My Brides, be assured the life lived in solitude and simplicity is a very specific 
calling. If you are not invited to it by Me, it is a disaster! So, don't make the mistake of wanting 
something because you think it is so holy. No, the only holy life for you is the one lived in obedience to 
My known will and your state in life." 
 
―Yet, we will talk more about this life at another time. In the meantime, My blessing is upon you as you 
learn of more and more ways to put away your flesh and yield your life and times to Me.‖ 
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And, I just want to add to this a serious caution: I‘m almost 70 years old now, and I know what that life 
in the wilderness is like, I know what it feels like to be yearning for that contemplative life where God 
and a simple, uncomplicated existence is everything. We‘ve lived that life – we lived it for five years. 
But, when we did it, we weren‘t totally free of entanglements with the world. And it IS a calling. 
 
And I have to say that, sometimes we see something that we think is holy. And we think, if we do that, 
we will be holier, or we‘ll be more pleasing to the Lord. But, nothing could be further from the truth. 
We can‘t choose our own way of holiness – we need to be submitted to The Lord. We need to be 
guided by the Holy Spirit. 
 
When we make a choice – to fast, for instance. We need to know that it‘s The Lord‘s will for us to fast. 
Because, someone can fast themselves right into insanity. Plenty of people that I have known have 
taken on 40 day fasts, or other very strict fast, that put them in danger – and they came out of it a little 
on the ranting side, instead of on the holy side. Because it was something THEY chose to do, more 
based on Pride and their own opinion than on obedience to the Lord. 
 
When you take up a fast in obedience to God, He moderates that fast, so that it‘s healthy for you: 
spiritually, mentally, physically and emotionally. But, you can get so spiritually minded and off into the 
spiritual world, that you lose touch with reality – and that‘s not good, either. The Lord wants us to 
grounded, He doesn‘t want us to lose our minds. 
 
So, that‘s just a caution about seeking after things that look holy or sound holy – but aren‘t meant for 
us. It‘s not the season of our life, and it‘s not His choice for us. We always should yield to His wisdom 
and not our own. When we yield to our own, it can become an idol – and you know what the Lord 
says about idol worship. 
 
The Lord bless you all, and I hope this teaching has been a blessing to you. It certainly opened MY 
mind up, and I‘m interested in seeing what the Lord has to say in the coming days and weeks ahead, 
if He brings it up then. 
 
God bless you, Heartdwellers. Thank you for listening. Pray for us, as we pray for you, too. 
 
 
 
 

Message 134: Jesus says… Your Preoccupation with personal Holiness 

& Your Prayers for them please Me 
 
 
September 17, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) The Lord‘s Mercy and Kindness is with us, Heartdwellers. Please, Jesus, would you share 
something with us? 
 
Jesus began… ―My Daughter, it is not every night that you are so stretched in energy and as you 
come and rely on Me, I will refill you and impart wisdom.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, right now I‘m falling asleep. If you want this, I will need You to restore me, and You know 
I must get up early tomorrow. 
 
(Jesus) ―Nevertheless, I am here to help you. I would prefer that you not go to bed until the message 
is up. My Children and My Brides count on you to bring them fresh manna to share; they are hungry 
Clare. It is best not to let them down.‖ 
 
(Clare) I know, Lord, I‘m sorry. 
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(Jesus) ―First I want to tell you all that I am so blessed by your perseverance. I have given you many 
off-putting lessons and it seems that your hearts are so hungry for My love and wisdom, that you 
persevere and keep coming back. This is a rare quality and I cherish each and every one of you, 
because your hearts are set on pleasing Me and preparing yourselves for My coming for you.‖ 
 
―Dear ones, I know that some of My teachings are not easy to hear. I know they sometimes assault 
your sensitivity and cause you to consider capturing more ground from your flesh for My Spirit. To be 
without sin is a marvel and a tremendous work of grace…sometimes taking years to accomplish after 
living in sin for a lifetime. But each of you have set aside the ear tickling news about comets, 
earthquakes, bombs and money collapsing to focus on the interior man, the soul, the very apple of My 
eye.‖ 
 
―How precious you are to Me because of your preoccupation with personal holiness. How rare and 
how fragrant are your lives, and every one of your efforts ascends like incense to My Father‘s throne 
and is a sweet smelling sacrifice in His nostrils. Oh, how He adores each of you with all your faults, 
sins and imperfections, simply because you have made holiness the first priority in your lives. 
 
―Not the news, not entertainments, not prophecy, and predictions and digging for which earthquakes, 
and comets are hanging over the Earth‘s head. No, many of you have substantially set these things 
aside, preferring instead to look into My mirror and see yourselves that you might cleanse with My 
help, the stains remaining on your garment. 
 
―That is why I am so proud of you, so enamored of you, watchful over you, even to the point of getting 
My servant out of bed for you. Each day when you listen in, My angels are encouraging you and 
helping you to arrange events that you might get the most mileage out of each message. Yes, I know, 
many of you are saying… ‗I‘ve been asking the Lord about this.'‖ 
 
―Yes My ways are unfathomable and I do set you up, so to speak, that you might long for the answers 
I am about to bring you. This is the plus side of staying tuned into the same teacher; I can prepare 
lessons for you while my angels are giving you inspirations to ask about certain things. Isn‘t that 
marvelous? Yes, in Heaven we all work together for the good of a soul.‖ 
 
―I won‘t go into depth here about what your angels suffer on your behalf, but suffice it to say you‘ve 
never had a mother as attentive and solicitous for your welfare as each of your angels are. All of 
Heaven gets excited when a new minister is raised up, because they know there is great need where 
I raise a new one up. Great need indeed, for the minister to grow in knowledge of My ways and 
holiness of life, circumcising the world and the flesh from their lives. 
 
―And a great need for a special group in My Body to be tended to with the greatest care and mercy. 
An emerging ministry is an exciting thing. It brings joy to My entire Body both here in Heaven and on 
Earth. 
 
―And the prayers that you offer on the minister‘s behalf have great power, as though you were their 
very own children. Their prayers for you carry the weight of an earthly mother and father‘s prayers.‖ 
 
―What I have done for you, for her, Ezekiel, Carol and the team is a tremendous blessing and needs 
to be maintained with your prayers, because the struggles on their end seem endless and they grow 
weary and your prayers are refreshing them daily. This is what My Body is supposed to look like – 
united in spirit and in truth with no time for gossip or pettiness. 
 
―The more solid your prayers for them, the more I am able to pour through them onto you. It‘s just that 
simple. How beautiful this symbiotic relationship is. As you continue to pray and thank Me for the gifts 
I am pouring out on you all, I am able to strengthen them for the work ahead. And oh, what a 
marvelous work this is! In Heaven you will all be knit together into a marvelous design that meets the 
needs of your sphere of influence as well as theirs. 
 
―So, in short, I am asking you to continue your prayers for them, especially for strength and helpers to 
pick up on the domestic work that takes so much time and strength to accomplish. I wish to see them 
staffed with good people committed and reliable. When that infra structure is more in place, I shall 
pour out more, even more on you, My children. So lift them up.‖ 
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Message 135: The Death of a Loved One, Consolation & The Life to 

come 
 
 
September 18, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... "There are many around you suffering and I wish for you to be more attentive, more 
tuned in, more eager to touch them with your prayers. It is through suffering that you prove your love 
for Me. 
 
"And it is in suffering that I bring you the choicest grapes from the vine, to comfort and console you. 
All of My children have suffering, but not all disclose to others what they are going through. 
 
"That‘s why I ask you to be vigilant and attentive, listening for the beating of their hearts, beyond the 
obvious in their lives. For this, you must be detached from what is going on in your lives, to the point 
where you can truly tune into others. Listen for the whisper of My Spirit when I point out to you... 'This 
is a suffering soul. They need a touch from Me.'" 
 
(Clare) Oh, Lord, I see myself as blind and callus when it comes to others. Please change me, please 
make me more sensitive to them instead of myself. And this is really true – I go shopping in a store, 
take care of errands, and I am so riveted on what I‘m doing, I‘m not thinking at all about spiritual 
things and what the people around me are going through. So, you can pray for me for that, because I 
am very dull when it comes to the people around me when I‘m 'on task', doing something. 
 
(Jesus) "This is a good prayer for all of you, My Brides. In your fever pitched search for signs of My 
coming you often brush right past souls I have sent to you for ministry. When you‘re taken up with 
your agendas, you tend to overlook everyone and everything that does not fit in with your goals. In the 
world this is acceptable; in the spirit it is a serious fault. Pray for Me to endow you with greater 
sensitivity to those around you, especially the hurting. 
 
"It is in seasons of hurting that souls are the most pliable and teachable. It is in those seasons that 
they ask the important questions and are willing to look a little deeper into the meaning of their lives. 
Death has a way of interrupting the status quo and bringing to the forefront the brevity of life, and the 
fact that I could require your life of you at any moment. 
 
"These teachable moments are very often turning points in the lives of others. They awaken you to 
the deeper meaning of your life and bring up reviews asking questions such as... 'What if that were 
me in the coffin? Would I have done all I was called to do? Would Jesus say to me, ‗Well done, enter 
into your master‘s joy?' Such questions are the beginning of deeper conversions and opportunities to 
grow in wisdom and grace. 
 
"I don‘t say this about the immediate moment, but those moments in the shadowy hours of the night 
that just precede the dawn, when resistance is down and hearts are bared. I visit my servants in these 
hours to bring both peace and comfort as well as challenging questions... 'Is this all my life was meant 
to be, or is there something more for me to do?' 
 
"The pain of separation is something I weep over too. At those times, all I can do is wrap My 
comforting arms around you and pledge My faithfulness that you will see your loved one again. 
 
"And when you do, they will be young and smiling, happy and fulfilled, shining with a brightness never 
seen on earth. 
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"As it is written in 1 Thessalonians 4:16-18... For the Lord Himself will descend from heaven with a 
shout, with the voice of the archangel and with the trumpet of God, and the dead in Christ will rise 
first. Then we who are alive and remain will be caught up together with them in the clouds to meet the 
Lord in the air, and so we shall always be with the Lord. Therefore encourage one another with these 
words. 
 
"Soon, very soon Beloved Brides you, too, will stand side by side with those you had to say farewell to 
on this Earth. Yes, you will be raptured with those who were your relatives, you will be caught up in 
the air beside them. How wonderful, how marvelous, how comforting for those of you who are 
grieving. 
 
"Do not let your heart be troubled; believe in God, believe also in Me. In My Father‘s house are many 
dwelling places; if it were not so, I would have told you; for I go to prepare a place for you…. (John 
14:1-2) 
 
"In this place you will laugh again and play with your loved ones gone before. You will exult and 
rejoice in the Holy One, and all that has been prepared for you in this realm. And everything will be 
suited to your taste, exactly what you most enjoyed on this Earth, that will be the place I prepare for 
you in Heaven. 
 
"You will picnic together, explore together and visit one another‘s dwellings together and best of all be 
together for eternity. Yes, there will be learning, play, study and recreation, creativity; and all will come 
quite naturally to you in your glorified bodies. And, oh, the wonderful positions I have for you to fill in 
Heaven, the wonderful work you will set about to do with others of like mind and heart! 
 
"No more misunderstanding, competition, jealousy or the like. Everyone here works for the edification 
of their brother and their sister. Rather than cold indifference, you will be greeted with heart-warming 
love and acceptance and all that you put your hand to, will also be praised and encouraged. 
 
"You see, in Heaven there is no jealousy or ignorance, only joy and affirmation. All materials and 
equipment will be provided for you and nothing will be lacking. You are going to love the ease and 
glory of life in Heaven. 
 
"When it is time to worship, your hearts will be enkindled to a blazing fire that no one can quench, and 
what remains to be healed will be healed by the breathtaking power of God. Never again will you 
struggle, lament, or mourn. All shall come to you just as you desire it, for everywhere and everything 
will be filled with the Glory of God. And nothing shall be lacking to anyone. 
 
"This is the supreme bliss of Heaven. So, take heart, be encouraged. Your sojourn on this Earth is 
nearly at its end and soon you will be reunited with those who have been taken from you in this life. 
There is a picnic basket with your family name on it, a huge oak in a lush meadow filled with flowers 
and green grass – with blankets spread beneath it, and all your relatives and pets are there waiting for 
you. 
 
"Console one another with these thoughts, Beloved, for I am coming soon." 
 
 
 
 

Message 136: Jesus says… This is how the Enemy steals your Virtue... 

Pride, Anger & An Apology 
 
 
September 19, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) The Lord is with us, dear Family, and tonight He has a beautiful teaching on forgiveness, and 
the effects that anger and unforgiveness can have. And as usual… I‘m the guinea pig… 
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It all began tonight when Jesus and I were dancing. He took me out onto a veranda, where there was 
moonlight and a beautiful body of water with the moonlight glistening over it and a yellow rose right in 
front of us, as we sat on an ornate bench in this very special garden. 
 
Jesus began... ―We are in the garden of your heart.‖ 
 
(Clare) We are? 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes. We are.‖ 
 
(Clare) Well, I thought I‘d double check and see if this was the Lord, because LAST night I had a very 
difficult time getting the message – that‘s going to come up later in this message. So, I went to the 
Bible Promises and I got Humility and Long Life. And I thought, ‗Uh oh…‘ I was looking for Holy Spirit. 
So, I couldn‘t continue with the message because I was afraid it wasn‘t the Lord, ‗cause I had a false 
start last night, too. 
 
'Lord, are You going to withhold a word from me because of my pride?' 
 
(Jesus) ―No, My Love, I am just reminding you, in humility, you have a long way to go.‖ 
 
(Clare) I know Lord. I‘m sorry. 
 
(Jesus) ―Well, I am with you and we will go it together.‖ 
 
(Clare) At that point, I went to the Bible Promises again – and I got Holy Spirit. And Ezekiel, also, got 
a confirming reading – ‗cause we always work together. He prays for me while I‘m receiving the 
message, and that really clears the way. Then the Lord began to speak to me about a situation… 
 
(Jesus) ―Some people are not aware of what they are doing. For them, you need extra grace not to 
lose patience.‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, I know Lord. I don‘t like it when I lose patience and become angry. I know that is pride 
raising its ugly head. 
 
(Jesus) ―Mind you, I am not saying they don‘t need correction, but I would prefer that you did it without 
being emotionally embroiled. That is never healthy.‖ 
 
(Clare) How do I keep from getting angry? 
 
(Jesus) ―Compassion. Understanding. Forgiveness. All those lovely fruits of humility.‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, now I can see why I have very little humility. 
 
(Jesus) ―I didn‘t say you had very little. I said you have a long way to go.‖ 
 
(Clare) I smiled... Well, I guess in its own way that‘s somewhat of an affirmation. Kinda like a 
backhanded compliment, but even that is healthy for me. 
 
(Jesus) ―Well, My Darling Bride, I do not want you loosing your equilibrium, if you can be thrown easily 
into a fit of anger you can be distracted at a key moment when I need you to be present to others. 
Isn‘t that exactly what happened?‖ 
 
(Clare) 'Yes Lord, it is.' 
 
(Jesus) ―You can see it in Ezekiel when he loses his equilibrium, but you have trouble seeing it in 
yourself. However, it has the same affect on you as on him. It robs you of your concentration on other 
things, depletes your mental, emotional and physical energy, sends you off chasing your tail in a 
situation that most probably will not get resolved the way you would like it to.‖ 
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―This is milder than a sucker punch, this is more like tripping. You‘re walking along in peace and 
confidence and all of a sudden you trip over something you didn‘t see and you fall…into anger. Why 
don‘t you explain what happened.‖ 
 
(Clare) 'Ummmmm. Do I have to?' 
 
(Jesus) ―No. It‘s just a suggestion.‖ 
 
(Clare) 'Right. As if I will ever deny you anything, Lord.' 
 
(Jesus) ―Mmmm... you deny Me your dark chocolate infinity bars?‖ 
 
(Clare) 'Oh, Lord you know that‘s just medicine to help me focus… I have a feeling I‘m going to need 
one before this message is over.' 
 
(Jesus) ―It is?‖ 
 
(Clare) He looked at me tongue in cheek trying to hold back a smile. 
 
Since I didn‘t want to tell the whole story about who it was that I got upset with, I started to make 
something up as an analogy. But first I said... 'The facts are changed, to protect the innocent…' And 
then I began this story... 'There was an older gentlemen, who posted a comment on one of our 
videos…' 
 
The Lord stopped me right there – He broke in and He said... 
 
(Jesus) ―You‘re lying.‖ 
 
(Clare) 'So, I can‘t use an analogy even though I confessed that I changed the facts?' 
 
(Jesus) ―Nope.‖ 
 
(Clare) 'Ok, I‘ll tell all. I became impatient with one of our audience who posted something that I felt 
was misrepresenting the Lord and us, and it made me angry. So, I was rather cold in my answer…. 
Actually, this is the second time I‘ve been a little…curt…with this person…' 
 
(Jesus) ―Come on. Finish the story.‖ 
 
(Clare) I thought to myself... 'Oh this couldn‘t be the Lord, I must be deceived.' So, I went to the Bible 
Promises and what do you think I opened to? Holy Spirit. So. There‘s no wiggling out of this one and 
it‘s just not fun. 
 
(Jesus) ―No it‘s not fun, but it is necessary. You do owe her an apology.‖ 
 
(Clare) 'Yes, I know Lord.' 
 
(Jesus) ―Well, out with it then.‖ 
 
(Clare) 'I don‘t understand why I feel like I swallowed a brick and I‘m crying.' 
 
(Jesus) ―You were hurt and didn‘t handle it well. Just because someone misrepresents Me does not 
give you the license to be harsh, you know. I still need you to be gentle and forgiving.‖ 
 
(Clare) In any case after I left my cold answer, and this wasn‘t the first time I was a little irritated with 
this young lady, I started stewing and said to myself... 'This isn‘t good, I need to get out of this.' I told 
Ezekiel and he started stewing and the brew was getting thicker and thicker. We both tried to do 
violence to ourselves but something had gotten a hold on us. The Lord broke in and said... 
 
(Jesus) ―Something like the influence of dark matter?‖ 
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(Clare) 'Was that what it was?' 
 
(Jesus) ―Similar. You were dealing with a demon of unforgiveness.‖ 
 
(Clare) Well when I came into prayer to get the message yesterday, after that incident, I had a very 
hard time. In fact, I got something like 6 paragraphs into the message and thought, ‗This isn‘t the 
Lord.‘ So, I called for back up with Ezekiel and he told me, ‗That‘s not the Lord‘ and I had to throw it 
out. 
 
But why did the Lord allow me to get six paragraphs into it before I realized it was either coming from 
my own head or a familiar spirit? 
 
(Jesus) ―It was that same demon of unforgiveness, telling you a plausible story.‖ 
 
(Clare) Wow. That‘s very interesting… So THAT‘S what happens! When you sin, a demon gets in 
there and tells you something plausible, but it‘s not the truth. Why does the Lord EVER allow me to be 
deceived? 
 
Pride. It‘s always Pride. And the readings I got were all about humility. I knew the Lord was dealing 
with my harsh attitude but Ezekiel brought it up... 'Forgiveness. You need to forgive her.' So, we made 
an act of the will to forgive even though I was still angry inside. It didn‘t feel like forgiveness, but it was 
an act of the will. And soon after that the Lord began to give me the message, which He confirmed 
several times. So, returning to this situation, the Lord began again... 
 
(Jesus) ―So… what do you want to say?‖ 
 
(Clare) 'I‘m sorry, Eden‘s Secret, for losing my temper with you. I should have handled it much 
differently. Please forgive me.' 
 
(Jesus) ―That‘s good. Now, tell the rest.‖ 
 
(Clare) Well, in the middle of this, when I was very embroiled in the comment – the phone rang. I 
thought to myself, ‗I‘m not going to answer that.‘ So, I let it ring and ring and ring. I was just too upset 
about the comment and I didn‘t want to talk to anyone, period. 
 
But the phone began to ring again and I realized it was Carol, who NEVER calls me, let alone twice in 
a row. So, I knew it must be important, and I answered it. It was Carol telling me about the loss of her 
brother-in-law and his wife in that fatal motorcycle accident that had just happened. 
 
(Jesus) ―So you see, My Children, the devils are clever; they will create a diversion at a key time to 
distract you away from what is really important. They will cause anger, division and pride to well up 
while another situation is coming to a head that needs immediate attention. 
 
―I can‘t tell you how many thousands of times this works. Close to every time. Have you ever seen 
how two thieves enter a store – one makes a scene at the cash register, all eyes turn to him and the 
other sneaks out the door with expensive liquor? It happens all the time. 
 
―With this new onslaught of evil you all are going to have to be much more aware of being toyed with. 
I‘m telling you now because every one of you will be tested in this. Anger is a poison that ruins all it 
touches. 
 
―Do not give way to anger. Retire into a quiet space with Me and let us reason it out together. Then 
you can move forward. My Children, this is how the enemy steals virtue from you - fore-warned is 
fore-armed. 
 
―I did not give her a message until she repented. What‘s the use? I cannot use a prideful vessel, that 
hasn‘t repented. Unforgiveness is from the sin of pride, as if you deserve forgiveness for your sins – 
but others don‘t? 
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―I am not trying to embarrass My precious Bride. She has already agreed that there will be no secrets 
in My teachings through her. But understand, your actions are just as transparent to Me and the devils 
as this incident has been retold to you. 
 
―And how can I rapture a Bride who harbors bitterness and unforgiveness? I know it‘s still a climb, but 
I‘ve given you all time to make it, and you are not alone. I will carry you, if you let Me. I will help you, 
make you stronger, more aware and more willing to lay down rancor and take up charity. 
 
―Please. As these days unfold before you, be aware that every step of yours is marked and calculated 
by the evil ones. He has no intention of letting you get away from him. You are targeted for 
destruction. You are not to react to this in fear, but in caution and total awareness of your own 
feelings that you not be led into a trap or taken off course. 
 
―You see, I want you to be ready to bring souls into My Kingdom and the devils do know that you are 
a threat and who you might affect if your paths cross, so they will do all they can to distract you with 
your flesh. 
 
―These are key times, My Bride. You are holding the torch of truth and it is burning the kingdom of 
darkness. So, not only do you shed light wherever you go, you are a target wherever you go. The 
demons are like clever little troublemakers, constantly sizing you up. They are always in cahoots, 
looking for ways to cause a fall and thwart My intentions to use you. 
 
―So, this teaching is for you. Put yourself in her place and walk with integrity and caution. Each day is 
a new opportunity to glorify Me… or an opportunity to dishonor Me. 
 
―I bless you now, that you should never bring reproach upon Me, that you should forever be sensitive 
to the work I give you and its timeliness from moment to moment. Don‘t let the evil ones steal your 
graces. Practice humility, patience and forbearance every day, and when those tests come, you won‘t 
fall. 
 
―Remember, I am walking with you, on your right side, holding your arm, keeping you steady. And 
when the journey becomes too much? Well then I pick you up, and I carry you the rest of the way.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 137: Jesus says… I desire Mercy! Be My Example & Show 

them My Mercy 
 
 
September 20, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) The Lord is with us, dear Heartdwellers. Tonight‘s worship went a little different than normal. 
I‘ve been absolutely mesmerized with the sound of the crickets out here. They‘re just beautiful. 
Tonight, I went outside under the huge cottonwood sitting with my dinner in the dark, resting in the 
rhythm of crickets. Oh, they‘re so beautiful. And it is such a sweet repose out there. 
 
I knew the Lord was with me, so I opened the eyes of my spirit and there you were, tenderly watching 
me. You motioned to my food, 'Eat your dinner'. I had lost interest in my food, but my heart longed to 
beat inside of Yours. So, you pulled closer to me and I rested on Your heart and slipped into an 
awareness of Who You truly are... the One who holds our universe together and gives me breath. And 
I was just so overwhelmed with that reality and that You would take the time just to be here with me, a 
speck of dust in the scheme of things. 
 
(Jesus) ―And yet, I am very much a person, Clare.‖ 
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(Clare) Yes, I know, You are also a Person, this is beyond understanding. A Person, yet the One who 
created and maintains the Universe and who knows how many other universes. How do you reconcile 
that? My human mind can‘t. I am caught up into a sweet and powerful contemplation of Your being. 
 
(Jesus) ―Something you will never fully understand, My Love. But something you will always partake 
from the fullness of. Is it not written... 'Through Him you live and move and have your being'. And yet 
My being is constantly overflowing unto you, My Bride. Yes, indeed, My Love for you all knows no 
boundaries, knows no end so the flow is continuously bubbling up for all of your needs. If you will 
come to the fountain of My mercy with your vessels empty, I shall never fail to fill them.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh Lord, help me to empty my vessel. 
 
(Jesus) ―The word ‗unfathomable‘ was created for Me.‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, I can see nothing or no one else could ever assume that title. Lord, lately the thought of 
Your judgment has been coming to mind, and it is fearful. 
 
(Jesus) ―My judgment is mitigated by My Mercy. The more you practice mercy, the less you will fear 
judgment. I hold back My wrath particularly and in a general way, from those who practice Mercy on a 
daily basis.‖ 
 
―Oh, My children, how very important Mercy is. Mercy is My Nature, not judgment. But because of the 
hardness of men‘s hearts, in order that the universe should remain, judgment had to come forth. But 
understand, I took that judgment upon Myself at the cross, so those of you who are under the Blood, 
would not be condemned. Nevertheless, man has a way of continuing on in his foolishness, and for 
that I dispense My Mercy according to how they gave others that break from criticism and judgment.‖ 
 
―If you were harsh and dictatorial in your lifetime, you have much to fear at My judgment. If you did 
violence to your vindictive, resentful streaks and fostered Mercy instead, it will go well with you. Not 
that anyone should presume on My Mercy in order to fulfill the lusts of the flesh; that will not be 
tolerated. But in all things, I look at the frailty of the vessel and act accordingly. Some of you have 
given up a great deal for Me and for your brothers and sisters. Some of you selfishly withhold and 
have withheld from your brothers and sisters.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, I know I have done that. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, but you have learned. Nevertheless, there is more for you to learn, and more and more 
and more for all of you to learn about selflessness. I am waiting to see who gets the crown for their 
commitment to Mercy.‖ 
 
(Clare) No doubt, Lord, I‘ll be criticized for that. Since You are God and omnipotent, You already know 
who gets what. 
 
(Jesus) ―But I enjoy the race. Mind you, it‘s not for the crown you are racing, it‘s for the love of Me and 
what matters to Me. I watch this race with great joy and My angels are always picking you up when 
you fall and helping you to carry on all the way to the finish line. I want you all to capture My Heart 
with your Mercy. I want you all to resemble My Father in His Mercy.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, most people would take exception to that as they recall the way You commanded the 
Israelites to kill every man, woman and child and even the animals. 
 
(Jesus) ―What man sees with his intellect and what I know in My omnipotence are two entirely 
different things.‖ 
 
(Clare) But people don‘t see that, Lord. 
 
(Jesus) ―Why do you think I incarnated and died on the cross for them?‖ 
 
(Clare) To prove Your true nature, to demonstrate your true love for us? 
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(Jesus) ―Exactly. As I have told you before, you cannot see what I saw back in that day. You also 
cannot imagine why I take some when they are very, very young – through landslides, tsunamis, and 
earthquakes. There are so many sides to My Mercy that you cannot fathom either. So many sides.‖ 
 
―But in contemplating the Cross, you begin to get a picture of the depth of My love for every single 
creature, yes, even the animals. I would much prefer to have them here with Me than see them suffer 
on Earth. I would much prefer to have the little children and babies of third world countries here with 
Me than on your Earth.‖ 
 
―I have promised much to these little ones. You see, the Spirit of man has a mind, too, but this mind is 
for the most part cut off from the soul‘s consciousness. So, when it seems that a soul is in utter 
darkness, there is still that subconscious knowledge of My love for them. And on the conscious level 
they go seeking it, just like you did, exploring all the alleys of the New Age trying to discover Me.‖ 
 
―But as I have told you before, certain agreements are made with the souls I send to the Earth – yes, 
certain agreements, and they walk out their appointed course until I come for them.‖ 
 
(Clare) But, Lord, what about the unsaved who never had a chance to know you on this Earth? 
 
(Jesus) ―My ways are much higher than your ways and My connection with the soul is much more 
profound than you reckon. Where the greatest loss of souls takes place is in the exercising of free will 
with the choice to sin. I endow men with a conscience and I work through every single soul‘s 
conscience. This is My way of drawing them to Me. And when I see that the time is right, I reveal 
Myself. There will be many surprises in Heaven, My Love.‖ 
 
(Clare) After that, I took kind of a long pause, and then said... 'Is there anything more You want to say, 
Lord?' 
 
(Jesus) ―Oh Yes, there is much, much more. I could fill volumes with what I‘d love to say to you all. 
But, first things first. Mercy. Yes, Mercy. Mercy to the telemarketers…‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh, No! Not them! 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, them! Mercy to the mailman. Mercy to your neighbor and your neighbor‘s obnoxious 
dogs. Mercy even to the coyotes. Mercy to those in line at the gas pumps, Mercy to those in line at 
the pharmacy, Mercy at the deli, Mercy for your husband when he goes around behind you shutting 
windows. Mercy, Mercy, Mercy.‖ 
 
―So, how shall this Mercy take form? Without complaint, without scowls and impatient gasps of air. 
Waiting with a smile for an elderly person to pass by you, rather than vaulting ahead because you‘re 
in a hurry.‖ 
 
―But where the most Mercy is needed, is among those who hurt you – and hurt you deeply, at that. 
Many times they have no idea what they‘ve done. Other times, they don‘t care enough to hold their 
tongue. But as My Ambassadors, you must rise above that carnal beast that is ready with a cutting 
word, exhale it quietly and inhale My Mercy in its stead. Yes, inhale My Mercy; deep, deep, breaths of 
Mercy.‖ 
 
―Recall the time you hurt your mother with cutting words. Recall the time you jumped in front of 
someone in line. Recall the time you cut someone off for the same parking place. Recall the time you 
cheated in a relationship. Seeing all these dark things help you to grab hold of your flesh and put it in 
submission to Me, and mete out Mercy where judgment is due.‖ 
 
―Confound the world with your love and patience, My Brides. Leave them stunned at the depth of your 
kindness. Treat them with uncommon respect when, if the truth be told, you are sizing up their necks 
to see if you can get both hands around it. As you cast away that ugliness, I breathe new Life, new 
Grace into your frail limbs… I, too, exercise Mercy… on you.‖ 
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―If the world knew the depth of My Love, by observing the Mercy each of My People show to all, the 
world would no longer be enslaved in the hands of satan. People would break free and beg to be 
brought into the Kingdom.‖ 
 
―If they knew the healing available to them, they would stand in line with any Christian they found in 
the parking lot until they got prayer. I am not exaggerating here. The day will come when I will be 
revealed to the world through My people, they will truly have an image of Me set before them. Those 
who were sitting on the brink of perdition because of the hatred and rejection of mankind would crawl 
for miles, just to be healed of who they‘ve become.‖ 
 
―Oh, I have so much more to say about My Mercy and how I wish to see it manifest in My People. 
Write it on your foreheads; stamp it on your hands, MERCY. Then walk out the door and give it to 
everyone you come in contact with. Come back then and tell Me how you feel, how your day went, 
what was revealed to you? Go and learn what this means... I desire mercy, not sacrifice. For I have 
not come to call the righteous, but sinners.‖ (Matthew 9:13) 
 
―And where you once were, they are, so walk tenderly among them and demonstrate My Mercy to 
them. Oh how blessed you will be if you heed these words.‖ 
 
―I love you, My people... Go now and love the lost as I love you, and I am with you. Call on Me in 
moments of temptation to give vent to your anger... 'Jesus, help me!' and I will supply.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 138: Jesus says… Recognize your Enemies! The Hordes of Hell 

are marching 
 
 
September 21, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) The Lord has so blessed us with a beautiful teaching tonight to help us to recognize our 
adversaries. 
 
Jesus began... ―How much I appreciate all of you. This world is cold, so cold and indifferent, 
especially in your country (America). To find the warm arms of My waiting Bride is a prize beyond 
compare.‖ 
 
(Clare) Since I had been waiting a while to hear Him, I asked Ezekiel if it was the Lord, and he prayed 
and got confirmations that it was the Lord. But, Jesus didn‘t miss a beat… 
 
(Jesus) ―What? You don‘t know My voice yet?‖ 
 
(Clare) Why did You wait until Ezekiel got up from his nap before You started speaking to me, Jesus? 
 
(Jesus) ―This is a two-man ship: one stands before Me petitioning, the other writes. You very much 
need one another. How blessed you are to have this relationship.‖ 
 
(Clare) I give all the credit to You, Lord. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, well, you waited for My choice. I wish all would do that.‖ 
 
(Clare) Thank You, Lord. Never will I be able to thank You sufficiently. 
 
(Jesus) ―Just take good care of him, like I know you do. That says it all.‖ 
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―Yes, under the tree, you were feeling My sadness on the state of souls who refuse to respond to Me. 
I call and call and call all the day long, and nothing, not even a whimper, just death upon death. Souls 
that are stone cold dead and unresponsive weigh Me down.‖ 
 
―This is why the shaking needs to come, comfort zones need to be shattered, those encrusted with 
the world need to be stripped. Oh, if only I could do it another way, I would much prefer that. But other 
ways are too mild and don‘t get their attention.‖ 
 
(Clare) What about sickness, Lord? 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, that always elicits a response, but as soon as they are better they forget about Me 
again. You will never really understand how much joy the souls on this channel bring Me. It‘s hard to 
fathom, how a creature could bring Me so much joy…but they do. I am so grateful, that I am 
answering many, many of their prayers and preparing them for greater graces.‖ 
 
―Yes, My Spirit is moving upon the troubled waters of their families and beginning to stir the dead 
back to life, and they will lift up their eyes unto the hills, from whence I come. It is happening slowly 
and imperceptibly, almost – but the ice is beginning to thaw. Don‘t rush them, dear Brides. Let Me 
open the petals of curiosity and hunger so they will receive the Son‘s rays.‖ 
 
―Others in families are still quite hardened. Leave them to Me. Put confidence in My promises to you 
and leave them in My capable hands. I alone understand the times and seasons for them to repent, 
and I am patient, endlessly patient. So place your hope firmly in Me and let them go. Don‘t fret – that 
only wastes energy rather take those thoughts captive and put your trust in Me. Those who put their 
trust in Me will never be put to shame.‖ 
 
―Wicked are the times and the more wicked they become, the more My People need to know what is 
behind that wickedness, lest they slay the ignorant and let the culpable go free onto the next victim. It 
is so easy for you to place blame on others when they act badly. So easy. It‘s like stating the obvious 
with self-assured confidence. But nothing could be further from the truth. In fact it is the ignorance and 
weakness of those being used that allows them to impact you. If they knew, if they saw, if they 
understood, they would turn on the real enemy and stop allowing themselves to be used.‖ 
 
―But there is a certain release of anger and frustration that is satisfying to those who abuse others. 
They themselves have been oppressed and bottled up for so long, it‘s actually a relief to find 
someone they can vent on... someone who it seems obvious to them they should vent on. And My 
People in their self-righteousness think it fitting to retaliate. Yes, you know you‘ve been way guilty of 
this, Clare.‖ 
 
(Jesus) ―You were thinking of others, not yourself. That‘s dangerous, My Love. Always, to be safe, put 
yourself in there. Besides, you almost always belong there. When I speak to My Bride, I am speaking 
to you also.‖ 
 
(Clare) I know, Lord. Thank You for not letting me forget it, lest I become more proud than I already 
am. 
 
(Jesus) ―Good thinking. Rest assured, I won‘t. But I cannot stress enough for all of you to be aware 
that every single day assignments are made against you, and what seemed like a trickle of 
oppression before is about to become a torrent as satan turns more and more people against 
Christians. This is why I want you to be aware, those who calumniate, persecute and downgrade you, 
blame you for things you never even thought of – they are in a vice grip with demons of hatred, scorn 
and contempt. With the new dimensions opening up comes a torrent of evil to be used in 
assignments.‖ 
 
(Clare) What He‘s referring to is CERN here, with the dimensions opening up. 
 
(Jesus) ―What was a trickle is about to become a torrent. May I say, I even allow that for your 
sanctification? But never will I allow it to overwhelm you. The more you grow in holiness, the stiffer the 
tests. Remember, I am bringing you to perfection, from glory to glory. Glory comes at a price, as you 
observed in My passion.‖ 
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―When you are in the grips of the attack, try to visualize yourself in that courtyard being whipped. Cry 
out to Me to uphold you. Know that your adversary is not the poor slave to evil who is whipping you, 
but the demons behind him or her.‖ 
 
―You see, these vile creatures have lusted for the flesh of man since the foundation of the world, but 
those dimensions were closed. Now that they have been opened, what evil has burned after for 
centuries can finally get access to in order to vent their fury and devour those in My image. Yes, their 
hatred is against Me but being unable to touch Me, they attack My Creation and especially those 
souls who love Me with all their hearts.‖ 
 
―So the lesson is... START RECOGNIZING YOUR ADVERSARY. This will keep you from sinning 
against the weak and ignorant. Yes, they are cooperating with evil but on their own they most likely 
would have passed by the opportunity to make trouble for you. It‘s the thorn in their side, the poisoned 
arrow shot by the demons that is egging them on and fueling the fires of hatred without cause.‖ 
 
(Clare) In that moment, when He said that, I thought of Rick Joyner‘s dreams. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, I gave those Dreams to him in the hopes that all of you would see who your real 
adversary is. Those dreams are important for you, My Bride. Read them and let the lessons go deep. 
They will be immensely helpful in the moments of trial. There are many, many good lessons in his 
books. I love allegory, and the contrast between good and evil is best portrayed in allegory. In his 
dreams, he talks about creatures landing in a tree, vomiting, urinating and defecating on people. 
That‘s precisely what I mean. That‘s fueling the fire.‖ 
 
―Well, I come to you, My Bride, in all seriousness. Take these lessons to heart and prepare 
yourselves to recognize and deal with the true enemies. Once they have been dealt the fatal blow, 
you can minister to those that have been their captives.‖ 
 
And now to Rick Joyner's Dream, mentioned in the Message above... 
THE HORDES OF HELL ARE MARCHING 
 
On February 16, 1995 I was given a dream in which I saw a great army from hell that had been 
released against the church. Two days later I was given a vision in which I saw this diabolical horde 
again, but in much greater detail. 
 
There are some aspects of this vision that were honestly repulsive, but I have tried to share it just the 
way I saw it. The works of darkness are repulsive in the most profound sense of that word, and we 
must recognize them as such. 
 
In the first part of this vision I saw the degree to which this evil has its grip on believers, how many 
Christians are being used by the enemy, and what it will take to set them free. In the second part of 
the vision I saw a unified, glorious church rise up as a great army in the most pivotal battle of all time 
between light and darkness. This battle is already beginning to rage. 
 
Dreams and visions are usually metaphorical, and this one definitely is. Even so, what it represents is 
real, and is happening now. It was for this reason I decided to share it in this abbreviated form, even 
though it may at times seem incomplete. If you hear the Lord‘s voice through this vision, do not 
harden your heart. Put on the whole armor of God, and prepare for the battle. 
 
THE EVIL ARMY 
 
I saw a demonic army so large that it stretched as far as I could see. It was separated into divisions, 
with each carrying a different banner. The foremost and most powerful divisions were Pride, Self-
righteousness, Respectability, Selfish Ambition, and Unrighteous Judgment, but the largest of all was 
Jealousy. 
 
The leader of this vast army was the Accuser of the Brethren himself. I knew that there were many 
more evil divisions beyond my scope of vision, but these were the vanguard of this terrible horde from 
hell that was now being released against the church. 
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The weapons carried by this horde had names on them: the swords were named Intimidation; the 
spears were named Treachery; and their arrows were named Accusations, Gossip, Slander and 
Faultfinding. Scouts and smaller companies of demons with such names as Rejection, Bitterness, 
Impatience, Unforgiveness and Lust were sent in advance of this army to prepare for the main attack. 
I knew in my heart that the church had never faced anything like this before. 
 
The main assignment of this army was to cause division. It was sent to attack every level of 
relationship– churches with each other, congregations with their pastors, husbands and wives, 
children and parents, and even children with each other. The scouts were sent to locate the openings 
in churches, families or individuals that rejection, bitterness, lust, etc., could exploit and make a larger 
breech for the divisions that were coming. 
 
The most shocking part of this vision was that this horde was not riding on horses, but on Christians! 
Most of them were well-dressed, respectable, and had the appearance of being refined and educated. 
 
These were Christians who had opened themselves to the powers of darkness to such a degree that 
the enemy could use them and they would think they were being used by God. The Accuser knows 
that a house divided cannot stand, and this army represented his ultimate attempt to bring such 
complete division to the church that she would completely fall from grace. 
 
THE PRISONERS 
 
Trailing behind these first were a vast multitude of other Christians who were prisoners of this army. 
They were all wounded, and were guarded by little demons of Fear. There seemed to be more 
prisoners than there were demons in the army. Surprisingly, these prisoners still had their swords and 
shields, but they did not use them. It was shocking to see that so many could be kept captive by so 
few of these little demons of Fear. These could have easily been destroyed or driven off if the 
prisoners had just used their weapons. 
 
Above the prisoners the sky was black with vultures named Depression. These would land on the 
shoulders of a prisoner and vomit on him. The vomit was Condemnation. When the vomit hit a 
prisoner he would stand up and march a little straighter for a while, and then slump over, even weaker 
than before. Again, I wondered why the prisoners did not simply kill these vultures with their swords, 
which they could have easily done. 
 
Occasionally a weak prisoner would stumble and fall. As soon as he or she hit the ground, the other 
prisoners would begin stabbing them with their swords, scorning them as they did so. They would 
then call for the vultures to begin devouring the fallen one even before they were dead. 
 
As I watched, I realized that these prisoners thought that the vomit of Condemnation was truth from 
God. Then I understood that these prisoners actually thought they were marching in the army of God! 
This is why they did not kill the little demons of fear, or the vultures–they thought these were 
messengers from God! The darkness from the cloud of vultures made it so hard for these prisoners to 
see that they naively accepted everything that happened to them as being from the Lord. 
 
The only food provided for these prisoners was the vomit from the vultures. Those who refused to eat 
it simply weakened until they fell. Those who did eat it were strengthened, but with the strength of the 
evil one. They would then begin to vomit on the others. When one began to do this a demon that was 
waiting for a ride would be given this one and he or she would be promoted to the front divisions. 
 
Even worse than the vomit from the vultures was a repulsive slime that these demons were urinating 
and defecating upon the Christians they rode. This slime was the pride, selfish ambition, etc., that was 
the nature of the division they were a part of. However, this slime made the Christians feel so much 
better than the condemnation that they easily believed that the demons were messengers of God, and 
they actually thought this slime was the anointing of the Holy Spirit. 
 
Then the voice of the Lord came to me saying... ―This is the beginning of the enemy‘s last day army. 
This is Satan‘s ultimate deception, and his ultimate power of destruction is released when he uses 
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Christians to attack other Christians.Throughout the ages he has used this army, but never has he 
been able to capture so many to be used for his evil purposes. 
 
Do not fear. I have an army too. You must now stand and fight, because there is no longer any place 
to hide from this war. You must fight for My kingdom, for truth, and for those who have been 
deceived‖ 
 
I had been so repulsed and outraged by the evil army that I had wanted to die rather than live in such 
a world. However, this word from the Lord was so encouraging that I immediately began yelling to the 
Christian prisoners that they were deceived, thinking that they would listen to me. When I did this, it 
seemed that the whole army turned to look at me, but I kept yelling. 
 
I thought that the Christians were going to wake up and realize what was happening to them, but 
instead many of them started reaching for their arrows to shoot at me. The others just hesitated as if 
they did not know what to make of me. I knew then that I had done this prematurely, and that it had 
been a very foolish mistake. 
 
THE BATTLE BEGINS 
 
Then I turned and saw the army of the Lord standing behind me. There were thousands of soldiers, 
but we were still greatly outnumbered. Only a small number were fully dressed in their armor so that 
most were only partially protected. A large number were already wounded. Most of those who had all 
of their armor still had very small shields which I knew would not protect them from the onslaught that 
was coming. The majority of these soldiers were women and children. 
 
Behind this army there was a trailing mob similar to the prisoners who followed the evil army, but very 
different in nature. These seemed to be very happy people, and were playing games, singing songs, 
feasting and roaming about from one little camp to the next. It reminded me of the atmosphere at 
Woodstock. 
 
I tried to raise my voice above the clamor to warn them that it was not the time for this, that the battle 
was about to begin, but only a few could even hear my voice. Those who did gave me the 'peace sign' 
and said they did not believe in war, and that the Lord would not let anything bad happen to them. 
 
I tried to explain that the Lord had given us armor for a reason, but they just retorted that they had 
come to a place of peace and joy where nothing would happen to them. I began praying earnestly for 
the Lord to increase the faith (shields) of those with the armor, to help us protect those who were not 
ready for the battle. 
 
A messenger came up to me, gave me a trumpet and told me to blow it quickly. I did, and those who 
had on at least some of their armor immediately responded, snapping to attention. More armor was 
brought to them, which they put on quickly. I noticed that those who had wounds did not put armor 
over their wounds, but before I could say anything about this enemy arrows began raining down on 
us. Everyone who did not have on all of his or her armor was wounded. Those who had not covered 
their wounds were struck again in the same place. 
 
Those who were hit by arrows of slander immediately began to slander those who were not wounded. 
Those who were hit with gossip began to gossip, and soon a major division had been created within 
our camp. Then vultures swooped down to pick up the wounded to deliver them into the camp of 
prisoners. The wounded still had swords and could have smitten the vultures easily, but they didn‘t. 
They were actually carried off willingly because they were so angry at the rest of us. 
 
The scene among those in the camp behind our army was even worse. There seemed to be total 
chaos. Thousands lay on the ground wounded and groaning. Many of those who were not wounded 
just sat in a stupor of unbelief. The wounded and those who sat in unbelief were being quickly carried 
away by the vultures. Some were trying to help the wounded, and keep the vultures off of them, but 
the wounded were so angry they would threaten and drive away those who were trying to help them. 
 
Many who were not wounded were simply running as fast as they could from the scene of battle. This 
first encounter with the enemy was so devastating that I was tempted to join them in their flight. Then, 
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very quickly, some of these began reappearing with full suits of armor on, and large shields. The mirth 
of the party had changed into an awesome resolve. 
 
They began to take the places of those who had fallen, and even began forming new ranks to protect 
the rear and flanks. These brought great courage, and everyone resolved to stand and fight until 
death. Immediately three great angels named Faith, Hope and Love came and stood behind us, and 
everyone‘s shield began to grow. 
 
THE HIGH-WAY 
 
We had swords named the Word of God, and arrows that were named for biblical truths. We wanted 
to shoot back, but did not know how to without hitting the Christians that were ridden by the demons. 
Then it occurred to us that if these Christians were hit with truth they would wake up and fight off their 
oppressors. I fired off a arrows. Almost all of them hit Christians. 
 
However, when the arrow of truth went into them, they did not wake up, or fall down wounded – they 
became enraged, and the demon riding on them grew much larger. This shocked everyone, and we 
began to feel that this may be an impossible battle to win, but with Faith, Hope and Love we were 
very confident that we could at least hold our own ground. Another angel named Wisdom then 
appeared and directed us to fight from the mountain behind us. 
 
On the mountain there were ledges at different levels for as high as you could see. At each higher 
level the ledges became narrower, and harder to stand on. Each level was named after a biblical 
truth. The lower levels were named after foundational truths such as 'Salvation', 'Sanctification', 
'Prayer', 'Faith' etc., and the higher levels were named after more advanced biblical truths. The higher 
we climbed, the larger both our shields and our swords grew, and fewer of the enemy arrows could 
reach that position. 
 
A TRAGIC MISTAKE 
 
Some who had stayed on the lower levels began picking up the enemy arrows and shooting them 
back. This was a tragic mistake. The demons easily dodged the arrows and let them hit the 
Christians. When a Christian was hit by one of the arrows of Accusation or Slander, a demon of 
Bitterness or Rage would fly in and perch on that arrow. He would then begin to urinate and defecate 
his poison upon that Christian. When a Christian had two or three of these demons added to the Pride 
or Self-righteousness he already had, he began to change into the contorted image of the demons 
themselves. 
 
We could see this happening from the higher levels, but those on the lower levels who were using the 
enemy‘s arrows could not see it. Half of us decided to keep climbing, while the other half descended 
back to the lower levels to explain to those still on them what was happening. Everyone was then 
warned to keep climbing and not stop, except for a few who stationed themselves on each level to 
keep the other soldiers moving higher. 
 
SAFETY 
 
When we reached the level called 'The Unity of the Brethren', none of the enemy‘s arrows could reach 
us. Many in our camp decided that was as far as they needed to climb. I understood this because with 
each new level the footing was more precarious. However, I also felt much stronger and more skillful 
with my weapons the higher I went, so I continued climbing. 
 
Soon my skills were good enough to shoot and hit the demons without hitting the Christians. I felt that 
if I kept going higher I could shoot far enough to hit the leaders of the evil horde who stayed behind 
their army. I was sorry that so many had stopped on the lower levels, where they were safe but could 
not hit the enemy. Even so, the strength and character that grew in those who kept climbing made 
them great champions, each of which I knew would destroy many of the enemy. 
 
At each level there were arrows of Truth scattered about which I knew were left from those who had 
fallen from that position. All of the arrows were named after the Truth of that level. Some were 
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reluctant to pick up these arrows, but I knew we needed all that we could to destroy the great horde 
below. 
 
I picked one up, shot it, and so easily hit a demon that the others started picking them up and 
shooting them. We began to decimate several of the enemy divisions. Because of this, the entire evil 
army focused its attention on us. For a time it seemed the more we achieved the more we were 
opposed. Though our task seemed endless, it had become exhilarating. 
 
THE WORD IS OUR ANCHOR 
 
Our swords grew as we reached each level. I almost left mine behind because I did not seem to need 
it at the higher levels. I finally decided that it had been given to me for a purpose, so I had better keep 
it. I drove it into the ground and tied myself to it while I shot at the enemy. 
 
The voice of the Lord then came to me, saying... 'You have used the wisdom that will enable you to 
keep climbing. Many have fallen because they did not use their sword properly to anchor themselves.' 
No one else seemed to hear this voice, but many saw what I had done and did the same thing. 
 
I wondered why the Lord had not spoken to me before I had made this decision. I then had a sense of 
knowing that He had already spoken this to me somehow. Then I perceived that my whole life had 
been training for this hour. I was prepared to the degree that I had listened to the Lord and obeyed 
Him throughout my life. 
 
I also knew that for some reason the wisdom and understanding I now had could not be added to or 
taken away from while in this battle. I became profoundly thankful for every trial I had experienced in 
my life, and sorry for not appreciating them more at the time. 
 
Soon we were hitting the demons with almost perfect accuracy. Rage rose from the enemy army like 
fire and brimstone. I knew that the Christians trapped in that army were now feeling the brunt of that 
rage. Unable to hit us they were now shooting at each other. With his arrows now ineffective against 
us, the enemy sent the vultures to attack. 
 
Those who had not used their swords as anchors were able to strike down many of the vultures, but 
they too were being knocked from the ledges where they were standing. Some of these landed on a 
lower level, but some fell all the way to the bottom and were picked up and carried off by the vultures. 
 
A NEW WEAPON 
 
The arrows of Truth would rarely penetrate the vultures, but they hurt them enough to drive them 
back. Every time they were driven back some of us would climb to the next level. When we reached 
the level called ―Galatians Two Twenty,‖ we were above the altitude that the vultures could fly. At this 
level the sky above almost blinded us with its brightness and beauty. I felt peace like I had never felt it 
before. 
 
Previously much of my fighting spirit had really been motivated out of as much hatred and disgust for 
the enemy as it had been for the sake of the kingdom, truth, and love for the prisoners. But it was on 
this level that I caught up to Faith, Hope and Love, which before I had only been following at a 
distance. On this level I was almost overpowered by their glory. When I caught up to them they turned 
to me, and began repairing and shining my armor. 
 
Soon it was completely transformed and exuded the glory that was in them. When they touched my 
sword, great bolts of brilliant lightning began flashing from it. Love then said... 'Those who reach this 
level are entrusted with the powers of the age to come, but I must teach you how to use them.' 
 
The 'Galatians Two Twenty' level was so wide that there was no longer any danger of falling. There 
were also unlimited arrows with the name Hope written on them. We shot some of them down at the 
vultures, and these arrows killed them easily. About half who had reached this level kept shooting 
while the others began carrying these arrows down to those still on the lower levels. 
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The vultures kept coming in waves upon the levels below, but with each one there would be fewer 
than before. From ―Galatians Two Twenty‖ we could hit any enemy in the army except the leaders 
themselves, who were still out of range. We decided not to use the arrows of Truth until we had 
destroyed all of the vultures, because the cloud of depression they created made the truth less 
effective. This took a very long time, but we never got tired. 
 
Faith, Hope and Love, who had grown like our weapons with each level, were now so large that I 
knew people far beyond the battle area could see them. Their glory even radiated into the camp of 
prisoners who were still under a great cloud of vultures. The exhilaration continued to grow in all of us. 
I felt that being in this army, in this battle, had to be one of the greatest adventures of all time. 
 
After destroying most of the vultures that had been attacking our mountain, we began picking off the 
vultures that had covered the prisoners. As the cloud of darkness began dissipating and the sun 
began to shine down on them, they began to wake up as if they had been in a deep sleep. They were 
immediately repulsed by their condition, especially by the vomit that still covered them, and began 
cleaning themselves up. 
 
As they beheld Faith, Hope and Love, they saw the mountain we were on and began running for it. 
The evil horde rained arrows of Accusation and Slander at them, but they did not stop. By the time 
they got to the mountain many had a dozen or more arrows stuck in them, but seemed not to even 
notice. As soon as they began to scale the mountain their wounds began to heal. With the cloud of 
depression being dispelled it seemed as if everything was getting much easier. 
 
THE TRAP 
 
The former prisoners had great joy in their salvation. They seemed so overwhelmed with appreciation 
for each level as they began to scale the mountain that it gave us a greater appreciation for those 
truths. Soon a fierce resolve to fight the enemy also arose in the former prisoners. They put on the 
armor provided and begged to be allowed to go back and attack the enemy. 
 
We thought about it, but then decided we should all stay on the mountain to fight. Again the voice of 
the Lord spoke, saying... ―A second time you have chosen wisdom. You cannot win if you try to fight 
the enemy on his own ground, but must remain on My Holy mountain.‖ 
 
I was stunned that we had made another decision of such importance by just thinking and discussing 
it briefly. I then resolved to do my best to not make another decision of any consequence without 
prayer. 
 
Wisdom then stepped up to me quickly, took both of my shoulders firmly and looked me intensely in 
the eyes, saying... 'You must do this!' I then noticed that, even though I had been on the broad 
plateau of 'Galatians Two Twenty', I had drifted to the very edge without even knowing it, and could 
have easily fallen. I looked again into the eyes of Wisdom, and he said with the utmost seriousness... 
'Take heed when you think you stand, lest you fall. In this life you can fall from any level.' 
 
THE SERPENTS 
 
For a long time we continued killing the vultures and picking off the demons that were riding the 
Christians. We found that the arrows of different Truths would have more of an impact on different 
demons. We knew that it was going to be a long battle, but we were not taking any more casualties 
now, and we had already passed the level of 'Patience'. 
 
Even so, after these Christians had the demons shot off of them, few would come to the mountain. 
Many had taken on the nature of the demons, and continued in their delusion without them. As the 
darkness of the demons dissipated we could see the ground moving around the feet of these 
Christians. Then I saw that their legs were bound by serpents called Shame. 
 
We shot arrows of truth at the serpents, but they had little effect. We then tried the arrows of Hope, 
but without result. From 'Galatians Two Twenty' it was very easy to go higher, so we started up to the 
higher levels. Soon we happened upon a garden that was the most beautiful place I had ever seen. 
Over the entrance to this garden was written... 'The Father‘s Unconditional Love'. 
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It was the most glorious and inviting doorway I had ever seen, so we were compelled to enter. As 
soon as we did, we saw the Tree of Life in the middle of this garden. It was still guarded by angels of 
awesome strength. They looked as if they had been expecting us, so we had the courage to pass 
them and walk up to the tree. One of them said, ―Those who make it to this level, who know the 
Father‘s love, can eat.‖ 
 
I did not realize how hungry I was. When I tasted the fruit, it was better than anything I had ever 
tasted, but was also somehow familiar. It brought memories of sunshine, rain, beautiful fields, the sun 
setting over the ocean, but even more than that, of the people I loved. With every bite I loved 
everything and everyone more. 
 
Then my enemies started coming to mind, and I loved them, too. The feeling was soon greater than 
anything I had ever experienced, even the peace on 'Galatians Two Twenty'. Then I heard the voice 
of the Lord, and He said... 'This is now your daily bread. It shall never be withheld from you. You may 
eat as much and as often as you like. There is no end to My love'. 
 
I looked up into the tree to see where the voice had come from, and saw that it was filled with pure 
white eagles. They had the most beautiful, penetrating eyes I have ever seen. They were looking at 
me as if waiting for instructions. One of the angels said... 'They will do your bidding. These eagles eat 
snakes.' I said, 'Go! Devour the shame that has bound our brothers'. 
 
They opened their wings and a great wind came that lifted them into the air. These eagles filled the 
sky with a blinding glory. Even as high as we were, I could hear the sounds of terror from the enemy 
camp at the sight of these eagles coming toward them. 
 
 
The Lord Jesus Himself then stood in our midst. He touched each one, then said... "I must now share 
with you what I shared with your brothers after My ascension – the message of My kingdom. The 
enemy‘s most powerful army has now been put to flight, but not destroyed." 
 
"Now it is time for us to march forth with the gospel of My kingdom. The eagles have been released 
and will go with us. We will take arrows from every level, but I am your Sword, and I am your Captain. 
It is now time for the Sword of the Lord to be unsheathed." 
 
I then turned and saw that the entire army of the Lord was standing in that garden. There were men 
women and children from all races and nations, each carrying their banners that moved in the wind 
with perfect unity. I knew that nothing like this had been seen in the earth before. 
 
I knew that the enemy had many more armies, and fortresses throughout the earth, but none could 
stand before this great army. I said almost under my breath... 'This must be the day of the Lord.' The 
whole host then answered in an awesome thunder... 'The day of the Lord of Hosts has come.' 
 
AMEN 
 
 
 
 

Message 139: The Divine Mercy Prayer given to Sister Faustina by our 

Lord Jesus Christ 
 
 
Our Father Who art in Heaven, hallowed by Thy Name 
Thy Kingdom come, Thy will be done on Earth as it is in Heaven. 
Give us this day our daily bread. 
And forgive us our debts as we forgive our debtors. 
And lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from evil. Amen. 
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Glory be to the Father and to the Son and to the Holy Spirit. As it was in the beginning, it is now and 
ever shall be, world without end, amen. 
 
1. SONG STARTS HERE 
 
[audio mp3] 
 
Eternal Father, I offer You the body and blood, soul and divinity, of Your dearly beloved Son, our Lord 
Jesus Christ in atonement for our sins and those of the whole world.For the sake of His sorrowful 
passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world.For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy 
on us and on the whole world. 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world.2. 
Eternal Father, I offer You the body and blood, soul and divinity, of Your dearly beloved Son, our Lord 
Jesus Christ in atonement for our sins and those of the whole world.For the sake of His sorrowful 
passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
 
3. 
Eternal Father, I offer You the body and blood, soul and divinity, of Your dearly beloved Son, our Lord 
Jesus Christ in atonement for our sins and those of the whole world.For the sake of His sorrowful 
passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
 
To the ends of the Earth... 
 
4. 
Eternal Father, I offer You the body and blood, soul and divinity, of Your dearly beloved Son, our Lord 
Jesus Christ in atonement for our sins and those of the whole world.For the sake of His sorrowful 
passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 

https://jesus-comes.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/THE-CHAPLET-OF-DIVINE-MERCY-IN-SONG.mp3
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For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
 
Oh Father forgive us, let mercy arise. 
 
5. 
Eternal Father, I offer You the body and blood, soul and divinity, of Your dearly beloved Son, our Lord 
Jesus Christ in atonement for our sins and those of the whole world.For the sake of His sorrowful 
passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
For the sake of His sorrowful passion, have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
 
Mercy, mercy, mercy.Holy God, Holy Mighty One, Holy Immortal One 
have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
Holy God, Holy Mighty One, Holy Immortal One 
have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
Holy God, Holy Mighty One, Holy Immortal One 
have mercy on us and on the whole world. 
 
 

Message 140: Jesus says… Stand on your own Word from Me 
 
 
September 23, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... Tonight‘s worship was very special – the Lord presented Himself as a young child, 
around 8 years old. And presented me as a young child, a little girl, in a pinafore with flowers in my 
hair. And we were dancing together merrily as children dance, very innocently and playfully – though I 
have to admit, He certainly knows how to twirl me around in circles! It was a very sweet time – and He 
really insisted on showing me myself as a young girl. 
 
I am weary of waiting for the Rapture, weary of world events not coming to a head, weary of still being 
in a position of not knowing and just waiting on the Lord. I mean, all these things are very fleshly. 
They‘re not spiritual thoughts, that‘s coming from self-pity. The Lord was very tender with me, and 
said… 
 
(Jesus) ―I know. I know how you feel. Rest your head here, Clare. Truly it won‘t be much longer, now. 
I don‘t like to see you suffer – never do I like to see you suffer. Sometimes it‘s just a necessary evil 
that accompanies life. Still, I abhor suffering, and I am so looking forward to the day you are liberated 
from this Earth.‖ 
 
―When THAT happens, very little suffering will be left to you, except the moral suffering of seeing 
people perish, and choose death over life. But even that will be restricted to you. There is a certain 
level of Joy in Heaven that is almost always and perpetually celebrated. It is only during extreme 
turning points that we all become silent. One such time is coming... very soon.‖ 
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(Clare) Lord, You know I‘ve set aside the Rapture so much. I even wonder sometimes if I‘ll be alive to 
see it? 
 
(Jesus) ―Oh, no, you mustn‘t do that! Others are counting on you to stand firm, and that‘s My lesson 
tonight. Stand firm in what has been shown to you; it is dependable and trustworthy. I have taken 
particular caution with you, My Clare, to see to it that you were not led astray on the timing of events.‖ 
 
(Clare) Well some would take exception to that because of what happened in June. 
 
―And yet, all of those truly close to Me felt it also. So why fret? You can‘t please everyone. Just please 
Me.‖ 
 
(Clare) Help me stand, Lord. You could push me over with a feather right now. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, I know. That is why I want to talk about standing tonight. When you have done all there 
is to do, all that is possible, and nothing is left undone, stand.‖ 
 
For our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the powers, against the 
world forces of this darkness, against the spiritual forces of wickedness in the heavenly places. 
Therefore, take up the full armor of God, so that you will be able to resist in the evil day, and having 
done everything, to stand firm. (Ephesians 6:12-13) 
 
―This is certainly an evil day in which you are living. Yes, it is very evil and your faith will be severely 
undermined if you allow it. Will you allow it?‖ 
 
(Clare) How do I prevent it? 
 
(Jesus) ―Take every thought captive and look for My signs that you are on the right track. I know 
exactly what you are going through right now. There is a certain weariness of life coupled with fears of 
the immediate future. I know well what ails you, My Brides.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh Lord, please strengthen me with a Rapture dream or the like – anything from Your vast 
storehouse of Gifts. My heart is so faint. 
 
(Jesus) ―You will recover. And when you do, you can reassure My People that time is still short. That 
is why we didn‘t go for the more lengthy procedure for your teeth. You will soon have perfect teeth in 
Heaven…and no braces necessary. All those malformations that you had on Earth, every one of them 
will be wiped away as you leave the imperfect behind to assume the perfect.‖ 
 
He continued, quoting Scripture... In a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the last trump; for the 
trumpet will sound, and the dead will be raised imperishable, and we will be changed. For this 
perishable must put on the imperishable, and this mortal must put on immortality. But when this 
perishable will have put on the imperishable, and this mortal will have put on immortality, then will 
come about the saying that is written... DEATH IS SWALLOWED UP in victory…. 'O death, where is 
your victory? O death, where is your sting?' The sting of death is sin, and the power of sin is the law. 
But thanks be to God, who gives us the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ. Therefore, my beloved 
brothers, be steadfast, immovable, always abounding in the work of the Lord, knowing that in the Lord 
your labor is not in vain. (1 Corinthians 15:52-58) 
 
―And to this I say, imperfection resulting from the Fall will be be replaced with perfection, for nothing is 
in Heaven that is considered unclean, or blemished. Clare? Come back to Me…‖ 
 
(Clare) I was drifting, mentally. I just went zoom off into the wild blue yonder. And I heard Him say... 
'Clare! Come back Me…!' I‘m sorry Lord, where did I go? 
 
(Jesus) ―It doesn‘t matter. You are back now. There will be fallout in the prophetic community over all 
the lies that have been circulating. Some will even lose the faith. Keep your doors and your hearts 
open to the stragglers as they come limping back. If they had truly listened to Me and not sought to 
know through secular sources, there would be no fallout.‖ 
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―But it was just too tempting. Most of what goes on that is significant is never reported in the news; it 
is clandestine. The events that are public come forth way after the fact when time has reached its 
fullness.‖ 
 
―I am not wishing to whip any one. I would have spared them this embarrassment, shame, 
disappointment and fear, had they sought Me and Me alone. My Brides, when your hearts are one 
with Mine, you hear the beating, and you will know when the beating accelerates, then you will know 
something is afoot. But My heart has been beating steadily throughout this month and had you been 
dwelling in Me, you would have known it.‖ 
 
―The heart of the world beats erratically, all the time. This is deliberate manipulation by the enemy to 
cause unrest, insecurity, fear. These emotions cause you to tuck in and change your focus from Me to 
your own security. The issue here is trust, that if you dwell in Me and I dwell in you, I will indeed cover 
all of your concerns. In fact, the more you focus on My agendas, the more I secure yours without any 
effort on your part.‖ 
 
―I know that does not meet your momentary need, Clare. Oh, Beloved of Mine, you are so tired, but 
pray now and open your Bible and I will confirm to you what you are longing to hear.‖ 
 
Then He told me to turn my Bible upside down and go from the back, open it from the back instead of 
from the front. So I did. And I opened to... Luke 17:24 
For the Son of Man in his day will be like the lightning, which flashes and lights up the sky from one 
end to the other… Just as it was in the days of Noah, so also will it be in the days of the Son of Man. 
People were eating, drinking, marrying and being given in marriage up to the day Noah entered the 
ark. Then the flood came and destroyed them all. It was the same in the days of Lot. People were 
eating and drinking, buying and selling, planting and building. But the day Lot left Sodom, fire and 
sulfur rained down from heaven and destroyed them all…. I tell you, on that night two people will be in 
one bed; one will be taken and the other left. Two women will be grinding grain together; one will be 
taken and the other left. 
 
(Jesus) ―You see, My Love. It is I.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh, thank You, Lord for that word. 
 
(Jesus) ―You don‘t have to wait long, Clare. Don‘t grown weary. Rest in Me, dwell in Me and stand on 
My living Words…living because I have brought them to you as fresh Manna. From all the pages you 
could have turned to, out of 500 pages in your Bible, Who do you suppose was responsible for this 
Rhema? Hmm?‖ 
 
(Clare) I smiled. Lord, I don‘t want to presume or try your patience, but could you please bring me a 
confirmation from the news or some source like that? I mean news that You personally were 
responsible for, not worldly news. Oh what am I saying…that Jesus isn‘t enough? Shame on me. 
 
(Jesus) ―Welcome to humanity Clare, you are no different. Just because you obeyed me and didn‘t 
look to the news, doesn‘t mean you haven‘t longed to. Even now, your heart is lusting after worldly 
confirmations. What shall I do with you My Love, how can you lead others when you fail so pitifully?‖ 
 
(Clare) That‘s easy, I don‘t lead anyone, I just follow You and You lead all of us. 
 
(Jesus) ―This answer is very pleasing to Me, and for this reason I will allow you one speck of what you 
are looking for. Type in: world news, Israel 9-28‖ 
 
(Clare) So I did. And what should come up? This was interesting – not quite what I was expecting, but 
it was interesting. 
 
World news, Israel 9-28 
ESTHER 9:28 
April 6, 2015, The Feast of Purim 
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‗And these days should be remembered and celebrated by every generation, every family, every 
province and every city; and these days of Purim should never cease from among the Jews. ESTHER 
(9:28) 
 
‗For Jews all over the world, but especially here in Israel, Purim is the happiest and most fun day of 
the year. It‘s also very holy and spiritual at the same time, for our relationship with God can‘t get any 
closer than on the day He turned our fate around and granted us deliverance.‘ 
 
‗Uhhh…‘ I thought to myself. Does that mean that You‘re going to come for us on Purim? I don‘t think 
so… 
 
(Jesus) ―Do not try to interpret this literally, this is where you go wrong. Simple. Accept the fact that on 
that day our relationship cannot get any closer. Rest in this, it is enough.‖ 
 
(Clare) At this point, Ezekiel spoke up and said these are the Scriptures the Lord brought up to me 
tonight. 
 
Jeremiah 39:17 
17 But I will rescue you on that day‖—this is the Lord‘s declaration—―and you will not be handed over 
to the men you fear. 
18 But delivering, I will deliver thee, and thou shalt not fall by the sword: but thy life shall be saved for 
thee, because thou hast put thy trust in me, saith the Lord. 
 
Psalm 27:14 
14 Wait on the Lord; be of good courage, and He shall strengthen thine heart. Wait, I say, on the 
Lord! 
 
(Clare) And here‘s another one that he got – I didn‘t know that this was going on, this was from his 
prayer time about an hour earlier. 
 
1 Corinthians 15:58 
Therefore, my beloved brethren, be ye steadfast, unmovable, always abounding in the work of the 
Lord, forasmuch as ye know that your labor is not in vain in the Lord. 
 
(Jesus) ―My Beloved Bride, stand fast in what I have taught you. I am coming, and it will be soon and 
you mustn‘t let your gaze wander nor your hands grow slack. Stand fast. Your time is coming.‖ 
 
―Each of you now, go to your own Bible and get your own word from Me. It is time for you to stand on 
your own two feet, in My Word.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 141: Jesus explains... My Conviction & Forgiveness of your 

Sins... Do you feel condemned? 
 
 
September 25, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... ―In these days, My people are stressing way too much about their sins. Their sins have 
become like mountains of condemnation and few among you believe that I‘ve truly forgiven you.‖ 
 
―Why is it, My people, that you cannot accept My forgiveness? Why is it that you believe condemning 
lies from the lying mouths of your enemies? How many times must I plead with you to BELIEVE, just 
believe and you shall receive? How many times must I die on the cross again to convince you that 
your sins have been washed away?‖ 
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―Many of you are lying in beds of condemnation, from the time you awake and become conscious to 
the very moment you drop off to sleep. Your sins weigh you down. You‘ve asked for forgiveness but 
you do not believe you have received it. Rather, you believe the lies of the evil ones who continually 
bombard you with falsehood.‖ 
 
―Take every thought captive, My Dearly Loved Ones. Every thought. Don‘t let it pass on into your 
heart or your inner places, do not feed on these deprecating lies. I will tell you how you must act. 
 
―Consider the little toddler. He waits until his mother is out of the kitchen, then slides a chair over to 
the counter, leans way into the counter and takes the top off the cookie jar…all the time keeping an 
eye on the door.‖ 
 
―He knows he isn‘t supposed to be taking cookies, somehow he has that much sense. So, he waits 
until she isn‘t watching before he attempts to raid the cookie jar. Carefully he sets a handful of cookies 
in his pocket, puts the lid back on the cookie jar, climbs off the chair and moves it back to the table, 
and quickly runs outside with the cookies before she catches him. Then as he eats them, one by one, 
he begins to consider that he just did something wrong.‖ 
 
―They taste good, but he feels badly. I am working in the conscience of that child, until he is ready to 
repent. I‘ll make it easy for him. He left crumbs on the counter, his mother sees the crumbs and finds 
the little guy in the corner of the yard facing the other way putting something in his mouth.‖ 
 
―She walks over to him and says... 'Child, did you take some cookies?' He wipes the melted chocolate 
off his little hands, looks up at her with mixed emotions, guilt from stealing cookies and satisfaction 
from having finished them. 
 
―Caught in the act he has no other response, ‗Mmm hmm, I sorry Mamma, I sorry.‘ Then in that 
moment of confession, true contrition rises from within him and tears well up in his little eyes. He 
really is sorry. He did what was wrong, he knows it, he repents and asks forgiveness.‖ 
 
―What kind of God am I, My children? Shall I grab you by the arm jerk you up, drag you into the house 
and beat you black and blue? Or shall I sit you in time out so you can think about it for a few moments 
and have another discussion with you, ‗Do you know what you did?‘ It was wrong, Momma. 'What do 
you say?' I‘m sorry. (a little tear drips from his eye.) What shall I say at this point? 'I forgive you. Go 
and sin no more.'‖ 
 
―Later on you‘re playing and you start to feel badly. If you could see, a demon is on your shoulder, 
telling you... 'You‘re bad – you took those cookies.' You lay down for a nap, more demonic voices... 
'You‘re a nasty little boy. You stole from your mother.' Later, when everyone‘s coming to the dinner 
table... 'You should be in time out, you don‘t deserve to sit at the table.' This repeats itself day in and 
day out and before long you feel so badly about yourself there is no hope left, why even try to be 
good, you‘re doomed.‖ 
 
―This is how the enemy demoralizes you. Some of you have lived through this kind of childhood where 
your parents were the voice of the demons. They continually beat you down and told you how bad 
you were. They never let you forget one thing you did wrong. Every time they got upset, they brought 
up the past and beat you with it.‖ 
 
―Do you think I am like them? Well, I am not. When I see the contrition in your heart, I wipe away your 
sin and whisper... 'Let‘s try again. We‘ll do better next time.' I wait patiently for you to realize what you 
have done, what the consequences are, then I embrace you, working with you until you can overcome 
that temptation.‖ 
 
―On the other hand, the demons beat you day and night mercilessly. My Children, when will you learn 
the difference between My voice and the Lying demons? When will you take Me at My word... 'I 
forgive you.' When will you take my hand and try again rather than running the other way? 
 
―Don‘t you know that condemnation begets condemnation? The demons rail at you because they 
want you to rail against each other. They want you to become so discouraged you will never come 
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forth with your gifts, you will never believe I can use you, you will never believe you are of any 
consequence in My Kingdom. Or that you‘re saved and you‘re going to Heaven.‖ 
 
―But you are! Each and every one of you are equipped with precious gifts I need in operation to fight 
against the enemy at this time. Each one of you is endowed with power when you pray. But you will 
not ever come into the Throne Room boldly, if you feel badly about yourself. You will never venture 
forth to touch another soul if you feel unclean and guilty. And if you dare to, the enemy will say, ‗Look 
at your sins you have no business helping them, God can‘t use you.‘‖ 
 
―Guilt and condemnation are the number one tools used by the enemy to disable a Christian. This is 
what the demons are taught, ‗If you want to bring a Christian down and make them stop, bring up their 
sins.‘ And sadly, it works! But forewarned is forearmed. 
 
―If you know this is the area of attack, you can come before Me repentant and go into battle fully 
equipped. What better way to demoralize a man than to make him feel badly about himself? Do you 
see? You are victims of psychological warfare if you give into the lie that your sins are not forgiven.‖ 
 
―My people, it is time to grow up. You have got to go into battle confident of My Love and forgiveness. 
There is no more time for wishy-washy faith. You have communed with Me. You know My nature is 
love and forgiveness, along with a helping hand up. You have been with Me, and to be with Me you 
know Me and you should now have the confidence to act on My word, to fight the good fight and take 
every thought captive.‖ 
 
―That is another reason intimacy with Me is so opposed by the devils. They know that if you draw nigh 
unto Me in tenderness and love, you will be washed clean in My forgiveness. You will walk away 
encouraged, strengthened and ready to love even as I have loved you.‖ 
 
―But if you never attain to that intimacy with Me, you are still prone to think of Me as harsh and 
condemnatory, calling on the experiences from childhood and school when unjust punishments were 
leveled against you. You are judged guilty and imprisoned mentally when the demons rail on you day 
after day and you‘ve not had any authentic and intimate time with Me, where I hold you, forgive you 
and equip you to try again. You carry over your head a permanent cloud that says... 'guilty.'‖ 
 
―And finally, you must BELIEVE in My forgiveness. BELIEVE I suffered and died for you on the cross. 
BELIEVE that though your sins are blood red, I will wash them white as snow. Did I not forgive David, 
a murderer and adulterer? Did I not forgive the Pharisees and Roman soldiers…‘Father, forgive them, 
they know not what they do.‘‖ 
 
―So if I have forgiven them, how is it you cannot accept My forgiveness for your sins?‖ 
 
―Very simply, you are listening to demons who are disabling you through condemnation. It should be 
clear to you by now... condemnation belongs to demons, conviction belongs to My Spirit. When I 
convict you, there is a sweet, sweet sense of being sorry for having offended Me, and with it comes a 
real desire not to repeat the act, and I am with you in that moment, encouraging you to call on Me for 
strength in the future.‖ 
 
―When the enemy condemns you, it is to convince you how bad and worthless you are, that you are 
doomed and can never be used by God, you are utterly lost and useless. Along with that comes 
overwhelming shame and a desire to run from Me instead of to Me. Once you are convinced to run 
from Me the spiral goes down swiftly into hopelessness.‖ 
 
―Mark My words, when you feel that you are feeling what is being put upon you by satan‘s servants.‖ 
 
―So, now I have given you a lesson in how to recognize My gentle convicting thoughts and thus 
escape the trap satan has set up to bring you down into disgrace permanently disabled as a Christian. 
Take it to heart, My Dear Ones, take it to heart and refuse the guilt that belongs to satan and his 
servants.‖ 
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―I bless you now with a sweet sense of My never-ending love and compassion for you. Walk in My 
forgiveness. Though your sins be as scarlet, we have reasoned together, now they are white as 
snow.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 142: Jesus says… I am the Father of the Prodigal... Thank you 

for bringing the Lost to Me 
 
(Jesus reveals the Secret of the prodigal Son) 
 
September 26, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… ―You cannot calculate My gratitude to you, My People, for the littlest sacrifice you 
make to draw others to Me. You will never know until Heaven what it has meant to Me every time 
you‘ve left a tract behind, been kind to a homeless person, put your comforting arms around a hurting 
soul, prayed for those who have gone astray. Your outpourings of love on My behalf touch Me so very 
deeply, to see it, you would hardly believe it.‖ 
 
―But take My word through this vessel, I am profoundly grateful that you set your agendas aside so 
many times just for Me. Just to be with Me, just to touch someone with My Love. There is fruit, so 
much fruit! You will not believe your eyes until Heaven, when you see the fruit each of your little 
gestures of love brought forth.‖ 
 
―I am not a self-sufficient God who sits on a throne and has all He‘ll ever need or want. No, that is not 
My character at all. Rather, I am a waiting, pleading, watching God, waiting for My Children to return 
to Me, longing to have them safely back in My arms.‖ 
 
―I am the Father of the Prodigal, wholly taken up with the return of souls into My bosom, forever intent 
on living for Me. I wait, I long, I send My messengers, I send My gifts, I send My corrections. I send 
My love in myriads of ways every day. But so few recognize My very active presence in their lives.‖ 
 
―Yes, of all the stories in the Bible, the Prodigal‘s Father best describes Me. (Luke 15:11-32) 
 
―What can I say here… 'Thank you?' Well, that will have to do. Thank you, thank you, thank you for all 
you have done to bring the lost to Me. You will never know the joy you have brought your God – no, 
not until Heaven. Then the fruit will truly astound you.‖ 
 
―You will see how one little good deed filtered and trickled down, touching not just one or two – but 
hundreds. 
 
―You will trace the paths of your good deeds and watch as they knock satan out and break open 
hardened hearts. Yes, you will observe and rejoice in the fruit you have harvested for Me.‖ 
 
―And I will welcome you into My arms... 'Well done, My good and faithful servants. Enter into Your 
Master‘s Joy.'‖ (Matthew 25:21) 
 
 
 
 

Message 143: Jesus asks... 'Why didn't you seek Me?' 
 
 

https://jesus-comes.com/index.php/2016/01/06/himmelsgaben-der-verlorene-sohn-jesus-offenbart-durch-jakob-lorber/
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September 27th, 2015 - Worte von Jesus an Schwester Clare 
 
God bless you, Heartdwellers. The Lord is truly with us and truly working with us tonight. 
 
Anyway, I want to bring this before you, this lesson that the Lord gave tonight. It is kind of a pointed 
and difficult lesson. He‘s wanting to move us on to higher levels. He‘s wanting to bring us into our own 
personal ―promise land‖ and many of you who have been with us are really, really longing to have that 
intimate, personal relationship with Him that He‘s blessed others with. 
 
To that end, tonight He‘s bringing up some things that are standing in the way. And also, He wants to 
restore your peace. More and more, as I look at what the Lord has been doing over the last few 
months, He is trying to get everyone to stand on their own, two feet. 
 
And that has been, steadily, my heart‘s desire – is that EVERYONE would learn to discern the Lord‘s 
voice. I know it‘s not easy – it‘s difficult sometimes and we have a lot of failures. But it is the ONLY 
thing that we can trust as time goes on, because we won‘t always have each other, necessarily. 
 
I‘d spent some time outside listening to the crickets, and I came inside and started listening to the 
Lord, and He said... 
―If only they would listen. If only My People would have listened to Me, they would have had peace 
flowing like a river through their lives and been well rested for when they will have to swing into action. 
If only. Rather, now they‘re suffering from confusion disappointment, disillusionment...was any of that 
necessary? No, I tell you it was not necessary." 
 
―Peace. That is what this channel is about: Peace, Love and Truth. No manipulation here, no guilt 
trips, no degradation or holding men's sins against them. No, this is a place of healing and 
forgiveness that all may move on fully equipped." 
 
―The battle is fierce and unless you are thoroughly schooled in what to expect, you will fall. When I 
ask you not to gossip or spread bad reports, yes, I abhor listening to that as I dwell in each of you. I 
have to hear it. Do you know I shut My ears when you begin to gossip? Even if what you say is true, 
do I need to hear how retarded my child is over and over again?" 
 
"I see their struggles as they work to serve Me. I see their tears when they make wrong choices. I pick 
them up again when they want to quit. Do I not feel the pain of their insufficiency and all that has 
resulted from that in their lives? Is that not enough for Me to suffer? Do I really come to rest in My 
Bride's arms so I can listen to calumny, lies, and half-truths manipulated to slay others?" 
 
―No, I tell you, that is not why I fellowship with you, My Brides. That's the kind of thing that makes Me 
run from you, let alone rest Myself in your presence. Not one of you are perfect towards Me – no, not 
one. Yet you demand perfection from My vessels who come with the gift I've given them. They 
lovingly present that gift to you and you find fault with other facets of their lives or ministries." 
 
"Fault which, by the way, is many, many times your personal opinion, based on lies, spread by 
demons of jealousy who don't want you to receive that gift because it will damage their kingdom of 
darkness. But do you not throw in your lot with these thieves and murderers and spread it abroad like 
the plague?" 
 
―There is yet a bigger dynamic at work here. It's called Pride, the invisible enemy. Yes, it sneaks up 
from behind you, where you aren't looking, where you aren't paying close attention.‖ 
 
By the way, He brings that up – that was in Rick Joyner‘s book about the enemy. Just when the 
Christians thought they‘d overcome the enemy, they didn‘t see that Pride was sneaking up behind 
them. 
 
―Yes, it sneaks up from behind you, where you aren't looking, where you aren't paying close attention. 
But when you deliberately go against My wishes, it stalks you like a lion after a three legged gazelle. I 
want you to stand before the wiles of the enemy, not fall prey to them. But how can I protect you when 
you sin against others in your hearts and from your mouths?" 
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―How many of you have sought the oracle of the Lord in your Bibles and Bible Promises? How many 
of you have asked Me, ‗Is this true? Is everything going to collapse this month? Are you coming this 
month? Is there really an asteroid headed for the Earth?‘ How many of you have come directly to Me 
for answers? That is what I want." 
 
"I know you're entertained by hearing others lay things out for you. But if none of it is true, haven't you 
wasted your time listening to them when you could have come to Me and had your answer?" 
 
―Every single answer you need for your life right now can be had directly from Me. I am not training 
you to listen to Clare. I'm training you to listen to Me. Yes, there are anomalies in getting readings 
from Me, but you have to learn sometime how to see as I see, to think as I think. It is tedious, it is 
tenuous at times, but nothing worth anything is gained by just a few lame tries. It takes practice. It 
takes failure. It takes embarrassment, confusion. It takes commitment, but eventually you will get it 
right." 
 
―But do you know, I withstand you when you find fault with others and shed their blood? You long to 
hear from Me, you long to fellowship with Me, you long to visit Heaven with Me...but there is a cost. It 
is called personal holiness. You can gossip all you like and listen to others and most probably be left 
behind. Or you can stop this sinful habit and learn to discern and listen to Me, and I will speak to you. 
I will spend precious moments with you. It all depends on you, My Bride. It all depends on you." 
 
 
―Now, I did not bring you here for a beating, but I brought you here to understand that when you sow 
unrighteousness, you reap unrighteousness and I wish for you to pass beyond this immature stage in 
your Christian life. I wish for you to receive My gifts from all My ministers and shut your ears to bad 
reports about them." 
 
"Allow Me My rights as their God and master, and know that most of these reports are grossly 
misinterpreted by weak people, motivated by demons of jealousy and strife deliberately placed in this 
position to discredit the legitimate gifts I've entrusted to those ministers for your advancement. Satan 
hates the gifts from these ministers and he knows if he can find one fault and blow it all out of 
proportion, you will fall for it and write that vessel off.‖ 
 
Okay, guys – I‘m going to take an aside here and just tell you my take on all of this. I‘m personally 
really tired of people hitting on ministers and finding fault with them. 
 
I‘m going to tell you right up front – and you can unsubscribe from this channel if you want, but I‘ll tell 
you what: Joyce Meyers has helped Ezekiel and I in times of EXTREME stress and confusion and 
heartache and pressure and rejection. Joyce Meyers has helped us. Rick Joyner has pulled the 
curtain off the church and exposed all the political things and all the unrighteous things that are going 
on in the church. 
 
And, ALL my Christian years I avoided Joel Osteen like the PLAGUE. But then, one day I decided, 
‗Well. Can‘t hurt. We‘re on Youtube – there he is. Let‘s listen.‘ I was AMAZED. There was a message 
for me, that the Lord had mapped out in this Vessel. 
 
And the Lord Himself had pointed this man out and said, ―I want you to listen to him.‖ And, there came 
a point, where the Lord moved us on. But there was a specific gift there from that man that we really 
needed at the time. Nobody else was filling that void in our lives, and the Lord knew it. But because of 
gossip and calumny against him, I wouldn‘t even DREAM of listening to the man. 
 
Well, the Lord didn‘t keep us there forever, but he had ONE gift for us from that minister. He had ONE 
GIFT from Rick Joyner. He had ONE GIFT from Joyce Meyers. And those gifts helped us in our walk. 
 
I‘m not saying that their lives are perfect...but whose life IS perfect?? But I believe their GIFTS are 
perfect. As long as they‘re taken in the way they‘re meant to be understood. I‘m not saying they won‘t 
fall into error tomorrow, or that they haven‘t had error – I‘m not saying that at all. But I AM saying, 
each one of those three people has a unique gift – and that gift has ministered to us. 
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And we shunned Joel Osteen because of all the reports about him and his money. But WE found 
what that man was doing, was not talking about accumulating riches, but about believing God‘s 
commission, believing in God‘s destiny for your life, believing that God could DO it in your life. He‘s an 
encourager! 
 
So, I just wanted to share that with you up front. Please – don‘t come back to me and criticize ANY of 
these ministers – not any of them. I don‘t want to hear it. It‘s abhorrent to the Lord, and we‘ve missed 
the point. If we blow these people off just because there are things that we think we know, and we‘ve 
rejected them for that reason – and half the time, those things aren‘t even true. 
 
I‘m going to continue on with this message – but just so you‘ll know – I was VERY concerned that this 
message might have some of my own personal feelings in it, so I asked Ezekiel just to pray behind 
me and discern. He got several very positive readings, including the final reading, the clincher - which 
was Holy Spirit. 
 
So this teaching is not from ME, this is from the Lord. And this what I‘m feeling in my spirit, the hurt 
that I feel for these people who‘ve been rejected – the gifts that they have that have been rejected... 
What I‘m feeling in my spirit is the Lord‘s grief. 
 
So, I‘m not endorsing ANYONE, but I‘m saying each person HAS A GIFT. And if your discernment is 
good, you‘ll recognize that Gift. And if they‘ve got error, you won‘t fall into that error – because your 
discernment is good. And...what am I trying to teach you on this channel? Discernment! 
 
So that you can walk on your own two feet with the Lord, and you can make up your own mind. You 
don‘t have to gossip. You can go to the Lord directly and ask Him. And it‘ll be the Truth, from a clean 
well. A clean source. A Righteous source. 
 
The Lord continued just before the end of it... 
―Satan hates the gifts from these ministers and he knows if he can find one fault and blow it all out of 
proportion, you will fall for it and write that vessel off.‖ 
 
I‘ve done it. I‘ve fallen for it, and I‘ve written them off. 
 
―Your discernment is sorely lacking, or you would know better. You don't throw the baby out with the 
bathwater. If your discernment were well honed,‖ 
 
―...you would NOT be throwing out the good with the bad. You‘d be able to listen to a vessel, and 
receive the gift that I‘ve given that vessel, and reject anything that was from their flesh or was in 
error." 
 
"That is your solemn responsibility before Me, to learn discernment. You would see clearly that you 
are being manipulated and stolen from by the demons by allowing yourself to focus on the faults of 
My ministers, real or imagined. So I hope you are wiser now? I hope this is the last time around the 
mountain in your life. I hope you can enter My Promised Land for you, where I have endless bundles 
of gifts waiting for you." 
 
―I am granting you the grace right now in your hearing ears to repent, reform your lives, and be 
suitable vessels for My Presence in your hearts.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 144: Do NOT be led astray 
 
 
September 28th, 2015 - Words Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
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The Lord's Precious Grace is with us, Heartdwellers. 
 
Well precious Family, I spent a great part of the day answering e-mails so I'm very much at the end of 
my energy level and for that reason, I will not be getting a message tonight. But I did want to share 
some Scriptures that I base our ministry on. And basically, the Lord confirmed that He wanted me to 
share that tonight. We are all about YOU. And JESUS. And this is what He says about that: 
 
John 14:15-21 
15 ―If you love me, keep my commands. 
16 And I will ask the Father, and he will give you another advocate to help you and be with you 
forever 
17 the Spirit of truth. The world cannot accept him, because it neither sees him nor knows him. But 
you know him, for he lives with you and will be in you. 
18 I will not leave you as orphans; I will come to you. 
19 Before long, the world will not see me anymore, but you will see me. Because I live, you also will 
live. 
20 On that day you will realize that I am in my Father, and you are in me, and I am in you. 
21 Whoever has my commands and keeps them is the one who loves me. The one who loves me will 
be loved by my Father, and I too will love them and show myself to them.‖ 
 
Now, the reason I‘m bringing this up, is that some who have their own YouTube channel have come 
along behind my back and written very hurtful and inaccurate letters to those of you who have posted. 
They wait for you to post, and they send you messages behind our back, trying to tell you that what 
we have been teaching you is of the devil and we are seriously deceived. Well, all I can say is, please 
- don't let them steal these Scriptures or this lifestyle with Jesus at the center from you. 
 
As I have said before, how can anyone live inside your home and not have intimate contact with you, 
sitting and eating dinner, sharing in the ups and downs of life. The tragedies and the joys. If you knew 
that Jesus was sitting at home waiting for you, wouldn't you rush home and devote all your time to 
listening to Him and keeping Him company? 
 
After a while that's how life truly becomes, except we don‘t have to rush home. We just have to get in 
a quiet space, because He lives inside of us, and it becomes a habit and we can't wait to be alone 
with Him. 
 
I‘m asking you, please don‘t be intimidated by their lack of knowledge of the Scriptures. You have 
them before you, and His love draws you daily into prayer, and there you experience that Jesus truly 
lives in you and cares about you. Boy, even by your rhemas you can tell He‘s been ‗reading your 
mail‘. Rhemas can be SO on-target sometimes that it just kind of blows you out of the water! 'Thanks, 
Lord! That was EXACTLY what I was wondering about!' 
 
How many times has He scheduled a phone call or a message from someone just when you needed 
to hear it? How many times has He led you to read something you needed in that moment, or had a 
neighbor drop by to give you something? Or sung a love song to you in the store when He was there 
with you, but the last thing on your mind? 
 
His love is always manifesting to you: a butterfly, the song of a bird, a beautiful leaf on the ground, a 
brilliant sunset, even the blood moon that we saw last night – beautiful! Oh the wonders of 
creation...all of the Earth proclaims His love and glory. Please don't doubt that. 
 
This doctrine about God not being this close to us and relating to us as a human, is really not 
stemming from the Bible, guys - but it comes from the Buddhist religion and the Far East. 
 
The Buddhist does not believe and cannot conceive of a truly personal God who walked on this Earth. 
Rather they see God as being a distant force that we can strive to be in harmony with, but has no 
human interest in our personalities or lives. Their god is nebulous and far away...an energy. Not a 
being, and certainly nothing like a human being. And God said that He made us in His image. 
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These lies also very much approximate the Old Testament ideas that only prophets had the gift of 
speaking with God and even then could be utterly destroyed by His glance. 
 
The other thing to consider about this theology is that it is very New Age. The striking characteristic - 
one of the ways that you can recognize the New Age, (and I should know, ‗cause I was in it for 12 
years) and even Masonry, is that only a few have the privileged access to inside knowledge. it is not 
given to everyone, or to the layman. 
 
How far is that from the truth, when Jesus deliberately called the common man to be His 
ambassadors and spread the faith. A fisherman is just about as low on the rungs of the scale of 
education and knowledge and social standing that you could get in that day. He did that! Jesus did 
that deliberately to expose this lie that only certain elites are entitled to an intimate walk with God. 
That‘s a TOTAL lie, and TOTALLY New Age. 
 
But because the Holy Spirit has come to dwell within us, and because of the promises in John 14, 
Jesus makes it very plain that Our Authentic Christian faith is not an esoteric religion, secret elite 
society, New Age or Buddhist doctrine. 
 
Our God is the only God that came down to Earth, walked among the drunkards and prostitutes, 
cared deeply about the state of their souls, to the point of opposing the religious hypocrites of the day 
who secretly went to brothels at night, but stoned the prostitutes in public. 
 
Jesus cared deeply about our sufferings. He healed the woman with the issue of blood. He filled the 
huge water jugs with wine for the guests of the wedding feast. He insisted on letting little children 
come to Him. THIS is an accurate picture of our God, of Jesus. And He is no different now living in 
your heart than He was walking the shores of Galilee, rejoicing with the children and the fishermen 
2,000 years ago. 
 
So, please. I want you to understand this kind of doctrine of being alienated from an intimate 
relationship with God is not Scriptural and is in fact very New Age and Buddhist. 
 
The Lord took the time to walk with us to show us who He truly is and He promised, ―I will not leave 
you orphans, the world won't see Me, but you will, and because you love Me and obey Me I will dwell 
in your tent...and we will be together.‖ (John 14) What analogy could be more intimate than that??? 
And if you‘ll excuse me there, I wrote ―tent‖ because in other places the Scriptures talk about our 
bodies being our ―tents.‖ ―I will DWELL with you. I will LIVE in you. Or, ―I will dwell in your TENT.‖ 
 
So, my precious Heartdwellers, you have known and loved Him, He has returned that love to you, He 
is truly with you - living inside you. You are His hands, His feet, His Heart – please, don't let anyone 
steal that from you. 
 
He died and rent the temple veil so you could have this kind of intimacy with Him and put an end to 
the distancing the Pharisees took advantage of and used to manipulate the people. Don't go back to 
living in that bondage!! He holds your hand, whispers in your ear, and carries you when you are no 
longer strong enough to walk. 
 
―Anyone who loves me will obey my teaching. My Father will love them, and we will come to them and 
make our home with them." John 14:23 
 
When I begin my teachings and messages with "The Lord is truly with us," I am making a declaration 
of faith: I believe in You, Jesus. I believe you are the Only Begotten Son of God, fully God, fully man; 
that You live inside us who obey and love you – just as You promised in Your God-breathed Word 
and you have made us Your Habitation on this Earth. 
 
Here some interesting Scriptures... 
 
1 John 1:3-4 
3 We proclaim to you what we have seen and heard, so that you also may have fellowship with us. 
And our fellowship is with the Father and with his Son, Jesus Christ. 
4 We write this to make our joy complete. 
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1 John 2:5-6 
5 This is how we know we are in him: 
6 Whoever claims to live in him must live as Jesus did. 
 
1 John 2:26-27 
26 I am writing these things to you about those who are trying to lead you astray. 
27 As for you, the anointing you received from him remains in you, and you do not need anyone to 
teach you. But as his anointing teaches you about all things and as that anointing is real, not 
counterfeit—just as it has been taught to you, remain in him. 
 
1 John 3:24 
24 The one who keeps God‘s commands lives in him, and he in them. And this is how we know that 
he lives in us: We know it by the Spirit he gave us. 
 
So, in other words, we know one another by the Spirit. We need to resemble Jesus. Jesus 
demonstrated throughout His life His tenderness, His kindness, and His love. So, please – don‘t let 
anyone tell you that He is a harsh Judge, that you‘re condemned. I mean, that‘s terribly sad what has 
happened. We‘ve had several people now who‘ve come back to us shaking, and saying, ―God isn‘t 
like that! God isn‘t loving. God isn‘t kind. He‘s mean. He‘s judgmental!‖ 
 
I don‘t know what these people are telling them, but they‘ve scared the daylights out of some of our 
people who are very sensitive. Very sensitive souls! And totally confused them and made them feel 
like they were under God‘s judgment. 
 
It‘s a terrible thing to steal God‘s love from another soul, and to misrepresent who God is. A terrible 
thing. And I pray that they‘ll stop, that they‘ll come to their senses and stop. We pray for them, every 
day. 
 
But, thank the Lord, we‘ve been able to work through this with those who‘ve come to us and told us 
what‘s being said. And we‘ve given them the Scriptures to stand on. For those of you who‘ve been 
approached behind our backs, and you‘ve written to us – I want you to know. What I‘ve been teaching 
is totally Scriptural. There is no deception in it. You can find EVERYTHING in the Scriptures, just as 
the Lord gave it to us. 
 
So, please. Don‘t let ANYONE steal your joy. 
 
We love you. We pray for you. And we thank you so deeply for your prayers for us. God bless you all! 
 
 
 
 

Message 145: A Time of Preparation... Spiritual Warfare, Revival, My 

Birth & True Worship 
 
 
September 29, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... "Trouble is coming to America. You know it‘s been a long time coming, but it hasn‘t 
been cancelled, only delayed." 
 
(Clare) At the point that He said that, I saw a vision of a long, long freight train moving very slowly but 
steadily. 
 
(Jesus) "It‘s been coming and is still at the threshold, not quite to begin yet. I want all of you to be 
prepared by being steadfast in Me. Do you understand? 
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"Very clever demons have been assigned to this channel to bring you all down, but I will continue to 
vindicate you, Clare. You needn‘t bother with defending Me. I can take care of the both of us. 
 
"But I have trained all of you in the sly deceits of the wicked ones and it wouldn‘t hurt you, My Brides, 
to go over the discernment messages and teachings again. All of them bring up a different aspect of 
spiritual warfare. Strife, division and backbiting are the main assignments. 
 
"So, be particularly vigilant over all your motives, knowing that if you sow strife in your homes you will 
reap strife and strife will weaken you. In a weakened state, your discernment and faith begin to fail 
you. Much better to let others be right, My Brides, than to enter into dissension and be weakened in 
your faith. Pride will be another defensive posture the enemy will try to engender. 
 
"Again, let others be right and move on, especially in the home and work place where you must deal 
with them every day. Be a 'no fight' person. Let me tell you a secret... if they can‘t get a rise out of 
you, they‘ll find someone else to pick on – so 'no fight' is also a very peaceful little island to dwell on. 
But before they are convinced you are a no fight and no fun person, they will test you to the max. 
 
"Your worth, My Bride, is not in what people say about you, but in My Body and Blood shed on 
Calvary, that I might have you with Me in Heaven forever. Recognize these attacks are from the 
enemy and let them bounce right off of you. If you must, retire to the rest room and seek Me that I 
might strengthen you with My Grace. 
 
"Over-commitment is another very powerful demon linked to selfish ambition. Ambition is a driving 
force that seeks to wear you out so your discernment and faith will waver. These are matters of the 
Heart and Soul that you must protect under the Breastplate of Righteousness. 
 
"As usual, every year demons of avarice and ambition are released into the Christian world as 
promoters of business in order that you may be totally worn out through the winter months. The 
demons are not above using false guilt and sentimentality to motivate you. 
 
"Resist this with all your might. I am not pleased at all with the materialism during that season, it is 
abhorrent to Me. Whether it be pressure from relatives or your own inner avarice, don‘t give in to it. 
Make these coming seasons a time of holiness and greater depth in Me." 
 
"There is nothing wrong with celebrating and commemorating My Birth. I would ask those of you who 
feel differently not to force your self-righteous attitude onto others. There are many ways I 
communicate to little children during that season, but it should be celebrated in spirit and truth and 
heart – never in materialism. Yes, it was a pagan holiday, but the Church in her wisdom assigned a 
feast day there to replace the evil holidays they were celebrating before they became Christians. 
 
"This has become a time of celebrating the mystery of My incarnation, My humility and lowliness. All 
the miracles attested to during that time. It is a time of wonder and grace when many, many graces 
from Heaven are dispensed to the faithful. A little token of love is much better than a full-blown, 
materialistic indulgence. And as the days approach, children should be taught that the greatest gift 
you can give to Me is yourself. 
 
"Reading stories of the heroes of the faith and how they gave themselves to Me is a beautiful way to 
drive home the true meaning of this season. 
 
"Having a little manger scene is something the little ones will never, ever forget and makes this 
season so different from all the others. These are matters of the heart and soul, that you must protect 
under the Breastplate of Righteousness. 
 
"The Breastplate of Righteousness protects your internal organs, your heart, your soul, your energy 
sources. As your conscience resides right in the center of your solar plexus, just below the heart, 
these are to be guarded with great care. 
 
"How does one put on righteousness? Obedience to My known will. Deliberately transgress My known 
will and immediately there is a hole in your armor which condemnation may enter through. You know 
you did what was not pleasing to Me and now your heart moves from loving Me to fearing Me. 
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"And the demons take full advantage of the opening to find myriads of ways to make you feel 
condemned. But you can fight them off easily if you have obeyed Me and you know you are standing 
in My Will. What a beautiful defense this is; nothing can touch a soul in My Will through the 
Breastplate of Righteousness when you are living a life of daily obedience. To the degree that you are 
obedient to My will and My wishes, to that degree will your Breastplate be ironclad tight and 
impenetrable. 
 
"I want you to stand in these times when many are going to fall because they have not been prepared 
to fight the good fight. They do not know the value of suffering. They do not experience the times of 
profound refreshment in worship with Me and those two things have made them highly vulnerable. 
 
"Most are trained to believe that when everything is going right in their lives, they are indeed in My will 
and My blessing. But more often than not, that is a perilous time for them. Satan no longer sees them 
as a threat, so he leaves them alone and disarmed. 
 
"When a soldier in Christ begins to stand up boldly and live for Me, he or she becomes an instant 
target. My Brides, your resolve to do what is right to please Me will draw opposition and trouble. That 
is why it is of utmost importance that you know how to protect and replenish yourself in Me. Many are 
the troubles of the righteous but I will deliver you from them all. (Psalm 34:19) 
 
"Because so many are taught a prosperity equals righteousness doctrine, they are even more 
vulnerable when the world and all it has to offer suddenly fails them. They do not measure the value 
of their lives in terms of My Blood, but rather in terms of net worth in the world. This is why so many 
committed suicide during the Great Depression. 
 
"Their self worth was based totally on their worldly worth. So, now we have a homelessness coming 
to those who live in nice houses, have boats, cars, nice things and are in debt up to their eyebrows. 
When all these status symbols are taken away from them, they will not know which way to turn and 
they won‘t know who they are. 
 
"It will be at this time that you are to be a beacon of light, shedding that light on the true worth of their 
souls – that is, My Passion. You will be standing fast and they will want to know what anchors you. 
They will listen because they are desperate and you seem to be offering them an answer that cannot 
be corrupted by the world." 
 
(Clare) Well, Lord… When they lose all these things and can no longer work long hours to maintain 
them, they will have more time for You, right? 
 
(Jesus) "That‘s part of it. Simply by force of habit, time will be broken open to them to spend in other 
ways than making money and shopping. This is where, hopefully, I can enter and offer them salvation 
and a life full of meaning rather than a life full of emptiness. This is My Mercy in action, Clare. 
 
"I want My Brides full attention on Me, and this stripping away is going to bring many back to Me. It is 
in a manner of speaking a low key, family-by-family revival. It is already happening around the world. 
Because time is so short, My Spirit is moving on the waters of mankind and bringing many up from 
death to be born again in Me. 
 
"And you were faithful to speak My word to you, that there will be no mass revival until after the 
Rapture. But right before your very eyes, tiny pockets of people are being converted and added to the 
Kingdom daily. And that is the revival many were expecting before the Rapture, but haven‘t as yet 
recognized they are in the midst of it. It is happening everywhere, all over the world. Those who 
believe in My Mercy and have been looking for something more evident and high profile are missing it 
and still waiting. 
 
"But what they are expecting will come the day you are raptured. This unprecedented day in history 
will shake many out of their stubborn slumbers and into the reality that I am real. Then revival will be 
evident all over the globe. You see, My Mercy is working in ways not anticipated by man or the 
enemy.‖ 
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"So, what I am saying is, this will be the time to shine, My Bride. When none of them can any longer 
make sense of their lives, you will be their beacon of salvation. But before this can happen, you must 
be firmly established in Me. Stay away from the secular media, which is thoroughly saturated with the 
enemy‘s agenda. Stay away, stay away, stay away! 
 
"Your thinking must be controlled by My Spirit, not the World which is totally in servitude to satan. 
Because you are independent in your thinking, you will act and react in the Spirit and will be able to 
shepherd those around you. Even the youngest among you will be able to lead their elders, whose 
minds have been corrupted and they are asleep. 
 
"Your time in worship, listening to worship music, praising Me through the sunsets and the crickets 
and the snowflakes – worship and praise will elevate your minds even higher beyond the death that is 
everywhere in this world. Worship is simply recognizing Who I am and thanking Me for My care and 
benefits. You can do that anywhere, anytime and I will respond by drawing you up into Myself. 
 
"The music is very helpful when it is anointed to worship Me, but you don‘t have to have music to 
worship. You don‘t have to open your mouth – many times that will be inappropriate. Worship in Spirit 
and in Truth. Magnifying Me in your heart and mind – that, indeed, is worshipping in Spirit and in 
Truth. Sometimes opening your mouth makes you self-conscious and takes away from our deep 
communion. 
 
"Worship as you are led, not as you think others say you should worship. You are not impressing 
anyone here. We are alone together in the sanctuary of your heart. No one is expecting a 
performance. I just want your gratitude and worship. 
 
"So these are things for you to consider, My Doves. These are times of preparedness and dwelling in 
Me, living through Me. You are dwelling in the Vine, growing in strength and glory. And it is our joint 
effort that will yield the fruit, as long as you stay intimately connected to The Vine. 
 
"I love you all dearly. And the Grace to persevere in all of these things I‘ve asked of you, is being 
imparted to you." 
 
 
 
 

Message 146: Jesus says... Stand in Resolve - The Gift of Healing being 

released to you 
 
 
September 30th, 2015 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Well! The Lord has come with healing in His wings for His Heartdwellers and His Brides. He has a 
beautiful message for us tonight, and a promise for us to help us move in the Gifts, that we might be 
able to bring resolution to other people. And these are going to be very, very important in the times to 
come, after what the Lord mentioned, that there‘s going to be a lot of confusion. And these gifts are 
going to start manifesting through you. 
 
So, I‘m going to go ahead and begin the conversion the Lord and I had – there was a sweet little 
exchange there and He ministered to me before we began the message. 
 
This day had a little more than its share of discouragement...words from well meaning people that 
ended up undermining my peace. I didn't even want to listen for the message...but I didn't want to 
disappoint you all so I did anyway. 
 
The Lord spent a little time holding me during worship – again Terry MacAlmon‘s beautiful, beautiful 
worship: ―Praise Him‖ and ―Jesus, Holy Jesus‖. Beautiful, beautiful music, a very healing time – He 
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just put my head on His heart and He just kind of swayed gently back and forth with me as I 
worshipped Him through the music. 
 
At one point, I wasn‘t feeling really too well because of what I‘d been through during the day, and He 
took my hands and He put them on His heart. Oh, when He does this, EVERYTHING changes! I don't 
know what it is, but I feel a whole new perspective on situations and its like I'm brought out of myself 
and into His concerns, in His heart... And that tendency, that sour tendency to self-pity goes away. 
 
Anyway, after He had held me for a while, He kissed my brow and began to explain... 
 
"Just the littlest bit of discouragement, placed in the right spot can yield a whole lot of 
discouragement. That's what you experienced tonight. Well-placed discouragement. You don't always 
recognize when you do it to others or do they recognize when they do it to you, but it is effective, 
nonetheless." 
 
―You must be stronger Clare, don't let the little things get you down. When you feel things spiraling 
downwards, get out of the environment and change the subject, don't let the enemy get in his well 
placed kicks." 
 
Oh, Lord - I just fear not being obedient sometimes. 
 
―Well, you should be cautious, but you know when it starts to hurt, it's gone too far. That's when you 
need to graciously back out and change the subject. Tonight you let it get to you, and now you're 
hurting. I'm here to tell you that you've done nothing wrong. You're doing the best you can, under the 
circumstances. This will pass, it is a rather trying time, but it will pass. Hold onto your ground, don't 
slide into self pity.‖ 
 
Lord, You say don't slide...but I just want to crawl into a hole and cry. 
 
―I kissed you, didn't I?‖ 
 
Yes. 
 
―I kissed the boo boo, so now it should go away....Right?‖ 
 
I smiled. 
 
―That's My Bride's, sweet, sweet smile.‖ 
 
―Tonight, I want to talk about resolve. There are many obstacles being set before all of you, as we 
speak. The enemy is bringing into play supposedly insurmountable obstacles to cause you all to back 
off." 
 
―I am here to tell you tonight, you need resolve. Holy, supernatural resolve, to follow the course laid 
out for you and not buckle under the heat.‖ 
Like tonight, Lord?" 
 
―No, this was nothing. I'm talking about real impediments, like a problem that will not yield to ordinary 
efforts you must continue to work with until it is totally overcome. I am talking about things like Pride, 
Resistance, and Unbelief. These demons will continually assail you all until you vanquish them from 
your thinking." 
 
―Keep your perspectives, My Brides. Hold onto who you are to Me, but at the same time, resist the 
temptation to believe yourself better or more advanced than others. Resistance is very subtle, but it is 
a child of Pride: to resist what is new to you, resist taking new ground, resist cutting unhealthy things 
out, resist the ideas of others, or to resist Me when I call you higher up. This is what I‘m talking about.‖ 
 
Such as, Lord? 
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―Such as giving up more worldly time for Me. Putting Me first in your day, being willing to advance into 
new territory, where I am leading you. Even you, My Brides, can get stuck in your comfort zones, but 
for the time ahead I need you to be more flexible and more willing to step out. Some of you have 
received new anointings. You are just beginning to recognize something has expanded, and I need 
you to walk it out in the confidence that it is a solid gift from Me, not a fluke or flash in the pan." 
 
―Many of you are being empowered with the gift of Healing, Word of Wisdom and Knowledge, and you 
are growing in charity and depth of understanding in preparation for ministry to the newly born souls I 
am bringing in." 
 
―I need you to look with new eyes upon the needs of others spiritually, because I am advancing you 
into areas where you are needed. And the gifts you are just beginning to try out are going to come 
into their fullness if you use them and are willing to step out in faith. This is where I address the 
unbelief.‖ 
 
At that point, the Lord brought to mind these Scriptures from Matthew 11:12 
The Kingdom of Heaven suffers violence. And I was looking this up in one of the Bible Commentaries, 
and it said... 
 
The words describe the eager rush of the crowds of Galilee and Judah, first to the preaching of John 
the Baptist, and then to that of Jesus. It was, as it were, a city attacked on all sides by those who were 
eager to take possession of it. 
 
The violent take it by force. 
 
The ―violent‖ are men of eager, impetuous zeal, who grasp the Kingdom of Heaven—i.e., its peace, 
and pardon, and blessedness—with as much eagerness as men would snatch and carry off as their 
own the spoil of a conquered city. 
 
―But to do this you need Faith. And My Brides you will be opposed by spirits of unbelief that will try to 
get you to back down before you obtain results in prayer and in ministry. I am asking one simple thing 
of you: believe that I live inside of you and believe that when you reach out, I will reach out through 
you and accomplish the task at hand, either healing or a vision to share, wisdom for their situation or 
deliverance from an evil spirit. Listen very carefully for Me and I will do it.‖ 
 
I just wanted to comment here, sometimes I will speak to the person I‘m ministering to, and I‘ll say, 
"Do you believe that Jesus can heal you?" They will generally agree. Then I ask, "Do you believe that 
as a Christian Jesus lives inside of me?" And after they agree with that, it sets the stage for me to 
pray for them. 
 
Jesus continued... 
"I am making it easy for you. Believe that I will ―do‖ the doing, be it a healing, a word of knowledge 
through a vision and wisdom that they might be delivered of whatever is being held in bondage. Yes, 
more and more will I respond as you bind things in belief and command them to leave. How do you 
know what to rebuke? What is that person feeling? Sickness - a spirit of infirmity. Fear - a spirit of 
fear. Confusion - a spirit of confusion. What are they feeling? Ask them to describe it, then use that as 
the name to bind and rebuke it." 
 
―Those spirits must leave, but you must also be firm and insist on them leaving. This firmness, this 
resolve will not tolerate the evil ones laying low and pretending to be gone - they must be gone. How 
will you know? Peace and a sense of relief for both you and the soul will manifest as they are 
released from the bondage of that evil spirit." 
 
―Again, as Clare has said, you are dealing with stray dogs in your kitchen or in the kitchen of others. 
When you come into the living space of another soul and they are being oppressed by these 
obnoxious creatures, you are dealing with nothing more than stray dogs that have no manners and 
are brazen intruders. As My Angels come with chains to tie them and take them away, it is on your 
words, backed by resolve and faith, that they are brought into bondage and removed." 
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―Your resolve, your intent, your insistence, your demanding in My Name that they must leave is what 
is called for here. And this means you must have faith and you must demand the obedience due to 
My Name which is above all others and to which every knee must bow. Be especially cautious that 
they do not lay low and pretend, and do not be ashamed to repeat your directives that they must 
leave." 
 
―I will teach you, I will reach out through you and do the doing. You will see miracles, for this is a time 
of miracles for souls that have been in various bondages to the world for so long. And as you break 
more and more from the world and cleave more and more to Me, you will find yourself walking in this 
new anointing which I am accomplishing in you. Remember, this is not about you, it's about Me 
working through you because you believe I can do the doing." 
 
―Ponder these things, My Bride, hide them in your hearts. This night I am extending this anointing to 
you. Receive it into your heart, and don‘t let the enemy, through unbelief, steal it from you.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 147: Jesus explains... The Gift of Healing - Points to 

Remember 
 
 
October 1st, 2015 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
The Lord is with us for instruction and encouragement tonight. He brought up some points on healing 
that are important for us to understand, which I‘m very grateful for. It‘s kind of a primary - a reminder, 
too, for me of the things He‘s shared over the years. 
 
I‘ve had a lot of success in healing praying for my husband, for instance. There‘s times when he 
receives a healing and there‘s times when he doesn‘t. And there‘re reasons for that – the Lord has 
very particular reasons for that, which I‘ve outlined in Why Wasn‘t I Healed. So, I‘m not going to talk 
about that tonight. 
 
Tonight I had to take a little nap, because I was late. When I got up I said: Here I am, Lord... I‘m back 
from my nap. 
 
―I've been waiting for you.‖ 
 
Sorry. 
 
―No need, you are refreshed now and the pain that you‘re feeling is for others. That's why it isn't going 
away.‖ 
 
(Yeah, my Fibro was fierce tonight.) 
Thank you, Lord, for the heads up! 
 
―You're welcome, My little lamb.‖ 
 
Ooooo, I'm a lamb now? 
 
―You surely are.‖ 
Oh, that could be a little rough. Knowing what happens to lambs in the Bible, that could be just a wee 
bit rough. 
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―Nothing you're not used to. Everywhere you have gone, people have either been enthusiastically for 
you or rejected you with deprecations. Isn't it nice to have a community, a real community of believers 
who love you as My own?‖ 
 
I guess that just shows we are all in the same family, Lord. 
 
―It does. My heart aches for those who are alienated, just as yours does, too. But that's the 
consequence of free will: rejection of even My good gifts.‖ 
 
Lord, I can't remember feeling any pain more severe in my heart than when people reject You when 
You are calling them up higher and offering them so much. In some ways it is devastating. 
 
―Yes, you can let it go there, but no need, Clare. I have others waiting in line for those graces and 
they will use them properly. There's always another soul waiting for My gifts." 
 
―Well, now that I've sent everyone off with the gift of healing, I want to fill them in on what to expect. 
They will be opposed by family and relatives, because no prophet is without honor, except in their 
own home. But this is not to discourage you! Rather, rejoice - for this is the way men have always 
treated their prophets and teachers. In fact, their testimony against you is My testimony that I am with 
you. You would not be opposed if you were not dangerous to the evil ones." 
 
―So, I want you to mark My words here: opposition to your gift and calling is My Stamp of Approval 
that it is real.‖ 
 
And here, He‘s talking to the Bride, He‘s talking to ALL of us about the gift of healing, and how it‘s 
going to effect relationships with our family and with people who are familiar with us. 
 
―Moving on, there are certain sentences that the enemy whispers in your ear to stop you from praying. 
First and foremost is, ‗What if it doesn't work? Then you've made a fool of yourself.‘" 
 
―Your reaction to these words will determine whether or not you are going to walk with this gift 
operational in you. This fear of defeat, failure and ridicule is the number one damper the enemy uses 
on you. Why? Because conformity is safety; it's warm, friendly, protective, welcoming. But one who 
goes against the grain is open to scrutiny, doubt, skepticism, and rejection." 
 
"So, I am telling you now, My Bride - this is what you are dealing with. You will have to overcome the 
need to be accepted and the fear of rejection. Satan is counting on your fear of rejection to stop you 
before you even get started." 
 
―In fact, some of you right now are struggling with this very thing, and asking yourselves if you even 
want this gift because of the struggles it will entail. May I tell you how to overcome this? When you 
love others more than you love yourself, you will be willing to step out, even if it means failure. Those 
of you who have done violence to your fleshly desire to be accepted will do very well with this gift. But 
don't think for a moment that you will not be tempted to stand back. You will be tested to your limit." 
 
―When love and compassion overwhelm, that's when the anointing will be drawn on more heavily. 
When you feel little love and compassion but step out anyway, your obedience also draws heavily on 
the anointing. I know human nature. I know how changeable and fickle you can be, so I have made 
provisions for you." 
 
The next obstacle that will be thrown at you will be... 
"This isn't going to work.... You don't really think God will heal them, do you? Who do you think you 
are, you're no one special." 
 
Your answer to this must be a firm purpose and declaration that I inhabit your body. I dwell with you in 
your heart, I live there, and you are stepping out in obedience and I always bless obedience.‖ 
And just as an aside here, that‘s why Dwelling Prayer is so important. Because when you commune 
with the Lord on this deep, deep level, you‘re very sure of His presence within you, and it increases 
your faith tremendously, because you‘ve experienced Him firsthand. 
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―I dwell with you in your heart – I live there. You are stepping out in obedience – and I ALWAYS bless 
obedience. Even though you may not feel anything, your feelings are not required for their healing. In 
fact, I prefer to work through you completely deadpan, with no working up of emotions and 
showmanship, which only promotes pride in a vessel. If you don't feel anything, GOOD. They are the 
one that needs the healing. You are only My emissary, you are not the healer." 
 
―Other times you will be overwhelmed with the feelings of My Presence in you, to the point where your 
hands will be hot and tingly. That IS a real manifestation that the gift is in operation. Your faith is key 
here. If you have the faith to believe IN Me, that I am faithful to My Word - you will see many, many 
healings, in spite of their skepticism." 
 
―Do not be surprised if you start manifesting their symptoms, and do not be surprised that there is 
sometimes a sacrifice required. I have taught you on Simon's Cross. That is very, very real. And when 
you are praying for others, and especially one in particular, then I may allow some unpleasant 
manifestations in your own body." 
 
"You may be carrying a sliver of My Cross for days until that soul is fully healed. Don't be surprised 
when oppositions and difficulties arise, this is all part of it and will be a proof to you that the gift is 
working." 
 
―One thing you should remember to consider is the state of their soul. There are times when I will heal 
without a word, and other times I will require them to forgive. It is always good to find out ‗Have you 
forgiven everyone who has ever hurt you?‘ The answer needs to be ‗yes‘ or at the very least lead 
them in a prayer to make an act of the will to forgive. A prayer such as this: ‗Lord, I don‘t FEEL 
forgiveness. But I make an act of my will to forgive them. Please, Lord. Help me to forgive.‘" 
 
―Many times their sickness is related to an incident. If they haven't forgiven themselves that, too, must 
be addressed. In the beginning, I do not want to make it hard for you. But as you progress, you will 
come to understand there are elements that can be in the way of their healing." 
 
Just as an aside here, guys – I have a meditation on letting go and forgiving, with music behind it. And 
I feel that they are really very touching, and can help someone to forgive themselves. I think that‘s 
under the playlist of Meditationals. 
 
―There will be times when their pain stops manifesting, but the disease is still there. Oh My Brides, My 
ways are myriad, no two situations are ever the same. I am looking at the soul, knowing full well what 
their struggles and failures have been. You are looking at the soul that is sick and needs My mercy. 
When I do not heal, very often it is for a good reason, not because of your lack of faith or their lack of 
faith. There may be timing involved. There may be life lessons involved." 
 
―As I mentioned yesterday, you may have to ask them, ‗Do you believe Jesus has the power to heal?‘ 
and ‗Do you believe that Jesus lives in me as a Christian?‘ And you may even say, ‗As I lay hands on 
you, I am expecting Jesus to reach out and touch you with His Healing power. He is the healer, I am 
only the vessel.‘ And then there will be other times when really, all you have to do is lay on hands on 
that person, and very quietly pray for My Mercy in their lives.‖ 
 
Yes, I wanted to make an aside on that. Very often, that‘s the way that it works with Ezekiel and I – it‘ll 
just be me praying for the Lord‘s Mercy quietly and not saying a word out loud. There are other times, 
though, that the Lord has taught me to address the sickness, like for instance: ‗Inflammation. In the 
Name of Jesus, leave now and don‘t return. Pain. In the Name of Jesus, stop. Swelling, in the Name 
of Jesus – go down. 
 
And cursing bacteria and other things in the body, to leave the body without further incident. Those 
are just things that He‘s taught me, maybe He‘ll bring those things up tomorrow night – I don‘t know. 
But I wanted to share that with you. 
 
―There will be times when first efforts are not enough and you need to continue to pray until you get 
results. One of the most important aspects of praying for others is knowing My Will in their situation. 
When you know My will, you can endure just about any kind of ridicule or opposition. In very serious 
cases in the hospital, your endurance may yield results when nothing else worked." 
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―Once someone has received a healing, it is very important that you teach them how to keep it. They 
may feel immediate relief and rejoice that they've been healed. Then on the way home, the whole 
thing comes back and they realize it was just temporary. These are times when they must rebuke 
Lying symptoms until they let go of them." 
 
"Lying symptoms are sent to those who have just been healed so it may convince them otherwise. 
Here it is necessary for you to tell them they have to STAND in their healing and not give in to Lying 
symptoms. Oh, it is so easy to do. Yes, it's true - you have done this before as well." 
 
Yes, I remember many times...in fact, STILL I have an issue with that. Ezekiel will pray for me, it‘ll lift 
and go away – and then start to come back, and I have to rebuke lying symptoms. Whatever it is that 
is trying to come back has no right here. I‘ve been healed, but the enemy is sending those symptoms 
to make me think that I haven‘t been healed, so I‘ll receive that condition back again. So, you have to 
stand – you have to fight it off. 
 
―There is yet one more facet of this healing, and that is staying in place. The soul who is suffering may 
very well be in the midst of a very serious situation, or soul-threatening that needs a lot of grace 
before it can be resolved. In those cases, the soul has chosen to carry this cross for the sake of the 
person they are praying for. This is why you've become accustomed to asking, ‗Who are you praying 
for?‘ Because often times they are praying for a very serious situation that needs a greater lever of 
prayer and this infirmity becomes a fast offering, much like Paul's thorn." 
 
―Which brings us to another point. There are times when a soul is weighted down with many, many 
graces and a sickness is allowed to humble them, lest they become proud and lose everything, 
including their souls." 
 
―So, these are some of the considerations you will face as you move into this healing ministry. 
Remember: I am with you. I am working from within you, whether you feel it or not. And often times, 
when the opposition is the most fierce, when accusation is flying through the air and hitting you in the 
face over and over again, this is a sign that you are on the verge of a breakthrough or the enemy 
wouldn't be going through all that trouble to oppose you." 
 
―You see Satan hates Me, but can do nothing to Me. Yet he knows I love you, so he tries to hurt you 
in order to hurt Me. In the end he will be bound and Heaven will be glorious. Until then, My Brides, 
take up this priceless gift I have imparted to you and shower it on all, even the hurting, the lost and 
abandoned ones. Especially those who feel forgotten by Me, although nothing could be further from 
the truth. I hold them dearly to My heart." 
 
―So go forth now in faith, and exercise this gift, remembering that you will face opposition, and 
opposition is a good sign. Be strengthened by that.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 148: Jesus explains Formula for Healing 
 
 
October 2nd, 2015 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
The Lord is with us to instruct us, bless us and bring us into His prefect will for our lives. 
 
Before I start the message, I just wanted to tell you what He said to me tonight. 
 
He said... 
"I will do miracles and wonders at the hands of My insignificant, little Brides." That‘s beautiful. 
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And I want to say we‘ve already had three healings since the Healing message came out, a day ago 
or so, two days ago. We‘ve had several reports of healings that just happened spontaneously with a 
simple little prayer. 
 
And you‘re going to love this teaching, because it really debunks all the mystery behind healing. The 
Lord is really tired of people making some kind of ―mystery‖ out of healing. Making it so that you have 
to ―be someone‖ or have something special to be able to be used in healing. He‘s really, really torn 
that fac¸ade down. 
 
As I read the responses to the Lord's teachings on healing, I‘ve gotta tell you – I‘m in the same boat 
that you guys are in – and that is that I am feeling a certain trepidation or fear about stepping out to 
exercise this gift. And at the same time, I‘m feeling an indignation rising up inside of me. Like, ―What 
has Satan done to this? This was such a simple thing. How has he complicated it and made it so 
remote to most people? And I wasn't sure what this was all about until now, really. This indignation. 
 
Jesus began... 
"My Brides, you have indeed been duped. You have been sold a bill of goods that those who operate 
in the gift of healing are special or chosen singularly for that. Nothing could be further from the truth. 
Even in the first years of the church, healing was extremely common among believers without the 
intervention of an apostle. My Spirit dwelt richly with My people who believed in Me, to the point of 
being threatened with death. Virtue in those days was also far more common than it is today." 
 
―But the bill of goods is that you have to be someone spiritual, some spiritual ―hot shot‖ for healings to 
manifest. This is all part of the corruption of a Hollywood molded society, where showmanship, glitter 
and glamour are modeled to the people. A corrupted form of Christianity." 
 
―Tell them about your experience, Clare.‖ 
 
Well, I‘m not sure how it all fits together, but He asked me to tell you, so I will. I was attending a 
church in Phoenix (this is right after I was converted, probably about 28 years ago or so). A very well 
known man with a growing and famous healing ministry came to Phoenix to preach in this church. 
 
We went to pick him up at the airport, in fact. The pastor sent us out there. He ministered in the 
church, of maybe 800 people at the time. And I was amazed at what happened, really. 
 
There was so much drama, so much work-up. So much...I would almost call it hysteria – but not quite. 
Someone behind me was healed of blindness in one eye, and I knew she was for real because she 
didn't want to go up and claim her healing, and share what the Lord had done for her. I finally 
convinced her to go up at the VERY last minute. But I knew she wasn't a ―plant‖ because of the way 
she resisted that altar call. 
 
But I just couldn't see Jesus acting that way. The healings – yes. The drama? Just didn't seem like the 
Sermon on the Mount or even Jesus' sermon at Simon Peter's, when the paraplegic was healed. It 
troubled me. Fifteen years later, it so happened that we were invited to be on his show, on a taping in 
Los Angeles. And we were able to share some things with him about OUR faith walk, which was really 
different at the time, when we were living up in the wilderness. 
 
But I had to go into prayer for this particular man. And I went into interceding, and very quickly turned 
from just praying to grieving. I felt so very sick to my stomach, very nauseated and a deep grief came 
over me. The reason was, the man had the gift of healing but also lived like a king. 
 
And when he went into foreign countries and presented himself with the gift in that way, the Lord told 
me he was teaching people that the healing gift equals money. If you want to be a rich Christian, it will 
happen if you have a healing ministry. I can't begin to describe the level of nausea the Lord allowed 
me to experience at this perversion of the faith. 
 
You know, and it wasn‘t necessarily his fault. He was a good man, he just had the money so he lived 
that way. But the problem is, living that way presented an example in third world countries that was 
VERY corrupting. It made a wide-open door for materialism and avarice to just grab hold of an 
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aspiring Christian and completely twist the direction he was to go in his life. You know we can‘t serve 
mammon and God - we have to make a choice. 
 
At this point, the Lord cut back in and He said, "And this has been the norm and one of the reasons I 
will not have another revival centralized around a man, for the corruption at those events knows no 
boundaries. Yes, it is wonderful when believers get together, but it is also an occasion of sin. 
 
It becomes a PR event rather than a gathering of believers to worship Me and receive healing. The 
kind of revival that is occurring now is hidden: one-on-one in families and small groups branching out 
to those who have suffered unspeakable terrors at the hands of Isis. There is no super-star evangelist 
billed for a nation that is so used to worshiping the rich and famous. 
 
―Now I want to get down to business, My People. Healing is for anyone who wants it. I exclude no 
one. If you want the gift badly enough you will seek Me until it manifests. Of course it is My choice, but 
I will not deny you the gifts unless they would be dangerous for you to have at this stage of your life. 
In that case, they are merely delayed or not in operation yet, and there was a good reason for that. 
 
―This is what is meant for you, My Brides. I live inside of you. My Spirit dwells with you and My Father 
makes His habitation in you, as well.‖ 
 
―Anyone who loves me will obey my teaching. My Father will love them, and we will come to them and 
make our home with them." John 14:23 
 
Mark 16:16-18 
16 "He who has believed and has been baptized shall be saved; 
17 These signs will accompany those who have believed: in My name they will cast out demons, they 
will speak with new tongues; 
18 they will pick up serpents, and if they drink any deadly poison, it will not hurt them; they will lay 
hands on the sick, and they will recover." 
 
―I did not say only those anointed to heal. I did not say only those in ministry. What I did say is, IF you 
BELIEVE these signs will accompany you. Please put an end to hero worship and the false notion 
that only called out souls can perform healings in My Name. There are a lot of sick people in this 
world. I do not wish to lay any other burden on them...going to coliseums, big gatherings, conventions 
centers, all the hubbub, money for travel, motels, and the like." 
 
―I did not establish My Kingdom on super heroes, but on the ordinary everyday men and women, just 
like you. The only difference is, some seek Me and others seek Me until they find Me.‖ 
 
"You will seek me and find me when you seek me with all your heart." Matthew 7:7 
 
―But alas, many grow weary in well-doing and lay down along the way, making excuses that they don't 
have the gift. It's there, it just requires you to rekindle it, the way I want you to. And this is what I am 
getting at. You don't need fanfare, you don't need loud and passionate tongues, you don't need any 
pretensions at all. All you need is one sick person and a believer – and that equals a miracle." 
 
Again He quoted Scripture: "He went around doing good and healing all who were under the power of 
the devil ..." Acts 10:38 
 
―Write this out as a formula for you to remember: 1 sick person + one believer = 1 miracle. That is the 
formula that I am giving you. That is all that is ever necessary for a healing to take place." 
 
―What could be more simple and straight forward than that? Let's examine that for a moment. One 
sick person. I didn't say one sick person with the faith to believe, because I will send you to the 
unbelievers to heal, that they might believe." 
 
And again He quoted Scripture: "Now while Jesus was in Jerusalem at the feast of the Passover, 
many people believed in his name because they saw the miraculous signs he was doing." John 2:23 
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―There will be times when the faith of the person you are praying for draws down My Mercy, and you 
are simply there as a symbol of My Presence. There will be times when you feel led to remind them of 
My Mercy. In each situation, My Spirit is with you and directing you." 
 
"Another reason why tuning into Me and tuning out of the world is so important. The more you are 
receiving from Me, the more easily you will be guided. But if you have a lot of worldly chaos going 
around in your mind, My voice is drowned out. So, this preparation of quiet and listening to Me is 
important." 
 
―So, you have one sick person, with or without faith. Next, you have one believer. You know who I 
Am, you know I dwell inside of you. You know I am merciful, you know I am sending you out to pray 
over people to be healed - this should give you the confidence to step forward and reveal to them who 
I AM." 
 
―You see, it's not about you at all - it's about Me and who I am. I am asking you, dear ones: if you love 
Me, make Me known to others. Not by words that are cheap, but by deeds of mercy." 
 
―Oh, I can hear some of you now: ‗Look! That evil spirit is telling her not to use words!!‘ I‘ve got to 
laugh, you‘re truly amusing to Me. What I am saying is, that anybody can and anybody has talked 
about Me - but how many have demonstrated My power??" 
 
―As Paul said, "3I was with you in weakness and in fear and in much trembling, 4 and my message 
and my preaching were not in persuasive words of wisdom, but in demonstration of the Spirit and of 
power, 5so that your faith would not rest on the wisdom of men, but on the power of God." 1 
Corinthians 2:4 
 
I want to break here: WOW, guys! Paul came to preach in weakness and fear and trembling!! Do you 
see? We are just like Paul. We, too, come in weakness and fear. Isn't it amazing? The prince of 
apostles is revealing that he is no different than any of us. He stepped out in fear, too. This should 
give us courage, we're in good company after all! 
 
Jesus continued... 
"Let Paul's fear be a good lesson to you, that you also can overcome your fear of man and flesh. How 
many of you have faced stonings on MY behalf? Have you suffered to the point of shedding blood? 
What is a little ridicule? You must get to the point where that soul's eternity is more important to you 
than losing face." 
 
"Besides, I may very well turn right around and perform a miracle in your midst. Not something you 
conjured up with fanfare and drum rolls, not something you prayed up loud and boisterously. Not 
anything other than the invisible intention that I should have mercy on that person.‖ 
 
In other words, a prayer. 
 
―My mother simply looked at Me and said, ‗Son, they have no wine?‘ All you need to do is look to Me 
in your heart and say, ‗Lord, this soul is suffering?‘ Do you think I can take the hint? Or do you think I 
need to conjure up an ‗atmosphere of faith‘?" 
 
―An atmosphere of faith can be a wonderful thing, but more often than not, you will be exposed to 
opportunities everyday for Me to manifest My power and heal the person standing next to you in line." 
 
―So, now we come to the miracle. How does the miracle manifest? It just happens, 1+2=3. One 
moment the person is sick or in pain, the next moment the pain is gone. No lightening flashes, no 
cymbals crashing, no announcements over the microphone...he or she, is just simply healed. Or you 
may walk away from the person while they are still in pain and the next day they could be perfectly 
healed, and the healing happened in very subtle stages." 
 
―Do you see? Man has made it much more complicated under Satan‘s influence, than I ever meant it 
to be. There is still much more to this teaching, but I want to stop here and I want you to begin very 
small. Your mother has a headache - ask her if you can pray for her, "Let's see what Jesus will do." 
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Lay your hands on her head and simply ask Me "Please, remove her pain." Keep your attention on 
that for a while." 
 
"You don‘t have to speak those words at all. I can hear you quite well in your heart and mind. Keep 
your attention on that for a while and then release her to Me. If she doesn't feel anything immediately, 
ask her in 15 minutes how she is feeling? If she is feeling a bit better, lay hands on her again. There is 
no shame in that. Didn't I provide you with an example?" 
 
22 And some people brought to him a blind man and begged him to touch him. 
23 And he took the blind man by the hand and led him out of the village, and when he had spit on his 
eyes and laid his hands on him, he asked him, ―Do you see anything?‖ 
24 And he looked up and said, ―I see people, but they look like trees, walking.‖ 
25 Then Jesus laid his hands on his eyes again; and he opened his eyes, his sight was restored, and 
he saw everything clearly. Mark 8:22-25 
 
―I want you to know, My Brides, you are truly a flock after My own heart. I am so pleased with the long 
way you have come in several very short months, and before I take you with Me to Heaven, you will 
have grown even more." 
 
―Just continue to listen as little children. Do not allow the enemy to lie and make healing in My Name 
seem complicated and over your heads. Don‘t allow him to sow confusion. I am making it so simple 
for you." 
 
―Remember only three things are needed for a healing: 1 sick person + 1 Believer = 1 Miracle." 
 
―1 sick person + 1 Believer = 1 Miracle. That‘s all that‘s necessary. Lock these words away in your 
heart, and bring them to mind the next time you have an opportunity to touch someone for Me.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 149: Jesus speaks about Demons, religious Spirits, Poison & 

Deceptions 
 
 
October 3, 2015 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began..."Blessed are the poor in spirit, for the Kingdom of God is theirs. Those who are not 
self-satisfied but those who hunger and thirst for righteousness. Blessed are you because you depend 
totally on Me, you are not comfortable walking in your own righteousness, with your own opinions 
continually in defense posture. Rather, you are meek and humble in heart, looking to Me for all your 
answers and always ready to yield to the truth. Blessed are you." 
 
"You will not be led astray. Your insecurity causes you to rely totally on Me even from moment to 
moment. Your hearts beat in unison with Mine and they are never satisfied with themselves but 
always seeking more of Me. You shall be filled with the good things of My Kingdom... righteousness, 
peace and joy." 
 
"My Sons and Daughters, forever stay in the posture of your eyes and hearts lifted up to Me, seeking 
the fresh manna for the day. Each of you has unique needs everyday. Although My Spirit tends to 
move in different themes, still your own unique needs have to be met.‖ 
 
(Clare) He‘s not talking about fresh manna on our channel. He‘s talking about your individual prayer 
time and the way that He feeds you with fresh manna when you‘re with Him. 
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(Jesus) "This is why I am teaching you to seek Me above all other people and things. As you do so, I 
prepare you for the challenges I know are coming your way for that day. I reassure you that I am with 
you, that I am guiding, leading and carrying you when the climb is too strenuous." 
 
"As demons armed with a religious spirit continue to proliferate and infiltrate all areas of the church, 
they will try to smear the lines between good and bad, right and wrong. They will use unflinching 
legalisms to control those who do not dwell intimately with Me in the secret place of My Heart." 
 
"Because the mind perceives so much to be correct and in line with the law, many will be fooled and 
led into error even as Paul was before his conversion. The religious leaders missed Me when I came 
to them because they were not living in the heart of the law but the letter. Therefore everything they 
could line up in their minds with their traditions and laws was right; anything that threatened their 
static view of the faith, was condemned and vehemently denounced." 
 
"They did not expect Me to come to them meek and humble of heart. No they were looking for an 
entourage of wealth, intellect and power. That has never been My Heart; that has never been My 
Way. I relate to the poor more than any other people group on this earth, My Heart is with the lost, the 
abandoned and the very poor who struggle from day to day for the meagerest living, and 
consequently are never self-righteous or self-satisfied, rather they live tenuously gripping My garment 
day by day." 
 
"This is not the American way, nor does it fit any way on this Earth. This is the way of the Kingdom of 
God, where all depend totally on Me, without question, and have nothing in and of themselves that I 
have not given them. This is a sublime teaching that can only be embraced by the most humble of 
heart. These are My People, the humble and contrite, they are the ones I choose with My most 
important tasks, because they will never take the credit for what is done through them." 
 
"These times you are living in are thick with deception, and you can be sure the rule books are open 
wide, as the demons gather round to choose their arrows. They are tipped with the poison of pride 
and legalism, the ways of the Pharisees and Sadducees. And when they penetrate, they release a 
'flesh rotting' disease targeted for your very hearts, that the tender life I live inside of you be utterly 
destroyed and replaced with pride and stone-cold knowledge." 
 
―Those who have been afflicted with this poison will be wrestling with scruples, doubts, fears and find 
that they no longer have any peace. This should be a sign to them that poison is afoot in their spirits; 
no peace is a preeminent sign of demonic influence. You have been taught this for months now, so do 
not fail to recognize when your peace is stolen, you have taken in a demonic poison." 
 
―Some will find this poison to their liking and will come back for more and more and more. It is written 
about them, Isaiah 57:20-21... Those who still reject Me are like the restless sea, which is never still 
but continually churns up mud and dirt. There is no peace for the wicked." 
 
―If you are recognizing this leaven of wickedness in you, I am calling you to repentance for it is also 
written 'Clear away the rocks and stones so my people can return from captivity.' I say the captivity of 
their legalisms and pride, so they may escape from those, and run into My Tender arms of Mercy and 
intimate fellowship." 
 
"Some of you have been deeply wounded by the Scribes and Pharisees in your churches. You walk 
around with shriveled up hearts, aching for love from Me, but fearful with the voices of the evil ones 
constantly stealing your peace with various fears." 
 
"You have had your fill of the bitter waters and worldly ways of the institutions who have caused you 
also to doubt My goodness. To you I say, return to Me, embrace Me and leave the dead to bury the 
dead. Do not take those ways that wounded you and deprived you of Me. Do not take up the weapons 
of war that were used on you and fight against those who appear threatening to you." 
 
"Rather I say, come to Me in humility and contrition, confess to Me your wounds and weaknesses, 
even the bitterness and unforgiveness you've carried buried in your hearts over what was done to 
you. Now is the time to put a stop to the advance of this evil. Now is the time for you to lay down your 
weapons of war and take up your cross and follow Me." 
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"Now is the time of your visitation and I am calling you to repentance and into My open and waiting 
arms. For this is the time of a Great Knowledge of God, a time of revelation that I am in your midst as 
a Loving Savior, who has fulfilled the law and the prophets and brought you to My Heart of Mercy and 
Love." 
 
"The weapons you have taken up will never bring you peace, but will continually churn up mud and 
dirt. I am calling you to clean pure waters, healing waters, where I wait to renew you in your Baptismal 
blessings and invite you into the corridors of My Love and finally to dwell with Me in My Heart, 
Forever." 
 
"Now is the time." 
 
 
 
 

Message 150: Jesus says... Are you ready for the Rapture?... Did you 

leave these Things behind you? 
 
 
October 5, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Lord, what is on Your Heart? 
 
(Jesus) "Heaven." 
 
(Clare) Heaven? 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, I am excited to see the expression on your faces when you see what I‘ve prepared for 
you. Each of you I might add, nothing mass produced about My gifts, each one is hand made just for 
the uniqueness of each of My Brides. 
 
―I have longed for this time in history, Clare. With all My heart, I have waited for the day when I could 
remunerate My precious ones who have poured out their hearts in an oblation to Me. Yes, there are 
rewards in Heaven for those gone before, but there is going to be something so very, very special 
about being united with your bodies in glory. You will see. 
 
―There are certain things, certain sensations and sweetness that accompany a glorified body and I 
long to see you all completed before Me. So, with great excitement do I look forward to this day. Yes, 
as you are thinking, it is a consolation for Me to soften the blow of so many lost souls, and yet great 
Revival will sweep the Earth after your departure, and this revival will be so intense that some will be 
most happy to die for Me. 
 
―Your Rapture will be irrefutable proof that I AM and I am a rewarder of those who diligently seek Me. 
(Hebrews 11:6) 
 
―This will be a sign to those left behind that I have gone to prepare a place for them, as well. And 
though they face the guillotine, they will be consoled that this Vale of Tears has finally come to its end 
and they are forever free of the encumbrances of their bodies. This will sustain many until the very 
moment of their departure. This will be a sign, too, that I AM real – to their executioners. Many 
executioners will quickly follow in their footsteps when conviction engulfs them in the reality of Who I 
Truly Am. 
 
―Now, down to the brass tacks. There are still some among you who have chosen to go on living in sin 
and hoping I will take you in the Rapture. My Brides and potential Brides, you must break with sin. 
Many of you still do not connect with your status in sin.‖ 
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(Clare) Lord, what about Your Mercy? 
 
(Jesus) ―Mercy is for those who are unaware or so weak their every attempt fails. I am addressing 
those of you who think as the world thinks, and approve behaviors that the world approves – thinking 
in error that I am in agreement with them. But I am not. Therefore, be holy, because I am holy.‖ 
 
―As obedient children, do not conform to the evil desires you had when you lived in ignorance. But just 
as he who called you is holy, so be holy in all you do; for it is written: ―Be holy, because I am holy. (1 
Peter 1:14-15) 
 
―There are some who still refuse to marry the one they are living with. You are fornicating. 
Convenience has taken precedence over righteousness. 
 
―But without righteousness your soul is hanging over the abyss let alone the privilege of being 
Raptured. Is it worth it, dear one? Are you ready to find yourself in the fires of hell because you 
refused to do the right thing? 
 
―What good does the knowledge of the Scriptures and your devotions do for you, if you are 
condemned with the unbelievers for your behavior. Some of you are playing with fire, thinking... 'I‘ll go 
just this far and no further.' Do you know you entered into sin with the first kisses? 
 
―Greet one another with a holy kiss, yes. But indulging your pleasures without crossing the line IS 
crossing the line in My Book. Keep your thoughts, your glances, utterly pure and brotherly/sisterly. Do 
not fan the flames and think you are innocent. Do not put off your conversion until tomorrow; 
tomorrow is not guaranteed to you. 
 
―Why am I speaking so harshly with the one I love? Because I love you and do not wish for you to 
lose every thing you could have gained if only you had protected yourself and been on guard. You 
have come this far; don‘t lose it all. Avoid every occasion of sin. Do not be lured into a position where 
you can lose control. Keep everything pure and above board. 
 
―Do not steal. Do not pad expenses, cut corners or falsify information to get what you want. It is 
indeed the little foxes that spoil the vine. Be on your guard, because your opponent is continually 
studying your movements to see where you are vulnerable. 
 
 
―Do not lie, do not misrepresent, do not twist the words of others to suit your agenda. I abhor a false 
witness and frequently turn them over to various trials to be sifted by the devils. 
 
―Do not beat your fellow servant. Treat your wife, your husband as your own flesh; defer to one 
another in sincere and heartfelt love. Put off haughty and disparaging looks, disrespectful behavior. 
Humble yourselves and I will lift you up. Wives obey your husband‘s desires even in those things not 
spoken. Husbands be tender and gentle, forbearing and forgiving your wives who very often do not 
speak openly of their burdens, but carry much in their commitments to you. 
 
―Do not expose yourself to unseemly behavior in music, movies and entertainment. To watch sin is to 
participate in it. At the very least, you are endorsing and supporting it. Better that your eyes, your 
heart and your mind should never, ever be subjected to this. 
 
"As it is written… I will walk with integrity of heart within my house; I will not set before my eyes 
anything that is worthless. A perverse heart shall be far from me; I will know nothing of evil. Whoever 
slanders his neighbor secretly I will destroy. Whoever has a haughty look and an arrogant heart I will 
not endure. He who walks in the way that is blameless shall minister to Me. No one who utters lies 
shall continue before my eyes." (Psalm 101:2-7) 
 
―Now that you know these things, happy will you be if you do them. I am going to admonish you not to 
over- react to this message. If you are in sin, get out of it. My Spirit has many times visited you with 
warnings; now is no time to mess around or be lazy. 
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―No one is guaranteed another day on this Earth. Tomorrow may be your last. Reform your life now; 
do not put it off. Again I say to you, do not put it off! 
 
―Those whom the Lord loves, He chastises. Do not twist what I have said and make a blanket of 
condemnation for yourself. If you are in sin, you know it well. The rest of you Dear ones, who have 
fought the good fight and removed yourselves from occasions of sin; you who have suffered 
loneliness rather than continue on in fornication – you have paid a great price, and great also is your 
reward in Heaven. 
 
―Those of you who refuse to lie to the government, refuse to bear false witness – well done. I say to 
you. It may have cost you some great earthly good, but what does it profit you to gain the whole world 
and lose your very own soul? You may be poorer for it, but you have chosen what was right. 
 
―Those of you who have kept yourselves clean from defilements in the world – well done, I say to you. 
You have followed the delicate leadings I‘ve placed in your conscience. I am happy in your heart, and 
find great solace there. 
 
―Those of you who have been the victims of gossip, slander and evil men, yet have prayed for them 
with sincere intention from the Heart – you very much resemble Me in My Crown of Thorns. I will have 
no trouble recognizing you at the Rapture. 
 
―Dwell securely, now, between My breasts and receive from Me abundant love to pour upon this 
depraved and fallen world. Your love is needed, and I delight to nourish you with the very finest wine. 
 
―I bless you all, now. And say to you, My Spirit is with you, to convict you of anything in your life that 
would prevent you from being Raptured. So, pay attention. Don‘t gloss anything over to this voice, but 
listen very carefully. Those whom I love – I correct.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 151: Jesus says... Unforgiveness is a Gridlock on Grace ... 

Forgive your Enemies 
 
 
October 6, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) The Lord is with us in wisdom and truth, Heartdwellers. And He has a beautiful teaching 
tonight on Forgiveness. 
 
Well, I need to take a moment here and give you a little background on this message. We have a 
group of people, I guess several channels, who don‘t like what the Lord is teaching through this 
channel, and have made it a point to preach against us. I‘m just amazed by that. 
 
I find it both - amusing and flattering - that they‘d go through so much trouble - effort and time - just to 
shut the wellspring You have opened. Don‘t they have a life? 
 
Jesus began... "Oh yes, they have a life... defending Me." 
 
(Clare) You must love them, Lord. 
 
(Jesus) "Oh, I do. With all I have to give." 
 
(Clare) I know. Help me to love them, too? Please? 
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(Jesus) "Well, if you see it from My perspective, you can‘t help but love them, even though their zeal 
is misplaced. Have I not said that I wish men to be hot or cold? They are not lukewarm, that is to be 
celebrated. Let‘s go on now." 
 
(Clare) What do you want to talk about, Lord? 
 
(Jesus) "Forgiving your enemies." 
 
(Clare) I didn‘t want to talk about that… So, I asked Ezekiel... 'Honey, would you please make sure 
this is the Lord?' and I prayed for a minute, and we both got confirmations. 'Oh, Lord I don‘t want to 
hear that right now.' 
 
(Jesus) "That is why you must. You need to be reminded. This is a dynamic that very few people have 
a full understanding on, because they cannot see into the spirit and see the gridlock on grace that 
accompanies unforgiveness. It is very much like the freeway at rush hour... everyone is going their 
own way getting home, fulfilling their destinies, maintaining forward motion." 
 
"Then there is a two or three car pile up and everything comes to a stop; everyone is held up, not just 
those involved in the accident. That is what people do not see or understand. However, when you are 
in the spirit, you can see how far-reaching the shackles of unforgiveness are. Believe it or not, it 
continues on down through generations." 
 
"There is another gridlock that takes place – this one in your own soul. An area that was free and 
clear and flowing now hits a snag every time circumstances vaguely remind you of that past event. It 
sets off alarms, raises fears, guilt – real or imagined. Satan gets lot of mileage from these encounters. 
There is so much to exploit in the human nature: the need to be right, the need to have resolution, the 
need to prove your point." 
 
"Whereas the person who has forgiven, encounters no such encumbrances. They may remember 
incidents that caused them pain, but they let go of it and move on. It helps so much, Clare, for a 
person to see themselves less than others, no matter what their giftings. In fact, the more gifts they 
have, the more necessity for seeing their littleness." 
 
"A little soul does not take offense at slights, they are only too ready to explain away the good motives 
of their enemies, making excuses for their persecution while forgiving and moving on. They also 
understand that I allow and use everything that happens as a tool to perfect you. They understand 
profoundly that I am behind every event in their lives, so much so that they even rejoice at losses and 
setbacks." 
 
(Clare) I‘m trying Lord. 
 
(Jesus) "Yes, you are. That is commendable. Now I wish for those who are following your channel to 
do likewise. My Brides, do not get entangled or embroiled in the injustices you suffer. Understand that 
you, too, in the past have been lacking in foresight and wisdom. You, too, have put the blame on 
innocent people; you, too, were blind to what I was in control of and allowing. You, too, failed to 
recognize the new and unusual movements of My Spirit in the midst of others." 
 
"It is a sign of remarkable and Godly maturity to stand back and simply observe without becoming 
embroiled. Pray for your persecutors, pray deeply and from the heart. Soon enough, I will answer your 
prayers, when I am finished using them to perfect you." 
 
(Clare) That reminds me of the story of Graham Cooke, Lord. May I share that? 
 
(Jesus) "Briefly, My Love. Go ahead." 
 
(Clare) There were two men who attended every single Graham Cooke conference and sat in the very 
front taking copious notes. Later, they smeared him on the Internet, finding fault with the way he 
quoted Scripture, the way he preached, the relationship he had with God. They called him an evil, 
false prophet, and remained for years as a thorn in Graham‘s side, right up in the front row. Then all 
of a sudden, they disappeared. 
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Graham had either a dream or a vision. The Lord brought him into a sculptor‘s studio and showed him 
a magnificent statue of a man. Jesus said to him... 'Would you like to meet the sculptors?' Graham 
replied that he would be honored. The two men who had been heckling him all those years stepped 
out from behind a curtain. Jesus said to Graham... 'They are the sculptors and this is a carving of you.' 
 
(Jesus) "So you see, I make good use of everything and everyone, no matter how dark and ugly they 
may seem. Observe from a wider perspective what such as these accomplish in My Kingdom. I intend 
to use them to derail all the scribes and Pharisees that are attacking your channel, and no weapon 
formed against you will prosper; rather you will prosper from it." 
 
"This is the heritage of those who are willing to forsake the mausoleums of religion and cultivate a 
relationship with Me, based on the real experience of the Scriptures coming to life in ways not seen 
before. This is a revival that is overturning urns and ashes and bringing to life the dry bones left 
behind as a testimony to Satan‘s victories in My church." 
 
"I am doing a new thing. It is springing forth, and all those who diligently seek Me, willing to set aside 
their favorite doctrines that held them in bondage, are coming to life and experiencing the glories of 
Heaven here and now." 
 
"My Kingdom is coming. My will is being done." 
 
"Rejoice, inhabitants of Earth. I am restoring life in Me and no thing, no weapon, no lie and no one 
can stop it. Go forth now, My precious family and forgive. Be set free from all rancor; pray sincerely 
and from the heart for those who are in bondage." 
 
"I tell you the Truth... someday, they will thank you." 
 
 
 
 

Message 152: Jesus says… These Words will lead you into all Truth & 

Keep you from Error 
 
 
October 7, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) I am such a burden to myself. This body is a tyrant! And I still haven‘t mastered it. 
 
Jesus began… ―Let's get beyond your body. We have work to do with souls My Love…let your body 
serve you, do what you must, but lets move on with souls. For My sake?‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes. Of course Lord, that‘s what I want, too. 
 
(Jesus) ―If it‘s any consolation to you, you are not going to master the tyrant here on Earth. So, let it 
go. Just let it go, concentrate on souls.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, that‘s what I want to do. But I‘ve got this thing about denial and fasting and all that… 
 
(Jesus) ―You don‘t need to listen to condemnation from the dark side about your eating this or not 
eating that; it‘s a total smoke screen to throw you back into yourself in guilt. And I would add: many, 
many, many fall for it. Don‘t you be one of them.‖ 
 
―My Brides, anytime your focus is switched from others and taking care of them to your own 
shortcomings and failings, you should suspect a demon of condemnation has been sent to stop you 
thinking about others. The only exception to that rule is when I allow you to see your faults so you 
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dare not lift up your head high and put down others…not even in a fleeting thought. That is one tyrant 
you should work night and day to overcome.‖ 
 
―And you, My Love? When will you relax in My presence and stop doubting it is Me? Every night you 
doubt that I will come and speak with you. When will you trust Me, Clare?‖ 
 
(Clare) When I‘m in Heaven with You? In Heaven I can clearly see spiritual things. 
 
(Jesus) ―But My sheep know My voice…and you do know My voice. Could it be the criticism of others 
that causes you to keep doubting?‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, why do You ask? Nothing is hidden from You…but really, I know the demon never 
sleeps and because You have sent me to lead others, I cannot afford to mislead them. 
 
(Jesus) ―And that is why I sent Ezekiel into your life, My Love. And Carol, I might add. You know and 
understand that as long as you keep your head down low, I am protecting you. 
 
―It is when you raise yourself up to judge others that you have to fear deception.‖ 
 
(Clare) I‘m trying not to do that at all. I hate it and I don‘t want any part of it. 
 
(Jesus) ―But you will always be tempted in that way, because that is the quickest way to fall for My 
ministers and the demons know it well. You see, when you take it upon yourself to judge others, you 
sin. Just as it is written… Matthew 7:1-3… Do not judge, or you, too, will be judged. For in the same 
way you judge others, you will be judged, and with the measure you use, it will be measured to you. 
Why do you look at the speck of sawdust in your brother‘s eye and pay no attention to the plank in 
your own eye? 
 
(Clare) But Lord, we are to discern the spirits and measure against Scripture, right? 
 
(Jesus) ―Discerning a spirit is a whole different matter than criticizing a brother or sister. 
 
―Yes, you must always measure against My Word, but you must also be coming from a place that is 
open to a new understanding of My Word. There are discoveries in the Scriptures that have not been 
made yet. And those that connect the dots, led by My Spirit, will be challenged and condemned for 
the revelation of My Word by insecure people who are always trying to galvanize others into their 
doctrine for the sake of safety and ‗being right‘ all the time. 
 
―They are so afraid of being misled that they condemn legitimate moves of My Spirit, because it is 
unfamiliar to them and it threatens their turf. And there is jealousy involved. Many secretly think that if 
I don‘t give the revelation to them, it can‘t possibly be true. That becomes their basis for judging 
others. They do great damage in the Kingdom of God on Earth.‖ 
 
―This is why discernment is an absolute necessity. You don‘t want to fight against God.‖ 
 
―As it is written… For if this plan or action is of men, it will be overthrown; but if it is of God, you will not 
be able to overthrow them; or else you may even be found fighting against God.‖ (Acts 5:38) 
 
―For instance, I did not give a sound outline on the Trinity. Yet, it is in the Word if you look at it 
carefully, and My Apostles were led by My Spirit to make the connections and establish it as sound 
Christian doctrine. Yet, if you do not believe that, you will not go to Hell – so don‘t turn legalistic on 
Me!‖ 
 
―Some people are so insecure that they are constantly trying to make everything around them fit into a 
black and white category. And here I am NOT talking about justifying immoral behavior such as 
homosexuality and declaring it a gray area; there is nothing gray about it. It is a sin.‖ 
 
―I am talking more about squeezing everyone and everything into your mold by taking an opinion and 
making it into a hard and fast doctrine to condemn others that don‘t share your opinion. This is what 
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the Pharisees did. Beware of the leaven of the Pharisees; those who eat of it also shall be called to 
judgment for the damage they did.‖ 
 
(Clare) Well Lord, then…so, if there is new revelation from the existing Scriptures, how do we 
measure it against interpretations of the past? 
 
(Jesus) ―Scripture is layered: prophecy, history, exhortation, instruction in wisdom, human affairs, all 
facets of life, health – even anointed in timely words just for you – or as it was called, the Oracle of 
God. Before a king went into battle, he called upon the prophets or the priest to consult with Me about 
the outcome. This is the Oracle of God and has been bestowed upon all believers since I rent the veil 
that separated you from Me.‖ 
 
―By My Spirit, men are making fresh observations, things that never occurred to anyone before. This 
is My doing, for you live in a treacherous time where lying spirits are twisting the faith. There are 
certain things that will never be right and I have made that plain.‖ 
 
(Clare) So Lord, how do you discern if something is Spirit led and a new revelation of existing 
Scripture, or if it is doctrines of demons parading as a spirit of light? 
 
At that point I just remembered this Scripture – 1 Timothy 4:1-2... The Spirit clearly says that in later 
times some will abandon the faith and follow deceiving spirits and things taught by demons. Such 
teachings come through hypocritical liars, whose conscience has been branded. 
 
Well, teachers can look and sound good to the average person… But are they sincere and in You, 
Lord? 
 
Again, I was reminded of 2 Corinthians 11:13-15... For such people are false apostles, deceitful 
workers, masquerading as apostles of Christ. And no wonder, for Satan himself masquerades as an 
angel of light. It is not surprising, then, if his servants also masquerade as servants of righteousness. 
Their end will be what their actions deserve. 
 
(Jesus) ―And you have just answered your own question, Clare. 'Their end will be what their actions 
deserve.' You will know them by their fruits. Plain and simple. Taste the fruit… Is it bitter, corrupt, filled 
with rancor, criticism, accusation and anger? Or is it Sweet? Peaceable, gentle, kind, peaceful and 
leading to a deeper relationship with Me, which will always bear the fruit of increased righteousness, 
cutting off of sin, repentance and a new resolution to live the life I have appointed. These are clear 
evidences that what is being taught is from Me.‖ 
 
―A good tree cannot bear bad fruit. Taste the fruit. My Love, you have been with Me and instructed by 
Me for long enough that you should know all these things, so why do you question?‖ 
 
(Clare) Ummmm... So that, after I have preached to others I, myself, will not be disqualified… 
 
(Jesus) ―Put away your fears, Clare. You are living the life I have assigned to you. You have My 
blessing and approval – what more could you want?‖ 
 
(Clare) Nothing Lord, absolutely nothing. 
 
(Jesus) ―My Brides, I have made discernment easy for you... taste the fruit. Do not reason or argue 
with your logical minds. You will always miss a point and that can lead to endless inquiries, 
contradictions and false conclusions. But one thing will always reveal the true nature of a source: and 
that is – the fruit. A good tree cannot bear bad fruit.‖ 
 
―Cherish these words, for they will lead you into all truth and keep you from error.‖ 
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Message 153: Jesus explains…  A Surprise in Heaven... Graces 

dispensed on your Behalf 
 
 
March 9, 2007 – From Clare‘s EBook ‗Chronicles of the Bride‘ 
 
A Dialogue between Jesus and Clare… 
(Clare) Jesus and I are on a small sailboat crossing a very large lake, headed in the direction of some 
steep mountains on a distant shore. I see myself as a young woman, on the bow of the sailboat. We 
have entered a lush cove with thick jungle, climbing steep hills on either side. The water is pristine 
emerald with a white sandy bottom. We are approaching a pier at the end of the cove where a small 
crowd of native women and children have come out excitedly to greet us. I am quite surprised 
because I don‘t know any of them, yet they seem to know me. Jesus replied to my unspoken 
thoughts… 
 
(Jesus) ―You are their mother.‖ 
 
(Clare) I am? I replied incredulously, but how can that be Lord? 
 
(Jesus) ―Anyone who does the will of the Father, is Mother to them.‖ 
 
(Clare) After we pulled up to the pier Jesus got out first and then helped me. The children immediately 
surrounded me and started putting orchids in my hair. One of the heavy set native women, walked up 
to me with a group of ladies and placed an exquisitely embroidered white satin scapular with golden 
thread embroidery and white silk French knots trimming the edges upon my shoulder. It is executed 
with outstanding skill. Jesus explained… 
 
(Jesus) ―They have made this for you because of your great love for them. Many graces dispensed on 
your behalf went to them. In those times when others did not respond to our labors, the graces were 
shed on a poor and simple people who would. There are many saints here, exceptional saints.‖ 
 
(Clare) One little boy squeezed his way through the crowd with an older girl right behind him and 
brought me an oyster shell with a lovely pearl in its center. He looked into my eyes and I into his, they 
were like windows into eternity. The boy is little, the soul immense. For a brief second I came to 
understand a little of the intoxication we must cause the Lord with our love for Him and why He would 
be willing to suffer so terribly for just this one precious soul. Jesus introduced him to me… 
 
(Jesus) ―His name is Pantutu, and his sister is Eruru. I have saved this for you as a most special 
surprise.‖ (It is the day after my birthday.) 
 
(Clare) I am so touched, so grateful, my eyes stream with tears. ‗What can I do for you little one?‘ 
 
He answered... ‗You‘ve already done so much!‘ 
 
(Clare) ‗Precious!‘ I kissed his little hand and lifted him up into my lap. Holding him, he rested his little 
head over my heart and I felt drawn away into a fathomless exchange of love. When I came back to 
myself we were departing in the sail boat. I looked back at little Pantutu who was waving and I said, 
‗Lord, isn‘t there something special we can give him?‘ 
 
Jesus handed me a small gold chain and locket that had His picture embossed on it, inside were two 
pictures which I did not see. I tossed it to him on the shore and taking it in his little hands, he 
examined it carefully, then looked up with a giant grin as he placed it around his head. Jesus assured 
me… 
 
(Jesus) ―My love, this is a real place in Heaven, with real souls, your very own offspring, Our 
offspring.‖ 
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(Clare) At that point our sailboat began to gradually move back out of the cove. I was waving good 
bye and he began running along the shore line following us. ‗Pantutu! Keep me in your prayers!‘ I 
said, knowing the prayers of pure souls carry much weight with the Father. 
 
(Jesus) ―You are the reason he is here. It is your prayers and offerings that released the graces to 
make his salvation possible. So many children, so many souls you don‘t know about, so many 
surprises!‖ 
 
(Clare) I could only weep tears of thanksgiving for seeing such fruit in Heaven. I reflected later after 
this experience was over; many years ago, I longed to go to Africa as a result of a vision I 
experienced during prayer, of women and children calling for help with their arms outstretched. They 
were living in squalor and so very destitute, I wanted to go to them, but as the Lord would have it, 
obedience kept us in the states, but I never forgot them. And it seems now that ministry that did not 
seem to be fruitful here in America, in some mystical way bore fruit in Africa. The Lord has promised... 
 
(Jesus) ―My Word shall not return to Me void, it will accomplish that for which I sent it.‖ 
 
(Clare) We believe that the Lord did all the work necessary for each soul‘s salvation, on the cross, but 
someone must carry the message, and for this back up prayers, fasts and other offerings act as a 
catalyst to release the graces they need in the mission field. It has been our experience that when we 
have labored for a soul and they do not accept the grace, the Lord in His perfect economy of 
salvation, gives the grace to a soul that is ready to accept it, so that even those who are far removed 
from the mission field, by their offerings assist those who are out there laboring. 
 
 
 
 

Message 154: The Cleansing of the Earth, My Mercy & The Millennium 
 
 
October 9, 2015 – Words of Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Well, Heartdwellers, the Lord has changed the subject, delightfully and is sharing His Heart of 
mercy with us, that we may all know the heights and depths of His love for us. 
 
Jesus began... "I want to talk to you about Mercy. Mercy is My preeminent characteristic. Without 
mercy there would be no Earth, there would be no human population, there would be no animals or 
plants or anything of lasting beauty. 
 
"The enemy has come to kill, steal and destroy and I have withstood him in My Mercy, for your sakes. 
How I love My creation, how I grieve over the abuse man has perpetrated on it. 
 
"My Mercy supplants justice. Mercy bears with the struggling soul, mercy bears with the sinner, 
anticipating her return to Me. All of you need mercy, just as you need air to breath. If I did not extend 
mercy to you, you would not be. But I see your weaknesses and have much compassion for you, 
even in the midst of your sinful decisions. I am coming for My Bride and she will be pure and My 
Mercy will finish the job." 
 
(Clare) I wondered about that! I thought... 'We‘re never going to be perfect. How is the Lord going to 
handle that?' You just told us... 'I am coming for My Bride and she will be pure and My Mercy will 
finish the job.' 
 
(Jesus) "Not that you should lay down or sit back knowing how merciful I am. No, the more your 
resolve to repent and live righteously, the more your resolve to tend to the needs of those around you, 
to that degree will you receive mercy. 
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"And yet, I cannot leave anything undone, so perfection will come when all that is to be fulfilled in you 
has been accomplished. And there is SO much, that it will take an eternity. You will always be 
learning, growing, discovering, mastering all that is in your heart, all that you long for and even those 
things you‘ve never dreamt that you would do. This is one of the greatest joys of Heaven... Discovery. 
And the endless discoveries you will make in Heaven will increase your knowledge of Me, and result 
in unending thanksgiving and worship. 
 
"As I offer you mercy, because of your weaknesses and short comings, I expect you to extend mercy 
to others. Do not be like the wretch that was forgiven a great debt but turned around and throttled his 
brother who was indebted to him. (Matthew 18:28) 
 
"Do not suppose that you are privileged and I will extend mercy when a lesson is not learned by 
ordinary means. Because I love you, there are times when you must experience just a very small 
morsel of judgment because you have failed to learn from past behavior. 
 
"Make no mistake about it, I suffer with you when a lesson becomes hard. I grieve with you over 
losses, but I am also way ahead of you on how I am going to use this lesson to My glory and how I 
am going to bless you as you move forward. You know that I turn even the worst events to good, 
somehow. 
 
"You may not see it now, but in eternity all will be crystal clear and all those things you never 
understood will be thoroughly revealed to you. Oh, what a joy it will be to go back in time and 
understand how I was present to you and leading you even though you didn‘t perceive it. 
 
"Beneath every event on this Earth, there is mercy. I could not sustain creation without it. My heart 
would break if I did not bring Good forth from disaster. Many of you look upon the approaching great 
Tribulation with fear and trembling. And well you should, it will be a time unparalleled in grief. 
 
"But it must happen to clear the way for My Kingdom to manifest on this Earth. Evil must be 
harnessed and held in abeyance that you may grow into the spotless creature I made you to be. 
 
"The Earth must be cleansed from the foulness of greed, the destructive chemicals, the diseases 
brought forth by evil men, the desolation of the lands I made beautiful, the trash and off-scouring of 
industry that has so defiled the pristine Creation I made for your enjoyment. The way must be cleared, 
My children, and it is not going to be pretty. 
 
"The institution of My Government will cause all to come forth, grow, expand, create, joyfully bringing 
forth the fullness of the gifts I have bestowed on man. What a wonder it will be to see farming, 
industry, education, proceed without destroying the Earth or the pristine beauty I will restore to it. 
 
"All will be given tasks to complete, artisans, politicians, farmers, educators. All that you have now will 
come forth without corruption and the greatest focus of all will be on worshipping Me. It won‘t be 
knowledge, wealth, beauty or talent; it will be the love of your brother and Me. Oh, how this will 
change every thing. It will turn bitter, bitter, things to sweet and nourishing. 
 
"You will not be suppressed or misunderstood, rather all will bend to your needs and wishes, just as 
you will have the heart of a servant and bend to them. Great satisfaction will be found in serving and 
notoriety will be scorned in favor of equality. Yet each will still shine in their own unique and brilliant 
way. Not to attract attention, but to shed light on the glory of My life inside of them and its fruits. 
 
"Those who take advantage, those who steal, lie and defraud others, will be checked and dealt with 
that they will learn to walk in charity and integrity. No person will be allowed to suppress or hurt 
another. Justice and Mercy shall prevail like nothing you‘ve ever imagined. My angels will help with 
administration that will be done by those taken in the Rapture. 
 
"Each soul will be given their part in the New Earth, no one will be idle or unwanted. All will be 
satisfied with the tasks given. Oh, there is so much to look forward to.‖ 
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"But before any of this can be instituted, I must first unleash My justice and wrath to annihilate evil and 
restore balance to the planet. Men must see the consequences of their greed, they must learn for all 
times that sin is death and those who participate in sin are of death. 
 
"Whatever evil is spawned will be of free will, for Satan and his minions will be bound and separated 
from this glorious society. Yet there will be those who stubbornly pursue their own benefit to the 
detriment of others. These will be taken to schools where the deep lessons of life must be learned 
before they are fit to participate in this Kingdom. You will see justice in your midst – but always My 
Mercy, first. 
 
"I am telling you this because the times ahead seem dark and troubled. Yes, indeed they are, but at 
the end of the storm is the rainbow and the fulfillment of My goodness to all mankind on the Earth. 
How I long for this time and how I grieve for what must precede it. 
 
"Know, My Children, that My Mercy is at work even in the storm. I am tender, loving and merciful to 
those who love Me and live by My commandments. I am approachable by the innocent and childlike 
amongst you. For those who have chosen to be children: innocent, simple and pure, I am their father. 
For those who have chosen to be intelligent adults, I am their intelligent Creator and God. For those 
who are dynamic and walk in power, I am their all Powerful God, clothed in glory unapproachable. I 
have bent My knee to My Creation, that all should know Me even as you are known to Me. 
 
"Therefore in all things imitate Me and extend Mercy without fail to those around you. The soul who 
practices Mercy shall receive great Mercy at the Judgment. Therefore, treat others as you wish to be 
treated and it will go well with you." 
 
 
 
 

Message 155: Jesus says… All of Creation worships Me...  Enter My 

Courts with Praise & Thanksgiving 
 
 
October 10, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Oh, what a gloriously beautiful message Jesus has for us tonight.... 
 
Jesus began... ―Some of you My Brides are forgetting to spend substantial time in worship with Me.‖ 
 
(Clare) And when He said that, I was reminded of a story that Ezekiel had just run into, and you know 
how that goes, there are no accidents! 
 
So this is the story. Pastor Parks died of a stroke and was shown Heaven and Hell. This is in Korea, I 
believe. Two angels escorted him to the gates of Heaven and the gates would not open and he 
asked... 'Why aren‘t they opening?' The angels said... 'You have to worship, you have to sing His 
praises.' He argued that he couldn‘t sing and they told him 'You have to.' And when He did, this 
beautiful voice came out and the gates swung open. Oh, that‘s beautiful! 
 
(Jesus) ―I have so many new anointings and gifts for you, My Brides, but you must enter into 
thanksgiving and praise to swing the gates open! It was quite deliberate that the injunction to praise 
Me was written as he entered My House. 
 
―As it is written in Psalm 100:1-5... Raise a shout for The Lord, all the earth. Serve The Lord with 
gladness; come before His Presence with singing. Know that the Lord is God. He has made us, and 
we are His - we are His people, and the sheep of His pasture. Enter into His gates with thanksgiving 
and into His courts with praise; give thanks to Him and bless His name. For the Lord is good and His 
kindness is everlasting; and His Truth, to all generations. 
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―There is nothing I will deny a praising, thankful soul. Eventually, every desire of her heart will be 
fulfilled. But as you throw off the fetters of the day like old rags and reach your hearts up into the 
heavenly courts to worship, My very arms and heart swing open to receive you and together we enter 
into worship and your soul is restored. How many times have you heard me singing a song over you, 
Clare?‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh, Lord – even more than I can remember. Even two days ago in the grocery store I 
recognized that You were doing that. 
 
(Jesus) ―That‘s true, I have been doing it for a very long time. It is only within the last few years that 
you have recognized I was deliberately singing back to you. As you sing about My Beauty, I cannot 
help but reciprocate, My Lovely Brides. Yes, I sing over you! In worship, while you are driving, in the 
store, and in the mornings, especially. Yes, I love to sing over you in the mornings and establish your 
day on the solid foundation of My Love and Trust in you.‖ 
 
―I love to remind you of your beauty before Me. It is not a beauty of this world, it is Heavenly and a 
masterpiece to be appreciated by all of Heaven. For not only are you the redeemed, but you are as 
well My Very Spouse for Eternity. And how lovely you are in the garments of praise. Yes, I adorn you 
according to your state, as Clare has often noted. The colors that you wear are chosen by Me and 
reflect what is currently going on in your life.‖ 
 
―When you sing to Me, when you enter into the lyrics even without singing, but your heart is 
expressed through them, there is a certain honey that is released. Spiritual Honey, both in fragrance 
ascending to the Throne and a calming blanket of adoration that ascends to enfold Me as well.‖ 
 
―You do not yet realize what your worship means to Me. If you could see the pockets of darkness 
around this Earth, you would realize that truly Earth has many dungeons... places, where joy and 
worship are not practiced, places where I am not known, places ridden with crime and sin.‖ 
 
―Then you would see the twinkling lights that spring up in the darkness and shine, twinkle and pulsate 
with praise. Yes, what you are beholding are praising souls who are glorifying Me from the heart – 
either in song, in supplication or in appreciation of all that I have made.‖ 
 
―It is true that nothing should be a mystery to you, nothing. All things revert back to Me. But you have 
not yet heard the symphony of the stars, the crickets, the many waters, the fragrant winds. In each of 
these elements Creation praises Me and therefore I am now calling you all to a higher form of praise.‖ 
 
(Clare) You know, that‘s interesting, because I felt that when I was sitting under this gigantic tree in 
our yard. I just felt the presence of the Lord SO STRONG in the rustling of the leaves. 
 
(Jesus) ―Worship Me in spirit and in truth like never before, but begin with a heart of thanksgiving, 
noticing all I have placed around you for your enjoyment. And the rustling of leaves as you walk by. 
Do you know they‘re clapping their hands? Marvel of marvels, they are praising Me who lives inside of 
you! Yes, they have intelligence and knowledge enough to worship. Have you not read... 'The trees of 
the field will clap their hands?'‖ 
 
―As it is written in Isaiah 55:12... For with joy you go out and with peace you are brought in - the 
mountains and the hills break forth into singing before you, and all the trees of the field clap their 
hands. 
 
―And in Psalm 98:8 it says... Let the rivers clap their hands, let the mountains sing together for joy 
before the Lord. 
 
―Yes, over and over again, all of Creation worships Me. 
 
―In Romans 8:19-22... For the intense longing of the creation waits eagerly for the revealing of the 
children of God. For the creation was subjected to futility, not by choice, but because of Him who 
subjected it, in anticipation, that the creation itself also will be set free from the bondage to corruption 
into the freedom of the glory of the children of God. For we know that the whole creation groans and 
suffers the pains of childbirth together until now. 
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―How could Creation suffer if it did not have any consciousness? It couldn‘t. So you see, everything in 
union with man is expecting liberation along with you. So, when you walk in the park or the forest and 
hear the rustling of leaves, you are hearing My Creation worshipping Me. Will you not join in and 
acknowledge them? 
 
―Do you see? Your thanksgiving and worship is a part of everything I‘ve made. There is nothing that 
does not sing out My praises. 
 
―And in Psalm 19:1-4 it says... The Heavens proclaim the glory of the Lord, and the expanse is 
declaring the work of His hand. Day after day they pour forth speech; night after night they reveal 
knowledge. There is no speech, and there are no words, their voice is not heard. And yet their voice 
has gone out through all the earth, their words to the end of the world.‖ 
 
―And in Revelation 14:2 it says... And I heard a voice out of Heaven, like the voice of many waters and 
like the voice of loud thunder, and I heard the sound of harpists playing their harps. 
 
(Jesus) ―So, My Brides, what I am telling you is happy is the soul who worships Me, great are the gifts 
to be showered on such a one as this. Come into My courts with praise and watch the doors of 
Heaven swing open and reveal My Presence in your midst… 
 
―Allow the ebullient honey of My Love to pour over your weary souls and bask in the fire of My 
presence. Allow Me to restore and equip you anew for the battles ahead, the challenges you face, 
things unheard of that I have already equipped you for. 
 
―Yes, enter My Heart singing praises and allow Me to endow you with a spark from the eternal fires of 
My Love. And as you go out into the world, the fire of that love burns. It burns everything it comes in 
contact with. 
 
―That is why Satan hates praise, hates musicians, and preeminently hates the intimacy we share in 
the chambers of My Heart. Protect this priceless gift and dwell with Me for truly your God inhabits the 
praises of His People. 
 
―As it says in Psalm 22:3... You are holy, enthroned on the praises of Israel.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 156: Jesus says… I convict and encourage &  The Enemy 

condemns and discourages 
 
 
October 11, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) The Lord is with us, Heartdwellers. He has quite a message for us tonight, a message of 
preparation and equipping, and encouragement. 
 
Jesus began... ―I never expect more from My Brides than they can possibly do. And with each 
expectation comes the grace to bring it to fulfillment. So many of you have been misled by the enemy. 
It is not I who put those burdens on your shoulders, rather it is a religious spirit, the spirits trained to 
make Pharisees out of believers. 
 
―It is not I who lay these things on you. Rather it is voices from the past brought up by demons, 
charging you with crimes you never committed. They delight to see you fall under the burden. 
 
―My Children, if something seems utterly impossible to you, it is either Me bringing forth a proposition 
to you, or the enemy laying condemnation on you. You will know by the fruit. My Spirit is gentle, full of 
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possibilities, full of hope and strength for the journey. The enemy‘s voice is overwhelming, 
discouraging, binding and hopeless. If I want you to come up to higher ground, I will present it to you 
in such a way that you can receive it. 
 
―But you must be careful to hear Me and not the insinuations of the enemy tagging on. For instance, if 
I wish for you to cut back on worldly entertainments, it will begin with the obvious – things that are 
unclean and not worthy of your attention. You will begin to feel conviction... 'This is not healthy or 
pleasing to God.' And you will feel good about turning it off. Slowly I will replace those worldly 
consolations with My presence and My consolation. You will begin to reap the fruit of a pure heart 
focused on Me, and it will be so sweet it will turn your heart away from the world as a source of 
entertainment. This is how I work. 
 
―If you should feel condemnation and accusation such as... 'See, there you go again, drinking from 
impure waters, drifting off, watching programs when you should be out witnessing! You‘re going to be 
left behind.' That is obviously a religious spirit intimidating you and accusing you for watching innocent 
entertainment at a time where you need that relaxation. 
 
―This is why your intimate friendship and relationship with Me is so important. You come to know how 
I feel about things pertaining to you and the enemy cannot use ‗religion‘ and legalisms on you 
because you can spot them a mile away. I have broken you free from that, from your experiences in 
the past you know well the workings of men. 
 
―There is a story from the Desert Fathers and the very early church. There were once two monks in a 
boat crossing a large lake. The brother in the rear was working hard at the oars, while the brother in 
the bow was sitting back enjoying the breeze and eating honey cakes. 
 
―The monk in the back began to complain in his heart... 'Why am I doing all this work and he hasn‘t 
lifted an oar to help me?' Suddenly he saw angels descending and ascending on himself and his 
brother monk, and the Lord spoke to him saying... 'To one is to work, to one is to rest. Both are 
equally holy in My sight.' The brother then continued to row with even greater fervor, so delighted was 
his heart in the Lord and what He had chosen for him. 
 
―This story truly illustrates that I choose for each what is appropriate. I may choose resting for you for 
months and if you do not understand it is Me, you will be prone to condemnation and resentment, 
never really getting the much needed recreation and rest but rather going deeper and deeper into 
condemnation and bitterness. 
 
―It is true that I call each of you to different seasons as I am forming and perfecting you. Therefore you 
should not take on what you think is holy, rather take on what I am leading you to do. Nor should you 
have resentment or jealousy should I call you to work while others around you are resting. I have 
seasons for all; it is yours to recognize and accept them in docility. Find your pleasure, your 
happiness in what I give you to do. Do not compare yourself with others and take on assignments not 
given to you. 
 
(Clare) Lord, this is where I feel pain. What do I do when people accuse me of things I never 
intended, like never watching a movie, or not listening to music? You never said those things and yet 
they perceived it that way. 
 
(Jesus) ―My Daughter, those reactions come from a soul in a weakened state who has suffered from 
condemnation, either self-imposed or given from outside of them. They over-react because they are 
living in constant condemnation, real or imagined. This is why we must handle each soul so very 
tenderly, yet do not compromise on what I am saying. 
 
―Teach them to listen very carefully and to check with Me, to see how that message relates to them. I 
have called all of you to purity of life. Purity in what you view with your eyes and your ears. To some, 
this will be threatening because I have been calling them to this for a very long time and they are 
resisting Me. 
 
―For others, it will be a shock because they had no idea these things were offensive to Me – they have 
not been taught. For those who are willing to obey and please Me, the reactions will be fleeting, but by 
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others who have no intention of changing, you will be accused of many things you never even thought 
of. 
 
―Anyone who loves Me will obey My teaching. My Father will love them, and we will come to them and 
make our home with them. Anyone who does not love Me will not obey My teaching. These words you 
hear are not My own; they belong to the Father who sent Me.‖ (John 14:23) 
 
―I have explained to you the fruit of admonitions given by Me or by the devils. You must exercise this 
knowledge, moment by moment, day by day or you will fall needlessly into condemnation and 
bitterness. There is no replacement for personal one-on-one time with Me. It is your only insurance 
that the path you are on is the right one. 
 
―I want to return to what I began to say: I never call My Bride to things far beyond her, things 
impossible for her to do. The devils will try to confuse you so you will fail in discernment and condemn 
yourself. Remember, they are all about stealing your joy and your peace. 
 
―Watch for the sucker punch, watch carefully – it is their favorite form of attack. Also watch for a slow 
almost imperceptible drift into feeling badly about yourself to the point where you wake up feeling 
totally hopeless and condemned. This is always from the enemy, ALWAYS. Please stop falling for it. 
You are loosing your peace, going around gloomy and presenting the wrong impression of your 
relationship with Me as if I were a harsh task master. 
 
―This is what the devils want you and others to believe. 'You can‘t do that, you shouldn‘t have done 
this, you are bad for trying that, you know God doesn‘t approve.' Do you know that more than two-
thirds of what you hear about yourself is from the enemy, not Me?? Well, that is the truth; it is of the 
enemy not Me. And you believe it. 
 
―This does two things which should be obvious to you that evil is afoot, it alienates us because you 
hate who you are, and it throws the focus back on you that you are bad. How can you minister love to 
others when you‘re beating yourself for your so-called bad behavior? 
 
―You can‘t, that‘s the whole point in their attack. Stop you dead in your tracks, cause you to withdraw 
and disappear from others. When you do that, you are no longer a threat to anyone. And no longer 
can you touch others for Me. Oh, don't you see, My little blind ones? Open your eyes... I do not 
condemn you. These are lies about My character. Don‘t believe them.‖ 
 
―I admonish and encourage you. I get you to look at the prize and keep on going. They get you to look 
at yourself, the 'failure' they say you are, and cause you to give up any further attempts to grow in 
holiness or serve Me. They cause us to drift apart, they cause you to judge others, and they represent 
Me as a cruel task master. Do not buy into these lies about My character, do not walk around gloomy 
and condemned. This is the fruit from listening to the evil ones. 
 
―And unfortunately, the evil ones find many willing vessels who have also lived under condemnation. 
So, you will hear these things from those closest to you; mother, father, brother, sister, pastor, church 
workers. But if your relationship is solid with Me, you will immediately recognize the enemy‘s 
signature... condemnation and accusation. 
 
―So, now I have taught you well; you are warned, armed and ready to take on the opposition who is 
afoot in great numbers at this hour. They are seeking to demoralize you, looking for your hot spots, 
places that still carry infection from injuries borne in the past. 
 
―Oh Yes! They love to shoot their poisoned tipped arrows and make a direct hit into that still inflamed 
area of tenderness. Be on your guard, they are coming to you in legion, filled with condemnation and 
discouragement. Do not listen, do not take it in, be on guard, recognize and repel them. Take every 
thought captive. If it does not align with My loving, encouraging nature, you can be sure it is demonic 
masquerading as holiness. 
 
―Now I have warned you. RISE UP, repel and take captive. Encourage others around you who are 
under similar attack. Troubleshoot it with them, show them how I never condemn but always convict. 
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Show them how I never demand something you are not capable of. Show them that, when they hear 
these things against themselves, it is not coming from a Godly source. 
 
―I admonish, I correct with hope and encouragement reaching forth My hand to draw you up higher. 
Defend My character and love others as I have loved you. 
 
―Go forth now, well equipped. I bless you with Courage and Clarity of Understanding to turn men‘s 
hearts towards Me.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 157: The Prison... Rick Joyner's Vision of the prison yard & Its 

Guards A Chapter from his book 'The Final Quest'  The Prison 
 
 
Suddenly, I was standing in a large prison yard. There were huge walls such as I had never seen 
before. They extended for as far as I could see, hundreds of feet high and very thick. There were 
other fences and razor wire in front of the wall. Every few hundred feet there were guard towers along 
the top of the wall. I could see guards in each one, but they were too far away for me to see much 
about them. 
 
It was grey, dark and dreary, which seemed to perfectly reflect the mass of people who stood in the 
prison yard. All over the yard, people sat in groups of their own kind. Old black men were in one 
group, young black men in another. Old and young white men also stayed apart, and the women were 
also separated. 
 
With every race, this seemed to be the same. Those with any distinguishing characteristic were 
separated, except for the youngest children. Between the groups, many people seemed to be milling 
around. As I watched, I could tell that they were trying to find their own identity by finding the group 
which they were the most like. However, it was obvious that these groups did not let anyone join them 
easily. 
 
As I looked more closely at these people, I could see that they all had deep wounds and many scars 
from previous wounds. Except for the children, they all seemed to be nearly blind and could only see 
well enough to stay in their own group. Even within their groups, they were constantly trying to see the 
differences that others might have. When they found even a small difference, they would attack the 
one who was different. 
 
They all seemed hungry, thirsty and sick. I approached an older man and asked him why they were all 
in prison. He looked at me in astonishment, declaring emphatically that they were not in prison, and 
why would I ask such a stupid thing. I pointed at the fences and the guards, and he replied, ―What 
fences? What guards?‖ 
 
He looked at me as if I had insulted him terribly, and I knew that if I asked him anything else, I would 
be attacked. 
 
I asked a young woman the same question and received the same response. I then realized that they 
were so blind that they could not even see the fences or the guards. These people did not know that 
they were in prison. 
 
The Guard 
 
I decided to ask a guard why these people were in prison. As I walked toward the fences, I could see 
holes in them that would be easy to climb through. When I reached the wall itself, I found it so 
irregularly built that it was easy for me to climb. Anyone could easily escape, but no one was trying 
because they did not know that they were captives. 
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When I got to the top of the wall, I could see for a great distance and saw the sun shining beyond the 
walls. It did not shine in the prison yard because of the height of the wall and the clouds that hung 
over it. I saw fires far off in the prison yard toward the end where the children were gathered. The 
smoke from these fires formed a thick cloud over the yard that turned what would have been just 
shade from the walls into a choking, dreary haze. I wondered what was burning. 
 
I walked along the top of the wall until I reached the guard post. I was surprised to find the guard 
dressed in a fine suit with a collar indicating that he was some kind of minister or priest. He was not 
shocked to see me, and I think he assumed that I was another guard. 
 
―Sir, why are these people in prison?‖ I asked. That question shocked him, and I watched fear and 
suspicion come over him like a blanket. 
―What prison?‖ he replied. ―What are you talking about?‖ ―I am talking about those people in this 
prison yard,‖ I said, feeling a strange boldness. ―You‘re obviously a prison guard because you‘re in a 
guard house, but why are you dressed like that?‖ I continued. 
 
―I am not a prison guard! I am a minister of the gospel. I am not their guard—I am their spiritual 
leader. This is not a guardhouse—_it is the Lord‘s house! Son, if you think your questions are funny, I 
am not laughing!‖ He grabbed his gun and seemed ready to shoot at me. 
 
―Please excuse me for disturbing you,‖ I replied, sensing that he would definitely use his gun. As I 
walked away, I expected to hear shots at any moment. The man was so insecure I knew he would 
shoot before thinking if he felt threatened. I could also tell that he was sincere. He really did not know 
that he was a guard. 
 
The School Teacher 
 
I walked along the wall until I felt I was a safe distance away and turned to look back at the minister. 
He was pacing back and forth in his guardhouse, greatly agitated. I wondered why my questions 
disturbed him so much. It was obvious that my questions did not open him to seeing anything 
differently, but rather made him even more insecure and more deadly. 
 
As I walked, I felt a desperation to find out what was going on and I thought about how I could 
rephrase my questions so as not to offend the next guard I tried to talk to. As I approached the next 
guardhouse, I was again surprised by the appearance of the guard. It was not another minister, but a 
young lady. 
 
―Miss, may I ask you some questions?‖ I inquired. 
 
―Certainly. What can I help you with?‖ she said with a condescending air. ―Are you the parent of one 
of these children?‖ 
 
―No,‖ I responded. ―I am a writer,‖ which I somehow knew was the answer I should give her. As I 
expected, this got her attention. 
 
Not wanting to make the same mistake I had made with the minister by calling what he was standing 
in a ―guard house,‖ I asked the young lady why she was standing in ―that place.‖ Her response was 
immediate, and she seemed surprised that I did not know. 
 
―I‘m a school teacher, so don‘t you think it quite natural that I should be in my school?‖ ―So this is your 
school,‖ I replied, indicating the guard house. 
 
―Yes. I‘ve been here for three years now. I may be here the rest of my life. I love what I‘m doing so 
much.‖ This last remark was so mechanical that I knew I would discover something if I pressed her. 
 
―What do you teach? It must be interesting for you to consider spending the rest of your life doing it.‖ 
―I teach general science and social studies. It is my job to shape the philosophy and world view of 
these young minds. 
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What I teach them will steer them for the rest of their lives. What do you write?‖ she inquired. 
 
―Books,‖ I responded, ―I write leadership books,‖ anticipating her next question. I also somehow knew 
that if I had said, ―Christian leadership books,‖ our conversation would have ended. She seemed even 
more interested after this answer. 
 
―Leadership is an important subject,‖ she stated, still with a slightly condescending air. ―Changes are 
happening so quickly that we must have the right leadership tools to steer these changes in the right 
direction.‖ 
―What direction is that?‖ I asked. 
 
―Toward the prosperity that can only come through peace and security,‖ she replied, as if she were 
surprised that I would even ask such a question. 
 
―I don‘t mean to offend you,‖ I replied, ―but I‘m interested in your views on this. What do you feel is the 
best way for this peace and security to be achieved?‖ 
 
―Through education of course. We are together on this spaceship earth and we have to get along. 
Through education, we are helping deliver the masses from their caveman, tribal mentality to 
understand that we are all the same and that if we all do our part for Society, we will all prosper 
together.‖ ―That‘s interesting,‖ I replied, ―but we are not all the same. It is also interesting that all of the 
people down there are becoming even more divided and separated than ever. Do you think that it 
may be time to possibly modify your philosophy a bit?‖ 
 
She looked at me in both amazement and agitation, but obviously not because she even considered 
for a moment that what I said was true. 
 
―Sir, are you completely blind?‖ she finally responded. 
 
―No, I believe I see quite well,‖ I answered. ―I have just come from walking among the people and 
have never seen such division and animosity between different people groups. It seems to me that 
the conflict between them is worse than ever.‖ 
 
I could tell that my statements were like slaps in the face to this young lady. It was as if she just could 
not believe someone was even saying these things, much less believing that there was a chance 
there might be some truth to them. As I watched her, I could tell that she was so blind that she could 
barely see me. She was in such a high tower that there was no way that she could see the people 
below. She really did not know what was going on, but sincerely thought that she could see 
everything. 
 
―We are changing the world,‖ she said with obvious disdain. ―We are changing people. If there are still 
people acting like beasts such as you described, we will change them, too. We will prevail. Mankind 
will prevail.‖ 
 
―That is quite a responsibility for someone so young,‖ I remarked. 
 
She bristled even more at that statement, but before she could respond, two women appeared 
walking toward the door of the guardhouse along the top of the wall. One was a black woman who 
appeared to be in her fifties and the other was a very well dressed white woman who was probably in 
her early thirties. They talked with each other as they walked, and both appeared confident and 
dignified. I could tell that they could see, which is obviously how they reached the top of the wall. 
 
To my surprise, the young school teacher grabbed her gun and stepped outside of the guardhouse to 
meet them, obviously not wanting these women to get any closer. She greeted them with a very 
superficial cheerfulness and an obvious air of superiority that she seemed to want to impress on 
them. To my surprise, the two women became timid and overly respectful of one who was so much 
younger. 
 
―We‘ve come to ask about something our children are being taught that we do not understand,‖ the 
black woman stated, mustering some courage. 
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―Oh, I‘m sure that a lot is now taught that you do not understand,‖ the teacher replied 
condescendingly. The women kept looking at the teacher‘s gun, which she handled in such a way so 
that they would constantly be aware of it. I was standing close by, amazed by this whole scene. The 
teacher turned and looked at me nervously. I could tell that she was afraid I might say something to 
the women. As she fingered the gun, she demanded that I leave. The women looked up to see to 
whom she was talking, and I realized that they could not see me. Their fear had blinded them. 
 
I called out to the women, entreating them to have courage and believe what they felt in their heart. 
They looked in my direction as if they could only hear noise. They were losing their ability to hear as 
well. Seeing this, the young teacher smiled. She then aimed her gun at me and blew a whistle. I felt 
as if she perceived me to be the most dangerous person alive. 
 
I knew that I could not wait for whoever she had called with her whistle. I also realized that if I just 
stepped back a little, I would be safe because this young teacher was so blind. I was right. I walked 
away with her screaming, blowing her whistle, and finally becoming so enraged that she began to 
shoot at the two women. As I stood on top of the wall between two guard posts wondering about all of 
this, I felt the presence of Wisdom. 
 
―You must return to the prison yard. I will be with you. Know that you have the vision to escape any 
trap or weapon. Only remember that fear can blind you. As you walk in the faith that I am with you, 
you will always see the way to go. You must also be careful to only reveal your vision to those to 
whom I lead you." 
 
"Vision is what the guards fear the most. I know you want to ask me a lot of questions, but they will be 
better answered by the experiences you will have there.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 158: Jesus says... Trust Me!  Do I not have complete Control 

over the whole Universe? 
 
 
October 12, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Lord, thank You for being with us tonight, and for giving us the weapons we need against the 
enemy when he attacks us with fear and anxiety. 
 
The Lord bless you, Heartdwellers. He gives us a really good teaching tonight to help us to be strong 
against the attacks that are going to come up. 
 
There‘ve been some things on my heart and mind today – I made some decisions today and we took 
some action on some things. And there‘s also been some change in the air. 'Lord, what do you want 
to say to us tonight?' 
 
(Jesus) ―Not to worry. Will you stop worrying!‖ 
 
(Clare) Is that what this is, Lord? I‘ve been feeling so insecure, it is so vague I haven‘t been able to 
discover where it is coming from. But we made some decisions and moved forward today. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, that‘s what this is. I am with you, you have done the right thing and I will bless it. But 
you need to trust Me on this and stop worrying.‖ 
 
(Clare) Well, part of this is, the owners of the property that we‘ve been living in for 14 years now have 
come back into our radar. They are wanting to retire here, and they are preparing the front house, 
which needed a bathroom, and planning on moving back in. Eventually they will want this house, too. 
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But, we have lived here for 14 years now, and invested a great sum of money in repairs and 
improvements, in hopes that we could buy it from them some day. But they don‘t seem to be 
interested and in any case, we don‘t really have anything to offer them, anyway. 
 
But I‘ve gone to the Lord with this, because we are SO established here and this place is so perfect 
for us, and the neighborhood has changed a lot since we‘ve been here. The Lord told me that He had 
this under control, so I‘ve been struggling to trust Him everyday. I see those workers come in and 
work on the bathroom, and I know it‘s only going to be a matter of time before they move in there. And 
I AM worried, and I have to continually put that worry down and trust in the Lord. So He said 
 
(Jesus) ―And you worry.‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, Lord, I am worried. 
 
(Jesus) ―Worry and faith cannot co-exist, you need to stop worrying and start trusting Me, that I AM 
WITH YOU and you are in MY WILL and this is in My control.‖ 
 
At that point, I thought 'I need a confirmation…' I called Ezekiel and said... 'Honey, I need a word from 
the Lord. Am I on the right track here?' And he opened the Bible Promises to Holy Spirit. It can‘t get 
better than that! So I said... 'Okay. This is the Lord.' Then the Lord started speaking again, and He 
said... 
 
(Jesus) ―My Dearest, I will not let you stumble and fall. I will not disappoint. I am directing both of you 
because your hearts are bent upon My Will. In all things I have My reasons. Now, I do wish to speak 
about Trust. This is far too rare among My Brides. 
 
―My dear ones, by association you are so exposed to the world, not that you choose to be, rather out 
of necessity. So, you must guard your hearts even more that the thoughts and the fears of the world 
don‘t seep in and color your feelings. 
 
―Fear is the number one tool of the enemy. Fear and its response 'worry' are rife in this world. To 
combat them, you must be vigilant. More vigilant. It‘s the little foxes that spoil the vine. If the enemy 
can get you to worry just a little about one thing, without you noticing what it is, he can every so often 
find another thing and another and pretty soon he has you established in a habit of worry and of fear. 
Your poor mother, she was a real worrier. Worry is what put her in her grave. In fact, worry is a 
primary factor in aging.‖ 
 
(Clare) And I was thinking to myself when He said that... 'Uh…Lord? Are you SURE this is You?' He 
continued and said... 
 
(Jesus) ―If there were any such thing as a fountain of youth, it would be producing rivers of trust, and 
this is what I come to offer you. Trust. Trust in the Lord with all your heart. Lean on Me.‖ 
 
(Clare) And when He said that, I decided to look up the Scripture so I could put it on here for you, and 
this is what it said... "Trust in the Lord with all your heart and lean not on your own understanding. 
Know Him in all your ways, and He makes all your paths straight. Do not be wise in your own eyes; 
fear the Lord and turn away from evil." And this was the clincher, guys – this really got me... "It is 
healing to your soul and moistening to your bones." (Proverbs 3:5-8) And then the Lord laughed, and 
He said... 
 
(Jesus) ―Gotcha! You see, you didn‘t trust Me even with this simple word. You were thinking 'Fountain 
of Youth… am I hearing things?' But I gotcha!‖ 
 
(Clare) I had to smile. Yes, indeed, you got me, Lord! You caught me in the act of unbelief, right there. 
 
(Jesus) ―Good. That is the second confirmation you‘ve had of Me tonight. WOULD YOU PLEASE 
RELAX!‖ 
 
(Clare) OK…! 
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(Jesus) ―Thank you. Now, back to our topic 'Worry'. Worry is useless. What is needed is faith. (Luke 
8:50) How can My Bride handle this onslaught of anxiety? With faith and trust in Me. I have come 
through before; I will come through again. I am the God of breakthroughs. 
 
―If I wish for a planet to disappear, it bursts into pieces and flies through the universe in shattered 
remnants. If I wish to change the orbit of another, I nudge it ever so slightly and it spins off in another 
direction. If I wish for the day to break, I raise up the sun, and when I‘ve had enough, I put it to sleep 
again. 
 
―Do I not have complete control over the elements? But then I say to man... 'Here is your Earth, live 
on it.' Then I watch and wait to see what man does. And when the time is ripe, I take it back and 
renew it in the splendor I had created it in. I remove the dissenters, the troublemakers and turn it over 
to the righteous and the meek. Then I give them Godly wisdom to administrate it. 
 
―When wicked men choose to start trouble, I thwart them. They must wait until I choose to unleash 
them. When My children and My Brides turn to Me with repentant hearts, I extend mercy and time to 
them. Though the wicked ones gnash their teeth, they must wait still longer. It is by My decision that 
wars are begun and by My intervention wars are finished. Don‘t you see how in control I truly am? 
 
―So, why do you let little things, like where you will live, what you will eat and what you will wear, 
trouble you? In the scope of things, these are foolish worries, truly the very things the pagans lust 
after. (Matthew 6) Rather concern yourselves with fulfilling My will and all righteousness. When you 
see the naked and poor, be like My Father to them; clothe and feed and meet their needs. Do you not 
know that to the degree you care for My needs, I will care for yours? 
 
―Do you know why some receive miracles and others don‘t? There are many reasons, but one is that 
some take care of others and some take care of only themselves. Those who care for others take a 
special place in My heart and at the appropriate times I break forth with a miracle for them. You have 
noticed this because I have drawn your attention to it, Clare. 
 
―I would almost say to you My Brides, if you have not been about My business, you should be more 
concerned for yourselves - except that I do not deny you access to My Mercy. 
 
―I am hoping that as I reveal My Mercy to you more and more, you will become more and more like 
Me, reaching out with mercy to those who are hurting around you. Oh, there are so many dynamics 
you are not aware of. 
 
―But when I see a soul who within their heart, carries infinite trust in Me, I cannot deny them what is 
right for them. They have drawn from My wellsprings of Mercy with their vessel of Trust, and the larger 
the vessel the more mercy they obtain. 
 
―So you, right now, have in your possession the weapon of all weapons... 'Jesus, I trust in You.' Say 
this from the heart, every single time the enemy insinuates anxiety and fear. Yes, this will be your 
breakthrough confession. Repeat it often, totally ignoring the demon‘s remarks. You will, in fact, cause 
them much anxiety and confusion.‖ 
 
(Clare) I started to laugh at that point. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, you may laugh about it. It is funny.‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, Lord I can just hear them jumping up and down, red in the face, screaming... 'Didn‘t you 
just hear me? You‘re going to loose your job, you‘re going to die of cancer, your wife is going to leave 
you, God won‘t help you, you‘re a sinner!' 
 
(Jesus) ―And your proper response is complete deafness to their lies and a simple confession to Me, 
‗Jesus, I trust in You.‘ End of story. This is your weapon, My Brides. Is it too simple? 
 
―Are you looking for something more intellectually and Biblically sound? I‘m sorry if I‘ve disappointed 
some of you. 
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―But it‘s time to slay the dragon on the battlefield with one simple swipe of your sword. All the 
reasoning in the world will only confuse you. Don‘t you think the devils are very clever with reasoning? 
I tell you, they are. 
 
―What they don‘t have or understand is faith. It is completely foreign to them, and yet it defeats them 
every single time. Yes, the mere faith of a mustard seed puts an end to their most intricate plans. 
Even the plans of the mighty are thwarted by the faith of the simplest believer, with the mind of a 
child. 
 
―So, I have given you mighty weapons of warfare. Go forth, wielding your faith and discouraging the 
onslaught and We will have the Victory. I am with you.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 159: Jesus says… Each of you is My unique Masterpiece 
 
 
October 13, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) The Lord has blessed us with a really sweet message tonight. He gave me a glimpse of 
Heaven again, but mostly He talked about our individual beauty, how He‘s created each one of us so 
uniquely. 
 
Jesus began... ―I have made each of you Brides totally unique, apart, separate, and gloriously formed 
into the ideal I imagined for you. You will never know the glory that is yours until Heaven. I do not 
speak of earthly glory, but the fulfillment of the uniqueness that comes with a rare work of art, never 
again to be duplicated. 
 
―The variances in your bodies are nothing compared to the variances in your souls. Each of you come 
from a different matrix (mother rock) each of you have a different crystal structure, a different color, a 
different hue of that color, different qualities of reflection and refraction of light. I could go on and on 
all night describing the indescribable. That is what you each are to Me. 
 
―There is no comparing of souls, as people do on Earth. It is only their inability to perceive the depth 
of beauty of each that causes men to compare. If they had eyes to see, they would realize what they 
thought was similar is rather singular and incomparable. But I see your beauty, My Brides. I see what 
no one else sees and each of you are highly esteemed in My eyes. 
 
―As I am faceting the diamond that you are, I am cutting away certain layers, one at a time to reveal 
the stunning inner beauty that only I can see. When you come to Heaven, you will be overwhelmed by 
the beauty of the souls there. That is because they have come into their fulfillment and the light they 
give is the product of My tender faceting and polishing. 
 
―No one in Heaven has jealousy. No one in Heaven wants to be like some one else. In Heaven, you 
will finally get to see yourself in My eyes and it will totally change and overwhelm what you thought of 
yourself on Earth. I am telling you this now because I want you to prepare yourselves by adhering to 
what I have put in your heart. I want you to practice your individuality by appreciating others for who 
they are, but refusing to compare yourself or copy them. You will never become who someone else is, 
but you may easily become who you are. 
 
―For this you must be patient with Me as I work to reveal the layers that have been covered over by 
the world. Like an archeologist with a soft brush, I am gently removing the sand, dirt and film that 
covers you and bringing you into the fullness of My light shining upon you to reveal your true identity. 
No one wants to be a copy of someone else, each of you long to be someone special. 
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―The world denies you this right and does all in its power to make you conform. But I have so 
ingrained it into your soul, that you continue to long for the expression of who you are in your 
uniqueness. Some day you will see more than the fleeting glimpses of greatness that lives within, 
because on Earth you were locked into a cage of conformity, with others constantly patrolling the 
perimeter making sure you conform. 
 
―Yes, this conformity will be lifted and the true essence of who you are will illuminate all around you 
bringing joy and worship for how fearfully and wonderfully you have been made by Me. Everywhere 
you go you will bring your own unique brand of joy and the gifts you have desired on this Earth will be 
honed to perfection, so you may create to your heart‘s content. Others will seek you out for the 
inspiration you have to offer them and you will be known even as you have been known. 
 
―There will be no misunderstanding, for even as you look upon each other you will know the 
marvelous purpose for which they were created, and they, too, will recognize My handiwork in you. 
Every discovery will be an occasion of praise and thanksgiving, yet life will be balanced, fruitful, joyful 
and productive. As you gather together for worship, your uniqueness will blend with others into one 
fiery oblation of love and adoration, and the knowledge of God will inebriate you with unspeakable joy. 
 
―I am God, yet even I am at a loss to describe to you what awaits you. But I want you to keep this 
awareness in mind, this sense of expectation because the day is coming when you will finally be 
fulfilled on every possible level and you will see that your sufferings on Earth were nothing compared 
to the glory that will be revealed through you. (Romans 8:18) 
 
―My Brides, the life you live and suffer through right now is molding and perfecting you into what you 
are to become on that day. Though you cannot see what you are undergoing from My perspective, 
you can trust My Words to you, written in 2 Corinthians 4:16-18... Do not lose heart, but though our 
outer man is decaying, yet our inner man is being renewed day by day. For our momentary, light 
affliction is producing for us an eternal weight of glory far beyond all comparison, while we look not at 
the things which are seen, but at the things which are not seen; for the things which are seen are 
temporal, but the things which are not seen are eternal. 
 
―I am bringing these things to you now, because for some of you the journey has been very, very long 
– the disappointments many, but necessary in building your character, and soon you will put on the 
incorruptible in exchange for the corruptible. And what I have labored to put into words will become 
plain to you in that moment.‖ 
 
(Clare) As the Lord was speaking, I saw something that looked like a propane camp light, which has 
two mantles made of ash that explode into light when the gas is turned on and a match lit to it. One 
moment, it was nothing more than fabric that had been charred into an ash mantle; the next moment it 
was so brilliant I couldn‘t even look at it. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, that is an apt description. One moment you are but ashes on this Earth, the next 
brilliant, illuminating all around you. The transformation is stunning. This is one way to explain your 
movement into the eternal. 
 
―Yet a little while and all of this will be over. In the meantime, I am building My Image within each of 
you as you go about your daily tasks. I am anointing you to be little Christs... Washing the feet of 
others, on the lookout for those who need My touch, interceding for the suffering and seemingly 
hopeless, each day living for Me and seeking first the Kingdom of God. 
 
―Yes, soon this journey will be over. Beloved, make good use of this time, it can never be redeemed. 
The opportunities of today will not be here tomorrow. Show yourselves to be faithful stewards, rightly 
handling the word of truth and touching all with My Love. Persevere, make the best use of this time. 
 
―Trust Me and confess Me hour by hour... 'Jesus, I trust in You.' I promise that you will not be 
disappointed. I bless you now with Courage and Stamina for the days ahead... Amen.‖ 
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Message 160: Jesus says... Believe in Your Dreams 
 
 
October 14th, 2015 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
The Lord‘s very special anointing on Belief and believing in your dreams is upon us tonight, and he 
gave us a beautiful teaching on that. 
 
―I want to talk about belief. Belief is different than trust.‖ 
 
Remember we talked about trust a couple nights ago. 
 
―Belief presupposes a certain amount of latching onto the dream, holding onto the future promises I 
have given you. We have recently talked about counteracting anxiety with Trust. With trust it is a 
matter of letting go into My faithful arms." 
 
―With belief, you grasp what has been revealed to you. You must keep a grip on it and tend to it's 
nourishment like a seedling springing up from the ground. Belief is yet another dynamic joining 
Heaven and Earth. Things have been written about you. Assignments, gifts and talents, destinies, 
crowns, have been marked out for you, many of which have been spoken over you or placed in your 
hearts. When I inspire a direction in your life it is so that you will cling to the 'vision' through all the 
storms, until you reach your destination." 
 
Lord, It seems a bit confusing to me. 
 
―Belief is an active thing, where trust is a surrendering of yourself and all that pertains to you in 
absolute faith, that I am in control and will make the best of it." 
 
"They do in a sense overlap. I am splitting hairs here because I want both dynamics at work in My 
Brides. Each of you, who have been shown visions of how I am going to use you in the future, have 
something to work towards as I lead you. Your active participation means grasping the vision and 
building on it as I lead you. And remember that I do write straight with crooked lines." 
 
―Trust is more like knowing, no matter what happens, I am still in control and I bring miracles out of 
ashes. Trust is a sustaining power of life. Belief is a dream catcher...a mission catcher where you 
understand that you are being prepared for something in specific." 
 
―And that's where I am going with this. You, My Brides, have proven yourselves faithful to My desires, 
My mandates, My character. You have been the good ground where the earth produced a hundred 
fold. And now that you have been faithful in the little things, I am giving you greater things to do. You 
may still be in preparation for those things, but in My eyes they've been accomplished in Heaven." 
 
―For far too many of you life ends in Heaven. Nothing could be more untrue! Earth is a proving ground 
and Heaven is not only a reward, but a step up higher to embrace even more responsibility, more 
gifts, more missions. Oh, how wonderful it will be for you who have learned to love your brother as 
yourself! The limitations of the past will be removed and a whole new world of tools and possibilities 
will open up to allow you to grow beyond your former capabilities." 
 
―I want you to adhere, with all your hearts, to the visions that have been spoken over you. Do not let 
your current circumstance on Earth box you in, but hold to the vision and know that everything you 
need to accomplish what is in your hearts will be given you. Isn't that wonderful!" 
 
Indeed it is, Lord. WOW...it's out of this world. Oh, why do I have to wait? And how much longer? 
 
―Whoa, My Bride...I am merely igniting new hope in your heart, it's not quite time yet. The transition 
will be a work in itself, believe Me." 
 
I can only imagine, Lord. 
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―For instance in your case, just because you haven't mastered the piano yet, doesn't mean an 
important part of your destiny is not in music. We are using some things now in this season that are 
imperative to Me. But later - enter, front and center, the piano and your voice. If I hadn't told you this 
you might be tempted to forget about the many, many promises you and Ezekiel have had about 
ministering in music." 
 
―But I am reminding you so that you will cling to those in your heart - even as Mary kept things hidden 
in her heart, and yet be able to move forward in present time with tasks unrelated to that mission. 
Everything has a time and a season and what I am reminding all of you here is that HEAVEN IS JUST 
THE BEGINNING. Understand that you have lived a few short years on this earth, perhaps 80 or 90. 
In Heaven, you will live for eternity. You will see those who are thousands of years old and still 
fulfilling the desires of their hearts and the very essence of what they were created to do." 
 
―I want you to grasp this, lest you are lied to and told there is nothing more for you in Heaven but 
puffy, white clouds and worship. No! Worship takes many, many forms, including the arts, building, 
creating, exploring. Oh, there is no end to life in Heaven and things you never imagined will be done 
in Heaven. All for My Glory and the Glory of the Father and the Spirit. Yes, how exciting, how 
wonderful the assignments yet to come!" 
 
―Of all the attributes that most prepare you for Heaven, charity is the very highest. Charity allows you 
to sacrifice, work day and night, wait endlessly, because your love for souls necessitates it. Brotherly 
love is what is pumping from My Heart, and you who are connected to the vine are drinking in its 
sweet nectar and it is indeed preparing you for Heaven." 
 
―As you master Brotherly Love, your tasks and assignments will become more and more challenging 
and rewarding. This is one reason I stress it so highly even now. I am preparing you for that time. But 
you are also My emissaries, turning the hearts of My children from hopelessness and injury to a bright 
future full of healing and new life. Oh yes, on this Earth, love for your brother is the very essence of 
your mission as a Christian." 
 
―People can accomplish great things on this Earth, be applauded and honored, but if they didn't love, 
their lives were a complete waste. This is hard to comprehend in your society, but because life 
everlasting only begins at the falling asleep of your bodies, love is an absolute requirement for the 
work of Heaven." 
 
―Yet, someone who has been bitter all their lives, if they repent in their last hour and turn to Me, I will 
take them. If they refuse to repent and forgive, they have made their own choice. But rest assured, I 
do everything in My power to give them a very last chance, and for your encouragement, I say, many 
do repent." 
 
―Little is known or understood about the last years, weeks and days on Earth, but rest assured - 
nursing homes and seemingly immobilizing diseases are part of what prepares a soul for their 
departure. Things become clear to them, things they never recognized before, and with My love 
accompanying them, they grow in understanding and wisdom until they are ready." 
 
―So, now I am drawing your attention to your approaching departure. And while I want you to continue 
to serve and go around doing good, just as I did, I want you also to dust off the dreams hidden in your 
hearts and know that soon you will be accomplishing them." 
 
―I bless you now with an anointing of grace to strengthen your belief in the good that has yet to come 
to you.‖ 
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Message 161: Jesus says… Free yourself & Let go,  for Giving is more 

blessed than Receiving & Do it with Love 
 
 
October 15, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) The Lord has blessed us with His wisdom tonight. He gave us a wonderfully constructive 
message on how to live in this world and be a blessing to everyone. I‘m going to begin the message 
with a little dialogue I had with the Lord. 
 
We have been blessed with a volunteer, a personal assistant to help take care of daily duties here 
that we have, some of which is construction and taking care of things for the owners. So, it‘s taking a 
GREAT burden off of our backs, and it gives us more time for all of you. This is a great grace and gift, 
but at the same time it takes a bit of orientation and organization. It seems that the more I hand onto 
her to do, the more that still needs to be done! 
 
And during prayer I am still making lists and being distracted by all that I can get done now that we 
have help. I‘ll be sitting there worshipping the Lord, and my mind will drift off into 'Who‘s going to build 
the porch for them? How are we going to get things into storage?' All these really stupid, useless 
thoughts. And the Lord kinda gave me a way to handle those tonight. I began by speaking to Him: 
 
'Lord this seems to be getting harder instead of easier. I don‘t know what to do. Oh, I need you to 
rescue me out of this morass of worldly work Lord. Please help me.' 
 
(Jesus) ―It won‘t be this way for long. Get things set up and you can move into the next phase of 
concentrating on the ministry. It takes time to get situated.‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes Lord, but all these little foxes... vitamins, cables, printer ink… well, you know what I mean. 
It seems like the list never stops and when we are together my mind is going 90 to nothing! Please, 
please deliver me out of this world. Please? 
 
(Jesus) ―Finish what‘s on your plate, Clare.‖ 
 
(Clare) But in the meantime, will you help me? 
 
(Jesus) ―Have I ever failed you?‖ 
 
(Clare) No, but I guess I‘m just afraid all of this is my fault. 
 
(Jesus) ―Some, but not all. As I said, Dear one, finish what‘s on your plate. I promise you things will 
get better.‖ 
 
(Clare) Thank You. 
 
(Jesus) ―Now for the message. This ties into your dilemma, My Love. 
 
―My Precious Brides, the world will take an endless amount of time away from you if you let it. It is a 
voracious animal that can never get its fill. Part of that is your own desire natures, the other part are 
circumstances you have little or no control over. I recognize you both in your circumstances that can‘t 
be avoided and in your Martha lists. I say to you, be vigilant and cut, cut, cut that list back every day. 
The more you want, the more entangled you get. Things require maintenance, storage, time, energy 
and money. 
 
―To have nothing is the absolute ideal, but not practical for very many. Yet you can approach that 
freedom out of free will. When you begin to see 'things' as a lead weight around your neck, you will 
long for freedom and get rid of them, which in itself is a costly undertaking.‖ 
 
(Clare) Wow. You can say that again! 
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(Jesus) ―But you don‘t want Me to, do you?‖ 
 
(Clare) No, Lord, I wish I never had things! Please don‘t say that again! They are a burden and I 
remember the last time I wanted to get rid of them, it was an ordeal to dispose of them properly. I wish 
I could just take what we need and the rest would disappear. 
 
(Jesus) ―Everyday, find something you don‘t need, and in a very short time you will be much freer 
than you are now, My Love. Yes, you do have too much, but disposing of it is difficult when you care 
where it goes.‖ 
 
(Clare) I just don‘t want to waste anything, Lord. There are people who need things and that‘s what I 
want to make sure to provide. 
 
(Jesus) ―It‘s better to let go than to get entangled. My Brides, the devils are very clever when it comes 
to your good intentions. They know full well that you wish to do what is right. But if you commit your 
way to Me, and release these things into My hands, it will be better for you than if you struggle to 
place them one by one. I promise, you will get entangled when you allow yourself to stay attached.‖ 
 
―There is an art to living in freedom; it takes prayer and practice. I will guide you into that freedom if 
you are willing to let go. As you grow older, you tend to find more security in things, which 
unfortunately turn into chains that rob you of time and strength – which is exactly what you don‘t want 
to waste as you grow older. And there is no security in things. Security comes from Me alone.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, I remember how it was with my mother before she passed. For several years, she just 
couldn‘t let go of everything she had. She took everything from her business and moved it into her 
beautiful living room that she‘d created to enjoy during her retirement years. But it was FILLED with 
boxes! Everywhere – you couldn‘t even walk. It had a beautiful vaulted ceiling and stained glass, the 
view of a lake; it was just beautiful. 
 
But she couldn‘t enjoy any of it, because it was filled with the trapping of her former business that she 
just couldn‘t let go of. It was really sad. And after she passed, there were tons and tons of magazines, 
clothing, and miscellaneous articles that filled dumpster after dumpster. They were of no use to 
anyone. 
 
(Jesus) ―This is part of the American lifestyle and I am addressing it because you avoid dealing with it. 
And I see how it weighs you down. And it takes mental and physical energy away from Us and our 
relationship. When you go into prayer and begin to relax, a plethora of unaccomplished business 
floods your mind. Rather than fighting that, write it down quickly and come back to Me in prayer. It 
does have to do with the way your brain functions. If you try to fight it, you will get caught in a never-
ending merry-go-round, over and over and over again. If you write it down for later, you can dismiss it 
and return to Me.‖ 
 
―What you, My Love, are experiencing right now is an exercise in detachment. I need you to let go, 
Clare. Give things away; be freed from them. Your prayers will become much more powerful as you 
clear the decks of these distractions. Prayers being interrupted do take a toll on your concentration 
and on our relationship. I wish for you to be free and right now you are anything but. I will help you, as 
I promised earlier.‖ 
 
(Clare) Thank you, Lord. 
 
(Jesus) ―I just want you to recognize that you are not exempt from the feelings age brings on. You, 
too, will be reticent and attached, but by My grace you will let go and be happier for it. 
 
―My Brides – some things you are hanging onto, in My eyes, belong to others. They have outlived 
their usefulness in your lives and it‘s time to let them go because others need them. The last thing you 
want to do is become a black hole where everything disappears. I would rather you be a link in the 
chain of distribution so I can trust you to share with those in need. This is an important function in My 
Kingdom, the distribution of goods. 
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―Right now you have plenty and can help those who are in need. Later, they will have plenty and can 
share with you when you are in need. In this way, things will be equal. (2 Corinthians 8:13-14) 
 
―My Father in Heaven is generous and gives to all without discrimination, to the good and bad alike. 
He causes His sun to rise on the evil and the good, and sends rain on the righteous and the 
unrighteous. (Matthew 5:45) 
 
―Therefore, be like Him and share. Your witness will do much to further My Kingdom. People will 
praise God because of your generosity. Greed and avarice are not becoming of My Bride and soon 
you will be in Heaven and have no need for any of those things.‖ 
 
 
(Clare) Well, I am saving a few things for my children. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, well you would be surprised at how little they will want in the end. Just keep an eye out 
for the poor and be a blessing to those who are truly suffering want. In Heaven, this is one of the main 
considerations of your rank and how much good you are able to accomplish... How generous and 
detached you were on Earth, and how solicitous you were towards others. 
 
―I do not wish to belabor this topic, but I do want you all to understand that, as you give what is no 
longer useful for you, the things you need come back around to you from many different sources. But 
you should never give to get, that is a terrible distortion of the gospel! 
 
―I told you… Give, and it will be given to you. They will pour into your lap a good measure– pressed 
down, shaken together, and running over. For by your standard of measure it will be measured to you 
in return. (Luke 6:38) 
 
―Your giving should be without an eye to return; from the motive of love for your brother, not from the 
motive of greed and avarice. I gave this Scripture to reassure you of My providential care when you 
let things go, not to use the dynamic as a lottery of sorts. This is detestable to Me. What I honor is the 
open hands and loving heart, not the clever investments with an eye to your return. 
 
―There is a principal in Heaven that will never fail you, ‗Do all from the pure motive of Love.‘ When you 
live your life around this self-sacrificing principle, you are truly laying up riches in Heaven and the 
great glory that accompanies a loving soul in Heaven is beyond your comprehension. Love is the acid 
test for Heaven. Did you learn to love and to give, or did you learn to horde and protect? Oh, the 
darkness surrounding the latter kind of soul! 
 
―So, My message to you tonight is to release yourself from the bondage of things and give to those in 
need. You will be freer and they will be blessed and praise My Father in Heaven because of you. 
Remember what I have told you, It‘s more blessed to give than to receive.‖ (Acts 20:35) 
 
 
 
 

Message 162: Jesus says... Water your Gifts 
 
 
October 16th, 2015 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
The Lord‘s strength and courage be with you. 
 
Tonight, the Lord is kinda giving us a refresher on Healing. He‘s asking us to exercise our gifts, and to 
water the seeds of our faith and the seeds of the gifts He‘s given us. And really, in the last week or so. 
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―I have implanted within each of you seeds of gifts to be used on My Body and on those who as yet 
do not know Me." 
 
―My children, these gifts must be tended and gently cared for lest the Destroyer (another name for 
Satan) send his agents to steal them before them come to fruition. A few days ago I gave a fresh 
impartation to this Family, an impartation for healing. I explained it so simply that none could 
misunderstand." 
 
"All that is needed for a healing is a sick person, a believer and that equals a miracle. You could also 
write the equation this way if you had to: a sick person, a believer exercising their faith, equals a 
miracle. I want you to continue to cultivate this gift. It is important to Me because I use healing to bring 
unbelievers to Me.‖ 
 
As an aside here, guys – you know, talk is cheap. Everyone has a good thing to talk about. But as 
Paul said, we come to people with the power of God, the touch of God that people can feel. And that‘s 
so far beyond words. So, I can really relate to what He‘s saying here. 
 
―Signs and wonders will follow those that believe: deliverance, healing, understanding, breakthroughs 
- all these attributes attend you My children and My Bride. That is why I gave them. Now it is up to you 
to cultivate and not allow the enemy's agents come and steal them away so that you end up just as ill-
equipped as you were before I gave this impartation." 
 
―Please don't grow weary in well doing. Please don't allow your faith to backslide. You see, you must 
exercise these gifts for them to grow. Don't allow the weeds of unbelief spring up around them. You 
know the parable about the seed: some seed fell among the thorns and the cares of this world grew 
up around the seed and choked it out. (Luke 8) This is something for you to be aware of right now. 
This is the approaching season when the demons incite avarice, greed and busy work, luring you 
away from spiritual things into carnal things." 
 
―To survive this and see your faith seeds grow, you will have to use them more often. Invest more 
time in using them, step forward in faith at every opportunity. Don't be shy. The fact that you were 
obedient, even though you didn‘t really feel the anointing, draws down My Mercy and Grace. This is 
also My season and I am with you." 
 
"I am sending you people to pray for, Be on the alert for them. They may even distract you away from 
shopping or whatever you go out to do. Don't be shy about grabbing opportunities to pray for people. 
Remember also the simple formula, so simple a five year old could easily exercise...and you are 
coming into a season when children will be more and more anointed to pray for you." 
 
―Do you believe Jesus can heal? Do you believe Jesus lives in me? Do you believe that He can reach 
out through me and heal you? How much more simple could you get? This de-mystifies the gift of 
healing and brings it down into an easily attainable practice. No showmanship, only love and faith in 
action.‖ 
 
And here‘s an aside – I just wanted to share a brief thing that happened with me. I had a volunteer 
over here working on a little project – and her knee went out. She‘s been having some terrible 
problems with her knee, and had gone to see an orthopedic surgeon, and they were ordering an MRI 
for her. And she was just struggling to finish what she had volunteered to do. And I felt so badly for 
her. 
 
I was answering emails at the time and ministering, and the last thing I wanted to do was stop what I 
was doing and pray for her. (You can see how weak I am, guys...) That thought hit me twice, and the 
Lord reminded me that I didn‘t want to be a hypocrite and be telling you what to do and not be doing it 
myself. THAT got my attention! 
 
So, I put down what I was doing and said, ―Do you mind if I pray for you?‖ She said, ―No, no...go 
ahead.‖ So I used this easy little formula on her, and I said, ―Do you believe that Jesus heals?‖ And 
she said, ―Yes.‖ ―Do you believe that Jesus lives in me?‖ And she said, ―Yes.‖ And then I said, ―Well, 
do you think that He can reach through me and touch you and heal you?‖ And she said, ―Yes.‖ So, we 
sat down together. 
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And I prayed quietly – I didn‘t really say anything, I just called on the Lord‘s Mercy and healing power 
to touch her through my hand. And she piped up all of a sudden, and she said, ―The pain‘s gone – the 
pain went away!‖ And that was a witness to her of God‘s love. I said, ―See? He loves you. He cares 
about you. He really IS with you.‖ Oh, that just lit her whole face up. So, you know, I have to practice 
what I preach, too. But that‘s just an example of something that happened that I didn‘t expect at all – I 
wasn‘t prepared for it. Although Scripture does say, ―Be ready in season and out of season.‖ In 
essence, that‘s what the Lord is asking us to do here. 
 
―If you don't use your muscles they become weak and atrophied. This is what happens to most 
Christians when they are converted. They are all on fire to go out and do things for Me, the gift of 
healing is even in operation, but as time goes by they put that toy down to look for another one." 
 
Gee, Lord, I did that. 
 
―Yes, but you also had discouragement. The leaders of that church did not raise people up, they 
pushed them down. And that is precisely why so many churches are emptying. People are tired of 
being on fire and getting a wet rag thrown over them. Why do leaders do this? They are afraid. Afraid 
it will get out of hand, and it may very well get out of hand, but a skilled shepherd will bring his flock 
back into line even when a few sheep wander off, or if the older sheep butt the younger ones." 
 
―This essentially is a very good picture of what happens with the gifts I give, in churches. It is so 
terribly sad. I send those to pray and healings happen, then someone shuts that new person down, 
trying to protect what they believe is their territory. So the sick in that church slowly waste away and 
die, right in front of the people who prevented their healing." 
 
―I am not exaggerating here, I am simply stating a fact, and that's one major reason people leave 
these churches. But My Brides, you have a part to pay in this. You must tend to this tender plant and 
bring it up into maturity, exercise it at every turn, at every opportunity. Don't grow weary or lazy and 
miss a chance to touch people for Me. If the first time doesn't do the job, pray again, and again, in 
faith. You have nothing to lose and everything to gain from showing your care for others. At the very 
least, they will be touched that you cared enough to stop what you were doing and minister to them." 
 
―This is a soft approach to calling the lambs in. You aren't overpowering them with Scripture, but you 
are touching them with My Hands. You are giving them the opportunity to at least feel loved by Me 
and there are yet things I impart to a soul when you pray. They, too, are given a seed. They, too, are 
stirred and left with a loving impression." 
 
―So much takes place in the spirit realm, so much is accomplished that is not recognized. Souls that 
have given up on being loved by Me, are restored in hope. They feel My concern for them. Many are 
the souls that think I have abandoned them and that they are not worthy. Reaching out to pray with 
them gives you the opportunity to tell them that that is NEVER the case, rather it is the enemy who is 
insinuating those things. The enemy wants them to feel condemned, hopeless, forsaken." 
 
―There are some you need to tell, ‗You know, the Lord set this up. He loves you and He wanted you to 
know how much. He doesn't care about your past. He is all about your future. When you turn a glance 
in His direction with a repentant heart, He immediately forgives you and welcomes you into His arms, 
where He can give you the strength to go and sin no more. Don't let the Father of Lies trick you into 
believing otherwise, the Bible doesn't call him the accuser of the brethren for nothing.‘" 
 
―All these short instructions help a soul to open up to healing, open up to the possibility that I haven't 
written them off, and reach out to Me for forgiveness and a life of communion and restoration of 
fellowship. As you go about your days, ask some people, ‗How do you feel about God? And what do 
you think He feels about you?‘ This is the perfect way to begin a non-threatening conversation that 
can end in restoration and salvation for a soul who felt themselves forsaken a long, long time ago and 
has just buried the thought of having a friendship with Me." 
 
―So, in essence, I am asking you to water your gift, encourage it to grow and exercise it on others. 
You would be shocked to know how many you pass by a day that needed to know Me in a deeper 
way." 
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―Remember My Children and My Bride: I am with you when you reach out to touch them. And I will 
reach through you and touch their hearts and their bodies.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 163: Jesus says... Grieve Not, Joy comes in the Morning 
 
 
October 17th, 2015 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Lord, I pray these words of Hope bring peace to our Heartdweller‘s family and to those who‘ve lost 
loved ones. 
 
1 Thessalonians 4:13-18 
13 Brothers and sisters, we want you to know about people who have died[d] so that you won‘t mourn 
like others who don‘t have any hope. 
14 Since we believe that Jesus died and rose, so we also believe that God will bring with him those 
who have died in Jesus. 
15 What we are saying is a message from the Lord: we who are alive and still around at the Lord‘s 
coming definitely won‘t go ahead of those who have died. 
16 This is because the Lord himself will come down from heaven with the signal of a shout by the 
head angel and a blast on God‘s trumpet. First, those who are dead in Christ will rise. 
17 Then, we who are living and still around will be taken up together with them in the clouds to meet 
with the Lord in the air. That way we will always be with the Lord. 
18 So encourage each other with these words. 
 
"These words are some of the most precious promises I have written to you. Why? You ask. Simply 
because the sting of death is the most painful of all losses in the world, the most heart rending that 
leaves a gigantic hole in the midst of your heart for the one you have lost." 
 
―I am speaking these words to you now, because some of you have recently lost loved ones. May I 
say, many, many of these are with Me? It has not been given to you to understand the deep and far 
reaching workings of salvation. Yes, you should take My Words about salvation literally and be certain 
to do all you can in helping Me bring them into My Kingdom." 
 
―But there is SO much you do not know about the Mercy in My Heart. I see the soul from start to 
finish. I understand profoundly why they are bitter at the end of their lives. I see how they really feel 
about Me. I watch them shiver in the cold believing that I could never love them because of the 
vileness of their sins. I send my ambassadors to convince them of My Love. But what about those that 
do not get this chance?" 
 
―You see, I have spoken at length about that before and I have told you Mercy finds a way to give 
souls that last opportunity. Much has been said about Me that is untrue; harshness, cruelty, and 
without compassion is the picture painted by some religious spirits under the guise of righteousness. 
Yet shall I forget My child? Rather even if a mother forgets her child, I will never forget you." 
 
"Can a woman forget her nursing child And have no compassion on the son of her womb? Even these 
may forget, but I will not forget you. Behold, I have inscribed you on the palms of My hands. Isaiah 
49:15 
 
―Is there even one on this Earth that is not Mine? No, I tell you, among men there is not one. Even if 
evil has devoured a soul from the inside out and what remains is but a hideous shell, still I will appeal 
to what is left." 
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Many of you have seen your relatives in this state. Many, many, many. Eaten up with bitterness on 
the inside, they reject all attempts by others to be reconciled with Me. Do you know, even then, I do 
not abandon them. Even then, I have a plan. I have a way with souls that no one else could ever 
duplicate or understand. 
 
―I am telling you this because there are those among you who are grieving as though you will never 
see your loved ones again. I will tell you now, very, very few that you have prayed for have totally 
turned their backs on Me in that hour." 
 
Is it not promised... 
They said, "Believe in the Lord Jesus, and you will be saved, you and your household." Acts 16:31 
 
―Do you have any idea of how large a household was in that day? Easily 30 to 45 people: relatives, 
servants, farm laborers, children and grandchildren, cousins, aunts and uncles. And I did not speak 
this prophecy to them alone, these words have been handed down so that you who believe in their 
words, would reap the same benefits." 
 
John 17:20-21 
20 I do not ask on behalf of these alone, but for those also who believe in Me through their word; 
21 that they may all be one; even as You, Father, are in Me and I in You. 
 
―Soon, many of you will be reunited with your loved ones. You will spend your days together exploring 
the riches of Heaven, recalling the good times on Earth and following the call to worship that rings 
throughout Heaven. These will be glorious times of reward when tears are wiped away and all things 
are reconciled to Me." 
 
―Your animals will run to greet you, you will understand their thoughts and be intimate friends with 
them as never imagined on Earth. There will be no barriers in communication. Relatives that grated 
against you, that you always came to blows with, will be soft, docile and totally empathic with you and 
you with them. Do you know how marvelous this will be? Oh, it is beyond reckoning. On Earth you 
feel resistance from one another, but in Heaven nothing but love, acceptance and understanding." 
 
―On Earth, you were stretched in your relationships. So much went unrecognized, misunderstood - 
resulting in alienation. All those wounds will be instantly healed because the atmosphere in Heaven is 
permeated with Love and Wonder. All will be overwhelmed at the joy they experience and not one 
demon will be present to foment trouble and misunderstanding." 
 
―What I am saying to you, My dear people, is that the greatest loss you ever suffered on this Earth will 
be totally 180 degrees reversed and accompanied with joy unspeakable, never to be taken away from 
you again. This is My promise. You have much to look forward to, and soon, I might add. Please 
grieve if you must, but understand your mourning will be turned to rejoicing and you will sorrow no 
more." 
 
Psalm 30:11-12 
11 You have turned for me my mourning into dancing; You have loosed my sackcloth and girded me 
with gladness, 
12 That my soul may sing praise to You and not be silent. O LORD my God, I will give thanks to You 
forever. 
 
―Go in peace now and comfort one another with these words; Darkness may endure for the night, but 
joy comes to you in the morning.‖ 
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Message 164: Jesus calls... Come & Enter into My Rest ... Let go! I am 

leading My People out of the Wilderness of Religion 
 
 
October 19, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) The Lord bless you, precious Heartdwellers. We began my prayer time tonight with the sweet 
presence of the Lord. He‘s given us a sublime teaching on entering into His rest – it‘s just beautiful! 
 
As I was worshipping Him, I was able to see Him holding me and dancing very slowly to some 
worship songs. And I just started entering into a peace – it‘s like I dropped down from Hyper to Total 
Calm. As if I were standing beside a lake that was so still it was a perfect mirror of everything around 
it. The stillness was awesomely beautiful. It‘s such a profound sense of peace that descended into my 
heart. I was just in a total state of rest in Him. 
 
Oh Lord, You take me to such a beautiful, peaceful place – like a mirrored lake, totally still and calm. 
Thank you. Wow, I feel different. 
 
Jesus began... "That‘s called Rest, entering into My Rest. It is a place of total surrender where your 
attention is so focused on Me, you just fade away. It‘s a lovely place to be, and necessary for 
rejuvenation, My Love." 
 
(Clare) Jesus, You are so sweet and kind and tender to me. I never feel like I deserve You. 
 
(Jesus) "Ah… no, My Love. You mustn‘t determine anything about yourself. Rather release yourself 
into My Loving arms, and forget about yourself. That‘s where the real rest is." 
 
(Clare) You have sure a way of making me do that! 
 
(Jesus) "It is totally My pleasure." 
 
(Clare) What would you like to talk about, Lord? 
 
(Jesus) "About just that." 
 
"My Brides, some of you are trying way too hard to enter into My Rest. Some of you are pushing and 
pushing, to enter in. May I say, that is the exact opposite of what you should be doing?" 
 
"Come to Me, expecting Me to honor your efforts to meet Me in the secret place of our hearts co-
joined. In the world so many are used to aggressively pushing their way to success. In My spiritual 
world, it is rather a matter of surrender than attainment. The world attains to holiness – you are to 
surrender to holiness. It will take you over when you cease to strive." 
 
"How do you do that, you ask? Come to Me worshipping and let the music lift you and carry you right 
out of yourself. Do you know many if not all these songs are pre-composed in Heaven? Even the 
choice of instruments is inspired by a choir of angels assigned to those who must do the 
arrangements. These are some of the sounds of Heaven. They come from that far away place, lift you 
up and take you Home to that far away place with them. It‘s just as simple as that." 
 
"Those musicians who are truly anointed are well aware of their source and their cooperation with 
grace is paramount to them. They know that everything hinges on grace. They have a deep river 
flowing through them that carries these melodies and words out to a hurting world that is in dire need 
of being elevated out of the pit of this world and transformed." 
 
"Ah…musicians are My favorites, because they prepare My Bride to receive Me. Yes, yes, I know 
what you are thinking, Clare." 
 
(Clare) But I didn‘t say anything! 
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(Jesus) "But yes, you did! Don‘t you know how loud your thoughts are in Heaven, especially when you 
are protesting or don‘t understand, which is the case right now?" 
 
(Clare) Okay Lord, You can‘t have favorites – You‘re God! What about the rest who are no 
musicians? 
 
(Jesus) "You are all My favorites! Let Me rephrase My statement… see how My humility insists on 
satisfying your curiosity?" 
 
"My favorite gift is music, because it draws My Bride right into My Heart without engaging her intellect. 
She feels drawn from deep within. Her soul, the place where we dwell together, leaps for joy when 
she hears the anointed music sent from Heaven. Because these are the sounds of her Homeland and 
My Heart full of Love for her." 
 
(Clare) Wow, Lord…You squirmed out of that one! 
 
(Jesus) "I learn from the best, Clare." 
 
(Clare) Touché! 
 
(Jesus) "Moving right along, now that we‘ve had a little fun. Truly My Love, there is something 
transcendent about music that appeals to the soul and draws her right into My arms." 
 
(Clare) Like the scene in the movie 'The Mission', where the priest plays a flute and causes all the 
hostile natives to draw near in curiosity? Oh, that movie was a little bit of Heaven for me, until the ugly 
part. 
 
(Jesus) "That song was written in Heaven and given to the composer – did you know that?" 
 
(Clare) But isn‘t he a secular composer? 
 
(Jesus) "No matter, I can give My songs to them without even their knowledge of the source. The idea 
is to get the song out to the people." 
 
(Clare) But doesn‘t… 
 
(Jesus) "Satan give songs, too? He surely does, but his songs originate in chaos and sin, and cause 
more chaos and sin. I may give a secular musician an inspiration for a song that I will use to 
communicate Myself to the soul that hears it. Like the secular love songs that stop you in your tracks 
at the grocery store. Love is a theme that will never be exhausted and with barely a little tweak, the 
meaning can be changed from being worldly to being holy to My Bride." 
 
(Clare) Yes, I know, I‘ve found a few songs that really turned my heart inside out, like 'Let It Be Me'… 
That was an Everly Brothers song from I guess the 50‘s? or the 60‘s... The Lyrics are... 'I bless the 
day I found you I want to stay around you, and so I beg you let it be me. Don‘t take this Heaven from 
one, if you must cling to someone, now and forever, let it be me. Each time we meet, Love, I find 
complete love, without your sweet love, what would life be?' Those are the words, the melody is just 
out of this world, beautiful! 
 
(Jesus) "Oh, I love it when you sing that song to Me. But you‘re so busy singing you don‘t see My 
Heart throbbing – but it does. I am deeply touched that you would take the time and effort to sing that 
to Me. It works both ways you know; you are truly drawn to Me in a song and I am truly drawn to you 
when you sing! Ah yes…this is a mystery you will someday completely observe and understand in 
Heaven. In living color, I might add." 
 
"Well, the purpose of this teaching is about release, letting go and entering into My Rest. Today, if you 
hear My voice, do not harden your hearts as you did in the rebellion." 
 
"Who were they, who heard and rebelled? Were they not all those, Moses led out of Egypt? And with 
whom was he angry for forty years? Was it not with those who sinned, whose bodies perished in the 
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wilderness? And to whom did God swear that they would never enter his rest if not to those who 
disobeyed? So we see that they were not able to enter, because of their unbelief." (Hebrews 3:16-19) 
 
"And here is the parallel, I am now leading My people out of the wilderness of religion and man made 
rules. Some have hardened their hearts about this teaching... it threatens their security and sense of 
control. And it is indeed led by a spirit of rebellion, like the spirit of Jezebel (serpent) who continually 
opposed the prophets I sent." 
 
"And those that listen to this evil spirit and continue to harden their hearts against My call to intimacy 
will languish out in the dry and barren desert of rule books and doctrines, ever seeking, always 
learning but never able to come to a knowledge of the truth. Just as Jannes and Jambres opposed 
Moses, so also these teachers oppose the truth." (2 Timothy 3:1-8) 
 
"While My Bride will enter into her Master‘s joy, enter into My Rest. And why will she enter in? 
Because she believed." 
 
"Without faith it is impossible to please Me... for he who comes to Me must believe that I AM, and that 
I am a rewarder of those that diligently seek Me."" (Hebrews 11:6) 
 
"They have a form of Godliness but deny My Power..the power that comes from infused knowledge, 
infused glory and rejuvenation in My intimate presence. 
 
"This is the promised land of My Love, intimate fellowship with Me. My sheep hear My voice, and 
another they will not follow. So, today if you hear My voice, harden not your hearts – yield to Me. 
Come and release your striving, fall back into My loving arms, enter into My rest." 
 
"And for all of you who have taken this message to heart, I will visit you with new Grace to let go of 
the old and embrace the New Wine of My Love. Come to Me, Beloved of My Heart. Come here and 
rest in My arms." 
 
 
 
 

Message 165: Jesus says… Give Me your Heart, your Life & Your Trust... 

Heaven awaits you... 
 
 
October 20, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... The Lord be with you, Heartdwellers. We serve such a wonderful God. He‘s so 
amazing. Tonight He‘s made some beautiful promises that I want to share with you. 
 
He touched me in a wonderful way tonight. Tonight before I came into worship, I was being pelted 
with all kinds of threats about our housing. That we were going to have to leave, the owners were 
taking it back…and along with it came a flood of ideas on how we might be able to secure this place. 
We have been going through this trial almost every day. 
 
We sought the Lord about the looming possibility of losing all we had invested here. But in the past, 
the Lord has told us He has something in mind and we will not be losing this house. Wow! 
 
But imagine, every day we get attacked... 'You‘re going to be homeless any day now.' So tonight the 
attacks were extremely vicious and convincing and I was starting to collapse inside. I was really 
starting to lose it. Then the Lord whispered in my ear... 
 
 
(Jesus) ―You are under attack. I‘m surprised you didn‘t see this.‖ 
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(Clare) So I stopped what I was doing and I came into worship, but I was very torn up inside. One side 
was screaming... 'You‘re going to be homeless any day now.' And the other side was saying... 'Jesus, 
I trust in You.' Back and forth, back and forth like a tug of war. And the Lord just took me and pulled 
me to Himself, and embraced me tightly and held me to His heart, rocking me back and forth. I looked 
up at Him and tears were rolling down His cheeks. 
 
(Jesus) ―You just don‘t know how much I love you, you just don‘t have any idea.‖ 
 
(Clare) And I could feel the fire of His love for me, and my love for Him just exploding from within me. I 
glimpsed inside His heart and saw before me an endless ocean of love and I was given to understand 
that that ocean was not even the beginning of how much love He has for us – for me and for every 
sinner on this Earth. And I said... 'Jesus, anything for You, I will live anywhere for You. I don‘t want to 
be attached to any place, I know my home is Heaven. But this place is so perfect for us and we are so 
rooted here.' 
 
(Jesus) ―I know, that‘s one reason why you are so greatly loved.‖ 
 
(Clare) He rocked me back and forth gently to Terry MacAlmon‘s song... 'We Glorify The Lamb.' Oh, 
that‘s a wonderful song, guys! There‘s no way you can keep your feet on the ground with that song! 
And I heard Him say clearly… 
 
(Jesus) ―You are not going to lose this house. Trust Me. Will you trust Me?‖ 
 
(Clare) Ohh…I took a deep breath, and all I could do through my tears was say... 'Jesus I trust in You, 
Oh Jesus, truly I trust in You.' Guys, I couldn‘t worship anymore, I couldn‘t stand or sit, I had to go lay 
down and just gut it out. His love was so profound, so intense, so pure and penetrating, I could not 
stand upright. I just collapsed in bed and He held me until I got up to share this with you. 
 
For you who have problems and assign sexual motives to every conceivable occasion, please don‘t 
for any moment assign any such thing to the Lord. He held me like a little child. To the pure all things 
are pure. If you are thinking things like that, it‘s coming from you, not from Him – or me. 
 
So, I collapsed in bed and He held me. And I thought about it, and I said, ―I believe in You, Lord – but 
I have no idea how You are going to accomplish this. Not that I need to know. 
 
I have thought about the Rapture. Ezekiel and I have discussed about how the Rapture could happen 
before they move back in. But here He is saying… 'You are not going to lose this house.' So, that‘s a 
little different than if He were saying... 'You‘re going to be raptured before you could lose the house.' 
 
I look at the firewood we have saved up for the winter and think what if we have to leave, where will 
we go? All I can do is confess... 'Jesus, I trust in You.' 
 
I don‘t love Him for what He has given us, although that would be easy. I love Him for who He is. For 
the Beauty of His incomparable soul. Nothing, no one, in this world can compare to Our God. He is 
calling us all into deeper intimacy and knowledge of His love. Oh, how privileged we are in this time in 
history, this is a Divine Movement of His Love calling us deeper and deeper. So, after I got done 
writing this, I came in and said... 'Oh Lord, please, what do you have for us tonight?' 
 
(Jesus) ―My Love is vaster and deeper than any ocean on Earth. Truly it is without end for you, My 
people.‖ 
 
―Come, come to Me. Come rest in My Heart. Drop what you‘re doing and come rest in Me. I have 
made a dwelling for you in My Heart, it is called Heaven. Yet even while you are still pilgrims on the 
Earth, I have an antechamber, beautifully adorned with gardens of spices and flowers, clear running 
waters, culminating in crystal mirrored lakes.‖ 
 
―This is our trysting place, this is where we share and plan and talk about the issues in your life and 
the world. This is a place of profound peace and comfort. Yet behind the walls of this chamber, My 
heart is beating like a mighty locomotive, surging forward with every thrust of the engine, loving you 
more and more.‖ 
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―You will come to know this love in Heaven, but were I to expose it to you on Earth, you would not 
remain alive. And so I hide it from you. But the effects of this mighty love still permeate your world, 
shape your heart and perfect you.‖ 
 
―So many are ready to beat you into submission to a religious spirit, void of any tenderness or love, 
stacked high with rules and social customs. But that is the device of men. My way is love; love so 
powerful that you cannot resist its attraction.‖ 
 
―Love so sacrificial that I poured My Blood out onto the ground to have you with Me forever. Yes, drop 
by drop, I declared My Love for you. Do not wound Me with distrust, rather confess your trust often, 
―Jesus, I trust in You.‖ Oh, how I long to hear those words from you, ―Jesus, I trust in You.‖ 
 
―You suffer many things on this Earth, but there is no suffering comparable to losing My fellowship, 
unless it is the void in your hearts because you have not sought My fellowship. You have nothing to 
fear from Me and everything to gain. I know when you stand and when you sit. I see all your sins 
clearly, but I dismiss them because I have another vision of you.‖ 
 
―It is the perfect and complete you, destined for glory. Destined to resemble Me in every facet of your 
being. Not only am I totally dedicated to your good and fulfillment, I also have the tools necessary to 
accomplish the task, no matter how hopeless you are about yourself. I can still do this with your 
permission.‖ 
 
―If I can carve out the Grand Canyon, I can certainly carve out the sin and disorder from your lives and 
make you gloriously beautiful. Do not withhold anything from Me, My children. Give Me your all. Give 
Me permission to have your all and I will do the rest. I have such wonderful plans for you that, were 
you to sit and dream for hours and days on end, never would you discover the glorious gifts awaiting 
you in Heaven.‖ 
 
―I will give you little clues…you know the things you‘ve hidden away in your heart…dreams of what 
you want some day? That grand piano, that soft furry lion, that mountain retreat, that ocean estate, 
that ability to fly. The body that is whole, slender, and young – with all your teeth. That exquisite ability 
to fly and figure skate, ski down mountains, preach and teach, heal the sick, to rule and reign in 
righteousness, establishing justice for all men, women and children. That orchestral choir of angels, 
that voice that hits all the notes perfectly, those songs that glorify and worship Me and the perfect 
execution of piano pieces. All and much more, await you in Heaven.‖ 
 
―So I ask you, merely trust in Me. Give Me your hearts, your lives, your total and unconditional trust, 
knowing that everything happens to you for a good reason. Because My love for you is beyond 
comprehension and there is a sure and important meaning to all events of your lives.‖ 
 
―I am in this moment imparting Faith and Trust to those who will receive it with the innocence of a 
child. I have so much more for you, but all is built on the foundation of trust. Receive from Me that 
trust now. It is yours for the taking.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 166: The Power of Reconciliation... It paves the Way for a 

Healing 
 
 
October 21, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) The Lord‘s peace and power be with you, Heartdwellers. Well, I received a correction tonight, 
and I was really happy that the Lord brought something to mind. I want to share it with you. It has to 
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do with reconciliation. I could see that the Lord was wanting me to share it so that you could 
understand this dynamic. 
 
Tonight it became very obvious to me as I was waiting on a message from the Lord that I owed the 
owners of the house an apology for not asking permission for Rae to stay in the front house and for 
enclosing the porch. A deep contrition touched my heart as I thought about their shock in seeing what 
Rae did to that front room. Well, not just the front room, the kitchen and the middle room, too – it just 
reeked. 
 
So I wrote a letter of apology and pledged our support to them. The front room where she stayed and 
every room where she was with her dogs, has had the floors sanded, stained and sealed. The walls, 
too, are freshly painted and there‘s not even a hint of that bad smell there anymore. So, I asked their 
forgiveness. We can only pray now that we‘ve done what is necessary. But I had a great sense of 
relief after I wrote them a letter asking them to forgive me. The Lord began… 
 
(Jesus) "Is there anything too difficult for God? I say there is not. Am I not the master of destinies and 
the shaper of hearts? Do I not know the ways of men‘s hearts and how to form them? My children, a 
man plans his ways..." 
 
(Clare) And immediately these Scripture were quickened to me… 'Many plans are in a man‘s heart, 
but it is the counsel of the Lord that stands.' (Proverbs 19:21) And... 'A man's heart plans his way, but 
the Lord establishes his steps.' (Proverbs 16:9) 
 
(Jesus) "Even now I am at work in their hearts. Calming troubled waters, bringing peace and insight. 
Anger clouds thinking. An apology was in order. Now I can truly work My purposes in their lives. 
 
"In order for justice to prevail, hearts must be clean before Me. Make your peace with all men, My 
people. Always strive for honesty and integrity. Where you have failed, confess and ask forgiveness. 
Sometimes it takes only a word to calm troubled waters. Recognition and confession of sin clears the 
way for healing. Now I can move forward with My plans and all will follow as I lead. 
 
"My Children, never underestimate the cleansing power of confession of wrong doing on your part. 
Many grudges can or could have been completely avoided if fault and mistakes were clearly admitted. 
The tendency today is to cover up weakness and proceed as if nothing were wrong. 
 
"That doesn‘t wash out of a person's heart, it leaves a sting and resentment. Bitterness sets in and life 
takes a turn for the worse. In My Heart and Mind, brotherly love, reconciliation, are of the utmost 
importance. When people hold onto their pains, it twists their lives and sends them in a wrong 
direction. 
 
"Maybe 20 years down the road, this is recognized, but by then it is too late. I am the God of present 
moments and perfect plans. What I have stored up for each of you will not be received without your 
cooperation, to have clean hearts, and hands. 
 
"Children lay blame; adults take it. Look back on your lives, have you left someone smoldering in 
resentment for your actions, which you have justified? If you look deeper, do you find any fault of your 
own? Has this been covered up or are you in all humility confessing and asking for pardon? 
 
"Pardon heals, and restores equilibrium to all parties involved. Always, always, be on the look out for 
your brother‘s gain. Set yourself aside and seek the good of another. Will I not make it up to you? 
Yes, I tell you, when I see that you are living for the edification of others, even when it costs you, you 
open the windows of providence and what I have stored up for you falls right into your lap. 
 
"This is a secret that only few come to realize. I am not in any way condoning giving to get. That is 
devoid of virtue. The principle may work for you but the reward will only be on Earth, not in Heaven. 
However, when you sacrificially give, with a good heart of brotherly love, then you will gain a reward 
both on Earth and in Heaven. 
 
"In this world where grasping and attaining are the order of the day, men overlook the lasting effects 
of virtue in their lives. When virtue is placed on mammon and worldly gain, all is swallowed up into 
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reproach and nothingness at death. Nothing is taken forward into Heaven but honest virtue, brotherly 
love and sacrifice for others. Yet, even then you mustn‘t count on that. 
 
"If this concept is foreign to you, ask Me to instill it into your heart. Ask Me to change your heart and 
make you My true disciple and ambassador of love. Action is lacking because love is lacking. This is 
why your time with Me is more important than any other activity in your day. Live in the world, give the 
world primacy and you will only bear worldly fruit. 
 
"Live in the Spirit, give Me the primacy and you will not satisfy the lusts of the flesh, but bear holy fruit 
unto life eternal, not only for yourselves but for those around you as well. This is the meaning of being 
a Christian; this is the meaning of being My presence in the world. 
 
"This is not accomplished by the weak willed and cowardly. There is a good reason why I have said 
the cowardly will not enter Heaven. When they are pressed to make a decision, it will always be to 
their advantage and safety. It takes a brave soul to confess Me and live by virtue, do what is right. 
 
"All of you who are faint of heart Come to Me, I will make you strong, resolute and committed to the 
right path even when it costs you. It is My love in your heart that causes you to sacrifice for others. 
And My love will not be present unless you devout time to Me and our relationship. So, come to Me. 
Do not be afraid to confess your weakness. Come and ask for strength – have I not also promised 
you wisdom? I will give generously and without reproach. (James 1:5) Come to Me." 
 
 
 
 

Message 167: Jesus says... Evil thrashes against the Door & The ripe 

Fruits are falling 
 
 
October 22, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) What would You like to teach on tonight? 
 
Jesus answered... ―Submission to My will.‖ 
 
―When a soul listens to Me very carefully and then is careful to implement My will, I protect it with all 
My strength. Whatever wishes to come against it becomes a wisp of vapor that quickly evaporates, 
never to be seen again. I will cause all My glory to pass before you, and no one or no thing will I allow 
to triumph over you.‖ 
 
―Because you are My servant, faithfully going about My business, I have protected you with My Holy 
Angels and a hedge of fire. Many are the devices of the wicked, but I will thwart them all, My Love. 
Just keep being faithful to Me. You have absolutely nothing to worry about. Just continue to lead this 
flock I have entrusted to you.‖ 
 
(Clare) And as He was speaking, I also had a strong sense that he was talking to those of us who are 
being submissive to His will – not just us. Not just Ezekiel and I, but ALL of us who are really, really 
submitting to His will, seeking His will and carrying out His every wish. 
 
(Jesus) ―They are suffering confusion right now, not knowing which way to go, but I will make the path 
plain and the way level.‖ 
 
(Clare) Jesus, what are You talking about right now? I mean, who? 
 
(Jesus) ―You My Love, You and those you care for. Confusion is in the air, go – stay – wait - go - stay 
- wait – do I go – do I stay – do I wait? You are waiting, you are all waiting, but I am using this time to 
prepare you and gather into My bosom more souls hungry for Me, the lost, without meaning, direction 
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or orientation. Confusion has been deeply educated into such as these as part of the plan to steal 
their souls away from Me.‖ 
 
―But I am going to shake the Earth, shake, shake, and shake until all the ripe fruit will come tumbling 
down into My baskets. Yes, you are all My baskets to catch the fruit as it falls. In this time before the 
Rapture, you will all be given ample opportunity to catch the fruit as it falls from the tops of the trees.‖ 
 
―I am about to shake the tree and even more will fall. All over the world people are ripe for answers. 
Confusion reigns in their hearts because they know the signs of the times are perilous indicators of 
the end. Their elders have spoken of these times and all that has been prophesied is manifesting in 
world events, signs and wonders. There is barely a soul who‘s is ignorant. My Spirit has stirred all 
men that something huge is looming.‖ 
 
―Beneath these day to day attempts to appear normal is deep unrest and the expectation that 
something major is going to change.‖ 
 
(Clare) But Lord, hasn‘t it been this way for decades? 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes in a manner of speaking it would seem that way. But forces have been brought to bear 
and moved into position slowly, in order not to spread mass alarm. It‘s the moment, Clare; the 
moment before the storm, the calm before the storm. Can‘t you feel it?‖ 
 
(Clare) Forgive me Lord, I‘ve been feeling it for a very long time now. 
 
(Jesus) ―That is because I continue to delay things. 'Just one more soul Father, just one more?'‖ 
 
(Clare) I saw Him looking up and pleading with Father God. 
 
(Jesus) ―But all of that is narrowing down to the final moment, the very last moment before it all 
breaks loose. Creation holds its breath in eager expectation. Things are winding down, Clare. The 
window is closing, the window of opportunity for mercy – it‘s coming to a close.‖ 
 
(Clare) I saw a tunnel of sorts, a very dark tunnel. It began wide but very quickly became more and 
more narrow. It almost looked like I was looking down through a tornado to the Earth. 
 
―When it has finished, it breaks with the ground and ascends back into the cloud, never to be seen 
again.‖ 
 
―Yes that is My Window of Mercy for mankind. It is narrowing, Clare, it is narrowing. There will come a 
time shortly when it will lift up from the ground taking My Bride with it. Then the heavens will be shut 
and utter darkness and chaos will reign on this Earth.‖ 
 
―CERN has made much of this possible. I have limited the enemy‘s contact with the Earth. Yes, I have 
held back the hands of perdition as the time for the great slaughter is coming. The time when 
dimensions will converge on Earth, bringing with them those unclean ones scattered in space. Yes, 
they shall converge on the Earth until they are no more.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord are you speaking of the purging before the Millennium or after? 
 
―Before. My heart is heavy tonight, Clare, very heavy – because this window of opportunity is truly, 
irrevocably coming to a close.‖ 
 
He began to weep... ―And many will be lost Clare, many – too, too many. My children that will never 
be seen again. The hope for their conversion is coming to a close, and that is why I am pouring forth 
My gifts as never before that they will be seen and believed.‖ 
 
―This is the hour of great gloom and doom for mankind, yet so many will be taken unaware of what 
has overtaken them... confusion on every front, no understanding of what is occurring. Yet I will have 
My army, My soldiers, that will stand for Me in every battle. They will lead the way to salvation for 
those who survive the initial onslaught, and there will be a great Harvest.‖ 
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―But before that, terror will inhabit the very air you breath and all will be cast into confusion, except for 
those of you who have made Me your priority. You will know and understand, you will stand strong, 
shining a light into the darkness – the light that will penetrate the hearts of all men, the light of Truth.‖ 
 
―Many imitations will be offered with false claims of security. Those who have compromised for the 
pleasures of life will be especially disoriented. They never had an anchor in their lives, only a thin 
veneer and appearance of being stable. They will grasp at those things that offer that stability back to 
them. They will also ally against Christians who will be depicted as the true culprits and trouble 
makers.‖ 
 
―Anything for a dollar, anything for praise, anything for security. That is…anything but Me.‖ 
 
―Why am I telling you this? Because it is even at the door, it thrashes and kicks against that door 
which I alone have the key to. And when that door is open, fury will come forth, full force.‖ 
 
―So, I say to you now, make the very best use of the time and gifts I am imparting during this season 
the antechamber of evil. Take and use these gifts, be on the lookout for those you can touch even in 
the littlest ways. It may not seem significant to you, but a little spreads out to have a large impact. You 
touch a soul with a little word, I water it in their hearts. They in turn spread that word, things are read 
and listened to that confirm what you have sown. Your tiny word expands into a truth that blankets a 
whole community of interconnected people.‖ 
 
―Do not look for glory among men, you will not find it. Rather look for the little, the small and 
insignificant. I will work through those things and give the increase. Salvation will be wrought. Just 
plant the seeds and give no thought to your lack of harvest. That has been the problem with My 
people – they go out looking for glory and come home empty handed and disillusioned. What they 
don‘t realize is that I am the Lord of increase, and water and send others to harvest at the appropriate 
time. Just because you don‘t get the credit for a soul coming to Me, in this world, does not mean that 
your reward is not stored up in Heaven.‖ 
 
―It takes many to bring in a soul and all shall be rewarded according to their sacrifices. So many will 
be rewarded that no one even recognized. They will be the ones who cared not for the glory or 
recognition, rather they poured out their hearts to Me day after day, night after night, without even a 
sign from Me that their prayers were being answered. They prayed in love and contrition for the whole 
world, and I answered their prayers in ways that will only be seen in Heaven.‖ 
 
―Now is the time, My People, My Bride. Make the best use of all that I give you and do not disdain the 
little things done in love. I will take it from there and hope will not disappoint.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 168: Father God says... I Am Truly Your Father 
 
 
October 23rd, 2015 - Words from God the Father to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
The glorious truth of Father God is overshadowing us today. He has given us a beautiful message 
about His person, His personhood as God and as our Father. 
 
As I was worshipping with Jesus, along with a Terry MacAlmon song, there came a point where God 
the Father was standing to the left of Jesus. He held me and put His arm around me, and with a 
sweeping motion of His hand, He said, ―Do you see all of this?" And as I looked around at what He 
was motioning toward, I saw all the forms of beauty in creation that He had created - all the glories of 
Heaven. The trees, horses, gems and minerals, waterfalls, birds and creatures. Lions, deer, gazelle, 
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antelope, architecture of all sorts, from log cabins to tall multilevel dwellings - everything glittered and 
glowed as if it were alive from the inside out. 
 
Father began... 
―The concept of Me and who I am is grossly lacking. When I created man, I created a perfect set of 
elements and life forms to satisfy beauty and functionality that he would find an environment suitable 
to his liking and joy and growth. You know how you fashion little play places for your little kitties, and 
how you think about what they will love and enjoy? Yes, that is what I did when I created Earth, a 
suitable dwelling place for man, Earth." 
 
"Rich in minerals and life forms, spectacular beauty, fulfilling as any created object could be from the 
pungent odor of sage brush to the delicate fragrance of the violet. From the thundering waves of the 
ocean to the quiet little trickle at the headwaters of a mighty river...melting snow, coursing its way 
down the mountain and picking up volume and velocity with every tributary added to it." 
 
―I made this Earth a paradise, My little dove, a paradise for man to enjoy. Doesn't that say something 
about My personality? Doesn't that get your attention? Do you know I am there when you discover a 
dewdrop hanging from a blade of grass? Do you know what I am doing? I am discovering with you 
and rejoicing in your wonder...because I put that dew drop in the grass for you to discover and Oh the 
joy I feel when you find it and give praise and thanks to Me!" 
 
"Just the way you have hidden catnip in different places on their little playhouse. You want them to go 
there because you have created consolation and pleasure for them there and so when they find the 
goodies and lay down snuggled up the way you imagined they would be, when you see that, you flow 
inside with happiness and it's a joy to behold." 
 
―People have made me so sterile and fierce. Yes, I am fierce. Where there is injustice and violence, I 
can be terrible - more terrible than anything your little human heart can conceive of. But with the 
simple, I am simple. With the innocent, I am innocent. With the tender and merciful I, too, am tender 
and merciful.‖ 
 
Psalm 18:25-27 
25 With the kind You show Yourself kind; With the blameless You show Yourself blameless; 
26 With the pure You show Yourself pure, And with the crooked You show Yourself astute. 
27 For You save an afflicted people, But haughty eyes You abase. 
 
―Clare, you are manifesting My Godhead when you are kind and merciful. You are manifesting that 
part of Me I gave you, nurturing it, becoming like Me, that's the point of this journey, from glory to 
glory.‖ 
 
2 Corinthians 3:18 
But we all, with unveiled face, beholding as in a mirror the glory of the Lord, are being transformed 
into the same image from glory to glory, just as from the Lord, the Spirit. 
 
―How can one look into the face of a newborn and think I am not tender? I have created all things for 
your enjoyment, because all these things embody and reflect who I Am. The world is absolutely 
loaded with who I am. So shall I stiff-arm the most beautiful of all My Creation, children, men and 
women? These exquisite creatures, fashioned after My very own self, shall I hold them back behind a 
wall of fire seeming great and terrible? Or shall I embrace them as Abba Father?" 
 
At this point, Father God began weeping, "These are My children, Clare. I long to embrace them, I 
ache with love for My children – Oh, how I want to embrace them! But they have this image of Me as 
the great and terrible God. Do you know who I am great and terrible to?‖ 
 
At that point, I thought of the devil. 
 
―That's right you guessed it, Satan." 
 
―To him and his rebellious angels, I am sheer terror. That's why one person using My Son's name can 
put to flight an entire army of devils. Yes, when My Son is roused, burning anger like lava from the 
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fires of a volcano, comes down and burns and scorches them, hideously torturing them. That's why 
they run. If they don't, if they have the temerity to oppose that Name, liquid hell falls on them and 
consumes their members. Then they are disabled for a very long time." 
 
"And when their master sees that they were disabled, he becomes wroth with them and tortures them 
even further. He is the embodiment of absolute cruelty; nothing and no one approaches him in cruelty 
and hatred. Everything I ever created he hates: he hates his demons, he hates mankind, he hates the 
Earth from the most delicate flower to the snow capped peaks. He is wroth with hatred." 
 
―That is why everything is deteriorating around you. These are the final hours and days of his reign on 
Earth and what he has come to do he must do quickly, because his time is very short, nearly at its 
end. This is why he is rallying the far reaches of the universe, inhabited by demons of every kind and 
description. Before, I held it closed before him, but now it is open, because I will gladly call together all 
these monsters to destroy them once and for all." 
 
―The point I am wanting to make is that I love My children tenderly, and I want them to receive Me as 
their Daddy. Truly, for them to approach the Throne of Grace, for they are clothed in the 
righteousness of My Son. I want them to look upon My face, and see the love that tenderly burns for 
them. I want them to see My expressions, My laughs, My crying, My wonderment as they discover the 
delights I have created for them." 
 
―I want to put a stop to this far and distant God whom they idolize as an image untouchable. I want 
them to see Me as I truly am towards them: gentle, loving, embracing. Covering, protecting, leading 
and always dwelling with them, each and every one." 
 
―I am not a vapor unfathomable - I created vapors unfathomable, but I am not that. I made you in My 
image, that's what I look like, that's what I am like." 
 
―Now it should be obvious that I sent My only begotten Son to represent who I truly am in the flesh, in 
actions, deeds and truth. And there was only one time when He was mighty and scary, and that was 
with the scribes and Pharisees and the money changers that had locked up the secrets of My loving 
heart in their coffers of greed and avarice." 
 
―They wanted My people to fear Me, not love Me. They used fear to control and to keep them 
submissive to their wishes." 
 
But Father, did you not show yourself that way in the wilderness as being awesome and terrible? 
 
―When was I a terror to My own people who were obedient to Me? It was the ones who hated law and 
order, who hated control or boundaries, who wanted to side with Satan and run free in debauchery - 
those were the ones I was great and terrible to as the Earth swallowed them up." 
 
―But to the meek, the humble, the obedient I am a tender Daddy. If you could but see the war that was 
raging with demons in bodies on Earth before the Flood, you would understand so much more. I 
would not be falsely accused of slaughtering what was innocent – because everything they created 
was anything but innocent." 
 
―If you could see the terror and pain caused to tiny infants and children, the oppression more terrible 
than anything this world has seen, the reign of terror and the transhumanism, you would understand 
the orders to slaughter. All was contaminated with demons and mutated clusters of wickedness and 
horror. Yes, they tampered with DNA. They are even responsible for the genetic tendency to 
homosexuality. Anything they could do to insult the beauty of man and woman coming together and 
giving birth, anything, was cause for great rejoicing, and that endures to this day. And they are still 
rejoicing. This whole gay liberation movement is the culmination of their tampering with DNA 
thousands of years ago." 
 
Father, does that mean that people are born that way? 
 
"They are born with a cross to carry. Genetically, they tend to be neutral in sex, therefore it is a great 
cross for them to curb the unhealthy appetites that are fueled by demons. Yet, I have given each and 
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every one the ability to reject that tendency to sin and do what is right. Where sin abounds, grace 
abounds even more, if they will have it. (That can be found, by the way, in Romans 5:20) 
 
―The point is, Satan's rule on this Earth is about to come to an end. I want people to know I am their 
Father, and that if they seek Me they will see My Face and they will see My smile. I am Jehovah God, 
and the tenderness with which I love them, they cannot, you cannot fathom...not even totally with 
grace. You merely scrape across the surface. But in Heaven you shall know, even as you are known.‖ 
 
For now we see in a mirror dimly, but then face to face; now I know in part, but then I will know fully 
just as I also have been fully known. 1 Corinthians 13:12 
 
―All aberrations will cease. Everyone will be as I created them to be, the Earth will be filled with My 
glory, and peace shall reign everywhere - from deepest darkest cave to the mountain tops, peace 
shall reign." 
 
But Father, does not Scripture say you live in unapproachable light? 
 
―Unapproachable in your human estate, yet not unapproachable in your glorified state, and not 
unapproachable to My children who seek Me in spirit and in truth. To them My glory is hidden that 
they may feel safe in approaching Me. To them, I am their Father. You being at somewhat of a 
handicap - never having a father, but they know what it's like to have a father." 
 
"Oh, don't be afraid to come to Me, My children - please, do not be afraid! Allow Me to hold you and 
rock you in My arms as a newborn babe. Allow Me to sit and speak with you, giving you the counsel 
you should receive from your father, reassuring you of My Love. Oh, far too many of you have been 
stuffed into the stiff, ugly suit of self-hatred and condemnation." 
 
―I want those clothes off of you. You should be wearing the garments of salvation. Yes, when I see 
you approach, I see Jesus, not the sinner you once were. I see you clothed in His robes, pure, 
beautiful, righteous. So, come forward now My wearied ones. Come to your Daddy and let Me be a 
Father to you. I am your Father. Allow Me the room to function as your Father. Do not continue to 
push Me away as some unapproachable energy, some nebulous, all-knowing power. That which 
people worship as Me is not Me at all, it is merely My Power holding the universe together. They hook 
into that vibration and think it to be Me." 
 
―But it IS NOT ME! You are created in My Image. Set aside these lies instituted by Satan, set them 
aside and embrace the truth, your real Eternal Father, I am." 
 
―And as for you, My children, I wish for you to cease isolating Me as unapproachable deity. When the 
veil was rent, so was the barrier between you and I. The Blood of My son purchased for Me a return 
to the state of Adam and Eve in the Garden before the Fall, where I used to walk in the cool of the 
evening and glory in My Creation and fellowship with My children." 
 
―Come back to Me in this way. My Son has paid the price and I am calling you back into the light of 
My Love, back into the fellowship, walking and talking with you - even as it was in the beginning with 
Adam and Eve. So put away your fears and come to Me.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 169: My Economy of Salvation, Tears, Suffering & Death... I 

waste nothing 
 
 
October 26, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
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(Clare) Well, dear Family, today is kind of a sad occasion for us. We lost our beloved dog, Bruno. He 
was very, very sick yesterday before he passed this morning. The Lord bless you, Family, and thanks 
for your prayers, because I know you have been praying for us – I can feel it. We really appreciate it. 
 
Anyway, it‘s been hard for me to get into prayer and getting quiet. Calm brings me closer to the pain. 
But Jesus was there immediately, holding me and resting my head over His heart. I was waiting for a 
message for you and Jesus began... 
 
(Jesus) "I want to speak to you about death. There is a time and a season for everyone and 
everything. Death of the body does not separate you from your loved one. For in the Spirit you are still 
very connected. 
 
"My Love, I want you to understand that nothing you suffer is in vain. There is an appointed time for all 
creatures. This was his time and now you need to let go. I know your heart is bursting in pain, but 
understand in the economy of salvation there is much merit in your suffering. There are those who are 
benefiting from your pain. 
 
"Oh, this is so overlooked by My People. Really, My People, is there anything you do that does not 
have a purpose? Do you really believe that suffering is in vain? Do you really believe that I waste 
even one tear from your eye? Does that sound like My character? 
 
"No, it doesn‘t, because it is not. Does not your life and everything in it have significance to Me? I tell 
you it does. I am not some sterile God that says... 'Ok your dog is dead, get over it' or 'Her dog is 
dead, but she‘ll see him again' and let it go at that. 
 
"No, I hurt with you and as you offer that pain to Me, I turn it into opportunities and movements of 
grace to call others into My Kingdom. Nothing is accomplished without suffering and sacrifice, 
nothing. 
 
"The natives killed the men, and the wives went back to those very same people who killed their 
husbands, and brought them the Gospel. Five men died, and a whole tribe came to Me and is still to 
this day bearing fruit even around the world. Do you understand? I use the suffering of others, be it 
sickness, death or martyrdom. The blood of the martyrs is the seed of the church, and conversion 
follows on the heels of it. 
 
"When I said take up your cross and follow Me, did I say also, ‗OK, you carried it, now lay it down and 
keep going?‘ No, I expect you to follow Me even unto death. Yes, this is a big offering but nothing else 
will do. A complete and total relinquishing of your life is what I call you to, Beloved. 
 
"And then, just as I abolished the barrier between men and God, and wrought salvation for all, you by 
your sacrifice fuel the spreading of the Gospel – even the bending of hardened hearts that will not 
come to Me until they are dying. Some souls are very stubborn and hardened against Me, but I hold 
out hope for the end, those last moments when perhaps they will see themselves as I see them, and 
feel the love that I have for them and repent. 
 
"Although not all are given this opportunity, it is not something to be presumed upon by anyone. There 
are many that did not receive this final opportunity because I had visited them over and over again 
and each time they pushed Me away. They chose evil over good. 
 
"What I want to say is that much has been accomplished by the sacrifice of your dog. You all suffered, 
I collected every tear and applied it to the most wretched of souls to bring them to their senses. Yes, I 
waste nothing. Life is precious, when I give it and when I take it. It is precious. 
 
"Yet as you can see he is in Heaven with Me, barking, wagging his tail and telling you you‘re coming 
home soon. You see and you know, you will be together again soon. Bruno did his job, and you are 
finishing yours, because I am coming for you. You will all be reunited, and what a joyous occasion 
that will be! 
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"I know My Love, I know your heart is heavy. This will pass. And I have used this as a fast offering of 
great magnitude. Even though it didn‘t require your martyrdom, it was a martyrdom of sorts, a white 
martyrdom. Pick up your cross and follow Me right down to the end. I waste nothing." 
 
 
 
 

Message 170: Jesus says... I will restore your Soul 
 
 
October 27th, 2015 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
The Lord bless you, precious Heartdwellers. Thank you so much for your prayers – I really, really 
appreciate it. And this is a very short message tonight. I‘ve been in prayer for about 10 hours and I am 
just exhausted. The Lord did give me something, but it is short and sweet. 
 
As you know, our precious Bruno departed for the shore of Heaven yesterday. It‘s been a really hard 
day just dealing with it. 
 
The Lord began... 
"Suffering may endure for a night but joy comes in the morning. What you suffer now on Earth will 
most certainly bring you glory in Heaven. Although I am well aware that is not your motive. I know 
how you love Me, Clare, and are willing to submit to the trials I allow in your life. They are to 
strengthen you, My Love, so that you will not back away from any adversity. 
 
―They are fires of purification to prove your love for Me is pure, fire-tried silver, gleaming and glancing 
over the obstacles in your path. How I wish for all of You, My People, to persevere under trial. I know 
you feel like quitting sometimes, but for those of you who do not, there is a Victor's Crown awaiting 
you." 
 
Lord, I guess You know that thought has been going through my mind, but not with any seriousness, I 
hope...just a feeling that this journey is getting too hard and too long. I'm getting tired, Jesus. 
 
What I really was trying to convey here is, when you‘re in ministry, you are a target. If you‘re not doing 
any damage to the kingdom of darkness, they don‘t mess with you – you aren‘t any kind of a threat. 
But, if you are doing damage to the kingdom of darkness and souls are coming to the Lord because of 
your ministry, and the graces that are flowing through your ministry, then they line up! 
 
I‘ve seen them wrapped around the block waiting to get permission to throttle me, and most of them 
get turned away. Death assignments you wouldn‘t believe. And other kinds of assignments, for 
decades. The Lord is faithful to protect me, but sometimes He allows things to touch down. 
 
In the situation with our Bruno, the devil immediately on his way to condemn me that I did something 
wrong, that I was in sin and that‘s why my dog dog, and so on and so forth. The Lord was very strong, 
and said, ―You did nothing. You did nothing, you were not guilty.‖ And that helped, that prevented 
those fiery darts from landing in my heart and saying it was my fault. But, the Lord assured me that 
nothing was my fault, this was something He was allowing for certain souls who are on the verge of 
hell right now. 
 
"Yes, discouragement can set in if you are not very, very careful not to receive the insinuations of the 
enemy, ‗See the way your God is? Harsh, cruel, punishing - not protecting. Back down from this path, 
He will only make you suffer more if you continue to serve Him that way. Quit while you're ahead.‘ ‗No 
matter how hard you try to please Him you always do something wrong, and He punishes you. It is 
your fault, after all, that your dog died - you still have faults and sin in your life, so He punishes you.‘" 
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―The enemy will taunt you with this and worse if you let him. These are his tools: Dejection and 
Condemnation. But little does he see how suffering purifies a soul and takes from him his quarry. If 
the devils really understood how many souls are saved every time I allow trials in the lives of My 
Faithful ones, he would quickly cease his operations over them." 
 
―Nothing works to his advantage, all turns to merit in My hands. I know how you are feeling, Clare, 
and I know how weary you are, but breakthrough is coming. I am with you, and all you have to do is 
give Me your consent and cling to Me with all your heart, your mind and your strength. I will do the 
rest. I will accomplish it all, your part is to hold onto Me and never let Me go." 
 
―I want all of My Heart Dwellers to retreat to My Heart when the world is yet too harsh. Come and bury 
yourself in prayer and supplication. Let Me enfold you in the blanket of grace, made just for you to 
restore your hearts and minds. In this place I will heal. In this place I will strengthen, give wisdom, 
perseverance and most of all exercise you in love and sacrifice until your image reflects Me to the 
world. Come and do not allow the devils to weary you, retreat into this safe space where there is 
healing and rest." 
 
―I hold you tenderly there, My Loves. I tend to your wounds and restore your soul." 
 
―Come.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 171: Jesus says... You must break with Sin, Time is short! Not 

All are prepared 
 
 
October 28, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... ―Time is very short, dearly loved ones. I am still coming to get you soon and some of 
you are still not prepared. I have spoken over and over again about what you must do. Especially 
avoid sexual immorality. Do you understand, it is a sin, it will take your soul to Hell. You must break 
with sin. What you have been taught in the world is in error and conditioning you for the fires of Hell. 
Do you think I say that lightly? I do not.‖ 
 
―Your consciences are NOT properly formed. Sleeping with someone other than your wife or husband 
is a sin, and some of you keep on sinning. Please, stop this behavior. Please get serious with Me. If 
you truly Love Me, you will obey Me. Break with sin, now. Do not put off another day.‖ 
 
―Yes, I am coming soon. Some of you are ready, in fact some are more than ready and you are 
forming others in the right way to go. Well done! I say to you. It has cost you dearly, but you have 
been firmly established in righteousness and others are following your example.‖ 
 
―Continue on and remain vigilant, you will not be totally safe until I take you Home with Me. Lead 
others, impart to them what I have imparted to you. They are watching you, they are following you, 
and you are bringing forth fruit for the Kingdom. I will soon say to you, ―Well done. Enter into your 
Master‘s joy!‖ 
 
―Others among you have finally broken free from the love of money and man. You have grown to 
despise this world and I am preparing you for Heaven as well. Do not think the changes in your 
character are not noticed. They are, especially by your relatives. Yes, they see the changes and they 
wonder, ‗Perhaps they are right about God in their lives, after all.‘ Yes, your light is shining and 
drawing all men to Me.‖ 
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―Well done. Continue in your good resolve and do not allow yourself to slide backwards. There is little 
time left, hold onto the good, continue to weed the garden of your heart. There is a great reward 
awaiting you in My Kingdom.‖ 
 
―Some of you lie in your sick beds, burning with love for Me and for mankind. Yet day after day you 
sorrow because you long to take a more active role in the salvation of souls. There is no more active 
role than to pray. You are at the center of the wheel, and as such, reach out to the whole world 
through the spokes, all the way to the rim. If you were on the rim, as those in the field, you could not 
influence all as you do from the center. Could there be a more sublime place? No, there is no place 
as sublime as intercession. Your prayers direct the course of history.‖ 
 
―To you I say, your heavenly rewards are beyond imagining. Your selfless devotion to Me and My 
needs have made you My Friend and My Bride. Do not allow the enemy to efface you by saying that 
you are sick and therefore worthless. Understand, I knew all about this sickness and its timing before 
you were born and I knew you would be standing in the gap with Me interceding for these souls. You 
are highly honored by Me, yet despised and looked down upon by men.‖ 
 
―And to all of My ministers, I say, yield to the fire that is coming. Yes, I am pouring fire on My People, 
they will be My witnesses throughout the whole world. Receive the fire, bask in the fire, keep fanning 
the flames and let your light shine that all man may see the reflection of My glory upon you.‖ 
 
―The enemy will try to beset you with discouragement to cause the flames to go out, but you are to 
persevere and continue to be a reflection of My glory to the whole world. Littleness is your strength, 
littleness draws the hurting, displaced and most needy ones to you. They have long abandoned the 
company of the rich and famous who have looked down upon them, yet are still searching for 
fellowship among those who are in love with Me and not themselves.‖ 
 
―This ministry is essential to My Body and many, many will be last, even though they and their friends 
considered themselves first. Do not regard your littleness with scorn and contempt, for it is through 
your weakness that My Power is perfected.‖ 
 
―All of you, at the end of the day, come into My arms where your soul will find rest. I am forever 
waiting for that moment when I may impart some grace to you. There is never a moment in the day 
when I am not thinking of you and looking forward to our time together. Come to Me!‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 172: Jesus explains... Distractions, Exhaustion & The Rapture 
 
 
October 31st, 2015 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
The Lord bless you, Heartdwellers. And I just have to ask your forgiveness for not being able to get a 
message up on time. As the message progresses you‘ll understand why. 
 
As the title of this message infers, ―Distractions and Exhaustion‖ that‘s just about exactly what‘s going 
on with me. Ever since Bruno‘s death, we‘ve been thrown a little bit off course, but we‘ve had an awful 
lot of things going on on the property, and kind of nesting for the wintertime is startingto set in here in 
the mountains. 
 
Last night I was worshipping the Lord, I was dancing with Him in the Spirit, I saw that we were both 
dressed in midnight blue with stars twinkling from within the fabric. I love the midnight sky with all the 
stars twinkling. Especially when it gets really cold and they really twinkle. I got the impression that we 
were dressed this way because we are now in the midnight hour. I just could not hear the Lord clearly 
last night because I was so exhausted, that's why there was no message this morning. I finally 
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collapsed at 10:30 which is seven hours before I normally go to bed! The first thing on my mind this 
morning was getting the message for you. 
 
Again during worship, I saw we were wearing midnight blue with stars twinkling off the fabric. After 
about an hour or so of worship, I started to droop and drift off again like I did last night, but Jesus 
began speaking and He saved the day! 
 
He began... 
"You have had a rough few days, My Love. Your choice to cut out all this distraction is a wise one. I 
sent a volunteer to do these things, not you anymore. I want you all to Myself. Is that clear?‖ 
 
It feels right, Lord. 
 
"The question is: do you want Me all to yourself?" 
 
You know I do, Lord. 
 
"I know, but your mind wanders...see even now your mind is wandering." 
 
When He said that, sure enough, I was wondering about something I‘d done 25 years ago that I was 
sorry that I did! Oh my gosh, that‘s been happeneing a lot lately, my mind has been drifting. I guess 
I‘m not taking enough Ginko. Well, I know what the problem is, I‘m going to share that as this goes on. 
I don't know how to put a stop to it. 
 
"Pass it on to your helpers, or, forget about it. Let it go, that is even better. Now let's move on with the 
teaching. I love to use you as My little guinea pig." 
 
But Lord, I thought pigs were unclean? 
 
―Not guineas, My Love, they are cute and adorable. Just like you when you run helplessly in your little 
squirrel cage, and cry out to me, ‗Lord, I can't control my mind, would you please take it over?‘ I just 
love that. And this prayer, I will answer." - He smiled. 
 
He began... 
―This is a season of distraction into frivolous and worldly pursuits and as the Rapture draws nearer, it 
becomes much more dangerous to let your mind stray." 
 
―My Brides, keep your eyes on the prize, keep your eyes on Me. Don't allow the enemy to barrage you 
with distractions and pull you off task. You are far too dangerous to him and he is seeking to disarm 
you through distractions and social obligations that have no bearing on holiness. If you follow after 
these things, it becomes a matter of ‗What shall I wear? What shall we eat? Where shall we meet? 
How can I make it festive? Who should I invite? What should I tell them to wear‘. On and on and on - 
ad infinitum." 
 
―While you pursue all these foolish things, I am left to languish without the company of My Most 
Beloved Bride. I need your attentions now more than ever. The world is still progressing into the 
Tribulation, and the Rapture is still on the horizon. Do you want to be caught unaware and perhaps be 
drawn so far from Me that your lamp goes out?" 
 
―Every year I go through this season of distraction with My Beloved. Every year Satan plans attacks 
against the Body that they are not watching for, because of their own distractions. What you have 
gone through, My Love, in these last few days is but a microcosm of what My whole entire Body is 
going through. And I need you to share your battles of late with them." 
 
All that You say is true, Lord, and every year I try not to be drawn in. But this last month especially, 
the last couple of weeks has been rife with distractions. I feel so fragmented I can't concentrate on 
anything. I know this is my fault, because of my lust to get things done before winter. 
 
Get the wood in, get the beams of the house sealed, clean the chimney, etc, etc. Everyday it is 
something different. People show up here to work on the front house which is really not my concern 
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so I can ignore all that activity, but there is arranging storage for the things we had to remove from 
that house, and organizing, and the like. 
 
It is very, very frustrating, because I have to get up way early, only 6 or 7 hours of sleep when I need 
9, to direct the helpers. As a result, I haven't been getting the sleep I need and last night I just 
collapsed. 
 
But the worst thing of all, is that these things on my mind have nothing to do with ministry. I sit down 
to pray and immediately my mind goes ricocheting off in another direction: ‗What about storage? What 
about paint? What about stain? The roof? And the registration? What about what I did 30 years ago... 
and oh, I wish I hadn't done that!‘ On and on and on! Poor Jesus! I can't keep my attention on Him for 
more than a minute at a time before I drift off into something. 
 
I know it is warfare, and the weapons are the quest for perfection in our environment...a nesting 
instinct brought on by the change of seasons, which causes distraction and leads to fragmentation. 
And a mind that can't sit still and stay in the presence of the Lord. 
 
One technique the Lord has given me for these distractions is to immediately, when something comes 
to mind, write it down on a piece of paper and dispatch it! Then it can be off your mind, because it‘s 
on a list for later. That helps, at least in that area. 
 
But even when I do that, it's like being in a squirrel cage, round and round and round. My mind just 
won‘t refocus on the Lord. How do I get off?! 
 
Jesus began again... 
"By calling on Me, My Love, and making a resolution in your heart that you will not be drawn off 
course. You will not allow yourself to be lured into more projects and out of my Heart. You must make 
a firm purpose of amendment that you will not fall for the bait and take off running." 
 
―My Brides, this is a season when the enemy uses your busy work and social obligations to draw you 
way, way off course. He plans strategic attacks at this time of the year, because he knows you won't 
be vigilant. Many, many evil things begin when your attentions are on other things. But the worst 
damage is done to our relationship, and your lamps become perilously empty on the verge of going 
out. Please, refuse the invitation to relentlessly pursue the things of this world." 
 
―Put Me in number one position in your priorities and with the time left over, take care of the basics, 
for you know not the hour when I will come." 
 
 
 
 

Message 173: Jesus says… Seek Me!... Perseverance & Faithfulness is, 

what I require of My Brides 
 
 
November 1, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… ―I‘m not so far away from you as you have imagined. Your mind was just so cluttered. 
Now that you‘ve moved some of the clutter away, you can hear Me much better. 
 
―Let that be a lesson to all Heart Dwellers. Clutter drowns out My voice. It‘s not that I don‘t want to talk 
with you, it‘s that you can‘t hear Me because of the din of the world circulating endlessly in your mind. 
You are also waging war against unseen enemies of sloth and fatigue. But press in... I am faithful. 
 
―Faithfulness... Even when it‘s a long dry desert walk with not even a drink in sight. This is what I 
require of My Bride. That she be steadfast, enduring and persistent. This is what I require and will 
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reward with fresh graces from Heaven. Dear Ones, I do not wish to make it difficult for you, but your 
mettle must be purified to carry the graces I wish to give you.‖ 
 
―Your will to attain to the high calling must be strong and persevering in the midst of all kinds of 
obstacles. This is how your faith is revealed. 
 
―Just as the wise farmer plants so as to challenge the roots to go deeper, so do I delight in seeing you 
persevere when the living waters are not readily available on the surface. Deeper and deeper I call 
you, My Love. Will you not make that effort to seek Me out and vigilantly await My coming?‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, what is there to do that is more important? Nothing, to me, nothing is more important 
than finding You. 
 
(Jesus) ―That‘s what I like to hear and that heart attitude I will bless. This attribute of perseverance is 
of key importance and spills over on every aspect of your lives. Once you have mastered it in one 
sphere, it is easier to master it in another and another until you‘ve made it a way of life. 
 
―So many quit way before the finish line.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh Lord, lately I‘ve been feeling that way. 
 
(Jesus) ―It‘s nothing more than laziness, Clare. I know you don‘t want to hear it, but it is. You know Me 
well enough that when you can‘t find Me immediately, and you search for Me diligently, you will find 
Me or shall I say, I will find you. This is a way in which you honor Me. You are not willing to give up, 
I‘m just too important to you. 
 
―And for you all, My Brides, this attribute is absolutely necessary if you want to cultivate a relationship 
with Me. Those who won‘t take 'no' for an answer, I simply cannot turn down. You will see in your 
relationship with Me, that from time to time I will seemingly disappear and you won‘t hear or see Me. 
But that is only to cultivate grace and virtue in you. It is not a punishment, it is an exercise. 
 
―Other times I will come to you readily, because your heart is broken or hurting. Yes, then My 
Beloved, I come and wrap My arms around you and warm the chill of sorrow that has taken hold of 
your heart. I know that at those times you need Me more, so I come to you more readily. 
 
―Even now I am standing by with the graces you are all seeking to be empowered with. But I like to 
see you rise up and meet Me half way, that I may shower greater and greater abundance on you. 
Virtue begets virtue. 
 
―Just remember, My Precious Ones, if at first you don‘t succeed, try again and again. Eventually I will 
come and reward your efforts and your faith shall shine brighter and brighter for it. 
 
―I bless you now with the grace of perseverance. Take hold of it and apply it to every area of your life. 
But especially in Our relationship.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 174: Jesus says… This is My Invitation to the Youth...  COME & 

PLEASE ME or please your Parents 
 
 
November 2, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) The Lord bless you, dear Heartdwellers. Jesus what would you like to talk about tonight? 
 
Jesus began... ―Despising all things for My sake.‖ 
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(Clare) And I finally typed that down… And He said... 
 
(Jesus) ―Whew that took a long time!‖ 
 
(Clare) Yeah, I discerned it with the Bible Promises, because I was coming in so late, I wasn‘t sure 
that this was Him. I made Him repeat it three times… O my! Anyway, He said... 
 
(Jesus) ―Don‘t you trust Me, My Bride?‖ 
 
(Clare) How do I answer that question? 
 
(Jesus) ―Transparently.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh, thanks, Lord. More humiliations. 
 
(Jesus) ―They are good for you. The lower you go the more living waters will flow into you. They rush 
from the mountain heights to find the little and lowly down in the fertile valleys, and there they bring 
forth the harvest.‖ 
 
(Clare) Well said, Lord. 
 
(Jesus) ―Oh no, you don‘t… transparently… remember?‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, would I change the subject on You to get out of a humiliation? 
 
(Jesus) ―Do you want Me to answer that?‖ 
 
(Clare) Well, I asked the Lord, even though I strongly sensed and almost saw His presence at my 
right, I asked Him three times because I wasn‘t sure it was Him saying that. It‘s my faith… 
 
(Jesus) ―..and fatigue…you should have come to Me earlier, remember?‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh yes. And I didn‘t come for the message until very late. 
 
(Jesus) ―And why were you late?‖ 
 
(Clare) Answering e-mails and letters of those who really have issues right now? 
 
(Jesus) ―True. But still, come to Me first, Beloved. Please? That will make this much easier.‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, Lord, I will. Help me please? 
 
(Jesus) ―I will. Abandoning all things for My sake is one of the greatest sacrifices a soul can make, in 
a way. It is the acid test of their love for Me. When you work for the world, for money and the nice 
things it can buy, you are in bondage to the things of this world. You are not free to serve Me and go 
where I please.‖ 
 
―You have a wife and children, you say. Did you marry the woman or man of My choice? In that case, 
they will give up the comforts of the world for Me as well. Many, many are the souls who live to 
breathe from moment to moment. They aren‘t truly living; they are surviving. Something deep calls to 
them, but that road is blocked by debts and lifestyle. In the end they grow old and fizzle out, knowing 
profoundly that their lives were a waste and not what they could have been for Me.‖ 
 
―I am speaking to you, now, young people. Do not settle for second best, do not settle for a mate that 
is NOT My choice. I promise you, you will regret it for the rest of your life. If you love Me and know 
that nothing in this world can satisfy you, do not choose a worldly career.‖ 
 
―I am calling many of you, but you have given your lives to your parents, not Me. They have 
expectations and you‘ve buried the dreams in your heart to please them. They are supporting you 
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because you are doing what they want you to do with your life. Is it worth it My chosen ones??? Look 
at your life 20 years from now…(Never mind the Rapture, this is an exercise for the present moment 
only.) If you follow the direction you are in, what will your life look like in 20 years?‖ 
 
―Now I ask you to consider, is that really what you want for your life? Necessity sometimes comes to 
bear on your choices… please the parents… be on the dole. Choose to follow Me… be labeled a 
lunatic… be poor, be an outcast. You say you love Me, but do your choices today reflect that? Or your 
love for the world and the approval of your parents.‖ 
 
―Some day, I will call them to an accounting for being a hindrance. Yet, that weeds out those who will 
go all the way with Me and those who will only go half way.‖ 
 
―Am I being harsh here? Not really. Did I go half way? Did I stop short of the Cross and say ‗thus far 
and no further?‘ Is it not written that ‗He who loves father or mother more than Me is not worthy of Me; 
and he who loves son or daughter more than Me is not worthy of Me. And he who does not take his 
cross and follow after Me is not worthy of Me….‘‖ Matthew 10:37 
 
―Yes, there is a great deal to lose, count the cost. Once you set out on this road, you will not want to 
return. You will be labeled a deserter, irresponsible, lazy, good for nothing. And in a way it is true. You 
are good for nothing as far as the world is concerned. Your goals and the world‘s goals no longer 
have anything in common.‖ 
 
―But I have a hungering aching world set before you – people who have never heard My Name or 
understood Who I Am. I have an endless list of forlorn and forsaken children around the world, those 
who have not been taught their left hand from their right, and they will die without ever knowing Me.‖ 
 
―This is a choice I am calling you to make while you are yet young and have something to give. My 
children, look at the end of your life, if you continue on in this course. Look at those around you and 
see how they age, how they grow weary. Some divorce, some die of cancer, an early death from 
working so hard. They leave their things behind to their children and come to meet Me naked and 
empty handed – with the exception of all they did out of love and faithfulness. But deep in their hearts 
they carry a dead dream. They always wanted to serve Me… but.‖ 
 
―Consider My words well. If you have a calling and are ignoring it, I can guarantee you are committing 
to a life that will not satisfy you, and you will remorsefully carry that burden every day of your life, right 
up until the very end. 
 
―I am asking you to set aside the timing of the Rapture. Look at your life: where you are headed, the 
choices you made, who are you serving? Your parents or Me? Think about it, do the math, imagine 
you standing before Me at 55, 75, 80. What will you say to Me?‖ 
 
―I love you tenderly, but I will tell you now, nothing in this life will ever fulfill you if you are called to 
abandon all, pick up your cross and follow Me.‖ 
 
―It‘s not too late. The invitation is still open. My grace for you to respond to that invitation is with you, 
even as we speak.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 175: Bring your Relationships in Order, make Amends, so 

Healing may flow 
 
 
November 3, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
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(Clare) The Lord is with us, precious Heartdwellers. Once again, He‘s bringing us wisdom and asking 
us to grow in holiness. Tonight I went into worship for the longest while. Just couldn‘t connect with the 
Lord. I just wouldn‘t give up. I know that He is faithful, I know that He said He would speak to me 
every night until the Rapture. I just sat there quietly waiting for Him. It was really neat what happened, 
exactly – He came kind of from the right, I saw Him in the spirit – He came from my right and kissed 
me on the forehead, and said... 
 
(Jesus) "I want to talk with you." 
 
(Clare) And I said, Oh this is wonderful! I‘ve been struggling all night, and waiting for You, Lord. Lord, 
I just couldn‘t give up. You promised. I had to press in. 
 
(Jesus) "I did promise. But also, I love you. It‘s not just about duty, you know." 
 
(Clare) Oh Jesus, is any of this my fault? 
 
(Jesus) "No Clare, you are getting opposition, a wall of opposition. But you did the right thing by 
waiting on Me and I do not disappoint good wills. They will never keep Me from you, My Love. Never." 
 
(Clare) It made me teary-eyed when He said that, it was very touching. 
 
(Jesus) "I want to talk to you about mending your ways. What I mean is making amends with those 
with whom you have strained relationships. It is not My will that chasms between souls should grow 
deeper. No, it is rather My Heart that you should rush to make amends and make it right, even if they 
are the ones who are wrong. 
 
"Because there is a spirit of Division loosed on the Body and even scars from past attacks to divide. I 
want this season leading up to Christmas to be one of making peace with everyone and making 
amends with those who have hurt you." 
 
(Clare) I was thinking right away of a certain pastor that put a wet towel over me. We ended up 
leaving that church. 
 
(Jesus) "Yes, for instance, that pastor." 
 
(Clare) Oh Jesus the very thought of it makes my heart sink. 
 
(Jesus) "I know, but it must be done. I want closure with those who have slighted you and whom you 
have slighted. I want healing between factions and divisions. I want nothing hanging over your heads 
and holding you back." 
 
"Imagine an anchor to the deep. The ship wants to move forward without hindrance, but something, 
deep down, unseen is slowing the forward motion. Those are hindrances from unhealed wounds and 
unresolved relationships. Even if it be only one way, still I can complete that freedom in My Spirit as 
long as nothing is still sticking to you. Many have several anchors to deep, dark issues that hold them 
back from forward motion. It is not commonly realized how much these things affect the direction of 
your life, either pulling you back or pulling you off course even just a little to the right or the left. 
 
―This is a time of forward motion for My Body, My Bride, and I want Her to be free from hindrances. 
Free to minister, free to seek Me without questioning yourselves about guilt or hidden condemnations, 
without fuel for the fires of condemnation. Making sure that relationships have been squared away, or 
at least an attempt to bring about reconciliation is very important to this process. 
 
―You see, when one issue is still lurking in your life, it drags and provides fuel for the enemy to throw 
up accusations, be they true or false. But when you have done everything in your power to make 
amends, I close off that avenue that could become a constant underlying source of condemnation, 
that will weaken your resolve as you go to pray for people.‖ 
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(Clare) Yes Lord, I‘ve often heard something thrown up in my face telling me I wasn‘t qualified to pray 
because of such and such, or that ―you did this or you did that‖, so God‘s not going to hear your 
prayer. 
 
(Jesus) ―That is why I am asking you, My Brides to seek peace. Simple little gestures... A card, a word 
of reconciliation, a thank you, perhaps even a gift. These are the things that melt the hearts and pave 
the way for healing and wholeness in your heart.‖ 
 
(Clare) Like the inspiration I had to have a couple over for dinner, Lord? 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes. I am dropping little hints in your hearts, little things, gestures and even reaching out a 
little more to make amends. Oh, how freeing this will be. The enemy has used these seemingly 
insignificant things, torn or fractured relationships to cause a darkness in your hearts, either from 
wounds received or rejection or from your own bad attitudes. 
 
―I am not asking a lot of you here, My Brides. I am asking for forgiveness coupled with charity and 
action to bring about a healing of old wounds. It will be an exercise in humility for you all, but then 
humility is much needed. You can never be too humble. 
 
―I will be with you in this endeavor. I will bring a fragrance of sweetness into these relationships as 
you reach out to comfort and mend past ways. Don‘t be afraid. I am with you in this. And remember to 
pray first and ask how to approach each situation. I will lead you.‖ 
 
(Clare) Not to change the subject, Lord. But I did have a question. Forgive me Lord. But the 
messages have been shorter lately…. 
 
(Jesus) ―My Beloved, I am not here to entertain, or fill the air with words, or tickle fancies, such as 
Rapture scenarios. I am here to instruct in holiness. And your obedience to these short directives 
mean everything to Me. You see, with obedience comes increased blessings, grace builds upon 
grace. You are all growing in the beauty of holiness. Treasure these words, and act on them. They 
are specific and timely for you all. 
 
―I bless you now with the firm resolve and humility to go and make peace with those who have injured 
you in the past, or whom you have injured.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 176: Jesus says… You are My Ambassadors of Truth & Love to 

the desolate Soul 
 
 
November 4, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... The blessing and peace of our Lord be with us all, Heartdwellers. 
 
Tonight, I had a long discussion with someone who is really suffering a lot of emotional pain right now, 
because they feel betrayed by God. In essence, it wasn‘t the Lord that betrayed them, but the enemy. 
But because they‘re new in the ways of the Lord, they took it as a betrayal by God. I had to defend 
His character and I also had to share with them that His ways are NOT our ways, and what looks like 
something that He‘s doing is more frequently what the accuser of the brethren, the devil, is doing. And 
lying spirits are doing. 
 
But it‘s difficult to understand that when you come from a background of disappointment and betrayal. 
And this particular soul comes from that kind of a terrible background of disappointment and betrayal 
by her parents. 
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Jesus began to speak... ―Many people say many things, but who do you say I am?‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, You are the wisest, most loving, most perceptive and understanding of any one or any 
thing in the Universe. The most gentle, patient and kind, and all Your ways are perfection itself. 
 
(Jesus) ―Would I ever abandon or leave you alone, on your own?‖ 
 
(Clare) Not unless I asked You to, Lord. 
 
(Jesus) ―Which you would never do, right?‖ 
 
(Clare) Right. 
 
(Jesus) ―So what do you make of what is going on with this soul?‖ 
 
(Clare) She is in darkness Lord, she has yet to know You. 
 
(Jesus) ―That‘s correct. That‘s your starting point. She has been so betrayed throughout the years 
from childhood, she has no concept of being truly loved. And so she equates God with man and 
quickly writes Me off because she does not know Me. And how many souls on this Earth are this 
way? Millions.‖ 
 
―Why? Because fathers and authority figures are despots, abusers, haters and Godless. The work 
Satan has accomplished in all these years has convinced mankind that I am malevolent, cruel and 
uncaring. Only a stroke of grace can deliver a man from this delusion. Only your prayers can move 
this mountain, Clare. Carry her in your tender heart and lift her up to Me frequently throughout the day 
and I will accomplish the impossible and heal her twisted and darkened heart.‖ 
 
―Hear this, My Bride. You are surrounded with such as these. Behind closed doors hundreds of 
thousands lose their innocence at the hands of those they were to trust. Some are betrayed and sold 
into slavery. Some are raped and beaten. Some are rejected and poisoned with self-hatred. What 
shall I do for such as these?‖ 
 
―Send them My Love, I tell you. Approach each soul tenderly. There is a closed and hidden door in 
the lives of all where trust and innocence were betrayed in one way or another. Satan finds a way to 
destroy the youngest and most innocent of souls. And through you, I find a way to heal them.‖ 
 
―When you awake in the morning, pray this simple prayer, ‗Lord, please use me today to bring 
someone closer to You.‘ Then expect to be tried and even found in situations where a hurting soul 
reveals their wounds to you, either in a fit of rage and anger, or in lamentation and tears. Or in a much 
less dramatic way, a simple word or thought expressed about Me.‖ 
 
―Yes, I have come to many in visions and still they do not know Me. Someday, someday, they will. A 
seed has been planted and you, each time you reach out in unconditional love, water that seed.‖ 
 
―You truly are a city on a hill, You are the light of the world. A city set on a hill cannot be hidden‖ 
(Matthew 5:14) 
 
―You haven‘t much time here, make it count. Don‘t be afraid to mention Me or ask a simple question, 
―What do you think about God?‖ ―Do you pray?‖ ―Has God ever answered your prayer?‖ ‗Have you 
ever felt like God didn‘t care? Didn‘t hear you? Was too busy to notice you?‘ ‗Do you believe in visions 
and Heaven?‘ These are all nonthreatening places to start, they open the door for grace to flood in.‖ 
 
―You asked Me why you got the topic 'world' about this situation?‖ 
 
―The simple answer is that the soul in the world lives in a shark cage, or a fortified citadel, a place 
encrusted in layer after layer of betrayal and new walls fashioned to prevent a recurrence of that 
pain.‖ 
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―Others live in a shark cage, constantly dodging the head-on attacks of sharks bent on destroying 
them. Their world consists of moving from one side to another of their cage to escape the rage of their 
enemies. This world is truly a terrible place. Somehow in the midst of this chaos and crime against 
humanity, you have to make a simple, non-threatening entrance as an Ambassador of Truth and 
Love.‖ 
 
―Souls are many times wounded beyond recognition. When I get them it takes years, and years, and 
years of love and sending by My very best physicians, to heal them into what they were created to be. 
I know this sounds redundant to you, My Love, but I am wanting you all to understand the daunting 
task of winning the trust of others in order to reveal My true nature to them.‖ 
 
―You have all been beneficiaries of My Most passionate and tender love. You have all experienced 
Who I Truly Am, My patience and My kindness with you. My longsuffering. You know Me, and your 
testimony is invaluable to the world. It is through your witness, even when you share this channel with 
others, it is through your witness that hardened hearts begin to let the light into their dismal chambers. 
You may say only one thing that piques their curiosity, and that may be all that is needed to start them 
on the road of recognition that they are personally, tenderly and devotedly loved by their God.‖ 
 
―Sharing a movie, a website, a Youtube, a book or music that is anointed may be the beginning of 
their Heaven both on this Earth and in the world to come. You just don‘t know how one random act 
will, in the end, be the beginning of that soul‘s salvation.‖ 
 
 
―And one more thing, when you take on a prayer burden for a soul, expect to be exercised in various 
trials and difficulties, even in sickness. Remember, if sickness does not yield to prayer, I am using it 
as a fast offering to bring them closer to Me. In due time that will pass and you will also see the 
progress they have made spiritually, because you were willing to carry Simon‘s cross a few steps up 
Calvary.‖ 
 
―So much is not understood now, but you can observe these truths in your daily life. Cause and affect; 
your prayers, their progress. Yes, I will use the littlest of your sufferings and contradictions in this life 
to water the lifeless wasteland of the lost and broken souls. Truly you are My appointed ambassadors 
of love and from your hearts, I reach out and touch the lost.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 177: Jesus says… You are My Heaven on Earth - Spread the 

Fragrance of My Love 
 
 
November 6, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... Well, my precious Heartdwelling family, it seems that every time I miss a day, the 
message is even stronger the next day. Tonight we received a beautiful, beautiful message on the 
love that Jesus has for us – for each and every one of us. And what He is longing to experience with 
us and for us to experience with Him. 
 
I want to begin by saying, let there be no misinterpreting anything in this message. This is a pure 
exchange of Love from God that has not one carnal connotation. It is absolutely pure love in the spirit 
and this is possible with all of us. This message is not about me, it‘s about Jesus and how He longs 
for each of us. 
 
I want to begin by describing the experience I had as I came into prayer. How will I ever communicate 
to you the joy I‘ve experienced this day? Today, when I got up, I headed straight into worship, before 
my mind had a chance to think on the things of the world. 
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The Lord Himself was so immersed in my love for Him! It was a sight to behold, I could feel His warm 
presence wrapped around me, in of course such a pure and holy way. But when I caught a glimpse of 
His Holy Face, I was just amazed. We were dancing to Terry MacAlmon‘s songs. And Jesus‘ eyes 
were closed as He rested His head on mine and was the perfect picture of someone totally transfixed 
in Love. 
 
Oh, there is one verse of a song we listened to that says... 'Let me pour my love on you, the fragrance 
of my heart'. And that always makes me ashamed, and I flinch when I hear that line, because I don‘t 
see my heart as being fragrant at all. I see it riddled with faults that make me recoil at the thought of 
pouring those on My Jesus. But when I saw how He was enjoying the contents of my heart, all that 
began to change. He must have some kind of filter! 
 
As I gazed upon His sweet face, totally absorbed in me, I began to reckon that there must be 
something fragrant there or He wouldn‘t be so absorbed. As I was thinking these things, I saw tears 
rolling down His cheeks and I heard Him say... "If only you knew how much consolation you bring Me. 
You are My Heaven on Earth." 
 
Jesus began... ―My tender Lover, how blessed I am to have you in My arms for even this short while. 
Oh, if only mankind could experience the sublime love I have for them, never again would sin enter 
the world.‖ 
 
―Ah yes, there is free will. But if a soul could be penetrated to the marrow of their bones with the Love 
I have for them, never would sin reign in their lives again. The problem arises when the soul will not 
have Me, when they say ‗this far and no further.‘ That is their undoing and downfall.‖ 
 
―You see, I should word that slightly differently... ‗If only mankind would allow Me to penetrate their 
very being with the sublime love I have for them, never again would sin enter the world. It would not 
be possible for a soul saturated with My Love, to sin. But as I said, the problem arises when the soul 
draws the line, not Me. Do you understand this now, My Love?‖ 
 
(Clare) I do, Lord. I have seen the stubbornness of man‘s heart when it comes to receiving You fully. I 
have been guilty of the same. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, and it is so fruitless, so very barren and fruitless. If only they would trust Me, I would 
prove to them My Love. They would experience the rewards of being bathed in My Love, and would 
even come to understand the long term contradictions that make no sense to those who live in the 
flesh.‖ 
 
(Clare) I think there He was talking about things like... 'Why do people die', 'Why do children get sick'. 
These are long term contradictions of love, but we would understand them if we were infused enough 
with the Lord. 
 
(Jesus) ―Clare, My Dearest Child and Love, it is your solemn responsibility to reveal this love to them. 
Do not let them go on in their blindness of My love. Do everything in your power to spread the 
perfume of My Love for them. Everything. Do you understand, My Love? Do everything in your 
power.‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, Lord. Oh God help me. Show me what is in my power, with your grace. 
 
(Jesus) ―I will. Enlist the support of the many around you. Explore the venues, reach out into the far 
corners of this earth with My Love. Declare it from the rooftops and send it even into the bowels and 
dark places of this Earth. For I am calling all men to Me, so that I may love them as they have never 
been loved before. This Love is so sublime that even if you labored for years to reach the infinite 
borders of its source, still you would only have scratched the surface.‖ 
 
―It is so vast, that I cannot turn even one away, even the most wicked among men. If they repent, My 
arms are flung open wide to receive them. The doors of My infinite mercy have not as yet closed. 
They are still open. There is still hope. I know the weariness of My Brides, but I also know My Brides 
love Me with their lives and nothing is too great for Me to ask of them. Nothing.‖ 
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―I am still asking for patience in this hour; patience, prayer, long-suffering and charity for mankind. 
Soon enough you will be with Me in Paradise, soon enough My laboring Lovers. Then all of this will 
seem like a bad dream, so much will just fade away when you have reached the shores of your 
destination. Oh, I have promised you SO much, and I will not defraud you. So much more is being 
added to your coffers in Heaven as you continue to march shoulder to shoulder, in peace, love and 
dedication to bringing souls into My bosom.‖ 
 
―Long have I waited for such an army of souls that would look out for one another with not a thought 
of their own reward. And on this channel I have found such as these. All of you have been drawn 
together by the Love flowing from My fountains of grace in Heaven. All of you have brought your own 
tributaries into the mix, adding grace upon grace upon grace.‖ 
 
―And that is as it should be. The experience of My Love is heightened on this channel because of your 
self-sacrifice and focus on Me and those I entrust to you. How beautiful to see this symphony of love 
playing on the sweet strings of Heaven and drawing all men to Me.‖ 
 
―You have weathered many storms: many barrages of arrows, many attempts to corrupt your pure 
and loving sacrifices, many attempts to turn you against one another. You have shown great patience 
and virtue, you are My trusted servants and having been faithful with the littler things, I can increase 
now the gifts of grace to My proven souls. Yes, I am going to increase your gifts of wisdom, love, 
patience and effectiveness in prayer…you are also going to see more healings and more hearts 
melting in your arms as they give their lives to Me.‖ 
 
―Many of you have been spurned and looked down upon in your own churches. Many have indeed 
suffered a lifetime of rejection and being passed by for the more influential and flashy Christians. May 
I say, your humility has gained you the high honor of being My chosen few to bring the nectar of My 
love for souls to this bitter and darkened world?‖ 
 
―Notice I did not say knowledge or learning, or expertise. No, all those things serve only to puff one 
up. They have their place when handled with extreme humility, but are not the ultimate food of 
Heaven. Love is the ultimate food of Heaven. And you have all chosen the better portion of love, to 
spread the fragrance of My delicate love to a hurting and darkened world.‖ 
 
―I know this has not been easy for you. I know many times you have wanted to retreat or give up. But 
rather than giving in to your flesh, you came to Me for more grace, wise and loving, as you are. You 
came to Me before resigning and asked for more grace. And I have not denied you. You have stayed 
the course, run the race and set your eyes on the prize of the high calling, as it is written… 
 
I do not regard myself as having laid hold of it yet; but one thing I do... forgetting what lies behind and 
reaching forward to what lies ahead, I press on toward the goal for the prize of the upward call of God 
in Christ Jesus. (Philippians 3:14) 
 
―And for this I commend you and promise even more spiritual territory. Because you have been 
faithful with a few things; I will put you in charge of many things. (Matthew 25:21) 
 
―Grace builds upon grace and as you handle my sheep and my lambs with tenderness, revealing My 
Love, I will increase your anointing and bring you into the fullness of your calling. And though you be 
few in number, you are mighty in grace and wisdom to bring the broken, the alienated into My 
Kingdom.‖ 
 
―You are paving the way for My return. You all, in your own right, are voices crying out in the 
wilderness. As it is written… A voice of one calling in the wilderness... ‗Prepare the way for the Lord, 
make straight paths for him. Every valley shall be filled in, every mountain and hill made low. The 
crooked roads shall become straight, the rough ways smooth. And all people will see God‘s 
salvation.‘‖ (Luke 3:4) 
 
―You are indeed making straight paths for Me into the hearts of men. You have refused to get caught 
up in doctrinal religious quarrels, rhetoric and posturing… No, your ways are My ways of love, without 
the religious road blocks and impediments that My people have grown so weary of.‖ 
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―They hunger to experience Me, to have that profoundly real experience and relationship with Me, not 
with men and institutions. Every valley shall indeed be filled in as humility is cherished and nurtured 
among my elect. You have made the way so lowly that anyone, even the littlest child, can traverse it.‖ 
 
―The mountains of pride, celebrity cults and performance have been replaced with the simple 
cherishing of every soul no matter how lowly and sinful. For My Love cries out... Precious! Precious! 
Precious! is the soul who hungers for Me, for he shall have Me.‖ 
 
―It is My Blood which has made the lowliest among men the most precious. There is no price to be 
paid for such as these, that is greater. No soul is greater than My sacrifice on the Cross. Yes, it is the 
great leveling field, where the mountains of pride and pretensions men are governed by, are utterly 
cast down as worthless.‖ 
 
―The crooked roads invented by men causing so many to give up before they reached Me, have been 
utterly destroyed and the rough ways of demanding attainment of this and attainment of that have 
been removed. Nothing is attained to. All is a free gift. For My arms are open wide and cherishing all 
who come to Me, no matter how lowly their station in life may be.‖ 
 
―So, truly you have walked in the footsteps of your precursor, John, and like him you are making 
straight the way of your Lord.‖ 
 
―So, be encouraged My chosen people. Know that your very small and humble callings are reaching 
to the ends of the Earth and bringing in the Harvest. Let no one frighten or discourage you. Yes, take 
every thought captive and continue on in the knowledge that you are pleasing to Me. By their fruit you 
will know them. A good tree cannot bring forth bad fruit, Continue on to tend the vineyard and bring 
forth the sweet wine of My Love to your fellow men.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 178: My Instructions to Those who must live through the 

Great Tribulation 
 
 
November 7, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) The Lord bless you, precious Heartdwellers. He began tonight by saying... 
 
(Jesus) ―I want to talk to you about the coming Tribulation. In all of history there will never again, nor 
has there been before, a time such as this. Men will be at their wit‘s end trying to figure out what to do 
next. Nothing will make sense to them and everything will be topsy turvy. I am trying to prepare now, 
those who will be left behind (in the Rapture). 
 
―There is no sense to accumulating wealth, or take a position in power, because everything will be 
scrambled and reorganized based on loyalty to the New World Order. Any Christian right now that is 
posturing for higher positions, is going to hit a brick wall after the Rapture. There is no need to be 
alarmed, just informed. Those who are left behind will have to switch their priorities from making 
money – to surviving. And I don‘t mean surviving physically, alone. Yes, survival must also be 
spiritual, understanding and being sensitive to the movement of My Spirit. 
 
―It is by My Spirit alone that protection will be rendered to those left behind. Nothing of man‘s design 
will bring peace for families, only My ability to save and protect will be found effective – witness Ruby 
Ridge. My dear ones left behind, you cannot count on guns to protect you. You must turn 
wholeheartedly to Me and ask for My protection. I will protect you supernaturally if I am your only 
recourse. Those who live by the sword will die by the sword.‖ 
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(Clare) Here I want to take a break and remind you of the movie ―The Mission‖ for those of you who 
saw it – it‘s a wonderful movie for those of you who haven‘t. The final scene was when the 
mercenaries were coming in to kill all the natives, into the jungle. And there were two factions there – 
the group of natives that wanted to fight, led by one of the men, one of the Jesuit men, and the other 
faction was the one that wanted to pray. I won‘t tell you what happens at the end, but let‘s just say 
that it becomes obvious that the ones who prayed had a better ending than the ones that didn‘t and 
just came against them with guns and so on. 
 
(Jesus) ―But I have prepared an army of men and women to recover this country from the enemy. 
They will swing into action and have an active part in taking ground away from the New World Order. 
Never since the history of man has there been a time such as what is coming, and never since the 
history of man has My protection been as strong as it will be. 
 
―But there are certain rules you must live by. Honesty is first and foremost. Vigilance over your own 
sins and bad example. The devils are clever and they know how to provoke a soul to cause a breach 
in their covering. Charity, humility and patience also score high on the list of things targeted and 
necessary to maintain My Protection. 
 
―Come to Me immediately when you fall. Don‘t waste a moment. Make a sincere confession and 
renounce that sin. I will then restore your covering and add to it protection, and the grace to not repeat 
those sins. I have already taught you about judging others. 
 
"The quickest way to lose your covering is to slander, calumniate, or gossip about another. Not only 
will the enemy use this to divide and conquer, he will use it to make you vulnerable to attack. The 
more key your position is, the more careful you will have to be about your heart attitude. Never 
disparage anyone who is sick or weak. Their prayers are essential and extremely important.‖ 
 
(Clare) And we found that to be true in our mission, that the prayers of the elderly and infirm really 
bring about some amazing results. 
 
(Jesus) ―Your emotions will be your worst enemy. Sleep will be very important because of the stress 
you are under, it will quickly deplete your clarity of thinking and energy. This will be a time of survival 
techniques, especially spiritual survival techniques. Prayer and charity will increase your chances of 
survival and prayer will be your number one most powerful weapon. 
 
―The enemy is very sly, and he will insinuate many things to turn you against each other. Sitting down 
and talking it out candidly, honestly, will completely foil his attempts to turn each of you against 
another.‖ 
 
(Clare) I would like to add repentance to that. You know, once you figure out whose thinking was right 
or wrong, whoever has made a bad choice in their thinking or falsely accused, repentance is super 
important there and to ask the forgiveness of the other person. 
 
(Jesus) ―There will be much need for patience and deferring anger. There is always a reason behind a 
failure and it is always a test of virtue for you to bear it with charity and brotherly love. Remember: you 
will be judged as you judge one another. If you want mercy, you must first mete out mercy. You may 
see yourself as superior in the mix, but I guarantee – that will be your downfall. 
 
―Somehow, Beloved, you must cultivate extreme respect for one another. It may look to you that 
another is inferior to you, but I look upon the heart. And he who loves more is superior, in My 
viewpoint. You may excel at many things, but if you have not charity, well… that will only buy you 
pride and vainglory. There are souls that are so interiorly kindly and well disposed that even the most 
brilliant and accomplished person is far inferior to them. 
 
―This is no longer the world or worldly affairs you are dealing with. It is strictly spiritual and Our 
standards in Heaven are so far removed from yours – they are unrecognizable. Rick Joyner‘s books 
bring to the forefront the importance of charity and true spiritual vision. And remember, none of you 
have absolutely perfect spiritual or Scriptural understanding. Each person has a gift to add to the mix. 
Your task will be to find out and cultivate that gift and incorporate it. This will be a real trial of 
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teamwork and deferential yielding to one another, and how well you take care of the weakest link will 
determine your success or failure. 
 
―Whenever you feel threatened, your first recourse is PRAYER. This should be your very first 
response. There will be many misinformation campaigns, as there always are in war, to turn attention 
away from what is really important. If you rely on Me alone for your information, you will not fall for 
these side tracks. 
 
―There will also be attempts to flush out believers. Be very careful of those who say that they‘re going 
to make an alliance with you, but underneath it all they really want to find out what your agendas are, 
so they can report you. 
 
―Each person among you has a unique purpose. Try to discover that and nurture and honor it. Do not, 
under any circumstances, hinder a soul who is wanting to step forward and serve. Give them 
something to do, but do not deny them a job – that will seriously backfire on you. To feel needed, 
wanted and important is key to keeping the peace. When all work together synchronistically, all will 
feel satisfied. When things seem to be falling apart, pray against a spirit of Division. This will 
constantly be the enemy‘s course of action.‖ 
 
(Clare) I want to say there, also, Lying spirits are responsible for division. Lying spirits, Beguiling 
spirits, spirits of Division, Miscommunication, Twisting Communication – all of that is involved in that 
dynamic of division. 
 
(Jesus) ―This will constantly be the enemy‘s course of action... divide and conquer, or set someone up 
for failure and conquer. Be ever so supportive when one of you fails. Come to their rescue with 
warmth, security and forgiveness. Reacting in anger will only empower the demons to cause dissent 
and dissatisfaction, which will gnaw away at the hearts of some until there is a strong current of 
mutiny and division. 
 
―Never assume that something is good or a good opportunity. Always pray first and find out from Me if 
it is something you should do. Remember the story of the Trojan horse... everyone thought it was an 
amazing booty from their enemy, but once they pulled it inside the citadel, its true intention became 
clear as armed soldiers piled out and took the city by surprise. 
 
―All in all, success can be had through this most difficult of times. But understand, I do not measure 
success by survival or prowess. My standard is Love, and to die for Me is gain. 
 
"As it is written in Matthew 10:28... Do not fear those who kill the body but are unable to kill the soul. 
But rather fear Him who is able to destroy both soul and body in hell." 
 
 
 
 

Message 179: Jesus says... Follow your Dreams 
 
 
November 8th, 2015 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... ―I want to talk to you about dissatisfaction and how it ruins a soul and turns them bitter. 
In life there are many ups and downs, and when a soul can weather these in equanimity she is way 
far ahead. So many things arise from dissatisfaction, bitterness, complaining, negativity, 
discouragement, fatigue; it spawns multiple symptoms that slacken a souls resolve and pulls them 
backwards." 
 
―You have been precariously close to this at times, My Love. Although you are learning more and 
more to be grateful in all circumstances. Your poor mother was steeped in it. so it is a wonder that you 
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are free. I know you saw this early on in life and worked so hard to turn your life around to something 
you could be happy with. Those early morning dewdrops hung in your heart and brought you great 
joy, but something was missing in all that success in photography - and finally you discovered it was 
Me." 
 
―But so many do not confront their dissatisfaction. They medicate it with TV, shopping, drugs, drinking 
and sex. If only they would stop and get to the root, if only they would seek Me, they would readily find 
Me and I would guide them into their own very special niche." 
 
"Many now are thinking more freely about what they really want to do with their lives, but the ones 
who are still steeped in unsatisfying occupations, because of a roof over their heads, is staggering. 
What a terrible loss of talent and gifts. Really, it is heart rending to see a soul swimming around in this 
world aimlessly, without a clue, not even coming close the calling they would be so perfect for." 
 
―Many times this is passed on from generation to generation: the mother, the father, settled for what 
was necessary to support a lifestyle and said goodbye to their dreams at a very early age. Others are 
timid and have been convinced that they can't live their dreams, by society and peers.‖ 
 
Oh yes, Lord, I remember being told, ―You can't make money at that." When I told them I wanted to be 
a nature photographer and make a living at it. There was just enough fight in me at that point that I 
planted my feet and said, "Oh yeah? Just watch me." And managed to get clients and day rates that 
easily supported my lifestyle. I just made up my mind that I couldn‘t live my life for a secretarial office 
job...I just couldn‘t. 
 
"And who do you think put that fire in you?" 
 
Really Lord, did You? 
 
"Yes, My Love, I wanted to share with you so many beautiful things I created and when you romped in 
the wilderness, on foot, or horseback, I was always there with you, knowing that someday We would 
meet and you would be Mine, all Mine." 
 
Oh thank you Lord for all the beauty you allowed me to experience and photograph. I saw so many 
incredible sights! Oh, I miss being out in nature, looking for beauty. The wonder of discovery, and 
capturing it on film. You have placed beauty everywhere...even in the most unexpected places. 
 
I remember peacock colored oil slicks on the streets of New York City, the Brooklyn Bridge after a 
snow storm against a slate blue sky. Amazing! But most of all Lord, I loved what You made without 
the intervention of men...the raw wild beauty of nature, straight from your fingertips. 
 
―Do you know, the satisfaction and joy I get from you noticing the littlest beautiful things I have created 
and scattered along your paths? Oh, it is immensely gratifying to see the expression on your face 
when you discover My little gifts." 
 
―Yes, I exulted with you when extremely beautiful things were found. And I watched the movement of 
your heart, Clare, until you were ready to receive Me. And as I muse on these things, I am also sad 
for the dark cages people live in from day to day just to pay their rent. So much inside of them is lost 
in this elemental pursuit for a roof over their heads. If only they would dream outside of the box." 
 
―That is why I long for souls to trust Me. I have something wonderful for everyone, but getting them to 
think outside the box and take a plunge in faith is very hard to do. Security, conformity, prosperity are 
so drilled into them from a young age, that taking a plunge into something they truly enjoy is on a par 
with suicide. It's just too much of a risk." 
 
―I brought this up, because you have many young people on your channel, and I have drawn them 
here for a reason. I want to prosper the desire of their hearts. Even in the little time left to us, I want 
them to begin to think outside the box." 
 
―Precious ones, many of you have been brainwashed into accepting what your parents want for you. 
Some of you are called to ministry and I have already spoken with you about that. Others are called to 
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a different profession, something stimulating, exciting and challenging. Something that engages all 
the special gifts and talents I have graced you with from birth." 
 
―Do you know that if you pursue your dreams now, even though the Tribulation will temporarily knock 
many off course, when that is over we‘ll come back, and you will receive what I would like to call 
Heavenly Career Counseling. In other words, you will be guided and encouraged into your dreams." 
 
"Much of what you learn in Heaven will be relevant when you return to Earth to serve Me. But I want 
to encourage you right now. Do not bury your dreams. Do not put them in a coffin and bury them in 
the ground of impossibilities. Rather nurture them as you would a baby. Protect, feed and train those 
gifts you long to use as an expression of your love for life." 
 
―Many of you have been given musical talent, and long to write and sing songs about Me or to Me. 
There is nothing stopping you but your own personal resolve that you will live your life for what you 
love. Fear and sloth will put an end to your dreams and leave you running through the same well-worn 
rut day after day like a rat through a maze. You run the rut, get the kernel and return to your cage, day 
after day after day." 
 
―May I remind you that you are not an animal with limited capabilities? You can break out of the rut 
and get your kernel while you hone your talent. I am telling you there is not much time left, but I am 
also encouraging you to follow those things which you yearn to do. Do not be captive in a run-of-the-
mill boring job." 
 
"Many of you have parents who gave up their dreams to put a roof over their heads. That is not 
something to repeat. That is passing on the dull gray status quo and a guaranteed boring life filled 
with dissatisfaction and long abandoned dreams as well as uncultivated talent." 
 
―The two main things standing in your way are courage and hard work. If you apply yourself in these 
two areas you will see results. Life will find a way and I will be with you. I never intended for My 
children to grow old in a musty cubicle shuffling data from one place to another. Even a machine can 
do that job without a human attending it." 
 
―But what a machine cannot do is dream, postulate, create a new life, full of expectation and 
excitement. Totally void of dissatisfaction. I want you to see yourself as totally unique, one of a kind, 
created to shine for Me. You have been give treasure chests of gifts. You have been given dreams 
you've written off." 
 
"You have struggled with the same old path others take, for many months and years, and inside 
something is yearning to be birthed. Whether you are taken in the Rapture or not, there is still a life to 
live outside of that grey box, doing things that bring excitement to your life, things that when you wake 
up in the morning you can thank Me for." 
 
―And for those of you who have taken that status quo job, I say to you, you are not chained to that. 
You have the freedom to choose something different. It is a matter of values. Do you value that nice 
car and apartment more than the freedom to create, explore and be challenged into a life full of 
opportunity to use the gifts hidden inside, the dreams abandoned years ago? If you do, then you 
might as well resign yourselves." 
 
―But if you are willing to take risks and sacrifice the frills and lifestyles others put so much emphasis 
on. If you are willing to be different and follow your dreams, even with only a tiny room to sleep in, but 
wake up happy in the morning pursuing goals that are meaningful and satisfying to you, then I say, go 
for it. I am with you." 
 
"I've given you those dreams and those talents and now I want you to use them. Never mind the 
Rapture and the world changes. Pursue your love, live a holy life - pure and sacrificing for others. Put 
prayer first, and I will hone and train you into your much desired goals and dreams." 
 
―I never created you for this dull grey box. No, I created you to live outside the box in the fresh air and 
sunshine...following your dreams, relentlessly. Eventually you will accomplish your dreams, even with 
the world crumbling around you. Even in those circumstances, you and your dreams are relevant and 
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what you begin on Earth, you will complete in Heaven. Everyone of you, even the elderly, this is only 
the beginning of your eternity.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 180: Jesus admonishes... Don't fret over Time 
 
 
November 9th, 2015 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
God bless you, Heartdwellers. 
 
Boy, did I have a heck of a time getting into the message tonight...wow! A little bit of a firestorm over 
here – Ezekiel and I. It seemed like it was raining demons! But, we got through it. And the Lord had a 
very relevant message and follow-up to the messages that He‘s given us over the last two days. 
 
So, as I came into prayer after worship, the Lord said: 
―Trials and sufferings, your lot on Earth. But after these tests, the sweet, sweet fruit comes forth. Don't 
allow these things to dismay you, My Love, they are all part of life. It comes with ups and downs and 
the downs are the best part of all...that is, from My perspective. Because I know what follows on the 
heels of them. Blessing after blessing after blessing.‖ 
 
And I thought, ‗Oh boy – You definitely have a different perspective, Lord!‘ 
 
―Too many of My Children become discouraged with trials. Rather, I would have you see them as an 
opportunity to grow in grace and wisdom. Just as a child has very little understanding until he is has 
fully matured as an adult, it is the trials he endured that made him a man. If only you could 
recognize...‘OK, here comes a trial, there's going to be fruit from this.‘ Then buckle down and work 
your way through, around and over the obstacles with My help and soon you will be on the other side, 
weighing in the fruit." 
 
At that moment I was reminded of the first chapter of James: Consider it pure joy, my brothers and 
sisters, whenever you face trials of many kinds, because you know that the testing of your faith 
produces perseverance. Let perseverance finish its work so that you may be mature and complete, 
not lacking anything. Blessed is the one who perseveres under trial because, having stood the test, 
that person will receive the crown of life that the Lord has promised to those who love him. 
 
Lord, they just aren't any fun. It seemed like it was raining demons over here for a while. 
 
―Yes, they come at you from many different directions. But you stood the test and persevered and 
now we are together with no one to molest us." 
 
I'm sorry, Lord, my attitude is not the best right now. 
 
"It will get better. Enter into My rest, cease your striving, I am right here before you. You don't have to 
strain to see and hear Me, rather you need to let go and enter into that sweet place of rest." 
 
―Have you noticed yet? When you are worshipping, it's the times when you lose yourself in worship 
that you begin to see Me. All of a sudden, I am there, smiling at you, so happy to see you entering 
into My presence with thanksgiving and praise in your heart. All seems full of light, then suddenly, you 
see My face, and I am smiling, always smiling at you as you recognize Me." 
 
―It's when you lose yourself in praise and worship that you're eyes are opened by grace. So many 
strain to see Me. If only they would just worship or respond to that sweet tap on their shoulder, and 
allow Me to bring them to the banqueting table of My Heart...Oh, it would be so much easier!" 
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―In this world, you strive to do everything. In Heaven, you let go and enter in. The dynamics are so 
different. Learning to let go is part of trust and trust grows with maturity as you see how I always 
provide for you. And it is in the reading of My Word that faith is nurtured and the foundation is laid to 
believe that I am good. All that I have for you is good, and that I will never forsake you or leave you on 
your own." 
 
―How foolish it is for those in the world who choose to do it their way, on their own, without My help. 
Little do they realize that there is nothing good in their being that I did not plant there. And that even 
when they think it is their ability that accomplishes things, still it is My grace that gave them access to 
that ability. Many are the little ones who do not have access to the greatness of their souls...yet. I 
have kept them little, that they might grow in virtue, which is the framework and structure for all the 
other gifts. Without virtue, the gifts are easily lost. Without humility, the very roof and foundation, the 
elements - trials and difficulties of this world steal away the good that was there.‖ 
 
Lord, I remember, I knew I had a gift to give, but you kept all the doors closed to me until You were 
ready. I wondered all those years, ‗Am I to perish with these gifts and all you've done for me? If it be 
your wish, Lord, let it be so.‘ Still, there was a light inside...that gave off hope that someday, I'd be 
able to help others because of my failures. And I was right. You did encourage me and tell me that it 
would be some day - but it seemed like forever. 
 
―Yes, if only souls would trust Me to bring them out of their obscurity at the right time, so much would 
stand rather than rise up only to crumble because there was a crack in the foundation, a leak in the 
roof, braces missing from the beams. These things take time. And as all of you are looking towards 
the dreams I've planted in your hearts, I want you to grasp this: ‗These things take time.‘ Do not be in 
a hurry, you will only spoil the work." 
 
―The enemy insinuates that you must rush, rush, rush because there is so little time. But in reality this 
life and the next will be joined seamlessly and your journey will never end. Just because you are 
translated into Heaven does not mean your talent or your work will lie stagnant. No, quite the 
opposite. It will be supernaturally vitalized and reach even more souls, but you must be patient to see 
that." 
 
―This misconception and lack of understanding of the seamlessness of passing from Earth to Heaven 
is a major lie the enemy uses to get you to act prematurely, or to get you to push and strive. 'Gotta get 
it done...no more time...gotta hurry. Push-push-push.' It simply is not true. Once you begin the 
commitment to serve Me, once you give yourself to Me, what I begin I finish. And it is not constrained 
by time. No, it is enhanced by time." 
 
"So, put away your striving and worrying and just follow Me day by day, step by step, never 
considering the future beyond what I give you to do and you will be safe from this deadly dynamic of 
giving birth to a premature baby that cannot possibly survive in this hostile climate." 
 
―Cleave to your littleness and the slow rate with which things are done. Revel in the little things that 
progress securely without shortcuts and rushing. It is good to keep in mind the children's story of The 
Tortoise and the Hare. The tortoise plodded along slowly with his eye on the finish line, knowing that 
he couldn‘t race ahead to the finish line. He just plodded – hour after hour. The hare, thinking he 
could run quickly and easily to the finish line, started running circles around him. But then he lost track 
of the finish line, and the plodding tortoise won the race." 
 
Lord, I've always been the March hare...running and running, pushing and pushing. But then you 
taught me to be slow and plodding and I would reach my destination sooner. How true these words of 
wisdom have been, as music has been written, arranged and recorded. It‘s all come true because of 
the slowness with which it was done. Even with my voice it was a plodding miracle. 
 
―And the beauty of what I accomplish in a soul who chooses the tortoise, is humility. Things come with 
effort and substantial perseverance and this keeps you dependent upon Me without looking to 
yourself as the source." 
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―Oh, My dear ones, how positively important it is for you not to assign greatness to yourselves. I alone 
am great and what I accomplish in you is great and as long as you don't lose sight of that, Satan 
cannot steal the wonderful things that we've accomplished together. It is only when you take the reins 
in run ahead of me that you are bound for disaster and failure." 
 
―So, I have shared this lesson with you, because I need you to see in reality, what you begin on Earth 
will not end the day of the Rapture. Rather it will continue on with the boost of supernatural giftings in 
Heaven. Those notes you couldn't carry. That math equation you couldn't master, the shading that 
just never looked right. The chords you couldn't manage on the piano, and the design that eluded 
you." 
 
"People skills and management - so many areas of your lives will burst into prosperity and come with 
ease once you have left this Earth that is staggering with opposition. So, do not fret over time, time 
belongs to Me and My eternity. Be encouraged. Take your time; it‘s a journey. It is a seamless journey 
and will be completed in Heaven.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 181: Jesus explains... That's why the Rapture was delayed & 

Your Patience in Supporting Me 
 
 
November 10th, 2015 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
May the blessings and peace of our Lord Jesus be with you today. 
 
I have to confess, this is NOT going to be my favorite message. It is difficult because there‘s some 
talk in here about some of the things that have been happening overseas. I had a hard time getting 
into hearing the Lord tonight. Sometimes He‘s very still and quiet. 
 
I said to Him after worship, 'Lord I know You're here, I just can't hear You. Please, Jesus, don't you 
have a word for us?' 
 
―My Love, I am always here with you, always.‖ 
 
But you know, guys, when He answered me it was a faint voice, it wasn‘t crystal clear and right up 
front – I had to reach for it. So, I answered Him, 'And by faith, I know that.' 
 
―But even more than faith, I wrap My arms around you, Clare, and hold you ever so tightly to My 
heart. Yet you do not see Me always. I hide from you.‖ 
 
So I said, 'Please, Lord, stop hiding and speak for the Heartdwellers who are so eager to hear Your 
words tonight.' 
 
He began: "My Children, patience and perseverance do not come easily. They are won at a cost...the 
cost of constant effort and vigilance over your fleshly nature. In the world, you are not accustomed to 
wait and persevere. Many things are offered to you for your instant gratification, from fast foods to 
drugs to uncommitted sexual relations, to buy it on credit. Buy now, pay later." 
 
―None of these things support virtue. Rather they enhance the impatience and compulsive nature in 
man to gratify every possible craving. Breaking loose from this merry-go-round of gratification is not 
easy - it requires constant effort. Fatigue weakens your resolve and gives compulsions the upper 
hand." 
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―Much of what people treat as a psychiatric disorder is merely the result of being raised in an instant 
gratification society. Even television bends the mind to expect results faster. You become 
programmed that things which normally takes months and years to accomplish, come full circle before 
your very eyes within an hour of your time. That does leave an impression, a groove in your 
consciousness that life can be lived on the fast track. This, of course, leads to serious errors in 
judgment and thinking that leave adults in their 30's still thinking like adolescents." 
 
―Many serious mistakes are made that impact the next generation...your children then become the 
byproduct of this way of life. Here is where I must step in and help you to return to a life of sanity, of 
cycles that promote different aspects of your lives: the sowing, cultivating, harvesting, and resting 
cycles, each covering periods of months in which certain things fall into order. It is far too complicated 
for Me to explain here. But suffice it to say, the lunar and solar cycles of life on Earth were deliberately 
designed to optimize a balanced life." 
 
―Man, by using technology, has thrown this out of perspective so that you are reaping when you 
should be sowing, cultivating when you should be resting. And impatiently jumping from one cycle to 
another at will. My point is, patience, perseverance, temperance have been distorted and enable the 
reasonings for sinful decisions that can ultimately result in the loss of your soul." 
 
―Most of you on this channel have come to grips with the idea that things take time, yet some of you 
are quite impatient and discouraged with yourselves. I give you far more time to accomplish things 
than you give yourself. I see how deeply entrenched you are in these un-natural rhythms and I 
understand that turning you is a lengthy project that must happen over time. I want you to understand 
that about yourself as well." 
 
―Much of the discouragement you experience from day to day has to do with dissatisfaction of 
yourself. Things just don't happen fast enough. I am not giving you blanket permission to sin - I am 
giving you answers as to why your lives seem so frustrating and slow to change. There is also a spirit 
of Ambition to take into consideration. Combined with Perfectionism, this pair is formidable in lowering 
resolve, self-esteem, and a sense of control, by causing you to constantly overreach your limits - 
which despite your most aggressive efforts, ends in failure. Time after time this becomes a pattern 
and you begin to slacken in resolve. This is a very effective way to discourage you." 
 
―So, yesterday I presented you with an image of perseverance and an image of compulsion: the 
tortoise and the hare. Today I want you to find yourself in these two characters and begin to apply 
Godly wisdom to the way you go about things. Satan is very clever in using the principles of time 
against you to cause anxiety, insecurity and forced moves.‖ 
 
When He said that, I was reminded of some things Ezekiel and I have gone through, and I chimed in 
here, 'Boy, have I seen that in my life.' 
 
I remember a sense of having to escape to South America before everything crumbled in the US, and 
this was based on a prophetic word given by a well-established prophet, and an invitation from 
pastors kinda egged that on, to go to Columbian, South America. This is about 20 years ago. It turned 
out to be a waste of time as far as escaping events, because nothing happened in our country, which 
probably was the Mercy of God at the time. But the Lord used it anyway, as we were able to in 
minister all over Columbia. There were a couple of times early on in our marriage when we felt the 
urgency to relocate, and they seemed to be false starts. 
 
The Lord continued... 
"You would be amazed of how many stories just like yours are common in the lives of believers. My 
people, do not be ashamed of these failures, do not allow the enemy to beat you with embarrassment. 
Many, many, times it was prayer that averted disaster after you had committed to move, and it was 
your faith that caused you to think this way. That is nothing to be ashamed of, although to the world 
you are despised and ridiculed for this kind of thinking." 
 
―What I am referring to here is putting off important life decisions that are necessary stages in your 
lives, thinking that there is no more time left to you. Here is a delicate balance between acting and 
waiting. If you are very attentive to Me, you will know the times and the seasons. If that should 
suddenly change, you will also know that as you did this past June. Right now, thousands upon 
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thousands are converting from Islam to Christianity. Had the Bride been taken, these souls would 
have perished." 
 
Here I want to share Ezekiel's vision, which he had just a few days ago... 
There was a long cliff as far as you could see. It dropped off into a deep and wide chasm and people 
by the thousands: men, women, and children as far as you could see. They were all running head-
long off the cliff into this horrible abyss, that was belching red and orange and black fire and smoke. 
 
The abyss had many ledges and different levels and the most horrific monstrous demons were ripping 
and tearing and torturing these people in different ways. It was a place of unspeakable horror. It left a 
terrible imprint on my mind for two days and nights that I just couldn't get rid off. 
 
On the third day, I woke up in fear and anxiety at what I had just seen for the last two days. The Lord 
then showed me the edge of the abyss, the same image - only this time a large human hand and arm 
came down, slammed down on the edge of the abyss, stopping the people from going any further. 
 
I then saw the relief workers in Syria who were martyred in August of this year (Charisma magazine). 
Eleven martyrs: 8 men, 2 women, and a twelve- year-old boy. I saw them in Paradise, and they were 
being paraded on the shoulders of heavenly souls waving palm branches and celebrating them with 
great rejoicing. 
 
The image went back to the crowds at the abyss and the people were turning and running the 
opposite direction towards a large, luminous cross. 
 
And the Lord broke in and spoke to me... 
"What you read and heard and imagined from the report was indeed frightening beyond compare. 
However, remember that I am faithful and My protection was with these martyred souls. Even in the 
moments of great pain and anguish, torture and death I had already begun to lift them up and out of 
themselves, and their shining souls were so wrapped in ecstasy and heavenly bliss before My Face 
they felt nothing, fought nothing, and did nothing but glorify Me and My Name, with eyes turned 
Heavenward in a strong and powerful witness to the crowds that had gathered.‖ 
 
Isis forced thousands of people from the city to congregate where these were to be publicly raped, 
beheaded and crucified. It was reported by several witnesses that these martyrs were continually 
calling out to the crowd to give their lives to Jesus, looking up into the sky smiling and saying, ―Jesus! 
Jesus! Jesus!‖ while horrible things were being done to their bodies. 
 
Jesus continued... 
"That is why there are so many reports of untold thousands converting to Me. There's a bigger picture, 
there's a bigger wisdom." 
 
Ezekiel continued, Here I want to quote Isaiah 35:4 which the Lord gave me, Be strong and do not be 
afraid, your God will come to save you. 
 
This is beautiful, guys, I looked up the entire passage: 3 Strengthen the feeble hands, steady the 
knees that give way 4 say to those with fearful hearts, ―Be strong, do not fear; your God will come, he 
will come with vengeance; with divine retribution he will come to save you.‖5 Then will the eyes of the 
blind be opened and the ears of the deaf unstopped. 
 
Wow! How many people were converted, their eyes were opened? 6 Then will the lame leap like a 
deer, and the mute tongue shout for joy. Water will gush forth in the wilderness and streams in the 
desert. 7 The burning sand will become a pool, the thirsty ground bubbling springs. In the haunts 
where jackals once lay, grass and reeds and papyrus will grow. 8 And a highway will be there; it will 
be called the Way of Holiness, it will be for those who walk on that Way. The unclean will not journey 
on it; wicked fools will not go about on it. 9 No lion will be there, nor any ravenous beast; they will not 
be found there. But only the redeemed will walk there, 
 
And I had a vision again of those martyrs waving palm branches, and the crowd in jubilation, 
celebrating their victory. 10 and those the Lord has rescued will return. They will enter Zion with 
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singing; everlasting joy will crown their heads. Gladness and joy will overtake them, and sorrow and 
sighing will flee away. 
 
After this Ezekiel prayed asking direction from Holy Spirit and opened my Bible at random, which fell 
open to the account of the fiery chariot that took Elijah up into Heaven: 
11 As they were going along and talking, behold, there appeared a chariot of fire and horses of fire 
which separated the two of them. And Elijah went up by a whirlwind to heaven. 2 Kings 2:11 
 
Beautiful, just beautiful. And the Lord picked up again just as I was finishing this. 
 
"Yes, that's why the Rapture was delayed in June, there were very excellent reasons, and because of 
your patience and perseverance, thousands upon thousands are being converted and giving their 
lives to Me. I am not done with this Harvest yet, My Beloveds, they are still coming to Me by the 
thousands, and you are partakers in this Harvest because you have chosen to support My desire by 
prayer, patience and perseverance. So, do not grow weary with delays. Know that these, too, will be 
added to your account in Heaven.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 182: Jesus invites us to overcome Temptation 
 
 
November 11th, 2015 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
The blessing and peace of our Lord Jesus is with us, Heartdwellers. 
 
Well, I had one heck of a night. I got really tempted in prayer. Thank you, Lord, for delivering me from 
evil, but boy – it was a struggle. 
 
Well, my dear friends and family...I was having a wonderful time in worship this night, really drawing 
close to the Lord, really sensing His heart and really praying for all of you and the persecuted 
Christians. 
 
Then it hit me. You might not think much of it, but the devils are very clever and they know my weak 
spots. All of a sudden, I got hit with a temptation to buy a flute from a well-known flute maker on the 
Taos Indian Pueblo. 
I have wanted one of these flutes...for YEARS... 
 
It latched onto me like white on rice. Believe it or not, I knew it was a temptation, because I could feel 
it grab hold of me. I felt it physically in my body, like a sense of yearning that I just had to have this. 
And how wonderful - it would be a way to develop my exhale, which is causing problems for my 
breathing, anyway. And I could play music to the Lord. 
 
But without asking Him, I just knew this was a temptation. I fought it, and fought it, and fought it. One 
moment in my mind, I was in intimate communion with the Lord - the next moment in my mind I was 
driving to the reservation to look for a flute.... 
 
I even prayed, ―Lord, deliver me from evil!‖ But the yearning and suggestions just kept coming back. 
So, I decided to check with the Bible Promises, thinking, ‗Maybe the Lord was in this and He wanted 
to bless me with this instrument.‘ What did I get? Just what I expected: Lust. 
 
2 Timothy 2:22 
Now flee from youthful lusts and pursue righteousness, faith, love and peace, with those who call on 
the Lord from a pure heart. 
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Then, I heard in the back of my mind, "Are you going to contend with the Lord over this like you 
always do?" 
 
And I said, "No, I‘m not!! Oh no, I'm not!" But then a stream of objections went flooding through my 
brain. 
 
And as I struggled against this temptation, I kept seeing myself before I was a Christian, and a flute 
just like this one would have been something I wanted. So, I went through all the logic: 
'But Lord, it would be good for my breathing!' 
'No, I'd get bored with it... I don't have any time for it!' 
'But it would be a healthy form of expressing my love for Him.' 
'No, it wouldn't - you know He doesn't want you to have it, so how could you playing it be pleasing to 
Him?' 
‗Go look it up on the Internet! Just one look, it can't hurt anything?‘ 
'No! I know this is a test and I'm not going to flunk it!' 
‗Yes, you are. You can't resist - you're going to pull it up on the net.‘ 
'NO, I'M NOT!!! I'm not giving into you devils! Lord, Save me!!' 
 
Then I realized I was fighting the enemy! I'd totally lost my sweet connection with the Lord - I mean it 
was GONE! Out the window, far away, only a vapor... That's when I resolved to shift my focus. 
 
'Deliver me from evil, Lord, I can't fight this by myself.' 
 
And I knew what I must do - get back into that place of worship. In the background, the song was "It's 
all about you, Jesus. It's not about me, or that You should do it my way." And yet another song about 
―nothing matters but giving it all to You,‖ on and on. Good conviction songs. But I remembered I 
cannot conquer my flesh on my own. It is the vision of His goodness, His loving face and presence 
that causes me to leave it all behind for Him...for the love of Him. 
 
I know all the intellectual arguments about obedience, the pros and the cons, etc., etc. But none of 
that matters when I see His face and He melts my heart... and how can I say 'no' to that? I can't. Dear 
ones, I don't know what you're struggling with in this hour, but if you've fallen in love with Him just 
once and go back to that place and compare what you are lusting after with His Holy and Sweet 
countenance, you will have the victory! If you just keep focusing on Him, His love for you, His 
beauty... you can't possibly choose sin over that. 
 
This is why this channel is so attacked! The devils know that once you fall head-over-heels in love 
with Jesus, you won't want anything else - they won't be able to tear you away from Him with self-
interest and self-will. They hate our intimacy with the Savior like nothing else, because it is our source 
of victory, our inspiration, our very reason for being. 
 
And I'd like to say to you who have criticized and condemned us for knowing and loving God: do you 
have secret sins in your life you just haven't been able to conquer? Are there things you are still doing 
that you hate, even while you condemn our teachings on this channel? Are you living in 
unrighteousness and having to hide your sins from other Christians, while you take shots at us? 
 
Come on - be honest here: just for once – no one else is listening or looking. Get honest with yourself. 
You haven't been able to stop sinning, and you don't know why? You're doing all the 'right' things, 
praying all the 'right' prayers, singing all the 'right' songs, going to all the 'right' Bible studies and 
showing yourself approved unto God... 
 
2 Timothy 2:15 
Study to show thyself approved unto God, a workman who needs not to be ashamed, rightly dividing 
the word of truth. 
 
Yes! 'Who needs not to be ashamed.' But you're still ashamed, because you just can't quit that sin. 
 
Because you haven't encountered and cultivated the intimate love relationship with Jesus. You simply 
do not have the strength to overcome your sins... The Word of God and your resolve are not powerful 
enough. You need His Love and His Grace. Nothing trumps His love. When you experience His love 
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and keep coming back for more, then you will conquer those sins. But unless you're the Iron Man, 
you're going to keep falling, because it's His Love that leads to repentance. As it is written... 'It is the 
kindness of God that leads you to repentance.' Romans 2:4 
 
Yes, when you open yourself to Who He really is to you, how much He loves you, and you receive 
that love into your heart, not your head - then with all your heart you will begin to break with these sins 
that hurt Him and hurt you and have held you captive. But legalisms won't do it. Fear won't do it. 
Condemnation won't do it. Threats of hellfire won't do it! It‘s His LOVE - the ONLY power on Earth that 
will do it. 
 
And that's when I put that silly flute down in my mind. I saw it was nothing compared to the precious 
love of My Jesus. 
 
After I had written this, I said, ―LORD, is there anything You would like to add? Am I being too harsh 
or am I right?‖ 
 
―You are right. And yes, you are being firm - but nonetheless it is My love that will lead you to 
repentance and abandoning your sins. And it is there for you when you want it. I'm not your earhtly 
father, nor your pastor, nor your wife or husband, or any relative that's treated you with disrespect, 
contempt and harsh legalisms. I am your loving and tender God, committed to helping you through 
this earthly journey and into My arms in Heaven." 
 
―You cannot do it alone, you must have My Grace. You must know My Love before you can Love 
others. You say you love, but you are full of condemnation of others. Why is that? Because you've 
never known My love, because those who were to love you as I do, failed. They condemned and 
bullied and coerced and manipulated you into religion, because they didn't know My Love either. They 
have caused you to live by a rulebook not by love. What does My Word say about that? "If I have the 
gift of prophecy and can fathom all mysteries and all knowledge, and if I have a faith that can move 
mountains, but do not have love, I am nothing." 1 Corinthians 13:2 
 
―Come to Me. I am calling out to you. Please, lay down your weapons against My Body and embrace 
Me for who I AM. I did not come into the world to condemn the world, but to save it. I permitted My 
hands and feet to be nailed to the cross to present a picture of My Love for you, but men have 
distorted My Love into a cold-hearted religion full of do's and don'ts." 
 
―I only have one ‗do‘ and one ‗don't‘: don't judge your brother and love your brother as I have loved 
you. But if you still do not know My Love, how then can you love your brother? It is My Love that is 
calling out to you, and it is My Love you have been shutting out and condemning." 
 
Love is patient, love is kind. It does not envy, it does not boast, it is not proud. It does not dishonor 
others, it is not self-seeking, is not provoked, reckons not evil and does not rejoice in iniquity, but 
rejoices in the truth. 1 Corinthians 13:4-6 
 
―Consider your ways children! Consider your ways and the fruits of your lives. Consider those things 
you are terrified others will find out about you. Consider that I came to deliver you from evil. But you 
must come to Me unconditionally, with open arms and open hearts and receive My unconditional love 
for you. Then you can go out and love everyone, even as I have loved you." 
 
―I do not say this lightly. Your time on this Earth is coming to a close. The finals are taking place now. 
The only question you must answer correctly is simply... 'Did you learn how to love?'" 
 
 
 
 

Message 183: Jesus says... My Spirit will lead you into all Truth as I 

promised 'I have much more to say...' 
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November 12, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) The Lord‘s sweet blessing and presence is with us, Heartdwellers. I ran across a YouTube 
tonight that assigned the idea of intimacy in prayer with God to a demonic spirit of divination. 
 
What this particular teacher had mentioned was that the Lord was warning her of a Python spirit, a 
spirit of Divination. She saw in her vision a bedroom – and the intimation was that the relationship 
begins in private prayer, because a lot of us have our private prayer in our bedrooms. She wasn‘t 
taking shots at us guys, at all. But she did mention this, and it could be interpreted. There are people 
out there that have an idea that what we teach is divination. But there‘s an interesting point to be 
considered. 
 
So, what is the difference between what we are teaching on this channel and divination? First of all, 
we do not tell fortunes or even claim to tell people any kind of private prophecy, nor do we sell 
anything. In fact, even our books are free downloads. We teach personal holiness as the fruit of 
spiritual union and intimacy with our Lord, which we most often approach during our worship and 
prayer time. 
 
Heartdwellers, don‘t be impatient with me when I defend what Our Lord has been teaching us, please. 
I am very protective of this intimacy in purity of spirit, with God, because the fruit is personal holiness 
and highly threatening to the enemy. 
 
At this point I began to speak to the Lord, ‗cause my heart was heavy and as I looked at this whole 
situation and how it could be interpreted, I was carrying a burden in my heart. 
 
'Oh Lord, it‘s so hard for me to worship tonight. My heart is so heavy. How could anyone equate that 
relationship – that tender and pure relationship between a soul and You as a manifestation of 
divination? Jesus, please speak to me.' 
 
Jesus began… ―My love, the world is full of naysayers. It is those who haven‘t experienced Me on that 
level. They also put down tongues. How discouraging is that? Eventually, the fog is going to break for 
them, depending on their motives. Hopefully it is pure – somewhat like you experienced today. Still, 
personal spiritual realities are critically guarded from interlopers. 
 
―Some are convinced they are doing Me a favor by pulling ministries and moves of My Spirit apart and 
using distorted logic to discredit legitimate use of Scripture. Know that this is terribly hurtful to Me as 
well, but I understand and know that eventually all things that are shrouded in uncertainty are going to 
be brought into the light of truth and ratified. 
 
―Until then, My Love, you and I carry a burden in our hearts and a certain grief. Allow Me to 
strengthen you, Clare. Allow Me to carry you when it just hurts too much. Very little is understood 
about My Holy Spirit and how easily He is grieved when men presume to teach what I have not given 
them. But as you have experienced first hand, the devils are clever enough to fool even the elect, 
were it possible. But I have given you the movements of My Spirit deep in your soul and this is an 
invaluable aid to you in discerning truth from fantasy. 
 
―Those Christians who have not had supernatural experiences and have not been taken to Heaven 
have a very narrow and limited view of what I meant when I said, ‗I go to prepare a place for you‘. 
They are motivated by fear, the fear of losing their souls to deception and fabrication.‖ 
 
(Clare) Even now, Lord, I fear fabrication of my own making, putting together some ‗sound good story‘ 
in defense of what You have taught me. 
 
(Jesus) ―Do you know that is a healthy and good sign?‖ 
 
(Clare) It is? 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, it is. Because presumption is where the fall begins. Those who presume on Me and 
overstep the boundaries of propriety are more prone to deception. Although I chide you, My Love, 
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saying... 'Still you do not recognize Me, Clare?' I honor your faithfulness and fidelity to truth and 
willingness to be wrong and correct yourself. 
 
―My Brides, I am asking you to be very, very flexible and teachable. Some of you have escaped from 
boxed religions surrounded by electric fences of fear. 
 
―They (the members of the religions and denominations) have based their faith on the Scriptures as 
they understand them and are quick to accept the teachings of their forerunners in that denomination. 
In fact, that is used as a foundation upon which to build. Anything that threatens the tidy borders of 
that box must be dissected with Scripture and disproven; otherwise the survival of their denomination 
hangs in the balance. 
 
―This is simply basic human behavior and wisdom. It doesn‘t mean people are bad, just limited. And I 
don‘t care how developed spiritually you think you are; you have your limitations, too. No one has all 
the answers, and all have fallen short of the glory of My Kingdom. 
 
―This is why I insist that you taste the fruits. If the fruit is sour and bitter, you know error has crept in. 
Whether it be demonic or human, is not the point. When you cease to see repentance, conversion, 
commitment, peace and joy, you know you‘ve lost Me somewhere along the line.‖ 
 
―My People, I am giving you ample rules of discernment so that you can go past your denominational 
borders and still be correct and in communion with Me. So here you want to differentiate between a 
spirit of divination and My Spirit of Truth. My Spirit will lead you into all truth as I promised... I have 
much more to say to you, more than you can now bear. 
 
―Do you understand that much of what I wanted to disclose to you then you were not ready for, and 
the union of our souls was one such concept? 
 
―The Scripture says John 16:13-14… But when he, the Spirit of truth, comes, he will lead you into all 
the truth. He will not speak on his own; he will speak only what he hears, and he will tell you what is 
yet to come. 
 
―It should have been clear when I announced that absolutely nothing of real importance was going to 
happen in September (2015) – that it was a prophecy that your mettle could be tested by. But some 
don‘t really care to test the Spirit and see, rather a blanket condemnation is much easier. That is why 
some remained unconvinced even after the month of September passed without incident. 
 
―The Scripture continues… He (The Spirit of Truth) will glorify Me because He will receive from Me, 
and make it known to you. 
 
―You have taught on My beauty, My kindness, My Mercy, My Healing, My forgiveness, My promises, 
My words and how to stand on them – even My righteous judgement. As a result, on this channel you 
have seen conversions, people coming back to Me after 50 years, repentance and people leaving 
illicit relationships, paying the government what has been stolen from them, and many, many 
outstanding healings. And the love on this channel is more than evident, to everyone who visits. 
 
―By this all men will know that you are My disciples, if you love one another. (John 13:35) 
 
―Are you to tell Me this is not proof that this channel is My work? By My Spirit and not a spirit of 
divination? Clare, a kingdom divided against itself cannot stand. You can write off all the experiences 
as fantasy, but you cannot write off the fruit. So, be encouraged My Love, I am indeed speaking to 
those on this channel, not just you. So many now hear My voice clearly and what is the fruit? Across 
all borders one fruit is universal proof: every single one who has experienced this intimate union of 
souls that has not a trace of the flesh in it, longs to yield up their will to Me and prefers My will for their 
lives over their own. 
 
―Satan‘s kingdom would have crumbled long ago if all believers would manifest these signs. It is 
irrefutable proof that I am the source of wisdom for these teachings and certainly not a dark spirit. 
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―Oh, how I look forward to the day when there is no more deception, no more division, suspicion, 
judgment and darkness in the hearts and minds of My Bride. Oh, how I long for the day when all will 
live in accord and none will besmirch the others. Rather, all will be of one accord with Me, in unity with 
Me, living their lives for Me by the power of My Spirit, forever bringing glory to Me.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 184: Jesus says… I rejoice over you with Singing & Dancing... 

You are so WONDERFUL! 
 
 
November 13, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) The blessing and the precious Love of our Lord is with us, Heartdwellers. He gave us a 
beautiful message tonight… As I was waiting, I heard the word 'wonderful' – two or three times 
repeated. 
 
Jesus began… ―This is about how wonderful you and all My devoted Brides are. Simply wonderful. 
Like the song says, ‗Wonderful Counselor, Prince of Peace, reflecting the great I AM.‘ You all are 
fathers and mothers to the needy as well. All of those wonderful qualities that Terry (MacAlmon) sings 
about manifest in My Brides in different measures.‖ 
 
―When you spend time with someone, thinking about them, living with them, you become just like 
them. That‘s why I said Wonderful. The qualities of My Brides reflect who is inhabiting their house, 
their tent. Indeed – I am, and as a result, each of you star-studded gems reflect Me in different ways 
according to your callings. Isn‘t that wonderful? To Me it is.‖ 
 
―Out there in the great sea of humanity there are lights... a few here, a few there. They are separated 
by great distances, sometimes even in tiny clusters where they support one another, like you are 
here.‖ 
 
―But as I look out over humanity I see mostly darkness; those who are still the walking dead 
spiritually‘‘ Oh, so many – too numerous to count. And I long to find the lights and those who are 
longing to be lights that I might inhabit them fully and be a blessing to all around. That‘s why I say 
'wonderful.'‖ 
 
―That‘s why I sing over you even as it is written… The LORD your God in the midst of you is mighty; 
he will save, he will rejoice over you with joy; he will quiet you with his love, he will rejoice over you 
with singing. Zephaniah 3:17 
 
(Clare) Yes, Lord so many times I hear you singing the song I‘m singing, except You‘re singing it back 
to me. I dare not believe such things about myself. 
 
(Jesus) ―Why not? I‘m believing them. I‘m singing them over you because of the progress you have 
made in yielding to Me. I do rejoice over you in singing, Clare. Please don‘t doubt Me.‖ 
 
(Clare) I‘m sorry, Lord. 
 
(Jesus) ―Oh, doubt blocks so many wonderful things I want to convey to My Bride. Trying to keep the 
wraps on humility is really futile. Pride always finds a way, no matter how vigilant the soul. You 
needn‘t worry too much about humbling yourself, until you see something trying to overtake you.‖ 
 
―I genuinely liked it when you sang songs from My perspective. I love those songs, how you have 
conveyed My tenderness to others. Yes, they are very, very special to Me.‖ 
 
(Clare) Ouch Lord, that‘s a sore spot right now. 
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(Jesus) ―I know.‖ 
 
(Clare) I got real silent. My heart began to ache and tears well up in my eyes, all because I really miss 
singing and music. And He was, of course, reading my heart. 
 
(Jesus) ―Clare, it‘s not time yet.‖ He whispered, ―But I promise you, your time will come.‖ 
 
(Clare) I began crying. I miss music so much. It‘s funny – I envisioned a lifestyle, living in the remote 
mountains with a small modest studio and dwelling overlooking the canyon. Leading a life of prayer, 
writing songs, hiking the ridges and lush valleys with ferns. Yes, I really do have a dream. Although I 
thought I might be exempt from the dreams, because I do love what I am doing now on YouTube. I 
guess I was fooling myself, because there are still other things on my heart, yet to be realized. 
 
(Jesus) ―Oh yes, My Love, I know your dreams and you know the author. Nothing you muse upon is 
strictly yours, we are too close. I have put those dreams in your heart for later days, they still have 
their time. And the Rapture has no influence upon those dreams at all, so put that thought away! All of 
you, My Brides.‖ 
 
―You know I already know how you are going to respond to this before you do, right? That‘s why I‘m 
asking you – put away your thoughts about the Rapture interrupting your dreams, because I know all 
of you are thinking that…‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, I‘ve gotten used to that, almost. Sometimes I pretend to slip one by You, Lord, but I know 
better. 
 
(Jesus) ―My tender spouse, you have seen that studio. Yes, you have a vision of it, Clare, it is the 
same one I have. Just exactly, high on the rocks overlooking the wild canyon, right at tree level with 
the birds landing right out side on branches, ‗chippering‘ away as you would say. All your favorite 
creatures right outside your windows: elk and deer, lions and bears, all to be enjoyed in their native 
environment. Yes, My Love, that vision is real…and if it tarries, wait for it.‖ 
 
―For the vision is yet for the appointed time; It hastens toward the goal and it will not fail. Though it 
tarries, wait for it; For it will certainly come, it will not delay.‖ Habakkuk 2:3 
 
(Clare) Lord, You know there are those who would criticize my use of Scripture here, when in fact You 
were referring to something else when it was written. 
 
(Jesus) ―What? Am I not allowed to repeat Myself?? Oh, you must tell them! I have permission from 
My Father in Heaven to repeat Myself. As much as I like, by the way.‖ 
 
(Clare) I laughed and said... 'What if they don‘t believe me?' 
 
(Jesus) ―Well, then, that‘s their great misfortune, because I quote that Scripture to many of My people 
for encouragement. They are missing out on a faith builder.‖ 
 
(Clare) You‘re funny, Lord. 
 
(Jesus) ―I am also serious and it is their great loss that I cannot speak to them on a personal level out 
of the Scriptures. I have done that with all of My People, throughout the ages.‖ 
 
(Clare) So how do I interpret… 'But know this first of all, that no prophecy of Scripture is a matter of 
one‘s own interpretation?' 2 Peter 1:20 
 
(Jesus) ―By reading the rest of the Scripture? Oh! I go on to say ‗For no prophecy was ever made by 
an act of human will, but men moved by the Holy Spirit spoke from God.‘ 
 
―And see, I am speaking this to you personally. It is fresh, from Me. As I said, I have permission to 
repeat Myself.‖ 
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―Oh, Clare, I am so tired of the boxes men put Me in. That is why I am against men‘s religions and the 
way it is manipulated by opinion. And that opinion is usually protecting some kind of self-interest. It 
always ends up being a box canyon, a dead end. But when I return, I will restore the faith to its pure 
state and manipulation will not be tolerated. I‘m afraid you‘ll have to wait till then to have some peace 
and quiet from your dissenters.‖ 
 
―But until then, I want you to trust Me, Clare. Though that little piece of Heaven tarries, I have it in My 
Heart to build it for you.‖ 
 
―Well, getting back to what I was saying. My Brides, I am singing over you, if you will have it. Yes, 
tenderly and jubilantly I sing over you. In this dark sea of humanity, you are my lights set upon a hill. 
While the rest of the world rejoices in the material possessions they can acquire, you rejoice in 
acquiring Me. Do you know just how wonderful that makes Me feel?‖ 
 
―My dear ones, imagine overlooking a valley filled with dwellings and in the whole valley there is not 
one fire or light. All is absolute darkness. Imagine, walking through that valley and looking in each 
tent, and house, and seeing only darkness. And as you continue to walk your heart begins to ache for 
the light, but again house after house after house, nothing but darkness. Then you come to a little 
shack, and there inside is one person, reading My Word by candlelight and pondering, how wonderful 
God is. So, when I finally find him or her, what do you suppose I will do?‖ 
 
(Clare) Go in and dine with him or her? 
 
(Jesus) ―Exactly! I will joyfully knock on that door and inquire if I might come in. And he or she will 
joyfully respond... 'I‘ve been waiting for You, Lord!'‖ 
 
―But then imagine... There are some studying by the light of the lamp. I call to them, 'I‘m so happy to 
find you studying My Word and thanking Me for what I‘ve done for you! Can we talk? Can I sing over 
you? Can I dance with you? It‘s in the Scriptures…'‖ 
 
 
―And they scowl and say... 'God doesn‘t do those things with men. In the Name of Jesus, be gone you 
familiar spirit!' And then slam the door in My face…‖ 
 
―Yet I have said, in Zephaniah 3:17 – 'I rejoice over you', which literally means... 'dance, skip, leap, 
and spin around in joy.' I dance with shouts of joy over you!‖ 
 
―Clare, can you imagine how I feel when I am turned away? And what‘s worse yet, is that this 
teaching goes out from this mistaken soul and hinders others from being free with Me. And those who 
defend My right to do these things are persecuted, as you are. So, you see, when I find the soul who 
not only is studying My Word, but inviting Me in to celebrate – Oh, it is wonderful, truly, wonderful for 
Me.‖ 
 
(Clare) I think I understand now what You are saying, Lord. 
 
(Jesus) ―That‘s all I am saying to you, My Love – continue on in what you are doing. You bring Me 
great joy, and the Brides on this channel that have harkened to My voice are nothing short of 
‗wonderful‘ to Me… because I am permitted to dwell more fully in them, than those who have turned 
Me away.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 185: Jesus says… Let Me replace those Word Curses with 

Living Truth & Pure Life 
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November 14, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Brother Ezekiel 
 
(Clare) The Lord be with you, Heartdwellers. He spoke to Ezekiel and gave him a beautiful teaching 
on the Abundant Life. The Abundant Life according to Jesus – not according to the world. And this is 
right straight out of his journal, so I‘ll just begin reading it to you... 
 
(Ezekiel) Hi, Lord... Thank You for letting me get some sleep today. I felt like I really needed it. I really 
enjoyed our time this morning. It‘s been a while since I‘ve journaled like this. It seems to be a bit 
easier to hear and discern Your Voice. 
 
(Jesus) ―And why is that?‖ 
 
(Ezekiel) I don‘t really know. Maybe it‘s because I expected to hear You? 
 
(Jesus) ―That is correct. You see, many souls approach Me, but few really trust that I am truly there 
for them.‖ 
 
(Ezekiel) I thought that there were many who trusted You. I mean, there are so many souls who seem 
to have such great faith. 
 
(Jesus) ―What you read, and what you see on programs and videos can be very convincing, but what 
I am talking about is something far more sublime; something that is genuinely there in the depths of 
the soul.‖ 
 
(Ezekiel) That makes me feel a little insecure, like, well – where is my soul truly at? 
 
(Jesus) "Your Soul is a work in progress, just like most, but I do see your efforts, and I am very 
pleased with them. What I am getting at is this; there is a Mirror in which your true reflection is shown. 
 
"Regardless of all the outer layers of Fear and Insecurity, or Pride and Self-Confidence, whichever the 
case may be – there is still an absolute truth of who you really are underneath all of that. You have 
heard it said, that Humility is simply the Truth about anything. That is well put. 
 
"It is so hard for your souls to see the state that they are actually in, because over time, so much has 
been projected onto them. From the time a child begins to understand words and their meaning, he or 
she becomes like a magnet, recording everything that they see, feel, and hear. 
 
"Many times, a toddler will begin to feed these things back to his own parents, and the result is often 
quite amusing, so much so that the proud Mom and Dad run to get the recorder or camera, to capture 
the precious moments. Everyone has a wonderful time listening to that little voice, as it puts its first 
words together. And so it should be. 
 
"I created this stage of childhood precisely for the loving pleasure of cherishing the special gift that is 
there. However, once the time of infancy and 'toddling' is past, these same words begin to take shape 
and meaning. I know that you are thinking that all of this is terribly obvious, even mundane – but be 
patient and follow My reasoning. There IS a point to it. 
 
"Just think about it for a minute. Now, already, the child has absorbed a phenomenal amount of 
information, and as perceptions grow, so do the feelings of self-worth. 
 
"You never 'knew' the concept of BAD, until someone bigger than you looked at you sternly, and said 
sternly... 'Bad! Bad! No! No! Bad Baby! No!'- possibly accompanied by a swat on the hand or bottom. 
In that moment, your pure, innocent little mind was both surprised and shocked. For the first time, you 
'felt' confused, and hurt. 
 
"From that time on, the harsh Look, the firm Voice – all of it made you afraid, and you associated all of 
this with the one word, BAD. Depending upon what kind of parents you had, siblings, and overall 
mood and tone of the household, this terrible brand was indelibly marked; permanently etched within 
your little heart and mind, emotions, and yes – even your soul. 
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"Now, if you simply take this pattern, and follow it through, you can easily see how many, many things 
attached themselves to you. The real you, deep inside. Whether you learned healthy boundaries, 
saturated with lots of love and affirmation, or you had to learn to ―protect‖ yourself in a family that was 
less than loving, you still had begun to grow and form an opinion of who you were, based on others 
actions towards you. Some souls who were loved and nurtured began to think more of themselves 
than they truly were. Others, who were treated badly, quickly developed an almost exaggerated sense 
of survival. 
 
"Into ALL of this, I come to intervene, and show you who you truly are, deep within your soul; the 
'YOU' that I created you to be. I am that Mirror, and I want to show you with all My Heart, just how 
beautiful and precious you truly are to Me. My greatest desire is to take all of that shame and 
condemnation off of you. 
 
"I am here to erase all of those word curses, and replace them with words of living Truth, and Pure 
Life and Light that come from My Heart of Pure Love – the same Pure Love that created you; the 
same Pure Love that you are IN ME. 
 
"So, enough Guilt. I have come that you might have Life, and that you might have an abundant Life!" 
(John 10:10) 
 
 
 
 

Message 186: Jesus speaks about...   The outer Darkness, Community & 

Those who live for themselves 
 
 
November 15th, 2015 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Good morning, Heartdwellers. The Lord‘s peace and joy be with you today. 
 
As I came into prayer and waited upon the Lord, He told me He wanted to talk about community. 
 
He began... 
―All of you I have brought together for a purpose. Each of you have gifts and attributes the other is 
missing. Haven't you noticed that? No two are alike? How I delight in your differences and how I 
delight when I see you making use of yourselves melded into one, providing for the needs of others." 
 
Even as it is written... 
Our desire is not that others might be relieved while you are hard pressed, but that there might be 
equality. At the present time your plenty will supply what they need, so that in turn their plenty will 
supply what you need. The goal is equality, as it is written: ―The one who gathered much did not have 
too much, and the one who gathered little did not have too little.‖ 2 Corinthians 8:13-15 
 
―This world is a very lonely place and part of your testimony as belonging to Me is that you go about 
doing good where you can. By this, all men will know that you are Mine. You were right when you said 
that I never give up on anyone and you shouldn't either." 
 
―My Brides, all around you I have placed those with needs that you have the wherewithal to meet. But 
your society is so corrupted with private interests that you are insulated to the point where you don‘t 
notice, unless you are listening very carefully to My Spirit, in which case you will inquire as to the 
needs of those around you." 
 
―This is an exercise in both selflessness, obedience and patience. Taking the time from your own 
personal interests to insure the needs of others is a trait of My Disciple. How shallow your society is, 
and has deliberately been designed by the enemy to isolate. Yes, he is well practiced in manipulation 
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to isolate the weak and lonely that he may devour them and separate them from Me, giving them no 
hope whatsoever." 
 
―But when you respond to the needs of others out of love and compassion for your brother, as it is 
written, ―love your brother as you love yourself‖, you are doing more than acting in My stead." 
 
―When the Son of Man comes in his glory, and all the angels with him, then he will sit on his glorious 
throne. Before him will be gathered all the nations, and he will separate people one from another as a 
shepherd separates the sheep from the goats." 
 
And, just as an aside here, I don‘t know how many of you are familiar with the difference between 
sheep and goats. When we raised sheep and angora goats, we noticed something about them. The 
goats are very aggressive – they‘ll butt the sheep right out of the food, right out of the grains and the 
alfalfa if you let them. They‘re very aggressive and the sheep are more meek and tend to hang back 
and be pushed around more easily. 
 
And he will place the sheep on his right, but the goats on the left. Then the King will say to those on 
his right, ‗Come, you who are blessed by my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the 
foundation of the world. For I was hungry and you gave me food, I was thirsty and you gave me drink, 
I was a stranger and you welcomed me, I was naked and you clothed me, I was sick and you visited 
me, I was in prison and you came to me.‘ 
 
Then the righteous will answer him, saying, ‗Lord, when did we see you hungry and feed you, or 
thirsty and give you drink? And when did we see you a stranger and welcome you, or naked and 
clothe you? And when did we see you sick or in prison and visit you?‘ And the King will answer them, 
‗Truly, I say to you, as you did it to one of the least of these my brothers, you did it to me.‘ Matthew 
25:31-40 
 
―So, I am assigning you, in this very moment, the task of enquiring about the state of those around 
you. Whether it be brother, sister, mother, father, neighbor or classmate. I want you to go out of your 
way to be good to them. In this moment, you have very little concept of what you look like to Heaven." 
 
"In Heaven, you will be stripped clean of all things done from the motive of self-interest. At that point 
all that will be left to you is what you did out of brotherly love and selflessness. Can you take a 
moment and consider what I am saying, graphically? Everything you've done for yourself and your 
own desires beyond the realm of absolute necessity – the merits of EVERYTHING - will be removed 
from you." 
 
―This is why the wedding guest was removed from the banquet. Simply stated, he lived for himself 
and had no covering.‖ 
 
But, Lord, isn't that works righteousness? 
 
―Well, in a sense you could say that, but remember, I am not talking about salvation or justification - 
which is by faith alone. No, here I am talking about rank and position. There are many, many layers 
and dimensions to Heaven. There is a place called The Outer Darkness, which is reserved for those 
who are saved but did very little for others in their lives. This is as it should be Clare. Believe Me, this 
is justice. The more you resemble Me, the closer to the Glory of the Throne you will be.‖ 
 
But Lord, in the outer darkness, You said there will be grinding and gnashing of the teeth. 
 
―Yes, indeed there will. The recognition of the selfishness of your life will at first be very painful to 
witness. It is not something you can run and hide from; it will be evident to all. And many of those who 
live for themselves are blind to their nakedness, so it will be a shock to them. My Love, when you 
make good deeds a habit pattern of your life, you go around convicting My ―blind‖ Body of their own 
nakedness. The more long-suffering and generous your charity, the more convicted they become. I 
know you have felt this way, because I have taken the time to convict you, on many occasions." 
 
―This world is topsy-turvey, Clare. What is applauded by men is a disgrace in Heaven. And what is 
looked upon as a waste of time and energy on behalf of others, in Heaven is applauded. Men's 
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consciences are just terribly deformed and it is only through My grace that those who have been 
raised improperly ever come to an understanding of good and bad." 
 
―You are My most exquisite of all creatures, My People. And the more you resemble Me, the greater 
your reward in Heaven. I have given you intelligence, reason, and free will. Note that the greater your 
vigilance over others, the greater My vigilance and reward, both now and in the age to come, over 
you. Press in therefore, with these gifts, My Beloved. There is a crown waiting for those who run to 
win until the end." 
 
―I am coming soon. Make the best of time left to you.‖ 
 
I am adding two comments here – one from me TO a regular listener, and one FROM a regular 
listener as a ―witness‖ to the outer darkness that Jesus teaches on here: 
My answer to J-Man: 
**This is an area of Heaven where the saved who did nothing for others go. JesseduPlantis saw this 
when he was taken bodily to Heaven. People are happy there because it is Heaven, but there is a 
difficult period of adjustment because they are not aware of what their selfishness caused them. I 
have no idea if they can work their way out of it, all I know is what I shared with you.** 
 
Dhalin‘s input... 
This goes right along with one of Chuck Missler's teachings that the "Outer Darkness" does not = Hell 
and this is the first time I've seen this being taught anywhere else. In the one video over at Koinonia 
House (the one about the Millennial Temple), Dr. Missler says that what He meant by "Outer 
Darkness" in the Bible is the area far away from the Temple, and the "Weeping and Gnashing of 
Teeth" is a classic old Jewish expression of extreme disappointment, and a lot of people mistake that 
for torment in Hell. 
 
He pointed out that every time He talked about Hell, it was referred to as the "Lake of Fire", but no 
such Lake is mentioned in the passages in question, so He isn't talking about Hell there. This teaching 
by Clare confirms that, and I'm glad to finally see someone else mention it. 
 
 
 
 

Message 187: If you love Me, you will obey Me & I will rapture you 
 
 
November 17th, 2015 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
Jesus began... ―Your biggest fight is intimacy. If they can't deny it, they will twist it. Therefore you must 
approach it in two ways, Scripturally and Experientially. Much of the problem is fundamental 
ignorance as to how close is ―close‖ with Me. It reaches deep down into the soul. Close is all-
enveloping, like a rose blooming from the inside. The seed is given at conversion and even baptism 
and through the, years as the love for Me is guarded, it blossoms into an all-consuming, fragrant 
garden of pure Heavenly love. Something few experience on this Earth without passion and sex 
entering in." 
 
―I do not wish for anyone to be excluded from this relationship of pure intimacy with Me. Understand 
that I know you, My sons and daughters. I see what no one else sees. I understand the makeup of 
your body, your hormones and what your flesh fights against your spirit with. There is NOTHING to be 
ashamed of when you are with Me. I already know and understand well the challenges you undergo 
day after day." 
 
―You will find that even when sexuality assaults you in My Presence, I totally ignore it while you put it 
in its place. There is a fierce demon of Lust assigned to the spiritually-minded. This demon is fierce 
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and bent on bringing you all down in utter disgrace. I see your heart, I see your intention, I see your 
struggles and the means used to attack you outside of yourself." 
 
―Some of you are more vulnerable because of your youth. Let Me explain it to you this way. When this 
urge tries to take you over, picture yourself in front of Me, My expression calm and compassionate 
and allow Me to say only one thing, ‗You know where this came from, so what are you going to do 
about it?‘ Then, ask for My help. For if you crumple into a ball of shame, it only causes the lustful 
impulse to become stronger. When the demons see they are conquering your resolve, they set upon 
you with even more force." 
 
―Your best recourse is to completely ignore it and change the subject. And yes, of course, in My 
Name bind spirits of Lust, but also Degradation. You see, the whole tactic is to degrade you, cause 
you guilt and shame, so you must bind that as well. Then begin to worship Me and change the 
subject. If you are convicted of gossip or wrongdoing, confess it, ask for forgiveness and continue to 
worship. You should always have some strongly anointed songs on hand, so you can change the 
subject immediately." 
 
―Yes, it is humbling. Yes, it is degrading, but if the thought did not originate with you and you refuse to 
entertain it, you are innocent and without guilt. Please, can we put that to rest now? I want to move 
on, My Beloved ones." 
 
―You have heard Me say, as I have said many times before, that the Rapture is soon. I have offered 
you a new way to handle the tensions involved in this event. Knowing it is soon and planning your 
lives, pursuing your God-given course can be managed without all this mystery and stress." 
 
―Very simply... 
LIVE YOUR LIVES IN OBEDIENCE, FROM MOMENT TO MOMENT. If you know you are to go to 
school, continue to go - but remember, the shofar may sound at any moment. If you are getting 
married and having children, continue on, obeying Me - following My Plan for your life." 
 
―Refuse, utterly refuse to get entangled in such specious arguments as 'what if He comes tomorrow, 
what if He comes next year, or thirty years?'" 
 
―These are all temptations from the enemy to dilute your effectiveness right now, in this moment, with 
the calling I have set before you. If you have been given visions about future ministry, future gifts, do 
not try to fit them into your human time frames. You see, this is an act of unbelief. When I tell you that 
I am going to do such and such in your life, I tell you so you may understand where I am ultimately 
taking you. NOT so that you can stress and plan, question and doubt in your own mind...NOT so that 
you can reason out whether it's before or after the Rapture. None of this has any bearing on the so-
called time frames of Heaven. None of it." 
 
―What I have promised I will do with you, I will accomplish with you. But it will be done in My timing 
and My order. Once I tell you what I am going to do with your life, once I give you the vision, bury it 
deep in your heart. Such a precious gift is not for you to know the times and seasons of, or exactly 
how I will go about it and in what order. Questions like these that arise in your minds come from the 
enemy or your own double-mindedness and insecurity about My ability to do what I've promised you." 
 
―Do you see that, My Loves? Do you understand the origin and dynamics of such reasonings? I tell 
you so that you might glory in My providence and I how I go about things. That you might have a 
reference point for those strong urges in your souls. Yes, you feel these inspirations, because I have 
put them in your heart. My mother buried these things in her heart.‖ 
 
And all who heard it wondered at the things which were told them by the shepherds. But Mary 
treasured all these things, pondering them in her heart. Luke 2:18,19 
?? 
And that really caught my attention, guys. ―all who heard it wondered at the things which were told 
them by the shepherds. But Mary treasured all these things, pondering them in her heart. 
 
―So, here you‘ve got wonderment about what they meant. Speculations of every kind accompanied 
these events. But Mary treasured all these things, pondering them in her heart." 
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―She knew full well what My plans were, and to her, all these things were signs along the way of the 
mystery and glory of the incarnation. She didn't question how all would be accomplished, rather she 
reveled in the unfolding of My Providential care, knowing that in due time all that was written in 
Scripture would come to pass." 
 
―This is abandonment to My Providence. It is supremely pleasing to Me. It shows the confidence and 
faith of a soul who knows their maker is a faithful God. No matter what conditions look like, no matter 
how impossible it seems, they know that with Me, nothing is impossible." 
 
―So, I do not give you these inspirations to do certain things in the future, so that you can enter into 
the planning and manipulate things. No, I give them to you to ponder in your heart, to secure in faith 
that that which I have placed in your hearts I am indeed capable of accomplishing." 
 
―‘Yes, Jesus, I trust in You.‘ when said from the heart, in total conviction, are the most beautiful words 
you could ever say to Me. You are saying, ‗I know You, Jesus. I know You are faithful, I know You are 
omnipotent and can do everything, no matter how difficult. That nothing at all is beyond Your ability. 
And I know that You love me and all You ordain for my life springs from that love that drove You to be 
crucified on the Cross, so my purpose in life could be fulfilled.‘" 
 
―Nothing, no Nothing, is more comforting to My Heart than to see you believe and act on these words 
in a world where God is just a nebulous, neutral force playing with peoples lives and the elements." 
 
―So, as you progress through this season, keep an eye on your wandering minds trying to make 
sense of what is going to happen, when. Rather, fulfill My words to you to be vigilant to the needs of 
others around you. You are placed strategically in an important place. Make every moment count, not 
with useless speculations, but with the fullness of obedience to alleviate the suffering around you and 
bless those who are less fortunate than you." 
 
―When I was hungry, you fed Me. When my car wouldn't start, you helped me. When I was slipping on 
the ice, you came to My rescue." 
 
―Remember this from moment to moment and day to day. Do you see that hungry, homeless person 
sitting in a doorway, trying to keep warm? Get them some hot food, spend time with them, bless them 
in My Name. Do you see a single mother struggling to get her groceries from a snow-packed driveway 
into the house with her little ones toddling along? Lend her a hand, go out of your way and shovel the 
snow off her driveway." 
 
―Do you see someone fruitlessly trying to start their car to go to work? Go, lend a hand. Do they need 
a battery? Do you have the cash? Go buy them a new battery for their car. Do you see your neighbor 
stuck in the driveway? Go spread salt beneath their tires, give them a push. This is what I mean, 
these opportunities are all around you, I have made sure of it." 
 
―I make this promise to you right now... If you love Me, you will obey Me, and you will no longer have 
to worry about your destination or the Rapture. You will resemble Me and I will take you to Myself.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 188: Jesus says... This is your Calling - Go out & Love, One at a 

Time 
 
 
November 18, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) I want to share with you just a little bit of my heart. We were able to provide a wood stove for a 
single mother out on the Mesa. As I‘ve told you before, Mesa living conditions are third world living 
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conditions. Houses made out of pallets, stacked up cars or living in broken-down trailers or old buses 
– with children. 
 
No water, no electricity. It‘s just unbelievable. Very, very difficult conditions. A lot of them have come 
out of drug situations, others don‘t even know who their fathers were. Heavily involved in all kinds of 
drugs – and they‘re just trying to eke out a living out there and be away from the persecution of 
'normal' people, as they see it. 
 
Anyway, we were able to provide a wood stove for this mother, and she sent us a very sweet little 
thank you note, telling us how she had prayed to the Universe to send her one. She was building an 
extra room on her little trailer, and she had prayed to the universe, that the universe would send her 
heat, because she didn‘t have any heat. 
 
She doesn‘t know You, Lord! It‘s unbelievable. She thinks it‘s a handful of stars and a black void that 
is responsible for blessing her. It just tore my heart up, to see what she was thinking. It‘s haunted me 
for three days now, ever since I got her note. 
 
 
It hurts so much to think that this woman is without You, Lord! Here she‘s praying to the Universe or 
God or Whoever is out there. And all the while You are looking down upon her with such love and 
compassion. You are there by her side and she doesn‘t even know You are with her. You‘ve heard 
every cry of her heart, you‘ve laid out a banquet for her every step and she hasn‘t a clue Who You 
are. How can I just sit here in my comfy house and ignore this kind of desperation? Please speak to 
me... 
 
Jesus began... ―Oh My Love, My tender-hearted one, I see the desire of your heart. Have I not put it 
there? Ask of Me and I will give you the heathen as your inheritance.‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, Lord, please give me the heathen for my inheritance! 
 
(Jesus) ―But this is a tortuous task, not an easy call. You must follow in My footsteps and not move 
out on your own. There is much at stake, Clare. Little souls, so very, very little – marginalized, 
forsaken, abandoned and of no account to anyone. Yet full of sweetness and much innocence. Unfit 
for the world – not always out of lack but out of purity of heart and wisdom, they shun all the things of 
the world. Not just out of bitterness, but out of the emptiness they see in the world.‖ 
 
―But if you are to minister to them, you cannot be worldly, not even in the least. They are looking for 
the rugged Gospel, not the shiny, squeaky-clean thing for sale in the market places. 
 
―You have this in your heart, it is there – a little buried under a pile of worldly rubble, but not 
impossible to get to. Understand, these feelings arising in your heart are a result of the movement of 
My grace and the messages I have been giving you. You, too, can reach out. But only as I direct you.‖ 
 
(Clare) I don‘t even know where to start, Lord? 
 
(Jesus) ―You have the messages for formation, what is missing is the invitation. Yes! The invitation. 
They must be invited. Leave it in My hands for the moment, let Me give you the message for today.‖ 
 
―My People, many among you are called to minister to the lost. I have held you back for many, many 
years, intentionally. You have suffered greatly at the hands of the church and people who claimed to 
know Me, but did not follow My ways.‖ 
 
―You have seen through the facades, the Hollywood productions, the cliques and favored ones in the 
church. You have been passed over many, many times for those who looked shiny and clean but did 
not have My Heart. Is it not written in My Word... 'I will give you shepherds after My own Heart?'‖ 
 
―You are the ones I have been perfecting in this calling. I have given you the tools and understanding 
to reach the lost for ME – not for a church, not for a denomination, not for organized religion at all. No, 
you are heartdwellers, souls who have rested their heads upon My bosom and understand My little 
ways of love.‖ 
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―I have been preparing you. I have given you the perspective on the Rapture that I wish for you to 
have. You know you are to proceed with all that is in your heart with not even a glance towards the 
clock…when it strikes the midnight hour, you will know. Until then, your focus is to be on those 
AROUND you. What I have begun in you, I will bring to completion. It is not for you to know when you 
will be perfected in your calling; it is only for you to follow your hearts.‖ 
 
―I have spent much time uncovering your hearts that were constricted by the thorns of worldliness. 
You have seen first hand, conviction of your involvements in Babylon and Egypt. You have 
experienced, first hand, My Love for you that is beyond all reckoning or explanation. We truly are one. 
I have given you the mandate to reach out to others – not with religion, but with My Love. My intimate 
and growing presence in your lives and the lives of those you are to touch.‖ 
 
―So, this is the season to set your eyes upon the lost, confused and forlorn. It is a Truth that tax 
collectors, prostitutes and the like will enter Heaven before the Pharisees of your day – those trained 
in business, not in intimate fellowship with Me. I have called you before the foundation of the world. I 
have knit you together in your mother‘s womb according to My purposes. And I am now uncovering 
that purpose to you to ponder and prepare your hearts for action.‖ 
 
―I am not speaking of a high profile revival. I am speaking of a hidden revival, without the fluff and 
Hollywood hoopla. Rather, something deep and individual, deep calling unto deep; emptiness and 
longing responding to the Living Waters of My Heart flowing through you. This calling must spring 
from intimacy and fellowship with Me. It cannot spring from any human motive or device. It must be 
pure love in action, with no admixture of the world. Done in a way contrary to worldly prudence; one 
by one by one.‖ 
 
 
―As I point these little ones out to you, I want you to come to Me and wait on My direction as to how to 
reach them. Initially yes, step forward with simple gestures of love. But then bring them before Me in 
your worship and prayer time and wait on My counsel as to how and when to serve up these Living 
Waters. You have a wellspring of materials for formation on this channel that you can constantly point 
them to in holy wisdom. Become familiar with the teachings I have given here, and use them to help 
these little ones be drawn into My Heart.‖ 
 
―I have waited a long time in preparation for you to obtain that deep desire of your heart. Yes, I have 
waited. And now, in the time left to you, go out and love. Love your brother as you love yourself. 
Answer their questions, calm their fears, convince them of their beauty before Me. Educate them on 
the ways of the serpent. They will be continually opposed, but as you teach them both My ways and 
the ways of the evil ones, they will be victorious and stand born anew in the love they have always 
longed for, but never dreamed possible.‖ 
 
―Walk hand in hand with one another. Use this channel as a support system. All of you have been 
brought together because of your sincerity of heart, and because you have been heartdwellers for a 
long time. Understand, Heartdwellers is not a name used to identify you with a movement. It‘s not a 
new thing. No, ―Heartdwellers‖ is merely a statement of who you are and who you have been in Me 
for a very long time.‖ 
 
―Those of you who are bound to the home for health reasons – you are among My most powerful 
game changers in the lives of the lost. Your prayers are the engine behind the forward motion of 
those whose feet bring the Gospel of Love. You can pray, write letters and stand in My Love like a 
lighthouse in the storm, shedding your beacon of hope over all the stormy seas of this world. You are 
indeed My generals and chosen ones, to carry the cross I intended for you when I said, ‗Pick up your 
cross and follow Me.‘‖ 
 
―So, now I have given you My mandate of Love. Come before Me with each soul, in littleness and 
meekness bring them before Me and wait on My instruction and anointing. Do nothing on your own. 
Keep your focus little – one by one by one. And you will not be tempted to overwhelm or vainglory, 
just love one at a time. One step of love here, one step of love there and you will see how I will come 
forth and blossom in you. Put all your reliance on Me, and when things seem impossible – confess... 
'Jesus, I trust in You.'‖ 
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Message 189: Jesus says… Introduce ME & NOT Religion ... Just be real 
 
 
November 19, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Clare began... The Lord bless us all, dear Heartdwellers. 
 
This morning in worship when I was with the Lord, I felt so strongly that His heart was aching for those 
who are lost and in the darkness, like the woman who prayed to the universe for a stove to keep her 
house warm. 
 
'There is nothing more wonderful I can do for You but to tell them about Your love. Yet I do not know 
where to begin.' 
 
Jesus began... "I am in this moment de-mystifying, de-Bible thumping, browbeating and removing all 
the impediments the enemy has placed in all of your ways." 
 
"My ways are so simple, they are the ways of love. The enemy has made a rote method out of what I 
always meant to be a sincere act of fellowship and love." 
 
"Many of You are scared to death to introduce Me to others. But nothing could be more simple, if You 
go about it as My friend and theirs." 
 
(Clare) Then He began to offer a suggestion on how to approach them... 
 
(Jesus) "Let me introduce you to My friend, Jesus. He is with you everywhere you go, He listens to 
every cry and shares in all your laughter. He rejoices with you in the springtime…when new life is 
budding out of the Earth. He rejoices with you as you lie in piles of golden leaves and with the wild 
lavender asters that dot the fields in the Fall." 
 
"He laughs with you at the antics of the new puppy, and cries with you when you must say good bye 
to your beloved pet. Oh, He is so present to you, my friend, so familiar to you, you don‘t even notice 
Him – but He is here. When someone passes away, He upholds you with infusions of peace, allowing 
you to go through the steps of saying good-bye to your loved one. He slowly releases the sorrow in 
you, so you are not overwhelmed. When He brings a new life into your womb, He provides all that is 
needed to raise that child." 
 
"Oh, everything He does is underpinning Your life, and He is so close…and so much a part of you, 
you don‘t recognize Him, until it is His time to reveal His presence to you. Then the joy of discovery is 
there. ‗You WERE there when my mother passed! You WERE there when I made that career decision 
that changed my life! You WERE there when I went to the pound to get a kitten. You have ALWAYS 
been there, and I never knew it. You were there in the ER when I thought I was dying, and You held 
me securely so that fear did not overwhelm me. You were there when I was all alone after that 
abusive relationship. You were even there during that, waiting for me to say ‗enough!'" 
 
"You gave me the courage to begin a new life! You encouraged me that I COULD do it. You were 
there when I walked into the thrift store needing new clothes with only a few dollars and You filled my 
bag with everything I needed! In fact, You were the one who inspired the wealthy lady to get rid of 
those beautiful clothes she never wears. You even measured the timing, so I would walk in just as 
they were putting her clothes on the rack." 
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"You knew I needed a car, and You brought me just what I needed, and then when it broke down You 
gave me favor with the mechanic to repair it for less than the going rate. You even moved on his heart 
so that I could manage payments." 
 
"You have been with me, all along, and I‘ve never known it. Even when life seemed unfair, You were 
with me encouraging me to move on without looking back. You were there in the glorious sunset and 
there when three deer walked out into the meadow. You even arranged that cardinal singing outside 
my window, sparkling with frost in the early morning light." 
 
"Yes, You do all things well and now You have come to invite me into Your world, never to feel alone 
again? Amazing!" 
 
"Do you see, My children, how very easy it is to introduce Me to others? Don‘t take your Bible, take 
your heart overflowing with love as I infuse you every morning. People can argue with the Bible, but 
they can‘t argue with My Love. Soon the walls will come down and you can safely introduce My 
Words as love letters, not an erroneous list of do‘s and don‘ts‘." 
 
"You see, people are tired and burnt out on religion. But if you‘ve been living your life out of My Heart 
of love, they will be drawn to you. ‗Something‘s different about this one,‘ they‘ll say. ‗Something 
personal and caring.‘" 
 
"In the past they have seen their name notched on your salvation gun and heard the celebration that 
‗another one‘s been saved from the fires of Hell.‘ Do you know they never got deep enough to believe 
there was a Hell? First you must convince them of your sincerity and realness, then as My love soaks 
into their heart and grace begins to move, they will be hungry for My words and not be interested in all 
those arguments about who wrote the book." 
 
"They will be alive to My Spirit and hunger and thirst for righteousness and My words of life. This is a 
new season of salvation, My People, a new and fresh anointing of love that reaches right through all 
those barriers of the past. It is My Love that leads to repentance and you cannot give what you do not 
have. That is why everything must spring from your time with Me when I fill you to overflowing." 
 
"I am de-mystifying religion and the faith. I‘m taking men‘s ways out and infusing you with My ways. 
As you study My life you see that I went around doing good – go and do it likewise. Bring them to the 
altar of My Caring and let Me give you insight into their souls. I will be with you in this endeavour, but 
you must be real, not looking for a way to inject Me into the conversation, rather let My Spirit flow from 
within you. Did I not say... Do not worry about how to respond or what to say. In that hour you will be 
given what to say?" 
 
"You can feign interest in them to get their confidence, or you can be genuinely loving and they will be 
captivated by My Spirit working through you. The rest…well…have confidence. All will flow through 
you without effort on your part. You take the first steps and I will meet them with My Grace." 
 
 
 
 

Message 190: The Glorious Bride arising with her Torch & Rapture 

Timing 
 
 
November 20th, 2015 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
The Lord is with us, Heartdwellers. And I have a really exciting message to share with you this 
morning. 
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As I worshipped and spent time before the Lord this morning, He began to infuse into my heart His 
will for us. I could hardly wait to sit down at the computer and type this up, because I could feel it 
bursting out of every pore. It‘s a beautiful message – I‘ll go ahead and begin... 
 
My precious and beloved ones, the Lord is calling to you. He needs you, the lost, the dying, those 
floundering in the darkness are crying out to Him from their beds of pain at night. They are so lost, so 
confused, so steeped in the darkness. 
 
He is calling out to you who have caught the wind of His Spirit in Heart Dwellers, those of you He has 
been preparing to reach your brothers and sisters, with His tender love and revelation of Who He truly 
is to them. 
 
Many of you have felt this call and not known what to do with it. Do you know, we have a huge 
audience before us on the Internet? Yes, huge. I'm only reaching 12,000, guys. He wants to reach 
120,000 and more. He can do it with Gideon's 300, those of you who are on fire, yet have no outlet for 
that fire. Yes, he is calling many of you, young and old, to rise up into your own ministries and spread 
His intimate love abroad. 
 
There is room for all ministries on the Internet, this is not about competition it's about empowerment. 
Many of you have valid and profound input to share with your generation and all the hungry and 
thirsty. You have the first thing that is needed, guys! You have Jesus and an intimate connection with 
Him. Everything flows from that, everything. If you can make your standard the Love of Christ without 
engaging foolish arguments or responding in rancor, if you can do that - you are a prime candidate for 
this work. 
 
Each of you are individuals and unique, you all have something very special to give, something no 
one else has: your gift, your calling and Your Jesus, who will fill you with wisdom day after day after 
day, that you‘ll be able to feed those who come to you. All you need is a little discipline, commitment 
and love. Start with just a seed of these and watch Him water and make you grow into a giant oak 
with room for all the birds of the field. 
 
I am calling out to you as well. You have drunk of these waters and matured in them, now it is time to 
make His voice heard through you and go bear fruit. If you continue to sit and drink and drink, you run 
the risk of becoming lukewarm. 
 
Today a very old prophetic word that was spoken over me is being fulfilled. This dear prophet of God 
who is with the Lord now, was a retired pastor with great insight. The Lord gave him a vision of me 
carrying a torch through a dark forest; it was giving off enough light to make my path visible. But all of 
a sudden, it burst into a brilliant light that penetrated the darkness and made the forest as light as day. 
 
He saw young people coming to me with their own torches that were not as yet lit. They touched my 
torch and theirs burst into flame, then they WENT OUT all over the world with this light, and spread it. 
 
This prophecy is being fulfilled. You who have listened and caught the flames of His love in your 
hearts, it is time for you to go out and take this light to your people, your nation, your family and peers. 
This light is meant to be passed on to others. People in the world have fueled their torches with tears 
that will ignite when the right fire is touched to it. This movement of love is happening all over the 
world, not just here. Witness, Lana Vawser‘s prophecy yesterday. The Lord is commissioning and 
sending out His Lovers, His Brides to bring the nuptial invitation to the highways and byways. 
 
This is not like a revival that we have known here in the U.S., where everyone is following some great 
personality, with signs and wonders. No, this is a revival of Love, inside the believer‘s hearts; that's 
the sign, that's the wonder, that's the conversion to Him. This incredible Love. He is visiting those you 
reach out to, if you take up this invitation, He will empower you with wisdom to ignite those torches 
soaked in tears. They are the ones who are rejected, lost, misguided and confused, and so very 
hungry for God's love. They will know the truth when they see it, they will recognize the Lord because 
Holy Spirit is preparing hearts all over the world. All that is needed is your flame, but it must be holy 
and pure – there can‘t be ANY self-interest mixed in it. 
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On this channel, the Lord has set for you a precedent, a mood, a tone, a community. This is a pattern 
for you, guidelines to protect the Love He is entrusting to you. Guidelines of behavior for you to 
protect humility, without which you will most certainly fail. Each of you must see your brothers and 
sisters as better than yourselves; more worthy, more virtuous - even if it is not evident to your 
understanding. 
 
This is the heart attitude of Jesus... 
5 Let this mind be in you which was also in Christ Jesus, 6 who, being in the form of God, did not 
consider it robbery to be equal with God, 7 but made Himself of no reputation, taking the form of a 
bondservant, and coming in the likeness of men. 8 And being found in appearance as a man, He 
humbled Himself and became obedient to the point of death, even the death of the cross. Philippians 
2:5-8 
 
And for you, this death on a cross is death to your egos, vanities, protective masks and devices, and 
approaching others in honesty, lowly before God and man. I mean, let‘s face it. When you stand 
before the Lord, there‘s nothing hidden. And we need to stand before men that way, too, so they can 
relate to the grace of God – they can see that if God can use us, He can use them. This is SO 
important. 
 
This is no time for you to get a picture of your greatness and exploits in your head. This is not time to 
prove anything to anyone about yourself. This is no time to criticize the churches and the mistakes 
they‘ve made. I promise you, if you take up the sword of judgment you will fail. The Lord will allow 
what came upon others - and worse - to engulf you and bring you down in failure. 
 
As an aside here a short remark from me... (Jackie) 
What Clare is referring here to are our own opinions and personal judgements towards our next and 
in general our judging. This is an abomination before God. For Those of you, who have read the 
Trumpet Call of God und who also have trumpeted His Word, these are His Words and His Sword, 
which we shall trumpet to this Generation to warn them and wake them up from their slumber, but 
without our own opinions and arguments adding to it. We are only to trumpet, what is written, cause 
He has given us the task to trumpet His Word... This just to clarify some misunderstandings here in 
advance for Those of you, who are helping to blast this Trumpet. His Letters to this Generation are 
available on awakeningforreality.com and are also linked from HeavenTalk and jesus-comes.com - 
You can also go straight forward to trumpetcallofgodonline.com - which is the official site in english. 
 
Hierzu noch eine Anmerkung von mir (Jackie) - was Clare hier sagt, betrifft unsere persönlichen 
Meinungen und Urteile gegenüber Mitmenschen und generell unser Richten am Nächsten. Dies ist 
eine Abscheulichkeit vor Gott. Für Jene von euch, die den Trompeten Ruf Gottes gelesen und 
trompetet haben, dies sind Seine Worte und Sein Schwert, welches wir weitergeben sollen, um diese 
Generation zu warnen und wachzurütteln, jedoch ohne unsere eigenen Meinungen, Argumente und 
Ansichten hinzu zu fügen, sondern nur weitergeben, wie es geschrieben steht. Denn Er hat uns 
aufgefordert, die Trompete Gottes zu blasen... Dies nur kurz zur Klärung dieser Aussage für Jene, die 
mithelfen, diese Trompete Gottes zu blasen. Seine Briefe an diese Generation findet ihr in Deutsch 
auf awakeningforreality.com und sie sind auch verlinkt auf HeavenTalk und jesus-comes.com. 
 
Only humility and servanthood will accomplish His ends and keep you up on your feet running the 
race. He will be swift to allow you to trip and fall if vainglory begins to seep in, if you begin to look 
down on others, and not see them as greater than yourself. Yes, He will allow the devils to set you up 
for a fall. 
 
And you might ask yourself, ―How can I look up to someone who‘s a prostitute, or a drug dealer, or 
lower class? How can I possibly look up to people like that??‖ Well, it‘s very simple. If you were born 
in their shoes, you wouldn‘t be any better than they would be. In fact, it takes a great deal of virtue for 
them to come to the Lord, responding to Him from their lowly station in life. Your birthright – where 
you were born – is a gift to you, it‘s not something that you accomplished for yourself. The Lord GAVE 
you that gift. 
 
So, you can‘t look at others and say, ―Well, I‘ve done this and I‘ve done that.‖ No – GOD‘s given you 
everything you have. And so many people operate on a higher level of virtue than we do! They suffer 
more – quietly. They‘re patient. They‘re more dedicated. They do the right thing when we do the 
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wrong thing. I mean, if you examine another person‘s life, you‘re going to find places where they out- 
shine you! 
 
So, keep your focus on that – always, keep your focus on the good about someone else. And remind 
yourself, that if you were born into their position, you wouldn‘t be any better – and probably, much 
worse. Anyway, that‘s a great ―leveling‖ device for me, it helps me to see that. When I forget, the Lord 
makes it real obvious! So, let‘s avoid Him having to show us – let‘s get there on our own! 
 
Don't be afraid. He loves you and anything He does is only a temporary, to adjust you to put you back 
on the right track. He will lead and guide you with great tenderness. He will feed your flock daily as 
you worship and wait on Him. He knows exactly what is needed and when it's needed for those who 
are listening to you, and He will deliver it if you wait on Him. 
 
Now, I want to give you a word about the Rapture. I want you to understand that this is my 
impression, not necessarily from the Lord. 
 
My impression is simply this: as long as souls are running headlong into Jesus and converting, I 
believe He will delay the Rapture. It is when souls begin to grow cold and the number of those coming 
to Him are fulfilled that I believe He will allow the Rapture to take place. Now – mind you, guys, this is 
MY OPINION! 
 
Right now there is tremendous opportunity among the Muslim immigrants of Syria and Iraq who have 
taken refuge in Western Europe. They have seen the atrocities committed and want nothing to do with 
the faith of Allah. They are being visited in night visions and shown who Jesus truly is. So, the ground 
is very fertile and producing fruit over there. I do not see the Father allowing the Rapture as long as 
these are coming to Him. 
 
Take that as my opinion, please. Take it at face value, that is not a ―thus saith the Lord.‖ It is an 
impression that Clare has about the heart of God - nothing more. 
 
Now, any of that could change at any time, and that may not be God's heart at all. The Lord did tell 
me months, not years. I can‘t remember when He said that – I think it was back in...I can‘t remember 
when He said that. But I know, some of you follow me real well, and you have it marked on your 
calendars... He also told me June last year. But because of the prayers of the people in Australia 
were very instrumental in delaying what was going to happen in to the United States and set the 
whole thing off. 
 
Now, in order to interpret that literally, when the Lord said ―months, not years‖ I would have to say it 
would be within 23 months of the date He told me that. Because after 24 months of that, it would be 
―years.‖ Plural. But He is God and much depends on us and how the world responds to grace. 
 
Now you have been told not to consider the time of the Rapture in your plans, but rather when it 
happens, you'll know. He wants you guys to be taken up with His business when He comes. Those 
who are bored with life, weary of well-doing and lukewarm...are going to be sitting on the rooftops 
watching for Him and when He comes they may still be on the rooftops watching their brothers and 
sisters who were obedient... ascend while they get left behind. 
 
So, don't start waiting and looking for the Rapture again. Get your eyes off your reward and onto the 
lost. I believe your love and commitment to them will be the very source of oil in your flask that never 
runs out. You know, I see it this way: I see the ones whose oil runs out are those who are sitting there 
waiting for the Rapture. That‘s what I see, in the spirit. And that‘s what I sense. The Oil of Charity and 
Obedience is gone – and they‘re not doing anything but waiting. 
 
And while the others are busy about the Lord‘s business, their flask is continually being refilled and 
refilled and refilled, so they‘ll never run out. That‘s just my take on it. So, get your eyes off your reward 
and on to the lost. But if you find yourself among the rooftop sitters, beware: you may still be there 
when the Bride is taken. This may not be popular to hear, but I don‘t have your blood on my hands for 
giving you false hope. 
 
I asked the Lord if He had anything to say... 
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"My heart aches for these who are so lost, the one soul who was praying to the universe for a stove 
was only one among millions who are totally confused about who I am. This is My Heart. This is what 
I shed endless tears about. Those who truly Love Me and not just the idea of being My Bride - but 
those who authentically love Me will recognize this call to action and give it their all, whether it be 
going out to the lost, using the internet, or praying and supporting ministries that have My Heart. 
 
―All of you have your part to do. None is greater than the other. Those who sit at home and pray are at 
the hub of the wheel empowering it. Those who go out and touch are the spokes touching the rim. All 
have an equal part to play. All will be rewarded according to the graces given and used in obedience 
to My will. None are greater than any other. I am the source. I am your One and Only Source. All of 
you are laborers, called to work shoulder to shoulder, hand in hand. Follow My Spirit's leadings and 
you will fulfill My will." 
 
―I am proud of you, My Brides. I see rising up before Me a glorious Church, without spot, wrinkle or 
blemish. I see rising up before Me the Love of My life, bedecked with jewels." 
 
―Go forth in courage and commitment and know that your love for your brothers and sisters is the 
Fuller's bleach that will remove every last stain from your garments.‖ Mark 9:3 
 
And His garments became glistening, intensely white, as no fuller (cloth dresser, launderer) on earth 
could bleach them. 
 
 
 
 

Message 191: Jesus says... Open The Watergates of Unbelief 
 
 
November 21st, 2015 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
So, this was the message that He had... 
 
The sweet blessing and peace of our Lord Jesus be with you all, Heartdwellers. 
 
This message is about watergates. Watergates are something that‘s used to stop the flow of a 
channel of some kind: a canal, a stream. Gates are put up and the water begins to back up. 
Floodgates are very similar to that, and the Lord is using this analogy to describe one of the things we 
are going to have to work with as we try to reach people for Him. 
 
Oh Lord, this morning has been so difficult and distracting – I keep seeing the outlying areas of desert 
around Espan~ola and beyond, and people isolated that are difficult to reach except with perhaps the 
radio. And that's where my heart seems to be. Guide me, Lord, infuse into me the direction you want 
me to go. My heart aches for them. 
 
And, what I was seeing was just isolated houses out in the desert. And the people living in those 
places were isolated from the rest of the community. And I just had this really gripping sense of 
lonliness. 
 
―Yes, you have read My Heart about those who are isolated. They are the most prone to attacks 
against the faith and condemnation. They languish for hope, surrounded by sin and those heavily into 
drugs and alcohol. Oh, how I long to bring them a message of hope! That I have not abandoned them, 
they are not cast off or forgotten by Me - rather each day My Heart beats stronger and stronger for 
them, sending them innumerable graces to keep their faith afloat. And calling upon My people to 
minister to them." 
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―Country living can be very destructive; it has its own set of drawbacks, mostly isolation and 
loneliness. Watching evangelists on TV doesn't always reach down deep into those insecure and 
questioning places." 
 
―My faithful ones - look for the souls who have nothing, those who have fallen away from churches 
and feel guilty, confused and dissatisfied. They had questions that were never answered, and in their 
dealings with other Christians, many of them came away with more doubts about Me, My love for 
them, and where they stood with Me than they had at the beginning." 
 
―The yoke of Guilt has been placed on many, many shoulders of those who have abandoned the 
assembling of the brethren. Very simply, they were not getting fed, they were not growing, they were 
not being healed and raised up, and deep, deep down inside, they felt going to a church was an 
empty, man-pleasing event." 
 
"But that does not negate My presence, My active presence in their lives. I am with them in a very big 
way, but most are under such a heavy yoke of condemnation they avoid having prayer times with Me. 
They avoid worship, thinking it to be only a corporate affair. They avoid taking on the burdens of 
prayer for others, because they've been fooled into thinking their prayers are not heard or valid." 
 
―Do you see how deeply Satan has entrenched himself in these souls? There is a deadly apathy that 
sets in. A sense of hopelessness because they feel they've failed to fit in, and failed Me as well. 
These are the ones I want you to be on the look out for. They are EVERYWHERE. Yes, they are next 
door and dotted around in every business you frequent. They, in fact, have given up on themselves 
and are left with a yearning they try to suppress, ‗How do I get back in good graces with God?‘" 
 
―Their impediment is false guilt. Because the ways of men in the church didn't meet their needs, 
they've been led to believe there's something wrong with them. Oh, yes, they will find fault with the 
churches and pastors, but beneath that justifying veneer, they are deeply disillusioned with the faith 
and even with Me." 
 
―They are falling out of churches in droves. Why? Because I am opening their eyes to the emptiness 
they feel there. Most do not realize that they are to bring Me into the church and worship Me on that 
day - rather they go to encounter Me. And if I'm not anointing the worship and teaching, they leave 
disappointed." 
 
"They long for intimacy, simply put. Intimacy is something no church can provide for them, although it 
should be taught. This is where I am sending you - teach intimacy with Me, teach discernment, teach 
humility, teach them most of all that I long for their attentions more than they long for Me. I know them 
and love them to distraction right where they stand. Open the door for Me, reconcile Me to My 
people!" 
 
―Many of you have made major inroads in your relationship with Me. You sense My presence, you feel 
My pleasure and displeasure with things around you. You know I love you and will talk with you, so 
you listen and you hear Me...although more of you must be taught that I don't use a megaphone to 
communicate. It's a stirring in your heart with words. Once you remove the watergate of unbelief, it 
can flow and journaling is a major way to keep it flowing, and flowing, and flowing. Do you know that I 
could easily keep you busy listening to Me for a good hour? Everyday I have something fresh and 
new to say to you." 
 
―Those of you who use anointed readings from the Bible or devotional book, like the Bible Promise 
book, those of you who trust Me enough to pray and open just to the right thing, you KNOW without a 
shadow of a doubt, I am with you. I prove it every time you open your Bible or devotional book. Truly it 
amazes you. And I, too, am amazed - but not that I speak to you, I'm amazed at that stopper of 
unbelief you put in the source of the spring!" 
 
As He was talking I thought to myself...‘I'm not like that, am I, Lord?‘ 
 
―Yes, Beloved, I am most certainly talking to you. You come to Me almost everyday thinking ‗Is He 
going to speak to me today?‘ (That‘s true...I do...) When I have proven over and over again, I'm right 
here and full of wisdom to share with you. Not when you feel worthy, not when you feel anointed or 
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full of My Spirit, not when you feel you've done something to displease Me. No, none of that has any 
bearing on My desire to speak to you daily." 
 
―Once you open that watergate of unbelief, Clare, once you receive those first few words, then these 
living waters can come gushing forth from within you because I live in you and I am the source of all 
life and all wisdom. So, a major part of your job in restoring souls to Me is opening those watergates 
of unbelief, convincing them of their great worth in My eyes. Convincing them that their lives have a 
very unique and important purpose. That I use everyone to the degree they are willing to be used." 
 
―If they are mothers, I use them to love their husbands and children and raise them up in the way they 
should go. If they are businessmen, I present opportunities in their lives to witness to their associates. 
And as they mature, I also bring before them the challenge of honesty and faithfulness to Me, which 
very often costs them much. But in each of these little scenarios, the faith is spread and grows. The 
place that is still most often stunted is their own deep-down opinion of themselves and a false notion 
that they are not worthy of Me - this keeps them from intimacy with Me." 
 
―What a faith killer that is! I didn't call you to be worthy - I called you to believe that My sacrifice on the 
Cross, when I tore the Temple veil and exposed the Holy of Holies, that My grace is sufficient for you; 
sufficient to make you worthy to commune and fellowship with Me. This is a huge challenge, not only 
because the world is continually downgrading men and women, but because the enemy is fortifying 
an iron-clad yoke of guilt which forever haunts their thoughts and hinders openness with Me in prayer. 
This becomes a watergate that closes off that secret place where I commune with souls. Open the 
watergates, My ministers. You‘ve been called and chosen. Yes, prepare the way of the Lord. Open 
those watergates that all men may be reconciled to Me in sweet and tender love. Just as they are.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 192: Jesus explains our worst Enemy 
 
 
November 22nd, 2015 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
The Lord‘s wisdom and blessing is with us, Heartdwellers. 
 
It‘s interesting. As I entered into worship today, I spent a long time in worship and just was not 
connecting with the Lord. I know you guys can relate to that – it can be so frustrating. 
 
So, when I finally knew it was time to stop and listen for the message, even though I didn‘t feel that 
special anointing, I just stopped anyway and listened, and sure enough – He was there. As He taught 
us in yesterday‘s teaching... 
 
He said... 
―Just expect Me to be there, because I‘m there. It doesn‘t depend on whether you‘ve been good or 
bad, I‘m still there.‖ 
 
So, here I am Lord, it's been really hard without being able to feel you deeply. You know I cannot live 
without you from day to day. I know You are here, I've seen and felt You, and I know by faith. But 
nothing, nothing in this world can replace Your embrace and the infilling of Your Spirit in my heart 
each morning. 
 
―Can you accept and receive by faith, that although you don't feel it, I am nonetheless infusing you 
with Myself?‖ 
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With your help, I can...but still, it is hard, Lord. Then I had a thought, when He mentioned ―infusing 
with Himself.‖ I thought, ‗You know - I should receive Communion,‘ because that's one time when I 
really feel that infusion of grace. 
 
I had meant to receive communion hours ago during worship and prayer, but kept forgetting. So, I did 
receive communion, and spent some time thanking Him for His graces - and He was right there, His 
chin on my forehead. He was holding me to His heart, and He drew away and He began, ―You see, 
you've been thinking about everyone else but Me this morning...your mind has drifted to umpteen 
different places. 
 
Lord, I can‘t control my mind - it's like a runaway car with no brakes, careening down the 
mountainside with no way to stop! Even with the binding prayer. 
 
―My love, the more you isolate yourself from the concerns of the world, the less your brain will have 
opportunity to call up images, memories, and the like. Little desires, like little foxes can also impede 
your concentration. The less you have to do with the world, the clearer your mind, Clare.‖ 
 
It is true, Lord. I've had to find winter boots and a lightweight coat for the mornings here, which are so 
cold when I go into prayer. That put me shopping on the net for the appropriate item. Which is always 
dangerous, because when I get a certain idea in my head, I look until I find it. Avarice, the Black 
Panther who stalks me makes his presence known. For those of you who are new on our channel, I 
came from a very artistic, acquisitive and materialistic environment. I was constantly courting beautiful 
things, to the point where the Lord was on the perimeter of my life, not in the center. 
 
The best thing that ever happened to me was when we sold everything and went to live in a cabin in 
the Pocono Mountains in Pennsylvania. I was never freer, happier or closer to the Lord in my life. That 
experience set a precedent that helped me overcome this panther. But he's still alive in my flesh and 
makes his presence known when I begin to do foolish things for me, like shop. Other souls could do it 
and lay it down, but not me. 
 
Tracing back to the source of that panther, I had a dream when I first became a Christian. I was 
swimming in the lake at our summerhouse and all of a sudden a large, muscular black panther came 
swimming towards me and tried to drown me. I fought him with all my might. He would go under and I 
would think, "He's dead." Then he would come up and pull me under and I would think, "I'm going to 
die." Back and forth, back and forth. The dream ended before I could tell who won. I thought I had 
made an end to him before I awoke, but could I really be sure? 
 
I didn‘t know what the dream was about at that time – I really had no clue. Then it was revealed to 
me: a demon of Avarice was assigned to lure me away from the Lord. And it did, for many years until 
the Poconos. But it's still lurking in the shadows. 
 
Can any of you relate? Do you have a black panther? Maybe it's popularity, power, money, drugs, 
alcohol, sex, or food? Whatever it is, it pulls you away from Jesus with desires that are fruitless in 
eternity and could easily lead to damnation. 
 
But the thoughts I was barraged with were not so much about shopping, they were more about past 
failures in my life, foolish mistakes I made that hurt others. Well, we all know who accuses the 
brethren day and night. 
Several times in the past few minutes I keep seeing a man who is rather stocky with a broad forehead 
and very intense eyes who appears to be opposing me, sitting squarely opposite me and trying to 
scramble my thoughts by getting my mind on other things. 
 
'Lord is that real... or imagined?' 
 
―It‘s imagined, but a good representation of your fleshly nature, an opponent intent on getting his own 
way. Yes, it is an embodiment of your flesh. It's stature is stubborn, bullish, squat and firmly planted in 
opposition to your spirit which is like an innocent little child. This is your greatest enemy, Clare. No 
one can do greater harm to yourself than you. No one. But I thought that perhaps by revealing it to 
you, what it looks like, you will understand what we must defeat together." 
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This scripture came to mind from Galatians 5:16-17 
And I say... Walk in the Spirit, and you shall not accomplish the lust of the flesh. 17 For the flesh lusts 
against the Spirit, and the Spirit against the flesh. And these are opposed to each other so that you do 
not do what you desire to do. 
 
Well that's no contest with You on board, Lord? 
 
―Not so quick My love, not so quick. Your flesh has been with you since conception and has a will to 
survive of its own. It has its own knee jerk reactions to perceived threats. Hunger, cold, violence, 
criticism. Oh, there is no way to explain to you the power the flesh has over your members." 
 
"The Spirit has a much different agenda: seeking love, affirmation and a purpose. It's when the two 
get mixed up or one overpowers the other that the trouble begins. There is a constant struggle for 
supremacy as long as one is not dominated by the other. Once a soul settles into their flesh, well, the 
battle is over. The flesh has won. From time to time, glimpses of what could have been bubbles up 
into your consciousness but are quickly put down by the pleasures of the moment and the perceived 
inconvenience of reaching for your dreams." 
 
―When a soul is born again, and I am given complete access to the desire nature, I begin to turn that 
arrangement upside down. By My Spirit you become aware of something greater than survival and 
pleasures of the moment, you begin to long for your Heavenly homeland and the freedom you will 
have there. You begin to remember key moments when I presented you with a dream or vision or 
even a word of prophecy. And something within stirs. At that point, I begin to take your hand and lift 
you up from your bed of indifference and failure, lost purposes, and impossible dreams." 
 
―Then the struggle is on. There are some so self-disciplined that this seems a very little issue to them. 
On the other hand, much of what motivated them before their conversion has to do with the world, 
power, influence, fame and glory. Yes, there is still corruption in those who are converted who seem 
to show remarkable self-control and accomplishment. There are still things that are there, deep down, 
almost unrecognizable, that tend to influence their decisions. That, too, is the flesh. Although it seems 
not to be carnal, it's just as carnal as gluttony." 
 
―All of you are still a work under construction. None has arrived. And the moment you perceive that 
about yourself, I will quickly come to your rescue with a lesson in humility, lest you perish through 
pride and presumption. 
―It is a very rare soul that immediately puts to death all of their flesh and empties themselves to give 
Me supremacy in their lives. And to this I say, even you who have done this thing, still have only Me to 
thank, for I gave you that disposition and grace." 
 
―In the end Clare, all have fallen short of the glory and perfection of God.‖ 
 
So, why did you bring this up Lord? 
 
―I want all of you to know that each of you are on the very same rungs of the ladder as the soul next to 
you. Forget this idea of being ahead of anyone in sanctity, it is a false notion all together. You see, 
what gives the appearance of a soul being ahead of others is pure grace - and grace is My 
possession not theirs. So, were I to remove all grace, you would fall back to the bottom rung again." 
 
"Grace allows you to cooperate, grace strengthens you in perseverance, grace holds you in place 
when you would have collapsed and run away. Grace fills you with understanding, grace instructs you 
about the outcome of your decisions. Grace moves your conscience to behave in obedience to My 
known will. Remove grace, and you have nothing of any value left. Period. Because then the flesh 
takes over. Then that squat, determined, self-willed flesh begins to make your decisions." 
 
―You see, this perspective is sadly lacking from ministers who are trained and graduate seminaries. 
They learn to conquer the world, not conquer themselves. I would rather have one raw diamond that 
is onto his flesh, than ten finely faceted gems that don't have a clue." 
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―This is another reason why people are leaving the churches - they are not being taught how to 
conquer their flesh. In fact, they are being taught how to have the appearance of holiness on the 
outside without having the capability to conquer their own particular passions." 
 
―My People, as you rise up to serve Me, be particularly careful about the inner man. Know yourself 
well and rely totally on My all sufficient grace, or you will fail. If you lift yourself up above others, you 
are still lacking in understanding. When you see that all that is good comes from My grace, you will 
walk humbly before Me and before men and seek Me everyday for the way to go and the power to 
accomplish it.‖ 
 
Oh Lord, forgive me, I feel like I am putting these thoughts in my head, not You. 
 
―Perhaps you feel that way because I am continually feeding these thoughts to you, Clare. Truly, each 
day, your mind gets filled with more and more of My thinking, that's just natural by association. That's 
normal. You begin to act, look and think like the one you spend the most time with. Do not fear, Clare, 
you are not making this up. Look at Me.‖ 
 
I changed my focus from the computer to Him, and His face became ever so clear and tender. He 
looks so much like Ray Downing‘s paintings of Jesus. So much. His expression was tender and 
almost plaintive...are you going to doubt Me, too? I'm sorry Lord, I am my own worst enemy, as You 
said. 
 
―Well, to your credit, if you didn't test the spirits you would not be a good example to others. You do 
have to be careful. But understand, when the gate of virtue has been abandoned, that is when the 
devils enter." 
 
―Meekness, humility, awareness of your frailty and complete dependence on Me: those are the hinges 
on the gate of virtue that will protect you - even from yourself, the worst adversary." 
 
―But do not fear. With each new day, as you grow in awareness and obedience, it becomes easier 
and easier to know without a doubt I am your source of strength, your One and Only Source.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 193: From Jesus... With Love 
 
 
November 23rd, 2015 - Words from Jesus and Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
The blessings of the Lord be with you, Heartdwellers. He truly is with us. And today He gave us an 
instruction on charity. I asked Him... Lord, what do You want to speak on today? 
 
―I will defend the widow and the orphan. I will open My coffers and pour out upon them the abundance 
of My blessing. This is a season when many go in want, while others bask in luxury." 
 
I was reminded of that Scripture in James 1:27 
Religion that God our Father accepts as pure and faultless is this: to look after orphans and widows in 
their distress and to keep oneself from being polluted by the world. 
 
―My Brides, be on the lookout for those in need this week and this season. There is great depression 
among the poor and lonely during this season. I wish to touch them with My Love through you. All 
around you are those who cannot afford the dinners that others prepare for all week. Simply put, don't 
allow yourself to be blind to your neighbor‘s distress. Don't allow yourself to criticize their lives or take 
exception with their situation.‖ 
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I‘d like to add to that, too. We‘ve all got neighbors or different people we know that are single or 
divorced and they‘re all by themselves. If you‘re planning on a dinner, that might be a good thing to 
invite them, as well. 
 
―Many of these have been abused and rejected from childhood and their only interaction with the 
world was to get what they needed through every deceptive means. They do not understand family or 
love and protection; they've had to fend for themselves - fighting off hunger, loneliness, the cold and 
hostility of those around them. It is truly sad and breaks My Heart to see how children are treated - but 
the issues go back through many generations of drinking, crime and drugs. These who are so looked 
down upon have been rejected from birth and do not have the normal social skills of you who have 
been raised by good parents." 
 
―Were I to show you what their childhood was like, you would be horrified. Many of these children 
were tended only by My angels. They went from dumpster to dumpster looking for clothing and food 
while their parents locked them out of the house or were constantly gone, either under the influence 
or walking the streets looking for their next fix." 
 
―I have put these poor ones before you as an exercise in mercy. Many, but not all, who came from 
middle class and functional lower class families do not understand the principles of mercy and 
reaching out on a personal level to the unfortunate.‖ 
 
I have to confess there, that that‘s so true of us. When I was growing up with my mother, she would 
really be terribly harsh with people who were on the streets, or who were begging – very poor. Very, 
very critical of them, and say, ―Why don‘t they just go get a job!‖ And that‘s the attitude of a LOT of the 
working class. 
 
―Their own pursuits in the world have hardened them against those who seem to be lazy and failures, 
not caring for themselves and their children. Many of these are severely, mentally damaged from 
childhood injuries and cannot think for themselves in pressured situations, so they go from job to job, 
or crime to crime, getting what they need to survive." 
 
―You who have been born into fortunate circumstances are meant to carry the burdens of the poor 
with your excess...not to fill your coffers for the future, which you may not even live to see. But to act 
in My stead and supply for their needs. In doing this, you become the sons and daughters of 
righteousness. The poor are My gift to you, to help you cultivate virtue." 
 
―The early church always provided for the poor among them, always. This they were taught from the 
very beginning. The poor among you are truly My gift, by which you prove your faithfulness and love 
for Me." 
 
2 Corinthians 8:13-15 
For this is not for the ease of others and for your affliction, but by way of equality-- at this present time 
your abundance being a supply for their need, so that their abundance also may become a supply for 
your need, that there may be equality; as it is written, 'HE WHO gathered MUCH DID NOT HAVE 
TOO MUCH, AND HE WHO gathered LITTLE HAD NO LACK.' 
 
―To pass up one of these needy ones on the street without a stirring in your heart and a dollar in your 
hand is a symptom of the lukewarm church. Busy about her business agendas, the poor are an 
inconvenience and impediment to her acquisition of wealth." 
 
―But for you who have been touched by My Love, you have been trained not to judge, not to respond 
the way the rest of this selfish world responds, but to go out of yourself, out of your class boundaries, 
and show My mercy. The enemy of all good has striven to remove this responsibility from you, 
knowing full well the graces that flow with charity. They have hardened your hearts against the poor 
and hardened the hearts of the poor against you." 
 
"I never intended this. I intended your excess to supply for their need, and someday their excess to 
provide for other‘s needs. This is training in holiness and Satan had deliberately removed this 
opportunity from you, while hurling accusations on these injured souls, causing enmity and division in 
your society, fomenting discontent and hatred.‖ 
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At this point I felt the need to look up Isaiah 58. So many promises are tied up in this passage of 
Scripture: just decisions, protection, guidance - that we will raise up ancient foundations and repair 
broken walls. Beautiful promises. 
 
Interestingly, this Scripture was given to me, quickened to me at my conversion. And you know, I think 
I know why. I had a real tendency toward a Religious spirit: fasting and prayer, and doing all these 
outstanding fasts and all these other things that seemed to make other people holy. At least, what I 
was learning in my early days. And I didn‘t have a whole lot of care for the poor. I was more 
concerned about my own walk, my holiness – I still was very materialistic at my conversion. 
 
Now that I look back on it I remember, that my concern was more with fasting, and getting word of 
knowledge, a vision – moving in the Gifts and healing. And from an egotistical viewpoint – not out of 
love for the Lord so much, but to prove myself as a good Christian, who operates in the Gifts. 
 
And I remember. They had a seminar at the church that I went to, and we were all to fill out these 
questionaries and at the end, they explained what each person‘s gifts were. There were scores on 
different things – scores on wisdom, understanding, mercy, charity – oh, all kinds of topics. And I 
scored so low in mercy that it just blew my mind. I thought, ‗Wow! I score low in mercy – that‘s no 
good!‘ and a young lady who was a good friend of mine, who served the deaf as a sign reader – she 
scored REALLY high on mercy and I thought, ‗I‘m really lacking in mercy!‘ 
 
I just had no consideration of that, because at that time I was caught up in proving myself and 
dressing well and looking well and speaking well – not in the things that were really important to the 
Lord. So, this is a landmark Scripture for me, to bring me out of that religious head-set and help me 
be more established in the Lord‘s heart. And all of us who hunger to hear and see the Lord this, too, is 
promised in... 
 
Isaiah 58:2-12... 
2 Yet they seek Me day by day; and delight to know my ways, as a nation that did righteousness and 
did not forsake the commands of their God. They ask me for just decisions and they delight in drawing 
near to God. 
3 ‗Why have we fasted,‘ they say, ‗and you have not seen it?' Why have we afflicted ourselves, and 
you have not noticed?‘ 'Look, in the day of your fasting, you find pleasure and drive on all your 
workers. 
4 Look, you fast for strife and contention, and to strike with the fist of wickedness. You do not fast as 
you do this day, to make your voice heard on high. 
5 Is it a fast that I have chosen, a day for man to afflict his being? Is it to bow down his head like a 
bulrush, and to spread out sackcloth and ashes? Do you call this a fast, and an acceptable day to 
YaHuWaH? 
 
And here I‘m reminded, when he says, ―striking each other with wicked fists‖...gossip, jealousy, 
fighting back and forth, strife in the family. You know, I can look back on times when I was fasting and 
undertaking these severe fasts – when I was harsh or short with my children. 
 
And the Scripture would ring in my ears and I‘d realize, ―this fast cannot be pleasing to the Lord, 
because I‘m being impatient and losing my temper.‖ So, that‘s a real balancing point on a fast: if 
you‘re fasting for the Lord and your disposition is not sweet and loving and kind, then I think it‘s better 
NOT to fast and keep a good disposition, than to try to prove something with a longer fast and injure 
people. 
 
6 Is this not the fast I have chosen... to loose the chains of injustice and undo the cords of the yoke, to 
set the oppressed free and break every yoke? 
7 Is it not to share your bread with the hungry and to provide the poor wanderer with shelter; when 
you see the naked, to clothe them, and not to turn away from your own flesh? 
8 Then your light would break forth like the dawn, and your healing will spring forth speedily; then your 
righteousness will go before you, and the glory of the Lord will be your rear guard. 
9 Then you will call, YaHuWaH would answer; when you cry, and He will say 'Here am I'. If you take 
away the yoke from your midst, the pointing of the finger and malicious talk. 
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10 If you extend yourselves to the hungry and satisfy the needs of the oppressed, then your light will 
rise in the darkness, and your night will become like the noonday. 
11 Then YaHuWaH would guide you continually, and satisfy your being in drought and strengthen 
your bones. And you shall be like a watered garden, and like a spring of water, whose waters to not 
fail. 
12 Those from among you shall build the old waste places. You shall raise up the foundations of 
many generations. And you would be called the Repairer of the breach, the Restorer of streets to 
dwell in. 
 
This is beautiful, and so many of you are already doing so much to help those around you. Please 
don‘t come under condemnation. This was just quickened to me, and it was just a reminder of all the 
blessings that come with looking after the poor. It‘s not something we need to be walking away with 
our tails tucked between our legs or feeling bad about ourselves at all! 
 
Let us go forward, not under the yoke of condemnation, but out of love for our Lord...in our desire to 
feed and cloth Him and provide for Him who dwells with the poor. Let's make this season a time of 
exceptional care and concern for those around us who are wanting, and do it in the Name of the Lord, 
giving according to our means, with these words: 
From Jesus, with love. 
 
 
 
 

Message 194: Jesus says... My Peace I give you 
 
 
November 24th, 2015 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
The Peace and Confidence in our Lord Jesus be with you, Heartdwellers. 
 
The Lord spoke to me this morning about His Peace. I asked Him what was on His heart and mind, 
and He told me Peace. 
 
―Peace. The peace that passes all understanding. Many of you have truly given your heart to Me, and 
I am guarding it as My most precious possession. You have hearkened to Me when I called, you have 
obeyed Me when I instructed 
you. You have continually repented and kept an eye on your sin nature. You are truly blessed." 
 
―Now I am telling you the truth, you should have My Peace. If you do not have My Peace, you need to 
look around and find out what is eroding it?" 
 
―Have you fallen into unbelief?" 
 
―Have you withheld good from your brother?" 
 
―Have you spoken against anyone and damaged their reputation?" 
 
―Have you cheated or kept something that wasn't yours to keep?‖ 
 
At that point I thought to myself, ‗Gee, Lord, my conscience is troubled because Rae left some things 
here, although she did say what ever she left behind she didn't want but maybe she forgot them?‘ 
 
―Maybe you should find that out if you feel conviction Clare‖ 
 
And I thought, ‗Yep – I should definitely find that out...‘ 
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―Let there not be one speck of self-interest among My Brides. Let each look after the concerns of the 
other, then your conscience will bear witness to your innocence before Me and before men." 
 
―You see, this is a wedged-open door: whenever you have a concern in your conscience, it opens the 
door to whatever would like to enter. Seal all the entry-ways to sin and allow not one foothold for the 
enemy to accuse you.‖ 
 
"For I say to you that unless your righteousness surpasses that of the scribes and Pharisees, you will 
not enter the Kingdom of Heaven." Matthew 5:20 
 
―I am not being harsh with you, just very, very realistic. Better you should know now the condition of 
your soul before Me, than find out later you were lacking.‖ 
 
2 Timothy 2:19-21 
 
19 However the solid foundation of God stands firm, having this seal... 'YaHuWaH knows those who 
are His' and, 'Let everyone who names the Name of Mashiach turn away from unrighteousness.' 
20 Now in a large house there are not only gold and silver vessels, but also vessels of wood and clay, 
and some unto value and some unto no value. 
21 Therefore, if anyone cleanses himself from these things, he shall be a vessel unto value, 
sanctified, of good use to the Master, prepared for every good work.... 
 
―I am preparing you to move onward and upward, I want nothing holding you back. Go over these 
things in your mind and see if there is anything your conscience rises up at. If there is, make it right. I 
am coming for a spotless Bride and anything that detains you is a spot." 
 
―Don't fall into false accusation with yourself or be overly scrupulous, stay balanced." 
 
―I want you to have My Peace. How can you impart My Peace to others if you yourself are lacking?" 
 
―My Peace I leave with you. You are greatly loved and cherished. Keep yourself clean for Me, let 
nothing of this world detain you. I am coming soon." 
 
 
 
 

Message 195: Jesus says... Increase will overtake you 
 
 
November 25th, 2015 - Message from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
The Lord‘s blessing and fortitude and endurance is with us, Heartdwellers. 
 
I‘ve had a few days of feeling like I‘ve been walking through molasses; it‘s just been so tough. And, I 
know a few of you other folks have had that same issue. It just seems like there‘s some kind of 
mountain that we have to move just to walk forward. It‘s been very dry and very laborious, very 
difficult. The Lord addressed that today and gave us a promise of increase on the way. This is a 
happy message! 
 
He also explains the reasons for the dry, laborious part, too. 
 
We began after worship – I spoke to Him and I said, 'Oh, Lord, I have grown weary.' 
 
―I know you have, Clare. Just be patient with Me, My sweet angel." 
 
Why, Lord, have I gotten this way? 
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―It is a trial of suspended grace, a time to press in without the perks, without the warm fuzzies, 
knowing that you are under My loving gaze, whether you feel it or not. You have been here many 
times before, My Love - and we made it through. You will make it through this time, too. It is almost 
over." 
 
―Do you know there are souls coming to Me because of your sacrifice?‖ 
 
I wouldn't be surprised, Lord. You make use of everything. 
 
―Well, there are. Don't be disheartened.‖ 
 
Thank You, Lord, for telling me. What do you have for our Heartdwellers today? 
 
―I am the Lord of increase. My Brides, when I see how diligently you labor to fulfill My every wish, how 
can I not increase you in all the things that matter?" 
 
―Many of you have labored with little or no results. Much of what you shall be rewarded with remains 
hidden. However, the time is coming when increase will overtake you while you are running the race. I 
know some of you, including this precious Bride, have grown weary and had to push themselves to go 
on. I know the work seems overwhelming, I know the opposition you face better than even you know. 
I know the weariness of body and soul and it is time for blessings to overtake and rejuvenate you." 
 
―I am not blind to your struggles, Dear ones - have I not labored along side you? I have many times 
lifted you up into My arms and carried you, just so you could keep going. But with each new grace 
and each new level there are new trials designed to harden you off and give you the spiritual stamina 
necessary for what lies before you." 
 
―Remember always that you do best in water over your head, when you don't even know how to swim. 
I say this because I want you to rely totally on Me and not size up the task before you, comparing it to 
your gift. No, I would not open doors and give you increase if I were not standing by with all the 
graces you need to meet new challenges. Trust Me with this." 
 
―I want you to be excited with the work, but that is not always possible. Sometimes the work must 
become boring without emotionality, and laborious. Sometimes it feels like a sprint as you cross the 
finish line in first place. Other times it feels like a trek across the Sahara, as you barely make it over 
the finish line in last place. True, that is lack luster, but necessary that you do not become attached to 
the work and begin to derive more pleasure in accomplishments than being in My presence." 
 
―Do you know the dangers here? Yes, accomplishment becomes an addiction, a god, determining 
your self-worth in your eyes. You begin to wake up every morning to new challenges - rather than to 
Me. So, these dry times are so very necessary to keep you detached and focused on pleasing Me." 
 
"What does it matter what you have accomplished if it has not made Me happy with you? And what 
does it matter if you crawl across the finish line only to see My beaming smile focused on you, in 
gratitude and appreciation that you ran the race for Me, with nothing else in mind?" 
 
―You see your value is entirely determined by what is most precious - and that is My shed blood. 
Nothing in this universe has more value than that. No one can accomplish anything coming close to 
what was done on Calvary, and it was done for you, and it is your own possession – your very own 
possession." 
 
"I want you to rest in that, not in what you accomplish. Yes, I want you to be happy and uplifted when 
you do for others in My place, I want you to receive the joy on that face because you went out of your 
way to honor them and do My will. That is a precious, precious reward, one that will be reviewed in 
Heaven some day and give you great pleasure." 
 
―But I do not want accomplishment to become a lifestyle; rather obedience, thanksgiving and worship, 
these are the most highly valued virtues. Be encouraged, increase is on the way and once again you 
will find joy in the work that lies before you." 
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―I am with you in all things, and when you feel that you cannot go any further, that‘s when I lift you up 
into My arms, and carry you across the finish line.‖ 
 
Well, that certainly was a timely message from Jesus. I wanted to let you know that, in the original 5- 
part series on the condition of the church, called Wounding Waters – some of my very first videos. 
There a whole part there called the Goal-Driven life, which really focuses on the evils of 
accomplishment and focusing on accomplishment. So, if you‘re at all interested in following up on this 
message, that message goes into a lot more depth and detail, explaining what problems arise and 
how we can get off track with the Lord by being driven by our goals. The Link to this Playlist is below 
the Video. 
 
The Lord bless you, Heartdwellers. Thank you so much for tuning in. 
 
 
 
 

Message 196: Jesus says…  Do you know, what one longing Glance 

from you means to Me? 
 
 
November 27, 2015 Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) The Lord is with us and He longs for our company, Heartdwellers. You know, the last couple 
of weeks or so, maybe three weeks now, there‘s been so much going on. There‘s been a real 
oppression hanging in the air. And, we get rid of it, and it comes back, and it comes back – and after a 
while you begin to think, ‗Is there something wrong with ME? Am I doing something wrong? Or is this 
just a condition that everyone is going through?‘ 
 
None of us really knows if our hearts are completely and totally pure, or if we‘re without sin. Lord, 
convict me of the hidden sins! So, we don‘t always know the condition of our hearts before the Lord. 
And we can wonder, ‗Did I do something wrong?‘ Or we can actually DO something that we know that 
He doesn‘t exactly approve of, and be convicted. So, of course, we want to go and repent right away. 
 
But this message is all about how much He loves us and that, really, all these other things can be 
worked out. The main thing is He wants us to come to Him. 
 
When I came out of prayer, I told the Lord, ‗There is only truly one place I want to be, and that‘s close 
to you, Jesus. Everything that takes me away from your heart…well, I don‘t want to leave this Holy 
Place. Oh Jesus, make me pure and wanting You only, and not distracted in the least by trinkets of 
the world.‘ 
 
And just as a little footnote, this is the perfect time of the year to be distracted by trinkets. I think it 
takes an awful lot of self-control to stay out of the stores and stay out of trouble this time of year. And 
for some people, the stores are fine. You know, there‘s no problem there. But if you have everything 
you need, and the Lord has told you that – and you still continue with ―retail therapy‖… then you 
KNOW that it‘s not the right thing to do! And for us? He definitely doesn‘t want us in the stores – we 
HAVE everything that we need, thank the Lord. And we have HIM – that‘s the most important part. 
So, I did – I asked Him to make me pure and only wanting Him. And He answered… 
 
(Jesus) ―We are getting there.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh, but not soon enough for me, Lord. 
 
(Jesus) ―Gradually is better than all of a sudden.‖ 
 
(Clare) I fear I will never be free from entanglements of the world. 
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(Jesus) ―Clare, it‘s an attitude of heart not a physical state. People can be quite poor or without earthly 
goods, but still full of themselves. Just follow My lead, Dear one, and you needn‘t worry. Detached 
you will be.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, what do you want to address this day? 
 
(Jesus) ―I want to talk about how precious you are and how I cannot wait for you to come and rest on 
My Heart.‖ 
 
(Clare) And just as an aside here, during worship – that‘s all I could see: He was holding my head and 
it was over His heart. It was the sweetest place to be, and He was so happy. His face was just 
glowing with Joy! And I felt like... 'Finally I‘ve gotten to the right place!' ‗Cause it‘s been a struggle, 
guys – for the last couple of weeks. 
 
(Jesus) ―Truly, My Brides, you lift My Heart and bring joy to those places so terribly scarred by the 
indifference of men. Do you know… one glance from you, one sincere and longing glance from you – 
do you know what that means to My heart? 
 
―My heart skips a beat when you look at Me with that longing. All I want to do is invite you into My 
space, My arms, My heart. You do not need to ask, Beloved. You have a standing invitation, just 
come. 
 
―When you feel you have let me down, come. When you feel jubilant and happy, come. When you feel 
lonely, come. When you are bored, come. There is simply no time that I am not waiting for you. No 
there is not one minute in your eternity that I am not hoping, watching and waiting for you to forsake 
yourself and whatever you are doing just to come into My presence.‖ 
 
―What is the best way to come to Me, you ask? I will tell you – come to Me in sincerity. Come to Me 
just the way you are. Yes, if you can come rejoicing and thanking Me, that is the most perfect way. 
But to come to Me rejoicing when bitterness has gripped your heart… well, it may be a sacrifice of 
praise, but it is not honest. 
 
―Frankly, I want you to be honest. I want to meet you right where you‘re at. If you are bitter and angry, 
come, let us reason together. If you are in the mood to just Love and adore Me, come, My heart longs 
for the caress of your soul. Oh, how I love gratitude, but I do not expect perfection from you. I never 
want you to put a face on or an attitude that is not honest, to cover something I can plainly see. 
 
―I know your frame, Clare. I know you get discouraged, tired, bored, weary in well-doing. Do you 
suppose coming to Me with a pasted on smile is pleasing? No, I see the contents of your heart and I 
would rather you spill them out just as they are, and together we will sort through things. 
 
―This is the mistake so many Christians make when they come to Me. They are not honest. So, rather 
than openly expose to Me how they feel – they wait. But while they wait, the cancer grows. I am the 
only physician that has the right treatment for your aching heart. 
 
―When you delay, it gives the enemy more time to pull you down into a swirling soup of self-pity. The 
further down you go, the darker and the more likely you are to sin, the longer your recovery time. I 
want you to come to Me just the way you are, before you fall any deeper. Please! I am God, I am real 
in every way. As it is written, I know when you sit, when you stand, and when you fall. All is revealed 
to Me. Nothing is hidden. 
 
―Do you understand that, My Love? Nothing is hidden from Me. I know even before you do, what you 
are going to do. Do I approve? Not always. Do I distance Myself from you? Never! It is in those 
moments of temptation that you need Me more than ever. There is nothing I have not seen, nothing. 
Yet, I would draw you quickly out of harm‘s way and save you from the inevitable consequences of 
your errors. Yes, if I could, I would lift you out of harms way, scooping you up into My tender arms and 
holding you saying... 'Whew! That was a close call!' In fact, many times I do just that. I make it 
impossible for you to sin. 
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―But alas, Clare can be very stubborn and it takes quite a bit of persistent opposition to keep her out 
of trouble when her flesh has taken the bit in its mouth and galloped off…‖ 
 
(Clare) Yeah… guilty as charged. I AM very persistent. I am persistent with the Lord, and I am 
persistent with my own self-will, too. That‘s the part of me that needs to die. 
 
(Jesus) ―Nonetheless, when you come back to your senses, you are oh, so reticent to come before 
Me. You know I‘m waiting, but the guilt still pulls you away, further and further until you miss Me so 
much you can‘t take it anymore. 
 
―Then you discover... I‘ve been there all along waiting for you, right here. Never did I leave your side. I 
am speaking to Clare on behalf of all of you, My Brides – all of you have the very same problems with 
Me, they are universal. I am baring My heart to you, I am revealing what really takes place when you 
stray from Me, doing what I wish you wouldn‘t do. I am doing this so you will understand Me. Yes, I 
am truly God. Yes, I am truly man, and you have been made in our image. I do not wish for you to be 
alienated from Me ever – not for one second. 
 
―Most of you have been clueless your entire Christian lives, hiding from Me when you fall, when you 
should be running to Me. Would you consider that there is not one moment I want to be without you? 
Would you reconsider the shame that causes you to scurry under the nearest rock and hide?‖ 
 
―Please, no longer. My arms are open, My compassion knows no limits and I wait for you. Please, 
come to Me without fear and together we will heal your wounds and cleanse you of all your 
transgressions. Don‘t delay. Don‘t give the enemy a foothold to build a stronghold and a wall between 
us. No, run to Me and I will set you free. 
 
―And yes – I am here to hear you confess and repent. But remember... It‘s My goodness that leads to 
repentance, and My Mercy. And there‘s nothing in or about you, or what you‘ve done, that I‘m not 
already aware of. 
 
―So, come to Me, saying that you‘re sorry – and I‘ll forgive you. And enfold you in My loving arms. 
There you will derive the strength that you need to go on and not sin anymore. You NEED that 
strength – and I‘m here to give it to you. I love you. Remember that always. I love you.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 197: Jesus says... Be merciful to yourselves as well as to 

Others 
 
 
November 28th, 2015 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
The mercy and kindness of our sweet Lord Jesus is with us, Heartdwellers. 
 
And I want to share what happened to me this morning. I got up early to pray, and I couldn't believe it: 
one thing after another kept drawing my attention off of the Lord. I mean, we're talking about that still, 
quiet time in the morning before daylight! And here I am, getting up just to be with Him, and my mind 
kept bouncing around from one thing to the next. And I ended up completely fragmented at the end of, 
I think, it was about two hours. 
 
I've never seen anything quite like it, and of course I felt guilty. How could I possibly be so flighty and 
flaky, knowing that the Lord is there waiting for me? And even catching a glance from Him! As I'm 
trying to enter into prayer, He's trying to reach for me and completely occupy my heart and mind - and 
I'm bouncing around like a jack-in-the-box trying to do things that I have no business doing! 
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So, I finally figured out that prayer is a grace, and right now I need grace, I need the grace of prayer! 
And finally, finally I settled down. After a little while of worship, He wanted to speak to me. I was still 
struggling to stay in worship - it was not easy. And I'm talking about, like, three hours later... 
 
So, I said to Him, "Oh Lord, what a day, what a morning. Crazy with interruptions. It's been this way 
since 6:30 am. I feel so badly that I haven't been able to sit still! You've invited me to come with you to 
Heaven and it seems like everything that could has drawn my attention away from You. And I LET it! 
How could I be so shallow as to allow this?‖ 
 
He began... 
"I want you to look at this morning as an example to My People. How wonderful it is when you obey 
Me immediately when I call. But there are times when circumstances molest you and rob you of the 
freedom to be totally here for Me." 
 
―Do I walk away in disappointment like one who has been stood up? No. That's man's way. Rather I 
wait for you, I try to help by staving off condemnation, which the demons are all too ready to heap on 
you for not coming immediately." 
 
―Yes, it is wonderful when you can come immediately, truly a blessing for us both. But when you can't 
because of duties or interruptions, first and foremost, be patient with others, be meek and kind to 
those who seem to be interrupting you. Second of all do not resent this interference; it most surely is a 
test in charity." 
 
―Third of all, do not come under the yoke of condemnation. I see your circumstance and am not 
condemning you, which would have the opposite effect...it would cause you to withdraw even more. 
No, I wait patiently and help where I can. I show My face to you in little snippets when you return to 
prayer, only to be called out again. I am quick to affirm you, My Bride, and tell you that I will not leave 
until we truly have our time together, that is unless the situation overtakes you." 
 
―So many of you, My Dearest ones, are subject to self-hatred and condemnation when you do not 
perform perfectly, when you are late, when you are distracted or thrown off course. You are brutal 
with yourselves. Beloved, that does nothing to draw us together, in fact it refocuses your attention on 
your supposed guilt. Then I must find different ways to convince you how much I Love You." 
 
And that's the amazing part here, guys - He kept giving me these beautiful rhemas: "Come, tuck in 
under My arm." And other beautiful things that were just lovely! And I was thinking to myself, 'Wow, 
You must really be patient! Because You're not criticizing me for being so flighty, rather You're telling 
me those beautiful things that make me want to cleave to You even more. You amaze me, Lord. You 
truly amaze me.' 
 
"That's because I know you so well. I know you played hooky yesterday and there is a vestige of guilt 
hanging over your head. However, I am not the one who condemned you for taking your ease. It was 
well deserved." 
 
"I did feel that sentiment from You, Lord. I did feel your grace was giving me leave from my usual 
duties." 
 
"Yes, well you can bend a bow until it breaks. First and foremost, I want you to show mercy to all. And 
in order for you to show Mercy, you must first be merciful with your own self. You mustn't be 
driven...rather do everything from a heart of love. When you cannot feel that love, understand a 
decision to do it from that perspective will do...do it out of the decision to love, not necessarily 
accompanied by the sentiment." 
 
"This attitude of heart will keep you from bitterness, judgment and criticism both of yourself and 
others. It is a mark of true maturity for a soul to recognize its limitations without becoming 
disheartened or discouraged. Give all that you have, Clare, and it will always be enough, because I 
meet you at the point where you end off.‖ 
 
I fill in for what you cannot do and My power is made perfect in your weakness. 2 Corinthians 12:9 
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"Many of you grown adults still have your parents hanging on and whispering over your shoulder. In 
some cases, it is your own memory, but do you know the demons have those recordings, too? Yes, 
they know precisely what was said to you, and know just how to press those condemnation buttons. A 
parent's input carries a tremendous amount of psychological weight in your mind." 
 
"Little do they know that by their very own words they are forming you into what you will become. 
When they are harsh and perfectionistic, expecting only the highest standards of performance, and 
you fail...well, it sets up a cycle that continues through your adult years and even into old age - telling 
you, you are a failure, you fall short, you aren't as good as so and so." 
 
"Oh, how I detest this attitude in parents that destroys initiative and confidence in very little ones who 
grow up to be insecure and constantly seeking affirmation for their very existence. Do you not know 
how valuable you are in My sight? Calvary was the price I paid for you, and I would do it again and 
again and again, if need be, just for one more soul who the world calls a failure. And who became a 
failure because his parents declared that over him in their constant search for perfection in their 
offspring. Tragic, oh so very tragic is this brutal way of rearing children." 
 
"But there is hope. Have you been raised under that yoke? Have you been found imperfect at every 
turn in your life, never measuring up to your parents or favored sibling? I can heal that, Dear one. I 
can turn your mourning into dancing and remove that stigma from your heart. Cleave to Me, Beloved, 
and I will show you your great worth in gold and treasure." 
 
"Yes...don't you know that you are a spark from My Heart, beautiful and enriched in every way? Why, 
you ask? Because I will perfect that which I began in you. I will present you to My Father, perfect, 
whole, lacking nothing. Yes, this I will do for you. You have given Me your life and I have given you 
My Promise. Perfection is your destiny. Not only that, but many gifts I have yet to bestow on you wait 
in the wings for your readiness." 
 
―Oh, the boundless treasures I hold in store for you! Things you have dreamt and things you would 
not dare to dream. All are waiting for you as you yield your life more and more to Me. Dare to dream 
... for with God, nothing is impossible. Many desires you have long ago given up on were planted in 
your heart by Me for a future time when I would reward you for a job well done on this Earth." 
 
"Understand, it is not the gifts that determine your estate before Me, but how you use the gifts I 
entrust to you, that counts. Those who have been given much, much shall be required of them...but 
those who have been given little and with that done much, greater and greater rewards will be given 
them." 
 
―So, this is the long way around - saying to you, do your best with what I've given you. Do not let the 
voices of the past control your future, rather rise up into the full stature of My approval. For you have 
chosen the better part and I surely will accompany and reward you.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 198: Jesus says...  Do not compare among each Other...My 

Graces accomplish all Things 
 
 
November 29, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... ―I want to speak to you about Grace and it‘s all sufficient significance in your lives. 
Many, if not all of you, My Precious Brides, find fault with yourselves and fall into the trap of 
comparing yourself to someone who has an outstanding attribute, but in fact you know nothing of their 
lives. This comparison leads to discouragement over who I have fashioned you to be and leaves you 
open to the sin of envy, as well as emulating them so you distort who you truly are.‖ 
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―Firstly, I want you to know that no one is as they seem on the outside. No, not one. There is a hidden 
side to each of you, the side you have either conquered or are still hiding, hoping that it will some day 
die. While you are traveling this road of life I have given you graces for the moment, they are unlike 
the graces I have given anyone else, because you are My own unique creation.‖ 
 
―And these graces, My Precious ones, are sufficient to meet the needs of the moment. I am the only 
one who knows how much grace a soul is operating in, and how much they are lacking. I alone know 
what use they‘ve made of the gifts I‘ve given them. And I alone know precisely what they would look 
like if stripped of all My grace in their lives.‖ 
 
―My point is this, you are nothing without My grace, and no one is anything without My grace. I am the 
author and source of all that is good in each of your lives. And without My gifts to you, you would be 
less than nothing in the eyes of the world. But always precious to Me. In very fact, I am the one who 
sees you in your graceless state, and I determine and endow you with garments of salvation and 
grace, sufficient for the life I have called you to.‖ 
 
―To be jealous or envious of others who seem to have more grace is an affront to My Heart. I know it 
is human nature to compare and want, but if you saw the beauty in your own souls, you would not 
look to imitate others. With most, the problem is simply one of discovery of who I have made you to 
be and how beautiful you are in the scheme of things. Rather you would labor faithfully with what I 
have given and promised you, until you begin to find fulfillment in the unique and priceless work of art 
that you are.‖ 
 
―You see My grace is like a crystal clear ocean without end, like thousands of fires in the finest cut 
diamond, like the sweetness of apple blossoms in the Spring, and the brilliant colors of the most 
diverse corals. It is supremely elegant like the systems of the human body, like the source of light that 
overcomes the darkness, and its power greater than the sudden separation of continents. With My 
grace, through My grace, you accomplish all things, for there is nothing that can oppose Me. Once I 
set about to accomplish something, it is already done.‖ 
 
―This is how secure you can be, My Bride. Ponder these examples and understand that you are a 
work of grace that I have already completed in Heaven, beautiful to behold, stunning in design and 
purpose, unlike any other.‖ 
 
―All of you have My grace, it is yours to embrace and use, or to reject and lie fallow. But it is there, 
and it is all sufficient for you, right now, in this moment where you are. No need to look around and 
pine away because others have more than you. No, rather discover the beauty I have created your 
own soul with and cultivate that.‖ 
 
―I promise you, it will be unique and more pleasing than those you look up to now. In the end, you will 
be brought to tears by what I have created you to be. You will be supremely happy with who I have 
created you to be, and never again wish to be anyone else. Even if another were to offer you their 
place, your understanding of who you are to Me would prevent you from exchanging what I have done 
in your soul for what I have done in theirs.‖ 
 
―And so it is in Heaven under the light of endless rejoicing. Let it be so on this Earth. For while you 
sojourn with Me, I illuminate your way with My songs of rejoicing. Lean on My grace, when things 
seem impossible. My grace is sufficient for you, when you are weary. My Grace is sufficient for you, 
when you fall short.‖ 
 
―And when you begin to bloom under My gaze, My grace, like a fragrance goes out to all the flowers 
of the garden and brings them cheer. My grace is my gift to you, along with My never failing love. You 
are beautiful and in Heaven you will finally behold the glory I have knit into your being. Yes, you will 
see, even as you are seen.‖ 
 
―Your present sufferings and contradictions are not worth comparing with the glory that will be 
revealed in you. (Romans 8:18) 
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Message 199: Jesus says… Uphold My Honor in this Season & Flee 

Satan's Traps 
 
 
December 1, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Well, my precious family, I cannot withhold from you my weakness and the Lord‘s incredible 
kindness. Today is the day after Cyber Monday. For the last few days, I‘ve been hit with temptations 
to spend money on what I would call nonessential things. I have fought and fought and fought this off, 
but eventually… I blew it. While I was being stupid, I knew that black panther had me by the throat – 
but I brushed it aside to indulge myself. 
 
'Lord, I have nothing to say for myself, except I am very, very sorry for my weakness and sin and I‘m 
sorry for hurting you and Ezekiel.' 
 
Jesus began... ―My dove, you‘re just like everyone else around this time of the year. Sad, but true. 
Although in the past, when you were without a little discretionary money, it was easier. But I am very 
happy that you are spending money on others. In that regard, I am proud of you. But you‘re still a 
work under construction.‖ 
 
(Clare) And to explain that, if a donation comes in, we set a certain amount aside for other people, so 
that we have a fund. And some of you have earmarked some of the money that you‘ve sent us for that 
very thing. We appreciate that – thank you so much. We‘re making quite a difference in the 
community. When we were living on $300 a month, barely surviving, I thought I was over my black 
panther. But now that we have a little extra, I am discovering just how vulnerable I am. A woman may 
think she is honest, until she is presented with an enormous temptation. Then she can find out exactly 
how weak she is. God help us all. 
 
(Jesus) ―Moving along. To all My OCD Brides…(Obsessive/Compulsive Disorder) Understand that 
this time of the year is loaded like a spring bear trap to slam your foot into debt and tie you down with 
obligations you will have to struggle to meet for the rest of the year.‖ 
 
―Satan is behind this, as in all sins of the flesh. I wish for you all to be smarter than your adversary. I 
am not pleased with you going into debt in My Name. Rather, I would love to see you stay very simple 
and focused on My Birth. Doing little things with your children to make My Birth a memorable 
occasion, not joining hands with the harlot and turning it into an occasion of sin.‖ 
 
―Do not hearken to the naysayers who criticize this time of the year. There is much grace released 
from Heaven during this season if it is handled properly, with the right heart – and avarice and greed 
have not entered in. For instance, the plays that are reenacted are wonderful for telling the real 
meaning behind the season. Do you know, My angels are present at those events to bring a 
sweetness and conviction, that a child will never forget? And even the adults are being drawn to Me. 
Oh, how glorious it is to see hearts changed as they ponder My incarnation.‖ 
 
(Clare) It doesn't matter, whether or not the Lord was born on that day, He is using that day to bring 
an awareness of Himself to lost humanity that is sitting in such darkness. Of course Satan jumps right 
in on the heels of that with greed, avarice and partying. 
 
(Jesus) ―Well said. That is exactly what has happened, especially in this secular, godless age, where 
man has become his own god, with no need for Me. So, I take this rare opportunity to focus on My 
Birth that the little ones might be drawn to Me. But even now the enemy has worked day and night to 
remove even that remembrance of My birth and meaning from Christmas, to the point where to 
display the manger is a criminal offense in this country!‖ (That was in 2015 under Obama) 
 
―And for those of you who are naysayers, it should be obvious to you that this time of the year IS a 
threat to Satan or he would never work so hard to blot it out of the world.‖ 
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―But you, My Brides, My highly honored ones, please – uphold My honor and do not fall prey to the 
world, giving into impulses to shop and take advantage of sales that are deliberately set up to make 
you fall into materialism. I have no problem with a modest list of things you‘ve needed for your 
ministry or to help others, or a few personal items. But please do not allow it to get out of hand and 
trap you into immobilizing personal debt. Uphold my honor, My cherished ones.‖ 
 
―What you do for the poor shall be forever remembered and credited to you. But stay in My grace, not 
the unction of the prowling unclean spirits that seek to entangle you and take your hearts away from 
Me.‖ 
 
―I forgive you for your indiscretions. Go now and sin no more.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 200: Rapture - Jesus says... We are approaching the Point of 

no Return 
 
 
December 2nd, 2015 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
Spoken by Jackie 
 
―In faith.‖ 
 
Well, this is an alert today, Heartdwellers. God bless you and the Lord be with you as you ponder this 
directive from Him. 
 
He began this message... 
―There isn't much time left.‖ 
 
How do I take that Lord? You know what I'm struggling with, that's even why I got clothing. 
 
―You know Me well, you know My Heart of Mercy, but I tell you the truth, we are heading towards the 
point of no return.‖ 
 
And what about if we rise up and pray for more time - can it be forestalled? 
 
―Oh, Clare, you're impossible! I have a message and you're niggling with Me.‖ 
 
I'm sorry. Go ahead. 
 
―Thank you !! I am wanting a deeper level of preparation from My waiting Bride. I want her heart 
emptied of useless worldly things. This message is not for everyone. It is only for those who are 
longing for a greater depth in Me and detachment from the world. I am imparting this grace to those 
who are listening or reading, in this moment. That means, if you read this message six months from 
now, from when it was written, It still carries that grace for those who are earnestly seeking it and 
longing for it with all their hearts." 
 
―You wonder how that grace can linger? Just as My Word accesses grace from Heaven in present 
time, so do words authentically spoken by Me that carry My promises. When they are received in 
faith, from any source, they still access that impartation as when it was spoken. I am the same 
yesterday, today and forever. My promises stand forever to those who truly desire them, with their 
whole hearts." 
 
―There are constant little worldly treasures and perks and treats that pass before you everyday. What 
I want you to understand is that the less significance you attach to those things, the less time you 
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spend on them, the more I can fill you with My Spirit, and those things that truly matter to Me. Isn't that 
wonderful?" 
 
Yes, indeed, it is, Lord. I have known this freedom before. Oh, glorious freedom from vanity, fine 
foods, worldly entertainment! Oh, those days so full of Your Spirit and so precious to me, like none 
other. 
 
―Isn't that what you cried out to Me for this morning, a pure heart: ‗Burn the dross from my heart, Lord. 
Burn it all away.‘" 
 
Well, Lord, that can only happen by Your Special Grace. 
 
―That's the exact point: I give the grace, you correspond. When I say I want My Bride's heart emptied, 
I mean, less attention on every little facet of life apart from Me and My will. For instance, vain 
things...like manicures, and hair, cosmetics, stylish clothing, and matching outfits and accessories. 
These things, unless they are necessary to your work, occupy space in your hearts and minds that 
could be dwelling in the abundance of My Spirit." 
 
―You see, when you attach significance to these things, you may not be actively thinking of them, but 
you are easily snagged by all that relates to them. These are some of the distractions that make 
prayer more difficult for many. But when you cast off the yoke of your pleasures to make room for My 
Pleasure, then your communion with Me goes deeper, much deeper as matters of the flesh melt 
away. That's what I'm getting at." 
 
―Not everyone is ready to let go of earthly pleasures to have more of Me, but as they seek Me in their 
own ways, eventually they head in that direction. I have sublime patience with all those who reach 
towards Me. 
 
―I know what a struggle you have Clare, having a great attraction for order and beauty. Those who 
don't care about those things are freer to contemplate Me. We are always going back and forth about 
these things aren't we, Dearest?‖ 
 
Oh Lord, that is hard - if not impossible for me. If I were blind...well, that has its own serious problems. 
At least I wouldn't get distracted into arranging things to my liking. 
 
―Believe Me, you would find other things not to your liking - it is part of the obsessive/compulsive 
nature. But remember: when you offer yourself to Me, withholding nothing, and study your actions and 
thoughts to deliberately exclude those things...you are so much freer.‖ 
 
Lord, I know what you are saying is absolutely true. I remember when I threw that yoke of beauty 
totally off for functionality, without regard for aesthetics and did the same with food, and I felt so much 
more alive in You. How do I get back to this place? 
 
―That's what I'm trying to give you here, My Sweet Bride. That's what I'm calling your attention to. It's 
not going to happen suddenly, unless circumstances override your life. But each day you can make 
progress in that direction. Choosing a bowl of oatmeal over a piece of cake, leaving the last piece of 
chicken to someone else. In fact, denying yourself at table is one major way to put your flesh into a 
subservient position. Simple clothing with worn edges over new clothing, finding your satisfaction in 
less and less and even in substandard things." 
 
―Your mother was totally eaten up with external things, that is why she never had any peace. There 
was always something more needing to be done, something out of place before she could relax. So 
many things to take care of, so many trivial cares that kept her continually occupied. You know this, 
Clare, you broke from it in your younger days." 
 
Yes, I remember a room I was renting in Berkeley, California. It was just a plain room with a mattress 
on the floor, nothing homey about it, and I remember having a craving for simplicity. I had just moved 
out of a large flat in San Francisco that was extravagantly decorated, and I was so refreshed by the 
utter simplicity of this room. 
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―And I was there in that room, speaking to your heart, to bring you to a new level of freedom." 
 
―You see, attention to one detail leads to attention to yet another and another, and soon you're 
chasing your tail and never catching it. It all depends on how ambitious you are in having things in 
your environment just to your liking. You have fought much, long and hard, and gained a true 
measure of improvement - but there's always, always room for more." 
 
―What I am trying to say to My Brides, very simply, is that the more exterior things matter to you (and 
that is a choice in your control) the more you will be vexed in spirit, wanting perfection in your 
environment. And as a consequence, the less you will have of Me." 
 
―Deny yourselves these little pleasures more and more each day, and soon you will realize I have 
taken over your thoughts and I dwell in you in greater measure. Postpone your need for order and 
beauty, My Love. In Heaven, all will be to your liking. But for now, postpone this driving compulsion 
and live more and more simply from day to day." 
 
―Understand, My Brides. Your worth is not in beautiful clothing, houses and cars. No. All those things 
will be stripped from you, and the only thing left standing will be your virtues and what you did for 
others out of pure love and no other motive. I have taught this to you all many, many times before." 
 
―But now truly, we are nearing the point of no return and I counsel you: buy of Me fire-tried gold and 
leave the ashes behind.‖ 
 
 
 

Message 201: Jesus explains... My Birth & The biblical Celebrations & 

Giving to the Poor 
 
 
December 2nd, 2015 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
The Lord bless you and keep you, Heartdwellers. 
 
This is what was on His heart... 
 
"There are many people, many little children who are lacking the most basic necessities. I am pleased 
to bless them in this season, called by My Name. I wish for you to stop bickering over your personal 
ideas and consider that I instituted the holy days important for My people, commemorating important 
events in their lives." 
 
―So, I ask you - was the birth of the Messiah a landmark event in Jewish history? Was His 
incarnation? His death? His resurrection? and the promise of His Spirit? Are these events of less 
significance than My people leaving Egypt? Than the feast of the in-gathering at the year's end, the 
Feast of Booths? Or the feast of the new year, Rosh Hashanah? The Feast of Trumpets? Is My birth 
less important than these feasts?" 
 
―Do you see how foolish all your arguments are? Is this not the product of pride and a wish to Lord it 
over others with your version of righteousness? I tell you it is. There is none that is righteous, not 
even one. All of you have been made righteous by My Blood. Therefore, I would ask you to consider 
your estate without Me and set aside these foolish, foolish arguments that do nothing but create 
contentiousness and empty disputes." 
 
―Now, that said. It is My expressed wish that this feast day be commemorated by kindness done to 
the poor in My Name. It's just that simple. Wherever you find them, tell them I love them and this is a 
gift from Me, celebrating My Birth. There are many ways to give, look around you. I will send you 
special needs. I've put you where you are for My purposes, so you won't have to look far." 
 

https://jesus-comes.com/index.php/2015/12/05/jesus-sagt-kauft-von-mir-feuer-gelaeutertes-gold-jesus-says-buy-of-me-fire-tried-gold/
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―And for those of you who refuse to contend over such foolish things, as Biblical celebrations, thank 
you." 
 
Wow! that certainly puts things in a perspective I've never heard before. 
 
The Lord bless you with His peace in this sweet season of His birth. 
 
 
 
 

Message 202: Jesus says... Beware of Pride & Condemnation ... Be 

cheerful Givers 
 
 
December 3, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) 'Here I am Lord battered and torn by my passions. Am I any use, really, at all to you?' 
 
Jesus began... "What a foolish question, is there anything too hard for Me?" 
 
"Let‘s do this step by step. You forsake yourself in the little things day by day and don‘t be caught into 
a loop of condemnation. Give Me what you think you can, thank Me for that and each day it will get 
easier. Sacrifice many times is built slowly, step by step, like a staircase – not all at once. Grace 
builds upon grace. When you backslide and give in to your weaknesses, just repent, get back up and 
carry on, praying that next time you will conquer yourself, because your heart is more riveted on My 
will than anything else." 
 
"And I will make it worthwhile, I will flood you with My Love and caring. Do not obsess about anything. 
That only locks your mind into combat, which is what we don‘t want. The truth is, the more you love 
Me, the more you will forsake the world. It is so simple and I am here to help you." 
 
"My Brides, you are not to get caught and embroiled in a struggle. Give with a cheerful heart… for it is 
written the Lord loves a cheerful giver. The point is this… whoever sows sparingly will also reap 
sparingly, and whoever sows bountifully will also reap bountifully. Each one must give as he has 
decided in his heart, not reluctantly or under compulsion, for God loves a cheerful giver." 2 
Corinthians 9:6-7 
 
"This move of My Spirit is to give you the freedom to enter into Me more deeply, not to have you 
struggling day and night about this or that. If you get caught up in such useless battles, you cannot 
possibly be effective for Me. So, don‘t allow that. Move with the grace of the moment." 
 
"I do not want a religious spirit to enter in here. If you are able to sacrifice more of the world for Me, do 
not grow proud or vain, you simply have more grace. If you fail, do not grow despondent, you simply 
over-reached yourself. Go back to what is comfortable and start there again. It takes a while to get 
used to denying your flesh, it‘s a continuing work. In Heaven, you will have no flesh to deter or distract 
you, everything is under the control of your spirit. Isn‘t that something to look forward to?" 
 
(Clare) It surely is Lord! 
 
(Jesus) "Well for now, know that I am grateful and appreciative for every little thing you offer Me in 
love. Oh, I am SO grateful." 
 
"For some fasting and self-control become an idol or a means to show everyone how holy they are. 
By doing that they cancel out any good that was done and fall into a worse sin, Pride. I know you 
struggled with that, it‘s a powerful delusion…but wasn‘t I faithful to deliver you, Clare, and show you 
your true state before Me?" 
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(Clare) Oh, Lord you were so kind, truly You delivered me from a serious sin in that area. I know I‘m 
still being formed and sanctified by Your gentle hand, but at least You revealed my sin in that area. I 
much prefer this very lowly place You‘ve put me in! It feels so secure and warm and I‘m free to enjoy 
the holiness of others without getting jealous. I don‘t feel threatened…but I feel privileged. You have 
placed so many exceptional souls in this ministry, it is an absolute wonder to me. And I know they are 
here because of You! Oh, how safe and simple this lowly place is to me. 
 
Sometimes I can feel when pride begins to manifest in me and my knees become weak and I beg you 
to purify me. But, please don‘t let it hurt too much before it goes any further. 
 
(Jesus) "And I am always watching over you and all My Brides who are willing, always. That‘s why 
you feel conviction so swiftly, I‘m not letting it escape your notice. In one second you can fall from 
grace to the absolute pits. But if you are vigilant and refuse to raise your head to judge others…you 
will be safe.‖ 
 
"I am wanting to encourage you, My Heart Dwellers, to go slowly and be very aware of that teeter-
totter. On one end sits Pride, on the other Condemnation. Don‘t let either one get ahold of you, give 
cheerfully what you can. Later, with more grace, you can give cheerfully what before you were 
unwilling to relinquish. There is no condemnation for those who are in Me." 
 
(Clare) One last note, Lord. Everyone is now wondering about what You said, that we are 
approaching the point of no return. (Remember, this message is from December 3, 2015) 
 
(Jesus) "Yes, the signs are there. Yes, what I said is true... Things are escalating and I am permitting 
it. I‘ve told you before, there would be a time when I could no longer forestall the judgment. Clare, we 
are approaching that time." 
 
(Clare) Jesus, it seems so incomprehensible to me that life as we know it is going to end. Forgive me, 
Lord, but I really, deeply felt we had a bit more time…like 5 years. You told me months, but something 
deep inside told me years. 
 
(Jesus) "We still do not have a date, but as you can see things are beginning to come to a close. The 
atrocities I have seen every day are beyond your comprehension, but know this – I am merciful and 
many never experience the torture; rather I remove them from their bodies. They see from above, or 
they see Me and I spare them. It is those left behind that are scarred and demoralized for life." 
 
"Your president (Obama) is a clever man, quite the deceiver. Now your country is postured to allow 
Syrians in, because of the inhuman treatment they have received. Understand though, that is merely 
a Trojan horse for more terrorist cells in this country. Very soon they will be called into action. This, 
too, is forward movement towards the inevitable judgment upon this nation." 
 
"My Brides, I am coming very soon. Do not be deceived or lulled into a false peace, the time of mercy 
is coming to a close. Pray, pray very much and very hard for your nation and the world. I am so 
touched by the caring and tears of those on this channel who have prayed for the victims of ISIS. I am 
so touched and moved to tears. I promise you, your prayers have delivered many; they have reached 
the throne of the Father and He has dispatched angels to protect many who are innocent. All glory 
and honor is yours, Almighty Father." 
 
 
 
 

Message 203: Jesus says... When you see the Dome of the Rock 

Destroyed... Drop To Your Knees - That is the beginning of the end. 
 
 
December 6, 2015 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
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Jesus began… ―My Love, you are nearing the finish line, stay on the straight and narrow. Time is 
winding down, and events are winding up. The enemy is closing in on the Nation of Israel. You 
remember what I told you about the turn-key event, the destruction of the Dome of the Rock?‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, Lord – I do. 
 
(Jesus) ―When you see that, drop to your knees, that will be the beginning of trials such as this nation 
has never seen or dreamt of. Even those planning the events will be shocked at the repercussions. 
Do not be afraid, Clare, I tell you ahead of time, do not be afraid. Drop to your knees, give thanks, for 
your redemption draweth nigh.‖ 
 
―It will be a time of unsurpassed wailing and travail. Nations will crumble before your very eyes and all 
eyes will be upon Jerusalem. There will be no more time left for preparations, no time at all – only 
prayer, do you understand? Do not go out, do not leave your houses, drop to your knees and pray. 
The Divine Mercy Prayer is second only to prayer in My Spirit. The last drops of mercy will fall from 
the Goblet of Hope, the very last drops. Those who have turned to Me will be saved, some as going 
through the fire.‖ 
 
―But you and your family, your true family, the precious Brides I have drawn under your umbrella, you 
will all be taken care of. Fear is useless, only prayer and trust. ‗Jesus, I trust in You,‘ over and over 
and over again.‖ 
 
―I will take care of the children of your womb. They will turn to Me, one by one, acknowledging and 
repenting of their sin.‖ 
 
―Clare, do what you can while you are here, drop to your knees when the Dome of the Rock is 
destroyed. Do you have any presents for Me?‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, I‘m sorry – I‘ve been pretty stingy. 
 
(Jesus) ―Well, make it up to Me. I am longing for those little marks of affection…when you do violence 
to your taste-buds, as well as your desire nature. More and more. Please Clare, I will give you the 
grace. Can you just try?‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, Lord, I will try. Can I have the grace to be willing to be willing to try? 
 
(Jesus) ―You can. Make ministry your number one priority and let the rest fall by the wayside.‖ 
 
―And to you, My Brides, I say the same. Let your witness be as little wedding gifts to Me. Soon the 
scorn and contempt you have endured because of your faith will turn to rejoicing. Soon, very soon. 
Though you‘ve been scorned as Noah and his family were scorned, the entire time they were building 
the Ark – you will be vindicated. Back then, I shut the door and opened the fountains of the deep, and 
screams of all those who held them in derision resounded through the walls, only to fade away into 
the distance as water began to engulf them.‖ 
 
―Yes, Noah and his wife were grieved, deeply. But soon I gave them the peace that passes all 
understanding that they had done all that was humanly possible to save the others. It was not My will 
to bring them into the Ark, because their lives had become seriously contaminated with sin and the 
Nephilim.‖ 
 
―Let me say this much: in that hour, much mercy was given. It is beyond the understanding of man, 
My Nature, it is incomprehensibly sensitive and fair. The problem with your culture is that your 
consciences are distorted. May I say, as bad as they are now, they still have not matched the 
depravity of the Nephilim men and women. Not yet… although that is coming.‖ 
 
―There is no fear of God, not true fear, but there will be. And I am not talking about threats or 
brutalizing people. I am talking about the kind of fear that lies profoundly beneath the Love of God. 
This fear must be established: the understanding that I am not a man that approves or winks at sin. 
The understanding between My idea of righteousness and man‘s idea.‖ 
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―That young man was given a great grace, that My people may be prepared for My coming.‖ 
 
―Clare, when you study what he was taught, you will begin to understand righteousness and see how 
depraved mankind is. I had to die on the Cross to pay for your sins, I HAD to. It was impossible for 
you to pay your own debt… impossible.‖ 
 
―But now, My Love, I know your heart and I so desire for you to be with Me. I would die all over again 
just to have you by My side for Eternity.‖ 
 
―My Brides, that applies to each of you. That is why I weep and intercede before the Father when you 
sin, even the littlest sin, and what hurts the most is willful disobedience. Oh, trust Me, My Brides, I ask 
only what is best for you. Will you trust Me?‖ 
 
 
―Come now, we have work to do. Souls are waiting and crying out to Me for deliverance. Be My 
Ambassadors of truth and love, answer their call. I am with you in this endeavor – simply help where 
you can, don‘t fret over what to do, just help when you see the need. Rest in that. I will quicken your 
heart to act.‖ 
 
―I‘m coming, and I‘m coming soon. Rest in that, too.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 204: Jesus speaks on... The New World Order, World Religion 

Islam, Persecution & Martyrdom 
 
 
December 7, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) God bless you, Heartdwellers. The Lord is truly leading and guiding us. I have a very, very 
special message today. 
 
(Jesus) ―I am so glad you are now taking Me seriously.‖ 
 
(Clare) Here He talks about me believing Him, that the world is winding down and the Rapture is 
coming closer. 'Lord, I really want to check the news, in the worst way.' 
 
(Jesus) ―You won‘t see much until the moment it happens. I will send you little snippets that are faith 
builders…to encourage you that your thinking is on the right track and you really are hearing from Me. 
But please, Clare – stay out of the news.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, You‘re killing me! I want to see the news. 
 
(Jesus) ―What can I say to such a stubborn self-willed Bride?‖ 
 
(Clare) There is hope for you, Dear? 
 
(Jesus) ―It‘s growing dim. If you don‘t trust My judgment on things after all these years….‖ 
 
(Clare) But, my curiosity is killing me. 
 
(Jesus) ―I will send you what you need to know… but you... Stay out of the news.‖ 
 
(Clare) It seems that all these terrorist cells are entering countries as refugees. 
 
(Jesus) ―Not all but many, enough to make the difference when Islam is declared the world religion.‖ 
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(Clare) How can that happen? People see how horrible it is. 
 
(Jesus) ―The government will force the issue. Your faith in Me will have to be denied in writing, in 
order to keep 'world peace.'‖ 
 
(Clare) But even factions of Islam kill each other. 
 
(Jesus) ―That, too, will come to an artificial end during this time of scripted and contrived peace. This 
will be touted as the solution to all men‘s ills... A religion that does not offend Islam. All will sign this 
document or be beheaded. It‘s just that simple. 
 
―There will be a coup in your government. Suddenly Islamic candidates will rise to power just as your 
president did, by stealth and intrigue, coming from nowhere and preaching a platform of world peace. 
Prosperity and progressiveness will be touted as the banner of the day, even as it was in Hitler‘s day 
– and those who wish to be fashionable and accepted will easily fall into line, for their glory is their 
shame.‖ 
 
(Clare) But Islam does not allow for homosexuality? 
 
(Jesus) ―It will. This new brand of Islam will; the Mahdi will be a homosexual.‖ 
 
(Clare) No! That can‘t possibly be! But of course, if it were Obama, that would be the perfect 
candidate. 
 
I had an experience with the Lord where He took me to a Mosque in the middle east, there were 
cobras coming out from behind the central worship area and when He took me back there I saw a 
throne covered with an awning at the end of a very, very long narrow room where men were seated 
on the floor cross legged, talking to one another. At the left hand of the throne, seated on the floor 
was Osama Bin Laden. They were all waiting for the Mahdi. Along with that I saw who I would one 
day recognize as Obama, at the Capitol rotunda appearing at a gala in his honor, and being 
introduced as our Savior. 'Our savior is here!' And then he introduced Obama. 
 
(Jesus) ―Oh yes, it is possible. The agenda is total corruption and everything laid before the world will 
lead only to debauchery, even molestation of children. Oh yes, Clare, it is coming. Believe Me, it is 
already established in the groundwork of this government. It will soon be legalized and fact. Do you 
see now that the whole world is one sewer of corruption before Me? Do you understand… There is no 
more time left? 
 
―Anyone who does not agree with the articles of this new government in the world, anyone will be 
coerced, persecuted and executed. It‘s just that simple. Pledge your allegiance or die.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, a lot of people will run and seek out the wilderness. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yes, they will. But the wilderness will not be safe, either. Day and night it will be scoured for 
dissenters trying to escape the government. Day and night. Only My supernatural protection will keep 
men safe. If they totally rely on Me to protect them, I will. If they try to outsmart the enemy, they will be 
eventually found out. Protection must come from above, not from the intelligence of man. There is 
now technology that can penetrate deeply into the Earth and return an image of what is below. As a 
consequence, bunkers and caves will not provide the protection people are expecting. They will be 
discovered.‖ 
 
(Clare) As He was talking, I saw families being discovered in underground bunkers and taken captive. 
And I looked up capabilities of sensing devices on the net. And what is publicly known is, anything ten 
feet deep can be discovered by heat signatures. This is public, declassified information. Just imagine 
what is classified! Also, a certain network of satellites covers every point on Earth every 15 minutes. 
Can you imagine that? So, it is possible that any change in a location can become a point of interest 
as the government scours the Earth for dissenters. Even heat signatures being emitted from the 
mouth of caves and vent holes in the Earth will also be analyzed. 
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(Jesus) ―Yes, you have discerned rightly. Technology is far beyond what is publicly known... Consider 
inter-dimensional travel done by demon-aliens. Oh yes, technology knows very few boundaries. 
 
―Another reason for Us to commence the Tribulation. Many, many frontiers of science have been 
conquered and many, many experiments and offensive weapons have caused Us to intervene and 
frustrate results. Many. It is truly time, Clare. It is truly time. We have checked evil so many times 
supernaturally, and continue to do so even in this moment, for the sake of My children and this Earth. 
You see, Satan has so corrupted the minds of scientists that they have very little regard for human life 
or the health of this planet. 
 
―No, they are far more interested in supreme intelligence and conquering every single law of physics. 
Lust for knowledge, greed for power and status has taken hold of these souls and pushed them into 
ground-breaking experiments, and for each one, angels are assigned to frustrate their foolishness. 
They are not looking at the good of Earth or mankind, they are only looking to conquer the unknown 
and control what should only be in My control. I alone have the wisdom to draw lines. They seek the 
glory and have no moral boundaries. That‘s what we are talking about. 
 
―Oh, My Love, if only you could see what is being done, what liberties are being taken over the 
innocent! It is atrocity after atrocity, and at some point in time I must say, ‗Enough is enough!‘ Do you 
understand?‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh Lord, truly I do. 
 
(Jesus) ―Yet I will be accused of wickedness for allowing man to reap his own fruit. Yes! The Accuser 
of the Brethren will find ways to twist the consciousness of man into thinking I am the guilty one. 
 
―This is why it is written that in the end times, plague after plague after plague will hit the Earth and 
still, men will not repent. Rather they will curse Me whom they never knew, as it is written in the sixth 
trumpet... The rest of mankind, who were not killed by these plagues, did not repent of the works of 
their hands, so as not to worship demons, and the idols of gold and of silver and of brass and of stone 
and of wood, which can neither see nor hear nor walk; and they did not repent of their murders nor of 
their sorceries nor of their immorality nor of their thefts. (Revelation 9:20-21) 
 
―In that one verse, so much can be summed up... The love of money and luxury is just as much an 
idol as Baal worship – men still kill their babies in the womb to save money. The murders that are 
taking place daily, because medical science in this country is profit motivated, therefore they sell 
useless cures that will only kill in the end… and that‘s not even to mention what is done to the 
environment to slowly destroy the masses. They are killing, stealing and destroying, just like their 
father, the devil. 
 
―This is all by way of saying... time is up, the point of no return is on the horizon. Prepare yourselves, 
prepare those who you can touch. Do not fall into stressing about what you must do, lest you miss the 
forest for the trees. Allow Me to bring those before you to pray for, to help, to listen to, to counsel, and 
to give. Let everything proceed peacefully. I want you prepared – not utterly worn out. I want you 
connected to Me always, not over-reached with a to-do list that is beyond what I am asking of you. 
 
―Each of you has run the race and fought the good fight, I am bringing your reward soon. Do not grow 
despondent, lazy or foolish with your time and resources. Do what good you can and I will make up 
the difference merely from your heartfelt intentions. Truly the time is coming upon us, My Bride. Wake 
up. Stay awake. Behold, your Bridegroom cometh.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 205: Jesus explains... Guilt dams your Living Waters...Don't 

focus on your Sins 
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December 8, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) The Lord is with us, Heartdwellers. Today He wants to address the issue of guilt, the guilt we 
carry around when we blow it… 
 
I wanted to start out by telling you, I did a meditational video... 'My Child.. you are forgiven', and today 
the Lord asked me to listen to it. I‘d been struggling with certain character flaws and habits that were 
not appropriate for the high calling we have in Christ as Brides. The Black Panther made his entrance 
again and I was growing weary and not knowing how to strangle him. (The Link to the Meditation here 
at the right top 'i') 
 
I am seeing now that guilt is a great tactic of the enemy to stop up the living waters springing from 
within, or even pollute them. During the forgiveness meditation I watched as opaque shadows of 
bundles of sin flowed downstream in the crystal clear waters, and I realized that when our desire 
natures are at odds with what we know would most please God, and we are at a point in our lives 
where our Love for Him still does not equal our Love for ourselves – we allow ourselves things He has 
advised us we would be better off – more spiritual, less carnal – without. 
 
That reminded me of Galatians 5:16-18... And I say, walk in the Spirit, and you shall not accomplish 
the lust of the flesh. For the flesh lusts against the Spirit, and the Spirit against the flesh. And these 
are opposed to each other, so that you do not, what you desire to do. But if you are led by the Spirit, 
you are not under Torah (law). 
 
We all have something we struggle over – and should I think otherwise, in no time at all will the Lord 
reveal them, lest we perish through pride and judgment. 
 
So, when we indulge ourselves anyway, we create a bundle of guilt and remorse that we were not 
strong enough in our Love for Him to deny ourselves. That bundle begins to form a dam, and just like 
the beavers that cut down a tree to stop up the waters, that bundle begins to form a dam that holds 
back the flow of living waters from within ourselves. 
 
Jesus led me through the Forgiveness Meditation. And what was really anointed for me was that He 
wanted me to know that I really am forgiven. He wants me to accept that. But how can I accept that 
when I know I am still not strong enough to avoid the next occasion of sin? How do I deal with 
repetitive sin? Many of you on the channel have been very candid and written in about your struggles 
with repetitive sin, so I know that the Lord is going to use this flaw of mine to help you as well, to get a 
perspective on how to handle it. 
 
Now, I call it sin, because the Lord said many things are permissible... but not all of those things are 
expedient or God‘s perfect will for you. I said, ‗Lord how can You forgive me when I keep on sinning? 
I‘m so sick of my carnal nature.‘ 
 
Jesus replied… ―Yes, but ALL is forgiven. Clare, you are not free, you are bound in guilt. I wanted to 
free you tonight.‖ 
 
(Clare) But how can you free me when I feel like a dog that returns to his vomit? 
 
(Jesus) ―When you don‘t forgive yourself, you‘re chained, bound and useless, in the sense that what 
is clear and clean, gushing from inside of you is dammed up by the debris of your sin. Let it go.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, I want to but I‘m not getting encouraging readings from You… they are all pinpointing my 
weaknesses. Just more readings that make me feel guilty. Can you give me something that will set 
me free? I began to cry. 
 
Well, I opened the Bible Promises and this is what I opened to… I shall heal their backsliding. I shall 
love them spontaneously, for My displeasure has turned away from them. (Hosea 14:4) 
 
I have loved you with an everlasting love; therefore I shall draw you with kindness. (Jeremiah 31:3) 
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But God, who is rich in compassion, because of His great love with which He loved us, even when we 
were dead in trespasses, made us alive together with the Messiah, for by grace you have been 
saved, and raised us up together, and seated us with Him in the heavenly places in Christ Jesus, in 
order to show in the coming ages the exceeding riches of His favour in kindness toward us in Christ 
Jesus. (Ephesians 2:4-7) 
 
(Jesus) ―Now if that doesn‘t convince you My Darling, nothing will. Don‘t worry about this tendency to 
sin…‖ 
 
(Jackie) Here a short explanation... 'The Bible Promises' is a Book, where Bibleverses are bundled 
together into various topics. We put the Link to the Book below this Video on Youtube. 
 
(Clare) Now, before you get all angry with me, and say that I‘m not hearing from the Lord for that 
remark, He‘s not talking about ignoring the fact that we are sinning. What He‘s trying to do here is get 
us not to focus so much on the sin, as on His love for us, and His promises that He‘s faithful to deliver 
us from our sinful nature. 
 
(Jesus) ―Don‘t worry about this tendency to sin, locking horns with it. Rather divert your attention away 
from its suggestions. Change the subject, radically. Get on something else and leave that demon 
hanging in the air without any satisfaction.‖ 
 
―The minute you lock horns with it, your focus goes from Me to the sin which is overpowering you. 
Keep your eyes on Me, and confess the fact that I will finish what I started in your soul. We are going 
to have the victory. In other words, pay more attention to Me and MY promises to you to cure you, 
than to the momentary battle.‖ 
 
(Clare) Here I‘d like to insert, the Lord isn‘t saying not to repent for our sins... I‘m taking that for 
granted and He‘s taking that for granted, because we‘re dealing with some VERY repentant people on 
this channel! To the point where they‘re constantly condemning themselves for things they‘re innocent 
of… So, yes of course repent! Yes, of course tell Him you‘re sorry and ask for the strength to go on. 
But then move on with Him, changing the focus from yourself and your sin to His power to deliver you. 
 
(Jesus) ―Make a fast offering... 'Jesus, I offer you this temptation which I have chosen not to follow, for 
one sinner at the brink of Hell, that they will be reached with Your love and redemption. Rather I am 
choosing out of love for You, that which I know will please You.' 
 
―You‘ll be surprised how quickly they will cease and desist hammering you with temptations. They will 
be throttled by Satan if a soul feels conviction because you prayed for them. Basically they will be 
told... 'Go find someone else to torment, this one is too dangerous.' or 'Wait for a time when she is 
weaker – then return and surely she will fall.'‖ 
 
―Remember Satan took leave of Me saying he would wait for a more propitious time. When the devil 
had finished tempting Jesus, he left him until the next opportunity.‖ (Luke 4:13) 
 
―Try it, you will see how well it works. There are plenty of people to torment, those who will not turn it 
around and use it as a weapon against the tormentor.‖ 
 
―I am giving you this advice because I, too, grieve when you sin and both of us are hurting. Oh, Clare, 
I want so much to make your heart perfect before Me. But it doesn‘t happen overnight. Remember 
you are to be a ‗good‘ example to others. And yet your weaknesses… I use as well.‖ 
 
―The issue is the sting of guilt that is left behind and causes those living waters to trickle instead of 
gush. Do you want those living waters to flow at full force or trickle?‖ 
 
(Clare) Wow... I see your point, Lord. 
 
(Jesus) ―I know you do, and for that I am happy. So, try to remember that... in the presence of 
temptations, the guilt will block the flow of ministry. Right now you could be operating at a much 
higher flow. Come, let us walk this through together.‖ 
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―And My Brides, the exact same thing applies to you as well. Do you want more of the Spirit? Crucify 
more of the flesh. Not on your own, but when I inspire you to abstain from things that are harmful to 
your walk. If you are faithful to follow My instructions, it will take only a little time to get to the summit – 
not years wandering round and round in the desert, as it has taken My Bride, Clare.‖ 
 
―Yes, for years she has struggled. And many of you, too, have struggled for years. All of you have 
different issues, or slightly different versions of them. These are allowed for your perfection.‖ 
 
―As James says, Consider it pure joy, my brothers and sisters, whenever you face trials of many 
kinds, because you know that the testing of your faith produces perseverance. Let perseverance 
finish its work so that you may be mature and complete, not lacking anything.‖ (James 1:2-4) 
 
―So, there is a point to being exercised in self-control and self-denial. By My grace, you ascend on 
high to the throne I have prepared for you in Heaven. You say... 'But Lord, I don‘t care about a 
throne.' Ah yes, I understand. But do you care about justice and righteousness, healing the sick, 
feeding and clothing the poor, teaching the uninformed?‖ 
 
―Yes, of course you do. Do you wish to give wedding presents to Me? Do you wish to make Me 
ecstatically happy? Do you see My point? These offerings will bring you into a greater degree of 
authority and with that comes the privilege of doing more good for the Kingdom. Don‘t you know the 
Bride looks after the Groom‘s welfare and happiness?‖ 
 
―So, make Me happy. Throw off this harness of guilt and condemnation. Let these little self-
indulgences – which the enemy makes light of before you commit them – but afterwards hammers 
you as with a maul… Let them fall away. Walk away from them. Leave those demons hanging in mid-
air, with no results.‖ 
 
―I love you. I‘m with you. Remember: leave those demons hanging. Pray for the lost. And offer Me 
your fast from self-will for those who stand on the brink and have no other soul to pray for them.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 206: Jesus says… Restore Hope to Souls in Crisis... The real 

Chaos comes after the Rapture 
 
 
December 12, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) May the sweet blessing of Holy Spirit and our Lord Jesus be with you all. 
 
Jesus began… ―I want to talk with you about purity – purity of intention, purity of thought, purity in 
action. Most move with the flow of the world for personal gain, but when you belong to Me, your whole 
life is about My personal gain. There are those who pretend to work for Me, but truly they are in the 
flesh more than they are in the Spirit. And I‘m not talking about errors, but a way of life.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh, Lord. I feel convicted. 
 
(Jesus) ―You are aware of your flesh, Clare, and the poison it contributes to your life. But I‘m talking 
about faking it. People who pretend to be Mine, but in reality belong to the world. You are seeing a 
tremendous increase in pastors and prophets that are not for Me, but for themselves. They teach 
what is pleasing to the ear. They withhold serious corrections and people who rely on them are 
stumbling around in the dark.‖ 
 
―My heart is to bring them into the true light of the Gospels, the True Faith. True love of Me, purity of 
heart from which all issues flow in the life of a soul.‖ 
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―Many of these who‘ve been stumbling in the darkness know deep down inside that something vital is 
missing. Something is wrong with their walk, and I am drawing them to Me with My love. That‘s why 
they‘re coming, Clare. They feel My love. When they are loved, they listen. They learn. They grow. 
Something inside clicks and they know it is authentic.‖ 
 
―Even if you didn‘t teach anything but that, still you would be immensely effective. Yet there are 
questions in the hearts of these souls. They‘re tired of pat answers and euphemisms. They want 
Truth. Something solid. Even if it violates the comfort zone. But it must be done in Love. And humility.‖ 
 
―Your flaws are many, My Dear Spouse and people are comfortable with the imperfect, because 
they‘re SO tired of trying to put on a face of perfection. Eventually that face comes down and the true 
brokenness and sinful nature of that soul becomes apparent.‖ 
 
―Yet the most important lesson for you to learn is that you are loved in your insufficiency! You are 
loved with your flaws. You don‘t need a mask. You don‘t need a title or facade. All you need is to be 
genuine.‖ 
 
―I know this doesn‘t seem important to you. It‘s all been said before in other messages. But it IS 
important, because your society is about to fall apart at the seams. And everyone‘s mask is coming 
off. Things will be so desperate in this nation that people will seem more like animals than humans, 
and it can happen overnight. It can happen to you. Your desire nature can grab you by the throat and 
bring you down – easily, I might add, were it not for My Grace.‖ 
 
―I‘m telling you all of this because of the shock that is about to hit this nation. Everything has been 
running on the surface… social norms, order, etc. But when people are stripped of all they own, 
stripped of what they based their human dignity upon, things become desperate indeed.‖ 
 
―That‘s what I want you all to understand. It‘s going to be a shock that will tear away that civil layer 
and throw people into complete confusion and despair. They will lose their sense of identity, lose their 
sense of morality and lose their sense of Me.‖ 
 
―The greatest good you can do for anyone is convince them of their ultimate worth… My Blood. When 
they cling to worldly things that are taken away in a breath, devastation sets in. Thoughts of suicide, 
‗My life is not worth living anymore.‘ Even Christians fall into this.‖ 
 
―I wish for all of you, Heartdwellers, to comfort others with these words… I love them and they are just 
as special now, stripped down to nothing as they were with all their trappings. Remind them that there 
are no U-Hauls behind a hearse.‖ 
 
―Sooner or later they will appear before Me with no earthly goods – and My Joy is in their being, their 
love for Me, the purity of their hearts before Me. When men are stripped to nothing, then the gold is 
separated from the dross. That goes for you, too, My Love. Whether you be on foot or a bike or your 
truck, your worth is in who you are to Me – not in your vehicle.‖ 
 
―I know this seems so elemental and simple. But when it happens, there will be nothing simple about 
it. I am telling you now – the most important thing that you can do for people during this crisis is to 
restore their sense of worth. They have two options… act like animals and survive. Or be creatures of 
honor, fashioned in My image. Trusting in Me.‖ 
 
―Yes, things like food, heat, shelter are very important. But for some, despair will overtake them, 
because they will see they are not who they thought they were. As they are paralyzed and taken 
down with the rest of the world. Preachers and their congregations that have been teaching prosperity 
will be especially hard hit.‖ 
 
―The real chaos will hit after the Rapture. These messages will be an anchor in the storm, Clare. 
Many will find solace and relief…AND their faith again.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh, Jesus! Thank You so much for using me this way. Thank You, Lord. 
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(Jesus) ―My Brides, you have no idea what is waiting for you in Heaven. Keep up the good work. I‘m 
coming soon – MY soon, YOUR soon…SOON.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 207: Jesus says…  I savor My Time with you...Come & Bask in 

My Presence 
 
 
December 13, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) The Lord is with us, Heartdwellers – and MIGHTY to save! 
 
Jesus began... ―My little Clare…My very, very little Clare... I am so pleased with you. I miss our times 
together. You know you distract Me away from the world, just like the song I asked you to pay 
attention to the lyrics of, because it‘s what you do for Me.‖ 
 
(Clare) And that song is 'All of Me' by Christ for the Nations. The artist was singing it to Him, but He 
has sung this song to me so many times. And that‘s what this message is all about. 
 
The lyrics are... When I‘m captured by Your gaze, the whole world fades away. And the troubles I 
once knew dissipate in Your embrace. When Your beauty I behold, in my heart one thing I know. 
Earthly things are counted less, just to know You even more. And then the Chorus is... So let me pour 
my love on You, like fragrance from my heart. And feel Your love surround me as You wrap me in 
Your arms. Take me to Your chambers where Your beauty‘s all I see. The place where nothing 
matters, but to give You all of me. 
 
WOW! Isn‘t that beautiful? So, after I read the lyrics, I said... 'Shall I tell Your Brides Lord?' 
 
(Jesus) ―It would hardly be believed, but yes, tell them. Tell them to distract Me away from the 
violence, abuse, genocide and atrocities I must witness every day. Tell them I wait for them to come 
and sit before Me, with nothing in mind but Me.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh, Lord that is SO hard! You know our minds are like garbage cans. 
 
(Jesus) ―Well said. Nevertheless, just the sight of one of My Brides sitting quietly with Me on her mind, 
though it be interrupted by a thousand and one thoughts… still, it brings Me much comfort and 
pleasure. Here is an analogy you will all understand. When I have been hard at it all the day and night 
long, though My energy is without limit, My feelings are enormous. And like a pebble thrown into still 
waters, it vibrates all through My being. What do you run for when you‘re really hurting?‖ 
 
(Clare) Oohhh, and I thought... 'Lord, don‘t ask me that... do I have to tell everybody?' Umm... 
Chocolate? Dark... chocolate. 
 
(Jesus) ―And what happens when you eat it?‖ 
 
(Clare) Well, at first the flavor grabs hold of my attention and distracts me, and there is much pleasure 
from the texture, too. And then my strength returns and I feel more normal and less burdened. 
 
(Jesus) ―Well, it certainly is a poor analogy, but your presence infuses Me with such joy, the fragrance 
of your presence reaching out to embrace Me immediately changes the subject and I allow Myself to 
bask in your presence. 
 
―Here is another analogy – a better one. Imagine that a front has come in with dark, heavy clouds. 
And you look on the radar map and you see it‘s for miles and miles around, it‘s going to hang on you 
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for days. And it does, and everything is so dark and gloomy. And then, all of a sudden, the storm 
breaks! And the sun comes out.‖ 
 
―That‘s what I‘m talking about. I bask in the breaking sun of your presence. Scanning the Earth for 
those who are reaching out in Love for Me. It‘s so dark, and when I find one that does – it‘s as if the 
sun finally came out! And I bask in that presence.‖ 
 
 
―Yes! I derive true joy in your presence. Not that I am ever without joy, but do you understand? You 
amplify it. I search the whole world for devout souls that love and honor Me, and they all emit a sweet 
fragrance, especially when they are worshipping or waiting to be with Me. Do you understand?‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, I accept what you are saying as a little child, but please pray our Heartdwellers will be 
profoundly touched by this dynamic between You and us. 
 
(Jesus) ―Oh, that‘s a given. I‘ve prepared their hearts for this. The world is a dark and painful place, 
but when My Bride 'walks in the room', so to speak, the whole world lights up with joy. Oh, My dear 
ones, please take Me seriously. How I love to be with you! There is nothing in this whole world that 
brings Me the kind of joy I experience with you. Right now, I need a lot of this – a whole lot of this. 
Please – distract Me away from what I must do. Bask in My presence as I bask in yours.‖ 
 
―While everything around you is falling apart, you are pillars of light and hope. You are the redeemed 
of My Creation that came back to thank Me, while the other 9 lepers kept on walking, with not even a 
nod of acknowledgement. When all feels dark and gloomy, I think of you. Your angel taps you on the 
shoulder and reminds you to come into prayer, and soon we are together again, in a way you can 
truly feel.‖ 
 
―Or sometimes, when you are so preoccupied with the world... baking, cleaning, shopping – I come 
and stand before you and you sense My Presence. But I long for you to be alone with Me at that time. 
Oh, it is Heavenly for Me.‖ 
 
―I‘m just telling you this to encourage you. So often you duck and dodge Me because you failed in 
charity or overstepped your bounds or didn‘t give Me the sacrifice I was expecting from you. Because 
you love Me, it hits you hard that you failed. Then you tend to withdraw. Come. Just come at those 
times. Tell Me you‘re sorry and next time you will try harder. See if I don‘t wrap My arms around you 
and hold you to My Heart.‖ 
 
―Yes, as I hold you there the deep love, power, endurance, and all the grace you need will come 
pouring out of My Heart into yours. Yes, it is the kiss of My Grace on your soul and with it you are 
strengthened for the journey which has been so very wearying.‖ 
 
―So, that is your lesson for today... come to Me! Bring Me joy, let Me infuse you with My grace. Soon 
this veil of tears will come to an end for all of you, and what you have suffered so willingly for Me will 
be rewarded beyond anything you can possibly imagine.‖ 
 
―Even Walt Disney would be in shock with what I have in store for those who love Me.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 208: Jesus speaks about Israel, Religious Leaders, Teachings 

from Jesus, Intimacy, Revival, Ron Wyatt & The Ark of the Covenant 
 
 
December 14, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
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(Clare) The Lord is with us in a marvelous way, Heartdwellers! The past two days I have been utterly 
captivated by the discoveries of an amateur archeologist. The Lord has chosen the foolish people of 
the world to confound the wise. 
 
His name is Ron Wyatt, Wyatt Archeological Research. I prayed about this man and the Lord 
confirmed that he was indeed telling the truth. We are to know one another by the Spirit. He claims to 
have found the Ark of the Covenant, beneath the very place the Lord was crucified and that the 
earthquake split the rock and the stone covering to the box holding the ark, and His blood stained the 
crack in the rock and landed directly on the Mercy Seat, where Jeremiah had hidden the arc before 
Nebuchadnezzar conquered Jerusalem. 
 
I could hardly sleep after I watched Ron Wyatt‘s research. His whole heart was to prove that the Bible 
was true. 
 
When I came into prayer this morning, one of the first things the Lord spoke was... 
 
(Jesus) "All those things you are longing to see, all of them…we shall visit together. How would you 
like that?‖ 
 
(Clare) I‘d absolutely love it!" 
 
(Jesus) "I am so touched by your interest, and discernment. He (Ron Wyatt,) was a holy and 
dedicated man, not a spark of self-interest. He, too, was under the anvil of correction many, many 
times. He humbled himself before Me, Clare. He repented for moments of vain-glory. I rewarded his 
dedication and his whole life‘s work with this crowning achievement, because his heart was totally for 
Me and he sought My will before doing anything." 
 
"There are those who have lifted themselves up to denounce him, like the ones that oppose you. 
Concocting lies, they seek to undermine what I did through this man. Yet someday, all will be proven. 
I am a rewarder of those who diligently seek Me."" 
 
"You see how far man has come... now he can enter into the Holy of Holy‘s and speak with Me as 
Moses did, without fear of instant death. Oh, that was My heart, Clare, to open the veil, that My 
precious little ones might enter! How I longed to fellowship with My people. They were so remote at 
those times, but out of necessity – because they had not yet learned the fear of God." 
 
"But then I came to Earth and walked among them, dispelling the terror and revealing My true Heart of 
mercy for them. Yes, I have broken down the wall that divides. I have truly rent asunder the veil, and 
offered more privileges than ever. I open My arms to embrace each one of My creatures and speak 
with them as to dear children. Oh, so much was accomplished on the Cross!" 
 
"As the reality of Who I am has been revealed, through the New Covenant, intimacy has been given. 
Yet men have always been intimidated by what they cannot control. And they cannot control the 
working of My Spirit in the minds and hearts of men. Therefore they set forth rules, regulations, 
boundaries on My workings with men." 
 
"I laugh at those rules and seek out the solitary souls that adore Me and want nothing more in their 
lives than to make Me happy: to know, to love and to serve Me. Yes, this is the time spoken of in 
Joel... 
 
"… I will pour out My Spirit on all mankind; And your sons and daughters will prophesy, Your old men 
will dream dreams, Your young men will see visions." Joel 2:28 
 
"Things will intensify in this arena as world chaos intensifies. I have taken many by the hand and led 
them out of denominations that were crippling their walk with Me. I have brought them to My 
banqueting table in the Spirit and lavished My understanding of things they so desired to know. I have 
calmed all their fears of being close to Me and done away with the barrier of lies they were 
encapsulated in, keeping them from My arms." 
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"Now they are walking in My Spirit and reaching out to others with My Love, and breaking every yoke 
of lies the enemy has placed on their backs. So much freedom for those who have diligently sought 
Me. So much liberation and deliverance from the norms of men that have chained them down. Now 
they are free to worship Me in Spirit and in Truth, and so many have fallen under the influence of My 
Spirit, being filled to overflowing, going out and pouring this upon the broken and lonely." 
 
"Yes, order is important, otherwise you have chaos. But there are boundaries even in order; one must 
not compromise the conscience of another soul or oppress them. The line is fine and difficult to 
balance, because discernment is not keen in many places. People are condemned and silenced 
because discernment fails. In these days before My coming, I am turning loose an unprecedented 
number of true believers, that they may have My mind and not the mind of men." 
 
"I am making an all out effort, Clare, to reach people with My authentic Love and Intimacy, and laying 
the foundation for the revival that will break forth after you are raptured. Many, many are the authentic 
lovers and worshippers that I have chosen to bring forth teachings for the left behind. Even now, they 
lament the small number they reach, not realizing what is about to break forth in the near future. At 
that time, the knowledge of Me will far surpass the boundaries religious leaders have set out." 
 
(Clare) Oh, Lord I heard a Rabbi say that it was absurd that a woman scantily clad in red could 
immediately enter Heaven after she repented. I couldn‘t believe my ears. 
 
(Jesus) "Do you know, Beloved, this is why the leaders missed Me? They were so stuck on the laws, 
with its external trappings, they could not recognize the heart of the law. They felt they had spent a 
lifetime living by the rules and surely they deserved Heaven. And some repenting harlot that slept 
around and made a living by immorality could never, ever, conceivably be pardoned in one moment 
and enter Heaven the next." 
 
"What they are missing is My atoning sacrifice. It‘s not by sheep, nor goats, nor their good works. It is 
by My Blood, an atrocious and unspeakably foul thing to them. But this is what atones for and allows 
access to the Holy of Holies. Yes, the idea of eating My Flesh and drinking My Blood was the most 
noxious thing they could imagine. But when the Mercy Seat is shown with My Blood upon it, their 
confusion will be turned to incredulity." 
 
"Some will renounce it as a prank. Others will be deeply smitten, falling on their faces in utter 
brokenness for having slandered all these years. For their blindness and persecution, some will not 
rise up from that place for days and even weeks, so troubling will this discovery be to them. And so 
deeply repentant." 
 
"Yes, My people are stubborn, but once they know the truth, they will be stubborn for Truth – and 
thousands will be martyred, dying happily for My Name‘s sake. I have sent them confirmations 
because I love them, because some of them have been very diligent. Yes, in the young man. Yes, in 
the highly respected Rabbi, who is now with Me. Yes, in the Ark of the Covenant… yes, yes! Endless 
confirmations will I shower upon them. Their minds will be opened and I will drop My understanding in 
the place of their blindness and confusion." 
 
"Oh, how wonderful it will be to see My People repenting and turning around 180 degrees, back to 
Me. Oh, how comforting… glorious indeed will be their genuine contrition when they return to Me! And 
then they will rise up into the teachings I have left behind for them, plus the many new revelations and 
understandings as they make connections between the old and the new covenants." 
 
"What a glorious time this will be, the fulfillment of all their dreams. Finally they will have their 
Meshiack!" 
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Message 209: I was poured out for you & My Love for you is never 

ending 
 
 
December 16, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) I am here with my new toy, Jesus. 
 
(Jesus) "That you are here is the most wonderful part." 
 
(Clare) No, You mean that YOU are here... wanna fight? 
 
(Jesus) "You know the answer to that. With you that‘s a given!" 
 
(Clare) O, Lord that‘s not fair? 
 
(Jesus) "Are you saying I am unfair?" 
 
(Clare) Never! 
 
(Jesus) "Well then…" 
 
(Clare) I‘m here... What is on Your Heart Jesus? 
 
(Jesus) "My Love for you is never ending. My Love for You is ever growing and growing and growing!" 
 
(Clare) Lord, I just can‘t get what You did when you sprinkled Your blood on the Mercy seat? 
 
(Jesus) "I didn‘t sprinkle it, Clare. The Father did." 
 
(Clare) Wow. That‘s even more amazing. Imagine, Father loving You with all His Heart, knowing what 
You suffered, taking that blood and sprinkling it on the Mercy Seat. Oh, I cannot even imagine You 
doing that, Father and saying 'It is finished!' Oh Lord, contemplating that 20 foot drop onto the Mercy 
Seat… Lord, it is so beyond my comprehension. I am weak inside every time I meditate upon this 
incredible miracle so like You. 
 
(Jesus) "So perfect." 
 
(Clare) Yes, so very profoundly perfect. Oh, Jesus, I cannot fathom this kind of perfection and yet I 
know it is merely a droplet of Your unfathomable wonders. 
 
(Jackie) In the coming paragraphs Jesus speaks about Ron Wyatt and his discovery, the Ark of the 
Covenant. 
 
(Jesus) "You see, I could not allow a carnally-minded man make this discovery. It had to be a devout 
servant. Besides, those who have not been baptized and forgiven their sins, would immediately react 
the way the young man who was helping him reacted, for My power and eminence radiated from that 
place. Clare, it took years and years of preparation, breaking and reforming before I could even allow 
him this find. Years and years and years. 
 
"Being an anesthesiologist gave him the opportunity many, many times to witness death. A holy fear 
rested in his heart, the good kind of fear. The reality of eternity was something he witnessed firsthand, 
so many times; it really helped to prepare his heart. 
 
"When I died, the Earth shook and rent asunder. That is when I descended into Sheol. When the 
Centurion came back to thrust the spear into My body‘s side, the blood and water pooling and waiting 
to exit, just naturally poured down the crack in the Earth. Angels lined the entire way down that crack, 
Clare, the entire way. None was lost. That sealed your redemption, My Love, once and for all. Were it 
necessary, I would do it all over again just to have you with Me in Heaven." 
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(Clare) Lord, that is so incomprehensible! 
 
(Jesus) "I know. It is to Me as well, but that only scratches the surface of My Love for you. I feel this 
way about every single human being ever created. Do you understand? The leper, the thief, the 
murderer, and rapist – the babies born deformed and without limbs, sometimes hideously grotesque 
and painful to look at. Oh, how precious the soul in that deformed little body! 
 
"Do you know, that soul is entering into the mystery of Redemption along with you and Me and all 
others ever created in My image. Not the synthetically formed, human lookalikes. No, I have no part in 
them. 
 
"But these who come into the world deformed are the product of man‘s sin, and as such are suffering 
the consequences of that sin. They are very special souls, born to a lifetime of suffering, but in 
Heaven they will shine with extraordinary beauty and I complete their appearance. These deformities, 
Clare, are the face of hatred, Satan‘s hatred for mankind. 
 
"With these hideously deformed faces and bodies, Satan laughs and flaunts how ugly he can make 
what I made beautiful. Yet to Me, these souls are precious and I know what they will someday be 
transformed to." 
 
(Clare) So you are saying that these souls are in agreement to reflect the sins of their people and to 
suffer an expiatory penalty for them? 
 
(Jesus) "That‘s right. Can you see how special they are?" 
 
(Clare) I‘m dumbfounded. 
 
(Jesus) "I know. Now, take your rest." 
 
 
 
 

Message 210: Meditation on the Passion of Jesus Christ... The Stations 

of the Cross 
 
 
With this Meditation-Prayer, we can get very close to The Lord, because we accompany Him on His 
path of suffering, which He went through for us. The Meditation consists of 5 Stations, which are each 
divided in 10 Parts. We immerse ourselves mentally into the Passion of Jesus and we suffer with Him, 
which yields amazing Fruits... 
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1.1 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You, who has sweated Blood for us in Gethsemane, where Your Suffering 
was revealed to you... 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
1.2 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You, who has sweated Blood for us and took the last Supper with your 
disciples, You broke the Bread and said... "This is My Body, eat of it" and You handed them the Cup 
with Wine and You said... "This is My Blood, drink of it and do this also, when I am not among you any 
more, this is the Sign of the new Covenant" 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
1.3 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You, who has sweated Blood for us und after the Supper You went to the 
Garden of Gethsemane, to pray there. Three Disciples accompanied You and they sat down, a little 
offside. And You prayed... "Father, if it is possible, let this cup pass by Me, but Your Will shall be 
done." 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
1.4 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You, who has sweated Blood for us und went back to Your Discples, 
which had fallen asleep and You said... "Can you not keep vigil with Me for an hour? Rather pray, that 
you will not be led into temptation!― 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
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1.5 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You, who has sweated Blood for us and then went back to pray once 
again... "Father, if it is possible, let this cup pass by Me, but Your Will shall be done, not Mine." 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
1.6 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You, who has sweated Blood for us and The Father in Heaven has sent 
an Angel to You, which comforted You and gave You new Strength... 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
1.7 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You, who has sweated Blood for us and then went back to Your Disciples 
strengthened, but they all slept and You woke them up... „How can you sleep, the Betrayer is already 
on his way with the soldiers." They started a dispute, how one could possibly betray Jesus, Peter also 
took part in that and Jesus said to him... "Verily, I say to you, before the cock crows 2 times this night, 
you will have denied Me 3 times." 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
1.8 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You, who has sweated Blood for us and then came Judas with a crowd of 
priests and captains of the temple towards You to greet You with a kiss and You said to him... "Judas, 
do You betray the Son of Man with a kiss?" And to the crowd You said... "You have gone out with 
your swords like you would against a robber. When I was with you in the temple every day, you have 
not outstretched your hands against Me. But this is your hour and the power of darkness." 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
1.9 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You, who has sweated Blood for us und the Disciples asked You… „Lord, 
shall we use the sword?" And one of them struck the servant of the high priest and cut off his right 
ear. And you said... „Stop this, put your Sword back into the Sheath!― And You touched his ear and 
healed him. 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcame it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
1.10 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You, who has sweated Blood for us… You said... „Don't you think, I could 
ask My Father and He would send Me more than 12 Legions of Angels? But how would then the 
Scriptures be fulfilled, that it has to come to pass this way?" And the old Prophecy came true... They 
whipped the Shepherd and the Sheep were scattered to the four winds. And Jesus let Himself be 
captured and all his disciples left Him and ran away. 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
After this 1. Station we pray the Prayer, which our Lord Jesus had taught us... 
 
Our Father in heaven, hallowed be Your name. Your kingdom come. 
Your will be done on earth as it is in heaven. 
Give us this day our daily bread. 
And forgive us our debts, as we forgive our debtors. 
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And do not lead us into temptation, but deliver us from the evil one. 
For Yours is the kingdom and the power and the glory forever... 
Amen. 
 

 
 
2.1 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You were whipped for us and You were brought before the high counsel. 
And they spit upon You and hit You in the face and they wanted to know from You, if you, Christ, 
would be the Son of the Highly Praised. And You said... "I am He. And you will see the Son of Man 
sitting at the right Hand of the Power and you will see Him coming in the Clouds of Heaven." 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
2.2 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You were whipped for us and delivered up to the troops, which have 
undressed You and put around You a purple coat and put a stick into Your Hand, mocking You as 
King of the Jews. 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
2.3 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You were whipped for us and they took the coat and the stick from You 
again and they put a bag over Your Head and they whipped You with a stick and they wanted You to 
prophesy, who it is, that is whipping You. 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
2.4 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You were whipped for us and they tied You to this pillar to scourge You. 
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We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
2.5 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You were whipped for us and the roman soldiers wreaked satan's anger 
on You. 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
2.6 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You were whipped for us and they scourged the flesh from Your Body. 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
2.7 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You were whipped for us and You called out to Your Father, anguished by 
pain and sorrow... 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
2.8 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You were whipped for us, You, who should have died at that pillar, but 
You continued to live for us... 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
2.9 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You were whipped for us and You knew, that You may not die now, but 
You had to go on, so that the prophecies would be fulfilled... 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
2.10 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You were whipped for us and drained the last drops of that cup of sorrow 
for us... 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
After this 2. Station we pray the Prayer, which our Lord Jesus had taught us... 
 
Our Father in heaven, hallowed be Your name. Your kingdom come. 
Your will be done on earth as it is in heaven. 
Give us this day our daily bread. 
And forgive us our debts, as we forgive our debtors. 
And do not lead us into temptation, but deliver us from the evil one. 
For Yours is the kingdom and the power and the glory forever... 
Amen. 
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3.1 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You, who has borne the Crown of Thorns for us and they brought You to 
the Questioning... 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
3.2 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You, who has borne the Crown of Thorns for us and they mocked You as 
King of the Jews. 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
3.3 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You, who has borne the crown of Thorns for us and they brought You 
before Pontius Pilate, the governor, and he wanted to know from You, if You were this Jesus Christ 
and You said... "You say it!― After that, Pontius Pilate demanded a miracle from You as proof, but You 
didn't say or do anything anymore, to his great astonishment. 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
3.4 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You, who has borne the Crown of Thorns for us and Pontius Pilate had 
put You in front of the people, together with a criminal from prison, to let one of you be reprieved and 
the people wanted You condemned. 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
3.5 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You, who has borne the Crown of Thorns for us and as the scribes and 
pharisees saw You, they shouted aloud... "Crucify Him, crucify Him, crucify Him!― 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
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3.6 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You, who has borne the Crown of Thorns for us and You stood in front of 
the people, who were full of hatred. Among them were also those, whom You had healed from leprosy 
and those, which You had blessed with children, but they were poisoned and demanded Your Death. 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
3.7 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You, who has borne the Crown of Thorns for us and Your Mother Mary 
was among the people and the prophecy was fulfilled, that her heart also would be pierced by a sword 
and the thoughts of the people would be revealed to her. Mary saw the enraged crowd and what they 
had in mind and her heart was pierced with pain. 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
3.8 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You, who has borne the Crown of Thorns for us and they presented You 
Herodes' son, but He couldn't find anything against You, that would have been enough to condemn 
You and therefore Herodes sent You back to Pontius Pilate… 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
3.9 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You, who has borne the Crown of Thorns for us and Pontius Pilate said to 
the people... "I cannot find anything against Him, that would be enough to condemn Him." But he was 
afraid, the people could make an uproar, so he handed You over to the people and said... "You can 
crucify Him, I wash my hands in innocence." 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
3.10 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You, who has borne the Crown of Thorns for us and You were handed 
over to the people, which would have loved, to rip Your holy Flesh from Your Body, piece by piece, if 
there hadn't been the roman soldiers, which already had scourged Your holy Flesh from Your Body. 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
After this 3. Station we pray the Prayer, which our Lord Jesus had taught us... 
 
Our Father in heaven, hallowed be Your name. Your kingdom come. 
Your will be done on earth as it is in heaven. 
Give us this day our daily bread. 
And forgive us our debts, as we forgive our debtors. 
And do not lead us into temptation, but deliver us from the evil one. 
For Yours is the kingdom and the power and the glory forever... 
Amen. 
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4.1 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You, who has borne the heavy Cross for us and You kissed the Cross, 
before it was laid upon Your Shoulders, because You did not have your sorrow before Your Eyes, but 
Your Bride, and how You will bring her to Heaven one day and how she will love You. 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
4.2 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You, who has borne the heavy Cross for us and the first time, You fell to 
the ground for us, because of the heavy burden of sin... 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
4.3 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You, who has borne the heavy Cross for us and You took all the pain, the 
sorrow, the agony, the contempt and mockery on Yourself for us... 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
4.4 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You, who has borne the heavy Cross for us and You fell to the ground the 
second time, badly injured and still You got hit and scourged, so that You would get up again... 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
4.5 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You, who has borne the heavy Cross for us and You met Your Mother 
Mary, who was instructed and gave her quiet consent, but she had suffered with You and begged for 
Your Redemption. 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
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4.6 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You, who has borne the heavy Cross for us and You fell to the ground the 
third time for us and You could not get up again... 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
4.7 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You, who has borne the heavy Cross for us and someone offered You a 
cup of water and a soldier threw the cup away and they offered You instead a cup full of vinegar 
mixed with gall. 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
4.8 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You, who has borne the heavy Cross for us and Simon of Cyrene came 
back from work and they forced him to carry the heavy cross... 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
4.9 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You, who has borne the heavy Cross for us and You passed by a few 
weeping women and You said to them... "Do not weep for Me, you daughters of Jerusalem, rather 
weep for yourself and your children! Because there will be days, when one will say... Happy are the 
barren and the bodies of those, who did not give birth and the breast, which did not feed. They will 
say to the mountains... Fall upon us! And to the hills... Cover us! For if they do these things to the 
green wood, what will be done to the dry?‖ 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
4.10 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You, who has borne the heavy Cross for us and went all the way to 
Calvary for us... 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
After this 4. Station we pray the Prayer, which our Lord Jesus had taught us... 
 
Our Father in heaven, hallowed be Your name. Your kingdom come. 
Your will be done on earth as it is in heaven. 
Give us this day our daily bread. 
And forgive us our debts, as we forgive our debtors. 
And do not lead us into temptation, but deliver us from the evil one. 
For Yours is the kingdom and the power and the glory forever... 
Amen. 
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5.1 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You, who was crucified for us and they nailed Your Hands and Feet to the 
lying cross... 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
5.2 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You, who was crucified for us and the cross has been erected with You on 
Calvary... 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
5.3 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You, who was crucified for us and two criminals were crucified with You, 
one on the left and the other on right side and one spoke to You... "If you are the Son of God, help 
yourself and help us also!― And the other criminal said to the first one... "Not even in the hour of your 
death do you have fear of your God!― And You said to this one... "Verily I say to you, you will be with 
Me in paradise." 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
5.4 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You, who was crucified for us and the soldiers below the cross dissipated 
Your clothes and casted lots and the people passed by Your cross and spit upon the ground in front 
of it... 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
5.5 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You, who was crucified for us and You called out... "Father, where are 
you?" and they shoved a cloth into Your Mouth, which was soaked with vinegar... 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
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5.6 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You, who was crucified for us and the sun darkened for three hours and 
the people were afraid and went home... 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
5.7 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You, who was crucified for us and You called out... "Father! It is finished! 
Take My Spirit to You!― And You exhaled. 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
5.8 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You, who was crucified for us and the earth trembled and You took the 
red curtain in the temple and rended it asunder, so that the Holy of Holies may be revealed, not only 
to the high priests, but to all, so that all could come to God... 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
5.9 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You, who was crucified for us and Joseph from Arimathea went to Pontius 
Pilate to ask for Your dead body. He was astound, that You are already dead and he sent a soldier to 
check it out. He stabbed with a spear into your body. When only water was flowing out of the wound, 
but no drop of blood anymore, the soldier fell to his knees and wept, because at that moment he 
knew, that You were The Son of God. 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
5.10 
Beloved Lord Jesus Christ, You, who was crucified for us and You were taken down from the cross 
and Your completely distorted Body was laid into Your Mother's bosom. They anointed You and 
wrapped You in 
white linen sheets and they laid Your dead Body into an empty tomb and rolled a heavy stone in front 
of it. 
 
We love and worship You, oh Lord, because through Your holy Blood you have redeemed the World 
and you have overcome it for us. We thank You for that, oh Lord. 
 
After this 5. Station we pray the Prayer, which our Lord Jesus had taught us... 
 
Our Father in heaven, hallowed be Your name. Your kingdom come. 
Your will be done on earth as it is in heaven. 
Give us this day our daily bread. 
And forgive us our debts, as we forgive our debtors. 
And do not lead us into temptation, but deliver us from the evil one. 
For Yours is the kingdom and the power and the glory forever... 
Amen. 
 
After this Meditation would be a good moment to pray the Divine Mercy Prayer, given by the Lord... 
 
 
 
 

https://jesus-comes.com/index.php/2016/06/14/das-gottliche-barmherzigkeitsgebet-the-divine-mercy-prayer/
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Message 211: The Preparations for War are hidden from you... Let Me 

show it to you 
 
 
December 20, 2015 – Message from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... ―I know you don‘t feel Me, but I am speaking to you Beloved. I understand even better 
than you do what troubles you. Right now we are at odds over the Rapture.‖ 
 
(Clare) That's true. 
 
(Jesus) ―May I take you by the hand, and explain it to you? First of all, you don‘t really get it that what 
you hear in the news is bogus. What would be important for you to know is merely foreshadowed in 
obscure language and signs. The ‗rest‘ of the world, as you are well aware are kept in the dark about 
the days proceedings. It‘s all a matter of manipulation for control.‖ 
 
―When the heavy things go down you will know strictly by observance. But because you are My 
Beloved Bride, I tell you these things beforehand.‖ 
 
(Clare) So, at that point, I found myself hovering over Israel, and I saw the borders being carefully 
observed by ready-for-action any time forces. They were wearing hats. On the front of one man‘s cap 
was a medallion, which seemed to be silver and gold. Also red and black embroidery of some kind, 
which I couldn‘t read. I believe he was something like a Special Forces commander. Well I did see a 
lot of red berets. And it seemed like they were marching together. 
 
I am on Israel‘s northern border where there is a great deal of tension. They are on some kind of alert. 
On the eastern border I see masses of troops building up, getting ready for an invasion. Looking off 
the coast of the Gaza, I see four submarines; they are Russian. 
 
It seems strange to me but not much seems to be happening on the Egyptian border. It almost looks 
deserted with small forces scattered here and there throughout the area. The Egyptian air force 
seems to be active on that border. People are milling around the temple mount as if nothing 
significant was happening. 
 
I see Putin in an office standing and answering telephone calls, he seems excited or very busy. I 
sense very deep strong confidence coming from him. It seems like he is the main player in all of this. 
People are coming and going from his office, the atmosphere is charged with expectation. 
 
Now I see the White house, and Obama is in the oval office, he and Putin had been on the phone, 
communicating. There is a real sense of team players talking, although Putin seems to be the senior 
of Obama, who I sense to be hollow, and empty, like a puppet. I see one very tall man to his right, 
Obama is handing him papers. They are orders to be executed. 
 
I see the Lord now, high in the clouds towards the North East along with His armies behind Him as far 
as the eye can see. He is on a white horse, wearing His Crown, with a sense of readiness. His horse 
keeps prancing back and forth. I also see the Canadian prime minister on the phone with Obama. 
Then Jesus continued... 
 
(Jesus) ―You see how they are grouping together? You sense the excitement in the air, they are all 
together in what is going to happen. Scripted, planned out, unified solidly committed to the New World 
agenda. This is not play time, you are not imagining this, I am showing you the reality of what is going 
on.‖ 
 
(Clare) All up and down the eastern coast of our country (America) I saw that things are calm and not 
expectant. In fact I am seeing an officer with his feet up, leaning back in his chair. I am reminded of 
Pearl Harbor. There is one military general or commander just north of San Francisco that is pacing 
back and forth anxiously. He knows something is up. 
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Somehow, he is informed. Someone also in Seattle is aware. Somewhere along the northern border 
in the mid-section, I see a group of men, patriots that are on alert. Right now they are playing cards, 
but they are acutely aware that something‘s up. 'Lord You said that we had a little time.' 
 
(Jesus) ―We do have a little time. But it‘s a very little time. That‘s why I want you to make the very best 
use of it.‖ 
 
(Clare) 'Would you please send me a confirmation. Lord I‘m still not connecting here' 
 
(Jesus) ―I know this is a time and a season for family… however disordered it may be, but I am asking 
you, My Bride, not to let your guard down. Be on the lookout for occasions of sin and be ready to go 
into serious prayer when you are called. 
 
―Many of you are extremely faithful and obedient in a timely way. You are so very important to Me. 
Through you I have stopped many serious things from occurring, as well as bringing many home to 
Me. I appreciate your watchfulness, My Brides. 
 
―I appreciate your diligence and covering for My servant Bride, Clare and Ezekiel, because they have 
become the target of many unsavory characters and those who are seriously committed to evil. Thank 
you for standing guard over them, your hope will not disappoint. They are much hated and much 
ridiculed in certain circles. Both her and Ezekiel have been delivered out of harm‘s way because of 
your faithfulness. Carol and her family, too, is a target. 
 
―I know things are more intense for you all right now, but it won‘t be much longer ‗till you are delivered 
from this corrupted and dark world. In the meantime, know that I am highly pleased with you for your 
faithfulness to this, your generosity to the poor. Great is your reward in Heaven. Stay faithful. I still am 
coming soon.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 212: Jesus speaks about Desire, Self-will & Consequences 
 
 
December 22nd, 2015 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Well, my precious Heartdwellers, the Lord is truly leading and guiding us and teaching us. And He 
always makes good out of our mistakes. We can trust Him to be a turn-around specialist that corrects 
things when they go the wrong way. 
 
So, the blessing of our Lord, our sweet Lord Jesus and the Holy Spirit be with you all, and I'm so glad 
that I'm able to do this recording after struggling with all these upgrades. You wouldn't believe - wave 
after wave of frustration. That's part of this message. 
 
But rather than burdening you down with all this technical talk - the basic, bottom line was that every 
time I turned around to do something...I had a problem. And it frustrated everything I was doing. At 
some points I thought, ‗I'm never going to be able to get this message up!' 
 
So, I came into prayer feeling pretty awful, because I really have decided it really wasn't God's will for 
me to get this IPhone. And the Lord began instructing me... 
 
Lord, I am understanding more how worthless I am. 
 
―Not to Me, Clare. You are of inestimable value to Me, although in this life I don‘t think you‘ll find that 
out. It‘s your foibles that get you down.― 
 
Forgive me Lord. 
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―I forgive you, but still there are consequences. Let me ask you, what ever happened to offering this 
up? All this suffering? You know instead of being under condemnation (making you self centered), 
you can do some real damage to the enemy by simple confession, repentance and offering the 
sufferings to Me as a fast offering.‖ 
 
Help me Lord, I‘m too little, too weak, please help me! I Just get swallowed by frustration! 
 
―I will never stop helping you. Ever. I am guiding you by your right hand, I am leading you. It is when 
you pull away to do your own thing that things turn sour. The enemy has had a large part to do with 
this. When I don‘t give you a really clear and direct answer, you can rest assured, it is a test. You see, 
I stand back and watch what you will choose and this tells Me what your next lessons are. Do you 
see? I always bring good out of your mistakes, But when I am silent it is because I want to see if you 
have My Heart, My Mind about the situation.‖ 
 
―You, My little butterfly, still have some sturdy little wings that love to fly about...here and there...and 
taste the pollen of different flowers in the world. It‘s part of your adventuresome and curious nature. I 
have a hard time reining that in, but I must say, you are way more self- controlled now than you were 
even 15 years ago." 
 
―Still you have moments of weakness. And...when I see pride raising it‘s obnoxious head, (yeah, I 
started to feel that the other day. I thought, 'Oh, man - I'm in for a fall, I can feel it coming on...') I am 
obliged to humble you...so I stand back just a very little bit and allow you to go off on your own. I 
always get good results with this. You should know by now, when you feel insecure about doing 
something, a good rule of thumb is ‗don‘t do it.‘ However, your desire nature trumps your wisdom and 
off you go. It still is all about self-will, self-love, pride and avarice." 
 
―When you are totally dead to yourself and the world and you love Me more than anything or 
anyone...well, you won‘t go flying off. Something inside, a governor will check your action and your 
desire nature will be left in the dust to rot and disappear, as it should." 
 
―This is that fateful time of the year when everyone is getting the very same impulses. There is much 
evil behind it, but a truly meek soul walks through it as if it were nothing. I don‘t care how many 
demons are or aren‘t tormenting you - the bottom line is that virtue is a steel wall they cannot 
penetrate. They may try to torment you, suggest, flash with passions for things, and trip you in a 
million different ways. But if you have wisdom and self-control, as well as Me in mind at all times, their 
most powerful weapons against you are worthless." 
 
―So now we are in the cleanup stage.‖ 
 
―Clare, you do seek Me for Me...you do. But you still don‘t trust Me. That is why in some challenging 
situations, you prefer your own will, even though you sense it is at odds with Mine. So, can we fix 
this? Of course, with your cooperation we surely can. It can take days, weeks or years, depending on 
your willingness. (Not that we have years, guys. We don't have years!) We have been at it for years. 
That is something others can ponder and derive hope from.‖ 
 
Yeah, don't feel bad, guys. He's been working on me in this area for years. 
 
He, continued... 
"Oh we are close, so very close, but there is still that vestige of ‗I‘ in your heart. And it steers you off 
the road of sanctity. Someday you will see this and not permit yourself that anymore. Someday. I am 
not saying you have not made progress, you have made wonderful progress, but, there still is a bit to 
go...and I am going with you, hand in hand." 
 
"I will not abandon you to the will of your enemies: thieves, brigands and murderers, waiting behind 
the bushes and rocks as you walk this road with Me. I will not abandon you to their will. I will defend 
you so long as you stay to the straight and narrow. And not let go of My hand - not even for a 
moment." 
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"When you stray, My love, I must allow the lessons that go with self-will. I must allow you to suffer the 
consequences...so it will be deeply embedded in your heart and mind. My way is always the Best 
Way. Even if you have to guess at it, and deduce it by your own reasoning, it is still the best way." 
 
"You know Me, Clare, you know what I think about most things pertaining to you, so it shouldn‘t be 
difficult to make the right decisions. It‘s all a matter of crucifying your flesh, My Love - yes, putting that 
old man to death, buried deep in the earth he is from. Then you will be free to glide and soar with Me, 
and nothing shall be able to knock you off track." 
 
―Your life shall become simple, plain, easy. Wouldn‘t you like that?" 
 
I most certainly would, Lord. 
 
"Well then, trust Me, trust My judgment, Trust My wisdom, trust that My entire heart for you is blessing 
upon blessing, not burden upon burden. And not deprivation. Then you will stay free, My little dove, 
and not be captured so easily in the enemy‘s snare." 
 
―So now, trust Me, put your hand in Mine and we will negotiate this wilderness road without further 
casualties. And yes, that which was meant to harm you, has become a lesson for all My Brides...with 
the added unction of your sufferings offered to Me for them. The wicked ones always lose." 
 
"The greater the difficulty, the greater the lesson, the greater the graces spread abroad to all My 
Brides. Satan cannot win. Even if he should succeed in causing physical death, ten more will spring 
up in the place of that one. He never wins. Put your fears away. You're not going to die. I'm just using 
that as an example." 
 
"I bless you now, Precious. And all My precious Brides, with the anointing to put to death the Old Man, 
that he may not raise his head again and drag you off the path of righteousness and sanctity." 
 
 
 
 

Message 213: You could see them for the last Time... Leave sweet 

Memories behind 
 
 
December 23, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) The Lord be with you, Heartdwellers. I asked the Lord... 'What is on Your heart today?' And He 
answered... 
 
(Jesus) "Meekness. This is the time of the year when people have agendas, they rush around focused 
only on their goals, they forget to look out for others. In fact others are truly in their way. I wish for My 
Brides to reflect My kindness, meekness and yielding to others when the opportunity presents itself. 
 
"The beauty of My Bride is that she reflects My nature. She is never pushy, harsh, demanding or 
calculating. She is tender, looking around her, if others might need a hand. She is on the alert to defer 
to others and is endlessly patient. I accompany her gladly because she behaves the way I would and 
it is truly a pleasure to be in her company. 
 
"I whisper things in her ear and she listens. She hasn‘t closed Me out because she‘s in a rush, 
irritated with others, focused only on her worldly needs. Rather her heart is open to My inspirations, 
she is full of charity for the poor and regards her own estate as being very lowly. For this reason she 
is never rude or harsh, never judgmental and always on the look out for virtue in others. If she catches 
herself in a fault, she immediately repents and looks at the good in others. 
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"Let‘s leave behind the best possible impression, because this may be the very last Jesus they will 
remember after the Rapture. Do nothing to wound or injure, do nothing out of selfishness, do not 
manipulate or demand your own way. These things should be far from you My Bride. Your heart 
should be the sweetest paradise on earth. Leaving that impression with others will do the most to 
bring them to Me. They will recognize Me in you, if you behave with meekness and mildness. 
 
"This may be the very last time you see certain relatives. Leave them with a sweet taste in their 
hearts, avoid quarrels or heated debates. You may win the battle but you will lose the war. What is 
more important to Me than anything right now, in this moment as far as you are concerned is to keep 
peace and leave a loving memory behind. Love is the language of souls, love is My signature. 
Patience, humility and meekness, will honor Me more than clever arguments or attempts to make a 
point. 
 
"Understand that the demons will do their very best to incite division and leave a bitter memory 
behind. Be prepared to disappear into your prayer closet for a few moments to clear the air. Above all, 
do not look down on your loved ones who have not as yet received the grace of knowing Me. 
 
"Had I not given you that grace, along with another grace – that of corresponding, you would be as 
they are or worse. Self-righteousness is the number one killer with the unsaved. They hate it with a 
passion and will instinctively be combative and sarcastic if they get even a whiff of that attitude. 
 
"Do not take offense but love one another deeply, from the heart. If you must remove yourself 
because someone is being belligerent or ugly, make a good excuse and leave the room without even 
a hint if irritation. 
 
"My Brides, I tell you the truth, Satan is cruising for you. He has assignments on all of you to ruin this 
holiday and perhaps the last time you will see some of your loved ones. Forewarned is forearmed. I 
am telling you so you can take control of the situation in the Spirit and not be snagged by your flesh. 
 
"Of course, pray ahead of time, and be prepared to deflect situations that could lead to a 
confrontation. You know how you handle little children – their minds are made up about something but 
you distract them out of that place into one that is healthier for them. 
 
"Pray also for the safety of family members who are traveling. If any difficulties should arise, in spite of 
your best efforts, call upon Me to deliver you. I am with you always. This time is very important to Me, 
do you understand? There are some you will not see again in this life. Leave them with an 
exceptionally sweet memory of you. 
 
"I bless you now, to overcome the wiles of the enemy, to be one or more steps ahead of him, and to 
exercise great charity and meekness. I love you all so tenderly. We will be together soon. You are My 
ambassadors of love." 
 
 
 
 
Message 214:  
Jesus says… I'll keep you in My Peace... 
The Turnkey Event will incite the Moslems 
 
December 24, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) Well, dear Family, we are getting major opposition! I have a beautiful piece of equipment from 
digidesign, which is NOT working all of a sudden – isn‘t that interesting… Well, this is a very important 
message. So, the Peace of the Lord be with us. And He is instructing us on how to keep our peace. 
 
It began tonight – I‘ve been struggling with a temptation all day long. TWO days! Something I wanted 
to buy, which I absolutely don‘t need, and especially because the Lord is coming back. So, I have 
been struggling with my black panther. And because the Lord is coming back, I‘ve just denied myself. 
 
Jesus began… ―I see you are believing.‖ 
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(Clare) Well trying…as well as trying to honor You, Lord. What good is my love without obedience? 
 
(Jesus) ―You are learning, Clare.‖ 
 
(Clare) Lord, this self-denial thing is painful. 
 
(Jesus) ―Disobedience is more painful in the end.‖ 
 
(Clare) Yes, I know. 
 
(Jesus) ―Well done. I know you are really fighting on a deep level. Let Me help you, Clare.‖ 
 
(Clare) Oh. Please do, Lord. At that point, my head was a little downcast. 
 
(Jesus) ―Little Clare, please lift up your head. Don‘t be downcast. I know it is hard but purifying your 
heart is never easy. With so little time left, this is the best thing you can be doing. Bear with Me. Your 
heart is enlarging the more you fight off temptations.‖ 
 
(Clare) Ok, I uttered from a truly quaking heart. So, He began by saying what the topic was going to 
be, which is 'Peace.' 
 
(Jesus) ―When the world goes into turmoil, you will have peace. You, My Brides will all be prepared 
for what is coming. Not one of you who has followed and obeyed My instructions will be terror stricken 
like the rest of humanity. Especially in the United States because terror will break out everywhere. 
 
―I have instructed you to stay in your homes because the turnkey event will incite the Moslems so 
horrifically that every cell will be out for blood. If you must go out, go out anonymously, remove your 
bumper stickers and jewelry and just be anonymous.‖ 
 
(Clare) But, Lord, isn‘t that cowardice? 
 
(Jesus) ―No, it‘s called wisdom. Do you wish martyrdom? Then go ahead and be visible. However, 
remember, anyone who kills you sins, and you do not want to be responsible for their sin do you?‖ 
 
(Clare) Okay… That‘s a perspective! 
 
(Jesus) ―What most don‘t realize is that there are Muslim groups EVERYWHERE. And I do mean 
EVERY where. They have mapped out your country and when a cell migrates or crosses your border 
illegally, they are assigned the empty spaces not occupied by other cells, according to population. 
Just like that tribal police officer in the middle of the wilderness, near the mountain, who knows the 
area like the back of his hand. They are EVERYwhere.‖ 
 
(Clare) That particular officer, I remember a few years ago, he looked at me and said... 'I‘m a Muslim.' 
And I answered him with what Mother Theresa used to answer the Hindus, and I said... 'Well, be a 
GOOD Muslim.' And he looked at me again and he said... 'I don‘t think you understand... I‘m a 
Muslim!' And I said... 'Well, be a good Muslim!' He was a little dumbfounded by that, but I guess being 
a good Muslim means... 'Cut my head off!' Anyway, I wasn‘t aware of that at the time, I was pretty 
naive. 
 
(Jesus) ―This is why I am asking My Brides to lay low. I am coming to rescue you, rest assured, but 
until then, keep a low profile, do good where you can, pray for the world and prepare your hearts for 
Me. 
 
―Even now I am preparing your hearts to love Me more and more. Even now, I am pouring the 
fragrant graces of love for Me into your hearts, in preparation for My arrival. Oh, My Brides, sit and 
bask in this fragrance. Let it fill you to overflowing. The more the better. 
 
―I will keep you in My peace when it all begins. Do what you can to express to your families what is 
taking place – perhaps some will repent at the very last moment. Do not be swayed by the news. In 
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fact, STAY OUT OF THE NEWS, it is poison. Rather come to Me for rhemas. Pray and My peace will 
penetrate the most fragile of souls and bring you steadfast confidence, joy and expectation amidst 
world chaos. 
 
―Don‘t thrash about seeking relief here and there. You will only find more confusion. Rather stay in an 
attitude of prayer, intercession and worship. Yes, pray the Divine Mercy Prayer often, it is powerful in 
times of crisis and will even cause a certain peace to descend into your house. 
 
―Answer the questions of your relatives, but do not allow them to draw you into their panic. Politely 
excuse yourself from the phone if they begin to affect you. Better to send e-mails than to talk face to 
face. Yet, if there is repentance going on, face to face is better, that is, if you still have service in your 
area. The government will intervene to try and interrupt communications in many places, or to use it to 
cause more fear. You know Your God. Cleave to Me and do not be swayed by man. 
 
―Pray < Psalm 91 frequently, over and over again. I will inhabit the praises of My People and bring 
much comfort to you from My word. There is so much truth and grace with the prayerful meditation 
and recitation of this Psalm. 
 
―My dear Ones, truly – terror is coming to your world, but I will lift you on high, far from harm‘s way 
and you will exult in My Presence. Go now and do good in the time left to you. I am right behind you, 
your rear guard. And no harm will overtake you, no disaster will come near your tent.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 215: Oh how I dread what I must do... Be ready, it's coming! 
 
 
Christmas Eve December 24, 2015 – Words from Jesus thru Sister Clar 
 
(Clare) The Lord is preparing our hearts, Heartdwellers. I wish I had a bright and shiny message for 
you this Christmas Eve, but I‘m afraid the Lord is truly suffering and the message is far from being 
cheerful. 
 
He was very present to me tonight in worship and we spent a long, long time together. The Lord‘s 
love inflamed my heart, until I could hardly bear to be in His presence, and I know that when He 
strengthens me like that, it means there‘s a trial coming. I noticed He was wearing black slacks, 
normal shoes and a white shirt with pleats, and a black bow-tie. Then I also saw Him in a full Tux. 
 
I‘ll never be able to communicate the tenderness and glory that He imparted to me today. And I just 
want to tell you that anything the Lord does with me, is also for YOU – because I am merely one of 
His thousands of Brides and Queens. And He wants you to know the kind of treatment that you are 
going to get when He takes you into His Home in Heaven. So, He shares it with me. He gives me a 
glimpse of what‘s going to happen ahead of time, so I can tell you what to expect. There‘s nothing 
special about me. The only thing special about me is the Lord. And He is with you, too. And that 
makes you just as special. 
 
So, when I read these things to you, I want you to understand – these are only for your edification, 
because you‘re going to be doing these things with Him. 
 
So, He gave me a beautiful red-velvet, royal cape with ermine trim, and we walked down this long 
aisle towards the Throne. He danced with me, holding me so tenderly. He was wearing His ermine-
trimmed, red velvet cape and gold crown. And then He placed a gold crown on my head, also – a very 
ornate one and said... 'A perfect fit!' And we lingered there together, forehead to forehead. And then 
He began to sob... 
 

https://jesus-comes.com/index.php/2018/09/23/psalm-91/
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(Jesus) "Oh, how I dread what I must do. Oh, how I dread it! All of humanity will be in shock and 
totally disoriented. All but the most remote, to answer your unspoken thought, My love." 
 
(Clare) I was thinking of those who live in the wilderness and don‘t ever get any news, and they‘re far 
away from the influence of people. 
 
(Jesus) "This must come to pass. The glory of having you in My presence forever must first be 
preceded by this horrendous trial upon the Earth. No, it shall not come nigh your dwelling, but the 
terror and confusion all over the world will be inescapable. 
 
"My sorrow and mourning for the lost – this will hang heavy upon the Earth, like a thick, dark mantle of 
agony. Tormented souls who cry out as their blood is shed will cover the Earth with their sobs, with no 
one to comfort them, as many descend into Hell. 
 
"And My Bride? What shall she do? She shall behold the consequences of what has been done to 
ravage the Earth. But then she shall accompany Me into Glory, where every tear will be blotted out. 
Where we will celebrate her Homecoming. 
 
"But before that moment, I must suffer My Passion, all over again, Clare. Remember, in these 
moments in the Garden, when all was revealed to Me, what I was about to suffer for. The physical 
suffering was and never could be comparable to the mental, emotional anguish of those screaming 
and crying out for mercy. Yet mercy will be denied them, because the hour of mercy has vanished. 
The time has come when My mercy must be swallowed up in judgment. And Oh, how bitter that is for 
Me!" 
 
(Clare) I wrapped my arms around the Lord and held Him tightly, hoping to bring Him comfort. Only a 
little drop in truly a vast ocean of misery. And He wept bitterly. My very little part was to hold Him, 
almost as if I were holding Him upright, because He was slumped over me in utter despondency. 
 
(Jesus) "Yet I will have My way with this world. Yes, suffering will abound, but Glory will follow. Once 
the Earth is purified, it will rise again out of the ashes. And those who inhabit it will be trained in the 
ways of holiness from sea to sea. Yet that kernel of evil must be forever purged from the Earth, and 
for that reason I will allow the Earth a time of rest." 
 
(Clare) Here He is referring to the 1,000 year reign. 
 
(Jesus) "For those who are Hell-bent, I will give them time to rise up again until the Purification is 
complete. Yes, this second time of purifying will bring forth the evil and corrupt seeds of Satan, to be 
destroyed and stripped of their influence, once and for all. And you shall stand by My side, and behold 
it with your own eyes, Clare. 
 
"Yes, the time is coming when evil shall no longer have a voice. Oh, the mysteries to be revealed! So 
many mysteries. And you will come to understand all things. No longer will you have any question. 
Rather you will be fully enlightened as to the ―why‖ of everything. 
 
"Do not despair. You‘ve been strengthened. Stand strong! This is your time of vindication. It is at 
hand. No longer will they say, ‗Where is your God?‘ No, rather, they will say... 'THIS is YOUR God? 
The Mighty and Powerful One? No wonder you love Him!' Yet, they will not understand My love. Be 
prepared. Be strengthened. It is coming." 
 
 
 
 

Message 216: Jesus says… I clothe you in My Lowliness & You will have 

enough Oil 
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December 26, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began... ―To all My Blessed ones... I know this time of waiting is difficult for you all. Limbo is 
never pleasant, but allow Me to fill you with My Love each day and walk about looking for 
opportunities to pour it out on others. In this way you will not get bored or anxious, but rather stay 
fresh, alert and above all else, keep oil in your lamps.‖ 
 
―I know some of you are chafing at the bit to get at the news. Please, drown that desire and stay 
tuned to Me. The news will do nothing but confuse you. Stay tuned into Me, keep Me company and 
walk about doing good. In that way, nothing shall catch you by surprise and you will have more than 
enough oil in your lamp at that fateful hour.‖ 
 
―Examine your hearts, your conscience and behavior, but don‘t become obsessed with it. Rather, take 
a glance – where you see evil, repent and ask for the grace to overcome yourself. I tell you the truth, 
the only real enemy you have is yourself. Conquer yourself and the other enemies on the outside will 
gain no foothold. Though unpleasant things may happen to you, your charitable response will shut the 
door in their face, as they look to start a root of bitterness or resentment. Above all, maintain 
sweetness of soul and the enemy on the outside will find you so frustrating to work with. Things just 
won‘t go their way, and you will cause them constant confusion and frustration.‖ 
 
―As you look around you at those who do not know what is about to happen, do not allow pride to 
enter in…do not look down on anyone. Rather, if that thought enters your mind, immediately crush it 
by recounting all the virtue that person has that you don‘t have. And if you have a difficult time 
assigning virtue to them, imagine if you were brought up in a heavy drug and violence environment, 
where your mother was prostituting herself for drugs and where different men abused and hated you, 
where you were poor and never had decent food to eat or warm clothing. Imagine 15 years of that 
and what sort of person you would not be.‖ 
 
―Each soul I bring into the world has graces that accompany them. Some who are born into holy, 
ministering families came with 60 graces. Others who were born to prostitutes and drug addicts came 
into this world with only 6 graces.‖ 
 
―It is not what I gave you to begin with, but what you did with them that counts. How does that 
translate? That woman you know who is manipulative and sneaky is that way for a reason. She began 
life with inadequate means, and to survive she had to be sneaky. Some would be full blown criminals 
robbing, raping and destroying everything they could get their hands on. That she is just a little 
sneaky… well, that‘s nothing compared to what the demons wanted her to become and how they 
tempted and taunted her. But she used those 6 graces, she made the decision to be ‗mostly‘ honest 
and good to others.‖ 
 
―Whereas another, raised in a well provided for household, with a university education, might be self-
centered, proud and harbor resentment towards the poor and have failed to use the 30 graces they 
were given. Because without love, you have nothing.‖ 
 
(Clare) There must be a reason you would give one more graces than another? 
 
(Jesus) ―That for now must remain a mystery, but it will be revealed to you one day. Suffice it to say, I 
am a just God and that everything in Heaven is ordered by Perfection.‖ 
 
―You can always find ways to elevate others above yourself. Though I was in the form of God, I did 
not consider equality with God something to be grasped at. I did not come into this world born of 
nobility in royal surroundings. I preferred the poor, the simple and humble to be My parents and 
companions. The only well-educated apostle was the one who betrayed Me. That should tell you 
something. The Pharisees missed Me because they, too, were looking for nobility, worldly power and 
means.‖ 
 
―In this way, I was readily recognized by the poor, the sincere and the humble. But there was nothing 
in Me to appeal to nobility and class. Rather, to them I was merely a carpenter from Nazareth, and 
after all, can any good thing come from Nazareth?‖ 
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―So you see, I preferred humility, anonymity, to be of no account to the world. And I am perfecting My 
Bride in these traits because they safeguard the soul and make her a worthy companion to Me. And 
not that you should seek this, but in the end you will be more loved for your littleness than your 
greatness.‖ 
 
―Yes, I want My Brides, My Blessed ones, to go around elevating others above themselves, in their 
thoughts and actions (not verbally). I want them to take the last place, to be the lowest and to seek 
the interest of others rather than their own. Tall order? For some, yes. Lacking in grace? No, I am 
providing it as these words are received into your hearts, as you say ‗be it unto me according to your 
will,‘ this grace is being given and taking root within your heart.‖ 
 
―You will find in this practice, that you have many judgments against others... rich, poor, lame, whole. 
It will be a challenge for you. And a good one at that. All your thoughts in Heaven will be revealed.‖ 
 
―Purify your heart now and it will not be such a shock to you. These are finishing touches, My dear 
ones. They will make you shine like the stars in the firmament.‖ 
 
―Go now and put your hearts into it. I am with you. Let this new grace, this new blessing take root, 
deep in your hearts and bear sweet, sweet fruit.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 217: Jesus says… Division in My Body grieves Me! Satan was 

successful once again 
 
 
December 27, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
(Clare) The Lord be with you, precious Heartdwellers. Today‘s message has to do with a situation in 
Brazil with a few groups that have started monitoring and following the teachings on Heartdwellers. 
And I guess there‘s been some confusion and some dissension, and it has really grieved the Lord. It‘s 
interesting, for the last week the Lord keeps quickening Scriptures to me about division. This is a 
good teaching that He gave us to go along with any situation where there is gossip going on, or where 
there‘s accusation going on, that kind of thing. 
 
Jesus began... ―I truly am grieved by what Satan has managed to accomplish in this small, budding 
group. It started so pure, but you are not there to monitor the situation and one thing led to another. 
Rather than coming to you directly and asking, assumptions were made, conclusions were drawn and 
those who bore witness were divided against those who reacted without clarifying.‖ 
 
―I have given you My input. I am grieved that My Body, once again, is divided. When will it ever stop? 
When will men and women realize they are only men and women and not Me, that they should not go 
about judging others as if I had called them to take My place on the throne?‖ 
 
(Clare) Well, Lord, it was a matter of doctrine and you want us to examine and compare it to biblical 
truth? 
 
(Jesus) ―The problem is simply they are biased and do not know Scripture independent of men telling 
them what I said and how to interpret it. If they would submit their intellects to Holy Spirit, this kind of 
division would not even happen to begin with. But men insist on taking My place on the throne and 
making pronouncements based on half-truths and lies. Now is not the time to plow into this, My Love. 
I am merely telling you I am deeply grieved.‖ 
 
―…you are still fleshly. For since there is jealousy and strife among you, are you not fleshly, and are 
you not walking like mere men? For when one says, ‗I am of Paul,‘ and another, ‗I am of Apollos,‘ are 
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you not mere men? What then is Apollos? And what is Paul? Servants through whom you believed, 
even as the Lord gave opportunity to each one….‖ (1 Corinthians 3) 
 
―Little children, Satan has gained the mastery over you, I have called you to unity, yet you are 
accustomed to making judgments and pronouncements. This site is about living in Heaven now, in 
fulfillment of My command, ‗Let it be on Earth as it is in Heaven.‘ Yes, there are peoples of all 
denominations in Heaven…does that surprise you?‖ 
 
―Well, it shouldn‘t. Is it not about the heart, the true Love of God and Love of Brother? All enter 
through the sheepfold. All enter through Me. I turn no one away because of their ignorance or error. 
And may I say, most of you are quite ignorant? Someday you will see that.‖ 
 
―But rather than pull the veil from your eyes, for it is not time…‖ 
 
―And I, brethren, could not speak to you as to spiritual men, but as to men of flesh, as to infants in 
Christ. I gave you milk to drink, not solid food; for you were not yet able to receive it. Indeed, even 
now you are not yet able, for you are still fleshly. For since there is jealousy and strife among you, are 
you not fleshly, and are you not walking like mere men?…‖ 
 
―Precious ones, I want you to consider the fruits of your accusations and how you have divided My 
Body. What was meant to be a blessing has instead become a curse to you.‖ 
 
―So, I am asking you all to repent and beg forgiveness from one another, get back on the right track, 
let your sanctity remain intact and moving forward. For now you have lost all and those who fall into 
the pit with the Accuser of the Brethren, and wish to stay there, will not be taken in the Rapture. So be 
aware, mend your ways, mend the divisions and return to the sweetness of fellowship.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 218: Jesus says… Maintain your Purity & Light, My Brides 

Leave a lasting Impression 
 
 
December 29, 2015 – Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Jesus began… ―When I tell you these things about timing and being ready, it confuses the enemy just 
as much as it confuses you. But you trust Me, so I don‘t worry about your confusion. Each one of 
these Rapture warnings serves many purposes. Yes, I am toying with the enemy. Yes, I am building 
virtue, trust, faith and hope in My waiting Bride and yes, I am asking you to be vigilant over yourselves 
and keep your eyes on the horizon. Each time I bring this up with great seriousness, it‘s not just for 
those reasons, it also carries the weight of truth with it. Had it not been for the intervention of 
Australia, it would have happened earlier. 
 
―But now certain things are passing by the point of no return, and for that reason I want you to stay 
prepared and alert. Yet I have told you, you have a little time. Get things done that are still hanging. 
Don‘t leave this Earth with any remorse…‘I should have done this, I should have done that.‘ Finish it 
all off. Not only will you have deeper peace, but those who receive your packages will be amazed that 
you knew in advance and prepared so much for them. ―Nevertheless, don‘t stress over what you 
cannot complete. Do what you can and rest in My presence, and I will make up the remainder in 
grace.‖ 
 
―One of the most serious preparations you can make, any of you can make, is to prepare your hearts 
for Heaven. In Heaven there is no slander, no backbiting, no jealousy, no fear, no gossip, no 
hopelessness, and no depression. In Heaven there is supreme bliss. And as you choose to dwell in 
Me, you will have a taste of this bliss. Each day you will be tempted to enter into gossip, tale bearing, 
lust and all the other sins that have plagued your whole life.‖ 
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―These are exercises in virtue and a sign to the world as well, that this is not your homeland. You 
come from a different place with a different culture, a God culture. The sweetness of your spirits is the 
most convincing sign that I am real. Through all the troubles and contradictions of life, if you maintain 
this sweetness, it will be substantial proof of your God, that He is real and He is love.‖ 
 
―This is why I do not want you getting involved in the dark side of what‘s transpiring in the world. 
Everyone is talking about that, but who is rising above it with supernatural power? My Bride. She does 
not soak in the scum of the Earth, these intrigues, genocides and conspiracies. No, she rests in Me 
and brings light, not darkness to the world. Those who have spent their lives investigating all these 
things planned by Satan to destroy mankind and the Earth, are deeply embittered, angry, depressed 
and hopeless.‖ 
 
―You see, this kind of knowledge only makes it more real and overpowering to a man. And that‘s no 
kind of Christian witness. To say that these things are real and acknowledge them is just speaking 
truth, but to swim in that cesspool of evil leaves a noxious odor that obscures My indwelling presence 
in you. You are My light bearers, how can that light shine if it is submerged in the wicked doings of the 
world? You carry the fragrance of My presence in your hearts. Don‘t allow it to be obscured by the 
wicked things of the world.‖ 
 
―So you see, I have very, very good reasons for limiting you from these things. And evil always has a 
certain kind of magnetic attraction that causes men to be curious, and more curious. To want to know 
more, to excel in conversations with new and ever deepening mysteries of iniquity. But you, My 
Brides, must excel in charity, humility and actions that prove you belong to the Light of the World. As 
you step forward in purity and devotion to Me, you carry this light which to some is inexplicable, but 
real nonetheless. You are the living mystery of My Love for mankind…yes, in you the light of hope 
reaches out to those who are wandering around lost in the darkness.‖ 
 
―So, carry the Light forward. Carry the fragrance forward. And leave a lasting impression of the 
sweetness of your God that will be remembered by all.‖ 
 
 
 
 

Message 219: Jesus speaks about prowling Lions & Our three Enemies 
 
 
December 31st, 2015 - Words from Jesus to Sister Clare 
 
Well, my precious Heartdwellers, the Lord is truly with us and still instructing us. 
 
Jesus began His Message... 
"I have heard the prayers for a longer message...they are so eager to listen to Me. So will you wait on 
Me just a little longer?" 
 
Oh yes Lord. I will. 
 
"Well...tonight I want to talk about My words, 'Deliver us from evil.' The evil of the enemy, the evil of 
self will, the evils of this world. This is one prayer you can say immediately, and I will respond. You 
remember the UFO and how quickly it was escorted out of sight?" 
 
'Yes, Lord - I really remember that. How could I forget it?' It was a night when I was resting and 
watching the night-time sky, as I often do in between prayer, just to wake up a little bit. I saw this 
object off in the eastern sky and I knew immediately what it was, because it would move erratically, 
but then it came to rest in certain place. And just bubbling up and out of me, not even realizing what I 
was saying, I said, "Deliver us from evil." And immediately this object disappeared. I mean, it was 
GONE. I've never forgotten that. 
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Jesus answered me, and He said... 
"Yes, that prayer is amazing. I taught it to you and it carries great power when spoken in faith to Me, 
especially by a soul who truly knows Me. The beauty of this prayer is that it addresses the evil on all 
fronts; the evil in your own soul, the evil of the enemy and the evil in the world. It‘s not like you are 
praying against a demon, you are ultimately pulling yourself back in alignment with My Holy intentions 
for your life. It gives Me permission to adjust those things in you which are not pleasing to Me and 
counterproductive to personal holiness." 
 
"Yes, I like this prayer very much, and I wish for My Bride to use it in utter faith, more often. It 
addresses the evil of the moment, whereas the binding prayer addresses the entire day." 
 
So, the binding prayer is good for 24 hours? 
 
"Well, except when more demons arrive on the scene...then you need to pray it again with strong 
intention. When your mind wanders during the prayer, repeat that part of the prayer again. Intention is 
everything in all prayers, but especially when opposing the enemy. There is an energy in your prayers 
against evil. There is actually a force field that goes out from within you and throws up a hedge 
against it. And yes, the warring angels stand to attention." 
 
"You see, many times they watch you, to see if you will recognize what is going on in the spirit and if 
you will rise up to fight it off. They respond in obedience when called to action, but they wait for you to 
arise, as well. Well, not strictly speaking, they also act on their own when given instructions to do so. 
Yes, you can instruct them, that others say you cannot instruct them is not true. When they have been 
assigned, you may instruct them, or call for their assistance. ‗Holy angels, will you help me? Holy 
angels, will you escort that ambulance and help those people?'" 
 
There are those who will refute that, Lord. 
 
"Have I not said, 'And Jesus came up and spoke to them, saying... All authority has been given to Me 
in heaven and on earth. Go therefore and make disciples of all the nations, baptizing them in the 
name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit.' Matthew 28: 18-20 
 
But that doesn‘t mention angels. 
 
"These signs will accompany those who have believed: in My name they will cast out demons, and 
are not these demons the fallen ones? And My angels, ―Are they not all ministering spirits, sent out to 
render service for the sake of those who will inherit salvation?‖ Hebrews 1:14 
 
"They are sent out and assigned and you may indeed enlist their assistance. As I was saying, many 
times they wait for you to perceive and act on the evils surrounding you. I have given you My 
authority, My Name and My Blood. There is nothing that will not yield to this. However, it is true there 
are times of more focused prayer and self-denial, when that's appropriate." 
 
"In all things spiritual, you are to respect the powers of the air, but never fear them. Oh, how they hate 
those who quote Scripture to them and based on that authority demand that they cease and desist." 
 
"Yet, I have not taken My Spirit from you. I am forever present to you, and also diligent in watching 
your responses when confronted with evil. Clare, you can feel evil in a room. But most, including 
yourself, do not take the time to perceive it. However this is a skill you can cultivate, as long as it does 
not lead to pride. You are so very used to being in My Little Cocoon, and blocking out the exterior 
doings of spirits, you really don‘t make the effort. I understand your single mindedness and focus, but 
being sensitive to those who would create more trouble for you and others is not always the best 
practice." 
 
"There is yet so much for you to learn. And learn you will. Yes, I Myself am your teacher, and I shall 
acquaint you with these dynamics if you ask." 
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Lord, I only want to know what you want me to know. I don‘t wish to know much beyond that, even 
though I do have a hunger for knowledge on other levels. I know what it is like to feel puffed up and I 
hate it. 
 
"Well, you are continually walking in a war zone and you know when a negative thought or feeling 
comes your way, that‘s the time to take authority. It means you are in the presence of evil which has 
been assigned to cause you and others harm. Be alert, My Doves. Be watchful, your enemy is truly 
like a prowling lion and you are his next meal." 
 
"I am with you. Exercise your gifts in My Name and I shall deliver you." 
 
 
 
 

Message 220: Judgment Hall in Heaven - Another Chapter of Rick 

Joyner’s Book ‘The Final Quest’ 
 
With each encounter, a veil is being removed so that you can see Him more clearly. You are not 
changed just by seeing His glory, but by seeing it with an unveiled face. Everyone who comes to the 
true judgments of God walks a corridor such as this to meet those who can help them remove 
whatever veils they are still wearing; veils that will distort their vision of Him. 
 
I had already absorbed more understanding than I felt like my many years of study on Earth had given 
me. I then began to feel that all of my study and seeking on Earth had only led me forward at a snail‘s 
pace. How could many lifetimes prepare me for the Judgment? My life had already disqualified me 
more than all of those whom I had met, and they barely made it here! 
 
Then another man emerged from the ranks. He had been a contemporary of mine, and I did not know 
that he had died. I had never met him on Earth, but he had a great ministry, which I respected very 
much. Through men that he had trained, thousands had been led to salvation, and many great 
churches had been raised up. 
 
He asked if he could just embrace me for a minute, and I agreed, feeling a bit awkward. When we 
embraced I felt such love coming from him that a great pain that was deep within me stopped hurting. 
I had become so used to the pain that I did not even notice it until it stopped. After he released me I 
told him that his embrace had healed me of something. His joy at this was profound. Then he began 
to tell me why he was in the lowest rank in Heaven. 
 
―I became so arrogant near the end of my life that I could not imagine that the Lord would do anything 
of significance unless He did it through me. I began to touch the Lord‘s anointed, and do His prophets 
harm. I was selfishly proud when the Lord used one of my own disciples, and I became jealous when 
the Lord moved through anyone who was outside of my own ministry. I would search for anything that 
was wrong with them which I could attack. I did not know that every time I did this, I only demoted 
myself further.‖ 
 
―I never knew that you had done anything like that,‖ Rick Joyner said, surprised. 
 
He continued… 
―I incited men under me to investigate others and do my dirty work. I had them scour the Earth to find 
any error or sin in the life of others to expose them.‖ 
 
Now, Clare‘s aside here is, mind you – this is MAN‘S idea of an error. This is not necessarily God‘s 
idea of an error that he was looking for. So, it‘s like HIS opinion caused him to think certain things 
were error, but in fact, before God they may not have been error. But he found fault with them 
because they didn‘t agree with what HE believed. 
 
Continuing on… 
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―I became the worst thing that a man can become on the Earth-a stumbling block who produced other 
stumbling blocks. We sowed fear and division throughout the church…‖ 
 
Clare… 
Boy, I mean how many times does that happen? Fear and Division. I have seen it so many times, 
because someone is trying to correct what they call an error in someone else, and it causes everyone 
to freak out and they‘re all afraid now of all the good that that person did. Because of one man‘s 
opinion! I mean, this is just so common. And it‘s SO grievous to the Lord. 
 
So, going back over that again… 
―I became the worst thing that a man can become on the Earth – a stumbling block who produced 
other stumbling blocks.‖ (God help us!) ―We sowed fear and division throughout the church. in the 
name of protecting the truth. In my self-righteousness I was headed for perdition. In His great mercy 
the Lord allowed me to be struck by a disease that would bring about a slow and humiliating death.‖ 
 
―Just before I died, I came to my senses and repented. I am just thankful to be here at all. I may be 
one of the least of His here, but it is much more than I deserve. I just could not leave this room until I 
had a chance to apologize to those of you that I so wronged.‖ 
 
―But you never wronged me,‖ Rick Joyner said. 
 
―Oh, but I did indeed,‖ he replied. ―Many of the attacks that came against you were from those whom I 
had agitated and encouraged in their assaults on others. Even though I may not have personally 
carried the attacks out, the Lord holds me as responsible as those who did.‖ 
 
―I see.‖ Rick Joyner said. ―Certainly I forgive you.‖ 
 
I was already beginning to remember how I had done this same thing, even if on a smaller scale. I 
recalled how I had allowed disgruntled former members of a church to spread their poison about that 
church without stopping them. I knew that by just allowing them to do this without correcting them, I 
had encouraged them to continue. 
 
I remember thinking that this was justified because of the errors of that church. I then began to 
remember how I had even repeated many of their stories, justifying it by saying it was only to enlist 
prayer. Soon a great flood of other such incidents began to arise in my heart. Again, I was starting to 
be overwhelmed by the evil and darkness of my own soul. 
 
―I, too, have been a stumbling block!‖ I wailed, dropping again to my knees. I knew that I deserved 
death, that I deserved the worst kind of hell. I had never seen such ruthlessness and cruelty as I was 
now seeing in my own heart.‖ 
 
―And we always comforted ourselves by actually thinking that we were doing God a favor when we 
attacked His own children,‖ came the understanding voice of this man. ―It is good for you to see this 
here, because you can go back. Please warn my disciples of their impending doom if they do not 
repent. Many of them are called to be kings here, but if they do not repent they will face the worst 
judgment of all – that of the stumbling blocks.‖ 
 
―My humbling disease was grace from God. When I stood before the throne, I asked the Lord to send 
such grace to my disciples. I cannot cross back over to them, but He has allowed me this time with 
you. Please forgive and release those who have attacked you. They really do not understand that 
they are doing the work of the Accuser.‖ 


